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Introduction
Tech Briefs are short announcements of new technology derived from the research and
development activities of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration These briefs
emphasize information considered likely to be transferrable across industrial, regional, or
disciplinary lines and are issued to encourage commercial application
This Index to NA SA Tech Briefs lists those published in 1971 The main listing is divided
into nine categories Electronics/Electrical, Electronic/Electrical Systems, Physical Sci-
ences, Materials/Chemistry, Life Sciences, Mechanics, Machinery, Equipment, and Tools,
Fabrication Technology, and Computer Programs
A typical entry has these elements
TECH BRIEF NUMBER TITLE
\ I DATE ABSTRACT
B71-10089 {
HBIH BRIDGE OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT
•-LIPOHA, P. C./LOCKHEED ELECTRON. CO./
APR. 1971 -* .
SSC-13686
Circuit with minium B number of components provides
stable outputs of 2 to 8 volts at frequencies of
.001 to 100 kHz. Oscillator exhibits low power
consumption, portability, simplicity, and drive
capability, it has application as loudspeaker
tester and audible alarm, as well as in
laboratory and test generators.
nINNOVATOR
ORIGINATING SOURCE NUMBER
To help users locate information of value, four indexes are provided The first is a
subject index, arranged alphabetically
SUBJECT HEADING
\
AHPODLES
TITLE ^_ Salt stabilizer for preventing chlorine depletion
and increasing shelf-life of potable water - A
concept
THSC-17153] B71-10097 OU
ORIGINATING SOURCE NUMBER TECH BRIEF NUMBER CATEGORY
Note that in this index several routes are opened for obtaining further information If the
title seems promising, the Tech Brief number and category may be used to locate the ab-
stract, which will be found in the main section arranged sequentially by Tech Brief number
within each category Further, the Tech Brief number can of course be used for obtaining
a copy of the original Tech Brief
The second index is a personal author index arranged alphabetically
AUTHOR
CBICCHI, J. B.
TITLE *-Nonvolatile read/»rite memory element - A concept
[GSFC-10993] B71-10306 01
Diode matrix reduces conpnter nenory pover
requirements
fGSFC-1099<»] B71-103U7 01
ORIGINATING SOURCE NUMBER TECH BRIEF NUMBER CATEGORY
The third index relates all items by the originating source and number to the Tech
Brief number and category
ABC-10025 B71-10497 01
/ / \
ORIGINATING SOURCE NUMBER TECH BRIEF NUMBER CATEGORY
The four th index relates all items by the Tech Brief number and category to the origi-
nating source and number
B71-10CU7 05 ABG-10U13/ \ '
TECH BRIEF NUMBER CATEGORY ORIGINATING SOURCE NUMBER
Availabi l i ty ot Tech Bnets
Subscriptions to Tech Briefs may be purchased from the National Technical Information
Service, Springfield, Virginia 22151 (Attention Code 410 4)
This index lists nine categories of Tech Briefs The charge for an annual subscription
to all nine categories is $20 Subscription rates for single categories are
Electronics/Electrical $6 00
Electronic/Electrical Systems 3 00
Physical Sciences 4 00
Materials/Chemistry 5 00
Lite Sciences 2 50
Mechanics 3 00
Machinery, Equipment, and Tools 250
Fabrication Technology 2 50
Computer Programs 3 00
A complete set of Tech Briefs issued prior to 1972 may be purchased for $110 All Tech
Bnets issued in 1963 or 1964 may be purchased for $10, and all Tech Briefs issued in each
year since then tor $20 per year
Requests tor individual copies of Tech Briefs, and questions regarding the Tech Brief
program, should be directed to
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION OFFICE (CodeKT),
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION,
WASHINGTON, DC 20546
This index was prepared by the Scientific and Technical Information Facility operated
for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration by Informatics Tisco, Inc
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01 ELECTRONICS/ELECTRICAL
B71-10011
OBIVEBSAL IHTEEFACE ENABLES ONE BECOBDEB TO SERVE
HOBEBOOS BEASDRIHG INSIBOBEBTS
DONLIH, N. E./BOEIHG CO./
JAN. 1971
H-FS-15134
Circuit handles data, regardless of polarity and
amplitude, in 10-lioe decimal fora or in an; form
of binary coded decimal, when measuring
instruments have common chassis grounds, Zener
diodes prevent lov-leak ciccalating currents from
unbalancing the circuit.
B71-10013
SATOBABLE-BEACTOB BOTOE STABTER BEDOCES LIHE VOLTAGE
FLDCTOATIONS
COBEIE, B. G./H. AH. ROCKWELL COBP./
JAN. 1971
H-FS-18921
Satnrable reactor starter uses back electromotive
force /emf/ generated by large motors /18.650 to
596,800 watts/ to limit and control the starting
current.
B71-10014
AOTOHATIC HEPEBEFCE LEVEL CONTROL FOB AN ANTENNA
PiTTEBN BECOBDING SYSTEH
LIPIN, R., JB./SPEBBY HAND COBP./
JAB. 1971
B-FS-20257
Automatic gain control system keeps recorder
reference levels within 0.2 decibels during
operation. System reduces recorder drift during
antenna radiation distribution determinations
over an eight hour period.
B71-10016
ELECTROBAGNETIC SIBOLATIOH OF HICBOWAVE BACKSCATTEB
FBOH THE OCEAN SOBFACE - A FEASIBILITY STDDY
WABD, B. B./LOCKHEED HISSILES AND SPACE CO./
JAN. 1971 SEE ALSO NASA-CR-98454
H-FS-20U76
Photochemical etching is most successful method for
obtaining simulated microwave backscatter pattern
from ocean surface, process is adaptable to
integrated circuit and thin film semiconductor
fabrications. The attained horizontal resolution
of 10 should improve with egnipment refinement.
B71-10021
STDDT OF SECOND BREAKDOWN IB POWEB TBAHSISTOBS USING
IHFBARED TECHNIQUES
INNOVATOR NOT GIVEN /BAYTHEON CO./ JAH. 1971
B-FS-20748
Infrared thermal maps pinpoint exact location where
second breakdown will occur before phenomenon
happens and before physical damage develops at
hot spot. Crystal structure analysis at that
point determines cause of fault. Absolute power
of radiation emitted from hot spot is direct
indication of voltage level at which second
breakdown occurs
B71-10025
BADIAL BOTATING AHTENA-FEED SYSTEH
DODD, L. B. KELLER, G. C. BAXRELL, B. S.
FEB. 1971
GSFC-11013
System incorporating two or more radial feed
assemblies tracks and communicates with multiple
moving transmitters, receivers, or transponders.
System utilizes a fixed parabolic reflector or
other beam-forming device such as a lens or
spherical reflector.
B71-10029
LONG-LIFE ELECTBOBECBABICSL SINE-COSINE GENEHATOB
FLAGGE, B.
BAB. 1971
LAHGLEY-10503
Sine-cosine generator with no sliding parts is
capable of withstanding a 20 Bz oscillation for
more than 14 hours. Tests show that generator is
electrically equal to potentiometer and that it
has excellent dynamic characteristics. Generator
shows promise of higher-speed applications than
was previously possible.
B71-10032
CONDUCTIVE ELASTOBESIC BXTEBSOBBfBB
GAOSE, F. L. GLENN, C. G.
FEB. 1971
H-FS-21049
Bridge circuit, in which conductive elastomenc
material is the variable leg, precisely measures
surface area changes in the human body. Circuits
are used singularly, or in quantity by adding
elements and amplifier circuits. Elastomenc
strips can be located in a form-fitting garment.
B71-10033
WIDE-ANGLE, CIBCDLABLY POLABIZED,
OBHIDIBECTIOHAL-ARBAY ABTEHBA
BOYEB, B. B./BADIATION, INC./ CASE, E. W. SOSA, J.
FEB. 1971
GSFC-10928
Bodified conventional turnstile antenna features
bifoliate pattern with relatively high gain and
good circularity over solid area enclosed by the
0.26 and 1.31 radian angles of elevation. These
antennas are intended for high altitude balloon
use, their permissible weight is restricted to
one pound.
B71-10035
IHPBOVED METHODS OF, FOBBING BONOLITHIC INTEGBATED
CIRCUITS BAYING COBPLEBENTARY BIPOLAB TBANSISTOBS
BOHABBON, B. O., JB./TEX. IBSTR. CORP./ CASHION, W. F.
STEBLIN, B. A.
FEB. 1971
LANGLEY-10358
Two new processes form complementary transistors in
monolithic semiconductor circuits, require fewer
steps /infusions/ than previous methods, and
eliminate such problems as nonnniform h sub FE
distribution, low yield, and large device
formation.
B71-10040
ACTIVE PABALLEL REDUNDANCY FOB ELECTBONIC
IHTEGBATOB-TYPE CONTBOL CIBCOTTS
PETERSON, B. A./WESTINGHOOSE ASTBONOCL. LAB./
FEB. 1971
BDC-10231
Circuit extends concept of redundant feedback
control from type-0 to type-1 control systems.
Inactive channels are slaves to the active
channel, if latter fails, it is rejected and
slave channel is activated. High reliability and
elimination of single-component catastrophic
failure are important in closed-loop control
systems.
B71-10043
INEXPENSIVE SYSTEB PROTECTS BEGAWATT
RESISTANCE-HEATING PDBHACE AGAINST HIGH-VOLTAGE SURGES
STEABNS, E. J./WESTINGHOOSE ASTBONDCL. LAB./
BAB. 1971
NDC-10239
Coolant gas extinguishes arcing across the break in
a heater element. Air-gap shunt which bypasses
high voltage impressed across the circuit
prevents damage if the resistance elements break
and open the inductive circuit.
B71-10069
DUAL-CBANNEL CIBCOIT CONDITIOBS/AHPLIFIES TBAHSDOCEBS'
INPUTS AND ODTPDTS
BDRPHY, K. H./N. AH. BOCKHELL COBP./
APE. 1971
HSC-15712
Circuit includes two data channels and one shared
precision power supply installed on a single 11.4
cm sguare circuit card. The unit is relatively
inexpensive, compact, and suitable for most tests
where low-noise and high-gain signal processing
is reguired.
B71-10071
SUBBEBSED SENSING ELECTBODE USED IN FUEL-CELL TYPE
BYDROGEN DETECTOR
B71-10075
HIEDBACH, L. B./GE/ RUDER, F. P. BOTKOHESKI, H. D.
»PB. 1971
H-FS-W55
Electrode has silieone robber diffusion barrier
•ith fixed permeation constant for hydrogen.
Barrier controls flow of hydrogen to anode and
Faraday relationship establishes upper lint for
current through cell. Electrode fabrication is
described.
B71-10075
HICEOIAVE DOSIHETEB - A COBCBPT
BABTLETT, H./ALLIED BBS. ASSOCIATES, ISC./ BIBD, F.
APB. 1971
HQ-10107
Dosimeter determines tine-integrated radiation
dosage to vhich an individual is exposed.
Integration is neasnred chemically in proportion
to radiation detected. Rearer receives an
exposure measurement representing an average of
the dose over the entire body.
B71-10084
CEBAHIC 1IBIHG BOARD IHCBEASES PACKAGIBG DEHSITI OF
ELECTBOHIC HODDLES
HAHLEY, L. D./HIT/ HABTIH, J. H.
APB. 1971
HSC-13197
Ceramic multilayer wiring board interconnects large
scale integration /LSI/ modules which dissipate
nearly 2W/cc. Extremely high packaging density
is possible by application of alumna cover
hermetically sealed to board. Signal
interconnections are completely dependent on
transfer heat between layers.
B71-100B8
BIGB DENSITY ELECTBOHIC PACKAGIIG BODOLE WITH IBPBOVED
COOLIHG iSSEBBLY
BABTIH, J. H./HIT/
APB. 1971
HSC-13639
Cold plate increases heat transfer within high
density electronic module. Tapered pins improve
heat transfer process by providing larger surface
pressure with increased planar area, cooling
technique increases thermal contact where planar
area is limited, interface pressure increases the
heat transfer coefficient.
B71-10089
BBIH BRIDGE OSCILLATOB CIBCDIT
LIPOMA, p. C./LOCKHEED ELECTROS. CO./
APB. 1971
MSC-13686
Circuit with minimum number of components provides
stable outputs of 2 to 8 volts at freguencies of
.001 to 100 kHz. Oscillator exhibits low power
consumption, portability, simplicity, and drive
capability, it has application as loudspeaker
tester and audible alarm, as well as in
laboratory and test generators.
B71-10102
IHPBOVED BIGB-TEBPEBATDBE HETAL-SBEATHED CABLES
FOX, H. A., JB./AEBOJET-GEN. CORP./
HAY 1971
SDC-10113
Process prevents moist air degradation of cables
insulated with magnesium oxide. Electrical-grade
silicone oil is polymerized by heat application
to produce water repellant surface coating.
Insulation treated with this oil repels moisture.
B71-1011*
SDBHIHIATOBE TBAHSDOCEB HEASUBES UHSTEADY PBESSOBES
BAHAM, K. B.
HAT 1971
ABC-103H9
Transducer has thin piezoelectric sensing element
of 0.051-cm-thick lead zirconate titanate crystal
which is cut as a conical frustum. Sensing
crystal and titanium wire are protected from
mechanical shock and vibration. Transducer is
insensitive to mechanical vibrations of
instrument plug on which it is mounted.
B71-10121
LOS-COST QOASI-PABABOLIC AHTEHBA
TAGGABT, B. B., JB./STARFOBD OBIT./
HAY. 1971 SEE ALSO BASA-CB-72773
LEWIS-11291
Antenna design employs flat petal-shaped aluminum
sheets and novel rim configuration. Hew antenna
is inexpensive and has only slightly degraded
performance. Design advantages are low-cost
tooling and fabrication, convenient size and
shape for transport and assembly, and simple
assembly procedure.
B71-10125
SELF-BEPLACEABLE THEBBOCOOPLE FOB HOLTEB STEEL BATB -
A COHCEPT
BLAO, P./BESTIRGBOOSE ASTBOHOCL. LAB./ ZELLBEB, G.
HAY 1971 SEE ALSO 866-10461
BBC-10223
Thermocouple wires, consisting of tungsten-rhenium
alloy protected by ablative ceramic coating, are
wound on a reel and fed continuously into bath.
Tests indicate accuracy and reliability are
comparable to conventional devices.
B71-10128
BIGB COHBEHT COHPE8SATIOB HETBOBK FOB DC LOGABITBHIC
AHPLIFIEBS
BILSOR, J. B./BESTIBGHODSE ASTROSDCL. LAB./
BAY 1971
HOC-10118
Circuit voltage output is reduced by voltage
equivalent to ampere resistance drop of
nonlogarithmic resistances of practical diodes;
therefore, output is same as circuit using ideal
diode. Circuit applies to meter and electronic
recorder movements, and improves performance of
radiation detectors and several microbiological
monitoring devices
B71-10132
BYBBID BEDOHDAHCY SYSTEH FOB IMPROVIBG BELIABILITY - A
COHCEPT
HATIOB, F. P.
BAY 1971 SEE ALSO JPL-TB-32-1167
HPO-11546
System combines two concepts - triple modular
redundancy (THB) and spares (replacement system)
redundancy. System has triplicated active unit
core with associated bank of specifically
arranged standby spare units. Curves plotted from
characteristic equation show hybrid system is
more reliable than conventional THE systems.
B71-10136
BIGB VOLTAGE LIGBTRIRG GBOOHDIRG DEVICE
BOFFHAH, B. G. PETEBSOH, V. S.
BAY 1971
LEBIS-11282
Grounding device insertion in wire termination
cabinets and terminal block modification prevent
lightning-induced high voltage transients from
reaching inputs or outputs of solid state
instruments and control systems. Installation
minimizes wiring confusion and achieves 100
percent protection.
B71-10142
SATOBATIOR CDBBEBT SPIKES ELIMINATED IH SATOBABLE COBE
TBABSFOBMEBS
SCHBABZ, F. C.
HAY 1971
ERC-10125
Dnsatnrating composite magnetic core transformer,
consisting of two separate parallel cores
designed so impending core saturation causes
signal generation, terminates high current spike
in converter primary circuit. Simplified
waveform, demonstrates transformer effectiveness
in eliminating current spikes.
B71-10162
DESIGR OF BYSTEBBSIS CIBCDITS USIHG DIFFEBEHTIAL
AHPLIFIEBS
COOKE, B. A./LOCKHEED HISSILES AND SPACE CO./
JOB. 1971
ABC-10070
Design equations for hysteresis circuit are based
on the following assumptions: amplifier input
impedance is larger than source impedance;
amplifier output impedance is less than load
B71-1023H
impedance; and amplifier switches state when
differential input voltage is approximately zero.
Circuits are designed to any given
specifications.
B71-10170
BLECTBOHIC BIPPLE IHDICATOB
DAVIDSOH. J. K. HOOCK, W. H.
JOB. 1971
KSC-10162
Electronic circuit for monitoring excessive ripple
voltage on dc power lines senses voltage
variations from few millivolts to maximum of 10
volts ros. Instrument is used wherever power
supply fluctuations night endanger system
operations or damage eguipment. Device is
inexpensive and easily packaged in snail chassis.
B71-10171
VOLTAGE-COHtBOLLBD OSCILLATOB
DOBAHD, J. L./STSTEHS TECHHOl.. IHC./
JOB. 1971
AHC-10078
Oscillator generates symmetrical triangular
waveform when inverting and noninverting inputs
are egual. Oscillator portion of circuit has
integrated circuit, high-performance operational
amplifier wired as differential integrator, and
two silicon controlled rectifiers.
B71-1017<»
A 20 KHZ POBEB OSCILLATOB
STDBBAN, J. C.
JOB. 1971
LERIS-11319
Circuit providing stable sine wave power up to 10 R
supplies small amounts of power at frequency
other than 60 Hz. Circuit has men bridge
oscillator which uses operational amplifier to
feed power amplifier stage. Power amplifier
stage uses booster amplifier and two discrete
transistors for power output.
B71-10177
HULTILOOP DISTRIBUTED EC ACTIVE BETROBKS
KEBRIH, W. J.
JOB. 1971
ABC-10200
Distributed HC active two-port network and voltage
amplifier provides advantage over lumped elements
in that second-order bandpass function is
obtained with single distributed passive element.
Incorporating positive and negative feedback
loops provides improvement in Q, sensitivity, and
gain-Q sensitivity product compared to
single-loop networks.
B71-10179
IHPBOTED SHEATB BEHOV&L TECHIIQOE FOB VEST. SHALL
THEBBOCOOPLES
HOELLEB, B.
JOB. 1971
LERIS-11228
Standard •'weldmatic1' spotwelder and tweezer-type
welding head burns and vaporizes sheath material
to expose undamaged thermocouple wire. Firing is
repeated to remove additional sheathing and after
three or four firings electrodes require
cleaning.
B71-10182
DETEBHIHATIOH OF BOBLIBEAB BESISTABCE VOLTAGB-COHBBHT
BELATIOHSBIPS BT BEASDBIHG HABBOIICS
STAFFOBD, J. B./IBH COBP./
JOB. 1971
H-FS-20U02
Test configuration measures harmonic signal
amplitudes generated in nonlinear resistance.
Vacuum-type voltmeter measures Ion frequency
sinusoidal input signal amplitude and
wave-analyzer measures amplitude of harmonic
signals generated in junction. Input signal
harmonics amplitude must not exceed that of
harmonics generated in nonlinear resistance.
B71-10190
IHEXPEHSIVB, LABGE-DIiBETEB, BADAB TBACKIBG ABD
CALIBBATIOP SPBEBES
BOLDBEH, B. B.
JOB. 1971
XLA-111511
Plastic models of polystyrene beads are produced to
within 0.02 cm accuracy, in various diameters
designed to meet exact requirements of particular
radar system freguency spectrum. They are
inexpensive and do not require special handling
imposed on metal spheres.
B71-10193
SHALL SIZE TBABSFOBREB PBOVIDES HIGH POIEB BEGOLATIOB
RITB LOR BIPPLE ABD BAXIflDH CONTROL
HANOLI, B./N. AH. ROCKWELL COBP./ OLBICH, B. B.
JOB. 1971
H-FS-16709
Single, variable, transformer/choke device does
work of several. Technique reduces drawer
assembly physical size and design and
manufacturing cost. Device provides power,
voltage current and impedance regulation while
maintaining maximum control of linearity and
ensuring extremely low ripple. Hulling is
controlled to very fine degree.
B71-10201
AH IHPBOVED CELERETBT STSTEB
LOHB, D. B.
JOB. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-TH-D-1105, HASA-TH-D-4402
ABC-10336
Transmission of parity bits together with data bits
by a rate one half convolutional code of 25-bit
constraint length, with sequential decoding of
received signal increases quantity and accuracy
of data transmitted by pulse code modulated
system operating at given power level.
B71-10201
COABSE BOLL-BATE GAIH-COBTBOL CIBCOIT
COOKE, R. A./LOCKHEED HISSILES AND SPACE CO./
JOB. 1971
ABC-1006U
Circuit is used in spin-rate computing unit of
control system for solar pointing rocket during
its acquisition mode. Direction cosines from
magnetometers and coarse sun sensors derive
function that is approximately roll-rate times
sum of absolute value of direction cosines.
B71-10221
AOTOHATIC CBOSS-SECTIOIIHG ABD HOHITOBIHG SISTEH
LOCATES DEFECTS IB ELECTBOBIC DEVICES
JACOBS, G./SPEBBY BAHD/ SLAUGHTER, B.
JOL. 1971
GSFC-11221
System consists of motorized grinding and lapping
apparatus, sample holder, and electronic control
circuit. Low power microscope examines device to
pinpoint location of circuit defect, and monitor
displays output signal when defect is located
exactly.
B71-10231
ELECTBOLISIS CELL FOBCTIOHS AS RATEB VAPOB
DEBOHIDIFIEB ABD OXIGEB GEHEBATOB
CLIFFOHD, J. E./BATTELLE HEH. IHST./
JOL. 1971 SEE ALSO NASA-CB-771, HASA-CB-73170
ABC-10316
Rater vapor is absorbed in hygroscopic electrolyte,
and oxygen generated by absorbed water
electrolysis at anode is added simultaneously to
air stream. Cell applications include on-board
aircraft oxygen systems, portable oxygen
generators, oxygen concentration requirements,
and commercial air conditioning and dehumidifying
systems.
B71-1023H
CATBETEB TBAHSDOCEB ABD CIBCOlT
HABBISOH, D. B.,KEBRIH, R. J.
JOL. 1971 SEE ALSO B67-10669
ABC-10132
Simple integoated circuit located at transducer,
enables use of single coaxial cable for both
inpnt and output connections. Circuit is
sensitive to changes in BC time constant, has
mach improved sensitivity characteristics, and is
unaffected by changes in cable capacitance
effects.
B71-10212
B71-10242
FLAT-COBDOCTOB CABLE HAS BOTABY ABD LINEAR FLEXIBILITY
CABDEN, J. B.
JDL. 1971 SEE ALSO NASA-TB-X-53960
B-FS-21096
Beport describes capabilities and Imitations of
flat-conductor cable /FCC/ relative to flexure in
bending, folding, rotating, and extending, it
also compares FCC nechanical and endurance
characteristics with ronnd-vire cable, and
compares qualities of various types of insulation
for FCC. Several configurations exemplify FCC
flexibility.
.871-10270
FAST CARET ACCDHOLATOB DESIGB
HASTIH. H. C./ASTHIOHICS IAB./
AD6. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-TH-X-53983
B-FS-20902
Simple iterative accumulator combined with
gated-carry, carry-completion detection, and
skip-carry circuits produces three accumulators
with decreased carry propagation times. Devices
are used in machine control, measurement
equipment, and computer applications to increase
speed of binary addition. BAND gates are used in
combining network.
B71-10275
OSCILLATING TANK CIBCOIT ELIBIMATES BALLAST BESISTOB
IB LABP COHTBOL CIBCOIT
LISTEB, L. B./SPEBBY BAND/
AOG. 1971
B-FS-20891
Circuit limits lamp current, replacing the series
current-limiting resistor.
B71-10279
ISOSCELES DETECTOB PROVIDES BAXIBOB BESOLOTION IB
EZPABDED BABGE
WATTERSON, B. F./SABDEBS ASSOCIATES, IBC./
AOG. 1971
GSFC-10932
Dynamic range expansion system for radio frequency
/BF/ signal detection equipment consists of BF
amplifiers, BF amplitude modulated detectors, and
operational amplifier. The analog output gives
maximum resolution over fixed voltage range,
without switching. Two minor drawbacks of this
circuit are cited.
B71-10286
OSCILLATOB WITH HIDE DIHABIC TOBIBG RAHGE
BIPPY, B. H.
AOG. 1971
GSFC-11086
Two or more tandem amplifier stages, one of which
is tuned, added to a circuit permit tuning an
oscillator over frequency range of six decades.
Oscillator operates in distributed mode for
increased frequency stability. Within practical
limitations, stability increases by increasing
number of tuned stages.
B71-10287
ENBAHCING EFFICIBHCY OF SIBSLE, LABGE-APEBTOBE
1HBIMS
COHEN, H./ADVANCED TECHNOL. CORP./ GBIBES, D. E.
LITTLEPAGE, B. S.
AOG. 1971 SEE ALSO NASA-CB-101352
HQ-10597
Bumerical analysis method provides means of
describing energy distribution in focal plane of
parabolic surface in terms of phase and
wavelength. Two approaches for enhancing antenna
efficiency include single, large reflector
focused to feeding elenent, and array of smaller
apertures whose individual outputs are summed.
~B71-10292
IBPBOVED BELAY CBATTEB DETBCTOB
BEYBOLDS, B. K.
AOG. 1971
. NPO-10355
Detector provides go/no-go sensing of momentary
relay or contact opening during vibration
testing. Device compares duration of unwanted
openings to calibrated standard and lights
indicator if standard is exceeded. Stability and
reliability are higher than in any other
comparable device.
B71-10301
A COBTIBOED FBACTION GEBEBATOB FOB SBOOTH POLSE
SEQDEBCES
COHN, H./SPEBBY BAND/ EVEN, S. LINCOLN, S. J.
AOG. 1971
BSC-13697
Digital circuit produces rational output pnlse rate
at fraction of continuous input pulse rate.
Output pulses have average rate with least
possible deviation from absolute correct time
spacing. Circuit uses include frequency
synthesizing, fraction generation, and
approximation of irrational sequences.
B71-10309
CALIBRATION-INTERNAL ADJUSTMENT INDICATOR - A COBCEPT
HEDENE, P. S./8. AB. BOCKBELL COBP./
AtTG. 1971
B-FS-18693
Circuit, when used with decision table, permits
relatively unskilled personnel to maintain
effective quality control. Design determines
required changes in calibration intervals.
Interval readings are recorded to nearest
integer, making high precision unnecessary.
Specific required performance-history information
is discussed.
B71-10313
BICBOWAVE BIASING IBPBOVES DETECTOB BESPOBSE IB THE
IBFBABED BEGIOB
SON, C./BCA/ WALSH, T. E.
JOG. 1971
GSFC-11050
Detection system, which incorporates advantaqes of
microwave biasing, measures output of a carbon
dioxide laser at 10.6 microns with a factor of
1,000 improvement in sensitivity. Material
lifetime, rather than external circuitry, limits
detector response time.
B71-10322
HOTEL SHIFT BEGISTEB ELIBIHATES LOGIC GATES ABD POWEB
SIITCHING CIBCOITS
CLIFF, B. A.
AOG. 1971
GSFC-10517
Begister requiring two integrated circuits per
stage has nominal power dissipation of 3.5 mR per
stage, its use eliminates reset pnlse, allowing
data transfer to occur in less than 1
microsecond, and eliminates power application to
both right and left portions of the register
simultaneously.
B71-10323
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER WITH FOOB-DECADB DYBAHIC BABGE
INNOVATOB NOT GIVEN /BOEING CO./ AOG. 1971
KSC-1038*
Adjustable resistor taps in gain-control feedback
loop of the transducer permit wide sensing range,
shorting the pins on electrical connector allows
selection of appropriate range. Electrical
specifications of the transducer and its
applications are cited.
B71-10334
IOB IBPLANTATIOB BEDOCES BADIATIOB SENSITIVITY OF
BETAL OXIDE SILICON /EOS/ DEVICES
IHBOVATOB BOT GIVEN /HES. TBIANGLE IBS!./ SEP. 1971
SEE ALSO BASA-CB-1584
LABGLEY-10630
Implanting nitrogen ions improves hardening of
silicon oxides 30 percent to 60 percent against
ionizing radiation effects. Process reduces
sensitivity, but retains stability normally shown
by interfaces between silicon and thermally grown
oxides.
B71-10311
PICTORIAL DISPLAY OP BATERIALS ABD PBOCESSES AIDS IN
FABRICATING COBPLEX ASSEBBLIES
EBBET, B. B./B. AB. BOCKIELL COBP./ FARKES, G. J.
SEP. 1971
B-FS-21006
flethod uses assembly consisting of single pictorial
871-10438
display shoving cutaway Tien of assembly,
snbassemblies identified by name and materials,
and processes identified by both specification
and commercial design. Display is used in
engineering, manufacturing, and personnel
traxning.
B71-10345
DIGITAL DECODES FOB PHASE-DSLAY CODED DATA
LEBIB, J./BCA/
SEP. 1971
GSFC-10894
Coded or modulated digital data converts to
nonreturn to zero /BHZ/ data. Technique includes
logxc 'implementation and pertinent timing
diagrams. Demodulation to BBZ facilitates
digxtal logic operations on incoming data.
Phase-delay modulation has advantage of inherent
self-timing not present in BBZ modulation.
B71-103«6
NONVOLATILE BEAD/WEITE HEHOBI ELBHBHT - A COHCBPT
CBICCHI, J. B./WESTIBGHODSE ELEC. COBP./ LITLE, I. J.
SEP. 1971 SEE ALSO NASA-CB-106493
GSPC-10993
Hemory, with limited number of programming cycles,
is achieved by using verticle, fusible links in
serxes with oxide breakthrough elements. Hemory
elements are fabricated with integrated circuit
technology and are ideal for low power digital
computer application.
B71-10347
DIODE BAIBII BEDOCES COHPOTEB HEHOBI POBEB
BEQDIBEHEHTS
CBICCHI, J. B./MESTIHGHODSE ELEC. COBP./
SEP. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-CB-106<!93
GSFC-10994
Bidirectional ROS driver, integrated with diode
matrix reduces fuse read current to only that of
junction leakage and transient ROS gate charging
current. Ho current, except junction leakage
current, flows in unaddressed cells. Current
reguired to drive HOS gate flows through unfnsed
branch only during read mode.
B71-10349
DOUBLE PHASE-LOCK LOOP BITS BAPID TBAHSIEBT BESPOHSE
A COHCBPT
BALCEBICZ. J. F./BCA/
SEP. 1971
GSFC-10864
Integration loop, with narrow bandwidth and long
response time, integrates phase estimate of
sampling loop, resulting in slower but less
jittery response to phase step changes. Sampling
loop has wide bandwidth and quick response to
phase steps of burst sync interval.
B71-10361
SISTEHS HABAGEHBBT TECHHIQDES AND PBOBLERS
INNOVATOR NOT GIVEH /NASA. HABSHALL SPACE FLIGHT
CESTEB/ SEP. 1971
R-FS-21101
Beport is reviewed which discusses history and
trends of systems management, its basic
principles, and nature of problems that lend
thenselves to systems approach. Beport discusses
systems engineering as applied to weapons
acquisition, ecology, patient monitoring, and
retail merchandise operations.
B71-10365
DISCBBTE-COHPOHEHT S-BAND POBEB AHPLIFIEB
LINE, L. G. BIPPY, B. B.
SEP. 1971
GSFC-11248
Amplifier uses low Q input and output circuitry
incorporating four variable air dielectric
capacitors. Performance over conventional
designs includes - increased power output,
decreased likelihood of parametric oscillation,
and increased thermal stability.
B71-10367
VOLTAGE BEGOLATOB DISSIPATES BIHIHAL POBEB ABD
FDBCTIOSS AS A VOLTAGE DIVIDES
HESTER, H. B.
SEP. 1971
Begulator requires minimum amount of power for
voltage division and it is not required
continuously. The only power loss, except for
regulating purposes, is that needed to provide
for imbalances in load current requirements. For
balanced loads, only leakage current flows
through regulating transistors.
871-10368
SILICOH CORTACT FOB ABEA BBDDCTIOH OF IHTEGBATED
CfBCDlTS
LIB, B. C.
SEP. '1971
tJ?S-20688 __^ _
Semiconductor contact is used in place of metal
contact forming a low leakage junction with the
background material even if misalignment occurs.'
B71-10379
FLAT COBDOCTOB CABLE HANDBOOK
ABGELE, B. HANKINS, J. D.
OCT.,1971 SEE ALSO BASA-SP-50H3. BASA-SP-5924/01/
BASA-TR-X-53975
H-FS-21009
Handbook includes discussion of FCC advantages,
status of FCC regarding military specifications,
hardware availability, and existing applications,
descriptions and data on available cable,
connectors, fasteners and hardware, design
techniques and applications, wiring,
manufacturing and installation techniques - and
inspection and test procedures.
PBOGBAH AUDIT A RANAGEBEHT TOOL
HILLEB, T. J./BOEING CO./
OCT. 1971
KSC-10557
Program gives ip-depth view of organizational
performance at all levels of the management
structure, and provides means by which managers
can effectively and efficiently evaluate adeguacy
of management direction, policies, and
procedures.
871-10426
BF-CONTBOLLED IHPLABTABLE SOLID STATE SHITCH
FBYEB, T. B.
SO?. 1971
ABC-10136
Hiniature, totally implantable, solid state
BF-controlled switching circuit for biotelemetry
systems consumes zero power in off condition and
turns on or off by pulse of RF energy. Switch,
the size of small coin, is reducible by
jjitegrated circuit techniques.
B71-1T428
CLOCKING COBHECTOE BEPLACES ADAPTEB CABLES
ABBIOLA, S./N. AR. BOCKBELL COBP./ BASHDSSEN, B. A.
NOV. 1971
H-FS-11778
Single cable using simplified, versatile clocking
connector satisfies clocking variations that
previously reguired many cables, connector
consists of specially fabricated grommet follower
dial housing, dial assembly and modified insert.
B71-10429
WAVESBAPING ELECTBOBIC CIBCOIT
HABPEB, T. P./IBS/
BOV. 1971
H-FS-14916
Circuit provides output signal with sinusoidal
function in response to bipolar transition of
input signal. Instantaneous transition shapes
into linear rate of change and linear rate of
change shapes into sinusoidal rate of change.
Circuit contains only active components;
therefore, compatibility with integrated circuit
techniques is assured.
B71-10438
BADIOGBAPBIC IBSPECTIOB SPECIFICATIOBS FOB ELECTBOBIC
COHPOBENTS
IBNOVATOB NOT GIVEN /IBB, INC./ HOV. 1971
H-FS-20723
Quality assurance provisions cover personnel
training, radioqraphic equipment, radiographic
test procedures, and inspection and examination •
of radiographs. Supplementary information
includes accept and reject criteria for
radiographic inspection of resistors, capacitors,
transistors, hybrid microcircuits, diodes, small
coils and transformers.
B71-10050
B71-W50
DIGITAL PABALLBL-TO-SEBIBS POLSE-TBilS COBVEBTEB
BUSSBY, J./GBUBBAB AEBOSPACE COSP./
BO?. 1971
HSC-12II17
Circuit converts number represented as two level
signal on n-bit lines to series of poises on one
of two lines, depending on sign of number.
Converter accepts parallel binary input data and
prodaces number of output pulses equal to number
represented by input data.
871-10452
PBECISIOI, TBIPLE-PABiHETEB. HOBDESTBUCTIVE-ZEST
.StSIBB POB IB-PBOCBSS BICBOWELDIBG
IHHOVATOB HOT GIVEH /HALTEB V. STEBLIBG, ISC./ HOT.
1971 SEE ALSO HASA-CB-73207. HASA-CB-73385
ABC-10402
System simultaneously and automatically nonitors
veld poise voltage, dynanic setdown, and infrared
radiation of weld as it is formed. Features of
system include minimum complexity, neasarement
reliability, simple signaling, and no impediment
to operator manipulations.
§71-10469
tOI-PBBQOBBCI TBIABGUIAB 8ATE GEBEB1TOB
TBOHPSOH, J. P./LOCKHEED HISSILES AHD SPACE CO./
DEC. 1971
ABC-10259
Triangular waveform is generated by a combination
of two integrated circuit operational amplifiers,
one to produce square vave and other to integrate
square wave and generate triangular wave.
B71-10471
COBTACT-BESISTABCB TEST PBOBBSt- A[ CONCEPT
HAXWELL, J. H. BC DEBHOTT, B. J.
BBOOKS, C. H./H. AH. ROCKWELL COBP./
'DEC. 197V
B-FS-16891
Devices are used in inspection of contact
resistance in plated connectors after assembly
into cables. System permits rapid inspection
of connectors when mating connectors or special
apparatus are not available, and enables source
of excessive resistance to be precisely
determined.
B71-10486
INSTBUHEHT ACCDBATELY HEASUBES STBESS LOADS IB
fHBEADED BOLTS
BOLLIBS, P. B., JB./BIDBEST BBS. IHST./
DEC. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-CE-10292
M-FS-21121
Interferometric instrument response is linearly
related to axial tensile stresses, and, under
idealized conditions, measurement errors are
within approximately plus or minus 1 percent.
Ultimate accuracy of instrument depends on a
number of variables, such as bolt material,
dimensions, and geometry and uniformity of
stresses and temperatnre.
B71-10497
PULSE WIDTH-PULSE BATE HODDLATOB
COOKE, B. A./LOCKHEED HISSILES AND SPACE CO./
DEC. 1971
ABC-10025
Attitude control system designed for rockets
regulates duty cycle of pneumatic valves so less
fuel is required. Operation time of each valve
is directly proportional to error signal and the
dead band about a null is controlled by
independently adjustable threshold circuits.
B71-10498
IIDB-BAB6B LOGABITHHIC BADIOHETER FOB HEASUBIBG BIGB
TEHPEBATOBES
LISTOH, E. H./STABFOBD BBS. INST./
DBC. 1971
ABC-10251
Filter radiometer utilizing photomaltiplier
circuit, in which a direct-coupled amplifier
varies dynode voltage to maintain constant anode
current, measures rapid variations of temperature
of white-hot charred body at 2000 K to 3000 K.
02 ELECTRONIC/ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
B71-10001
"DIAGBOSTIC CAPABILITY. ADDED TO DIGITAL EVEHTS
BViUJlTOB
FBASKETI, A. S./BOEIHG CO./ HABSOB, G. E.
JAS. 1971
KSC-10526
Digital events evalnator reviews events preceding
systea malfunction and automatically prints out
most probable cause of problem. Analysis is
performed by comparing input data with nominal
values stored in tables. Each table has
associated system mask to restrict comparison to
preselected critical parameters within a given
systea.
B71-10019
TBEBHAL ABD STHOCTOBAL HODBLIBG OP SUPBBIBSULATIOB
HABSBALL, K. B./LOCKHEED HISSILES A8D SPACE CO./
BUBBAI, D. O. BOLLIBG, B. E.
JAB. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-CB-98241
H-FS-20324
Hodel permits direct physical measurement of the
thermal response of critical components of space
telescopes, thus providing flexibility for
systems studies and design changes.
B71-10049
HIGH-SPEED DIGITAL PLOTTEB
GBAT. J. . JB.
BAB. 1971
ABG-90001
Hodified typewriter mechanism with standard logic
components provides digital plot of output of
multichannel analyzer. Unit plots irregular
curves at approximately 14 channels per second,
and smooth curves at over 25 channels per second,
and is not subject to analog error or drift.
B71-10056
DDAL-FBEQUBBCI FBBD-HOBN ABTEBBA
SCHOCBABDT, J. H./HABTIH HABIETTA COBP./
BAB. 1971
GSFC-10820
Antenna with novel two-port diplexer separates high
power /31.65 GHz/ transmitted signal from low
power /15.2 GHz/ received signal. Two-port
network feeds dual-freguency horn and excites
antenna with minimal loss in power. Isolation
between transmit port and receive port ranges
from 60 db to 80 db.
B71-10057
ECOBOBICAL PBASED-ABBAT ABTEBBA FOB BHVIBOBHBBTAL
APPLICATIONS
BIGGIBS, N. T./HIT/
BAB. 1971 SEE ALSO SASA-CB-101683
BQ-10«31(
Antenna system handles data acquisition and
tracking, functions as a sensitive radio
telescope, and serves as a radiometer in earth
atmosphere investigations. Antenna's sensitivity
permits resolution of solar disk quadrants in
Doppler radar observations. Antenna also serves
as a planetary radar device and link to
commercial aircraft.
B71-10064
HIBIATUBE FUEL CELLS BELIEVE GAS PBESSDBB IB SEALED
BATTEBIES
FBASK, H. A./DOUGLAS AIBCBAFT CO./
APB. 1971 SEE ALSO BASA-CB-80339
XGS-11370
fiiniature fuel cells within sealed silver zinc
batteries consume evolved hydrogen and oxygen
rapidly, preventing pressure rupturing. They do
not significantly increase battery weight and
they operate in all battery life phases. Complete
gas pressure control requires two fuel cells
during all phases of operation of sliver zinc
batteries.
B71-10082
DIGITAL TELEBEIBI STSTEH ELIHIBATES DATA BEDUBDABCY
HIBEB, B. L.
HAY 1971
HSC-12388
Floating aperature, zero-order predictor /ZOP/
circuit eliminates telemetered data redundancy by
examining data from each sensor before it is
multiplexed and transmitted. Digital devices to
B71-10218
implement design are off-the-shelf items sach as
gates, registers and flip-flops, which are
readily amenable to large-scale integration
technigaes.
871-10087
PBBFOBHAHCB EVALUATION SYStBH FOB IBEBTI1L NAVIGATION
BQDIPBBBT
BC KEBH, B. A./HIT/
4PB. 1971
SSC-135U2
Testing system studies inertial characteristics of
gyroscopic devices. System consisting of
instrument support package, dynamic test table,
torque control electronics, and real-time
computer evaluates performance of prototype
gyroscopic strapdovn units in inertial-grade
attitude-reference systems. System is applicable
to commercial aircraft.
B71-10090
POLABOGBAPHIC CABBOB DIOXIDE IBAHSDDCEB iHPLIFIEB
STILLBAN, G./BECKBAN INSTB., INC./
APB. 1971
BSC-13728
Electronic amplifier contains matched pair of metal
oxide semiconductor field effect transistor,
devices which have high input impedance and
long-term stability. Thermistor in feedback loop
provides temperature compensation for large
drifts in the sensor.
B71-10091
ELECTEOHIC DEVICE IHCBEASES THBESHOLD SENSITIVITY ABE
BEHOVES BOISE FEOB FB COBBOIICATIOHS BBCEIVEB
COBBAD, W. B./PHILCO-FOBD COBP./ LOCH, F. J.
HAT 1971
HSC-12165
Threshold extension device connected between
demodulator output and filter output minimizes
clicking noise. Device consists of
click-eliminating signal transfer channel vith
follow-and-hold circuit and detector for sensing
click impulses. Final output consists of signal
plus low level noise without high amplitude
impulses.
B71-10119
STABILIZATIOB OF IHTEBFBBOBETEB FEIH6E PATTEBBS
BBOWN. B. H.
Hi! 1971
ABC-10392
Fringe pattern motion is compensated by closed-loop
servo system that adjusts a mirror mounted on
piezoelectric crystal, so that path difference in
interferometer is maintained at constant values
at one point in the field. System is applicable
to holography vith continuous wave laser sources.
B71-10126
POBTABLE LOB-FBEQUEBCT VIBBATIOH BEASOEIBG ABD
BECOBDIIG SISTER
CLEVEBSON, S. A. DIBBLE, A. C.
HAT 1971
LAHGLEY-105U3
Information gathering system measures and records
vibrations which affect personnel comfort in
space, air, and surface vehicles. Three
vibration transducers with mutually perpendicular
axes control the freguency output of voltage
controlled oscillators /VCO/. Outputs of VCO"S
are multiplexed and then recorded on one track of
stereo tape recorder.
B71-10141
HER FILTEB TECHBIQOE IHPHOVES BOBS TELEVISION
BBCEPIIOI
DEVELET, J. A., JB./TEW SYSTEHS GBODP/ BDABG, H. I.
STDBEB, F. H.
H»T 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-CB-108506
HSC-13729
Program studies and designs coabline filters and
analyzes their effectiveness in improving TV
quality. Signal tracking methods are improved.
Combline phase-lock loop provides significant
sensitivity improvement above and below
threshold.
B71-10118
ISOLATED-LIRE COHBOTATOB-AHPLIFIEB
FABNSIOBTB, D. L./BESTIKGHOOSE ELEC. COBP./
JOB. 1971
H-FS-20731
Commutator device combines several individual
signal-input lines into single otitput line. Its
desirable characteristics are - low input
impedances, high output impedance, very high
forward-to-reverse transmission ratios, and
minimal gating spike coupling to either the
inputs or the output.
B71-10164
A TOFOLOGICAL APPBOACB TO COHPOTEB-AIDED SEBSITIVITY
ABALYSIS
CBAH, S. P. HONOZ, B. B.
JOB. 1971
ABC-1021H
Sensitivities of any arbitrary system are
calculated using general purpose digital computer
with available software packages for transfer
function analysis. Sensitivity shows how element
variation within system affects system
performance. Signal flow graph illustrates,
topological system behavior and relationship
among parameters in system.
B71-10169
A FBEQDEBCY DIVISIOB HOLTIPIEI TBCHBIQDE FOB
TBABSRITTING COHHAHDS
BBEY, H./SPERBY BAHD COBP./
JOB. 1971
KSC-10521
Sellable random access multiplexer is controlled
and operated over two twisted-pair telephone
lines at distances of 5.6 to 8.0 km with control
signals of less than 10 volts rms. Technigue
adapts to any process or environmental control
system where data source is necessary.
B71-10176
IHFBOVBD BEVEBSIBLE COOLOHETEB CELL
BOETTCBEB. G. E.
JOB. 1971
SAS-10051
Cell operates either as timer or current-time
integrating device in any physical orientation
with better than 2 percent accuracy over
temperature range of 283 K to 398 K, with input
current range from few microamperes to
approximately 1000 microamperes over time period
of 1 sec to several hours.
B71-10205
STABDABDIZED PEAESOB TIPE 3 DEBSITI FUBCTIOB ABEA
TABLES
COHEN, A. C./GA. DNIV. / HELH, F. B. SDGG. B.
JOL.,1971 SEE ALSO HASA-CB-61266
B-FS-205<H
Tables constituting extension of similar tables
published in 1936 are presented in report form.
Single and triple parameter gamma functions are
discussed. Beport tables should interest persons
concerned with development and use of numerical
analysis and evaluation methods.
B71-10213
AIBCBAFT-CBASH-LOCATIB6 TBABSHITTEB FEATOBES DESIGN
IHPBOVHENTS
HANOLI, B./N. AH. BOCKIELL COBP./ ULBICH, B. B.
JOL. 1971
H-FS-16609
Crash locater is automatically ejected from
aircraft at time of crash and begins transmitting
at emergency radio fregnencies monitored by all
airports and airport control towers. Advantages
are smaller size, simpler design and
installation, extended transmitting range and
life, greater deployment reliability and
increased crash resistance.
B71-10218
EFFICIENT DIGITAL COBPABISOH TECHNIQUE FOB LOGIC
CIRCUITS
HC CABTHI, C. E../IBH FEDEBAL SYSTEHS DIV./
JOL. 1971
H-FS-21080
Tolerance compare technique indicates discompare
B71-10220
only when numerical difference value exceeds
prescribed limit. Algorithm involving binary
number properties is defined, in lien of
arithmetic operation which requires relatively
conplex circuitry. Extension of algorithm may be
made to encompass tolerances other than one unit.
B71-10220
A PSBDDO BAHDOB-ACCESS STHCHBOBOOS BETEOBOLOGICAL
SATELLITE SYSTEB
DSBCEY, B. J. BABTEL, B. J./RESTINGHOUSE ELEC. COBP./
JDL. 1971
6SFC-10895
Communications satellite system uses pseudo-random
time frequency multiplexing technique for
extracting real-time meteorological data froo
great number of isolated weather stations /data
collection platforms/ situated randomly
throughout the world.
B71-10223
SOLAS CELL POWER SCANBEB
EVANS, J. C., JB.
JDL. 1971
LEKIS-11280
System locates high- and low-output regions in
cadmium sulfide thin film photovoltaic cells.
High resolution photograph shows conversion
efficiency of each scanned area. X-Y recorder
fed by amplified signal from solar cell also
produces power contour map. Photo and map reveal
high- and low-conversion-efficiency regions.
B71-1022»
ATBOSPHBBIC POLLUTION BEASOBBHENT BY OPTICAL CBOSS
CORRELATION HETHODS - A CONCEPT
FISHES. H. J. KBADSE, F. R.
JOL. 1971 SEE ALSO B67-10030
H-FS-12078
Method combines standard spectroscopy with
statistical cross correlation analysis of two
narrow light beams for remote sensing to detect
foreign natter of given particnlate size and
consistency. Hethod is applicable in studies of
generation and motion of clouds, nuclear debris,
ozone, and radiation belts.
B71-10226
HOLTILAYBRED PEIHTED CIBCUIT BOABOS INSPECTED BY X-BAY
LABINOGBAPHY
ABNESOH, B. E. /IIT BBS. IHST./ BENNETT, H. F. 6BEG6,
P. C. HAGEOOBN, B. H. KASPABAS, B. DOLES, B. B. PAPE,
B. C. BILEY, D. L.
JOL. 1971 SEE ALSO NASA-CH-98249
H-FS-208U9
Technique produces high resolution cross-sectional
radiographs with close interplane spacing for
inspecting multilayer boards to be used in
providing circuitry routing and module structural
support.
B71-10228
BULTICHANNEL INTERCOB BITH SIH0LTAHEOOS SEID/BECEITE
CAPABILITY
BOBOiICK, E. A./N. AH. ROCKWELL COBP./
JOL.,1971
H-FS-18808
System, using only one amplifier and operating
multiple inputs, eliminates push-to-talk
requirement of previous systems and inhibits
acoustical feedback by using microphones and
headphones.
B71-10230
CONSTANT-ABPLITODE, FREQUENCY-INDEPENDENT PHASE
SBIFTEB
DEBOO, G. J.
JDL. 1971
ABC-10269
Electronic circuit using operational amplifiers
provides output with constant phase shift
amplitude, with respect to sinusoidal input, over
•ide range of frequencies. New circuit includes
field effect transistor, Q, operational
amplifiers. A1 and A2, and phase detector.
B71-10246
POBTABLE CIBCOIT-IHTBBBOPTIOH INDICATOB
BEZANT, K. B./TRA/
JDL. 1971
KSC-10546
Device locates transient power interruptions
occurring in electrical equipment. Indicator
operates on principle that circuit in normal use
retains residual current in the line prior to an
interruption.
B71-10251
VABIABLE SREBP-BATE SHOBTEHS DYNAMIC TESTING TIBE
LOBENZO, C. F.
JOL. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-TN-D-7022
LERIS-11238
Hethod adjusts sweep frequency of tested system
such that sweep is nominal when selected dynamic
event occurs, bat is rapid otherwise. Technique
achieves time reductions of 7.5 to 1, maintains
0.5 percent accuracy in the results, and has
several industrial applications.
B71-10258
STUDY OF NONDESTRUCTIVE TECHNIQUES FOB BEOONDAHCY
VERIFICATION
IHNOVATOB NOT GIVEH /BADIATION INC./ JOL. 1971 SEE
ALSO HASA-CB-111765
KSC-10661
Bedundant functional element, together with basic
elements of system, constitutes a redundant
system with primary and backup capability for
performing particular functions with increased
reliability. Methodology is applicable to design
of a verification system for hypothetical complex
communication system.
B71-10263
HAN-HACHIHE COHHONICATION - A TRANSPARENT SWITCHBOARD
FOB COBPOTEBS
B4SHOSSEN, H./HIT/
JOL. 1971
HSC-13716
Device uses pattern of transparent contact touch
points that are put on cathode ray tube screen.
Touch point system compels more precise and
unambiguous communication between man and machine
than is possible with any other means, and speeds
up operation responses.
B71-10276
A SEAL-TIDE STATISTICAL TIHE-SEBIES ANALYZES
STEWART, C. B.
AOG. 1971
BSC-12428
Device extracts average freguency of human speech
and produces second, third, and fourth moments of
instantaneous frequency about this average. It
operates on electrical time representation of
input signal, performs statistical analysis on
zero-crossing of almost any signal, and does not
require specialized personnel to operate it.
B71-10282
EHVIBOHBBBTAL EFFECTS ON SILICON SOLAS CELLS
BERHAN, P. BOSS, B.
AOG. 1971 SEE ALSO NASA-CB-99338
NPO-11U75
Test results indicate that solder coating cells
produces protective or deleterious effect,
depending on the environment. Major problem for
solder coated cells is in control of solder
thickness and unifornity. Problem area for
non-solder coated cells is not identified.
B71-10288
AUTOMATIC TBANSBISSION LINE BOBITOR
PABSONS, R. E. RICHARDS, L. 0.
AOG. 1971
KSC-10385
Bonitor improves complex network reliability in
computer data links and command transmission
lines, system evaluates circuit performance
against preselected criteria, identifies and
stores data indicating oat-of-tolerance
conditions, conducts closed loop testing, and
provides for operation under command of diqital
computer that determines restoration priorities.
B71-10298
PRECISION CALIBRATION AND REFERENCE VOLTAGE SOOBCB FOB
DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEHS
B71-10M*
INBOVATQB HOT GIVEN /6EH. IHSTH. COHP./ AUG. 1971
H-FS-20950
Hybrid integrated circuit operational amplifiers,
which have inherent characteristics of lo»
quiescent pover dissipation and extended
operational lifetiae vith high reliability, are
source for digital systems. Amplifiers are
coupled to Zener reference diode in current
control and buffer configuration.
B71-10299
DATA SASPLIHG SISIEB FOB BOBITOB AHD CO8TBOL STiTIOI
IHSOVATOB SOT GIVES /GEH. ,INSTB. COBP./ ADG. 1971
B-FS-209U8
System design is based on development of
standardized, interchangeable modules that
minimize pover dissipation, interconnecting
cables and size. Haximnm flexibility is achieved
by using building block approach where all data
modules are identical and are connected at any
remote location and addressed in random fashion
from central unit.
B71-10307
TOHE-ACTIVATED, EEHDIE, ALERT COHBDBICATIOB SYSTEfl
BAKEB, C. 0. CODVILLON, L. A. HDBBABD, R. P. KOLLAB,
F. J. POSTAL, B. B. TE6HELIA, C. B.
ADG. 1971
SPO-11132
Pocket sized transmitter, frequency modulated by
crystal derived tones, Kith integral loop antenna
provides police with easy operating alert signal
communicator which uses patrol car radio to relay
signal. Communication channels are time shared
by several patrol units.
B71-10318
HOLTIFONCTIOH AUDIO DIGITIZES FOB COHHUBICiTIOHS
SYSTEBS
HOBFOBD, L. G., JR.
ADG. 1971
HSC-13855
Digitizer accomplishes both H bit pulse code
modulation /PCB/ and delta modulation, and
provides modulation indicating variable signal
gain and variable sidetone. Other features
include - low package count, variable clock rate
to optimize bandwidth, and easily expanded PCH
output.
B71-1032H
SEL-STHCHROBIZIHG, BI-OBTHOGOHAL CODED PCH TELEBETBY
SISTEH
HILLEH, R. BOLLEE, B. TATLOB, T. YAGELORICB, J.
AUG. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-TB-B-292
GSFC-11237
Communications and data handling system improves
signal to noise ratio when transmission channel
is perturbed by noise. Telemetry system consists
of airborne source, Gaussian additive noise
channel, and ground receiver unit. Advantages of
system are given.
B71-10325
HDLTISPECTBAL IHFBABED IBAGIBG INTEBFEBOHETEB
POTTEB, A. E., JB.
AOG. 1971
HSC-12401
Device permitting simultaneous viewing of infrared
images at different wavelengths consists of
imaging lens, Hichelson interferometer, array of
infrared detectors, data processing equipment for
Fourier transformation of detector signal, and
image display unit. Invention is useful in earth
resources applications, nondestructive testing,
and medical diagnoses.
B71-10326
PHASE LOCKING OF FIELD SEQUENTIAL COLOB RHEEL FOB
SBALL TV CAHEBA
HIEBYEB, L. L./WESTIHGHOOSE ELEC. COBP./
AOG. 1971
BSC-13857
System employs synchronous motor driven by
deflection waveform of TV and connected directly
to color filter wheel to phase lock wheel to
deflection unit. Innovation stabilizes color
response of small TV cameras and allows for
small, lightweight installations. Problems
associated with motor phase changes are cited.
B71-1034H
COBBOBICATIOBS SISTEH FOB ZBBO-G SIHOLATIOH TESTS IB
•ATEB
SHITH, B. E.
SEP. 1971
H-FS-21357
System connects seven observers, diver, and spare
station, and utilizes public address system with
underwater speakers to provide two-way
communications between test subject and personnel
in control of life support, so that test
personnel are warned immediately of malfunction
in pressure suit or eguipment.
B71-10360
LASBB BET - A CONCEPT FOB HOH1TOBIBG RIBGTIP VOBTICES
OB BDNRAYS
FDHK, B. H. JOHNSTON. K. D.
SEP. 1971 SEE ALSO NASA-TB-X-64525
H-FS-20857
Network of laser beams passes over runway to
photodetectors on opposite side, magnitude of
beam deflection indicates magnitude of density
gradient encountered. Visual display of bean
deflections affects go, no-go decision for
takeoff and landing.
B71-10366
SOLID-STATE DATA IHTEBPBETATION SISTEH - A CONCEPT
HAGENAD, K./BOEING CO./ PIHSON, G. T.
SEP. 1971
H-FS-20587
Device, serving as substitute for cathode ray
tubes, applies to computer input-output devices
such as microfilm readers, data displays, and
optical scanners. Each device operates at speed
of modern computer.
B71-10370
IHPBOVED CIRCUIT AVOIDS PBEBATOBE POREB TBANSISTOB
FAILUBE
BC LYHAN, R. T.
OCT. 1971
NPO-11365
Beactor inserted in the base-drive circuit of each
power transistor delays the turn-on of one
transistor until the other has turned off.
B71-10371
BIGB EFFICIENCY TELEHETBY BETHOD
LIB, L. Y.
OCT. 1971
NPO-10388
Analog and digital mechanizations contain new
combinations of known circuits that generate
coefficients of Fourier series terms in
accordance with harmonic content of waveform to
be transmitted. Technique represents information
signal more accurately that previous methods and
regnires fewer information bits.
B71-10391
TELEVISION HOLTIPLEXING SYSTEH
SIBPKIBS, L. G.
OCT. 1971
KSC-1065U
System with single, standard, wideband line
transmits ten or more real time TV video data
displays over hard wire to recorders more than
22.5 km from source. Digital logic and
integrated circuits ensure high reliability and
low maintenance. System is adaptable for video
sampling applications.
B71-1040U
APPLICATION OF CALIBRATION BASKS TO TV VIDICON TOBE
BBARNEB, E. L./BENDIX COBP./ BBOHN, J. J. JONKEB, R.
J.
OCT. 1971
KSC-10589
Photographic application method devised for
overlaying test pattern masks on TV camera
vidicon tubes prints the mask within 0.0076 cm of
the vertical and horizontal center lines of the
tube face. Entire process, including mask
fabrication and alignment procedure, requires
less than 10 minutes.
871-10*08
B71-10008
PBIHCIPLBS OF EBBOB DETECTIOH AHD EBBOB COBBECTIOH
COOES
PEBLBAH. H.
HOT. 1971 -
HPO-111187
Beport Is reviewed which considers theoretical
basis of groups, rings, fields, and vector
spaces, and their relationship to algebraic
coding theory. Beport serves as summary for
engineers and scientists involved in data
handling and processing systems*
B71-10410
COBPOSITE AHTEHHi FEED STSTEH OPEBAIBS FBOB VHP TO
I-BABD
JAKSTTS, V./PHILCO-FOBD COHP./
BOT. 1971
GSFC-11046
System has high radiation efficiency and minimal
interaction between elements when inserted
between a multimode, multifreqaency transponder
and a parabolic reflector in an airborne
communications system.
B71-10439
A anLTIPLB-PLATE. BOLCIPLB-PIHHOLB CAHEBi FOB X-BAT
GABHA-BiY IHAGIHG
BOOTEE, B. B.
•OT. 1971
H-FS-20546
Plates with identical patterns of precisely aligned
pinholes constitute lens system which, when
rotated about optical axis, produces continuous
high resolution image of snail energy X-ray or
gaaaa ray source. Camera has applications in
radiation treatment and nuclear medicine.
B71-10040
DIGITAL ASPECT CLOCK
BABTLET, B. C./SOBTHBBST CEBTEB FOB ADVANCED STDDIES/
HOT. 1971
ABC-10088
Digital clock precisely set and reset by pulses
from a solar sensor, combined with a logic
system, provides accurate time-sector division of
spin-stabilized satellite. Integral times for
viewing physical phenomena from various
directions are equal and mean angles of viewing
can be determined.
671-10114
BEAU SQDIHT COBBECTIOH FOB A DIPLEI, BETBODIBECTITE
PHASED ABBAY
BiBITT, P. SATBE, W./COTLEH-HAHBEB, IHC./ SIELHAH, P.
DEC. 1971
GSFC-11023
Beam squint is eliminated by using received phase
at each array element to control transmitted
, phase at another element. Correction method may
extend to multi-element array by using ring
structure.
B71-10445
PLABBT GEOHETBIC CBSTEB TB&CKEB
FLEEHOB, E. G./LOCKHEED BISSILES AND SPACE CO./
DEC. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-CB-73162, HASA-CB-73163
ABC-10084
Tracker has angular accuracy on order of one
arc-second. Device locates planet centers even
when they appear gibbons or crescent. Automatic
operation without requirement for planet size
input is achieved by incorporating planet radius
seeking circuit.
B71-10451
THEOBT AHD APPLICATION OF FEEDBACK SHIFT BEGISTEBS
PEBLHAN, B.
HOT. 1971
HPO-11U86
Document summarizes state-of-the-art in data <
processing techniques on-board spacecraft, and
serves as an aid for personnel requiring tutorial
knowledge of ultrareliable data processing
techniques.
B71-10502
STATISTICAL REASOBEHEHTS OF THE ZEBO-CBOSSIRG TIBE OF
& HOIST SIREBATE
COST, S. T./IBH/
DEC. 1971
GSFC-11004
Standard deviation of difference in zero crossing
times of two identical sinewaves distorted by
narrowband noise behaves similarly to average
value of error, but deviation is approximately
one order of magnitude larger.
B71-10504
TOTEB COHPABATOB SWITCH PBOVIDES FAIL SAFE DATA
COHBOBXC&TIOHS STSIEB - A COBCEPT
KOCZELA, L. J./H. AB. BOCKHELL COBP./ RILGOS. D. S.
DEC. 1971
BSC-13932
System indicates status of computers and controls
operational modes. Two matrices are used - one
relating to permissible system states, the other
relating to requested system states. Concept is
useful to designers of digital data transmission
systems and time shared computer systems.
B71-10517
PBOGBAHBED BOLrlPLEXIHG SYSTEB SIBDLTAHEODSLY HOHITOBS
SEVEBAL VOLTAGES
WEIGHT, L. S./B. AB. BOCKVELL COBP./
DEC. 1971
HSC-17139
System consists of digital voltmeter with binary
coded decimal output, programmer, multiplexer,
and two to six gated digital displays. Haximnm
number of circuits monitored is determined by
digital voltmeter, rate of change of parameter
being measured and complexity of multiplexer
design.
B71-10530
BHDSHLESS DC BOTOB ilTH DUAL RIHDIHGS
ADCLAIB, G. F./GE/ HEBTZEHDOBF, B. H. BAHTEDFFEL, S.
I.
DEC. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-CH-102675
B-FS-21290
Botor has high starting torque and hiqh running
speeds. Control system consists of Hall effect
generator/resolver and associated electronic
amplifiers and switches. Rotor operation is
described.
03 PHYSICAL SCIENCES
B71-10015
BESISTIVITY AHD HALL BEASOBBHEHTS OF THEBBOELECTBIC
BATEBIALS
BDFF, B. D.
JAB. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-TH-X-53763
B-FS-20470
Instrumentation setup measures resistivity values
between .000003 and 100,000 ohm-cm and Hall
values between 0.2 and 10 billion cc/conlomb,
with an absolute error of less than 5 percent.
Results of measurement are given for 8 electrical
brush specimens and pure silver.
B71-10022
DBSIGH AHD DETELOPHBBT OF A FAST SCAB IBFBABED
DETECTIOH AHD BEASDBEHEHT IBSTBDBBBT
DOSTOOBIAH, A. S./BAYTHEON CO./ HABITEB, L.
HORAKORSKI, B. VAHZETTI, B.
JAB. 1971
H-FS-20749
Infrared microscope instrument measures and plots
the infrared profile of semiconductor chips,
transistors and integrated circuits. Infrared
analyses yields information on electrical and
physical properties, enabling manufacturing
improvements in semiconductor performance and
reliability. Operational performance and main
sections of the instrument are given.
B71-10026 • ,
OLTBATIOLET IHTEBFEBOHETEB
DAY, B. A./OKLA. OBIT./
JAH. 1971
HQ-10546
Grazing-incidence multi-beam interferometer /GIHBI/
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B71-10118
obtains high resolution spectroscopic data from
altraviolet region of the spectraB without ase of
concave diffraction gratings or partially
reflecting coatings. Device produces
interference pattern whose fringes nay be sharper
than those produced by a Fabry-Perot
interferoneter.
B71-10031
IBPBOVED SOCSCE OF I8FBABBD BADIATIOB FOB SPECTBOSCOPY
BOBKHABD, D. G./P. E, C. BBS. ASSOCIATES, IBC./ BAO,
K. S.
FEB. 1971
B-FS-20613
Badiation from a crinped V-groove in the
electrically heated metallic element of a
high-resolution infrared spectrometer is more
intense than that from plane areas adjacent to
the element. Badiation from the Tee and the flat
•as compared by alternately focusing on the
entrance slit o£ a spectrograph.
B71-10036
A 7.6B /25-FT/ EITBEHE ESVIBOSHEHTS SIBOLATOB
ABGOOD, H. J. BABBELL, J. R.
FEB. 1971 SEE ALSO NASA-CB-106222
SPO-11353
Stainless steel cylindrical simulation chamber
permits testing equipment under extreme cold,
high partial vacuums, and intense solar
radiation. Applications include heat balance and
temperature distribution studies, investigations
of subsystem interactions, tests of attitude
control egnipment and sensors, and acceptance
tests of complete systems.
B71-10011
AH DHCOBFIiED, LABGE-VOLDBE BIDBOGEH/AIB EXPLOSION
KNIGHT, H. T./LOS ALABOS SCI. LAB./ OTRAY, H. J.
BEIDEB, B.
BAB. 1971
HOC-11000
Cause and results of the autoignition of 283 cubic
meters of hydrogen gas, of which only about 10
percent exploded, are given. Besnlts indicate
that autoignition produces an explosion which
could be described as a deflagration of explosive
velocity, with a shock wave of sonic velocity and
minor damage potential.
B71-10016
IBEXPEHSIVB HIGB-TEBPEBATDBB FOBNACE FOB TBEBBOCOOPLE
CiLIBBATIOH
GBACEY, C. B./AEHOJET-GEH. COBP./ BOFF, B. G.
BAB. 1971
HOC-10372
New furnace calibrates unknown thermocouple by
comparing its electrical output to a reference
thermocouple /previously calibrated by optical
pyrometry/, as both are heated simultaneously.
Thermocouples may be radioactive, thus heat
source must be accessible by remote manipulation
and inspection measurements. Advantages of
furnace operation are cited.
B71-10065
BOLTIPLE SHDTTEBS FOB A STEBEOSCOPIC CABEBA
BABXEB, L. R./GOEBZ OPT. CO., INC./ PERKINS, D. 8.
BIKEB, J. G. SAHPEY, H. B.
APE. 1971
BSC-13507
Focal plane shutter assembly composed of three
mechanically separate rotary shutters permits
exposure of three separated photographic films
simultaneously with exposure time of 0.08 second.
Exposure time is repeatable within 2 percent,
uniformity of exposure over all three films is
within 5 percent.
B71-10066
TECBBIQOE FOB BIPBBIBEHTAL DETEBBISATIOH OF BADIATIOH
INTBBCHABGE FACTOBS IB SOLAB RAVELEBGIHS
BOBCO, B. P./BOGHES AIBCBAFT CO./ HOLTE, L. J.
REHSLEY, J. B.
APE.,1971 SEE ALSO BASi-CR-101915
BSC-13476
Process obtains solar heating data which support
analytical design. Process yields quantitative
information on local solar exposure of models
which are geometrically and reflectively similar
to prototypes under study. Bodels are tested in
a shirtsleeve environment.
B71-10068
KALEIDOSCOPIC LIGHT FEEDBACK FOB TELEVISION SYSTBSS
DAVIS, J. G. ROODS, J. H.
APB. 1971
BSC-12386
Technique generates special effects for broadcast
television to study effects of light feedback on
television systems. Signals are produced for
tape recording, broadcasting, or displaying on
black-and-white or color monitors. The patterns
have from three to eight sides and expand,
contract, or rotate at various speeds.
B71-10085
HODIFIED BOBBLE LEVEL SEBSES PITCB AND BOLL ANGLES
OVEB RIDE BANGE
BATTSOH, E. J./GOEBTZ OPT. CO., INC./ BC BALLY, P. F.
APB. 1971
BSC-13506
Bubble level sensor with fiber-optic field
flattener is simple, rugged, small, and
impervious to temperature and vibration effects.
Pitch angles from -15 deg to +40 deg and roll
angles of +30 deg are determined within 0.5 deg.
B71-10110
IBPBOVED BEFLECTIVE COAIIBG FOB IHTEGBATIBG SPBSBES
STOABT, J. R.
BAY 1971
GSFC-10855
Inorganic salts or oxide material is transparent in
single-crystal form, has high refractive index,
smooth cleavage, and chemical stability, is
stable to radiations of interest, partially
soluble and easily dispersed in liquid for
spraying, and readily dried /cured/ vith
reasonable cohesion and adhesion, and has good
mechanical stability.
B71-10111
EIBAOST CLOOD BISE ABD DIFFUSION IN THE AIBOSPHEBE
CBAHDLEE, B. R./GEOBET, INC./ CBO, B. T. TBAYEB, S. D.
BAY 1971 SEE ALSO NASA-CB-61331
B-FS-21119
Analytical approach develops physical-mathematical
model of rocket engine exhaust cloud rise,
growth, and diffusion. Analytic derivations and
resultant model apply to hot exhaust cloud study
or industrial stack plumes, making work results
applicable to air pollution. Bodel formulations
apply to all exhaust cloud types and various
atmospheric conditions.
B71-10112
BADIANT EBEBGY ABSOBPTION BNBANCEBEBT IB OPTICAL
IBAGING SYSTEBS
BBOWN, B. B. GONTEB, H. D., JB.
BAI 1971
ABC-10194
Beimaging system efficiently nses incident light
and overcomes previous imaging detector problems.
Optical system collects reflected and focal plane
transmitted light and redirects it so it again
impinges on focal plane in register with original
image. Beimaging nnabsorbed light increases light
absorption and detector use probability.
B71-10113
OPTICAL ESBAHCEBBBT OF PHOTOBBLTIPLIBfi SENSITIVITY
GBABT, G. B. GDHTBB. R. D.. JB.
BAY 1971
ABC-10213
Transmission and reflection light losses are
reduced by introducing light into end-window of
device at an angle large enough to normal so
total internal reflection occurs at both
photocathode-vacnnm and window-air interfaces.
B71-10118
SYSTBB ACCURATELY COBTBOLS PBESSDBE IB CBYOGENIC TASKS
KIBCBBEIEB, R. E., JB.
BAY 1971
LERIS-11329
Bigh-resolntion differential pressure transducer
senses very snail positive or negative pressure
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B71-10120
variations in the cryogenic tank relative to
absolute reference pressure. System is useful in
calibrating instruments where working fluid must
be maintained at closely controlled temperature,
or in processes requiring very fine pressure
control.
871-10120
J.ASEB DOPFLEB IBSTHOHEHT BEASDBES FLUID VELOCITY
1IITHODT BBFEBEHCE BEU
IJOUBQDIN, K. B. SBI6EMOTO, F. B.
BAY 1971 SEE 4LSO B66-10693, B68-1031I9,
HASA-TN-D-4453
XAC-10770
Fluid velocity is measured by focusing laser beam
on moving fluid and measuring Doppler shift in
frequency which results when radiation is
scattered by particles either originally present
or deliberately injected into moving fluid.
B71-10131
JCTIVE CAVITY BADIOHETEB, TIPB III - AH AOTOBATIC,
ABSOLUTE STANDABD, HIGHLY ACCQBATB DBTECTOB
WIL1SOH, B. C.
BAY 1971
SPO-11501
Instrument of simple construction operates without
vacuum enclosure over wide pressure range and
temperatures from 218 to 398 deg K and defines
absolute radiometric scale to within less than
0.5 mB/sq cm. It has potential application to
meteorology and climatology and operates on
electrical substitution calorimeter principle.
871-10139
BICBOBAVE CBYOGBHIC TBEBHAL-HOISE STABDABDS
STELZBIED, C. I.
BAY 1971 SEE ALSO HPO-10610
SPO-11421
Field operational waveguide noise standard with
nominal noise temperature of 78.09 plus/minus
0.12 deg K Is calibrated more precisely than
before. Calibration technique applies to various
disciplines such as microwave radiometry, antenna
temperature and loss measurement, and low-noise
amplifier performance evaluation.
B71-10143
ELECTBICAL IHSTEDHEHT HEASOBES POSITIOH AID TELOCITY
OF SHOCK IATES
DANNENBEBG, B. E. HOBPBBY, D. E.
BAY 1971
ABC-10356
Instrument employs a sensor consisting of
twin-electrode probe mounted in shock tube wall,
with small dc voltage impressed across
electrodes. Power supply, amplifier, and gate
pulse generator complete the system. Instrument
provides data for construction of wave diagrams,
as well as measurement of shock velocity.
B71-10144
SCIITILLATIOH DETECTOB FOB CA8BOH-14
KNOLL, G. F./BICBIGAN OHIV./ BOGEBS, B. L./BBNDIX
COBP./
BAY 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-CB-73384
ABC-10378
Detector consists of plastic, cylindrical
double-wall scintillation cell, which is filled
with gas to be analyzed. Thin, inner cell wall
is isolated optically from outer (guard)
scintillator wall by evaporated-aluminum coating.
Bonding technique provides mechanical support to
cell wall when device is exposed to high
temperatures.
B71-10145
VIBBATIOM DBTECTIOH DSIBG LASSES
BASSEY, G. A./SYLVAHIA ELECTBON. SYSTEBS/
BAY 1971
ABC-10389
Interference displacement patterns produced when
light from a laser illuminates diffusely
reflecting, vibrating surface are observed and
photographed. Standing wave modes on model
surface can be interpreted in order to field
amplitude and frequency of vibrations. Flat,
white surfaces yield best interference patterns,
even over considerable surface curvature.
B71-10157
DIGITAL DECOBBELATOB SAVES TIBE ADD EXPENSE IH
ACOUSTIC TESTING OF STBOCTOBES
HAKICB, B. B./TIBE ZEBO COBP./ BOODBOBY, B. C.
JOH. 1971
NPO-1150.2
Instantaneous signals from coherent random sound
field are summed and time delayed to avoid
introducing vectorial addition errors. Resultant
statistically independent signals are applied to
spectrometer. Displayed sound pressure level is
proportional to sgnare root of sum of squares of
sound pressure levels taken over frequency range
of interest.
B71-10160
DBOPODTS IH BAGHETIC TAPE BECOBDIHG AND BEPBODDCTIOH
VAN, K. B.
JDH. 1971
NPO-11519
Judicious selection and maintenance of tape and
tape transports minimizes dropouts.
B71-10166
TBIAHGOLAB-BAVE GEHEBATOB BITS CORTBOLLED SBEEP
POLiBITY
BONG, B. Y./LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO./
JON. 1971
ABC-10332
Generator, comprised largely of integrated
circuits, has operational amplifier connected as
integrator to provide linear voltage ramp, pair
of logic gates and one-shot multivibrator
function as sweep reverse circuit feeding the
integrator. Solid state switch effects generator
hold capability.
B71-10180
IBPBOVED TBEBBAL PAIHT FOBBOLATIOH
GATES, D. B. BOGEB, F. O./IIT BBS. IHST./ ZEBLAOT, G.
A.
JOH. 1971
H-FS-14706
Potassium silicate-treated zinc oxide paint
stabilizes pigment against ultraviolet-induced,
bleachable degradation in infrared region, and
permits use of ZnO as pigment in
ultraviolet-stable coatings based upon polymethyl
siloxane elastomers and resins. Baterial has low
absorptance/emittance ratio.
B71-10191
COBPOTEB-COHTBOLLBD BASS SPBCTBOBETBB FOB OH-LINE GAS
ANALYSIS
BAFNEB, F. B. HODSEBAN, J.
JOB. 1971
NPO-11427
System detects gases in combustion chambers and
records their levels of concentration. Simplified
data recording and redaction process permits
analysis rate of 9 msec per peak and recording of
probe position, pressures, temperatures, and mass
spectrometer data on same tape. System is
applicable to air pollution control.
B71-10203
BATEB ELECTBOLYSIS BOODLE
SCHOBBBT, F. H./TBH, IHC./
JOH.,1971 SEE ALSO NASA-CB-73394
ABC-10246
Bodnle utilizes static water-feed electrolysis
system and air-cooled fins to remove heat
generated by cell inefficiencies. Bodule
generates 0.15 pounds of oxygen and 0.0188 pounds
of hydrogen at current density of 100 amps per
square foot. Generator operates in aircraft,
spacecraft, or submarine cabins.
B71-10232
LASBB IBTBBFBBOBBTBY BETHOD FOB ABSOLOTE BEASDBEBBHT
OF 3BE ACCELEBATIOH OF GBAVITY
BODSON, 0. K.
JOL. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-TB-X-53832, NASA-TB-X-53856,
HASA-TB-I-64503
B-FS-21225
Gravimeter permits more accurate and precise
absolute measurement of g without reference to
Potsdam values as absolute standards. Device is
basically Bichelson laser beam interferometer in
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B71-10333
whxch one arm ts mass fitted with corner cube
refleetor.
B71-10235
DEVICE HEASOBES COBDOCTIVITI ABD YBLOCITI OF IOBIZBD
GAS STBBAHS
COOK, G, B. POSCB, B. S. BOSSOI. V. J. VEHDELL, E.
B./OTAH STATE OBIV./
JDL. 1971 SEE ALSO BASA-TB-D-4538
XAC-05695
Coaxial arrangement of primary coil and two sensing
secondary coils contained inside slender guartz
tube inserted into ionized stream permits
simultaneous determination of conductivity and
linear Telocity., System results agree favorably
with theory.
B71-10236
BOISE DIFFBACTIOB PiTTBBHS ELIHIBATED IB COBBBEHT
OPTICAL STSTEBS
GBEBOBSKI. G. B. BEBBABB, B. L. PADLL, B. B. SBOLBAM,
4. B.
JOL. 1971
GSFC-11133
Lens rotation technique of noise diffraction
pattern elimination spreads diffracted energy,
normally concentrated over snail area of mage,
over much larger annular area. Technique
advantages include simplified lens selecting
process, reduced clean room reguirements, and lov
cost equipment requirements.
B71-102H9
LASER VIBBATIOB AH&LTZEB
FOSTEB, J. V.
JDI. 1971 SEE ALSO B70-10139. B71-10115. HASA-CB-985
XAC-01670
Instrument system uses laser and optical heterodyne
receiver to measure Doppler phase shifts produced
on a laser beam by the deflection of the
vibrating surface of a structure under test or in
operation.
B71-10252
OPTICAL PBOBIBG OF SOPEBSOBIC FLOSS IITB STATISTICAL
COBBBLATIOB
FDBK, B. B.
AUG. 1971 SEE ALSO NASA-TH-X-53870
H-FS-206«2
Bemote sensing tool reliably measures statistical
properties of supersonic turbulence. Tool
neither affects nor is adversely affected by flow
field. Device determines characteristics of
supersonic flow with optical system and provides
method and apparatus for separating translational
and rotational motions of turbulent structures in
supersonic flow.
B71-10260
TBEBHAL BBLIOTROPE - A PASSIVE SOB-TBACKEB
BYXBEE, R. C./LOCKHEED HISSILES AHD SPACE CO./
JOL. 1971
GSFC-10915
Continuous son tracking device consists of helical
bimetallic coil and control mechanism. Coil
produces torque and angular displacement with
temperature change, and acts as device's driving
element. Control mechanism, concentric shading
mechanism containing bimetallic sensor coil,
controls tracking rate and provides for reset
cycle.
B71-10262
SORVEZ OF BEAT TBABSFEB TO BEAB CBITICAL PLDIDS
HENDBICKS, B. C. SIHOHEAO, B. J. SMITH, B. V./HBS/
JOL. 1971 SEE ALSO BASA-TH-D-5886
LEWIS-11289
Survey topics include - heat transfer boundaries of
near critical region, free, natural, and forced
convection experiments, oscillations, geometric
effects, parameters which appear to be
significant to heat transfer in critical region,
and theories which have been proposed for region.
B71-10264
DOBABLB CATHODES FOB HIGH-POBEE IBEBT-GAS ABCS
DECKER, A. J. GETTLEHAD, C. C. GOLDHAH, G. C. HALL, J.
H. POLLACK, J. L.
AUG. 1971
LEWIS-11162
Cathode design minimizes evaporation of electrode
material which lay deposit on associated optical
surfaces. It also results in stable operation
and precise positioning of arc relative to
optical collector. Innovation applies to high
power light sources and to arcs used in
industrial furnaces.
B71-10265
VABIABLE BATIO BEAH SPUTTER FOB LASEB APPLICATIOBS
BBOBH, S. B.
AUG. 1971
ABC-10391
Beam splitter employing birefringent optics
provides either widely different or precisely
equal beam ratios, it can be used with laser
light source systems for interferonetry of lossy
media, holography, scattering measurements, and
precise beam ratio applications.
B71-10269
DIBABIC BESPOBSB OF VISCODS COHPBBSSIBLE FLUIDS IB
RIGID TUBES
GOLDSCBBIED, F. R.
ADG.,1971
B-FS-205«2
Data on experimental verification of Iberall's
analysis applies to such problems as pressure
sensing, pneumatic control circuits with bellows,
measuring irregular shaped volumes, and
transmitting fluid power by pulsating flow.
B71-10272
COHPBESSED GAS BABDBOOK
COTA, B. A. KOBKLE, J. S. WILSOH, S. D,
AOG. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-SP-30U5
KSC-10662
Handbook includes thermodynamic and related fluid
flow data required to analyze high pressure
compressible and incompressible fluid systems.
Some theory and applications include
thermodynamic fundamentals, gas behavior,
adiabatic and isentropic flow, shock waves, flow
measurement, and adiabatic and isothermal
friction flow in pipes.
B71-10273
APPBOIIBATE PBOPEBTIES OF THE BESPOHSE OF BOBLIBEAB
DYBAHIC SISTERS TO STOCBASTIC IHPDTS
ZIBKLE, L. D./TEX. DNIV./
ADG. 1971
M-FS-20717
Indirect method considers effect of nonlinearity
and obtains approximate probability densities of
certain characteristics, from these densities
various statistical properties are calculated.
Direct method determines response moments
directly. Beither method is restricted by system
motion with regard to whether or not it is
stationary.
B71-10283
IHPBOVED CBJBGED-PABTICLE ABALTZEfi - A COHCEPT
DIBEFF, J.
ADG. 1971
XAC-05506
Device utilizes concept that charged-particle
analysis is achievable by applying sinusoidal
voltage across two conductive deflection plates
with predetermined curvature and constant spacing
to define selective passageway for charged
particles to be analyzed. Four advantages of
improved device are cited.
B71-10311
BADIAL HEAT FLDX TBABSFOBBER
BASIOLIS, A./RCA/ BDZZARD, R. J.
AOG. 1971
BPO-10828
Onit moves heat radially from small diameter shell
to larger diameter shell, or vice versa, with
negligible temperature drop, making device useful
wherever heating or cooling of concentrically
arranged materials, substances, and structures is
desired.
B71-10333
VIBBATIOB ANALYSIS BI TIBE-AVEBAGE HOLOGBAPBY
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B71-10335
APBABABIAB. B./TBR, IBC./ EVEBSEB, D. A.
SEP. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-CB-1671
LABGLEY-10614
Hetbod photographs vibration Bodes as high as 100
kHz. Technigae also measures vibration decay and
damping "characteristics. Compensation techniques
foe s tract oral size Imitations and for
background noise excitations are discussed*
B71-10335
FLAHB ZOHE OF 1 COB PCS HE PBOPEUABT EXPAIDED BI A
LASBB SODBCE
FEIEDHAB, B. HEETZBEBG, H. HC BALE, E. VOB ELBE,
G./AILAHTIC BBS. CEHTEB/
SEP. 1971
LABGLET-10660
Technigae scales flame structure linearly vith gas
kinetic Bean free path, which increases two to
three orders of magnitude as pressure decreases
like a>ount. Kinetic and transport time scales
expand in proportion so that regression rates for
laser-induced flanes are tvo to three orders of
magnitude slower.
B71-103UO
LIQDID-HTDBOGEB/BOCLEAB-BADIATIOH RESISTAHT SEALS
VAH AOKEH, B./HHITTIEB COBP./
SEP. 1971
B-FS-2136H
Seal employs aroaatic heterocyclic polymer,
polygninoxaline, and features resin starved
laainate consisting of alternate layers of voven
glass fabric and polyner film. Design gives
gasket a aechanical spring characteristic,
eliBinating cold flow and resulting in elastic
recovery vhen gasket is unloaded.
B71-103»3
BEHOTE COBTBOL BADIOACTIVE-RASTB BBBOVAL SYSTBB OSES
HOD01ATED LASEB TBANSHITTEB
BDBCHEB, E. E. KOPI4, L. P. BORLAND, C. R. SINCLAIB,
A. B.
SEP. 1971
LAHGLEY-10311
Laser remote control systen consists of
transmitter, auto tracker, and receiver.
Transmitter and tracker, packaged together and
bore sighted, constitute control station,
receiver is slave station. Hodel has five
command channels and optical link operating range
of 110 B.
B71-10350
A STDDY OF BITEIDE DEVICES FOB COBPOTEB BBBOBY
APPLICATIOHS
BABOBN. H. D./ALA. OBIV./
SEP. 1971
H-FS-20971
Betal-nitride-oxide-silicon /HHOS/ capacitors act
like metal-nitride-silicon /BHS/ capacitors with
extra interface where sheet of charge can be
stored in slow states. Platband voltage shifts
over a wide range by adjusting store charge
density.
B71-10351
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS TABLES FOB TBOHCATED OB CEBSOBED
SAHPLES .
COHEH, A. C./GA. OHIV. / COOLEY, C. G.
SEP. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-CB-61330
B-FS-21024 '
Compilation describes characteristics of truncated
and censored samples, and presents six
illustrations of prattical use of tables in
computing Bean and!variance estimates for normal
distribution using selected samples.
B71-10352
VIBBATIOB TESTIHG AHD AHALYSIS OSISG BOLOGBAPHY
INNOVATOR HOT GIVEB /GCO, IHC./ SEP. 1971 SEE ALSO
NASA-CB-103053
H-FS-21050
Tine average holography is useful in recording
steady state vibrational mode patterns. Phase
relationships under steady state conditions are
measured with real time holography and special
phase shifting techniques. Data fro* Hichelson
interferometer verify vibration amplitudes from
holographic data.
B71-10353
LITEBATDBE BEYIBI AID EXPBBIHEHTAL INVESTIGATION OF
BEAT PIPES
BABSCB, R. O./POBDOE OBIV./ SCBOBBBALS, B. J.
VISKAHTA. B. RIHTEB, E. B. F.
SBP. 1971 SEE ALSO BASA-CB-1029U3
B-FS-21074
Tests on heat pipes determine operational limits,
external boundary conditions, noncondensable gas
effects, startup behavior, and geometric
configurations. Experiaent consists of design,
construction, and testing of an apparatus for
measuring wick properties, conventional heat
pipes and coplanar heat pipes.
B71-10357
OPTIBDB DOPING ACBIETES BIGB QDAHTDB YIELDS IB GAAS
PBOTOEBITTBBS
SOBHENBEBG, B.'STLVAHIA ELECTBOR. SYSTEBS/
SEP. 1971
H-FS-20962
Experimental data indicate that optimum doping
exists, fleasured gnantnm yield curves indicate
optimum overall response is obtained in GaAs
emitters with doping in high 10 to the 18th power
per en CB range. Doping for optimum response is
not necessarily in this range.
B71-10364
INSOLATION ASSEBBLY OSES CBYOPDBPIBG TO BBDOCE BEAT
TBAHSFBB IB CBYOGEHIC LIQUID LIBE
BDBSIRBA, B. C./AHETEC/STBAZA/
SBP. 1971
KSC-10518
Flush joint coupling using foil jacketed annular
cone, backfilled with carbon dioxide, eliminates
inherent connection problems of conventional
bayonet type joints used for vacuum jacketed
assemblies.
B71-10378
SIBPLE SPECTBOSCOPE OSED BITB SOLID STATE IBAGB
AMPLIFIES OVEB HIDE SPECTBAL BABGE
BBORH, B. L., SB.
OCT. 1971 SEE ALSO B68-10363
B-FS-213U5
Prism plus image amplifier panel provides visual
image of aany infrared spectral lines from carbon
arc impregnated with metal compound. Different
metal compounds generate various desired spectra.
Panel also aligns and focuses simple
spectroscopes for detecting spectral lines inside
and outside visible region.
B71-10383
BIGB DENSITY PLASHA GOB GEBEBATES PLASHAS AT 190
KILOBETEBS PEB SBCOBD
ESPY. P. H.
OCT. 1971
H-FS-20589
Gun has thin metal foil disc which positions or
localizes gas to be ionized during electrical
discharge cycle, overcoming major limiting factor
in obtaining such plasmas. Expanding plasma
front travels at 190 km/sec, compared to plasmas
of 50 to 60 km/sec previously achieved.
B71-10385
SOPEBCONDOCTOB TBANSITION TBBPBBATDBES STODY
BOZOHSKI, S./BCA/ GITTLEBAH, J. T. HANAK, J. J.
PELLICAHE, J. P.
OCT. 1971 SEE ALSO BASA-CB-110432
H-FS-21217
Compounds having beta tungsten structure exist as
solid solutions over composition range of several
percent. However, for most of these compounds,
relationship between composition and
superconducting transition temperature is not
known.
B71-10388
IBPBOVED ELECTBOB BBITTEB
BAKARISBI, S.
OCT. 1971
LERIS-10814
Emitter applies to devices in which a plasma is
generated by electron bombardment. Device is
conventional hollow cathode modified by addition
of integral keeper cap containing saall aperture
B71-10526
which encloses outlet of the cathode and is held
in position by ceramc tube.
B71-10395
TOIE-BOBST T8CBHIO.OE BBASOBBS HIGH-IBTEBSITY SOOHD
iBSOBPIIOH
POWELL, J. 6,/LING-TEBCO-VOBGHT, IHC./ VAB HODfEH, J.
J.
OCT. 1971 SEE ALSO HiSA-CB-1698
LAHGLEY-10667
Tone-burst technique, in which narrow-bandwidth,
short-duration sonic pulse is propagated down a
standing-wave tube, aeasures sound absorbing
capacity of materials used in jet engine noise
abatement. Technique eliminates effects of tube
losses and yields normal-incidence absorption
coefficient of specimen.
B71-10406
OPACIFIED FIBBOOS THEBHiL IHSOLiTIOH
CHAHBELLAN, B. E. BC GBEB, J. L./HABTIH HABIETTA
COBP./
HOT. 1971
LESIS-11235
Lightweight, opacified, glass fiber batting for
high temperature insulation in cryogenic tanks
has lower apparent thernal conductivity than
untreated insulations. Decrease results from
impeding the transmission of radiant energy
without increasing the solid conductance of the
material.
B71-10125
ELEHENTS OF OBBIT-DETBBBIBATIOB THEOBT - TEXTBOOK
SOLLOiAT, C. B.
HOV. 1971
HPO-11U66
Text applies to solution of various optimization
problems, concepts are logically introduced and
refinements and complexities for computerized
numerical solutions are avoided. Specific topics
and essential equivalence of several different
approaches to various aspects of the problem are
given.
B71-10427
VIBTOflL-IHAGB DISPLAY SYSTEH FOB FLIGHT SIHOLATOHS
CHASE, B. D.
HOV. 1971
ABC-10175
Dual TT monitor and collimated lens system in
windscreens of standard aircraft cockpit
simulator permits both pilot and copilot to
simultaneously view three dimensional
presentation. Proper design of complete system
permits depth and viewpoint of visual displays to
be accurately presented.
B71-10432
THEBHAL SCALE HODELIBG
SAC GBEGOB, B. K./BOEIHG CO./
HOV. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-CB-102671
H-FS-21268
Complex system study data indicate that factors
associated with multilayer insulation pose major
problem in scale modeling, that numerical
analysis aids correction for known compromises of
scaling criteria, and that probable errors in
scale modeling experiments fall within range
predicted by statistical analysis.
B71-10436
TABLE FOB ESTIBATIBG PABABETEES OF IEIBOLL
DISTEIBDTIOS
HAHB, H. B./H. AH. BOCKBELL COBP./
NOT. 1971
H-FS-18817
Table yields best linear invariant /BLI/ estimates
for log of reliable life under censored life
tests, permitting reliability estimations in
failure analysis of items with multiple flaws.
These BLI estimates have uniformly smaller
expected loss than Ganss-Harkov best linear
unbiased estimates.
871-10454
IBPBOVED PLASBA ACCBLEBATOB
CHEHG, 0. I.
«OV. 1971
ABC-10109
Converging, coaxial accelerator electrode
configuration operates in vacuum as plasma gun.
Plasma forms by periodic injections of high
pressure gas that is ionized by electrical
discharges. Deflagration mode of discharge
provides acceleration, and converging contours of
plasma gun provide focusing.
B71-10470
PSYCBBOHETBIC CHABT FOB PHYSIOLOGICAL BESEABCH
CHAHBEBS, A. B.
HOV. 1971
ABC-10394
Chart facilitates use of graphical techniques for
solvinq problems involving thermodynamic
properties of moist air. The properties are
presented, and their units of measurement are
listed. Chart presenting conditions at standard
atmosphere pressure at sea level is most useful.
B71-10478
IHPBOVED BOLECOLAB SOB8EHT TBAP FOB BIGH-VACOOB
SYSTEHS
KHECHTEL, E. D. PITTS, ». C.
DEC. 1971
ABC-10056
Closed cycle refrigeration loop in which trays
holding molecular sorbent are made to serve as
cooling baffles improves the performance of high
vacuum systems. High performance is obtained
with almost no decrease in pumping speed.
B71-10484
COHPUTEBIZED METHODS FOB TBAFFICABILITY ABALYSIS
LEWAHDOSSKI, G. H./CORNELL, AEBOH. LAB., BC ADAHS, H.
T. BEESE. P. A.
DEC. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-CB-1881
H-FS-21423
Computer program produces trafficability maps
displaying terrain characteristics in digital
form for computer analysis. flaps serve as aid to
vehicular operation and highway planning based on
maneuverability parameters.
B71-10494
MODIFIED CAHEBA BECOBDS LENS SETTINGS OH FILH
THOMPSON, B. E.
DEC. 1971
BSC-12363
Camera is modified by inserting optical imaging
system between lens and film. This system
requires no electrical power, is low in weight,
and adds nothing to external size of the camera.
B71-10506
SHOTTEB DESIGH FOB STEBEOSCOPIC CABEBA
IHHOVATOB HOT GIVEN /EASTHAN KODAK CO./ DEC. 1971
HSC-13613
Shutter design consists of two axially mounted
spring driven rotating blades with two lenses
mounted between the blades. Features include
excellent repeatability and flash
synchronization. Design permits packaging in
small volume and is beneficial where focal
distance, magnification, and exposure time are
fixed.
B71-10519
ABEHOBETEB CALIBBAtOB
BATE, T./IHCA ENG. COBP./ CALKINS, D. E. PBICE, P.
VEIKIHS, 0.
DEC. 1971
a-FS-21424
Calibrator generates accurate flow velocities over
wide range of gas pressure, temperature, and
composition. Both pressure and flow velocity can
be maintained within 0.25.percent. Instrument is
essentially closed loop hydraulic system
containing positive displacement drive.
B71-10526
HOLTICHABBEB COHTBOLLABLB BEAT PIPS
SBLOSINGEB, A. P./TBI SISTERS GBOOP/
DEC. 1971 SEE ALSO BASA-CB-1100
&BC-10199
Valve throttles transfer of vapor between heat
input surface and heat rejection surface of heat
pipe to control rate of transfer of energy. Valve
15
B71-10527
is operated by control signals which sense
temperatures or pressures.
B71-10527
IBPBOVIHG LASEB BEAH COHEEEHCE - A COHCEPT
HEFLIHGEB, L. O./TBH SYSTEBS 6BODP/
DEC. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-CB-1 111271
ARC-10117
Laser frequencies Day be reduced to single
frequency or selected frequencies. For single
frequency performance, spacing of frequencies
falls in natural line width. For tvo or more
frequencies, thicker spacing is used.
Configuration adapts to operation with Kerr or
Pockel cell for Q snitching.
B71-10531
BOITIFRBQDEHCY LASEB BBABS FOB HOLOGRAPHIC COHTOOBIHG
HEFLIHGEB, L. O./TBW SYSTEBS GBODP/ RUEBKEB, B. F.
DEC. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-CB-111271
ABC-10311
Pulsed ruby laser emits two optical frequencies
simultaneously so holographic recordings of test
object give images showing desired range
contours. Process enables generation of contour
maps for practical applications such as gaging
size and shape of mechanical parts and other
structures.
B71-10536
HTHIATORE CABBOH DIOXIDE SEHSOH
HC HENRY, T. F./BABHES EHG. CO./
DEC. 1971
HSC-13332
Sensor with no moving parts measures carbon dioxide
partial pressures of 0 to 10 mo Hg for total
pressures up to 11 psia with a full scale
accuracy of 5 percent.
04 MATERIALS/CHEMISTRY
B71-10001
PRBPABATIOH OF PEBFLOOBOPOLYETHEB PBBPOLYBERS
ROCB01I, S. E./PEHIBSDLAB CHEBHES., IHC./ STOHP, E. C. ,
JB.
JAB. 1971 SEE ALSO B70-10353 B71-10005
SPO-10765
Fluorinated prepolymers are used to generate highly
flnorinated polymers which possess most of the
desirable properties of polytetrafluoroethylene,
such as nonflammability and high corrosion
resistance, while retaining good low temperature
flexibility.
B71-10005
PEEPABATIOR OF HIGHLY FLDOBIHATED POLIDBETHAHES
BOCBOR, S. E./PENINSDLAE CHEBBES., IHC./ STOHP, E. C. ,
JB.
JAS. 1971 SEE ALSO B70-10353 B71-10001
HPO-10767
Hew polyurethanes, formed from a reaction of a
prepolyner diol and a perfluorinated
dusocyanate, are nonflammable and possess high
corrosion resistance and good low temperature
flexibility. Polymer hardness increases rapidly
with increasing ratio of dusocaynate to diol,
but its glass transition temperature is not
adversely affected.
B71-10009
FAST PEAK SELECTOB FOB BASS SPECTBOHETEB
PASKO, B. B./GABRETT COBP./ SARYEB, G. B.
JA8. 1971
LAHGLEI-10268
Analytical tool rapidly determines quantities of up
to six preselected molecular species in a gaseous
sample. Hovel features include - /V ability to
operate in two modes, /2/ stepping rate of two
species per second, and /3/ capability for
recording analysis results directly in volume
percent.
B71-10010
HER TAHTALOH ALLOY HAS SUPERIOR CBEEP BESISTAHCE ABD
GOOD iOBKABILITY
BOCKBAH. B. R., JB. JR.
JAR. 1971
B71-10027
BEBOTE DETEBBIHATIOH OF SEA COHDITIOHS BY
ELECTBOB1GHETIC BACKSCATTEB BEASOBEBEBT
HALT2, F. B./LOCKHEED PALO ALTO LABS./
JAB. 1971
B-FS-13777
Beport is described which considers the effect that
the ocean's surface shape has on near-vertical
backscatter. Report covers the statistical
character of the surface, the relation between
these statistics and electric field, the
characteristics of the wave system, and
electromagnetic scattering.
B71-10031
ZEBO-G SIBULATIOB SYSTEB FOR THEBAPEDTIC APPLICATIOH
DAHE, D. B.
BAB. 1971
H-FS-11671
System aids in therapeutic retraining of damaged
muscles or functions as walking support during
therapy. Articulated harness assembly contains
patient, suspension system supports harness
assembly in such a way as to counterbalance
exertion of external forces on patient.
B71-10042
PRODtJCIHG GRAPHITE BITB DESIRED PROPERTIES
DICKIHSON, J. B./LOS ALABOS SCI. LAB./ IBPHESCIA, B.
J. BEISRIG, B. D. SMITH, B. C.
FEB. 1971
SOC-11001
Isotropic or anisotropic graphite is synthesized
with precise control of particle size,
distribution, and shape. The isotropic graphites
are nearly perfectly isotropic, with thermal
expansion coefficients two or three times those
of ordinary graphites. The anisotropic graphites
approach the anisotropy of pyrolytic graphite.
871-10055
ADTOBATIC BIO-SABPLE BACTEBIA DETECTIOH SYSTEB
CBAPPELLE, E. R. COLBDEN, B. KELBADGB, B. N. PICCIOLO,
G. L.
APB. 1971
GSFQ-11169
Electromechanical device analyzes urine specimens
in 15 minutes and processes one sample per
minute. Instrument utilizes bioluminescent
reaction between luciferase-luciferin mixture and
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) to determine number
of bacteria present in the sample. Device has
potential application to analysis of other body
fluids.
B71-10058
LOR TEBPEBATBRE FLUID BLEHDEB
BEPAS, G. A.
APB.,1971
LEWIS-11206
Blender supplies hydrogen at temperatures from 289
deg K to 367 deg K. Bydrogen temperature is
controlled by using blender to combine flow from
liquid hydrogen tank /276 deg K/ and gaseous
hydrogen cylinder /550 deg K/. Blenders are
applicable where flow of controlled
low-temperature fluid is desired.
B71-10061
A COHCEPT FOR IBPBOVIHG TBE DIBEHSIOH5.L STABILITY OF
FILABEHTARY COBPOSITES IB ORB DIBBCTIOH
DOR, H. F./GE/ ROSEH, B. R.
APB. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-CR-1321
Z.ANGLEY-10113
Investigation of filamentary composites having high
strength and stiffness and a zero thermal
coefficient of expansion in one direction shows
that advanced filament materials, such as boron,
have substantial advantages over conventional
filamentary composites. Various other results
are discussed, including guidelines and analysis
methods for further evaluation.
B71-10077
HOHFLAHBABLE OBGAHIC-BASE PAIiT FOR OIYGEH-BICH
ATBOSPBEBES
16
B71-10184
HABBELL, B. J. KEY, C. F. KBDPNICK, A. C.
APE. 1971
B-FS-20«86
Hew paint formulations, vhich combine agneons latex
paints with inorganic pigments and additives,
produce coatings that ace self-extinguishing in
pare oiygen at pressures op to twice the partial
pressure of atmospheric oxygen. A paint
formulation in percent by weight is given and the
properties of resultant coatings ace discussed.
B71-10078
UPDATED, EXPABDED, FLUID PBOPEHTIES HANDBOOK
GBBSHHAN. B./HCDONNELL DOUGLAS COHP./ OSDGI, J. T.
SBEBHAN, A. L.
APB. 1971
H-FS-21169
Bevised handbook presents gaantitative data, in the
form of graphs and charts, pertaining to
thecmodynafflic pcopecties of specific ccyogenic
fluids and sevecal metals. Befecences to soucces
of data ace cited.
B71-10079
BIGID OPEH-CELL POLYOEETHASE FOAH FOB CBYOGERIC
IHSOLATIOH
FADDOOL, J. B. LIBDQOTST, C. E. /DHION CABBIDE CORP./
NIEHDOBF, L. B. HIES, G. E. PERKINS, P. J.
H»Y 1971 SEE ALSO NASA-TB-X-52332
LESIS-11220
Lightweight polyncethane foam assembled in panels
is effective spacec material foe constcuction of
self-evacuating multilayer insulation panels for
ccyogenic liquid tanks. Spacec material
sepacates cadiation shields vith barrier that
minimizes conductive and convective heat transfer
between shields.
B71-10097
SALT STABILIZES FOB PBEVENTIBG CBLOBIHE DEPLETIO8 ADD
INCREASING SHELF-LIFE OF POTABLE BATES - A COHCEPT
COPELAHD, E. J./N. AH. BOCKBELL COBP./ EDGEBLEY, B. B.
SAY 1971
HSC-17153
Proposed concept, based on law of mass action uses
addition of salt to increase chlorine ions
produced in sodium hydrochlorite solutions,
theceby increasing solution shelf-life. This
technique is not costly. Usefulness will be
determined by acceptability of salt in product
undergoing long shelf-life.
B71-10099
OLTBASONIC BETAL ETCHING FOB BETAILOGBAPHIC AHALYSIS
YODNG, S. G.
BAY 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-TH-D-6011
LEHIS-11230
Ultrasonic etching delineates microstrnctnral
features not discernible in specimens prepared
for metallographic analysis by standard chemical
etching procedures. Cavitation bubbles in
ultrasonically excited water produce preferential
damage /etching/ of metallurgical phases or grain
boundaries, depending on hardness of metal
specimens.
B71-1010II
HBTAL ALLOY BESISTIVITY BBASUBEBBHTS AT VEBY LOR
TEBPEBA70BBS
CBILDS, G. E./NBS/ CLARK, A. F. IALLACE, G. B.
HAY 1971
HUC-10557
Bigh speed, automated system accurately measures to
approximately one percent in three minutes.
System identifies materials having constant
thermal or electric conductivity, predicts new
material properties, develops alloys in
accordance with desired specifications, and
develops nondestructive devices for measuring
precipitation hardening.
B71-10105
THEBBAL COHOOCTIVITY OF GASEOUS ABD LIQUID BYDBOGEB
DILLEB, D. E./NBS/ BODEB, H. H.
BAY 1971
NDC-10558
Normal and para-hydrogen conductivity measurements
at temperatures from 200 to 17 deg K, at
densities up to 2.6 times critical density, and
at pressures to 15 HB/sg • are made. Os:
calorimeter, data ace analyzed as functi
density at fixed temperatures and of ternsit —
at fixed densities
Using new
.ons of
iperatnce
B71-10149
IBBXPBBSIVB AHTI-FOG COATIHG FOB VIBDOBS
CABBIB, D. L., JB./BBOBB AND BOOT-NOBTHROP/ HOBEISOH,
B. D.
BAY 1971
BSC-13530
Coating applications include anti-fog pcotection
foe deep-sea diving equipment, fice pcotection
helmets, and windows of vehicles used in
hazacdons enviconments. Basic coating
composition includes liquid detecgent, deionized
water, and oxygen compatible fire-resistant oil.
Composition prevents visoc fogging under maximum
metabolic load for 5 hours and longer.
B71-10154
SYBTHESIS OF FLUOBIBATED OBGABIC COMPOUNDS USING
OXYGEB DIFLDOBIDE
TOY, H. S./BCDOHHELL DODGLAS, IHC./
JON. 1971
BPO-12061
Oxyqen diflnoride synthesis is a much simpler,
higher-yield procedure than reactions originally
followed to synthesize various flnorinated
organic compounds. Extreme care is taken in
working with oxygen diflnoride as its reactions
present severe explosion hazard.
B71-10158
EFFECT OF SIZE OB CBACKIHG OF HATEHIALS
GLDCKLICK, J.
JOB. 1971 SEE ALSO JPL-TB-32-1138
BPO-11602
Brittle behavior of large mild steel elements,
glass plasticity, and fatigue specimen size
sensitivity are manifestations of strain-energy
size effect. Specimens physical size effect on
material cracking initiation occurs according to
flaw distribution statistics. Fracture size
effect depends on stability or instability of
crack propagation.
B71-10161
BEI UBDEBSTABDIBG OF FIBEB COBPOSITE RATBBIALS
ZBEBEN, C.
JOB. 1971
NPO-11605
Statistical bounding approach to study of
filamentary composites provides understanding of
their fracture mechanics. Comparison shows that
bounds are in good agreement with data from
several fiber-matrix systems, and that they can
be used to interpret strength data and provide
fracture behavior information leading to improved
strength.
B71-10165
AUTOMATIC AHIBO ACID ABALYZEB
BERDAHL, B. J. CABLE, G. C. OYAHA, V. I.
JOB. 1971
ABC-10215
Analyzer operates unattended or up to 15 hours. It
has an automatic sample injection system and can
be programmed. All fluid-flow valve switching is
accomplished pneumatically from miniature
three-way solenoid pilot valves.
B71-10172
PBEPABATIOB OF BOHOGEBEOOS TITBEOOS HATEBIALS FOB
ELECTBOBIC ABD OPTICAL DEVICES
GATOS, B. C./HIT/ PLATAKIS, N. S. WITT, A. F.
JOB. 1971
HQ-10670
Vitreous material builds up as series of solidified
layers on inside walls of sealed quartz ampoule
containing molten constituents of material, and
forms well defined shapes to close dimensional
tolerances. Ampoules are made of material which
does not react with melt and has lower thermal
expansion coefficient than solidified layer.
B71-10181
POLYBEB CONTAINING FOBCTIOBAL EHD GBOUPS IS BASE FOB
BEB POLYHEBS
17
B71-10195
BTBSHFIELD, S. H./H. AB. BOCKBELL CORP./
JOB. 1971
HPO-10998
Butadiene* is polymerized with
lithinm-p-lithiophenoxide to produce linear
polymer containing oxy-lrthinm group at one end
and active carbon-lithium group at other end.
Living polymers represent new approach to
preparation of difnnctional polymers in which
structural features, nolecular weight, type and
number of end groups are controlled.
B71-10195
TZABDO8B 4HALTSIS FOB DETECTING SHELF-LIFE DEGBADATION
ECKSTEIN, A. S.
JOB. 1971
B-FS-24017
Analysis is guideline in examining component
materials, analytically determining physical
properties and chemical compositions, and
developing control data necessary for
ascertaining effects of environments and their
influence on deterioration and degradation
mechanisms.
B71-10197
EBOSIOH OF HETA1S BT MULTIPLE IBPACTS 8IIE RATFB
BODY, S. L./HYDBONAOTICS. INC./ THIBOVENGADAB, A.
JDB.,1971 SEE ALSO H&SA-CB-1288
HQ-10591
Investigation determines - relation between impact
velocity and minimum number of impacts producing
visible erosion, relation between high frequency
fatigue stresses and number of cycles to failure,
water-hammer stresses relation to high frequency
endurance limit, erosion rate as exposure tine
function, and correlates experimental data with
recent theory.,
B71-10198
IHPBOTED FIBE-BESISTANT COATIH6S
BUTT, J. B. STDABT, J. B.
JON. 1971
GSFC-10072
Hater-base coatings containing potassium silicate
show improvement in areas of quick air-drying,
crack, craze, and abrasion resistance, adherence,
and leach resistance. Coatings are useful as
thermal-barrier layers in furnaces, and as
general purpose fire resistant surfaces where
vapor impermeability is not a regnirenent.
B71-10208
HOIDESTBDCTIVE TESTING OF ADHESIVE BOBDS BT HDCLEiB
QOADBDP01E RESONANCE BETHOD
HEBITT, B. B./AEA, INC./
JDL. 1971 SEE ALSO UASA-CB-61988
H-FS-21160
Inert, strain sensitive tracer, cuprous oxide,
added to polymeric adhesive ensures sufficiently
large signal to noise ratio in BQB system output.
Hethod is successful, provided that
BF-transparent structural materials are used
between modified adhesive and probe of NQB
spectrometer.
B71-10209
SEBSITIVE GASEODS HIDBOGEN DETECTION SISTEB
BACINTYBE, J. B./GE/ NEPPEL, R. C.
JDL. 1971 SEE ALSO NASA-CB-10268
H-FS-21161
System utilizing new type hydrogen sensor has
overall detection sensitivity and response speed
higher than conventional hot-wire or
hot-thermistor detectors. System measures
concentrations of from 2 parts per million to 30
percent and is adaptable as leak detector and
hazard alarm wherever hydrogen is used.
B71-10210
A BEI BETALATIOB COBPLEX FOB OE6ABIC SYNTHESIS ABD
POLYHEBIZATIOB BEACTIOBS
HIBSHFIELD, S. B./H. AB. BOCKRELL COBP./
JDL. 1971
BPO-10313
Organometallic complex of N,B,Hf,N* tetramethyl
ethylene diamine /TBEDA/ and lithium acts as
metalation intermediate for controlled systhesis
of aromatic organic compounds and polymer
formation., Complex of TBEDA and lithium aids in
preparation of various organic lithium compounds.
B71-10216
DBIQUE ISTEBHETAL1IC COBPOOHDS FBEFABED BT SHOCK iAVE
SYNTHESIS
OTTO, G. BEECE, 0. T. BOY, D./ALA. OHIV./
JOL.,1971
H-FS-20861
Technique compresses fine ground metallic powder
mixture beyond crystal fusion point. Absence of
vapor pressure voids and elimination of
incongruous effects permit application of
technique to large scale fabrication of
intermetallic compounds with specific
characteristics, e.g., semiconduction,
superconduction, or magnetic properties.
B71-10217
PEOBISIiG BOBON/GBAPBITE/BBSIH COBPOSITES
EVENSEN, H. A./RITTAKEB COBP./
JOL. 1971 SEE ALSO NASA-CB-102944
B-FS-21126
Lightweight composite has high specific strength
and stiffness and remains effective under extreme
environmental conditions. Dse as engineering
material is feasible because it has excellent
mechanical properties and is easily produced
within small tolerances on constituent volume
fractions. Bain benefit of composite is its
improved longitudinal strength and modulus.
B71-10225
STBAIB GAGE PEBFOEHABCE ABOVE 1033 K
EICHOLS, D. R./N. AB. ROCKWELL COBP./
JOL. 1971
B-FS-18831
Study provides compendium of test methods and
results which may be used in evaluating high
temperature environment gage behavior. Tests
include resistance to ground and drift rate and
gage factor variation as temperature function.
Variation ranged from zero at room temperature
(297 K) to 14.5 percent at 1053 K.
B71-10229
OIIDATIOB-BESISTANT SILICIDE COATING APPLIED TO
COLUHBIOH ALLOY SCBEEB
TOBGEBSOB, B. T./BOEIBG CO./
JDL. 1971 SEE ALSO NASA-CB-73246
ABC-10186
Coated screens withstand temperature cycling in
special transpiration-cooling systems and provide
porous surface that is effective at temperatures
well above those limiting snperalloy screen
efficiency. Thickness of coating depends on
time, temperature and activator concentration.
Coatings are uniform and resistant to thermal
cycling.
B71-10245
EVALUATION OF OBNIHEAVE BEIBFOBCEBENT FOB COBPOSITE
FABRICATION
BELBAR, B./GE/ EDIGHOFFEB, H. FENTON, B. LORE, D.
REZLEB, B.
JOL. 1971 SEE ALSO NASA-CB-102916
B-FS-20946
Bolded composites made from type-2 Borganite and/or
boron are suitable for structural skins.
Layered-in-depth omniweave construction yields
higher in-plane strength characteristics than
fiber-pitch angle construction, and strength and
moduli data vary with fiber orientation.
B71-10255
STATISTICAL CHABACTEBIZATION OF PHENOLIC-NOVOLAK
STBDCTOEES
PABKEB. J. A. BINKLEB, E. L.
JDL. 1971
ABC-10393
Three statistical methods of general validity are
valuable for characterizing any polymer which
results from chain polymerization of
multifunctional branching monomers linked through
bifnnctional monomers.
B71-10259
BODIFICATION OF PHYSICAL PBOPEBTIES OF FBEEZE-DBIED
BICE
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HOBEB. C. S./TECHNOL. IHC./
JOL. 1971
HSC-13540
Freeze cycling process consists of alternately
freezing and thawing precooked rice for tvo
cycles, rice is then frozen and freeze-dehydrated
in vacuum sufficient to remove water from rice by
sabliDitation. Process modifies rice grain
structure and porosity, enabling complete
rehydration in one minute in hot water.
B71-10261
IBPBOVED EPOXY BESI8 FOB COHSTBOCTING CHYOGEBIC
FILAHENT-VODND PBESSOBE VESSELS
HOLBO, B./AEBOJET-GEH. COBP./ SOFFEB, L. H.
JOL. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-CB-72114
LEBIS-11261
Hechanical properties of new resin at cryogenic
temperatures are substantially improved over
similar composite structures utilizing
conventional resins, while properties at ambient
temperature are identical to conventional resin
composites.
B71-10277
MODIFICATIONS TO A VACDDH ASSISTED FILTEBIHG DEVICE TO
HIHIHI2E COBTAUHATIOH
GAUDIAHO, S.
ADG. 1971
HSC-13733
Bigh purity filter unit saves time and expense in
laboratory operations and improves purity of
liguids processed. Any but most viscous liquids
are processed by modified unit equipped with
appropriate filter medium. Unit's use eliminates
much glassware cleaning tedium.
B71-10278
A SILVER ION BATES STEBILIZ&TIOH STSTEB
PABBT, E. P./N. AH. EOCKBELL COBP./
AOG. 1971
HSC-1573H
Small amounts of silver are incorporated in mixture
of ion exchange resins, and water passing through
this mixture is thus exposed to silver ion
concentration. System is useful in
self-contained water systems except city water
systems where residual chlorine level is
stipulated.
B71-10289
IHPBOVED INSULATING HATEBIALS EFFECTIVE AT EXTBEHELY
BIGH TEHPEBATOBES
CABLSOH, L. B./H. AH. EOCKBELL COBP./
ADG. 1971
HPO-12067
Rrapped molybdenum foil with silica fabric
insulation and wrapped tantalum foil with carbon
fabric insulation are usable to 1367 K and up to
2476 K, respectively, both offer marked space
saving and efficiency in high temperature
operations. Graph displays temperature profiles
at end of firing period.
B71-10290
GBAHDLAB TiO-PBASE IBSDLATIOH SYSTEHS
CABPEHTEB, B. 8. /BOCKETDYNE/
AOG. 1971 SEE ALSO B71-10289
HPO-12068
Easily prepared system, consisting of matrix of
hollow zirconia microspheres containing dispersed
tungsten powder, produces minimum-cost, prototype
test specimen. Combination represents basic
concept of highly reflective dispersed phase in
low density insulative matrix and is stable at
2200 K. Other combinations of materials are
suggested.
B71-10291
FOLIHEBIZATIOH OF PEBFLOOEOBDTADIENE AT HEAB-AHBIENT
COHDITIONS
TOY., H. S./HC DOBBELL DOOGLAS COBP./
AOG. 1971
NPO-10U47
Peroxide catalyst under mild conditions initiates
homopolymerization of perflnoro butadiene to new
linear perflaoro polyenes and vnlcanizable fluoro
elastomers. Besnlting polyperfluoro butadiene
serves as hard elastomer for good chemical
resistance, as intermediate in graft
polymerizations, and as crosslink for high
molecular weight materials.
B71-10297
EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF DAHPIHG PABAHETEBS OF
VISCOELASTIC HATEBIALS
BOBABD, B. T./IBH/ HACE, E. B.
AOG. 1971
H-FS-2053U
Tuned-resonance method requires measurement of
maximum transmissibility and frequency at that
point to determine dynamic modules and loss
modulus of elasticity.
B71-10300
SYNTHESIS OF A BEB CLASS OF HIGHLY FLOOBIBATED
ALIPHATIC DIISOCYAHATES
BABNER, D. A./PENINSULAS CHEBBES., INC./
AOG. 1971
H-FS-20883
Synthesis is basis for preparation of polynrethanes
that are compatible with liquid oxygen. The two
step process preparation from flnorocarbon diacid
fluorides is explained in text.
B71-10303
COATINGS FBOH COPOLIHEBS OF TETEAPHENOXYSILANB AND
P.P/1/-BIPBENOL
DONNAVANT, I. B./BATTELLE HEH. IHST./ HABKEL, B. A.
OCT. 1971 SEE ALSO NASA-CB-85820
H-FS-1U9U7
Besultant resin from copolymers is highly
crosslinked and completely aromatic. Procedure
develops polyaryoxysilane structure in situ after
the substrate has first been coated with a
prepolymer. Besins are useful as protective
coatings for metals, ceramics, glass, and other
materials that accommodate relatively high curing
temperatures.
B71-10310
INVESTIGATION TO IDENTIFY PAINT COATINGS RESISTIVE TO
HICBOOBGANISH GBOBTH
COOPEB, C. W./BATTELLE HEH. INST./ KEHP, H. T.
AOG. 1971 SEE ALSO B69-10181, NASA-CB-111521
H-FS-20U58
All selected coatings contain nutrients that
support microbial growth and survival.
Incorporation of microbiocidal agents into
coatings more susceptible to attack is
recommended for improved inhibition of
microorganism growth and for increased protection
against deterioration of coatings by
microorganisms.
B71-10317
INSTANT ACTING ADBESIVE SYSTEH
DAVIS, T. B./BATL. CASH BEGISTEB CO./ BAINES, B. C.
AOG. 1971
HSC-13732
Adhesive developes 80 percent of minimum bond
strength of 250 psi less than 30 sec after
activation is required. Adhesive is stable,
handles easily, is a low toxic hazard, and is
useful in industrial and domestic prototype
bonding and clamping operations.
B71-10319
ESTIMATING CABBON HOBOXIDE EIPOSDRB
EDGEBLEY, B. H./N. AH. BOCKBELL COBP./
AOG. 1971
HSC-17211
Hethod predicts effects of carbon monoxide on
astronauts confined in spacecraft cabin
atmospheres. Information on need for low
toxicity level also applies to confined spaces.
Benefits are applicable -to industry and public
health.
B71-10320
BAPID HETHOD FOB SAHPLING BETALS FOB HiTEBIALS
IDENTIFICATION '
BIGGINS, L. E./N. AH. BOCKBELL COBP./
AOG. 1971
HSC-17332
Nondamaging process similar to electrochemical
machining is useful in obtaining metal samples
from places inaccessible to conventional sampling
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methods or vhere methods would be hazardous or
contaminating to specinens. Process applies to
industries where metals or metal alloys play a
vital role.
B71-10331
SOLV1TIOH AGENT FOB DISULFIDE PRECIPITATES FBOB
INHIBITED GLTCOL-iATEB SOLDTIOHS
TAYLOB, B. F./BOEING CO./
DEC. 1971
BSC-13695
Small additions /0.01 percent or less/ of
triethanoloamine sodium sulfite adduct to
mercapto benzothiazole inhibited glycol vater
heat transfer solutions containing disulfide
precipitate produce marked reduction in amount of
precipitate. Addnct is useful as additive in
glycol base antifreezes and coolants.
B71-10339
HER BATEBIALS FOB FIBEPLACE LOGS
KIESELBACK, D. J./CONTINUING EDOC. PBOJ./ SHOCK, A. W.
SEP. 1971
H-FS-21363
Fibrous insulation and refractory concrete are used
for logs as well as fireproof nails, incinerator
bricks, planters, and roof shingles. Insulation
is lighter and more shock resistant than
fireclay. Lightweight slag bonded vith
refractory concrete serves as aggregrate.
671-103*2
HASA-TBICOT - A LIGHTWEIGHT, BADAB BEFLECTIVB, KNITTED
FABBIC
BATHERS, F. WHITE, E.
SEP. 1971
LANGLET-10776
Fabric knitted on conventional knitting machines
uses commercially available yarns, has high
aerodynamic drag capability, and is relatively
inexpensive. The tvo yarn components used are
15-denier nylon monofilament and aluminized flylar
tape.
B71-10356
EXPLOSIVE BONDED T2B-RIBE-BEIBFOBCED C129T COLOHBIDB
COBPOSITES
BEECE, O. Y.
SEP. 1971
B-FS-20925
Technique consists of positioning layers of TZH
metal filaments between thin C129I columbium
sheets and joining multiple sheet stacks by
single explosive joining operation. Metallurgical
bonds are excellent, external heat is not
required, process is relatively inexpensive, and
resulting composites are considerably stronger
than base alloy.
B71-10359
SIMPLIFIED PBOCEDOBE FOB EBISSIOH SPECTBOCBEBICAL
ANALYSIS
GOBDON, R. A.
SEP. 1971 SEE ALSO B67-10UOU. HASA-TN-D-5532
LERIS-10985
Procedure involves dissolution of samples to
prepare them for analysis, and uses single set of
experimental conditions to analyze wide variety
of materials and compositions without
compromising analysis accuracy. Automated
spectrometer alloys per sample analysis time of
four minutes after sample dissolution.
B71-10362
EFFECTS OF THE TBEBHAL STBBILIZATIOI PEOCEDDBE OB
POLYBEBIC PBODOCTS
CABPBELL. B. A. KALFAYAN, S. H.
SEP. 1971 SEE ALSO NASA-CB-801314
NPO-11686
Properties of samples are tested, after thermal
exposure, and values are compared with unexposed
samples. Thermal stability or compatibility
ratings of formulated or compounded organic
polymers using trade names are made and degree of
change in measured properties is assessed.
Products are rated compatible, narginal, or not
compatible.
B71-10393
ANTIPOLLOTIOB SYSTEM TO BEHOVE BITEOGEB DIOIIDE GAS
BETZLEB, A. J. SLOUGH, J. I.
OCT. 1971
LERIS-11297
Gas phase reaction system using anhydrous ammonia
removes nitrogen dioxide. System consists of
ammonia injection and mixing section, reaction
section /reactor/, and scrnbber section. All
sections are contained in system ducting.
B71-10391
BESIi ADDITIVE IBPBOVES PEBFOBBAHCB OF
HIGH-CEBPEBATUBE HYDBOCABBOH LDBBICAHTS
JOHNSON, B. L. LOOHIS, R. B.
OCT. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-CB-72615
LEiIS-11361
Paraffinic resins, in high temperature
applications, improve strength of thin lubricant
film in Hertzian contacts even though they do not
increase bulk oil viscosity. Ose of resin
circumvents corrosivity and high volatility
problems inherent with many chemical additives.
871-101(03
HIGH-STBENGTH LABGE-DIABETEB CABBOB-BASE FIBEBS
HOUGH, R. L./HOUGH LAB./
OCT. 1971 SEE ALSO NASA-CB-72770
LERIS-11167
Material is applicable as reinforcement for metal
matrix composites. Composites with large
diameter, carbon base monofilaments offer
advantages of superior strength at high
temperatures and low density and for high
temperature equipment where component weight must
be minimized.
B71-10111
SCBEENING BETHOD IBPBOVES PEBFOBBANCE OF
HICKEL-CADHIOH BATTEBIES
HALPEBT, G.
HOV. 1971
GSFC-11260
Height of single plate in batch is used as
criterion for selecting those plates with
uniform, high ampere hour capacity. Rhen
substrate and plaque weights are uniform,
observed current capacity differences are
dependent on quantity of active material in
plaque.
B71-10U34
SHIELDING BETHOD FOB POLYCBYSTALLINB AND EPITAXY
GB08THS
BUE, J. L./TER, INC./
HOW. 1971
B-FS-20162
Technique prevents silicon wafers from adhering to
susceptor following silicon epitaxial deposition.
Annular ring of refractory material goes around
wafer during epitaxial deposit. Silicon is
deposited on ring, snsceptor, and portions of
wafer. Eing breaks away from snsceptor and wafer
and no silicon undergrowth occurs.
B71-10II37
EXTEBNALLY PBOGBABHED VABIABLE TIBBB
GULBIS, P. B./SPEBBY BAND/
H0¥. 1971
B-FS-20776
Device satisfies 1-sec, 5-sec, and 10-min timing
requirements. Temperature and voltage range
accuracy is plus or minus 3.9 percent with
voltage variations of 24 to 31 Vdc over
temperature range of minus 55 deg C to plus 125
deg C.
B71-10442
TBEBBALLT STABLE POLYIBIDES FBOH SOLUTIONS OF
BONOBEBIC BEACTANTS
DELVIGS, P. LIGHTSEY, G. B. SEBAFINI, T. T.
•0*.,1971 SEE ALSO NASA-TH-X-67803
LERIS-11325
Bonomer solutions have high solubility and low
solution viscosity., Since monomers are shipped
in powder form and reaction to polyimide-acid
prepolymer is omitted, the cost is low and
handling is easy.
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B71-10443
IBSOLUBILIZATIOB PBOCESS IHCBEiSES EHZTHE STABILITY
BILLIBGBAB, 3. LIB, J./BATTELLE HEH. IHST./
»OV.,1971 SEE ALSO HASA-CB-73354
ABC-10314
Enzymes complexed with polymeric matrices contain
properties suggesting application to
enzyme-controlled reactions. Stability of
insolabilized enzyme derivatives is Markedly
greater than that of soluble enzymes and physical
fora of insolubiliz3d enzyaes is useful in column
and batch processes.
B71-10474
GAS CHBOHATOGBAPB SAHPLE-TBAHSFEB VALVE
RAHG, B. S.-S./TES. ISC./ RBIGBT, B.,H., JB.
DEC.,1971
ABC-10427
Slide-type gate valve incorporates sampling volume
and transfer passageway for guiding a metered
quantity of gas from pressurized test cell to gas
chronatograph. Gate is noved by pneumatic
bellovs-type actuator.
B71-10482
GBAPBITE-BBIBFOBCED A1DHIBDH COHFOSITB
LALACOBA, F. f.
DEC. 1971
H-FS-21077
Hetallic composite prepared for utilization vhich
remains intact without aluminum/carbon reactions,
xs less expensive than other structural
materials, and yields a flexible conposite
material.
B71-10H83
DEVELOPREHT OF COBFOBHAL COATIBG B&TEBIALS
GLICKHAN, S. A./THIOFCOL CHEB. CORP./ SOBENSTEIB, G. G.
DEC. 1971 SEE AISO BASA-CB-102743
H-FS-21393
Hev polymeric compositions appear useful as
coatings on electronic circuitry operating in
rigorous environments. Formulation of their
compositions is based on nitrosoflnorocarbon
polymers having active cure sites.
B71-10488
HER PBIBEBS FOB ADHESIVE BOIDIHG OF ALDBIBOB ALLOTS
BOBBELL, B. R./AVCO COBP./ POET, V. S.
DEC. ,1971 SEE AISO HASA-CB-1028<|6
B-FS-21387
Synthetic polypeptide adhesive primers are
effective, with high temperature epoxy resins, at
temperatures from 100 deg to 300 deg C. Lap-shear
failure loads and lap-shear strength of both
primers are discussed.
B71-10489
BIGH-TEHPEBITOBE STBEBGTH OF PBEALLOTED-PORDER
PBODDCTS IBCBEASED BT HEAT/PBESSDBE TBEATBBHT
ASHBHOOK, B. L. FBECBE, J. C. RATEBS, R. J.
DEC. 1971 SEE ALSO B69-10293, BASA-TH-D-6072
LEWIS-11229
Heat treatment process involves heating products to
a temperature above the solidns, and subsequently
applying pressure at a temperature below the
solidns. Technique can be modified to one step
process involving simultaneous application if
both high pressure and heat. Process is not
limited to cobalt-base alloys.
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B71-10024
BT.DBAOLICALL! OPEBATBD TILT TABLE
CAUSE, B. L. SPIEB, B. A.
JAB. 1971
B-FS-21047
Table raises, lovers, or tilts test subject from
vertical through an angle of 105 deg to a
head-down position of 15 deg. Table is designed
for medical center or laboratory use. Additional
features are described.
B71-10047
BAPID AHALYTICAL DETBBHIBATIOH OF GLOTABALDBBTDE
COBCBHTBAIIOHS
FBIGEBIO, H. A. SBAR, B. B.
BAB. 1971
ABG-10413
Technique utilizes the iodinetrie procedure which
adds unknown excess of bisulfite to
glntaraldehyde /GA/ then titrates nnreacted
bisulfite «lta standard iodine isotope to
determine GA concentrations. Technique may
interest microscopists, food researchers,
biochemical or medical laboratories, and drug
manufacturers.
B71-10051
BACTEBIAL ADEBOSIBE TBIPBOSPBATE AS A HEiSDBE OF
DBIBAHY TBACT IBFECTIOH
CBAPPELLE. E. R. PICCIOLO, G. L.
HAB. 1971
GSFC-11092
Procedure detects and counts bacteria present in
urine samples. Hethod also determines bacterial
levels in other aqueous body fluids including
lymph fluid, plasma, blood, spinal fluid, saliva
and mucous.
B71-10059
BIBATOBE GBIBDEB FOB SOLID SPECIBEBS
BOOSEB, C. P./BATES IHTEBB. COBP./ PESCB, R. A.
HAfi. 1971
H-FS-20005
Hachine grinds fines to appropriate micron sizes
with the least biological trauma and greatest
degree of reproducibility. Device controls
destruction of material so that recovery of
microorganisms is as great as possible and
protects operation and grinding products from
exogenous contamination.
B71-10063
IHPBOVED RAX HOLD TECBBIQUE FOBHS COHPLBI PASSAGES IB
SOLID STBOCTOBES
BELLBAOH, B. F. PAGE, A. D. PHILLIPS, A. B.
APB. 1971
XLA-07829
Low-cost fabricating technique produces minute,
complex air passages in fluidic devices. Air jet
interactions in these function as electronic and
electromechanical control systems. Rax cores are
fabricated without distortion by two-wax process
using nonsolnble pattern-wax and water-soluble
wax. Significant steps in fabrication process
are discussed.
B71-10092
PBESSDBIZED SDITS CAN BE FABBICATBD RITB ADJUSTABLE
DIBEHSIONS
KOBABORSKI, J. J./HAHILTOB 510./ HAKROHI, H. A., JB.
BAT 1971
BSC-12398
Boot cords sewn within tube-like channels form a
fabric convolute. Cord length adjusts to
individual wearer's dimensions.
B71-10096
IBPBOVED BETBOD OF OSIBG PABAFOBBALDEHTDE AS A
DISISFECTAHT
BILBEB, J. F./B. AB. BOCKRELL COBP./
BAI 1971
HSC-15887
Paraformaldehyde decreases required enclosed
compartment disinfectant time and temperature by
vaporizing powdered material from water slurry.
Fire and explosion hazard at lower temperature is
reduced. Total mixture evaporation occurs at
plate temperature of approximately 167 deg K
below that required to vaporize powdered
material.
B71-10107
BDLTIBODE EBGOBETEB SYSTEH
BYNDM, B. G. GAOSE, B. L. SPIEB, B. A.
BAI 1971
H-FS-2104U
System overcomes previous ergometer design and
calibration problems including inaccurate
measurements, large weight, size, and input power
requirements, poor heat dissipation, high
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flammability, and inaccurate calibration. Device
consists of lightweight, accurately controlled
ergometer, restraint systen, and calibration
system.
B71-1012Q
EK6 ISOLATOB
PALHEB, E. BASQUIB, J. B. SBITB, B. E.
HA1 1971
B-FS-21236
Light bean transmits heartbeat signal from
electrodes on patient to electrocardiograph
without exposing patient to possible severe
electrical shock. System provides conplete
isolation between patient and EKG
instrnnentation.
B71-10137
SPBAY BOHEBTDB HEASOBIHG SYSTEB
SHEFFIELD, E. H./TBR SYSTEHS GEODP/
B1Y 1971
HSC-12305
Technigae enables accurate prediction of erosion
and cavitation produced by fluid spray. Hethod
measures high velocity sprays produced by small
orifices. Originally designed to determine
oxidizer-injection patterns of ligmd fueled
rocket engines, technigae is used with other
liquids, or, with appropriate modification, with
gases.
B71-10163
BIHIATOFE IBFLAHTABLE IBSTBOBEHT BEASOBES AHD
TBAHSHITS HEA8T FDBCIIOB DATA
LEE. B. D.
JOB. 1971
ABC-10201
Heart diameter is derived from measured transit
time of 2.25 BHz ultrasonic pulse between two
piezoelectric crystals attached to diametrically
opposite heart surfaces. Hiniature instrument
implanted in chest telemeters information to
external receiver-converter. System permits
continual dimensional data recording taken from
awake animals during long-term experiments.
B71-10167
STABLE, IBFLATABLE LIFE BAFT FOB BIGB SEAS BESCOE
OPBBATIOBS
BABHETT, J. H., JB. HARBISON, F. HABAK, B. BADBOFSKI,
R. I.
JOB.,1971
BSC-12393
Baft is easily deployed and highly manenverable in
water. It has false bottom of water ballast
containers attached to underside, making it
exceptionally stable platform from which swimmers
can operate. Baft is attachable to external
moorings.
B71-10192
AHALYTICAL HETHODS FOB BACTEBIAL KIBETICS STUDIES
EDHABDS, V. E. RILKE, C. B.
JOB. 1971 SEE ALSO DCBL-16398
LBL-10011
Hethods utilize mathematical eguations and models
and specialized computer technigues. Techniques
apply to food production, complex chemicals
production, and polluted water purification.
871-10200
IHBBTIA DIAPHBAGB PBESSOBE TBARSDDCEB
SEEGHILLEB, H. 1. B.
JOB. 1971
IAC-2981
Transducer measures gas pressure profiles in high
temperature, short duration, gas flows usually
found in devices where pressure pulses may have
durations of few microseconds to several
milliseconds. Assembly includes fluid delay
line, delay chamber, and flow restrictor for
equalizing steady state pressure on diaphragm's
sides
B71-10202
ATTITUDE COHTBOLS FOB VIOL AIBCBAFT
PAOLI, F. A.
JOB. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-TN-D-5715
XAC-8972
Systems consist of single duct system with two sets
of reaction control nozzles, one linked
mechanically to pilot's controls, and other set
driven by electric servomotors commanded by
preselected combinations of electrical signals.
B71-10241
TILT TABLE FOB EB60BETEBS AHD OTBBB BIOBEDICAL DEVICES
GAOSE. B. L. SPIES, B. A.
JDL. 1971
B-FS-21010
Table adjusts to any position between horizontal
and vertical. Apparatus includes - floor plate,
plate hinged to floor plate, for carrying
ergometer, hydraulic cylinder and piston on plate
sides, linking them, hydraulic system, positive
stops, padded backrest and headrest, one hand
controls, and constraint system.
B71-10312
IHStBUHBHT DETECTS BACTEBIAL LIFE FOBBS
PLAKAS, C./BIOSPHEBICS BBS., IHC./
AUG. 1971
GSFC-10972
Instrument assays enzymatic biolaminescent reaction
that occurs when adenosine triphosphate /ATP/
combines with lacifrase and laciferin. Module
assembly minimizes need for hardware associated
with reaction fluid and waste transfer. System
is applicable in marine biology and aerospace and
medical fields.
B71-10316
VISCOBLASTIC COSBIOB FOB PATIEBT SOPPOBT
SADEBS, D. G.
AUG. 1971
HSC-12447
Flexible container, filled with liquid, provides
supportive device which conforms to patient's
anatomy. Uniform cushion pressure prevents
formation of decubitns ulcers, while the porous
sponge substructure damps fluid movement through
cushion response so that patient is not dumped
when his weight shifts.
B71-10329
A STSTEB FOB THE AUTOBATIC BEASDBEHBNT ADD DIGITAL
DISPLAI OF SYSTOLIC AHD DIASTOLIC B100D PBBSSOBES
SCHULZE, A. E./TEX. OHIV./
AOG. 1971
BSC-13227
Basic components of system are - occluding cuff
with mounted cuff microscope, cuff pump deflator,
pressure transducer, preamplifier unit,
electrocardiograph machine, an analog to digital
converter unit, and digital display unit. System
utilizes indirect auscultatory method, based on
Korotkoff sounds, for measurement.
B71-10330
HER BETBOD SPEEDS BODY IHEBT GAS SAtOBATIOB AHD
UTILIZES SUBFACE DECOBPBESSIOB
EDEL, P. O./J. AND J. BABIHE DIVING CO., IHC./
AUG. 1971
BSC-135143
Hethod reduces required saturation time from three
days to six hours and also reduces reguired
decompression time. Raiting time for planning
underwater research is therefore reduced, and
emergency surfacing is possible.
B71-10332
THE DETERIOSATIOH OF IBTEBBEDIATE HOISTUBE FOODS
LABBDZA, T. P./BIT/
AUG. 1971
HSC-13827
Deteriorative reactions are low and food quality_
high if intermediate moisture content of a food
is held at a water activity of 0.6 to 0.75.
Information is of interest to food processing and
packaging industry.
B71-10355
CADBIUH PLATED STEEL CAPS SEAL ABODIZED ALUBIHUB
FITTINGS
PADDEN, J./CHBYSLEB COBP./
SEP. 1971
H-FS-20137
Cadmium prevents fracturing of hard anodic coating
under torgning to system specification
regnirements, prevents galvanic coupling, and
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eliminates need for crash washers, which, though
commonly used in industry, do not correct leakage
probleo experienced vhen anodized aluninuo
fittings and anodized alaminam cap assemblies are
Joined.
B71-10387
TEEATHEHT OF BLOEBEJRIES PRIOR TO FREEZE DBHYDRATIOB
LABSOH, B. H./BHIBLPOOL COSP./
OCT. 1971
HSC-13573
Softening blaeberry skin by treatment with weak
solution of sodium hydroxide prior to freeze
dehydration prevents toagh, chewy skins upon
rehydration.
B71-10466
HBTABOLIC BBE4TH AHALYZER
PEBBI, C. L.
DEC. 1971
B-FS-21U15
Instrument Measures metabolic breathing rate and
dynamics of human beings in atnospheres ranging
from normal air to 100 percent oxygen at ambient
pressures from 1U.7 to 3.0 psia. Measurements
are made at rest or performing tasks up to
maximum physical capacity under either zero or
normal gravity.
B71-10«75
IBPROVED ViCDDH FBOBE COLLECTS SORFACE-COHTABIBATIOH
SAHPLBS
ZAHLAV6, B. A./BECKTON, DICKEHSOB, AND CO./
DEC. 1971 SEE ALSO B68-10231 HASA-CB-111796
LAHGLEY-10623
Bedesigned vacuum-probe surface sampler, consisting
of wand with disposable probe and filter
assembly, collects specimens of fallout and
handling contamination.
B11-10&76
EYE POIBT-OF-HEGABD SYSTEH
JEX, B. B./SYSTEMS TECHBOL., IHC./
DEC. 1971
ABC-10360
System measures intersection of line of sight and
eye point of regard /EFB/ for a human operator in
visual scanning system. Device measures two head
to reference angles with EPB system and adds them
with eye to head angles, yielding a dc signal
proportional to picture plane coordinates.
B71-10177
8INIATOEE BATTEBY-OPEHATED ELECTBOBAGHBTIC SISTEH FOB
BLOOD FL08 BBASOBEBEHTS
FBYEB, T. B.
DEC.,1971
ABC-10362
System consisting of solid state electronics
package and a pair of standard flow-transducer
cuffs is useful in cardiovascular studies. Device
shows good zero stability and calibrations, and
low noise levels.
B71-10«85
IHPBOTED ORTHOPEDIC ABB JOIST
DANE, D. 0.
DEC. 1971
B-FS-21611
Joint permits smooth and easy movement of disabled
arm and is smaller, lighter and less expensive
than previous models. Device is interchangeable
and nay be used on either arm at the shoulder or
at the elbow.
B71-10487
BICBOOBGAHISB SABPLE DETICE
BEED, L. L./LOCKHEED HISSILES ADD SPACE CO./ SUITE, J.
B.
DEC. 1971 SEE iLSO B69-10223
LABGLBY-10258
Device, based on gel-impingement technique,
collects microorganism specimens from circulating
air streams. Device is useful to air pollution
studies involving the collection of airborne
aicrobial specimens.
B71-10U95
BBDSiBLB A1ABBOBIC SYSTEB FOB BICBOBIOLOGICAL STUDIES
- A COHCEPT
BDBAiCZYK, C./BABTIH BABIETTA COBP./
DEC. 1971
BSC-13920
Simple, low cost system consists of semirigid
incubation chamber with clear Teflon window,
airtight zipper and internal compartments for
petri dishes or microbial plates. Device
interests schools, medical laboratories, and
manufacturers of biological and pharmaceutical
supplies.
B71-10521
DEVELOPBEBT OF HOB-SHEET, FLAVORED FOOD CDBES
LARSON, R. i./BHIBLPOOL COBP./
DEC. 1971
HSC-1«002
Food cubes exhibit flavor and guality stability for
periods of four weeks in 100 deg F environment.
They are suitable for field rations, emergency
rations or snacks and should interest the food
processing industry.
06 MECHANICS
B71-10044
PBEVEHTIOH OF DABAGE TO DELICATE COHHECTOBS DUBIBG
SODSTISG OF HEAVY EHGIHSS FOB TESTING
HEBDBICKSOH, R. J./AEROJET-GES. COBP./
BAB.,1971
BOC-10322
Air-bearing-pad principle, combined with monitoring
system of the air-bearing force, prevents damage
between electrical and mechanical connectors
joining a large engine system to the test stand
during remote mating. Pad provides a cushion
between engine and test stand.
B71-1007*
PREDICTIOB OF BIHDAGB POSER LOSS IB ALTERBATORS
VBABCIK, J. E.
APR. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-TH-D-1819
LEBIS-10939
Simplified eguations and constants, based on
laminar and turbulent flow theory between
parallel plates, estimate windage loss in
rotating electrical machinery. Comparison of
calculated results and experimental data for
smooth cylindrical rotor and slotted alternator
yields 7 percent maximum variation between
calculated and experimental data.
B71-10093
PIPE ISSTALLATIOS TECBBIQOE AVOIDS DISTORBIBG iOBK
AREAS
BALYSZ, E. F./N. AH. BOCKIELL CORP./
BAY 1971
HSC-15581
Pipe supports for 0.305 m diameter pipes are
pre-hang and an opening is cut in exterior wall
of the building. Pipes are welded outside the
building and then rolled through the opening into
the final location. Technique affords cost and
time savings.
B71-10094
DETERHIBATIOH OF GAS VOLUME TRAPPED IB A CLOSED FLDID
SYSTEB
HDBTEE, B. F./B. IB. ROCKWELL COBP./ JOLLEY, J. E.
HAY 1971 •
BSC-15685
Technique involves extracting known volume of fluid
and measuring system before and after extraction,
volume of entrapped gas is then computed.
Formula derived from ideal gas laws is basis of
this method. Technique is applicable to
thermodynamic cycles and hydraulic systems.
B71-10095
UNIFIED HATCH SYSTEH
HART, H. J./B. AH. HOCKBELL CORP./ BALKOVBB, L. J.
ZOSKY, E. 8.
HAY 1971
HSC-15813
Special hatch sealing mechanisu design increases
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B71-10103
safety, reliability, and convenience. Adaptations
ace possible for oceanograpbic and high-speed
aircraft design, or for any system where
quick-opening pressure hatch is regaired. In
normal mode, hatching mechanism is manually
operated from either side.
B71-10103
BETBTL ALCOHOL USED AS PEBETBABT IBSPECTIOH BEDIOH FOB
POBOOS HATEBIALS
HEHDBOH, J. A./AEBOJBT-GEH. CORP./
HAT 1971
NOC-10U19
Porous material thoroughly vetted with alcohol
shows persistent vet line or area at locations of
cracks or porosity. Inspection is gnalitative
and repeatable, but is used quantitatively with
select samples to grade density variations in
graphite blocks. Photography is employed to
achieve permanent record of results.
B71-10109
THE HEAT PIPE - A SIBPLE, VERSATILE, EFFICIENT BEAT
TBABSFEB TOOL
SCHSAHTZ, J.
HAY 1971
NPO-11598
Beat pipe transports large quantities of heat from
source to sink vith only small temperature drop.
Thermal energy is transferred to and from heat
pipe by any combination of conduction,
convection, or radiation heat transfer. Pipes
transport energy from open flanes, nuclear
sources, and electronic equipment.
B71-10129
LOCATIHG TOBE BLOCKAGE TBAT X-BAY CAHHOT DETECT
HEBDBON. J. A./AEBOJET-GEN. COBP./
HAT 1971
HOC-10386
Alternate choices to X-ray use in detecting foreign
materials in metal assemblies are available,
including negative radiography, neutron
radiography, ligaid-crystal inspection and
ultrasonics. Advantages and disadvantages of
each method are given. Report is valuable in
testings and inspections, including heat
exchangers and piping systems.
B71-10150
PBEDICTIHG TIBBATIOB1L FAILUBB OF FLEXIBLE DUCTING
HEBEY, B. H./N. AH. BOCKWELL COBP./
JOB. 1971
H-FS-16750
Technique applies to liquid or gas transfer through
flexible ducting and proves valuable in high
velocity fluid flow cases. Fluid mechanism
responsible for free bellovs vibrational
excitation also causes flexible hose oscillation.
Static pressure stress influences flexible
ducting fatigue life and is considered
separately.
B71-10156
IBSTBOCTIOB HABDALS FOB BADIO6B4PHIC BOHDBSTBOCfIVB
TESTIBG
IBNOVATOB HOT GIVEB /GEH. DYN./CONVAIB/ JOB.,1971
SEE ALSO B67-10371, B68-10391, B69-10108, B69-10278,
BASA-CB-61212, BASA-CB-61213, BASA-CB-61214,
BASA-CB-61215, HASA-CB-61216, BASA-CB-61231
H-FS-21350
Six nev handbooks on the fundamentals of
nondestructive test techniques supply recent
information for instructing inspectors and
technicians, and can be used effectively in shops
or laboratories, technical schools, or home study
programs.
B71-10183
GEBEBALIZED SAFETY EQOATIOB - A COHCBPT
HAHO, G./IBH COBP./
JOB. 1971
B-FS-20522
Concept provides definition of relationship betveen
safety and reliability, personnel safety
measurement, and equipment safety evaluation.
Safety systems cope vith single or combined
risks. Cost and effectiveness of alternate
hypothetical safety systems are estimated and
used as basis for final system design.
B71-10187
PATTEBH BECOGBITIOB TECBBIQDE
BOBG, J. P.
JOB. 1971
BPO-11337
Technique operates regardless of pattern rotation,
translation or magnification and successfully
detects out-of-register patterns. It improves
accuracy and reduces cost of various optical
character recognition devices and page readers
and provides data input to computer.
B71-10188
PEAK STBOCTOBAL BESPOBSE TO BOBSTATIOHABY BABOOB
EXCITATIOBS
SHINOZOKA, H. YABG, J.-H.
JOB. 1971
HPO-11617
Study establishes distribution function of peak
response values, based on frequency
interpretation. Excitations considered include
impact loading on landing gears and aircraft gust
loading. Because of relative severity of
excitations, prediction of fatigue and maximum
response characteristics is important part of
task of structural analysis and design.
B71-10189
ABALYTICAL PBOCEDOBE FOB ESTIHATIBG BELIABILITT OF
BABDOHLY EXCITED STBDCTOBES
BEEH, E. YANG, J.-B.
JUH. 1971
BPO-11618
Analysis considers statistical variation of
material strength and interactions betveen
catastrophic and failure fatigue modes. Procedure
employs concepts of fracture mechanics and
extreme point processes associated vith
stationary narrow-band random vibrations.
B71-10194
PBEDICTIHG SEBVICE LIFE BABGIBS
EGAN, G. F./M. AH. ROCKWELL COBP./
JOB.,1971
H-FS-2U015
Hargins are developed for equipment susceptible to
malfunction doe to excessive time or operation
cycles, and for identifying limited life
egnipaent so monitoring and replacing is
accomplished before hardware failure. Hethod
applies to hardvare vhere design service is
established and vhere reasonable expected usage
prediction is made.
B71-10196
LIMITED LIFE ITEH HAHAGEBEBT
EAGLES, B. L./B. AB. BOCKWELL COBP./
JOB. 1971
H-FS-21020
Plans are available for age-sensitive hardvare
management. Control plan identifies shelf life
or age control requirements for materials
considered age sensitive, use sensitive, or time
service or shelf life controlled items, and
describes methods of arriving at age controls
through adherence to detailed specifications.
B71-10227
OLTBASONIC SCANNING SYSTEH FOB IB-PLACE INSPECTION OF
BBAZED-TDBE JOINTS
HABALSON, B..S./SP4CO, INC./ HAYBES, J. L. WAGES, C.
G.
JDL. 1971 SEE ALSO NASA-TH-I-64558
H-FS-21166
System detects defects of .051 cm in diameter and
larger. System incorporates scanning head
assembly including boot enclosed transducer, slip
ring assembly, drive mechanism, and
servotransmitter. Ultrasonic flaw detector,
prototype recorder, and special recorder complete
system.
B71-10254
BIBD TOBHEL INVESTIGATIONS AT TBANSOBIC BACH HOHBEBS
BOBEBTSOB, J. E./WYLE LABS./
JOL.,1971
H-FS-20895
371-10507
Investigation utilizes static and fluctuating
pressure measurements and oil flov visualization
techniques to analyze perturbed flow environments
of three-dimensional protuberances and the
surrounding structure. Significant findings are
given.
B71-10266
CRITERIA FOB VIBBATIOH TESTIBG
CBONIB. D. L./TBB SISTEBS GBODP/
ADG. 1971
SSFC-10737
Systematic application of response spectral
analysis and other analyses determine damping
sensitivity of flight environment and candidate
laboratory tests. Coaputerized conparison is
nade between response spectrum for flight
environsent, or enveloping spectra for collection
of flight events, and response spectrum for
candidate laboratory test.
B71-10270
HETBOD FOB DETEBHIHIHG FAILURE POTEHTIiL OF PBESSDBE
VESSELS
BABE. B. A./BCDONNELL DOUGLAS COBP./ SCHBAB, D. E.
40G. 1971
B-FS-20564
Bethod provides quantitative estimation of critical
vessel vail and crack parameters that must not be
exceeded to ensure against failure of pressurized
vessels.
B71-10271
QUALIFICATIONS AND CEBTIFICAIIOH OF NONDESTBUCTIVE
TESTING PEBSOHNBL
RISK, H. K.
iOG. 1971 SEE ALSO B67-10374, B68-10391, B69-10108,
B69-10278
B-FS-20850
Personnel handbook states criteria for test methods
including radiation, ultrasonics, eddy current,
liquid penetrant, and magnetic particle. Subject
categories are thoroughly defined and
snbstructnred.
B71-10281
INFOBBATION QDALITY-CONTBOL BODEL
VIHCEHT, D. A.
AUG. 1971
NPO-11431
Bodel serves as graphic tool for estimating
complete product objectives from limited input
information, and is applied to cost estimations,
product-quality evaluations, and effectiveness
measurements for manpower resources allocation.
Six product quality levels are defined.
B71-10327
STBUCTOBAL BEBAVIOB OF TAPEEED INFLATED FABBIC
CYLI8DEBS DHDEB VABIODS LOADIBG COHDITIONS
KOVALEVSKY. L./N. AB. BOCKBELL COEP./ BISK, F. L.
AOG. 1971
HSC-15317
Bethod analyzes inflatable structures and considers
axial loads, torsional moment, and internal
pressure. Behavior depends on anistropic nature
and large deflection stress-strain
characteristics of fabric material. Behavior
equations for pressurized cylinder loaded in
torsion are developed.
B71-10337
IBPBOVED SBOKE GEBEBATOB FOB LOW-SPEED fIBO TOBBELS
TOEBEB, T. B.
SEP. 1971
LiNGLEY-10885
Device incorporates kerosene vaporization concept
by electrically heating tubes that carry kerosene
down the probe, smoke is emitted from orifices at
probe's end. Neither the low concentration of
kerosene vapor nor the 50 Vdc power supply
constitutes a safety hazard.
871-10338
ACCELERATED BATTEBY-LIFE TESTIBG - A COBCEPT
HC CALLDB, J./BATTELLE BEB. IHST./ TBOBAS, B. E.
SEP. 1971 SEE ALSO NASA-CB-97935, NASA-CB-10711<4
GSFC-11085
Test program, employing empirical, statistical and
physical methods, determines service life and
failure probabilities of electrochemical cells
and batteries, and is applicable to testing
mechanical, electrical, and chemical devices.
Data obtained aids long-term performance
prediction of battery or cell.
B71-10397
EQUIPBBNT ABD PBOCEDOBE FOB DETEBBIBIBG THE ELASTIC
BODDLDS OF CABBOH-EPOII COBPOSITES
BBOBN, 8. L./BABTIN BABIETTA COBP./ FELDBAB, A.
PEHHIHG, F. A. STAHG, D. A.
OCT. 1971
LE1IS-11116
Bethod includes test device design and fabrication
and standard Haval Ordnance Laboratory /SOL/ test
ring as the test specimen. Technique provides
accurate measurement of BOL ring elastic modulus,
and adapts for use with fiber glass epoxy/rings.
B71-10405
COBBIIED HIGH VACDDH/BTGB FBEQUEHCT FATIGDE TESTEB
HONEYCOTT, C. B./TBB, INC./ BABTIN, T. F.
OCT. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-CB-72241
LEBIS-11210
Apparatus permits application of significantly
greater number of cycles or equivalent number of
cycles in shorter time than conventional fatigue
test machines. Environment eliminates problems
associated with high temperature oxidation and
with sensitivity of refractory alloy behavior to
atmospheric contamination.
B71-10107
LOB COST, LOGABITHBIC BASS FLOB COBPOTEB
DOLCE, J. L. GAB*, J. D., JB. NOGA. D. F. BATSON, J.
E.
BO?. 1971
LEBIS-11001
Computer solves the equation relating gas flow
through a nozzle, venturi, or orifice to the
absolute temperature, absolute pressure, and
differential pressure of the fluid. Inexpensive
method has high frequency response and provides
true analog output.
B71-10409
SIBPLE TBO-SPEED TAPE TBABSPOBT DBIVE
CL08BAN, S. P./RCA/ STITLEI, G. L.
BOV. 1971 SEE ALSO NASA-CB-112400
GSFC-10981
High data rate storage system B tape transport fits
to existing hysteresis motor thus reducing
flutter, lowering assembly cost, simplifying
assembly process and increasing reliability,
flotor may be used on any tape recorder or similar
device having two speed ratio of up to 32 to 1.
B71-10U30
SEBVO-COBTBOLLED DECOUPLER ELIBIHATBS OSCILLATIONS IB
FLOID FLOB - A COBCEPT
FENWICK, J. B./N. AB. BOCKBELL COBP./
BOV. 1971
B-FS-18793
Active control technique, using
accelerometer-controlled servovalve to operate a
compensatinq piston, effectively eliminates
pressure fluctuations due to longitudinal
structural vibration within a relatively long
bandwith.
B71-10U16
AXISIBBETBIC ABD CYLINDRICAL ISOSTABLE STBDCTDBBS - A
CONCEPT
HEDGEPETH, J. B./ASTRO BBS. CORP./ PHEISBEBK, P.
SCBEDBCB, H. D.
BOV. 1971
BPO-12049
Bathematical formulation, suitable for analytical
design of structural networks with uniform local
stability, yields idealized solutions for
specific two-family networks.
B71-10507
BOHDESTBDCTIVE TESTIBG OF BOBD INTEGRITY IH FOAB
INSDLATION/ALOBIBOB COBPOSITES
BANKSTON, B. F. CLOTFELTEB, B. B. DDBEN, P. C.
DEC. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-TB-X-53940
B-FS-20786
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B71-10513
Bondestrnctive test methods are used for evaluating
bond integrity of low-density polyorethane
spray-on foam used as cryogenic insolation on
aluminum alloy surfaces.
B71-10513
OPTICAL IBSPBCTIOB TOOL FOB IBYEBIOB SOBFACBS OF FLOID
LIHES
BITCHBLL, D. It.
DEC. 1971
H-FS-15162
Specialized tool enables visual inspection of
interior bore surfaces of pipe lines having sharp
bends and blind runs. Adjustable, hinged optical
head permits viewing of bore surfaces at angles
from 0 deg to 115 deg to the principal axis of
the sight tnbe.
B71-10514
BBTHOD FOB CALCULATIBG THE STBESSES IB PBESSDBB
VESSELS
SKOGB, J./LOCKHEED MISSILES AHD SPACE CO./
DEC. 1971
.HSC-13515
Calculation of elastic and plastic stresses at
axisymmetric discontinuities is based on
nonlinear elastic theory incorporating pressure
coupling effects.
B71-10528
SPLIT STAIOB VASE BOB FOB FABS AHD COHPBESSOBS
VOLK, L. J./GB/
DEC. 1971 SEE ALSO BASA-CB-1493
ABC-10 28 8
Operating noise of fans is reduced by adding part
span vanes to vane row of stator, reducing the
nunber of full span vanes and maintaining a
vane-to-blade ratio of about 2 to 1.
07 MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT. AND TOOLS
B71-10012
•ELDED POLTPBOPTLEBE LIHBES FOB LABGE DESCALIHG TAIKS
ABEL, B. P./R. AH. BOCKHELL COBP./
JAN. 1971
B-FS-18711
Liners for nitric and hydrofluoric acid tanks show
no sign of deterioration after 18 souths of
continuous use. Each side of each edge of the
polypropylene sheets is chamfered, and sheets are
welded from both sides with polypropylene filler
rod and a special hot-air welding torch.
B71-10018
VACOOH-JACKETED BOTABT JOIBTS FOB PIPELIBBS
HUBSIBBA, B. C./ABETEK, I8C./
FEB. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-CB-107244
KSC-10519
Joint absorbs all significant torgne, is as rugged
as heavy metallic pipe, and has thermal
insulation comparable to length of flexible pipe.
Design is adaptable to any pipes transporting
gases or liquids, including those which are
noxious or corrosive.
B71-10020
STDDT AIDS ACCUBACT OF TUBBOPOHP AIIAL THBOST ABALTSIS
11IELSOH, C. E./B. AH. ROCKWELL COBP./
JAB. 1971
H-FS-18774
Test program to verify theory used in calculating
axial thrust uses tnrbopnmp instrumented with /a/
proximity transducers for measuring shaft
position, /b/ a strain gage thrust bearing
carrier to measure axial thrust, and /c/ internal
pressure taps to define component pressure
gradients used in thrust calculations.
B71-10023
PEAK «IBD SPEED ABEHOHETEB /HAIOHETEB/
CAHP, 0. H. KAOFHAB. J. I. TOBREB, B. E.
JAB. 1971
H-FS-20916
PeaX wind speed recording device, which employs a
drag disk with two constant-rate springs /high
and low/ and a precision clutching mechanism,
measures wind speeds from 8 m/sec up to 200 m/sec
while retaining permanent record of peak wind.
Device withstands temperatures up to 810 K.
B71-10067
CBATTEB-FBEE CHECK VALYE - A COSCEPT
DUBBAB. J. E./BESDII COBP./
APB. 1971
HSC-13262
Valve head moves in spiral motion away from seat.
Botion is controlled by travel of pin along
spiral groove in valve guide. Clearances between
pin and groove permit free motion of valve, but
effectively dampen vibration and chattering.
B71-10072
STSTBBS FOB DEAD-BECKOBIBG HAVIGATIOB ABD FOB
SIBDLATIOB OF IBSTBOBEBTAL EBBOB - COBCEPTS
GBEEB, B. L.
APB. 1971 SEE ALSO BASA-TH-X-53953
B-FS-20860
Bavigational system for manned lunar vehicles is
intended for travel totaling 30 km within 5 km of
home base, total distance traveled mast be
indicated with 2 percent accuracy. Hardware
includes two two-degrees-of-freedom gyroscopes,
odometers, tachometers, and signal processing
egnipment.
B71-10080
HIGB-BBLIABILITI BELEASE HECHABISH
PARADISE, J. J./LOCKHEED HISSILES ABD SPACE CO./
BAT 1971
LBIIS-11233
Belease mechanism employing simple clevis fitting
in combination with two pin-pullers achieves high
reliability degree through active mechanical
redundancy. Hechanism releases solar arrays. It
is simple and inexpensive and performs
effectively. It adapts to other release-system
applications with variety of pin-puller devices.
B71-10081
PBBOBATIC ABPLIFIEB COBTBOLS BIGB PBESSDBE FLOID
SDPPLI
JOHBSOB, H. L. TBADEB, A. G.
APB. 1971
HSC-12121
Pneumatic servo system has pneumatic amplifier
containing novel control valve that provides
linear control of the flow rate. Fluid supply is
isolated from control pressure.
B71-10083
FLOID SLIP BIBG TBABSFEBS COOLABT TO BOTATIBG
BQOTPBEBT
HAIRS, D. K./LOCKHEED ELECIBOH. CO./
APB. 1971
HSC-13451
Botating fluid coupler, consisting of rotor and
housing made of aluminum, that is concentric with
electrical slip-ring assembly, transfers cooling
fluid to instrumentation undergoing environmental
tests on rotating platform. Botating fluid
coupler permits unlimited platform revolutions
and eliminates danger of lines being pulled loose
from supplies.
B71-10098
HIGB-TEHPBBATOBE, LOBG-LIFE POLTIBIDE SEALS FOB
HIDBADLIC ACTDATOB BODS
JOBRSOB, B. L. LEE, J./FAIBCHILD BILLEB COBP./ LOOHIS,
H. B.
HAT 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-TH-I-52888, BASA-CH-72563
LEBIS-11212
Two types of polyimide seals are developed for
hydraulic actuator rod in low pressure second
stage of two-stage configuration. Each seal
melts test objectives of twenty million cycles of
operation at 534 K. Analytical and experimental
study results are discussed. Potential
applications are given.
B71-10100
BIGB-TEHPEBATOBB POHP-HOTOB ASSEHBLT
COLKEB, C./AEBOJET-GER. COBP./ RALDBOR, I.
•AT 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-CB-72823, RASA-CB-72824
LESIS-10256
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B71-10233
Assembly pumps liquid sodium-potassium /HaK/
eutectic at 950 K for op to 20,000 hoars. Design
features include - high operating-temperature
capability, zero leakage, process fluid
lubricant/coolant, insulation system compatible
with xonizing radiation environments, and
reliability and long life without Maintenance.
B71-10101
BBBOTB COOPLIBG OF 1IB LIBES
FOCHS, C. E./BESTIHGBOOSE ASTBOHOCL. LiB/
BAY 1971
HUC-10225
Bullseye coupler is projected pneumatically from
one railroad car at the second car*s point of
connection. System depends on assumption that
inaccuracies in relative position of cars do not
exceed certain limits. Systen is usefull to oil
drilling, marine rescue and salvage, unclear work
and chemical plant operations.
B71-101HO
IHPH07ED TUiBSDOCEB FOB SQOEEZB-FILH BE1BIBGS
HOOGEHBLOOU, L./HECB. TECBNOL., ISC./
HiT 1971 SEE ALSO B66-10226, B68-10180
S-FS-20826
Transducer amplifies vibrations produced by
piezoelectric drivers, creating greater
amplitudes than were possible with direct drive
devices. Drivers isolated from bearing surfaces
result in bearings with high axial load capacity
and stiffness, thus, wear on ceramic cylinders is
reduced.
B71-10146
SIHPLB. SBOCK-FBEE, QUICK HELEASE COHBECTOB - A
COHCEPT
JEiETT, B. B., JB.
HiT 1971
LE8IS-11178
Connector concept is based on characteristics of
friction between sliding surfaces and consists of
two packs of foil strips. Advantages of this
connector are * separation is smooth and
shock-free, and connector can also act as a seal.
Equation for computing tensile load-carrying
capability is also given.
B71-10152
AH IBTESTIGATIOH OF TAHDBH-BOB, BIGB-HEAD POBP
IIDOCEBS
ETTEH, B. J./HYDBONAOTICS, IHC./
JOB. 1971 SEE ALSO BASA-CB-110790
B-FS-21139
Investigation results indicate optimum design is
tandem indncer system using sapercavitating first
stage and snbcavitating second stage operating
over vide range of suction specific speeds and
flow coefficients. Fluid-flow cavitation effects
theory and experimental results also apply to
other fluid power system designs.
B71-10159
A LI6BTBBIGBT, BIGB OOTPDT SOIL SAHPLBB
HOIABD, E. A. IBCS, B.,E. STOCK8ELL, D. 8.
JOB. 1971
HPO-10797
Sampler is useful on or under earth's surface or on
sea bottom. Larger sample amount is obtained
relative to sampler size and weight and limited
particle size sample material is continuously
delivered. Silicons rubber linear in transport
tube nearly eliminates grinding or particnlate
processing during sampling, and reduces required
torgue.
B71-10173
SEBIES-HYBBID BBABIBG - AB APPROACH TO EITEHDIHS
BBABIBG PATIGOB LIFE AI BIGB SPEEDS
AHDEBSOB, I. J. COE, B. B. FLEBIHG, D. P. PABKEB, B.
J.
JOB.,1971 SEE ALSO HASA-TB-D-7011
LEiIS-11152
Fluid film bearing of hybrid device consists of
orifice compensated annular thrust bearing and
self-acting jonrnal bearing. In series hybrid
bearing, both ball bearing and annular thrust
bearing carry foil system thrust load, bat two
bearings share speed. Operation of systen is
stable and automatically fail-safe.
B71-10175
BBCOHHBBDED SAFETY GUIDES FOB IBDOSTBIAL LABOBATOBIES
AHD SBOPS
ALLISON, 8. 8.
JOB.,1971 SEE ALSO SC-B-68-378
SAB-10050
Booklet provides references to 29 publications
providing information on hazard control and
approved safety practices. Areas include
pressurized gas and vacuum systems. Guidelines
are presented for safeguarding facilities where
machinery, equipment, electrical devices, or
hazardous chemicals are used.
B71-10178
•ALL ATTACHBBHT, FLOEBIC CBOSSOVEB "ABD" GATE
BELLBAUH, B. F.
JOB. 1971
XLA-07391
Gate performance is not adversely affected by
normal dimensional variations encountered in
fabrication and it operates throughout full
loading range. Flow from one control must be
sufficiently monostable to allow initial
attachment and upon switching, return to outer
wall. Tenting must be adeguate.
B71-10207
BYDBOSIATIC LIQOID-BBABIBG FOB PBECISIOH GYBO
SGABBATI, B. J./BEHDIX COBP./
JOL. 1971 SEE ALSO NASi-CB-102991
B-FS-21138
Unit with 28 power increase and slightly larger
overall dimensions performs as well as or better
than its gas-bearing counterpart. Liquid-bearings
are built by reworking serviceable gas-bearing
components /sleeves, endplates, and cylinders/.
Hydrostatic bearing is self-centered, requiring
no magnetic suspension or centering jewel.
B71-10214
DEVICE PBEPABES ALOHIBOB SOBFACES FOB 8ELDIIG
FAOLKHEB, G. E./IIT BBS. INST./ SAPEESTEIR, Z. P.
JOL. 1971
B-FS-20750
Dry machining technique removes original surfaces
to obtain contamination free welding surface.
Device straddles edge being prepared and aligns
with existing edges and adjacent surfaces of
workpiece while sensing device regulates cut
depth. Description of prototype is given.
B71-10219
SOBHBBGED GAS IIJBCTOB EXPELS CBYOGBBIC LIQOIDS FBOB
TASKS
COBBAD, E. 8. JOBNSOB, 8. B.
JOL. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-TH-D-U102
LE8IS-11231
vaporizing small portion of cryogenic liquid into
pressurizing gas reduces amount of pressurizing
gas required to expel cryogenic liquid from tank.
Specific example of injecting helium gas, stored
at same temperature of liquid hydrogen, through
submerged porous plate directly into liquid
hydrogen is described.
B71-10222
VABIABLE-ABEA BOZZLE iOTOHAIICALLY COHTBOLS FLOID PLOB
COBBAD, E. 8.
JOL. 1971
LESIS-11217
Simple, passive nozzle requires no active control
system to vary injection area. Injection area
changes with changing pressure, thereby allowing
greater flow as pressure increases. As pressure
drop across nozzle is decreased, spring action of
segments causes them to move inward, decreasing
the flow area.
B71-10233
BYDBAOLIC ACTDATOB HOTIOH LIHITES EBSOBES OPEBATOB
SAFETY
STEIHHETZ, C. P.
JOL. 1971
ABC-10131
Device regulates action of hydraulic linkage to
control column to minimize hazard to operator.
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Primary components of device are flow rate
control valve, liniter accumulator, and shntoff
valve. Limiter nay be incorporated into other
hydraulic systems to prevent undue wear on
hydraulic actuators and associated components.
B71-10237
POBTABLE LIGHTWEIGHT BAHDSAH
SEABLE, H. J./H. AH. BOCKHELL COBP./
JDL. 1971
B-FS-16927
Bandsaw of alnminum-6061 weighs about five kg and
is operable by one or two men. Spiral blade cuts
in any direction and at any angle. Hardness of
materials to be cut is limited by material and
dinension of blade.
SDB5 1B2BBODIB&B1C
B71-10239
IBBB.OVEO BBTBOD FOB
SDPPBESSIOH HEAD
KAGEYAHA, T.
JOL. 1971
B-FS-20852
Hethod of calculation improves by introducing the
sound velocity of tvo phase flow into the
equation for the vapor to liquid volume ratio.
Comparisons of required net positive suction head
and thermodynamic suppression head are made for a
head coefficient ratio of 0.98.
B71-10301
HIGH MOBILITY HOBK STATION BESTBAIHT SOPPOBT
SCHEBHEBHOHN. B. S.
AUG. 1971
HSC-12419
Chair holds man in semistandinq posture enabling
astronauts to work comfortably with minimum
restriction in weightless environment. Seat,
angled at 130 deq to back support, twists and
swivels up to 20 deq in all directions but
forward. Two flexible thigh clips prevent
occupant from slipping off.
B71-10302
HOT TAP THEBBORBLL INSTALLATION
BOHERO, C. A.
AOG. 1971
HSC-12427
System permits valve housings or other fillings to
be installed in live steam lines or water pipes
without interrupting their operation, thus
eliminating current tapping restrictions. Two
basic assemblies for installation under pressure
are described.
B71-10315
BEDOCTIOH OF VALVE LEAKAGE - A CONCEPT
DOSHI, N. H./TBB SYSTEBS, INC./ SALVINSKI, B. J.
AUG. 1971
NPO-12003
Leakage elimination occurs by increasing pressure
on poppet seat, heating poppet plunger or cooling
valve body, and then alerting force between 4.45
and 44.5 kN at poppet seat interface. Valves are
useful in handling of corrosive fluids.
B71-10328
HEBHETICALLY SEALED HOTION TBAHSBITTEB
ECKEBT, B. L./H. AH. BOCKIBLL COBP./
ADG. 1971
HSC-17348
Transmitter allows transmission of rotational or
single planar arc motion through hermetically
sealed chamber without use of dynamic seals or
complex mechanisms. Device may interest pressure
vessel designers and those who need to isolate
equipment from a hostile environment.
B71-10358
IBPROVBD DIAH01D CORING BITS DEVELOPED FOB DBT AND
CHIP-FLUSH DBILLIBG
DECREE, H. E./BESTINGHOOSE EL EC. COBP./ HAHPE, I. B.
HAHPTON, I. H. SIBON, A. B.
SEP. 1971
H-FS-21111
Two rotary diamond bit designs, one operating with
a chip-flashing fluid, the second including anger
section to remove drilled chips, enhance
usefulness of tool for exploratory and industrial
core-drilling of hard, abrasive mineral deposits
and structural masonry.
B71-10412
DLTBATBIB GATE VALVE FOB HIGH VACOUH OPEBATION
OGIANSKY, B. J.
HOV. 1971
6SFC-11028
Thin, compact, high-vacuum qate valve used to join
two vacuum systems together demonstrates multiple
operation reliability. Valve measurements and
non-protruding handle make valve usable in
confined areas.
B71-10449
LIQUID-FUEL VALVE BITH PBECISE THBOTTLING COHTBOL
BC DODGAL, A. B. POBTEB, B. N. BIEBLING, B. B.
HOV. 1971
SPO-10808
Prototype liquid-fuel valve performs on-off and
throttling functions in vacuum without component
cold-welding or excessive leakage. Valve design
enables simple and rapid disassembly and parts
replacement and operates with short working
stroke, providing maximum throttling sensitivity
commensurate with good control.
B71-10468
PBOPOBTIOIAL POLSED PILOT VALVE
BOSK, S. J./LOCKHEED HISSILBS AND SPACE CO./
DEC. 1971
ABC-10228
Proportional pulsed pilot valve using conventional
efficient solenoid valve for pilot stage provides
proportional thrust control for cold gas
thrusters with zero leakage of main stage.
B71-10479
LASEB DEVICE PBOVIDES ACCDBATE BEFEBENCE TO TBOE
GRAVITATIONAL VEBTICAL
BIILBAN, K. H. LE08ABD, E. T./DOT/
DEC. 1971
ABC-10444
flodification of conventional laser provides correct
qravitational aliqnment by utilizing surface pool
of mercury as a gravity-sensitive cavity mirror.
Laser action is stimulated only when mirrors are
normal to the axis of the beam.
B71-10480
TOOL EXPEDITES INSTALLATION OF BNC CONNECTOBS
HABO, P. J.
DEC. 1971
ABC-10327
Tool is devised which holds BNC connector during
installation and permits tightening nut without
damaging connector.
B71-10481
DISTBIBDTION AND BETEBING SYSTEB FOB SOIL SAMPLES
DEBENHAB, C. H./TBB, INC./
DEC. 1971
ABC-10429
Electromechanical assembly with movable hopper,
commanded to put soil samples into inlet sorts of
sampling valves, distributes metered volumes of
soil samples into test cells.
B71-10493
AIB LOCK HECHAHISH SPEEDS SPECIHBH TESTING IH
HIGH-TEHPBBATOBE VACOOH FDBBACBS
BHITEHEAD, C.
DEC. 1971 SEE ALSO B68-10135
LAHGLEY-10841
Hechanism, made of 347 stainless steel, is attached
to futaace poet bv bolted flaoge. anxt
incorporates quick opening, high vacuum valve and
associated fittings which provide connections to
air lock evacuation and to inert gas supply for
quenching specimen after it is withdrawn from
furnace into air lock.
B71-10496
SCALE FACTOB GAGE FOB FIBEB OPTICS INSPECTION DEVICE
BC BAHON, B./H. AB. BOCKBELL COBP./ SOGG, F. E.
DEC. 1971
BSC-17361
Flexible wire device, fastened along outside of
fiber bundle from viewing portion to tip.
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positions calibrated adjustable gage in field of
view. Scale factor is determined from known
•agnification characteristics of fiber optics
system or fro* graduations on gage tip.
B71-10503
HBTAL-SBEABIH6 EHEBGI ABSOBBEB
FAT, B. J./DBHVER DSIV./ BITTBOCK, B. P.
DBC. 1971
HQ-10638
Device, consisting of tongue of thin aluminum alloy
strip, pull tab, slotted steel plate tihich serves
as cutter, and steel buckle, absorbs •echanical
energy when its ends are subjected to tensile
loading. Device is applicable as auxiliary shock
absorbing anchor for antonobile and airplane
safety belts.
B71-10511
HIDBiOlIC EIPAHSIOH PBOCESS SHAPES LABSB BETAL SHEETS
ABDEBSOH, E./GBQHHAH AEBOSPACE COBP./
DEC. 1971
BSC-12132
Process laparts dose shape to titanium sheets and
is applicable to shaping other metals. Hethod is
of interest to automobile and aircraft body
manufacturers.
B71-10516
GLASS TUBE SPLITTIB6 TOOL
KLEIN, J. A./N. AB. ROCKWELL COBP./ HUBB&Y, C. D.
STEIH, J. A.
DEC. 1971
BSC-17183
Tool accurately splits glass tubing so cats are
aligned 180 deg apart and reassembled tube forns
lot pressure, gastight enclosure. Device should
interest industries using cylindrical closed
glass containers.
B71-10522
ANTI-SLIPPIHG SYSTE8 IBPBOVES WISE SAB PERFORHABCE
GALLO, E. A./SEBV. TBCHNOL. COBP./
DEC. 1971
BSC-13508
System prevents wire saw slippage by providing
sufficient friction to turn idler spools even
vhen turns of wire on spools do not provide
sufficient friction. Lou cost system is easily
applied to existing eguipment.
08 FABRICATION TECHNOLOGY
B71-10028
HETHOD OF JOIBIBG BBTALS OF SIGHIFICAHTLI DIFFEBE8T
EIPiHSIOH BATES
CALEB, B./BOCKETDYNE/ LA SALLE, F. TBAILOB, J.
FEB. 1971
NPO-12076
To join a refractory metal to a dissimilar
high-temperature metal, braze a section of high
elasticity, high ductility metal /such as
Columbian or colnmbium alloy/ between the metals
to be joined, using a fork-type joint to hold the
braze and transition member in place during
expansion.
B71-10045
OLTBASOBICS OSBD FOB BIGB-PBECISIOB BOBDBSTBOCTI7B
IHSPECTIOB OF BBAZED JOISTS
PETEBSON, B. B./AEBOJET-GEH. COBP./
BAB. 1971
HtJC-10352
Technigae detects voids greater than or equal to
0.1016 cm in braze depths of 0.254 cm, detecting
voids of smaller dimensions is possible. Internal
design ensures control of beam's water path
length to within 0.635 cm, this length is
critical to system's accuracy.
B71-100U8 ,
ACCUB&TE POIHTIHG OF TDHGSTEH BELDIBG ELECTBODES
ZIEGELBEIEB, P
BAB. 1971
AEG-10119
Thoriated-tangsten is pointed accurately and
gnickly by using sodium nitrite. Point produced
is smooth and no effort is necessary to hold the
tungsten rod concentric. The chemically produced
point can be used several times longer than
ground points. This method reduces time and cost
of preparing tungsten electrodes.
B71-10050
COHCEITBIC TUBES COLD-BOHDED BI DBABIBG ABD IBTEBHAL
BXPABSIOB
HIRES, L. C. STOBE, C. C.
BAB. 1971
ABG-90033
Betal tubes bonded together without heat
application or brazing materials retain strength
at elevated temperatures, and when snbjected to
constant or cyclic temperature gradients.
Combination drawing and expansion process
produces residual tangential tensile stress in
the outer tube and tangential compressive stress
in the inner tube.
B71-10060
HOB EL STBIPPEB FOB SHIELDED ABD UBSHIELDBD FLAT
COBDDCTOB CABLE
ABGELE, B.
HAS. 1971
B-FS-20120
Stripping tool exposes an area of shield for
grounding purposes without removing an area of
insolation between terminated shield and exposed
conductors. Tool does not require heated blade
and is capable of removing small portions of
material at a 'time, to any depth.
B71-10062
THIN SPBAT FILH THICKBESS HEASOBIBG TECHBIQOB
JOKES, G. KOBTZ, G. B.
APB. 1971
B-FS-20812
Thin spray filn application depths, in the O.Q002
cm to 0.002 cm range, are measured by portable,
commercially available, light density measaring
device ased in conjunction with glass plate or
photographic film, flethod is automated by using
mechanical/electrical control for shutting off
film applicator at desired densitometer reading.
B71-10070
TORCH KIT FOB BELDIBG IB DIFFICULT ABBAS
STEIN, J. A./N. AH. BOCKHELL COBP./
APB. 1971
HSC-15701
Biniature tungsten inert gas welding torch, used
with variously formed interchangeable soft copper
tubing extensions, provides inexpensive, accurate
welding capability for inaccessible joints. Kit
effectively welds stainless steel tubing 0.089 cm
thick. Other applications are cited.
B71-10073
PBOCESS FOB PBODOCIBG HOLTBDEBUH FOIL ABD COLLAPSIBLE
TOBIBG
BBETTS, G. B./GE/ GAVEBT, B. B. GBOSCHKB, G. F.
APB. 1971 SEE ALSO BASA-CB-78308
GSFC-10008
flanafacturing process produces molybdenum foil
0.002 cm thick and 305 m long, and forms foil
into high-strength, thin-walled tubing which can
be flattened for storage on a spool. Desirable
metal properties include high thermal
conductivity stiffness, yield and tensile stress,
and low thermal expansion coeffecient.
B71-10076
BEFBIGEBATBD CUTTING TOOLS IHPBOVE HACHIBING OF
SDPEBALLOTS
DDDLEY, G. B.
APB. 1971
LANGLEY-10488
Freon-12 applied to tool cutting edge evaporates
quickly, leaves no residue, and permits higher
cutting rate than with conventional coolants.
This technique increases cutting rate on Rene-11
threefold and improves finish of machined
surface.
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B71-10116
IBTlL-TO-CBBiHIC SEALS - A LITERATURE SOBTET
PHILLIPS, B. B.
BAT 1971 SEE ALSO AFBL-TB-65-143, JPL-TB-34-1420
HPO-11430
Sarvey of"unclassified literature farthers design
and development of nuclear thermionic converter
seals. Data cover topics which are particularly
relevant to tbercioni.cs. Data are reviewed and
review discussion is presented along with summary
of earlier vork.
B71-10117
CBBABIC BACKUP BIBG PBEVEiTS OIDESIBABLE BBLD-HETAL
BOIIDOP
LEOSABD, 6. B./AEBOJBT-GEH. CORP./
BAT 1971
NDC-10357
Bemovable ceramic backup material batted against
•eld zone back prevents weld netal buildup at
that site. Method is successful with nanaal
tungsten-inert gas /TIG/ welding of 316 corrosion
resistant steel /CBES/ pieces with 0.76 cm throat
diameter and 1.57 en pipe internal diameter.
871-10123
IHDOCTIOH BBAZIHG BAHOAL
IHHOVATOB HOT 6IVEH BAT 1971 SEE ALSO
HASA-PB-183-419
B-FS-14924
Bannal presents standards and technigues which are
known or are particular to specific industry, and
is useful as guide in closing tolerance brazing.
Material and equipment specifications, tool
setting tables, and quality control data and
instructions are included. Since similar
standards are available, manual is supplementary
reference.
B71-10127
PHOTOSENSITIVE PLASTIC USED TO PBODOCB
THBEE-DIHEISIOBAL CASTIHG PATTEBBS
BILLBENT. D. A.
HAT 1971
LAHGLEY-10742
Patterns with small lettering and intricate designs
are prepared by using two-dinensional artwork,
photographic redaction and Dycril.
Two-dimensional artwork and photographic
processes replace conventional relief work.
Artwork size is convenient and does not restrict
lettering and design size in casting.
B71-10135
DLT8A TBIH GAGE PLASTIC PILB
COX, D. W., JB./SEA-SPACE SYSTEMS, ISC./ STBOBLE, A.
D.
BA1 1971
LEBIS-11276
Process utilizing specially modified conventional
egaipment, with changes in process temperature,
pressure, and cooling reguirements produces ultra
thin 1.56 micron /0.0614 ml/ thick polyethylene
fill.
B71-10168
PABM.LEL-GAP BELDISG FOB JOISTS BET1EES COPPEB
COHPDCT6BS AND KOVAB
BC DANIEL, G. E.
JOB. 1971 SEE ALSO NASA-TN-D-6236
B-FS-21224
Welding technique produces more reliable joints
than soldering. Investigation used different
sizes of copper conductors and component lead
ribbons, corrosion protection platings, and
melting points of metals being Coined. Optimum
combination is gold-plated component lead ribbons
and solder-plated copper conductors.
B71-10199
ALLOY VAPOB DEPOSITION USING IOH PLATING AND FLASH
EVAPOBATIOB
SPALVINS, T.
JOB, 1971 SEE ALSO B67-10006, HASA-TB-X-52823
LEBIS-11262
Bethod extends scope of ion plating technigue to
include deposition of alloy films without
changing composition of plating alloy. Coatings
flow with specimen material without chipping or
peeling. Technigue is aost effective vacuum
deposition method for depositing alloys for
strong and lasting adherence.
B71-10206
INTBBPBETATION OF ALUHIHDB-ALLOI BBLD BADIOGBAPBY
DDBEH, P. C. BISCH, E. B.,
JOX. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-TB-X-53939
H-FS-20943
Beport proposes radiographic terminology
standardization which allows scientific
interpretation of radiographic films to replace
dependence on individual judgement and
experience. Beport includes over 50 photographic
pages where radiographs of aluminum welds with
defects are compared with prepared weld sections
photomacrographs.
871-10212
FABBICATIOH OF LABGE TUHGSTEN STBUCTUBES BY CHEHICAL
VAPOB DEPOSITION
KAHLE, V. E./AEBOJET-GEH. CORP./ LBBIS, B. J. STUBBS,
V. B.
JUL.,1971 SEE ALSO B67-10232, NASA-CB-72742
LEBIS-11239
Process is accomplished by reducing tungsten
hexaflnoride with hydrogen. Hetallic tungsten of
essentially 100 percent purity and density is
produced and built up as dense deposit on heated
mandrel assembly. Process variations are
building up, sealing or bonding refractory metals
at temperatures below transition temperatures of
base metal substrates.
B71-10247
TECHNIQUE FOB THE INTEGBAL CASTIHG OF PBESSUBE
IHSTBUHEHTATIOH IH BIHD-TDHNEL HODELS
JACKSON, C. H., JB. SOHHEBFIELD, D. G.
JUL.,1971
LASGLEY-10812
Bind tunnel models are cast around core consisting
of array of tubing. Principal advantage of
technigue is that greater number of pressure
orifices are easily installed, without
compromising aerodynamic shape of model.
Technique reduces construction cost by about 50
percent.
B71-10253
LOB-TEBPEBATOBE BONDING OF TEBPEBATDBE-BESISTAHT
ELECTBOBIC CONHECTIOHS
PELOSO, B. F./BAHTIH BABIETTA COBP./
JOL. 1971
B-FS-20909
Bonding of flat metal surfaces utilizes low
temperature melting intermediate material, pulse
heating, and pressure application to produce
strong, electrically conductive bond resistant to
melting at temperatures well above melting point
of intermediate material. Little or no
intermediate material remains at the interface.
B71-10256
PLATING BY GLASS-BEAD PEENING
BABECKI, A. J. HAEBNEB. C. L.
JDL. 1971
GSFC-11163
Technigue permits plating of primarily metallic
substrates with either metals or nonmetals at
normal temperature. Peening uses compressed air
to apply concurrent streams of small glass beads
and powdered plating material to the substrate.
B71-10257
TECHNIQUE FOB IN-PLACE MELDING OF ALUHIHUB BACKED DP
BY A COBBUSTIBLE BATEBIAL
SP&GNUOLO, A. C.
OtJL. 1971
LESIS-11328
Belding external aluminum jacket, tightly wrapped
around inner layer of wood composition
fiberboard, in oxygen free environment prevents
combustion and snbsegnent damage to underlying
fiberboard. Technigue also applies to metal
cutting in similar assemblies without disassembly
to remove combustible materials from welding heat
proximity.
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B71-10268
DIFFBBBHTIAL EIPABSIOS PITTISG FOB CBIOGEHIC LIQUID
TiBKS
LANDES, B. E./AEBOJET-GEN. COBP./ 8OBBIS, E. E.
iO6. 1971 SEE AISO HASA-CB-72S99
LEBIS-11260
Sliding contact between liner and interior surface
of fitting accommodates stresses and strains
developed in shell composite and metal liner
system* Stresses and strains are transmitted to
liner portion which is recessed in fitting and
which acts as differential expansion fitting.
B71-10280
BELD BEVELING OF LARGE-DIAHETBB PIPES
LIEBBNSTEIN, B./BEBDII COBP./
AOS. 1971 SEE ALSO B68-10551. B69-10229, B69-10231
KSC-10550
Technique employs electric drill and newly
developed special jig to J-bevel, in the field,
ends of pipes measuring between 15.24 cm and
45.72 en in diameter in preparation for welding.
Jig's construction and operation are described.
B71-10293
IBPBOVED BBAZIHG TECHBIQDE FOB PIBOLTTIC GBAPHITB
BOGOBITZ, B. G./IHTEBB. BABVESTEB CO./ BETC4LFE, A. G.
ADG. 1971
NPO-12026
Technigae uses braze metal and joint design that
together compensate for the difficult anisotropic
properties of the graphite and are usable at
elevated temperatures.
B71-10336
STBOBG, EAST-TO-BOLD, SPIBiL BUTTBESS THREAD
HEIEB, fj. C.
SEP. 1971
LAHGLET-10755
Buttress thread with steep taper connects two
nolded plastic cylinders without changing wall
thickness or sacrificing longitudinal strength at
the juncture. Technique lends itself to
conventional molding methods.
B71-10338
ELECTROPLATING OH TITAHIDH ALLOT
LOWEST, J. B.
SEP. 1971
H-FS-21251
Activation process forms adherent electrodeposits
of copper, nickel, and chromium on titanium
alloy. Good adhesion of electroplated deposits
is obtained by using acetic-hydrofluoric acid
anodic activation process.
B71-10354
HODDLAR COHSTBOCTIOH PBOVIDES LABGE VOLOBB STOBAGE
FACILITT IB BIBIHOH SPACE
FABHBB, T./BCOOHHELL DOUGLAS COBP./ HARBOOD, 0. P.
SEP. 1971
B-FS-13568
Each modular element consists of two hemispherical
shells with material removed near their apexes to
permit joining by a weldment to form a passage.
Elements are welded together at their largest
dimensions to form either a straight line
continuous or a circular pressure vessel.
B71-10363
CAST SEGIERI EVALUATION
DIEB, B. G./BOCKETDTHE/ STDDBALTEB, B. B.
SEP. 1971
H-FS-21354
Evaluation program to determine feasibility of
fabricating segmented rocket engine thrust
chambers using low cost, lightweight castings
extends state of the art in areas of casting size
and complexity, and in ability to provide thin
sections and narrow, deep, cooling channels.
Belated developments are discussed.
B71-10369
FABBICATIOB TECHNIQUES FOB THOBI1-DISPEBSED /TD/
BICKBL
IHHOVATOB HOT GIVEN /BELL AEBOSPACE CO., C. S. IHD./
SBP. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-CB-72742
LBBIS-11240
Betal spinning forms combustion chamber sections
and nozzle sections, arc welding joints sections
to form rocket motor. Hastelloy-X as filler
results in slightly weaker weld than the TD
nickel weld, but permits formation of larger
rocket motor than is otherwise possible.
B71-10375
DSE OF CEBHET TBIN FIL8 BESISTOBS WITH NITBIDE
PASSIVATED BETAL INSDLATOB FIELD EFFECT TBANSISTOB
BBOBB, G. A./TEX. IBSTB., ISC./ HABBAP, V.
OCT.,1971 SEE ALSO SASA-CB-97159
GSFC-10835
Film deposition of cermet resistors on same chip
with metal nitride oxide silicon field effect
transistors permits protection of contamination
sensitive active devices from contaminants
produced in cermet deposition and definition
processes. Additional advantages include lower
cost, greater reliability, and space savings.
B71-10381
PROTECTIVE COSTING FOB SALT-BATH BBAZIBG
FBANCISCO, A. C. GTOBGAK, C. A.
OCT. 1971
LEBIS-90255
Ceramic coating, consisting of graphite, enameler's
clay, and algin binder, applied to materials
prior to salt bath brazing facilitates brazing
process and results in superior points. Alternate
coating materials and their various proportions
are given.
B71-10415
FOLDING TOOLS FOB FLAT CONDUCTOR CABLE BABBESSES
LOGGINS, B.
HOV. 1971
B-FS-20121
Vise grip pliers have detachable metal gripping
plates which are changed to accommodate cables
from 1 to 3 in. wide and to form any desired fold
angle. A second tool sgueezes cable along crease
to complete the fold.
871-101(16
SPOOL FOB RELEASING ABD BETEACTING FLIT CONDOCTOB
CABLE
ABGELE, B. CABPBELL, E. C.
HO?. ,1971
B-FS-20234
Spool design and operation permit installation of
up to 8 cables on single unit. Heat treating the
cables while wound in a coil obtains effective
recoil action.
B71-10417
SEATIHG TOOL FOB PBEPABIBG MOLDED-PLDG TBBBIHATIOBS OB
FCC
CHAMBERS, C. B. COEDS, C. C.
HOV. 1971 SEE ALSO B71-10422
B-FS-20123
Band-operated tool positions and seats window piece
and conductor spacer onto conductors of two
stripped cables during process of terminating
cables with molded plug. Tool accommodates
cables up to 3 in. wide and is used in
conjunction with folding tools.
B71-10418
DURABILITY TBSTBB FOE FCC CONHECTORS
CBABBEBS, C. B. HABTINECK, B. G.
HOV. 1971
B-FS-20128
Testing device monitors continuity and resistance
of each circuit, it includes springloaded
stationary fixture which holds plug, and moving
fixture which is driven by small electric motor
and is geared to mate and nnnate connector 10
times per minute.
B71-10419
PBECISIOB DIE-PDNCH FOB TBIBBIHG THE CONDUCTORS OF
FLAT COHDDCTOB CABLE
BEEKS, G. E., JB.
HOV.,1971
H-PS-20142
Operation trims conductor to width of 0,004 in. and
consistently leaves O.Q35 in. spaces between
adjacent conductors, adapting cable for
termination with standard plug.
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B71-10420
FIXTDBE FOB HOLTIPLE-FCC CHEHICAL STBIPPIIG AID
PLATIHG
AHGELE, W. BOBTOH, B. E.
HO?. 1971
H-FS-20237
FOE chemical stripping, lead tape applied near ends
to be stripped protects insulation. Taped ends
are sobnerged half way in stripping solution.
For electroplating, both ends of FCC are stripped
- top ends for electric contact, others for
submersion in electroplating solution.
B71-10021
SPBDE CUTOFF TOOL FOB HOLDED FCC PLOGS
ANGELE, H. CHAHBEBS, C. B.
HOV. 1971
H-FS-20236
Sprue removal operation is acconplished by
positioning plug on tool bed, adjusting blades,
and noving handle dovn for catting process.
Blades are raised to remove trimmed plug.
B71-10422
FOLDIBG TOOL FOB PBEPABIHG FCC BOLDED-PLDG
TBBHIBATIOBS
CAMPBELL, E. C. CHAHBEBS, C. H.
HOV. 1971
H-FS-20116
Assemblies consist of window piece, conductor
spacer, insulator, outer seal, and molded portion
that integrates all components. Preparation of
FCC for molded plug termination reguires that
terminated ends of conductors in each cable be
accurately folded simultaneously into spacer end
and groove.
B71-10433
HIGH TEHPEBATDBE AUTOCLAVE VACODB SEALS
HOFFHAH, J. B. SIHPSOH, B. G. HALKEB, H. H.
HOV. 1971
H-FS-21131
Aluminum sheet forms effective sealing film at
temperatures up to 728 K. Soft aluminum wire
rings provide positive seal between foil and
platen. For applications at temperatures above
aluminum's service temperature, stainless steel
is used as film material and copper wire as
sealant.
B71-10435
CABTESIAB-COOBDIBATE DIHEHSIOBIHG FOB PLDHBIHG SYSTEMS
BDIEGY, P. A./B. AS. BOCKBELL COBP./
HOV. 1971
H-FS-18867
Bonprogressive dimensioning method specifies
Cartesian coordinates for each critical point in
detail drawings of precision plumbing and ducting
components to avoid tolerance accumulation.
Hethod permits direct fabrication of tubing
shapes without necessitating generation of a
preproduction tubing mockup.
B71-10455
PBACTICAL HETHOD OF DIPFUSIOB-BELDIBG STEEL PLATE IB
AIB
HOLKO, K. H. HOOBE, T. J.
DEC. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-TH-D-6409
LEBIS-11387
Hethod is ideal for critical service requirements
where parent metal properties are equaled in
notch toughness, stress rupture and other
characteristics. Belding technique variations
may be used on a variety of materials, such as
carbon steels, alloy steels, stainless steels,
ceramics, and reactive and refractory materials.
B71-10457
HOLTIEDGE SLITTEB FOB FCC
TUCKER, D. 1. REEKS, G. E., JB.
HOT. 1971
H-FS-20112
Tool cuts multiple slits up to 3 in. long between
conductors of flat conductor cables up to 3 in.
wide to prepare them for termination on terminal
boards or in mnltipin connectors.
B71-10458
APPARATUS TESTS FLEIOBAL DDBABILITI OF FCC
CBAHBEBS, C. H. HOBTOH, B. E.
BOV. 1971
H-FS-20113
Device tests electric continuity of flat cable
conductors, FCC, in temperature controlled
environment. Test method is described.
B71-10459
CABLE IHSOLATIOH COT-THBOOGH TESTEB
CABPBELL, E. C. BOBTOB, B. E.
BOV. 1971
H-FS-20114
Device accurately measures cut-through load within
specified time or time when cut-through occurs at
specific load. Tests are performed at ambient
conditions or in an environmental chamber.
B71-10460
COLD-BLADE STBIPPEB FOB POLIIBIDE ABD TFE IBSOLATIOB
OB FCC
ABGELE, B. CBABBEBS, C. H.
BOV. 1971
H-FS-20115
Stripper removes insulation to any desired depth by
adjusting the distance between the blade and the
plates on either side of the flat conductor
cable, FCC.
B71-10461
BOT-BLADE STBIPPEB FOB POLTESTEB IHSOLATIOH OB FCC
AHGELE, B. CHABBEBS, C. H.
HOV. 1971
H-FS-20117
Stripper incorporates a blade which is electrically
heated to a controlled temperature. Heated blade
softens and strips insolation from cable while
paper ribbon removes insulation material and
keeps blade clean for next operation.
B71-10464
BABDLIHG FIITuHE FOB SOLDEBIHG BOUBD BIBES TO FCC
LOGGIHS, B. HABTIBECK, H. G.
BOV. 1971
H-FS-20118
Fixture holds flat conductor cable and wires in
position until after soldering of contacting
conductor ends and potting of junctions. Device
provides for proper spacing of wires and adequate
access for soldered joints during fabrication,
and positions mold halves during potting
operation.
B7V10465
BOTABT STBIPPEB FOB SHIELDED ABD OBSHIBLDED FCC
ABGELE, B. CHAHBEBS, C. H.
HOV. 1971
H-FS-20119
Botary stripper removes narrow strips of insulation
and shielding to any desired depth. Unshielded
cables are stripped on both sides with one
stroke, shielded cables are stripped in steps of
different depths.
B71-10467
EXOTHEBHIC BBAZIBG OBITS
BC CAIG, J. C./HHITTAKEB COBP./
HOV. 1971
B-FS-21435
Units are used for repairing and assembling
stainless steel tubing. Heat generated by
chemical reaction is used to melt brazing alloy
and bonded area is not contaminated by the
reactants or by-products of the reaction.
B71-10505
HEASOEIBG IHTEBHAL DIBEBSIOHS OF SHALL TBABSPABEHT
OBJECTS
HILLS, S. B. SALBIBS, S.
DEC.,1971
LABGLET-10712
Technique individually photographs first the
orifice in the transparent object and then a
microscopic scale immersed in a liquid having the
same index of refraction as the transparent
object. Using a scale photograph, the orifice
photograph is measured.
B71-10520
SOLID STATE HELDIBG OF DISPEBSIOH-STBEBGTHEBED HICEEL
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B31-10039
ALLOTS
BOLKO, K. H. BOOSE, T. J.
DEC. 1971 SEE ALSO BASA-TB-D-6493
LEBIS-11388
Two-step solid state welding cycle applied to
carefully prepared surfaces of an
nnrecrystallized alloy prevents loss of
parent-metal strength at veld joint of
dispersion-strengthened, nickel-chromium alloy.
B71-10523
FOLDiBLE PATTBSBS FOHH COHSIEOCTIO1 BLOCKS
HDBEB, B. C. HITTER, D. L./IHTERH. PIPES CO./
DEC. 1971
SSC-13860
Building blocks with interlocking tabs can be
constructed from flat sheets of material using
minimum of tools and equipment. Blocks can be
used for storing and shipping supplies to remote
areas, then filled with soil and stacked to form
inhabitable structures which can be dismantled
and reused.
B71-10525
COPPER/BICKBL EDTECTIC BRAZIHG OF TIT1HIDH
KDTCBERA, R. E./GE/
DEC. 1971
ARC-10337
Technique joins titanium or one of its alloys to
materials, such as iron, nickel or cobalt base
material, or to refractory metals* To ensure
formation of a satisfactory bond, the
temperature, time, environment and pressure must
be controlled.
B71-10531
JOIST PRELOAD PBOPESTIES OF STRUCTURAL THREADED
FASTEHEBS
BBEBBER, B. S./ALHAY RES. AND TESTIBG CORP./
DEC. 1971 SEE AI.SO HASA-CR-103179
B-FS-21U53
Proper installation techniques are described and
reliable torque-tension values are presented on
joint preload /or clamp load/ properties of
structural threaded fasteners.
09 COMPUTER PROGRAMS
B71-10002
FAST BARS COBBUBICATIOB GEOBETRI PROGRAB
GABBER, ». B./MARTIN HARIETTA CORP./ TDLII, J. Q.
JAB. 1971
LADGLEI-10658
Computer program calculates trajectories of
orbiting spacecraft and lander vehicles
simultaneously. Using data from both vehicles,
program calculates communications geometry which
consists of orbiting spacecraft cone/clock angle,
lander cone/clock angle, range, range rate and
acceleration, and fade, reflective, and system
margins.
B71-10003
DIGITAL SIBDLATIOH EBBOB CURVES FOB A
SPBUG-BASS-DABPBB SISTEH
KHOX, L. A./IBB/
FEB. 1971
B-FS-20770
Plotting digital simulation errors for a
spring-mass'damper system and using these error
curves to select type of integration, feedback
update method, and number of samples per cycle at
resonance reduces excessive number of samples per
cycle and unnecessary iterations.
B71-10006
SISTEHS OF CODING ADD TBEIB IBPLEBBBTATIOB
AHDERSOH, T. O.
JAB. 1971
BPO-11469
Engineering planning document surveys mechanics,
utility, and potential improvements of codes
which control noise-generated errors introduced
into radio transmission of binary information.
Chronological development of certain codes and a
comprehensive bibliography are included.
B71-10007
HOH-STBHETBICAL TBO DIBEBSIOBAL SCATTERISG PROGBAB
BATFIELD, J. BOSCH, B. T. T.
JAB. 1971
HPO-11576
Computer program, 2DSCAT, solves integral equation
for currents induced by electric or magnetic
plane wave incident upon one or sore conducting
cylinders. Subroutine, FIELD, assumes that an
incident wave is perpendicular to the cylindrical
surface. Restrictions on this program are given.
B71-10008
SIHBETBICAL TBO DIHBHSIOSAL SCATTEBIHG PBOGBAB
BATFIELD, J. BOSCB, B. V. T.
JAB. 1971
BPO-11578
Computer program solves integral equation for
currents induced by electric or magnetic plane
wave incident upon one or more conducting
cylinders with a midplane of symmetry. Program
utilizes symmetry of the geometry. Restrictions
on the program are given.
B71-10017
TBACKIBG ABTEHBA DEFOBBATIOB PBOGBAB
GALEF, A. E./THB SISTEBS GROUP/
JAB. 1971
GSFC-11191
Computer program provides capability for analyzing
accelerometer data obtained from impulsive
testing of large antennas, and of determining
from that data pertinent characteristics
/amplitude, frequency, damping/ of the structural
modes excited by the impulse.
B71-10030
LIFT DISTBIBUTIOB IH A RECTABGULAR JET
JABESOH, A./GBBBBAN AEROSPACE CORP./
FEB. 1971
ARC-10U2U
Computer programs predict effect of slipstream-wing
flow interaction on aerodynamic characteristics
of deflected slipstream and tilt aircraft. One
program calculates lift distribution, lift, and
drag of wing in wide slipstream. Results permit
development of simplified lifting surface theory
for circular jet.
B71-10037
COHPUTER PBOGRAB FOB PREDICTIBG CREEP BEBAVIOB OF
BODIES OF BETOLDTIOB
ADABS, R./TBB SYSTEBS/ GHEEHBAUB, G.
FEB. 1971
BUC-11104
Computer program, CRAB, uses finite-element method
to calculate creep behavior and predict
steady-state stresses in an arbitrary body of
revolution subjected to a time-dependent
axisymmetric load. Creep strains follow a time
hardening law and a Prandtl-Renss stress-strain
relationship.
B71-10038
FEATS - FINITE ELEBEBT TBERBAL STRESS ABALISIS OF
PLABE OB AZISIBBETBIC SOLIDS
SBANSOB, J. A./iESTINGHODSE ASTBONOCL. LAB./
FEB. 1971
BUC-102U2
FEATS computer code uses finite element analysis to
calculate steady state temperature and thermal
stress fields for either axisymmetric or plane
two-dimensional bodies with boundary conditions,
including specified displacements, loads, and
thermal boundary conditions.
B71-10039
AOTOTEB - AUTOBATED GEOBETBI BESBIBG ABD BEAT
COBDUCTIOB CALCULATION
LEE, A. T./BESTIBGBOUSE ASTRONOCL. LAB./ HELLS, K. J.
FEB. 1971
BUC-10211
Temperature distribution for an arbitrary irregular
body is calculated by AOTOTEB, which generates
required input data automatically by computer.
Temperature distribution is calculated for a
two-dimensional plane section in /x,y/
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coordinates or for an axisymmetric irregular body
in /r,z/-coordinates.
B71-10052
POBTEiH PBOGRiBHIHG - A SELF-HUGH! CODBSB
BLECHEB, S./COHPDTEB SCI. CORP./ BOILEB, B. V. BOBTOH,
B. HOBEOD, 7.
APB. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-CB-1478
LAHGLEY-10738
Comprehensive programming coarse begins with
numerical systems and basic concepts, proceeds
systematically through FORTBAR language elements,
and concludes vith discussion of programming
techniques. Coarse is suitable either for
individual stady or for group study on informal
basis.
'B71-10050
PBOSBAB FOB IBPBOVED ELECTRICAL HABHESS DOCUHEHTATIOB
AHD FABBICiTIOI
IHHOVATOB HOT GIVEH /GE/ »PB. 1971
GSFC-10386
Conpater program provides automated print-oat of
harness interconnection table and automated
cross-check of reciprocal pin/connector
assignments, and improves accuracy and
reliability of final documented data. Programs
and corresponding library tapes are successfully
and continuously employed on Himbns spacecraft
programs.
B71-10086
DIGITAL-CODED BATBIZ SISTKH SIBP1IFIES DBSIGH AHD
COHSIBOCTIOB OF FLOW CHABTS
OTOOLE, E./BABTIH BABIETTA CORP./
APB. 1971
BSC-13539
Hatnx system utilizing unique digital code enables
drawing block diagrams with parallel blocks.
Complete freedom is obtained in laying out
diagram, and it is possible to go directly from
matrix to finished drawing. Heed to rough out
diagram is eliminated and time involved is
greatly reduced.
B71-10106
BADIATIOH TIE* FACTOB PBOGBAH
LOVIN, J. K./LOCKHEED BISSILES AHD SPACE CO./
LUBKOHITZ, A. H.
HAY 1971
B-FS-21075
Computer program, BAVFAC, calculates diffuse
radiation view factors, using contour integrals.
Technigue is combined with finite difference
/double summation/ technigue to compose total
program package.
B71-10108
FISCAL OUTPUT DATA PBODOCE VERSATILE GBAPHIC-HDBEBIC
CHABTS
POWELL, B. W./AEBO JET-GEH. COBP./ BOBO. J. J.
HAT 1971
HDC-10394
Refined computerized plotting system produces
low-cost graphic-numeric charts that illustrate
fiscal data on monthly incremental or cumulative
basis, or both. Output is in the form of hard
copy or microfilm, or visual-aid transparencies
prepared from hard copy for rapid management
status presentations.
B71-10115
COBPUTBB PBOGRAB FOB THERBAL ABALYSIS OF SHADOW
SHIELDS IN A VACOOB
BOYLE, B. J. KNOLL, B. H.
HAY 1971
LEWIS-11236
Computer program determines temperature profiles
and heat transfer rates for shadow shielded
cryogenic tank. Tank, shields, and thermal
radiation heat source are all axisynmetnc.
Thermal analysis considers varying shield and
tank temperatures, surface properties, and
geometric arrangements. Similar heat source
properties are also considered.
B71-10122
PUZZLE - A PBOGBAH FOB COBPDTEB-AIDED DESIGH OF
PBIHTED CIBCDIT ABTWOBK
BABBELL, 0. A. B. ZAHE, B.
HAI 1971
1BL-10050
Program assists in solving spacing problems
encountered in printed circuit /PC/ design. It is
intended to have mazimam use for two-sided PC
boards carrying integrated circuits, and also
aids design of discrete component circuits.
B71-10130
CSH PBOGBAHS SB BCS PROPBLLAHT QOAHTITY GAGIHG SYSTEHS
PSOGBAH
COX, G. B./H. AH. ROCKWELL COBP./ BEYHOLDS, B. G.
HAT 1971
HSC-17308
Computer program calculates actual and useable
remaining propellant quantities as required in
positive expulsion rocket engine propellant feed
system. Program establishes relationship between
helium system pressures and temperatures and
propellant weight remaining in tanks. Program is
written in FOBTBAN 4 for IBH-360 coapater.
B71-10133
BOLTI-DIHEHSIOHAL SEAL FOOBIEB TRAHSFOBH
KBOGB, F. T.
HAY 1971
IPO-11618
Four subroutines compute one-dimensional and
multi-dimensional Fourier transforms for real
data, multi-dimensional complex Fourier
transforms, and multi-dimensional sine, cosine
and sine-cosine transforms. Subroutines use
Cooley-Tnkey fast Fourier transform. In all but
one-dimensional case, transforms are calculated
in up to six dimensions.
B71-10134
BIGB-IHPACT DYHAHIC-BBSPOHSE AHALYSIS OF HOHLIHEAB
STBDCfORES
GUPTA, K. K.
HAY 1971
HPO-11716
Program predicts expected deformations and stresses
in nonlinear simple geometric structures
subjected to high-impact loading. Technigue is
based on node-wise predictor-corrector approach
and requires moderate computer storage and run
time for most problems. Program extends to
include physical and geometrical nonlinearities.
B71-10138
SUBBOUTIHES FOB ETALUATIHG SIHGLE AHD HDLTIPLE
IHTEGHALS DSIHG HODIFIED BOHBEBG HETBOD
BOSTON, H. B. DIETBELH, H.
HAY 1971
HPO-11718
Boutines, which have been thoroughly tested, are
found to be egnal to or better than comparable
routines. They are more reliable than SQDAHK and
capable of solving a larger class of problems.
B71-10147
QUICK BESPOBSE TABGETIBG PBOGBAH
BOSLEY, J. T./BOEIHG CO./
HAY 1971
H-FS-15157
Computer program generates and verifies operational
launch vehicle targeting presettings for lunar
free-return missions and lunar landing missions.
Program is applicable in astronomy and nuclear
physics, and in areas where improved targeting
techniques are valuable.
B71-10151
BETBOD FOB COHSTBUCTIHG PERIODIC OBBITS IH HOHLIHEAB
DYHAHIC SYSTEHS
BEHHETT, A. G./BOEIHG CO./ HAHAFY, L. H. PALHOBE, J.
I.
HAY 1971
B-PS-14654
Bethod is modification of generalized
Hewton-Balphson algorithm for analyzing two-point
boundary problems. It constructs segnence of
solutions that converge to precise dynamic
solution in the segnence limit. Program
calculates periodic orbits in either circular or
elliptical restricted three-body problems.
B71-10267
B71-10153
COHPOTEB PBOGBAB FOB CALCULATING AEBODIH1IIC FOBCES OH
BLADE SECTIOHS
HC H&LLY, B. D.
JOI. 1971 SEE AISO LEBIS-10743 LBBIS-10789,
LEBIS-11097
LEWIS-11382
Calculation is taken from pressure or velocity
distribution along blade surface. Blade sections
have either one or two /tandem/ blade segments.
Program is recommended primarily for use vith
ideal flov pressure distributions where forces in
drag direction are neglected.
B71-10155
COBPOTISG IHCOBPBESSIBIB L4BIBAB ABO TDBB01EHT
BOOHOABT LAIEB FQBBATIOg
BEBBIHG, H. J./PBINCETOH OHIV./ BELIOB, G. L.
HAT 1971
LEBIS-11190
Program generates initial laminar conditions, such
as in Falkner-Skan similarity flows, or turbulent
equilibrium profiles. Initial profile input data
is used. Combination with inviscid-freestream
calculations to predict entire flow field in
turbine cascade or around airfoil is possible.
B71-10181
ACCOHDLATITE WEIGHTS PBOGSAH
PATE, B. B./BOEISG CO./ PIHCHA, P. J.
JOB. 1971
H-FS-15066
Proqran provides capability of assessing weight
above given structural station planes for inert
and variable masses for any selected loading
condition. Output is produced that yeilds weight
data concentrated on and/or cantilevered from
stations along Saturn 5 vehicle's verticle axis.
Input data availability limits program's function
to vertical structures.
B71-10185 '
ELAS8 - COBPOTEB PBOGHAH FOB LIBEAB STBdCTOBE
EQOILIBBIOH PBOBLEHS
OTKD, S.
J01. 1971 SEE A1SO B68-10187
HPO-11555
Program generates and solves governing equations
for unknown deflection of mesh points as if
problem were to locate stationary point of total
potential function associated with given loading
and unknown deflections. Solution is obtained by
means of displacement method and finite element
technique.
B71-10186
HOHBBICAL IHIEGB41IOH OF SECOHD OBDEB DIFFEBBNTIAL
EQUATIONS
SHAHKS, E. B./VASDEBBILT UNIV./
JOB. 1971
H-FS-20536
Performance characteristics of higher order
approximations of Bunge-Kutta type are analyzed,
and performance predictors for time required on
machine and for error size are developed.
Technique is useful in evaluating system
performance, analyzing material characteristics,
and designing inertial guidance and nuclear
instrumentation and materials.
B71-10211
BOTOBOTHAHIC HBSPOHSB ABALISIS PBOGBAH
SBEH, F. A./BOCKETDIHE/
JOL. 1971
BQ-10579
Computer routine is similar to Bolzer's method in
torsional vibration treatment, and Prohl's and
Hyklestad's approach in computing rotor
deflection. Hatrix iteration technique is used
to compute totordynamic response by a simulated
discrete mass system.
B71-10215
DIGITAL COBPDTEB PBOGBAH FOB AHALYZIHG CHOGGIHG
IHST1BILITIES
SZOCH, J. B.
JDL. 1971
LEiIS-112914
Program computes combustion delays, gas residence
time, characteristic velocity, and other
steady-state parameters required for solution of
the characteristic equation. Equation is solved
for critical values of injector pressure drops
and chugging frequency.
B71-10238
COHPOTEB-AIDED DESIGH OF LABGE-SCALE IHTEGBATED
CIBCDIfS - A COHCEPT
SCBAHSHAH, T. T./H6S COBPDTIBG, ISC./
JOL. 1971
H-FS-20600
Circuit design and mask development sequence are
improved by using general purpose computer with
interactive graphics capability establishing
efficient two way communications link between
design engineer and system. Interactive graphics
capability places design engineer in direct
control of circuit development.
B71-10210
STOBED PBOGBAH COHCBPT FOB ANALOG COHPUTEBS
BANNAUEB, G., III/ELECTBOS. ASSOCIATES ISC./ PATBOBE,
J. B.
JOL. 1971
H-FS-208711
Optimization of three-stage matrices,
modularization, and black boxes design techniques
provides for automatically interconnecting
computing component inputs and outputs in general
purpose analog computer. Design also produces
relatively inexpensive and less complex automatic
patching system.
B71-10243
DSIF STATIOB SCBEDOLES
FLABITI, L. D. HAHSOH, B. J. THOH, E. H.
JOL. 1971
HPO-11547
System manages Deep Space Instrumentation
Facilities /DSIF/ equipment construction and
modification planning. Versatile program applies
to such tasks as employee time and task
schedules, pay schedules, operations schedules,
and plant and equipment procurement,
construction, modification or service.
B71-10244
HAHPOBEB FOBECAST PBOGBAH
HC COBNOCK, H. D. BISEB, B. B.
JOL. 1971
HPO-11551
Program reports distribution of actual manpower
levels in each section versus accounts, projects
versus sections, sections versus manpower
classes, and project offices versus sections.
B71-10248
7ABIABLE OBDEB IHTEGBATOBS FOB TBE HOHEBICAL SOLUTION
OF OBDIBABT DIFFEBEHTIAL EQUATIONS
KBOGB, F. T.
JOL. 1971
HPO-11643
Series of computer subroutines inteqrates systems
of ordinary differential equations and is used
for numerical quadrature.
B71-10250
BATTEBT SIHOLATIOH PBOGBAH
ABBEO, A. SLONSKI, J. P.
JOL. 1971
HPO-11580
Computer program calculates spacecraft battery
energy at specific times dictated by input
sequence of recharqe, discharge, and no activity
phases. Becharge phases are assumed during times
not specified, unless batteries are fully
charged. Warnings are printed when enerqy falls
below specified level. Program assumes two
identical batteries.
B71-10267
AHALTSIS OF LOB BESOLOTIOH BASS SPECTBA
BABST. B. B./SPEBBY BAND COBP./ SBAPIBO, B.
AOG. 1971
GSFC-11279
Computer program determines gas constituents from
measurements of mass/peak-height spectrum from
residual qas analyzer. Applications of program
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B71-1028H
include residual gas analysis for work in space
environmental simulators, space environment
contamnation, and air pollution monitoring.
B71-1028H
ON-LINE ANALYSIS OF B1HDOH VIBBATIONS
COLE, B. A., JB.
ADG. 1971
ABC-10151
Measuring device, Bandomdec, provides continuous
on-line signatures representative of system free
vibration curve. Selected points on curve are
used in control and failure detection systems.
Apparatus applied to both linear and nonlinear
systems under nonstationary vibratory states.
B71-10285
BASTBAS COMPUTER SYSTEM LEVEL 12.1
BOTLEB, T. G.
AUG. 1971 SEE ALSO HASA-SP-221, HASA-SP-222,
HASA-SP-223, NASA-SP-22*. NASA-SP-260
GSFC-10991
Program nses finite element displacement method for
solving linear response of large,
three-dimensional structures subject to static,
dynamic, thermal, and random loadings. Program
adapts to computers of different manufacture,
permits up-dating and extention, allows
interchange of output and input information
between users, and is extensively documented.
B71-1029«
BAT TBACING PBOGBAH WITH OPTIONS FOB DIFFBACTIOH
GBATIBGS
HOSELL, B. J./SPEBBY BAND COBP./
ADG. 1971
GSFC-11305
Diffraction theory, developed in vectorial form and
coded into ray tracing routines, permits tracing
rays of any wavelength through surfaces that are
plane, spherical, conical, or aspheric
polynomial. Buled diffraction gratings may run
in either X-direction or Y-direction, where Z is
optical axis.
B71-10295
DETEBHIHATIOH OF BADIATIOR IHTEBCBAHGE FACIOBS
BOBCO, B. P./HDGHES AIBCBAFT CO./ EGEHDOBF, F. L. HC
GBATH, B. J.
AUG. 1971
BSC-13U75
Hethod utilizes an analytical model, a method of
solution which is compatible with digital
computer analysis, and a generalized computer
program to carry out the computations.
B71-10296
SPIH VECTOB COHTBOL OF A SPINNING SPACE STATION
HENDBICKS, T./BABTIN HABIETTA COBP./
AOG. 1971
B-FS-21333
Digital computer program simulates systen and
related functions. Program is intended for, but
not limited to, altitude control studies of
rotating space station. Bnssel's method of
formulating and solving motion egnations for
system of rigid bodies connected by movable
joints is applied. Program features are listed.
B71-10306
CLOSED-LOOP CONTROL OF STOCHASTIC 8ONLIBEAB STSTEBS
SCHHIDT, G. T./HIT/
ADG. 1971
BSC-13858
Technigue resolves problems in complex control
systems, such as those used for space vehicle
guidance and control. Bain disadvantage of
procedure is that it is only appropriate in
situations where trajectory concept is valid.
B71-10308
EHEBGY LEVELS AND TRANSITION PROBABILITY. BATBIZ
ELEBBNTS OF BOBT FOB BASER APPLICATIONS
BEBIIN. B. V.
AOG. 1971
NPO-11687
Program computes fine structure energy levels of
ruby as a function of magnetic field. Included
in program is matrix formulation, each row of
which contains a magnetic field and four
corresponding energy levels.
B71-10310
TCB OPEBATIOB SOPPLY IBVBHTOBY STSTBfl /TCBSIS/
TO, H.-Y./COBPUTING AND SOFTBABE, IHC./
AOG. 1971
GSFC-11306
System produces inventory report for each updated
period and special report for long term inventory
information summary. Beport summarizes
consumption, outstanding orders, and balance of
each inventory item. System generates, corrects,
and adjusts inventory tapes. Restrictions of
system are listed.
B71-10321
BAPS - A COHPOTEBI2ED HANAGEHENT ANALYSIS AND PLABBING
SISTEB
PACKE, D. B. BAFFAELI, G. A.
AOG. 1971
LEBIS-113U9
Program lists work structure of projects at all
levels. System integrates work item, its
schedule, its status against the schedule,
responsible personnel, and explanatory comments,
structure of BAPS promotes natural organization
of project work elements, project features and
uses are given.
B71-10372
ANALYSIS OF BOLTILAYEBED FIBEB COMPOSITES
CHABIS, C.
OCT. 1971
LEWIS-11317
Multilevel analysis computer program is useful in
fiber matrix composites diagnosis, in structural
syntheses of multilayered thornel/epoxy composite
plates, in buckling studies of simply supported
mnltilayered fiber composite plates, and in
computing lamination residual stresses in angle
ply composites.
B71-10373
COBPOTATION OF GBOOP TABLE ALPBANOBEBIC DISPLAY
ALLEN, G. EVANS, D. D.
SEP. 1971
LESIS-113U6
Computer program, using only group elements as
input data, provides machine computation of group
tables used for proving theorems and algorithms
of finite groups. Program is written for second
generation computers.
B71-10374
DYNABICS OF SBOBT PRESSURE PBOBES
EHGLUHD, D. B. NYLAND, T. H.
SEP. 1971
LEfIS-11293
Beport presents practical information for
incorporating particle impact protection features
and average total pressure measurement into probe
design while optimizing probe transient response.
Computer program calculates probe response, based
on Bergh-Tijdeman equation.
B71-10376
BEB PBOCEDOBE FOB DETERMINING BIBIBOB TIBE OBBIT
TBANSFEBS
DAVIS, D. A./BOEIBG CO./
OCT. 1971
B-FS-111801
Computer program includes time minimizing function
regnired for propellant constrained minimum time
impulsive transfer between coplanar circular
orbits or unrestricted orbits. Basic formulation
is extended to include inclined circular or
inclined elliptic orbits.
871-^ 10377
COHPDTEB PBOGBAM FOB DISCOONTED CASB FLOW/RATE OF
BETORB EVALUATIONS
BOBSOB, I. D./BOCKETDYNE/
OCT. 1971
H-FS-19010
Technigue, incorporated into set of three computer
programs, provides economic methodology for
reducing all parameters to financially sound
common denominator of present worth, and
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B71-10*23
calculates resultant rate of return on new
equipment, processes, or systems investments.
B71-10382
STDDI-SIHOLATIOH OF SPICE STATIOH DIBiHICS
GAITEBS, H. J./GE/
OCT. 1971
H-FS-21227
Hatnx algebra translator and executor /HATE/ takes
equations describing structural control system
environmental interaction problem for flexible
spacecraft conponents and loads them into self
programming computer.
B71-10381
HETABOLIC B4LAHCE ABALYSIS PBOGBAH
EOHBACH, J./HABTIH BARIETTA COBP./
OCT. 1971
H-FS-21237
Computer program calculates 28 day diet for life
support consumables requirements and vaste
removal. Equations representing food breakdown
into carbohydrates, fats, and proteins, modified
to account for digestive materials and
indigestible crude fibers, formulate total energy
consumption. Program applications are listed.
B71-10386
THEEHAL ABALISIS SISTER /TAS-1/ PBOGBAH
HOLTBEBG, J. A. OBEIEN, P. F.
OCT. 1971
HPO-11819
Digital computer program develops temperature
control system which maintains various subsystems
within proper temperature limits. Coding is
simple and input rules are easy to use and
remember. Output format is easy to understand
and to analyze for error diagnosis.
B71-10389
TOLEBAHCE ABALYSIS PBOGBAH
RATSOH, H. K./B. AH. BOCKBELL COBP./
OCT. 1971
BSC-17487
Digital computer program determines tolerance
values of end to end signal chain or flow path,
given preselected probability value. Technique
is useful in the synthesis and analysis phases of
subsystem design processes.
B71-10390
DOUBLE PBECISIOH TBAJECTOBY PBOGBAH /DPTBAJ 2.2C/
JOSEPH, A. E. KHATIB, A. B. STBAHD. J. STDBHS, F. H.,
JB. TALBOT, T. D. HABHEB, H. B. HITT. J.
OCT. 1971
HPO-11798
Four part program computes trajectory of space
probe moving in solar system and subject to
variety of forces.
B71-10392
COBPOTEB PBOGBAH /TOBBLE/ FOB CALCDLATIBG VELOCITIES
ABD STBBAHLIBES IB TOBBOBACHIHES
KATSAHIS, T. HC NAL1Y, H. D.
OCT. 1971 SEE ALSO B68-10097
LEBIS-10788
Program is used in design of turbomachinery blade
rows, where fluid velocities in blade to blade
passage must be obtained. TUBBLE requires input
data on blade geometry, meridional stream-channel
geometry, total flow conditions, weight flov, and
inlet and outlet flow angles.
B71-10398
STEADI TEHPEHATDBE AHD DEBSITY DISTBIBOTIOBS IB A GAS
COBTAI1IBG BEAT SODBCES
DAVISON, H. I.
OCT. 1971
LEHIS-10905
Computer program, STADDIG, is based on steady
state, one dimensional heat transfer calculation
using cylindrical coordinates. program allows
for conduction across gas and container walls.
Heat is dissipated from walls by forced
convection cooling with incompressible coolant.
Heat sources are included in coolant, gas, and
walls.
B71-10399
AHALISIS AHD DESIGN OF A FLAT CEBfBAL FIIBED-TDBE
BAD1ATOB
AOEB, B. H. HALLEB, H. C. KBEBS, B. P.
OCT. 1971
LBBIS-10893
Computer program based on fixed conductance
parameter yields minimum weight design. Second
program employs variable conductance parameter
and variable ratio of fin length to tube outside
radius, and is used for radiator designs with
geometric limitations. Hajor outputs of the two
programs are given.
B71-10 WO
COHPUTBB PBOGBAH OPTIHIZES DESIGH OF HDCLEAB BADIATIOH
SHIELDS
LAHTI, G. P.
OCT. 1971
LEBIS-10998
Computer program, OPEZ 2, determines minimum
weight, volume, or cost for shields. Program
incorporates improved coding, simplified data
input, spherical geometry, and an expanded
output. Method is capable of altering
dose-thickness relationship when a shield layer
has been removed.
B71-10W1
HICBOBIAL BDBDEB PBEDICTIOB HODEL PBOGBAH
HEOSEB, B. F./HABTIN HABIETTA COBP./ KELSON, B. A.
OCT. 1971
NPO-11709
Hodel supplements biological surveys of spacecraft
by simulating microbial burden accumulation
process during periods when surveys are not
taken. Important application of model is to
predict microbial loading on spacecraft landing
capsule immediately prior to terminal heat
sterilization.
B71-10102
COHPOTEB PBOGBAH CALCULATES TBAHSOHIC VELOCITIES IB
TDBBOHACHIHES
KATSANIS, T.
OCT. 1971
LEWIS-10977
Computer program, TSOBIC, combines velocity
gradient and finite difference methods to obtain
numerical solution for ideal, transonic,
compressible flow for axial, radial, or mixed
flow cascade of turbomachinery blades.
B71-10413
FBACTDBE HECHABICS EVALUATION OF TI-6A1-UV PBESSDBE
VESSELS
COX, D. G./BOEING CO./
HOV. 1971
HSC-13995
Computer program calculates maximum potential flaw
depth after specific cyclic pressure history.
Kobayashi's solution to critical stress intensity
equation and empirical relation for flaw growth
rate are used. Program assesses pressure vessels
of any material but only cylindrical or spherical
shapes.
B71-10<l1<t
FBAHE HODAL ABALTSIS
GUTAB, B. J./B. AH. BOCKBELL COBP./ HECKEBLAIBLE, B.
HOV. 1971
HSC-17562
Computer model calculates natural frequencies and
modal displacements of three-dimensional frame
structures, and generates stiffness and mass
matrices. Structures may be divided into several
substructures prior to calculation of modal
characteristics.
B71-10423
EBBOB EVALDATIOH FOB DIFFEBEHCE APPBOIIBATIOHS TO
OBDIHABT DIFFEBEHTIAL EQDATIOHS
HAHHOHD, J. L., JB./GA. INST. OF TECH./
HOV. 1971 SEE ALSO B71-10424 SASA-CB-103015
B-FS-21610
Bethod involves relationships between errors
introduced by using finite sampling rates and
parameters describing specific numerical method
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B71-10H2H
ased. Procedarre is ased in design and analysi of
digital filters and simulators.
871-10424
HIBEID COHP05BB IECBHIQOES FOB SOLVIBG PABTIAL
DIFFBBEHTIAL EQOATIOBS
HABHOBD, J. L., JB./Gi. IHST. OF TECH./ ODORD, ». H.
HO?. 1971 SEE 4LSO B71-10a23
H-FS-21386
Techniques overcome equipment limitations that
restrict other conpater technigaes in solving
trivial cases. The use of carve fitting by
quadratic interpolation greatly reduces required
digital storage space.
871-10*31
HAHPOREB HAB4GEBEBT IHPOBHATIOH SISTBB /HIS/
GBiVETTE, B. C./COBPOTEB SCI. COBP./ KIH6, 8. I.
HOV. 1971
H-FS-21477
System of prograns capable of building and
maintaining data bank provides all levels of
management with regular manpower evaluation
reports and data soarce for special management
exercises on manpower.
B71-10441
VIBBATIOHAL TB4HSPEB FDBCTIOBS FOB BASE EXCITED
STSTBBS
EBNST, C./H4BTIH B4BIETT4 COBP./ JOHES, P. 3.
NOV. 1971
B-FS-21432
Computer program GD203 develops transfer functions
to compute governing vibration environment for
complex structures subjected to a base motion.
871-10447
BIHIHDB RBIGBT BBTEOBOID SHIELDIHG DBTBBHIBATIOF
FDEDIKE, S. C./N. 4B. BOCK8ELL COBP./ BC HUGH, 4. H.
BICH4BDSOH, 4. 0.
HOV. 1971
BSC-17017
Computer program determines minimum shielding
necessary for adequate protection of flight
hardware, based on component physical size,
methods of shielding to be used, and amount of
damage which can be sustained without component
failure.
B71-10448
FOBTB4B 1 DIGITAL PBOGB4H CH4HGEB
BADDEN, B. F./B. AH. BOCKBELL COBP./
HOV. 1971
HSC-17567
Computer program modifies other source language
programs as aid to debugging, checkout and final
documentation to eliminate manual performance of
rearranging and incrementing statement numbers,
identifying and sequencing cards and inserting
and/or removing end-of-batch symbols.
B71-10453
GB4PHIC4L BETHOD FOB 4H4LTZIRG DIGITAL*COBPOTEB
EFFICIBHCY
CHAN, S. P./SAKTA CLAB4 DNIV./ HONOZ, B. B.
HOV. 1971
ABC-102.10
Analysis method utilizes graph-theoretic approach
for evaluating computation cost and makes logical
distinction between linear graph of a computation
and linear graph of a program. It applies
equally well to* other processes which depend on
qualitative edge nomenclature and precedence
relationships between edges.
B71-10456
OPTICAL DESIGH AHD ABALYSIS PBOGB4H
HEBEDITH, C. F./SPEBBI B4HD COBP./
HOV. 1971
GSFC-11393
Computer program provides efficient handling of
optical analysis egnations and is sufficiently
general in approach to accept wide variety of
systems. Diagnostic messages are generated to
aid user in pinpointing any inconsistencies in
system definition.
B71-10462
BADIATIOH DIFFEACTION CALCOLATIOB PBOGB4H /DIFF2/
IHHOVATOB HOf GIVES /PHOGBABHIBG BETBODS, IHC./ HOV.,
1971
GSFC-11422
Computer program computes maximum possible strength
of interference pattern sent from high altitude
tracking and data relay satellite to low altitude
user satellite.
B71-10463
CLODD-FBEE BESOtOTIOB BlEBBiT STATISTICS PBOGB4B
1ILET, B./H. AH. BOCKRELL COBP./ BABTIB, C. D.
HOV. 1971
GSFC-11494
Computer program computes number of cloud-free
elements in field-of-view and percentage of total
field-of-view occupied by clouds. Human error is
eliminated by using visual estimation to compute
cloud statistics from aerial photographs.
B71-10472
LAHDIBG DTH4HICS PBOGBAH FOB IHPACT ATTEHOATIHG
VEHICLES /LABDIT/
KHOELL, A. C. PATTOH, B. H.
DEC. 1971
HPO-10840
Computer program accurately predicts impact
response of previously designed disc-type Bars
prototype landing vehicle. Program may be used
in any design area where energy dissipation is
considered.
B71-10473
COHPOTEB DESIGH OF EXTEHSIOH SPBIHGS
HOOBE, D. B./H. 4H. BOCKIELL COBP./
DEC. 1971
H-FS-2U073
Computer program speeds up design process of
tension springs and simultaneously optimizes the
design by varying the input.
871-10*90
BOHTE C4BLO PBOGBAH FOB THE TBAHSPOBT OF HEOTBOHS AHD
GAHHA BATS
JOBDOH, T. B./4.B.T. BES. COBP./
DEC. 1971
LERIS-11403
Computer program computes transport of neutrons and
gamma rays in complex geometries and fluxes
averaged over specified regions and surfaces of
the geometry.
B71-10491
SYHTBESIS OF DIHAHIC SISTEHS
ADHIBE, J./HABTIH H4BIETT4 COBP./ 10HLEB, B.
DEC. 1971
H-FS-21490
FOBTB4H matrix analysis /FOBBA/ program finds
solutions of small and medium size structural
dynamics problems of up to 150 deg of freedom.
B71-10492
OPTIHIZED TECBHIQDES 4HD BEQDIBEHEHTS FOB COHPOTEB
IHPBOVEHEHT OF STBDCTOB4L IELD BADIOGBAPHS
THOHAS, D. T.
DEC. 1971
B-FS-21627
Hardware and software specification covers
requirements for using subroutines to improve
structural weld photographs.
B71-10499
A LOI-ALTITODE SATELLITE IHTBBACTIOH STODT
BIEBKOWSKI, G. K./BCA/ BOLBAH, J. H. L. BC KIBLEY, B.
8. SISKIHD, S. H.
DEC. 1971
GSFC-11384
Two computer programs calculate interaction effects
of high speed spacecraft on the environment at
altitudes from 90 km to 150 km. EXT program
determines fluid field in bodies of arbitrary
geometries in transient flow regime. INT program
uses EXT output and measures flow conditions
inside spacecraft body.
B71-10500
AOTOHATED PBEVENTIVE HAIHTEHAHCE PBOGBAH
CE4, E. J./SPEBBY BAND COBP./ GBIEGEB, T. B.
DEC. 1971
GSFC-11408
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B71-10535
Haintenance progran which is concise and
inexpensive to operate adapts to almost any
system that has a FOBTBAH compiler. Program
operates on a stored data base with an output
consisting of scheduling information and various
management reports.
B71-10501
PBBDICTIOB OF STALL CHABACTBBISTICS OF STBAIGBT BIHG
AIBCBAFT
FOX. C. H. KISIELOBSKI, E./DTBASCI. COBP./ HC VEIGB.
H. A.
DEC. 1971 SEE ALSO BACA-TH-1036, HACA-TB-1090,
BASA-CB-16U6
LANGLEY-11013
Digital computer program considers an unsvept wing
with a circular or elliptical fuselage. Bing has
partial or full span deflected flaps and must
have an aspect ratio of 6 or greater.
B71-10508
DESIGB AHD EVALUATION OF COHTECTIVELI COOLED HOZZLBS
DEBDEBIAH, G. DUSCHA, B. A. BOBDE. J. E.
DEC. 1971
LEH1S-1089H
Computer program utilizes a desired gas sidevall
temperature profile as an input and calculates
the coolant passage dimensions required to
achieve it. Second program utilizes fixed
coolant passage dimensions as an input and
calculates the resulting temperature profile.
B71-10509
ETALUATIOB OF ROTATING. INCOBPRBSSIBLT LOBBICATED,
FBESSDBIZED TBBOST BEABIBGS
FLEHIBG, D. P.
DEC. 1971
LEWIS-11511
Program evaluates a series hybrid, fluid film ball
bearing consisting of an orifice compensated
pressurized thrust bearing in conjunction vith a
self-acting journal bearing. Oil viscosities
corresponding to experimentally measured ball
bearing outer-race temperatures were used.
B71-10532
A STUDY OF HIGH FBBQUBHCY HOHLIHEAB COHBDSTIOH
INSTABILITY IB BAFFLED AHBULAB LIQDID PBOPELLAHT
SOCKET HOIOBS
ABBEU, A. BOBSTEIH, S. Z. KOSBIDA, B. 0. SCHECBTEE, H.
DEC. 1971
BPO-11800
Computer program contains mathematical model which
provides relationship between engine gas dynamics
and combustion processes. Bathematically
simulated explosions initiate gas disturbances.
Design methods for damping disturbances can be
studied to prevent future engine shutdown or
destruction.
B71-10535
VIBBATIOB CBABACTEBISTZCS OF BIHG-STIFFEHED
OBTBOTBOPIC SHELLS OF BEVOLUTIOH
ADELHAB, H. H. CATHEBIHES, D. S. DOBLIBG. B. 3.
STEEVES. E. C. RALTOB, 8. C., JE.
DEC. 1971 ,.
LABGLEY-10989
Computer program solves vibration modes and
frequencies of thin shells of' revolution having
general meridional curvature and'orthotropic
elastic properties In order to evaluate the
dynamic behavior of structures with thin shelled
components.
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- A concept
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ABSORBEHTS
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[S-FS-20925] B71-10356 04
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Experimental determination of damping parameters of
viscoelastic materials
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in fluid flow - A concept
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Optimum doping achieves high quantum yields in GaAs
photoemitters
[H-FS-20962] B71-10357 03
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[H-FS-20916] B71-10023 07
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temperatures
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ACIDS
Bacterial adenosine triphosphate as a measure of
urinary tract infection
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Zeio-g simulation system for therapeutic application
[B-PS-14671] B71-10034 04
ACTOATOBS
Pneumatic anplifier controls high pressure fluid
supply
[HSC-12121] B71-10081 07
High-temperature, long-life polyiBide seals for
hydraulic actuator rods
[LEBIS-11212] B71-10098 07
Remote coupling of air lines
[NUC-10225] B71-10101 07
Hiniature inplantable instrument measures and
transmits heart function data
[ABC-10201] B71-10163 05
Voltage-controlled oscillator
[AEC-10078] B71-10171 01
Small size transformer provides high pover
regulation with lov ripple and maximum control
tH-FS-16709] B71-10193 01
Hydraulic actuator motion liniter ensnres operator
safety
[ABC-10131] B71-10233 07
Isosceles detector provides mazimnm resolution in
expanded range
[GSFC-10932] B71-10279 01
Improved relay chatter detector
[NPO-10355] B71-10292 01
Instrument detects bacterial life forms
[GSFC-10972] B71-10312 05
Seduction of valve leakage - A concept
[HPO-12003] B71-10315 07
Liguid-fuel valve with precise throttling control
[NPO-10808] B71-10119 07
Gas chromatograph sample-transfer valve
CABC-10127] B71-10174 04
ADAPTEBS
Clocking connector replaces adapter cables
[H-FS-11778] B71-10428 01
ADDING CIRCUITS
High-speed digital plotter
[ABG-90001] B71-10049 02
ADDITIVES
Improved methods of forming monolithic integrated
circuits having complementary bipolar transistors
[LAHGLEY-10358] B71-10035 01
Bapid analytical determination of glutaraldehyde
concentrations
[A8G-10413] 871-10017 05
Nonflammable organic-base paint for oxygen-rich
atmospheres
[H-FS-20486] B71-10077 01
Energy levels and transition probability matrix
elements of ruby for maser applications
[NPO-11687] B71-10308 09
Hicrovave biasing improves detector response in the
infrared region
[GSFC-11050] B71-10313 01
Optimum doping achieves high guantnm yields in GaAs
photoemitters
[H-FS-20962] B71-10357 03
Besin additive improves performance of
high-temperature hydrocarbon lubricants
[LEBIS-11364] B71-10394 01
Insolnbilization process increases enzyme stability
[ABC-10314] B71-10113 01
ADPUCTS
Solvation agent for disnlfide precipitates from
inhibited glycol-water solutions
[HSC-13695] B71-10331 01
ADBHOSINE THIPBOSPHATE (ATP)
Bacterial adenosine triphosphate as a measure of
urinary tract infection
[GSFC-11092] B71-10051 05
Instrument detects bacterial life forms
[GSFC-10972] B71-10312 05
ADHESION
Improved reflective coating for integrating spheres
CGSFC-10855] B71-10110 03
Investigation to identify paint coatings resistive
to microorganism growth
[H-FS-20458] B71-10310 01
Electroplating on titanium alloy
[H-FS-21251] B71-10338 08
ADBESIVES
Synthesis of flnorinated organic compounds using
oxygen diflnoride
CNPO-12061] B71-10151 01
Polymer containing functional end groups is base for
new polymers
CHPO-10998] B71-10181 01
Limited life item management
[H-FS-24020] B71-10196 06
Nondestructive testing of adhesive bonds by nuclear
qnadrnpole resonance method
[H-FS-21160] B71-10208 01
Improved epoxy resin for constructing cryogenic
filament-wound pressure vessels
[LEBIS-11261] B71-10261 04
Instant acting adhesive system
[HSC-13732] B71-10317 01
Effects of the thermal sterilization procedure on
polymeric products
[NPO-11688] B71-10362 04
Protective coating for salt-bath brazing
[LE1IS-90255] B71-10381 08
Cold-blade stripper for polyimide and TFE insulation
on FCC
[H-FS-20115] B71-10460 08
Microorganism sample device
[LANGLEY-10258] B71-10487 05
New primers for adhesive bonding of aluminum alloys
[H-FS-21387] B71-10188 04
ADIABATIC FLOS
Compressed gas handbook
[KSC-10662] B71-10272 03
ADJUSTING
Pressurized suits can be fabricated with adjustable
dimensions
[BSC-12398} B71-10092 05
Induction brazing manual
[H-FS-14924] B71-10123 08
Calibration-interval adjustment indicator - A
concept
[S-FS-18693] B71-10309 01
1EEI1L EXPLOSIONS
An unconfined, large-volume hydrogen/air explosion
[HUC-11000] B71-10041 03
AEBIAL PBOTOGBAPHY
Cloud-free resolution element statistics program
[GSFC-11194] B71-10463 09
AEBODTHiHIC CHARACTERISTICS
Technigne for the integral casting of pressure
instrumentation in wind-tunnel models
[LANGLEY-10812] B71-10247 08
AEBODYNAHIC DBAG
NASA-tricot - A lightweight radar reflective,
knitted fabric
[LANGLEY-10776] B71-10342 04
AEBODYNABIC FOBCES
Computer program for calculating aerodynamic forces
on blade sections
[LEBIS-11382] B71-10153 09
A study of high frequency nonlinear combustion
instability in baffled annular liquid propellant
rocket motors
[NPO-11800] B71-10532 09
AEBODYNAHIC STALLING
Prediction of stall characteristics of straight wing
aircraft
[LANGLEY-11013] B71-10501 09
AEBODYNAIICS
Peak structural response to nonstationary random
excitations
[HPO-11617] B71-10188 06
Rind tunnel investigations at transonic Bach numbers
[H-FS-20895] B71-10251 06
AEBOSOLS
Simplified procedure for emission spectrochemical
analysis
[LEBIS-10985] B71-10359 01
ABBOSPACE EHGIHEBBING
Vibrational transfer functions for base excited
systems
[B-FS-21132] B71-10111 09
AEBOSPACE INDOSTBY
Induction brazing manual
[H-FS-14924] B71-10123 08
Sensitive gaseous hydrogen detection system
[H-FS-21161] B71-10209 04
AEBOSPACE HEDICINE
Instrument detects bacterial life forms
[GSFC-10972] B71-10312 05
AGE FACTOB
Limited life item management
[H-FS-24020] ' B71-10196 06
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4IB
Dynanc response of viscous compressible fluids in
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tB-FS-20542] B71-10269 03
Compressed gas handbook
CKSC-10662] B71-10272 03
Psychrometric chart for physiological research
[ABC-10394] B71-10470 03
AIB COHDITIOSIHG BQDIPHBST
Portable circuit-interruption indicator
fKSC-10546] B71-102U6 02
. AIB COOLIBG
Rater electrolysis module
[ARC-102161 B7 - 3 03
AIB FLOB
Prevention of damage to delicate connectors daring
mounting of heavy engines for testing
rNDC-10322] B71-10044 06
Bicroorganism sample device
[LANGLBY-10258] B71-10487 05
AIB IHTAKES
Remote coupling of air lines
CNOC-10225] B71-10101 07
AIB LOCKS
Air lock mechanism speeds specimen testing in
high-temperature vacuum furnaces
[LAHGLEY-10841] B71-10493 07
AIB POLLDTIOB
Exhaust cloud rise and diffusion in the atnosphere
CH-FS-21119] B71-10111 03
Computer-controlled mass spectrometer for on-line
gas analysis
[BPO-11427] B71-10191 03
Atmospheric pollution measurement by optical cross
correlation methods - A concept
CH-FS-12078J B71-10224 02
Analysis of low resolution mass spectra
CGSFC-11279] B71-10267 09
Antipollntion system to remove nitrogen dioxide gas
[LERIS-11297] B71-10393 01
Bicroorganism sample device
[LAHGtEY-10258] B71-10487 05
AIB PDBIFICATIOB
Hiniature carbon dioxide sensor
[HSC-13332] B71-10536 03
AIB TEAPFIC COSTBOL
Lift distribution in a rectangular jet
[ABC-10424] B71-10030 09
Systems for dead-reckoning navigation and for
simulation of instrumental error - Concepts
[B-FS-20860] B71-10072 07
AIBBOBHE EQDIPHBHT
Composite antenna feed system operates from 7BF to
X-band
[GSFC-11046] B71-10410 02
AIBCBAFT ACCIDEBTS
Aircraft-crash-locating transmitter features design
improvements
[B-yS-16609] B71-10213 02
AIBCBAFT COHFIGOBATIOBS
Prediction of stall characteristics of straight wing
aircraft
[LANGLET-11013] B71-10501 09
AIBCBAFT DESIGI
Unified hatch system
CBSC-15813] B71-10095 06
Rind tunnel investigations at transonic Bach numbers
[B-FS-20895) B71-10254 06
Bydranlic expansion process shapes large aetal
sheets
[BSC-12432] B71-10511 07
AIBCBAFT DBTECTIOI
Aircraft-crash-locating transmitter features design
improvements
[B-FS-16609] B71-10213 02
Composite antenna feed system operates from THF to
X-band
[GSFC-11046] B71-10110 02
AIBCBAFT BODELS
Lift distribution in a rectangular jet
[ABC-10424] B71-10030 09
AIBCBAFT SAFETY
Hydraulic actuator motion limiter ensures operator
safety
[ABC-10131] B71-10233 07
Laser net - A concept for monitoring vingtip
vortices on runways
[B-FS-20857] B71-10360 02
AIBCBIFT STBOCTOBES
Torch kit for welding in difficult areas
[BSC-1570S] B71-10070 08
Process for producing molybdenum foil and
collapsible tubing
[GSFC-10008] B71-10073 08
Peak structural response to nonstationary random
excitations
fSPO-11617J B71-10188 06
Thermally stable polyimides from solutions of
monomeric reactants
[LERIS-1132S) B71-10oa2 04
AIBFOILS
Computing incompressible laminar and turbulent
boundary layer formation
CLERIS-11190] B71-10155 09
ilBSPBED
Laser Doppler instrument measures fluid velocity
without reference beam
[XAC-10770] B71-10120 03
ALDEHYDES
Bapid analytical determination of glntaraldehyde
concentrations
[ABG-10»13] B71-10C47 05
AL6EBBA
Exhaust cloud rise and diffusion in the atmosphere
[B-FS-21119] B71-10111 03
ALGOBITBBS
Balti-dimensional real Fourier transform
[HPO-11648] B71-10133 09
Bethod for constructing periodic orbits in nonlinear
dynamic systems
[B-FS-11654] B71-10151 09
A topological approach to computer-aided sensitivity
analysis
CABC-10214] B71-10164 02
Pattern recognition technigne
[HPO-11337] B71-10187 06
Efficient digital comparison technigue for logic
circuits
[B-FS-21080] B71-10218 02
Battery simulation program
[HPO-11580] B71-10250 09
NASTBAN computer system level 12.1
[GSFC-10991] B71-10285 09
A continued fraction generator for smooth pulse
segnences
[BSC-13697] B71-1030U 01
Computation of group table alphanumeric display
[LERIS-11316] B71-10373 09
Error evaluation for difference approximations to
ordinary differential eguations
[B-FS-21610] B71-10423 09
ALIGHHEHT
Performance evaluation system for xnertial
navigation egnipment
[BSC-13542] B71-10087 02
Ultrasonic scanning system for in-place inspection
of brazed-tube joints
[B-FS-21166] B71-10227 06
Application of calibration masks to TV vidicon tube
[KSC-10589] B71-10404 02
Botary stripper for shielded and unshielded FCC
[B-FS-20119] B71-10465 08
Laser device provides accurate reference to true
gravitational vertical
[ABC-IOOtl] B71-10479 07
ALKALI BETALS
Betal-to-ceraaic seals - A literature survey
[HPO-11H30] B71-10116 08
ALKALIES
Electroplating on titanium alloy
[B-FS-21251] B71-10338 08
ALKTL COBPODHDS
Inexpensive anti-fog coating for windows
CBSC-13530] 871-10109 04
Improved fire-resistant coatings
[GSFC-10072] B71-10198 04
ALLOTS
Improved sheath removal technique for very small
thermocouples
tLERIS-11228] B71-10179 01
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Alloy vapor deposition using ion plating and flash
evaporation
[LEWIS-11262] B71-10199 08
Interpretation of aluminum-alloy veld radiography
[B-FS-20913] B71-10206 08
Strain gage performance above 1033 K
[B-FS-18831] B71-10225 04
Improved brazing technigue for pyrolytic graphite
[NPO-12026] B71-10293 08
Bapid nethod for sampling metals for materials
identification
[KSC-17332] B71-10320 04
Cast segment evaluation
[B-FS-21354] , B71-10363 08
Exothermic brazing units
[B-FS-21435] B71-10467 08
ALPBiHOBEBIC CHABACTEBS
Pattern recognition technique
[HPO-11337] B71-10187 06
Solid-state data interpretation system - A concept
[B-FS-20587] B71-10366 02
Computation of group table alphanumeric display
[LEWIS-11346] B71-10373 09
FOBTBAH ii digital program changer
[BSC-17567] B71-10448 09
ALTITUDE COHTBOL
Spin vector control of a spinning space station
[B-FS-21333] B71-10296 09
ALDBINUB
Hydraulically operated tilt table
[B-FS-21047] B71-10024 05
Ride-angle, circularly polarized,
omnidirectional-array antenna
[GSFC-10928] B71-10033 01
A 7. 6m /25-ft/ extreme environments simulator
[HPO-11353] B71-10036 03
Fluid slip ring transfers coolant to rotating
egnipaent
[BSC-13451] B71-10083 07
Low-cost quasi-parabolic antenna
[LEWIS-11291] B71-10121 01
Simple, shock-free, guick-release connector - A
concept
[LEWIS-11178] B71-10146 07
Synthesis of fluorinated organic compounds using
oxygen difluoride
[NPO-12061] B71-10154 01
Inexpensive, large-diameter, radar tracking and
calibration spheres
[XLA-11154J B71-10190 01
Erosion of metals by multiple impacts with water
[BQ-10591] B71-10197 04
Interpretation of aluminum-alloy weld radiography
CB-FS-20943] B71-10206 08
Nondestructive testing of adhesive bonds by nuclear
qnadropole resonance method
[B-FS-21160] B71-10208 04
Device prepares aluminum surfaces for welding
[B-FS-20750] B71-10214 07
Portable lightweight bandsaw
[B-FS-16927] B71-10237 07
Plating by glass-bead peening
[GSFC-11163] B71-10256 08
Technique for in-piace welding of aluminum backed up
by a combustible material
[LEWIS-11328] B71-10257 08
Variable ratio beam splitter for laser applications
[ABC-10391] B71-10265 03
Beduction of valve leakage - A concept
[HPO-12003] B71-10315 07
nonvolatile read/write memory element - A concept
[GSFC-10993] B71-10346 01
A study of nitride devices for computer memory
applications
[B-FS-20971] B71-10350 03
Silicon contact for area reduction of integrated
circuits
[B-FS-20688] B71-10368 01
High density plasma gun generates plasmas at 190
kilometers per second
[H-FS-20589] B71-10383 03
High temperature autoclave vacuum seals
[B-FS-21131] B71-10433 08
ALDBIHOB ALLOTS
Hetal alloy resistivity measurements at very low
temperatures
[HUC-10557] B71-10104 04
Differential expansion fitting for cryogenic liquid
tanks
[LEWIS-11260] B71-10268 08
Investigation to identify paint coatings resistive
to microorganism growth
[B-FS-20458J B71-10310 04
Electroplating on titanium alloy
[B-FS-21251] B71-10338 08
Cadmium plated steel caps seal anodized aluminum
fittings
[H-FS-20137] B71-10355 05
Discrete-component S-band power amplifier
[GSFC-11248] B71-10365 01
Fracture mechanics evaluation of T1-6A1-4V pressure
vessels
[BSC-13995] B71-10413 09
Liquid-fuel valve with precise throttling control
[HPO-10808] B71-10449 07
Hew primers for adhesive bonding of aluminum alloys
[H-FS-21387] B71-10488 04
Hetal-shearing energy absorber
[HQ-10638] B71-10503 07
Nondestructive testing of bond integrity in foam
insulation/aluminum composites
[H-FS-20786] B71-10507 06
Joint preload properties of structural threaded
fasteners
[H-FS-21453] B71-10531 08
ALDBISOB COATIBGS
Bigid open-cell polynrethane foam for cryogenic
insulation
[LEWIS-11220] B71-10079 04
HASA-tricot - A lightweight radar reflective,
knitted fabric
[LAHGLEY-10776] B71-10342 04
ALDBIHDB COHPOOHDS
Bew materials for fireplace logs
[B-FS-21363] B71-10339 04
Graphite-reinforced aluminam composite
[B-FS-21077] B71-10482 04
ALOBIHOH OXIDES
Ceramic wiring board increases packaging density of
electronic modules
[HSC-13497] B71-10084 01
Self-replaceable thermocouple for molten steel bath
- A concept
[HDC-10223] B71-10125 01
New understanding of fiber composite materials
[NPO-11605] B71-10161 04
Precision calibration and reference voltage source
for data acguisition systems
[H-FS-20950] B71-10298 02
Energy levels and transition probability matrix
elements of ruby for maser applications
[HPO-11687] B71-10308 09
Superconductor transition temperatures study
[B-FS-21247] B71-10385 03
Improved electron emitter
[LEWIS-10814] B71-10388 03
ALDBIHDB SILICATES
Ceramic backup ring prevents undesirable weld-metal
buildup
[HDC-10357] B71-10117 08
ABBIEHCE
Improved transducer for sgneeze-film bearings
[B-FS-20826] B71-10140 07
Bemote control radioactive-waste removal system uses
modulated laser transmitter
[LAHGLEY-10311] B71-10343 03
Cable insulation cut-through tester
[B-FS-20114] B71-10459 08
ABBIEHT TEBPBBATUBB
Vacuum-jacketed rotary joints for pipelines
[KSC-10519] B71-10018 07
Improved epoxy resin for constructing cryogenic
filament-wound pressure vessels
[LEWIS-11261] B71-10261 04
Polymerization of perfluorobutadiene at near-ambient
conditions
[NPO-10447] B71-10291 04
Development of conformal coating materials
[H-FS-21393] B71-10483 04
ABBIGOITY
Digital decoder for phase-delay coded data
[GSFC-10894] B71-10345 01
ABIHES
Solvation agent for disnlfide precipitates from
inhibited glycol-water solutions
[BSC-1369S] B71-10331 04
ABIHO ACIDS
Automatic amino acid analyzer
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[ABC-10215] B71-10165 01
Insolnbilization process increases enzyme stability
r»BC-1031»] B71-10013 01
AHHOHI1
Antipollntion system to remove nitrogen dioxide gas
[LEWIS-11297] B71-10393 04
AHHOHIDH PEBCHLOBiTBS
Flame zone of a composite propellant expanded by a
laser source
[LAHGLET-10660] B71-10335 03
AHHDHITIOB
Teardown analysis for detecting shelf-life
degradation
[H-FS-24017] B71-10195 00
AHOOHT
CSB programs SB, BCS propellant quantity gaging
systems program
[HSC-17308] B71-10130 09
AHPLIFICATIOH
Polarographic carbon dioxide transducer amplifier
CHSC-13728] B71-10090 02
ERG isolator
[H-FS-21236] B71-10124 05
Predicting vibrational failure of flexible ducting
[B-FS-16750] B71-10150 06
Bultifunction audio digitizer for communications
systems
[BSC-13855] B71-10318 02
BF-controlled implantable solid state switch
[AEC-10136] B71-10426 01
4BPLIFIEBS
Conductive elastomeric extensometer
[H-FS-21049] B71-10032 01
Active parallel redundancy for electronic
integrator-type control circuits
[BUC-10231] B71-10040 01
Dual-channel circuit conditions/amplifies
transducers' inputs and outputs
[BSC-15712] B71-10069 01
Wein bridge oscillator circuit
[BSC-13686] B71-10089 01
Electronic device increases threshold sensitivity
and removes noise from FB communications receiver
[BSC-12165] B71-10091 02
Subminiature transducer measures unsteady pressures
[ABC-10349] B71-1011* 01
High current compensation network for dc logarithmic
amplifiers
[HDC-10148] B71-10128 01
Bicrowave cryogenic thermal-noise standards
[HPO-11424] B71-10139 03
Improved transducer for sgueeze-film bearings
[H-FS-20826] B71-10140 07
Electrical instrument measures position and velocity
of shock naves
[ABC-10356] B71-101H3 03
Isolated-line commutator-amplifier
CH-FS-207311] B71-10118 02
Riniatnre implantable instrument measures and
transmits heart function data
[ABC-10201] B71-10163 05
Triangular-nave generator with controlled sweep
polarity
CABC-10332] B71-10166 03
Voltage-controlled oscillator
[ABC-10078] B71-10171 01
A 20 kHz power oscillator
[LEWIS-11319] B71-10174 01
lall attachment, flueric crossover ' 'ASD" gate
[ILA-07391] B71-10178 07
Coarse roll-rate gain-control circuit
[ABC-10064] B71-10204 01
Solar cell power scanner
[LEWIS-11280] B71-10223 02
Constant-amplitude, frequency-independent phase
shifter
[ABC-10269] B71-10230 02
Isosceles detector provides maximum resolution in
expanded range
[GSFC-10932] B71-10279 01
Oscillator with wide dynamic tuning range
[GSFC-11086] B71-10286 01
Precision calibration and reference voltage source
for data acquisition systems
[B-FS-20950] B71-10298 02
Bicrowave biasing improves detector response in the
infrared region
[GSFC-11050] B71-10313 01
Pressure transducer with four-decade dynamic range
[KSC-1038U] B71-10323 01
Communications system for zero-g simulation tests in
water
[B-FS-21357] B71-10344 02
laveshaping electronic circuit
(B-FS-14916) B71-10I429 01
Low-frequency triangular wave generator
[ABC-10259] B71-10469 01
Brnshless dc motor with dual windings
[B-FS-21290] B71-10530 02
ABPLITUDB BODOLATIOH
Isosceles detector provides maximum resolution in
expanded range
[GSFC-10932] B71-10279 01
AHPLITDDES
Improved transducer for sgoeeze-film bearings
[H-FS-20826] B71-10140 07
A 20 kHz power oscillator
[LEWIS-11319] B71-10174 01
Hultiloop distributed BC active networks
[ABC-10200] B71-10177 01
Determination of nonlinear resistance
voltage-current relationships by measuring
harmonics
[B-FS-20U02] B71-10182 01
Constant-amplitude, freguency-independent phase
shifter
[ABC-10269] B71-10230 02
Dynamic response of viscous compressible fluids in
rigid tubes
[H-FS-20512] B71-10269 03
Improved relay chatter detector
[BPO-10355] B71-10292 01
Planet geometric center tracker
[ABC-10084] B71-10445 02
Low-frequency triangular wave generator
[ARC-10259] B71-10469 01
AHPODLES
Salt stabilizer for preventing chlorine depletion
and increasing shelf-life of potable water - A
concept
[BSC-17153] B71-10097 Oil
Preparation of homogeneous vitreous materials for
electronic and optical devices
[HQ-10670] B71-10172 01
Instrument detects bacterial life forms
[GSFC-10972] B71-10312 05
AHAEBOBES
Beusable anaerobic system for microbiological
studies - A concept
[HSC-13920] B71-10U95 05
AHALOG COBPOTEBS
Efficient digital comparison technigue for logic
circuits
[B-FS-21080] B71-10218 02
Stored program concept for analog computers
[B-FS-20874] B71-10210 09
Virtual-image display system for flight simulators
[AEC-10175] B71-10427 03
Hetabolic breath analyzer
[B-FS-21415] B71-10166 05
AHALOG DATA
Isosceles detector provides maximum resolution in
expanded range
[GSFC-10932) B71-10279 01
Data sampling system for monitor and control station
[B-FS-20948] B71-10299 02
Low cost, logarithmic mass flow computer
[LEWIS-11001] B71-10407 06
AHALOG SIBOLATIOH
Stored program concept for analog computers
[B-FS-20874) B71-10240 09
AHALO6 TO DIGITAL COHVEBTBRS
Hnltifnnction audio digitizer for communications
systems
[BSC-13855] B71-10318 02
High efficiency telemetry method
[HPO-10388] B71-10371 02
ABALTTIC FDBCTIOSS
Analytical methods for bacterial kinetics studies
[LBL-10011] B71-10192 05
AHALITICAL CHBBISTBI
Fast peak selector for mass spectrometer
[LAHGLEI-10268] B71-10009 01
Bapid analytical determination of glntaraldehyde
concentrations
[ABG-10413] 871-100*7 05
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ABALJXEBS
Automatic amino acid analyzer
[iBC-10215] B71-10165 04
A real-time statistical time-series analyzer
[BSC-12U28] B71-10276 02
Improved charged-particle analyzer - A concept
[XAC-05506] B71-10283 03
ABCHOBS (FASTBBEBS)
Retal-shearing energy absorber
CHQ-10638] B71-10503 07
ABE10HEIEBS
Peak vind speed anemometer /maioieter/
[B-FS-20916] B71-10023 07
Anemometer calibrator
[B-FS-21424] B71-10519 03
AHGLS OF ATTACK
Prediction of stall characteristics of straight ving
aircraft
CLAHGLEY-11013] B71-10501 09
AHG1BS (GEOBETBI)
Compnter program for calculating aerodynamic forces
on blade sections
[LEWIS-11382] B71-10153 09
Eye point-of-regard system
[ABC-10360] B71-10476 05
AHGOLAB BBSOLDTIOH
Optical inspection tool for interior surfaces of
fluid lines
[H-FS-15162] B71-10513 06
AHBT&BIDES
Antipollntion system to remove nitrogen dioxide gas
[LEWIS-11297] B71-10393 04
Thermally stable polyimides from solutions of
monomeric reactants
[LEWIS-11325] B71-10442 04
Hev primers for adhesive bonding of aluminum alloys
[B-FS-21387] B71-10488 0*
AHIHALS
Miniature battery-operated electromagnetic system
for blood flow measurements
CAHC-10362] B71-10lt77 05
ABISOTBOPY
Producing graphite with desired properties
[HOC-11001] B71-10042 04
KASTRAH computer system level 12. 1
[GSFC-10991] B71-10285 09
Improved brazing technique for pyrolytic graphite
[HPO-12026] B71-10293 08
Structural behavior of tapered inflated fabric
cylinders under various loading conditions
fHSC-15317] B71-10327 06
AHHEtLIBG
Process for producing molybdenum foil and
collapsible tubing
[GSFC-10008] B71-10073 08
Erosion of metals by multiple impacts with water
[HQ-10591] B71-10197 04
ABBDLAB PLATES
Split stator vane row for fans and compressors
[ABC-10288] B71-10528 06
ABBOLI
Durable cathodes for high-power inert-gas arcs
[LEBIS-11162] B71-10264 03
Steady temperature and density distributions in a
gas containing heat sources
[LEWIS-10905] B71-10398 09
AHODBS
Hxniatnre fuel cells relieve gas pressure in sealed
batteries
[XGS-11370] B71-10064 02
Submersed sensing electrode used in fuel-cell type
hydrogen detector
[B-FS-14655] B71-10071 01
Alloy vapor deposition using ion plating and flash
evaporation
[LEBIS-11262] B71-10199 08
Electrolysis cell functions as water vapor
dehnmidifier and oxygen generator
[ABC-10316] B71-10231 01
Durable cathodes for high-power inert-gas arcs
[LEWIS-11162] B71-10264 03
Bapid method for sampling metals for materials
identification
[BSC-17332] B71-10320 04
Improved plasma accelerator
fABC-10109] B71-10454 03
Laser device provides accurate reference to true
gravitational vertical
[ABC-10444] B71-10479 07
Hide-range logarithmic radiometer for measuring high
temperatures
[ABC-10254] B71-10498 01
AIODIZIBG
Cadmium plated steel caps seal anodized aluminum
fittings
[B-FS-20137] B71-10355 05
ABTEBBA ABBATS
Wide-angle, circularly polarized,
omnidirectional-array antenna
[GSFC-10928] B71-10033 01
Economical phased-array antenna for environmental
applications
CHQ-10434] B71-10057 0?
ABTEBBA FEEDS
Badial rotating antenna-feed system
[GSFC-11013] B71-10025 01
Dual-frequency feed-horn antenna
[GSFC-10820] B71-10056 02
Enhancing efficiency of single, large-aperture
antennas
[BQ-10597] B71-10287 01
Composite antenna feed system operates from 7BF to
I-band
[GSFC-11046] B71-10410 02
ABTEBBA BADIATIOH PATTEBBS
Aotomatic reference level control for an antenna
pattern recording system
[H-FS-20257] B71-10014 01
Composite antenna feed system operates from VBF to
Z-band
[GSFC-11046] B71-10410 02
ABTBBBAS
Tracking antenna deformation program
[GSFC-11191] B71-10017 09
Low-cost gnasi-parabolic antenna
[LEWIS-11291] B71-10121 01
HF-controlled implantable solid state switch
[ABC-10136] B71-10426 01
Badiation diffraction calculation program /DIFF2/
[GSFC-11422] B71-10462 09
•BTHBACBBB
Scintillation detector for carbon-14
[ABC-10378] B71-10144 03
iSTIFfiEEZBS
Solvation agent for disnlfide precipitates from
inhibited glycol-water solutions
[HSC-13695] B71-10331 04
ABTIBOHY
Preparation of homogeneous vitreous materials for
electronic and optical devices
[BQ-10670] B71-10172 04
AHTIOIIDAHTS
The deterioration of intermediate moisture foods
[HSC-13827] B71-10332 05
AHTISBPTICS
Improved method of using paraformaldehyde as a
disinfectant
[BSC-15887] B71-10096 05
iHVILS
Cable insulation cut-through tester
[B-FS-20114] B71-10459 08
APBBTDBBS
Digital telemetry system eliminates data redundancy
[BSC-12388] B71-10082 02
Badiant energy absorption enhancement in optical
imaging systems
[ABC-10194] B71-10112 03
Active cavity radiometer, type III - An automatic,
absolute standard, highly accurate detector
[BPO-11504] B71-10131 03
Beam sgnint correction for a diplex, retrodirective
phased array
[GSFC-11023] B71-10444 02
Bodified camera records lens settings on film
[BSC-12363] B71-10494 03
Shutter design for stereoscopic camera
[BSC-13613] B71-10506 03
iPEIES
nodular construction provides large volume storage
facility in minimum space
[B-FS-13568] B71-10354 08
APPBOIIBATIOB
Approximate properties of the response of nonlinear
dynamic systems to stochastic inputs
[B-FS-20717] B71-10273 03
A continued fraction generator for smooth pulse
sequences
[BSC-13697] B71-10304 01
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Statistical analysis tables for truncated or
censored samples
[B-FS-21024] B71-10351 03
Error evaluation for difference approximations to
ordinary differential equations
[H-FS-21610] B71-10423 09
Hybrid computer techniques for solving partial
differential equations
[H-FS-21386] B71-10424 09
flinimnm weight neteoroid shielding determination
[BSC-17017] B71-10447 09
4QOEOOS SOLUTIOHS
Bapid analytical determination of glntaraldehyde
concentrations
[ABG-10413] B71-10047 05
Bacterial adenosine triphosphate as a measure of
urinary tract infection
[GSFC-11092] B71-10051 05
Photosensitive plastic used to produce
three-dimensional casting patterns
[LAHGLEY-10742] B71-10127 08
Electrolysis cell functions as water vapor
dehnmidifier and oxygen generator
[ABC-10316] B71-10231 01
New primers for adhesive bonding of aluminum alloys
[B-FS-21387] B71-10188 04
ABC HEATIIG
Inexpensive high-temperature furnace for
thermocouple calibration
[NUC-10372] B71-100II6 03
ABC LAMPS
& 7.6m /25-ft/ extreme environments simulator
[HPO-11353] B71-10036 03
Durable cathodes for high-power inert-gas arcs
[LEHIS-11162] B71-10264 03
Oscillating tank circuit eliminates ballast resistor
in lamp control circuit
[B-FS-20891] B71-10275 01
ABGOS
Alloy vapor deposition using ion plating and flash
evaporation
[LEWIS-11262] B71-10199 08
Oxidation-resistant silicide coating applied to
colnmbium alloy screen
[ARC-10186] B71-10229 04
Durable cathodes for high-power inert-gas arcs
[LEHIS-11162] B71-10264 03
Improved brazing technique for pyrolytic graphite
[HPO-12026] B71-10293 08
Simplified procedure for emission spectrochemical
analysis
[LEHIS-10985] B71-10359 01
Superconductor transition temperatures study
[B-FS-21247] B71-10385 03
ABBATOBES
Improved relay chatter detector
[NPO-10355] B71-10292 01
Air lock mechanism speeds specimen testing in
high-temperature vacuum furnaces
[LANGLEY-10841] B71-10493 07
ABBOB
Analysis and design of a flat central finned-tnbe
radiator
[LEHIS-10893] B71-10399 09
ABBS (AHATOHT)
Improved orthopedic arm joint
[B-Ftf-21611] B71-10485 05
ABEATS
High-reliability release mechanism
[LEMIS-11233] B71-10080 07
Data sampling system for monitor and control station
[B-FS-20948] B71-10299 02
Nonvolatile read/write memory element - A concept
[GSFC-10993] B71-10346 01
Diode matrix reduces computer memory power
requirements
fGSFC-10994] B71-10347 01
Graphite-reinforced aluminum composite
[H-FS-21077] B71-10482 04
ABSEBIC
Preparation of homogeneous vitreous materials for
electronic and optical devices
[HQ-10670] B71-10172 04
ASBESTOS
Electrolysis cell functions as water vapor
dehumidifier and oxygen generator
[1BC-10316] B71-10231 01
ASSATIHG
Instrument detects bacterial life forms
[GSFC-10972] B71-10312 05
ASSEBBLEB BOOTIBES
Tracking antenna deformation program
[GSFC-11191] B71-10017 09
Fiscal output data produce versatile graphic-numeric
charts
[HOC-10394] B71-10108 09
ASSEBBLIES
Induction brazing nannal
[B-FS-14924] B71-10123 08
ELAS8 - Computer program for linear structure
equilibrium problems
[HPO-11555] B71-10185 09
Simple two-speed tape transport drive
CGSFC-10981] B71-10409 06
Folding tool for preparing FCC molded-plng
terminations
[B-FS-20116] B71-10422 08
Clocking connector replaces adapter cables
[B-FS-14778] B71-10428 01
Precision, triple-parameter, nondestructive-test
system for in-process microwelding
[ABC-10402] B71-10452 01
Handling fixture for soldering round wires to FCC
[B-FS-20118] B71-10464 08
ASSEHBLIHG
Low-cost quasi-parabolic antenna
[LEHIS-11291] B71-10121 01
Exothermic brazing units
CB-FS-21435] B71-10467 08
ASSEBBLT LAHGDAGE
FOBTBAN 4 digital program changer
[BSC-17567] B71-10448 09
ASTEOHADTS
High mobility work station restraint support
[BSC-12419] B71-10301 07
Estimating carbon monoxide exposure
[BSC-17211] B71-10319 04
ASTBOHOBY
Quick response targeting program
[B-FS-15157] B71-10147 09
ASYBPTOTIC BETHODS
Peak structural response to nonstationary random
excitations
[HPO-11617] B71-10188 06
ATBOSPBEBIC ATTEHDATIOB
Biniatnre carbon dioxide sensor
[BSC-13332] B71-10536 03
ATBOSPBEBIC DEHSITY
Cloud-free resolution element statistics program
[GSFC-11494] B71-10463 09
ATBOSPHEBIC DIFFUSIOB
Exhaust cloud rise and diffusion in the atmosphere
[B-FS-21119] B71-10111 03
ATBOSPBEBIC EHTBY
Closed-loop control of stochastic nonlinear systems
[BSC-13858] B71-10306 09
ATBOSPHEBIC PBESSDBE
Betabolic breath analyzer
[H-FS-21415] B71-10466 05
Psychrometric chart for physiological research
[ABC-10394] B71-10470 03
ATBOSPBEBIC TOBBOLEHCE
Atmospheric pollution measurement by optical cross
correlation methods - A concept
[B-FS-12078] B71-10224 02
ATOBIC EICITATIOHS
Simplified procedure for emission spectrochemical
analysis
[LEHIS-10985] B71-10359 04
ATTACHHEHT
Hall attachment, flneric crossover ''AHD" gate
[XLA-07391] B71-10178 07
ATTEHOATIOB
Fast peak selector for mass spectrometer
[LAHGLEY-10268] B71-10009 04
Rnltichannel intercom with simultaneous send/receive
capability
[B-FS-18808] B71-10228 02
ATTEHDATOBS
Universal interface enables one recorder to serve
numerous measuring instruments
[B-FS-15134] B71-10011 01
Bigid open-cell polynrethane foam for cryogenic
insulation
[LEIIS-11220] B71-10079 04
ATTITUDE (INCLIHATIOH)
Hydranlically operated tilt table
[B-FS-21047] B71-10024 05
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ATTITUDE COHTBOL SUBJECT IHDEX
Tilt table for ergometers and other biooedical
devices
[H-FS-21010] B71-10211 05
ATTITUDE COHTBOL
J 7.6m /25-ft/ extreme environments simulator
[HPO-11353] B71-10036 03
Attitude controls for YTOL aircraft
[XAC-8972] B71-10202 05
Coarse roll-rate gain-control circuit
[ARC-10061] B71-10201 01
pulse width-pulse rate modulator
[AHC-10025] B71-10197 01
iODIO EQDIPBEHT
Communications system for zero-g simulation tests in
water
[H-PS-21357] B71-10311 02
AUDIO FBEQUEHCIES
Multifunction audio digitizer for communications
systems
[HSC-13855] B71-10318 02
nondestructive testing of bond integrity in foam
insulation/aluminum composites
CH-FS-20786] B71-10507 06
AOD1TOBT SIGHALS
Aircraft-crash-locating transmitter features design
improvements
[B-FS-16609] B71-10213 02
AUTOCLAVES
High temperature autoclave vacuum seals
[B-FS-21131] B71-10133 08
High-temperature strength of prealloyed-powder
products increased by heat/pressure treatment
[LEBIS-11229] B71-10189 Olt
AOTOCODEBS
TCB operation supply inventory system /TCBSYS/
[GSFC-11306] B71-1031I4 09
ABTOBiTIC COHTBOL
Fast peak selector for mass spectrometer
[LAHGLEY-10268] B71-10009 OK
{{mature grinder for solid specimens
[H-FS-20005] B71-10059 05
Thin spray film thickness measuring technique
[H-FS-20812] B71-10062 08
Betal alloy resistivity measurements at very low
temperatures
[NOC-10557:! B71-10101 01
Automatic ammo acid analyzer
[ABC-10215] B71-10165 01
Attitude controls for VIOL aircraft
[XAC-8972] B71-10202 05
Variable-area nozzle automatically controls fluid
flow
[LEBIS-11217] B71-10222 07
Study of nondestructive techniques for redundancy
verification
[KSC-10661] B71-10258 02
Automatic transmission line monitor
[KSC-10385] B71-10288 02
A system for the automatic measurement and digital
display of systolic and diastolic blood pressures
[HSC-13227] B71-10329 05
Remote control radioactive-waste removal system uses
modulated laser transmitter
[LAHGLEY-10311] B71-103U3 03
Servo-controlled decoupler eliminates oscillations
in fluid flow - A concept
[H-FS-18793] B71-10130 06
AOTOBATIC COHTBOL VALVES
pulse width-pulse rate modulator
[AHC-10025] 871-10*97 01
Bnltichamber controllable heat pipe
[ABC-10199] B71-10526 03
AOTOBATIC GAIH COHTBOL
Automatic reference level control for an antenna
pattern recording system
[H-FS-20257] B71-10011 01
AUTOMOBILES
Limited life item management
[B-FS-211020] B71-10196 06
Estimating carbon nonozide ezposnre
[BSC-17211] B71-10319 01
Hydraulic expansion process shapes large metal
sheets
[BSC-12132] B71-10511 07
AVALAHCHE DIODES
universal interface enables one recorder to serve
numerous measuring instruments
[H-FS-1S131] B71-10011 01
High voltage lightning grounding device
[LEBIS-11282] B71-10136 01
Oscillating tank circuit eliminates ballast resistor
in lamp control circuit
[H-FS-20891] B71-10275 01
Precision calibration and reference voltage source
for data acquisition systems
[B-FS-20950] B71-10298 02
Pulse width-pulse rate modulator
[ABC-10025] B71-10H97 01
Wide-range logarithmic radiometer for measuring high
temperatures
[ABC-10254] B71-10498 01
AXIAL PlOW
Steady temperature and density distributions in a
gas containing heat sources
[LEWIS-10905] B71-10398 09
AXIAL FLO8 PDBPS
An investigation of tandem-row, high-head pump
inducers
[H-PS-21139] B71-10152 07
AXIAL FLOS TUBBIHES
Study aids accuracy of turbopump axial thrust
analysis
[B-FS-18771] B71-10020 07
AXIAL LOADS
Computer program for predicting creep behavior of
bodies of revolution
CHUC-11101] B71-10037 09
High-temperature, long-life polyimide seals for
hydraulic actuator rods
[LEBIS-11212] B71-10098 07
Improved transducer for sgueeze-film bearings
[B-FS-20826] B71-10110 07
Botordynamic response analysis program
[HQ-10579] B71-10211 09
Structural behavior of tapered inflated fabric
cylinders under various loading conditions
[HSC-15317] B71-10327 06
AXIAL STBAIH
Method for calculating the stresses in pressure
vessels
[HSC-13515] B71-10511 06
AXIAL STBESS
Instrument accurately measures stress loads in
threaded bolts
[H-FS-21121] B71-10<t86 01
AXISTBBETHIC BODIES
FEATS - Finite element thermal stress analysis of
plane or axisymmetric solids
[NUC-10212] B71-10038 09
AUTOTEB ' Automated geometry meshing and heat
conduction calculation
[HUC-10211] B71-10039 09
Conpnter program for thermal analysis of shadow
shields in a vacuum
[LEBIS-11236] B71-10115 09
Computing incompressible laminar and turbulent
boundary fayer formation
[LEBIS-11190] B71-10155 09
Axisymmetric and cylindrical isostable structures -
A concept
[HPO-12019] B71-10116 06
AZIHOTH
Prevention of damage to delicate connectors during
mounting of heavy engines for testing
[HOC-10322] B71-1001« 06
Bemote control radioactive-waste removal system uses
modulated laser transmitter
[LAHGLBY-10311] B71-10313 03
Eye pomt-of-regard system
[ABC-10360] B71-10176 05
AZOLBS
Solvation agent for disnlfide precipitates from
inhibited glycol-water solutions
[HSC-13695] B71-10331 01
B
BACKSCATTEBIHG
Electromagnetic simulation of microwave backscatter
from the ocean surface - A feasibility study
[H-FS-20176] B71-10016 01
Remote determination of sea conditions by
electromagnetic backscatter measurement
[B-FS-13777] B71-10027 01
BACKUPS
High-reliability release mechanism
[LEBIS-11233] B71-10080 07
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SUBJECT IHDEI BENDING
Ceramic backup ring prevents undesirable weld-metal
buildup
[HOC-10357] B71-10117 08
BACTBBIA
Bacterial adenosine triphosphate as a measure of
onnary tract infection
[GSFC-11092] B71-10051 05
Instrument detects bacterial life ferns
[GSFC-10972] B71-10312 05
Improved vacanm probe collects surface-contamination
samples
[LANGLEY-10623] B71-10475 05
Reusable anaerobic system for microbiological
studies - £ concept
[BSC-13920] B71-10195 05
BACTEBICIDES
Salt stabilizer for preventing chlorine depletion
and increasing shelf-life of potable water - A
concept
CBSC-17153] B71-10097 OH
A Sliver ion water sterilization system
[BSC-15734] B71-10278 OH
BACTE8IOLOGT
Analytical methods for bacterial kinetics studies
tLBL-10011] B71-10192 05
BAFFLES
Electrolysis cell functions as water vapor
aehumidifier and oxygen generator
tABC-10316] B71-10231 01
Dynamics of short pressure probes
[LEWIS-11293] B71-10374 09
Improved molecular sorbent trap for high-vacuum
systems
[ARC-10056] B71-10U78 03
BALL BEABIRGS
Peak wind speed anemometer /maxoneter/
[B-FS-20916] B71-10023 07
Hydraulically operated tilt table
[B-FS-210<t7] B71-10024 05
Fluid slip ring transfers coolant to rotating
equipment
[BSC-13451] B71-10083 07
Series-hybrid bearing - An approach to extending
bearing fatigue life at high speeds
[LEWIS-11152] B71-10173 07
Resin additive improves performance of
high-temperature hydrocarbon lubricants
[LEWIS-113611] B71-10394 OH
Evaluation of rotating, incompressibly lubricated,
pressurized thrust bearings
[LEWIS-11511] B71-10509 09
BALLAST (BASE)
Stable, inflatable life raft for high seas rescue
operations
[BSC-12393] B71-10167 05
BALLASTS (IBFEDAHCES)
Oscillating tank circuit eliminates ballast resistor
in lamp control circuit
[B-FS-20891] B71-10275 01
BALLISTICS
Rigid open-cell polynrethane foam for cryogenic
insulation
[LEWIS-11220] B71-10079 04
BALLOOI SOOHDIHG
Wide-angle, circularly polarized,
omnidirectional-array antenna
[GSFC-10928] B71-10033 01
BALLOOHS
Inexpensive, large-diameter, radar tracking and
calibration spheres
[ILA-11151] B71-10190 01
BAHDPiSS FILTERS
Bultiloop distributed RC active networks
[ARC-10200] B71-10177 01
Tone-activated, remote, alert communication system
[HPO-11132] B71-10307 02
Tone-burst technique measures high-intensity sound
absorption
[LAHGLEY-10667] B71-10395 03
BABDBIDTH
New filter technique improves home television
reception
CHSC-13729] B71-101«1 02
A frequency division multiplex technique for
transmittinq commands
[KSC-10521] B71-10169 02
ELAS8 - Computer program for linear structure
equilibrium problems
[HPO-11555] B71-10185 09
Tone-activated, remote, alert communication system
[SPO-11132] B71-10307 02
Hultifunction andio digitizer for communications
systems
[HSC-13855] B71-10318 02
Self-synchronizing, bi-orthogonal coded PCB
telemetry system
[GSFC-11237] B71-1032« 02
Double phase-lock loop with rapid transient response
- A concept
[GSFC-10864] B71-103U9 01
Tone-burst technique measures high-intensity sound
absorption
[LANGLEY-10667] B71-10395 03
Waveshaping electronic circuit
[H-FS-14916] B71-10429 01
Servo-controlled decoupler eliminates oscillations
in fluid flow - A concept
[B-FS-18793] B71-10U30 06
Improving laser beam coherence - A concept
[ARC-10117] B71-10527 03
BATES
Self-replaceable thermocouple for molten steel bath
- A concept
[HDC-10223] B71-10125 01
Electroplating on titanium alloy
[H-FS-21251] B71-10338 08
BEAH CURREHTS
Laser device provides accurate reference to true
gravitational vertical
[ARC-10U1U] B71-10479 07
BEAH SPLITTERS
Laser Doppler instrument measures fluid velocity
without reference beam
[XAC-10770] B71-10120 03
Laser interferonetry method for absolute measurement
of the acceleration of gravity
[B-FS-21225] B71-10232 03
Laser vibration analyzer
[XAC-01670] B71-10249 03
Optical probing of supersonic flows with statistical
correlation
[B-FS-20642J B71-10252 03
Variable ratio beam splitter for laser applications
[ARC-10391] B71-10265 03
Remote control radioactive-waste removal system uses
modulated laser transmitter
[LAHGLEY-10311] 871-10343 03
Improving laser beam coherence - A concept
[ABC-10117] B71-10527 03
Bultifrequency laser beams for holographic
contouring
[AHC-103U1] B71-10534 03
Biniature carbon dioxide sensor
[BSC-13332] B71-10536 03
BEAH WAVEGUIDES
Dual-frequency feed-horn antenna
[GSFC-10820] B71-10056 02
BEAHS (BADIATIOH)
Electromagnetic simulation of microwave backscatter
from the ocean surface - A feasibility study
[B-FS-20476] B71-10016 01
Laser Doppler instrument measures fluid velocity
without reference bean
[IAC-10770] B71-10120 03
Solar cell power scanner
[LEWIS-11280] B71-10223 02
Enhancing efficiency of single, large-aperture
antennas
[HQ-10597] B71-10287 01
Optical design and analysis program
[GSFC-11393] B71-10456 09
BEAHS (SUPPORTS)
Synthesis of dynamic systems
[H-FS-21490] B71-10491 09
BEABIHGS
High-temperature pump-motor assembly
[LEWIS-10256] B71-10100 07
Hydrostatic liquid-bearing for precision gyro
[H-FS-21138] B71-10207 07
BELLOWS
Predicting vibrational failure of flexible ducting
[B-FS-16750] B71-10150 06
Liquid-fuel valve with precise throttling control
[HPO-10808] B71-104H9 07
BEBDUG
Hethod of joining metals of significantly different
expansion rates
[HPO-12076] B71-10028 08
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BBIDIBS BOBEBTS SUBJECT IHDEI
Flat-conductor cable has rotary and linear
flexibility
[B-FS-21096] B71-10242 01
Structural behavior of tapered inflated fabric
cylinders under various loading conditions
CBSC-15317] B71-10327 06
Folding tools for flat conductor cable harnesses
[B-FS-20121] B71-10«15 08
BBBDIBG BOBBBTS
Bethod for calculating the stresses in pressure
vessels
[HSC-13515] B71-10514 06
BEBTOBITE
Protective coating for salt-bath brazing
CLEBIS-90255] B71-10381 08
BEBYLLIOB COBPODHDS
Hermetically sealed notion transmitter
[BSC-17348] B71-10328 07
BETi P1HTICLES
Scintillation detector for carbon-14
CABC-10378] B71-10144 03
Sapercondactor transition temperatures study
[B-FS-21247] B71-10385 03
BIAS
Universal interface enables one recorder to serve
numerous measuring instruments
[B-FS-15134] B71-10011 01
Study of second breakdown in poser transistors using
infrared techniques
CH-FS-20748] B71-10021 01
Hnltichannel intercom with simultaneous send/receive
capability
[B-FS-18808] B71-10228 02
Laser vibration analyzer
[XAC-01670] B71-10249 03
Oscillating tank circuit eliminates ballast resistor
in lamp control circuit
[B-FS-20891] B71-10275 01
Precision calibration and reference voltage source
for data acquisition systems
CB-FS-20950] B71-10298 02
flicrowave biasing improves detector response in the
infrared region
[GSFC-11050] B71-10313 01
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
Systems of coding and their implementation
[BPO-11469J B71-10006 09
BILLETS
flethyl alcohol used as penetrant inspection medium
for porous materials
[BOC-10419] B71-10103 06
BIHETALS
Thermal heliotrope - A passive sun-tracker
CGSFC-10945] B71-10260 03
BIHABI ALLOTS
Superconductor transition temperatures study
[B-FS-21247) B71-10385 03
BIHABI CODES
Universal interface enables one recorder to serve
numerous measuring instruments
[B-FS-15131] B71-10011 01
Self-synchronizing, bi-orthogonal coded PCB
telemetry system
[GSFC-11237] B71-10324 02
Programmed multiplexing system simultaneously
monitors several voltages
[BSC-17139] B71-10517 02
BIHABT DATA
Systems of coding and their implementation
[BPO-11469] B71-10006 09
Fast carry accumulator design
CB-FS-20902] B71-10274 01
Novel shift register eliminates logic gates and
power switching circuits
[GSFC-10517] B71-10322 01
Digital parallel-to-series pulse-train converter
[BSC-12417] B71-10450 01
BIHABT DIGITS
Efficient digital comparison technigue for logic
circuits
CB-FS-21080] B71-10218 02
BIHDBBS (HATEBIALS)
Polymer containing functional end groups is base for
new polymers
[BPO-10998J B71-1018U 04
Improved fire-resistant coatings
[GSFC-10072] B71-10198 04
BIOASSAT
Binatnre grinder for solid specimens
CH-FS-20005] B71-10059 05
Statistical analysis tables for truncated or
censored samples
[B-FS-21024] B71-10351 03
BIOCHEBISTBI
Rapid analytical determination of glutaraldehyde
concentrations
[AHG-10413] B71-10047 05
Instrument detects bacterial life forms
[GSFC-10972] B71-10312 05
BIOIISTROBE1TATIOB
Bydranlically operated tilt t'able
[B-FS-21047] B71-10024 05
Conductive elastomeric extensometer
[B-FS-21049] B71-10032 01
flinatnre grinder for solid specimens
[B-FS-20005] B71-10059 05
BIOLOBIHESCEBCE
Bacterial adenosine triphosphate as a measure of
urinary tract infection
[GSFC-11092] B71-10051 05
Instrument detects bacterial life forms
[GSFC-10972] B71-10312 05
BIOBBDICAL DATA
Tilt table for ergometers and other biomedical
devices
[B-FS-21010] B71-10241 05
BIOTBLBBETRT
RF-controlled implantable solid state switch
[ABC-10136] B71-10426 01
BIREFBIHGEBCE
Variable ratao beam splitter for laser applications
[ABC-10391] B71-10265 03
Solid-state data interpretation system - A concept
[H-FS-20587] B71-10366 02
Improving laser bean coherence - A concept
[ABC-10117] B71-10527 03
BISPHEHOLS
Improved epoxy resin for constructing cryogenic
filament-wound pressure vessels
[LEHIS-11261] B71-10261 04
Instant acting adhesive system
tBSC-13732] B71-10317 04
New primers for adhesive bonding of aluminum alloys
[B-FS-21387] B71-10488 04
BISTABLE CIRCUITS
RF-controlled implantable solid state switch
[AHC-10136] B71-10426 01
BITS
An improved telemetry system
[ARC-10336] B71-10201 01
Baltifnnction audio digitizer for communications
systems
[HSC-13855] B71-10318 02
Nonvolatile read/write memory element - A concept
TGSFC-10993] B71-10346 01
Improved diamond coring bits developed for dry and
chip-flash drilling
[B-FS-21111] B71-10358 07
High efficiency telemetry method
CBPO-10388] B71-10371 02
Digital parallel-to-series pulse-train converter
CBSC-12417] B71-10450 01
BLACK BOOT RADIATION
Hide-range logarithmic radiometer for measuring high
temperatures
[ABC-10254] B71-10498 01
BLADES (COTTERS)
Portable lightweight handsaw
[B-FS-16927] B71-10237 07
Sprue cutoff tool for molded FCC plugs
[H-FS-20236] B71-10421 08
Cold-blade stripper for polyimide and TFE insulation
on FCC
[B-FS-20115] B71-10460 08
Hot-blade stripper for polyester insulation on FCC
[B-FS-20117] B71-10461 08
Rotary stripper for shielded and unshielded FCC
[B-FS-20119] B71-10465 08
BLOCKIBG ,
Locating tube blockage that X-ray cannot detect
[BDC-10386] B71-10129 06
A 20 kHz power oscillator
[LEBIS-11319] B71-10174 01
BLOOD FLOS
fliniature battery-operated electromagnetic system
for blood flow measurements
[ARC-10362] B71-10477 05
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SOBJECT IHDBI BDDGRIHG
BLOOD PL1SB1
Bacterial adenosine triphosphate as a measure of
urinary tract infection
[GSFC-11092] B71-10051 05
BLOVEBS
Dynamic response of viscous compressible fluids in
rigid tabes
CB-FS-205H2] B71-10269 03
Gas chromatograph sample-transfer valve
CABC-10127] B71-10474 OH
B10BIHS
Computing incompressible laminar and turbulent
bonndary layer formation
[LESIS-11190] B71-10155 09
BOABDS (PAPBB)
Foldable patterns form construction blocks
[HSC-13860] B71-10523 08
BOLTS
Instrnaent accurately measures stress loads in
threaded bolts
[B-FS-21121] B71-10186 01
Joint preload properties of structural threaded
fasteners
[B-FS-21453] B71-10531 08
BOMDISG
Oltrasonics used for high-precision nondestructive
inspection of brazed joints
CHOC-10352] B71-10045 08
Induction brazing manual
CB-FS-1ft92ft] B71-10123 08
Synthesis of flaorinated organic compounds using
oxygen difluoride
[NPO-12061] B71-1015» Oft
Rev understanding of fiber composite materials
[NPO-11605] B71-10161 Oil
Improved reversible coulometer cell
CSAR-10051] B71-10176 02
Nondestructive testing of adhesive bonds by nuclear
guadrapole resonance method
[B-FS-21160] —B71-10208 04
Instant acting adhesive system
[BSC-13732] 871-10317 01
Explosive bonded TZH-vire-reinforced C129Y colnmbium
composites
[B-FS-20925] B71-10356 0*
Cold-blade stripper for polyimide and TPE insulation
on FCC
[B-FS-20115] B71-10U60 08
Exothermic brazing units
CB-FS-21ft35] B71-101467 08
Hew primers for adhesive bonding of aluminum alloys
[B-FS-21387] B71-10488 OH
Nondestructive testing of bond integrity in foam
insulation/aluminum composites
[B-FS-20786] B71-10507 06
Copper/nickel eutectic brazing of titanium
tABC-10337] B71-10525 08
BOKBSIGHTS
Eye point-of-regarA system
[ABC-10360J B71-10476 05
BOBOH
A concept for improving the dimensional stability of
filamentary composites in one direction
[LANGLEY-10ftft3] B71-10061 01
Nev understanding of fiber composite materials
ISPO-11605] B71-10161 Oft
promising born/graphite/resin composites
[B-FS-21126] B71-10217 Oft
Evaluation of omniweave reinforcement for composite
fabrication
[B-FS-209ft6] B71-10215 Oft
High-strength large-diameter carbon-base fibers
[LEIIIS-11167] B71-10U03 Oft
Graphite-reinforced aluminum composite
[B-FS-21077] B71-10482 01
BOBOH NITRIDES
Inexpensive high-temperatare furnace for
thermocouple calibration
(HOC-10372] B71-10016 03
BOBOSILICATB GLASS
Improved source of infrared radiation for
spectroscopy
[B*FS-20613] B71-10031 03
BOOIOABIES
Method for constructing periodic orbits in nonlinear
dynamic systems
[H-FS-1ft65ft] B71-10151 09
BOOHDABI LATEB SEPABATION
Dynamics of short pressure probes
[LEBIS-11293] B71-10374 09
Prediction of stall characteristics of straight wing
aircraft
[LANGLBT-11013] B71-10501 09
BOOHDABI LATEBS
Computing incompressible laminar and turbulent
bonndary layer formation
CLBBIS-11190] B71-10155 09
Anemometer calibrator
[B-FS-21424] B71-10519 03
BOXES (COHTAISEBS)
Foldable patterns fora construction blocks
fBSC-13860] B71-10523 08
BRAKES (FOB ABBBSTUG BOTIOS)
Bemote coupling of air lines
[HOC-10225] B71-10101 07
Simple two-speed tape transport drive
[GSFC-10981] B71-10409 06
BBASSBS
Bot tap thermovell installation
[BSC-12427] B71-10302 07
BBAXIH6
Bethod of joining metals of significantly different
expansion rates
fBPO-12076] B71-10028 08
Oltrasonics used for high-precision nondestructive
inspection of brazed joints
[SOC-10352] B71-100H5 08
Hetal-to-ceramic seals - & literature survey
CNPO-111130] B71-10116 08
Induction brazing manual
[B-FS-1492B] B71-10123 08
Oltrasonic scanning system for in-place inspection
of brazed-tube joints
[H-FS-21166] B71-10227 06
Improved brazing technigm for pyrolytic graphite
CHPO-12026] B71-10293 08
Hermetically sealed motion transmitter
[BSC-173U8] B71-10328 07
Cast segment evaluation
[B-FS-2135B] B71-10363 08
Protective coating for salt-bath brazing
CLEHIS-90255] B71-10381 08
Exothernic brazing units
[B-FS-21435] B71-101I67 08
Solid state welding of dispersion-strengthened
nickel alloys
[LESIS-11388] B71-10520 08
Copper/nickel eutectic brazing of titanium
[ABC-10337] B71-10525 08
BBEADBOABD BODBLS
A lightweight, high output soil sampler
tNPO-10797] B71-10159 07
Distribution and metering system for soil samples
[ABC-10129] B71-10181 07
BBIDGES (STBDCTDBES)
Accumulative weights program
[B-FS-15066] B71-10181 09
Portable lightweight bandsaw
[B-FS-16927] B71-10237 07
BBITTLENESS
Effect of size on cracking of materials
CNPO-11602] B71-10158 Oft
BBOADBAHD
Microwave biasing improves detector response in the
infrared region
[GSFC-11050] B71-10313 01
BOBBLE CBABBEBS
Sensitive gaseous hydrogen detection system
[B-FS-21161] B71-10209 Oft
BOBBLES
Modified bubble level senses pitch and roll angles
over wide range[BSC-13506] B71-10085 03
Determination of gas volume trapped in a closed
fluid system
[BSC-15685] B71-10091 06
Oltrasonic metal etching for metallographic analysis
[LEBIS-11230] B71-10099 01
Hoise diffraction patterns eliminated in coherent
optical systems
[GSFC-11133] B71-10236 03
BOCKLIBG
Analysis of mnltilayered fiber composites
[LEHIS-11347] B71-10372 09
BODGETING
BAPS - a computerized management analysis and
planning system
f LEWIS- 113<I9] B71-10321 09
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BDFFEBS (CBEBISTBT) SUBJECT IHDEX
Computer program for discounted cash flow/rate of
return evaluations
[B-FS-19010] B71-10377 09
BOFFEBS (CHEHISTBY)
Bapid analytical determination of glutaraldehyde
concentrations
[ABG-10413] B71-10047 05
Bacterial adenosine triphosphate as a measure of
urinary tract infection
[GSFC-110921 B71-10051 05
Explosive bonded TZB-wire-reinforced C129Y coluobium
composites
[B-FS-20925] B71-10356 00
BDNDtES
Scale factor gage for fiber optics inspection device
[BSC-17361] B71-10496 07
BOOY1HCY
Hydrostatic liquid-bearing for precision gyro
fB-FS-21138] B71-10207 07
Communications system for zero-g simulation tests in
water
[Ii-FS-21357] B71-10344 02
BDBHIHG BATE
Flame zone of a composite propellant expanded by a
laser source
CLiHGLEY-10660] B71-10335 03
BUTAPIEHE
Polymer containing functional end groups is base for
new polymers
[NPO-10998] B71-10184 0<l
Polymerization of perfluorobutadiene at near-ambient
conditions
[HPO-10447] B71-10291 01
BOTTEHFLY VALVES
Attitude controls for VTOL aircraft
rXAC-8972] B71-10202 05
BYPASSES
Inexpensive system protects megawatt
resistance-heating furnace against high-voltage
surges
[NUC-10239] B71-10043 01
Dual-channel circuit conditions/amplifies
transducers' inputs and outputs
CBSC-15712] B71-10069 01
Hydraulic actuator motion limiter ensures operator
safety
[ARC-10131] B71-10233 07
C BAUD
Composite antenna feed system operates from VHF to
X-band
[GSFC-11046] B71-10410 02
CABLES
Improved high-temperature metal-sheathed cables
[HOC-10413] B71-10102 01
Flat-conductor cable has rotary and linear
flexibility
CH-FS-21096] B71-10242 01
Clocking connector replaces adapter cables
(B-FS-14778] B71-10428 01
CADHIDB
Cadmium plated steel caps seal anodized aluminum
fittings
[B-FS-20137] B71-10355 05
CADBIOB COBPODHDS
Screening method improves performance of
nickel-cadmium batteries
[GSFC-11260] B71-10411 0«
CADHIOB SOLFIDES
Improved fire-resistant coatings
tGSFC-10072] B71-10198 04
Solar cell power scanner
[LEWIS-11280] B71-10223 02
CALCIDB OXIDES
Fabrication of large tungsten structures by chemical
vapor deposition
[LEHIS-11239] B71-10212 08
CALCIOB SILICATES
Improved fire-resistant coatings
[GSFC-10072] B71-10198 04
CALCDLOS
Elements of orbit-determination theory - Textbook
[HPO-11466] B71-10425 03
CALIBBATIHG
Resistivity and Hall measurements of thermoelectric
materials
CH-FS-20470] B71-10015 03
Inexpensive high-temperature furnace for
thermocouple calibration
[JDC-10372] B71-10046 03
Thin spray film thickness measuring technique
[B-FS-20842] B71-10062 08
flultimode ergometer system
[B-FS-21044] B71-10107 05
System accurately controls pressure in cryogenic
tanks
fLEHIS-11329] B71-10118 03
Bicrowave cryogenic thernal-noise standards
[NPO-111124] B71-10139 03
Electrical instrument measures position and velocity
of shock waves
[AEC-10356] B71-10143 03
Electronic ripple indicator
[KSC-10162] B71-10170 01
Inexpensive, large-diameter, radar tracking and
calibration spheres
{XLA-11154] B71-10190 01
Precision calibration and reference voltage source
for data acguisition systems
[B-FS-20950] B71-10298 02
Calibration-interval adjustment indicator - A
concept
[B-FS-18693] B71-10309 01
Equipment and procedure for determining the elastic
modnlns of carbon-epoxy composites
CLEBIS-11116] B71-10397 06
Application of calibration masks to TV vidicon tube
[KSC-10589] B71-10404 02
Scale factor gage for fiber optics inspection device
[BSC-17361] B71-10496 07
Beasuring internal dimensions of small transparent
objects
[LANGLEY-10712] B71-10505 08
Anemometer calibrator
(H-FS-21424] B71-10519 03
CALOBIBETBBS
Thermal conductivity of gaseous and liguid hydrogen
[NOC-10558] B71-10105 01
Active cavity radiometer, type III - An automatic,
absolute standard, highly accurate detector
CNPO-11504] B71-10131 03
CAHBSR
An investigation of tandem-row, high-head pump
inducers
[B-FS-21139] B71-10152 07
Computer program for calculating aerodynamic forces
on blade sections
[LE1IS-11382] B71-10153 09
CAHEBA SHDTTEBS
Multiple shutters for a stereoscopic camera
[HSC-13507] B71-10065 03
Solar cell power scanner
[LESIS-11280] B71-10223 02
Shutter design for stereoscopic camera
CBSC-13613] B71-10506 03
CABEBAS
Modified bubble level senses pitch and roll angles
over wide range
[BSC-13506] B71-10085 03
High density plasma qun generates plasmas at 190
kilometers per second
CB-FS-20589] B71-10383 03
A multiple-plate, multiple-pinhole camera for I-ray
gamma-ray imaging
[B-FS-20546] B71-10439 02
flodified camera records lens settings on film
[BSC-12363] B71-10494 03
Shutter design for stereoscopic camera
[HSC-13613] B71-10506 03
CABS
High-speed digital plotter
[ABG-90001] B71-10049 02
Chatter-free check valve - A concept
[BSC-13262] B71-10067 07
Sprue cutoff tool for molded FCC plugs
fH-FS-20236] B71-10421 08
Hotary stripper for shielded and unshielded FCC
CH-FS-20119] B71-10465 08
CAIOPIES
HASA-tricot - A lightweight radar reflective,
knitted fabric
CLiHGLEY-10776] B71-10342 04
CAHTILEVEB BEBBEBS
Accumulative weights program
[B-FS-15066] B71-10181 09
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SOBJECT IHDEX CiETBIDGES
CAPACITAHCE
Ceramic vicing board increases packaging density of
electronic modules
(HSC-13197) B71-10081 01
Vein bridge oscillator circuit
tHSC-13686] B71-10089 01
Hultiloop distributed BC active networks
tSBC-10200] B71-10177 01
Catheter transducer and circuit
tABC-10132] B71-10231 01
Improved relay chatter detector
[HPO-10355] B71-10292 01
Hovel shift register elininates logic gates and
pover switching circuits
[GSFC-10517] B71-10322 01
Ion implantation reduces radiation sensitivity of
metal oxide silicon /HOS/ devices
tLANGLEY-10630] B71-10331 01
Use of cermet thin film resistors with nitride
passivated netal insulator field effect transistor
tGSFC-10835] B71-10375 08
CAPACITORS
Voltage-controlled oscillator
[ARC-10078] B71-10171 01
A 20 kHz power oscillator
CLEWIS-11319] B71-10171 01
Inertia diaphragm pressure transducer
tXAC-2981] B71-10200 05
Coarse roll-rate gain-control circuit
tABC-10061] B71-10201 01
Catheter transducer and circuit
[ABC-10132] B71-1023II 01
Man-machine communication - A transparent
switchboard for computers
[HSC-13716] B71-10263 02
oscillating tank circuit eliminates ballast resistor
xn lamp control circuit
[B-FS-20891] B71-10275 01
Ion implantation reduces radiation sensitivity of
metal oxide silicon /HOS/ devices
[LAHGLEY-10630] B71-10331 01
Double phase-lock loop with rapid transient response
- A concept
[GSFC-10861] B71-10319 01
A study of nitride devices for computer memory
applications
[H-FS-20971] B71-10350 03
Discrete-component s-band power amplifier
(GSFC-11218] B71-10365 01
Bigh density plasma gun generates plasmas at 190
kilometers per second
[H-FS-20589] B71-10383 03
RF-controlled implantable solid state switch
[ABC-10136] B71-10126 01
Raveshaping electronic circuit
tB-FS-11916] B71-101I29 01
Badiographic inspection specifications for
electronic components
[B-FS-20723] B71-10138 01
improved plasma accelerator
[ABC-10109] B71-10151 03
CAPILLABY FLOS
Eadial heat flux transformer
CHPO-10828] B71-10311 03
Evaluation of rotating, incompressibly lubricated,
pressurized thrust bearings
[IEWIS-11511] B71-10509 09
CABBIDBS
A lightweight, high output soil sampler
[HPO-10797] B71-10159 07
improved insulating materials effective at extremely
high temperatures
[HPO-12067] B71-10289 01
Granular two-phase insulation systems
[HPO-12068] B71-10290 01
CABBOB
improved insulating materials effective at extremely
high temperatures
[HPO-12067) B71-10289 01
Improved brazing technique for pyrolytic graphite
[HPO-12026] B71-10293 08
Bapid method for sampling metals for materials
identification
[BSC-17332] B71-10320 01
High-strength large-diameter carbon-base fibers
[IEWIS-11167] B71-10103 01
CABBOH ABCS
Simple spectroscope used with solid state image
amplifier over wide spectral range
[B-FS-21315] B71-10378 03
CABBOB COBPOOBDS
Eguipment and procedure for determining the elastic
modulus of carbon-epoxy composites
[LEBIS-11116] B71-10397 06
CABBOB DIOXIDE
Bigid open-cell polynrethane foam for cryogenic
insulation
[LEBIS-11220] B71-10079 01
Polarographic carbon dioxide transducer amplifier
[BSC-13728] B71-10090 02
Scintillation detector for carbon-11
[AHC-10378] B71-10111 03
Polymer containing functional end groups is base for
new polymers
[HPO-10998] B71-10181 01
Dynamic response of viscous compressible fluids in
rigid tubes
[B-PS-20512] B71-10269 03
Insulation assembly uses cryopnmping to reduce heat
transfer in cryogenic liquid line
[KSC-10518] B71-10361 03
Betabolic balance analysis program
[B-FS-21237] B71-10381 09
Bensable anaerobic system for microbiological
studies - A concept
[HSC-13920] B71-10195 05
CABBOB DIOXIDE COHCEHTBATIOS
Betabolic breath analyzer
[H-FS-21115] B71-10166 05
Hiniature carbon dioxide sensor
[HSC-13332] B71-10536 03
CABBOB DIOXIDE LASERS
Bicrowave biasing improves detector response in the
infrared region
[GSFC-11050] B71-10313 01
Flame xone of a composite propellant expanded by a
laser source
[LAHGLEY-10660] B71-10335 03
CABBOH BOBOXIDE POISOHIRG
Estimating carbon monoxide exposure
CHSC-17211] B71-10319 01
CABBOB STEELS
Practical method of diffusion-welding steel plate in
air
[LEBTS-11387] B71-10155 08
CABBOB 11
Scintillation detector for carbon-11
[ARC-10378] B71-10111 03
CABBOXYHBBOGIOBIB
Estimating carbon monoxide exposure
[BSC-17211] B71-10319 01
CABBOIYL GBOOP
Polymer containing functional end groups is base for
new polymers
[HPO-10998] B71-1018<4 01
CABDI06BAPBT
Biniatnre implantable instrument measures and
transmits heart function data
[ABC-10201] B71-10163 05
CABDIOVASCULAB STSTSB
Biniatnre battery-operated electromagnetic system
for blood flow measurements
[ABC-10362] B71-10177 05
CABDS
Hanpower forecast program
[HPO-11551] B71-10214 09
TCB operation supply inventory system /TCBSYS/
[GSFC-11306] B71-10311 09
CABRIAGBS
Bigh-speed digital plotter
[ABG-90001] B71-10019 02
Spray momentum measuring system
[HSC-12305] B71-10137 05
CABTESIAH COOBDIHATES
Donble precision trajectory program /DPTBAJ 2.2C/
[HPO-11798] B71-10390 09
Cartesian-coordinate dimensioning for plumbing
systems
[H-FS-18867] B71-10135 08
Badiation diffraction calculation program /DIFF2/
[GSFC-11122] B71-10162 09
CABTRIDGES
A silver ion water sterilization system
[HSC-15731] B71-10278 01
Bensable anaerobic system for microbiological
studies - A concept
[BSC-13920] B71-10195 05
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CASCADE COHTBOL SUBJECT IHDEX
CASCADE COHTBOL
Hultiloop distributed BC active networks
[ABC-10200] B71-10177 01
CASCADE FLO*
Computer program calculates transonic velocities in
tarbonachines[LEBis-10977] B7i-ioi02 09
CASCADES
Computing inconpressible laBinac and tnrbolent
boandary layer formation
[LEWIS-11190] B71-10155 09
CASIHG
Uproved high-teaperatnre metal-sheathed cables
[HOC-10IH3] B71-10102 01
C1SSEGHAIH AHTBHHAS
Hicroirave cryogenic thernal-noise standards
[HPO-11121] B71-10139 03
CASTIHG
Photosensitive plastic used to produce
three-dimensional casting patterns
[LANGLEY-10712] B71-10127 08
Technigae for the integral casting of pressure
instrumentation in wind-tunnel models
[LAHGLET-10812] B71-10217 08
Fabrication techniques for thoria-dispersed /ID/
nickel
[LEWIS-11210] B71-I0369 08
CASIIHGS
Cast sequent evaluation
[B-FS-2135H] B71-10363 08
CATALYSTS
Polymerization of perfluorobatadiene at near-ambient
conditions
[HPO-10117] B71-10291 0<l
CATALYTIC ACTIVITY
Insolnbilization process increases enzyme stability
[AHC-10311] 871-10103 01
CATEGOBIES
Computation of group table alphanumeric display
[LEBIS-11316] B71-10373 09
CATHODE BAT TOBBS
Fiscal output data produce versatile graphic-numeric
charts
[HOC-10391] B71-10108 09
PDZZLE - A program for computer-aided design of
printed circuit artwork
[LBL-10050] B71-10122 09
Solar cell power scanner
[LEWIS-11280] B71-10223 02
Han-machine communication - A transparent
switchboard for computers
[HSC-13746] B71-10263 02
Solid-state data interpretation system - A concept
[H-FS-20587] B71-10366 02
CATHODES
Biniatnre fuel cells relieve gas pressure in sealed
batteries
[XGS-11370) B71-10061 02
Alloy vapor deposition using ion plating and flash
evaporation
[LEWIS-11262] B71-10199 08
Multichannel intercom with simultaneous send/receive
capability
[H-FS-18808] B71-10228 02
Durable cathodes for high-power inert-gas arcs
[LEWIS-11162] B71-10261 03
Bapid method for sampling metals for materials
identification
[HSC-17332) B71-10320 01
Improved electron emitter
[LEBIS-10811] B71-10388 03
Improved plasma accelerator
[ABC-10109] B71-10151 03
Laser device provides accurate reference to true
gravitational vertical
[ABC-10111] B71-10179 07
C&TIOHS
A silver ion water sterilization system
rBSC-15731] B71-10278 01
CAVITATIOH FLOB
Ultrasonic metal etching for metallographic analysis
[LEHIS-11230] B71-10099 01
An investigation of tandem-row, high-head pump
inducers
[B-FS-21139] B71-10152 07
Erosion of metals by multiple impacts with water
[HQ-10591] B71-10197 01
A low-altitude satellite interaction study
[GSFC-1138II] B71-10199 09
CAVITIES
Active cavity radiometer, type III - An automatic,
absolute standard, highly accurate detector
[HPO-11501] B71-10131 03
Optical inspection tool for interior surfaces of
fluid lines
CH-FS-15162] B71-10513 06
CDC COHPOTBBS
letabolic balance analysis program
[H-FS-21237] B71-10381 09
Optical design and analysis program
[GSFC-11393] B71-10156 09
CDC 3100 COHFOTBB
Bay tracing program with options for diffraction
gratings
[GSFC-11305] B71-10291 09
CDC 6000 SEEIES COBPUIBBS
Fast Bars communication geometry program
[LAHGLEY-10658] B71-10002 09
BASTBAH computer system level 12.1
[GSFC-10991] B71-10285 09
Spin vector control of a spinning space station
[B-FS-21333] B71-10296 09
Vibrational transfer functions for base excited
systems
[B-FS-21132] B71-10111 09
CDC 6100 COHEOTEB
Synthesis of dynamic systems
[B-FS-21190] B71-10191 09
Vibration characteristics of ring-stiffened
orthotropic shells of revolution
[LAHGLEY-10989] B71-10535 09
CDC 6600 COBPOTEB
Computer progr-am for predicting creep behavior of
bodies of revolution
[HDC-11101] B71-10037 09
FEATS - Finite element thermal stress analysis of
plane or axisymmetric solids
[HDC-10212] B71-10038 09
ADTOTEH - Automated geometry meshing and heat
conduction calculation
[HOC-10211] B71-10039 09
Bonte Carlo program for the transport of neutrons
and gamma rays
[LEHIS-11103] B71-10190 09
Prediction of stall characteristics of straight wing
aircraft
[LAHGLEY-11013] B71-10501 09
Vibration characteristics of ring-stiffened
orthotropic shells of revolution
[LAHGLEY-10989] B71-10S35 09
CELESTIAL BECHAHICS
Planet geometric center tracker
[ABC-10081] B71-10115 02
CELLS (BIOLOGY)
Analytical methods for bacterial kinetics studies
[LBL-10011] B71-10192 05
CELLULOSE
The deterioration of intermediate moisture foods
[BSC-13827] B71-10332 05
Insolnbilization process increases enzyme stability
[ABC-10311] B71-10113 01
CEBSOBED DATA (HATHBBATICS)
Statistical analysis tables for truncated or
censored samples
[B-FS-21021] B71-10351 03
Table for estimating parameters of ffeibnll
distribution
[B-FS-18817] B71-10136 03
CEHTEB OF GBAVITY
Accumulative weights program
[B-FS-15066] B71-10181 09
Botordynamic response analysis program
[BQ-10579] B71-10211 09
Landing dynamics program for impact attenuating
vehicles /LAHDIT/
[HPO-10810] B71-10172 09
CEHTBIFOGAL FOBCE
Series-hybrid bearing - An approach to extending
bearing fatigue life at high speeds
[IEWIS-11152] B71-10173 07
CEHTBIFDGAL PDBPS
High-temperature pump-motor assembly
[LEWIS-10256] B71-10100 07
CEBABIC COATIHGS
Self-replaceable thermocouple for molten steel bath
- i concept
[HOC-10223] B71-10125 01
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SUBJECT IHDEI CHBOBIUH
Protective coating for salt-bath brazing
[LBWIS-90255] B71-10381 08
CBBABICS
Improved wax mold techniqae foris complex passages
ID solid structures
CXLA-07829] B71-10063 05
Ceramic vicing board increases packaging density of
electronic nodules
[HSC-13497] B71-10084 01
Bethyl alcohol ased as penetrant inspection medium
for porous materials
[HOC-10419] B71-10103 06
Betal-to-ceramic seals - A literature survey
[HPO-11430] B71-10116 08
Ceramic backup ring prevents undesirable weld-metal
buildup
CHDC-10357] B71-10117 08
Improved transducer for squeeze-fill bearings
[B-FS-20826] B71-10140 07
Onigne internetallic compounds prepared by shock
vave synthesis
CB-FS-20861] B71-10216 04
Granular two-phase insulation systems
[NPO-12068] B71-10290 04
Coatings from copolymers of tetraphenoxysilane and
P»PO)-biphenol
[B-FS-14947] B71-10303 04
Improved electron emitter
(LEBIS-10814] B71-10388 03
Practical method of diffusion-welding steel plate in
air
[LEWIS-11387] B71-10455 08
CEEBETS
Betal-to-ceramic seals - A literature survey
[NPO-11430] B71-10116 08
Onigne intermetallic compounds prepared by shock
vave synthesis
[B-FS-20861] B71-10216 04
Dse of cermet thin film resistors vith nitride
passivated metal insulator field effect transistor
CGSFC-10835] B71-10375 08
CBBTIFICATIOH
Qualifications and certification of nondestructive
testing personnel
[B-FS-20850] B71-10271 06
CESIOB IODIDES
Scintillation detector for carbon-14
[ABC-10378] B71-10144 03
CBSIDB OXIDES
Optimum doping achieves high quantum yields in Gais
photoemitters
[B-FS-20962] B71-10357 03
CHANNELS (DAT* TBAHSBISSIOH)
High-speed digital plotter
tABG-90001] B71-10049 02
Bultichannel intercom vith simultaneous send/receive
capability
[B-FS-18808] B71-10228 02
CBABCOAL
Estimating carbon monoxide exposure
[BSC-17211] B71-10319 04
CHABGED PARTICLES
Improved charged-particle analyzer - A concept
[XAC-05506] B71-10283 03
CHARTS
Improved method for calculating pump thernodynanic
suppression head
CB-FS-20852] B71-10239 07
Compressed gas handbook
[KSC-10662] B71-10272 03
Pictorial display of materials and processes aids in
fabricating complex assemblies
[B-FS-24006] B71-10341 01
Psychrometric chart for physiological research
[ABC-10394] B71-10470 03
CHECKODT
Radiation viev factor program
CB-FS-21075] B71-10106 09
FOBTBAH 1 digital program changer
[BSC-17567] B71-10448 09
CBELATES
The deterioration of intermediate moisture foods
fBSC-13827] B71-10332 05
CHEBICAL AHALISIS
Automatic ammo acid analyzer
[ARC-10215] B71-10165 04
CHEBICAL CLBAIIHG
Device prepares aluminum surfaces for welding
fB-FS-20750] B71-10214 07
CHEBICAL BBBBGI
Synthesis of flnorinated organic compounds using
oxygen difluoride
[HPO-12061] B71-10154 04
CHBBICAL BQOZLIBEIOB
Insolubilization process increases enzyme stability
[ABC-10314J B71-10443 04
CHEBICAL INDICATORS
Bicrovave dosimeter - A concept
[HQ-10407] B71-10075 01
CHEHICAL BACHIHIHG
Accurate pointing of tungsten welding electrodes
[ABG-10449] B71-10048 08
CHEBICAL PROPERTIES
Teardovn analysis for detecting shelf-life
degradation
[B-FS-24017] B71-10195 04
CBEBICAL BBiCTIOH COHTBOL
Insolubilization process increases enzyme stability
[ABC-10314] B71-10443 04
CHEBICAL BBACTIOHS
Preparation of highly fluorinated polynrethanes
[HPO-10767] B71-10005 04
Salt stabilizer for preventing chlorine depletion
and increasing shelf-life of potable water - A
concept
[BSC-17153] B71-10097 04
A new metalation complex for organic synthesis and
polymerization reactions
[NPO-10313] B71-10210 04
Instrument detects bacterial life forms
[GSFC-10972] B71-10312 05
Solvation agent for disulfide precipitates from
inhibited glycol-vater solutions
[BSC-13695] B71-10331 04
CHBBICAL BEACTOBS
Antipollntion system to remove nitrogen dioxide gas
[LESIS-11297] B71-10393 04
CHIPPING
Improved diamond coring bits developed for dry and
chip-flush drilling
CB-FS-21111] B71-10358 07
CHIPS
Study of second breakdown in power transistors using
infrared techniques
[B-FS-20748] B71-10021 01
Refrigerated cutting tools improve machining of
snperalloys
[LANGLEY-10488] B71-10076 08
Data sampling system for monitor and control station
[B-FS-20948] B71-10299 02
Dse of cermet thin film resistors with nitride
passivated metal insulator field effect transistor
[GSFC-10835] B71-10375 08
CHLOBIHE
Salt stabilizer for preventing chlorine depletion
and increasing shelf-life of potable water - A
concept
[BSC-17153] B71-10097 04
Inexpensive anti-fog coating for windows
CBSC-13530] B71-10149 04
A silver ion water sterilization system
[BSC-15734] B71-10278 04
CHLOBIHE COBPOOHDS
Development of conformal coating materials
[B-FS-21393] B71-10483 04
CHLOBOPBBHE BESIBS
Improved smoke generator for low-speed wind tunnels
[LABGLET-10885] B71-10337 06
CHOKES (FUEL STSTEHS)
Liquid-fuel valve with precise throttling control
CHPO-10808] B71-10449 07
CHOKES (BESTRICTIOSS)
Small size transformer provides high power
regulation with low ripple and maximum control
[H-FS-16709] B71-10193 01
Oltrathin gate valve for high vacuum operation
[GSFC-11028] B71-10412 07
CHBOBATES
Cadmium plated steel caps seal anodized aluminum
fittings
[B-FS-20137] B71-10355 05
CBBOBIDB
Energy levels and transition probability matrix
elements of ruby for maser applications
[NPO-11687] B71-10308 09
Electroplating on titanium alloy
[B-FS-21251] B71-10338 08
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CHEOHIDH OXIDES SUBJECT IHDEI
CBBOHIOB OXIDES
Improved fire-resistant coatings
[GSFC-10072] B71-10198 0<l
CHEOHOLOGI
Limited life item management
[B-FS-24020] B71-10196 06
CIBCDIT BOABDS
POZZLE - A program for computer-aided design of
printed circuit artwork
[LBL-10050] B71-10122 09
Hultilayered printed circuit boards inspected by
X-ray laminography
[B-FS-208119] B71-10226 02
Low-temperature bonding of temperature-resistant
electronic connections
[H-FS-20909] B71-10253 08
CIBCDIT PBOTECTIOH
Inexpensive system protects megawatt
resistance-heating furnace against high-voltage
surges
[HOC-10239] B71-10043 01
Polarographic carbon dioxide transducer amplifier
[BSC-13728] B71-10090 02
Digital decoder for phase-delay coded data
CGSFC-10891] B71-103U5 01
Improved circuit avoids premature power transistor
failure
[HPO-11365] B71-10370 02
Development of conformal coating materials
[H-FS-21393] B71-10483 OH
CIBCOIT EELI1BILITY
Ictive parallel redundancy for electronic
integrator-type control circuits
[HUC-10231] B71-100tO 01
CIBCDITS
Universal interface enables one recorder to serve
nnmerons measuring instruments
[B-FS-15134] B71-10011 01
Conductive elastomeric extensometer
[B-FS-21049] B71-10032 01
Miniature fuel cells relieve gas pressure in sealed
batteries
[XGS-11370] B71-1006U 02
Dual-channel circuit conditions/amplifies
transducers' inputs and outputs
[BSC-15712] B71-10069 01
High-reliability release mechanism
[LEWIS-11233] B71-10080 07
Ceramic wiring board increases packaging density of
electronic modules
[BSC-13497] B71-10081 01
Electronic device increases threshold sensitivity
and removes noise from FB communications receiver
CHSC-12165] B71-10091 02
High current compensation network for dc logarithmic
amplifiers
tNOC-101148] B71-10128 01
High voltage lightning grounding device
[LEWIS-11282] B71-10136 01
Saturation current spikes eliminated in saturable
core transformers
[EBC-10125] B71-10112 01
Electrical instrument measures position and velocity
of shock waves
CABC-10356] B71-10143 03
Isolated-line commutator-amplifier
tB-FS-20734] B71-10148 02
Design of hysteresis circuits asing differential
amplifiers
[AHC-10070] B71-10162 01
Electronic ripple indicator
[KSC-10162] B71-10170 01
A 20 kHz power oscillator
CLEiIS-11319] B71-10174 01
Coarse roll-rate gain-control circuit
[ABC-10064] B71-10204 01
flnltlchannel intercom with simultaneous send/receive
capability
[H-FS-18808] B71-10228 02
Portable circuit-interruption indicator
[KSC-10516] B71-10246 02
Study of nondestructive techniques for redundancy
verification
CKSC-10661] B71-10258 02
Dynamic response of viscous compressible fluids in
rigid tubes
[U-FS-20542] B71-10269 03
Oscillating tank circuit eliminates ballast resistor
in lamp control circuit
[B-FS-20891] B71-10275 01
Automatic transmission line monitor
[KSC-10385] B71-10288 02
Bultifunction audio digitizer for communications
systems
[BSC-13855] B71-10318 02
Ion implantation reduces radiation-sensitivity of
metal oxide silicon /BOS/ devices
[LAHGIEI-10630] B71-10334 01
Nonvolatile read/write memory element - A concept
[GSFC-10993] B71-1031I6 01
Discrete-component S-band power amplifier
CGSFC-112i»8] B71-10365 01
Voltage regulator dissipates minimal power and
functions as a voltage divider
B71-10367 01
Bigh efficiency telemetry method
[HPO-10388] B71-10371 02
Tolerance analysis program
[BSC-17U87] B71-10389 09
Application of calibration masks to TV vidicon tube
[KSC-10589] B71-1040"! 02
Durability tester for FCC connectors
fB-FS-20128] B71-10U18 08
Brushless dc motor with dual windings
[B-FS-21290] B71-10530 02
CIBCOLiB CYIIHDEBS
Unique intermetallic compounds prepared by shock
wave synthesis
[B-FS-20861] B71-10216 0<t
CIECDLAB DEBITS
Hew procedure for determining minimum time orbit
transfers
[B-FS-14804] B71-10376 09
CIBCOLiB POLABIZATIOH
»ide-angle, circularly polarized,
omnidirectional-array antenna
[GSFC-10928] B71-10033 01
Bicrowave dosimeter - A concept
[HQ-10407] B71-10075 01
CIHCDLATIOB
Electrolysis cell functions as water vapor
dehumidifier and oxygen generator
[ABC-10316] B71-10231 01
CIBCOLATOBS (PHASE SHIFT CIBCOITS)
Hicrowave biasing improves detector response in the
infrared region
[GSFC-11050] B71-10313 01
CLABPS
High-reliability release mechanism
[LEBIS-11233] B71-10080 07
Instant acting adhesive system
[HSC-13732] B71-10317 04
Fixture for multiple-FCC chemical stripping and
plating
[B-FS-20237] B71-10420 08
Folding tool for preparing FCC molded-plug
terminations
[B-FS-20116] B71-10I422 08
Handling fixture for soldering round wires to FCC
[B-FS-20118] B71-10464 08
Joint preload properties of structural threaded
fasteners
[H-FS-21453] B71-10531 08
CLASSIFICATION
Pattern recognition technique
[NPO-11337] B71-10187 06
CLASSIFTIBG
Banpower forecast program
[NPO-11551] B71-10244 09
CLEAHEBS
Bemote control radioactive-waste removal system uses
modulated laser transmitter
CLAHGLBY-10311] B71-10343 03
CLEABIHG
Droponts in magnetic tape recording and reproduction
[SPO-11519] B71-10160 03
Practical method of diffusion-welding steel plate in
air
[LEWIS-11387] B71-10455 08
CLEA DURESS
Device prepares aluminum surfaces for welding
CB-FS-20750] B71-10214 07
Hoise diffraction patterns eliminated in coherent
optical systems
[GSFC-11133] B71-10236 03
CLEAEAHCES
Cartesian-coordinate dimensioning for plumbing
systems
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[B-FS-18867] B71-10435 08
CLIBATOLOGY
Active cavity radiometer, type III - An automatic,
absolute standard, highly accurate detector
[HPO-11504] B71-10131 03
CLIPS
Hiqh mobility work station restraint support
tBSC-12119] B71-10301 07
CLOCKS
On-lin^ analysis of random vibrations
rARC-10154] B71-102811 09
Digital decoder for phase-delay coded data
[GSFC-10894] B71-10345 01
Clocking connector replaces adapter cables
fB-FS-14778] B71-10I128 01
Digital aspect clock
fABC-10088) B71-10440 02
Digital parallel-to-senes pnlse-train converter
[BSC-12417] B71-10II50 01
CLOOD PHOTOGBAPHS
Cloud-free resolution element statistics program
[GSFC-11494] B71-10463 09
CLOODS (BETEOBOLOGY)
Atmospheric pollution measurement by optical cross
correlation methods - A concept
[B-FS-12078] B71-10224 02
CLUTCHES
Peak wind speed anemometer /maiometer/
[B-FS-20916] B71-10023 07
Improved orthopedic arm joint
fB-FS-21611] B71-10485 05
COABSEHESS
Effect of size on cracking of materials
[NPO-11602] B71-10158 04
COATIHG
Oxidation-resistant silicide coating applied to
Columbian) alloy screen
fABC-10186] B71-10229 04
Granular two-phase insulation systems
[NPO-12068] B71-10290 04
Shielding method for polycrystalline and epitaxy
growths
fB-FS-201621 B71-10434 04
COATINGS
Inexpensive anti-fog coating for windows
[HSC-13530] B71-10149 04
Inexpensive, large-diameter, radar tracking and
calibration spheres
[XLA-11154] B71-10190 01
Improved fire-resistant coatings
[GSFC-10072] B71-10198 04
Electrolysis cell functions as water vapor
dehunidifier and o*ygen generator
[ABC-10316] B71-10231 01
Plating by glass-bead peening
[GSFC-11163] B71-10256 08
Ban-machine communication - A transparent
switchboard for computers
[HSC-13746] B71-10263 02
Effects of the thermal sterilization procedure on
polymeric products
[HPO-11688] B71-10362 0»
Application of calibration masks to TV vidicon tube
[KSC-10589] B71-10404 02
Bot-blade stripper for polyester insulation on FCC
[B-FS-20117] B71-10461 08
COAIIAL CABLES
Catheter transducer and circuit
[AEC-10132] B71-10234 01
COAIIAL PLASBA ACCELEBAtOBS
Improved plasma accelerator
[ABC-10109] B71-10454 03
COBALT
High-temperatare, long-life polyimide seals for
hydraulic actuator rods
[LEWIS-11212] B71-10098 07
Parallel-gap welding for joints between copper
conductors and Kovar
[B-FS-21224] B71-10168 08
Copper/nickel entectic brazing of titanium
[ABC-10337] B71-10525 08
COBALT ALLOTS
High-temperatare strength of prealloyed-powder
products increased by heat/pressure treatment
[LEBIS-11229] B71-10189 04
COBOL
Fiscal output data produce versatile graphic-numeric
charts
tHOC-10394] B71-10108 09
Banpower forecast program
[HPO-11551] B71-10244 09
Banpower management information system /BIS/
[B-FS-21477] B71-10431 09
COCKPITS
Virtual-image display system for flight simulators
[ABC-10175] B71-10427 03
CODEBS
A freguency division multiplex technigne for
transmitting commands
[KSC-10521] B71-10169 02
An improved telemetry system
[AHC-10336] B71-10201 01
Solid-state data interpretation system - A concept
[B-FS-20587] B71-10366 02
CODES
Systems of coding and their implementation
[HPO-11469] B71-10006 09
CODIHG
FEATS - Finite element thermal stress analysis of
plane or axisymmetric solids
[HDC-10242] B71-10038 09
Digital-coded matrix system simplifies design and
construction of flow charts
[BSC-13539] B71-10086 09
PUZZLE - A program for computer-aided design of
printed circuit artwork
CLBL-10050] B71-10122 09
DSIF station schedules
[HPO-11547] B71-10243 09
Bay tracing program with options for diffraction
gratings
[GSFC-11305] B71-10294 09
Thermal analysis system /TAS-1/ program
[HPO-11849] B71-10386 09
Computer program /TOBBLE/ for calculating velocities
and streamlines in turbomachines
[LEWIS-10788] B71-10392 09
Computer program optimizes design of nuclear
radiation shields
[LERIS-10998] B71-10400 09
COEPFICIEKTS
High efficiency telemetry method
tHPO-10388] B71-10371 02
COHEEEHT LIGHT
Noise diffraction patterns eliminated in coherent
optical systems
[GSFC-11133] B71-10236 03
COHESIOH
Improved reflective coating for integrating spheres
[GSFC-10855] B71-10110 03
Synthesis of fluorinated organic compounds using
oxygen difluoride
[HPO-12061] B71-10154 04
COILS
Thermal heliotrope - A passive sun-tracker
[GSFC-10945] B71-10260 03
Badiographic inspection specifications for
electronic components
[H-FS-20723] B71-10438 01
COKE
Producing graphite with desired properties
[HDC-11001] B71-10042 04
Low temperature fluid blender
[LEBIS-11206] B71-10058 04
Estimating carbon monoxide exposure
[HSC-17211] B71-10319 04
COLD FLOW TESTS
Study aids accuracy of turbopamp axial thrust
analysis
[H-FS-18774] B71-10020 07
COLD GAS
Proportional pulsed pilot valve
[ABC-10228] B71-10468 07
COLD SDBFACES
High density electronic packaging module with
improved cooling assembly
[BSC-13639] B71-10088 01
COLD TBAPS
Fabrication of large tungsten structures by chemical
vapor deposition
[LEIIS-11239] B71-10212 08
COLD iATEB
Improved molecular sorbent trap for high-vacuum
systems
[ABC-10056] B71-10478 03
Glass tube splitting tool
[HSC-17183] B71-10516 07
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COLD iOBKIHG
Concentric tabes cold-bonded by drawing and internal
expansion
[ABG-90033] B71-10050 08
COLLIBAIIOH
Photosensitive plastic used to produce
three-dmensional casting patterns
[LAHGLEY-10742] B71-10127 08
Laser interferometry sethod for absolute measurement
of the acceleration of gravity
[B-FS-21225] B71-10232 03
Variable ratio bean splitter for laser applications
tABC-10391) B71-10265 03
COLLIBATOBS
A 7.6m /25-ft/ extreme environments simulator
CHPO-11353] B71-10036 03
Virtual-image display system for flight simulators
[ABC-10175] B71-10427 03
COLOB
Kaleidoscopic light feedback for television systems
THSC-12386] B71-10068 03
COLOB TELEVISION
Phase locking of field sequential color wheel for
small TV camera
[BSC-13857] B71-10326 02
COBBOSTIOB
Technique for in-place welding of aluminum backed up
by a combustible material
(LEWIS-11328] B71-10257 08
COBBOSTIOH CHABBBBS
Spray momentum measuring system
tBSC-12305] B71-10137 05
Computer-controlled mass spectrometer for on-line
gas analysis
[SPO-11427] B71-10191 03
Fabrication techniques for thoria-dispersed /TD/
nickel
[LEBIS-11240] B71-10369 08
Antipollntion system to remove nitrogen dioxide gas
[LEfIS-11297] B71-10393 04
COBBDSTIOB COHTBOL
Flame zone of a composite propellant expanded by a
laser source
[LANGLEY-10660] B71-10335 03
COBBOSTIOH PBTSICS
An unconfined, large-volume hydrogen/air explosion
[HDC-11000] B71-10041 03
COHBDSTIOB STABILITY
Digital computer program for analyzing chugging
instabilities
rLEWIS-1129H] B71-10215 09
A study of high frequency nonlinear combustion
instability in baffled annular liquid propellant
rocket motors
[NPO-11800] B71-10532 09
COBFOBT
Portable low-freguency vibration measuring and
recording systen
[LAHGLET-10543] B71-10126 02
High mobility work station restraint support
[BSC-12419J B71-10301 07
COBBAHD AHD COHTBOL
A frequency division multiplex technique for
transmitting commands
[KSC-10521] B71-10169 02
COBBAHD GUIDANCE
Bemote control radioactive-waste removal system uses
modulated laser transmitter
[LAUGLEI-10311J B71-10343 03
COBBIHDIIOH
Improved thermal paint formulation
[B-FS-1U706] B71-10180 03
COBHOHICATIHG
Fast Bars communication geometry program
CLAHGLEY-10658) B71-10002 09
Computer-aided design of larqe-scale inteqrated
circuits - A concept
[B-FS-20600] B71-10238 09
COBBOHIC1TIOH
Tone-activated, remote, alert communication system
[HPO-11132] B71-10307 02
COSBOHICiTIOH EQOIPBEHT
Automatic reference level control for an antenna
pattern recording system
tB-FS-20257] B71-10014 01
Badial rotating antenna-feed system
rGSFC-11013] B71-10025 01
Bicrowave cryogenic thermal-noise standards
fHPO-11424] B71-10139 03
Study of nondestructive techniques for redundancy
verification
[KSC-10661] B71-10258 02
Ban-machine communication - A transparent
switchboard for computers
[BSC-13746] B71-10263 02
A real-time statistical time-series analyzer
[HSC-12428] B71-10276 02
Isosceles detector provides maximum resolution in
expanded range
[GSFC-10932] B71-10279 01
Enhancing efficiency of single, large-aperture
antennas
[BQ-10597] B71-10287 01
Bnltifnnction audio digitizer for communications
systems
[BSC-13855] B71-10318 02
Communications system for zero-g simulation tests in
water
[B-FS-21357] B71-10344 02
COBBDBICATIOH SATELLITES
A psendo random-access synchronous meteorological
satellite system
[GSFC-10895] B71-10220 02
COBBOT1TIOH
High efficiency telemetry method
[NPO-10388] B71-10371 02
COBHDTATOBS
Isolated-line commutator-amplifier
[B-FS-20734] B71-10148 02
COBPiBATOB CIBCOITS
Pattern recognition technique
[HPO-11337] B71-10187 06
COBPABATOBS
Digital telemetry system eliminates data redundancy
[BSC-12388] B71-10082 02
Triangular-wave generator with controlled sweep
polarity
[ABC-10332] B71-10166 03
Efficient digital comparison technique for logic
circuits
[B-FS-21080] B71-10218 02
On-line analysis of random vibrations
[ABC-10154] B71-10284 09
Voltage regulator dissipates minimal power and
functions as a voltaqe divider
B71-10367 01
Tone-burst technique measures high-intensity sound
absorption
[LAHGLEY-10667] B71-10395 03
Composite antenna feed system operates from VHP to
X-band
[GSFC-11046] B71-10410 02
Voter comparator switch provides fail safe data
communications system - A concept
[BSC-13932] B71-10504 02
COBPABISOB
Hybrid redundancy system for improving reliability -
A concept
[HPO-11SI(6] B71-10132 01
COBPBHSATOBS
Portable low-frequency vibration measuring and
recording system
[LANGLEY-10543] B71-10126 02
Servo-controlled decoupler eliminates oscillations
in fluid flow - A concept
[B-FS-18793] B71-10430 06
COHPILEBS
Automated preventive maintenance program
[GSFC-11408] B71-10500 09
COBPLEX -STSTBBS
Thermal scale modeling
[B-FS-21268] B71-10432 03
COBPOHEHT BBLIABILITY
Binimum weight meteoroid shielding determination
[BSC-17017] B71-10447 09
COBPOSITE BATEBIALS
Hide-angle, circularly polarized,
omnidirectional-array antenna
[GSFC-10928] B71-10033 01
A concept for improving the dimensional stability of
filamentary composites in one direction
[LANGLET-10 l t t3 ] B71-10061 0«
flethyl alcohol used as penetrant inspection medium
for porous materials
[NUC-10IH9] B71-10103 06
Saturation current spikes eliminated in saturable
core transformers
[EBC-10125] B71-101U2 01
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Ben understanding of fiber coeposite materials
[NPO-11605] B71-10161 oa
Promising born/graphite/resin composites
[B-Fs-21126] B71-10217 09
Evaluation of omniveave reinforcement for cooposite
fabrication
tH-*S-20916] B71-102U5 01
Granular two-phase insolation systems
[HPQ-12068] B71-10290 01
Analysis of multilayeied fiber composites
[LESIS-113U7] B71-10372 09
Equipment and procedure for determining the elastic
modulus of carbon-epoxy composites
[LEtfIS-11116] B71-10397 06
High-strength large-diameter carbon-base fibers
[LESIS-11167] B71-10403 OH
High temperature autoclave vacaao seals
[B-ps-21131] B71-10433 08
Thermally stable polyimides from solutions of
monomeric reactants
[LEWIS-11325] B71-10H42 01
Graphite-reinforced aluminum composite
[B-FS-21077J B71-10H82 01
Nondestructive testing of bond integrity in foam
insulation/aluminum composites
[B-FS-20786] B71-10507 06
Foldable patterns form construction blocks
[BSC-13860] B71-10523 08
COMPOSITE PEOPELLAHTS
Flame zone of a composite propellant expanded by a
laser source
[LANGLEY-10660] B71-10335 03
COHPOSITg STEDCTDBES
improved epoxy resin for constructing cryogenic
filament-wound pressure vessels
[LEWis-11261] B71-10261 OH
Differential expansion fitting for cryogenic liguid
tanks
[LEBis-11260] B71-10268 08
COMPOSITE BBAPPIHG
Sicroorganisn sample device
[LiNGLEY-10258] B71-10187 05
COBPBESSgD 1IB
Remote coupling of air lines
[NDC-10225] B71-10101 07
Attitude controls for VTOL aircraft
[IAC-8972] B71-10202 05
plating by glass-bead peening
[GSFC-11163] B71-10256 08
COBPBESSBD GAS
Thermal conductivity of gaseous and liquid hydrogen
[HOc-10558] B71-10105 01
Attitude controls for VT01 aircraft
[XAc-8972] B71-10202 05
compressed gas handbook
[KSc-10662] B71-10272 03
COHPBBSSIBILIIT
CSB programs SB ECS propellant quantity gaging
systems program
[BSc-17308] B71-10130 09
Evaluation of omniweave reinforcement for composite
fabrication
[B-FS-209t6] B71-102t5 04
Rev materials for fireplace logs
[B-FS-21363] B71-10339 0»
computer program /TDBBLE/ for calculating velocities
and streamlines in turbomacbines
[LEKIS-10788J B71-10392 09
COBPBESSIBLE FLUIDS
Dynamic response of viscous compressible fluids in
rigid tubes
[B-FS-20542] B71-10269 03
Compressed gas handbook
[KSc-10662] B71-10272 03
COBPBESSIHG
Simple, shock-free, guick-release connector - A
concept
[LEHIS-11178] B71-10146 07
Improved molecular sorbent trap for high-vacuum
systems
[ABc-10056] B71-10478 03
COBPBESSIOH LOADS
Structural behavior of tapered inflated fabric
cylinders under various loading conditions
[BSc-15317] B71-10327 06
COBPBESSIOH BATES
Electrical instrument measures position and velocity
of shock waves
[ABc-10356] B71-10113 03
COBPBBSSIVB STBBBSTB
Concentric tubes cold-bonded by drawing and internal
expansion
[ABG-90033] B71-10050 08
Axisymmetric and cylindrical isostable structures -
A concept
[BPO-120H9] B71-10HU6 06
COBPBBSSOES
Portable circuit-interruption indicator
[KSC-10516] . B71-102U6 02
Dynamics of short pressure probes
[LEfIS-11293] B71-10374 09
Split stator vane ro» for fans and compressors
tARC-10288] B71-10528 06
COHPUTATIOB
AQTOTEB - Automated geometry meshing and heat
conduction calculation
[HUC-10241] B71-10039 09
Determination of gas volume trapped in a closed
fluid system
CHSC-15685] B71-10094 06
Hulti-dimetisional real Fourier transform
[NPO-116<18] B71-10133 09
Determination of radiation interchange factors
[HSC-13175] B71-10295 09
Computation of group table alphanumeric display
[LESIS-113<t6] B71-10373 09
Computer program /TUBBLE/ for calculating velocities
and streamlines in turbomacbines
[LEBIS-10788] B71-10392 09
Steady temperature and density distributions in a
gas containing heat sources
[LEfIS-10905] B71-10398 09
Computer program optimizes design of nuclear
radiation shields
fLEBIS-10998] B71-10QOO 09
Graphical method for analyzing digital computer
efficiency
[ABC-10210] B71-10I153 09
COBPDTEB COBPOHEHTS
Diode matrix reduces computer memory pover
reguirements
[GSFC-1099<1] B71-10317 01
COBPDTEB PBOGBABBIBG
FOBTBAH programming - A self-taught course
[LAHGLEY-10738] B71-10052 09
Stored program concept for analog computers
tB-FS-20874] B71-10210 09
Nonvolatile read/write memory element - A concept
[GSFC-10993] B71-10346 01
COBPOTEB PBOGBABS
Diagnostic capability added to digital events
evalnator
[KSC-10526] B71-10001 02
Fast Bars communication geometry program
[LANG1EI-10658] B71-10002 09
Non-symmetrical two dimensional scattering program
[NPO-11576] B71-10007 09
Symmetrical two dimensional scattering program
(NPO-11578) B71-10008 09
Tracking antenna deformation program
tGSFC-11191] B71-10017 09
Lift distribution in a rectangular jet
[AEC-10U2H] B71-10030 09
Computer program for predicting creep behavior of
bodies of revolution
[HDC-11104] B71-10037 09
FEATS - Finite element thermal stress analysis of
plane or axisymmetric solids
[NUC-102112] _ B71-10038 09
Program for improved electrical harness
documentation and fabrication
[GSFC-10386] B71-1005* 09
Digital-coded matrix system simplifies design and
construction of flow charts
fBSC-13539] B71-10086 09
Badiation view factor program
[B-FS-21075] B71-10106 09
Computer program for thermal analysis of shadow
shields in a vacuum
[LEWIS-11236] B71-10115 09
PUZZLE - A program for computer-aided design of
printed circuit artwork
[LBL-10050] B71-10122 09
CSB programs SB BCS propellant guantity gaging
systems program
[BSC-17308] B71-10130 09
Bulti-dimensional real Fourier transform
[NPO-116U8] B71-1C133 09
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Quick response targeting program
[H-FS-15157] B71-10147 09
Conpnter program for calculating aerodynamic forces
on blade sections
[LEHIS-11382] B71-10153 09
Computing incompressible laminar and turbulent
boundary layer formation
[LESIS-11190] B71-10155 09
A topological approach to computer-aided sensitivity
analysis
[AEC-102111] B71-10164 02
Accumulative Heights program
[B-FS-15066] B71-10181 09
ELAS8 - Computer program for linear structure
equilibrium problems
[NPO-11555] B71-10185 09
Analytical methods for bacterial kinetics studies
[LBL-10011] B71-10192 05
Rotordynanic response analysis program
[HQ-10579] B71-10211 09
Digital computer program for analyzing chugging
instabilities
[LEBIS-11294] B71-10215 09
Computer-aided design of large-scale integrated
circuits - 4 concept
CH-FS-20600) B71-10238 09
DSIF station schedules
[NPO-11547] B71-10243 09
Hanpover forecast program
[BPO-11551] B71-10244 09
Evaluation of omniveave reinforcement for composite
fabrication
[B-FS-20946] B71-10245 04
Battery simulation program
[NPO-11580] B71-10250 09
Analysis of low resolution mass spectra
FGSFC-11279) B71-10267 09
NASTEAH computer system level 12. 1
[GSFC-10991] B71-10285 09
Determination of radiation interchange factors
[BSC-13475] B71-10295 09
Spin vector control of a spinning space station
[H-FS-21333] B71-10296 09
Energy levels and transition probability matrix
elements of ruby for maser applications
[NPO-11687] B71-10308 09
TCB operation supply inventory system /TCBSYS/
FGSFC-11306) B71-10314 09
HAPS - a computerized management analysis and
planning system
[LEWIS-11349] B71-10321 09
Simplified procedure for emission spectrochemical
analysis
[LEHIS-1098S] B71-10359 04
Analysis of multilayered fiber composites
[LEBIS-11347] B71-10372 09
Computation of group table alphanumeric display
CLEWIS-11346] B71-10373 09
Dynamics of short pressure probes
[LEBIS-11293] B71-10374 09
New procedure for determining minimum time orbit
transfers
[H-FS-14804] B71-10376 09
Computer program for discounted cash flow/rate of
return evaluations
[H-FS-19040] B71-10377 09
Study-simulation of space station dynamics
[H-FS-21227] B71-10382 09
Betabolic balance analysis program
[H-FS-21237] B71-10384 09
Thermal analysis system /TAS-1/ program
[BPO-11849] B71-10386 09
Tolerance analysis program
[HSC-17487] B71-10389 09
Computer program /TOBBLE/ for calculating velocities
and streamlines in turbomachines
[LEWIS-10788] B71-10392 09
Steady temperature and density distributions in a
gas containing heat sources
[LEBIS-1090S] B71-10398 09
Analysis and design of a flat central finned-tube
radiator
tLEWIS-10893] B71-10399 09
Computer program optimizes design of nuclear
radiation shields
[LEBIS-10998] B71-10400 09
Bicrobial burden prediction model program
tHPO-11709] B71-10401 09
Computer program calculates transonic velocities in
turbomachines
[LEBIS-10977] B71-10402 09
Fracture mechanics evaluation of T1-6A1-4V pressure
vessels
[BSC-13995] B71-10413 09
Frame nodal analysis
[BSC-17562] B71-10414 09
Vibrational transfer functions for base excited
systems
[B-FS-21432] B71-10441 09
BiDimum weight meteoroid shielding determination
[BSC-17017] B71-10447 09
FOBTBAB 4 digital program changer
[BSC-17567] B71-10448 09
Graphical method for analyzing digital computer
efficiency
[ABC-10210] B71-10453 09
Optical design and analysis program
[GSFC-11393] B71-10456 09
Badiation diffraction calculation program /DIFF2/
[GSFC-11422] B71-10462 09
Cloud-free resolution element statistics program
[GSFC-1149H] B71-10463 09
Landing dynamics program for impact attenuating
vehicles /LANDIT/
[NPO-10840] B71-10472 09
Computer design of extension springs
[B-FS-24073] B71-10473 09
Computerized methods for trafficability analysis
[B-FS-21423J B71-10484 03
Bonte Carlo program for the transport of neutrons
and gamma rays
tLEHIS-11403] B71-10490 09
Synthesis of dynamic systems
[B-FS-21490] B71-10491 09
Optimized techniques and requirements for computer
improvement of structural veld radiographs
CH-FS-21627] B71-10492 09
A low-altitude satellite interaction study
[GSFC-11384] B71-10499 09
Prediction of stall characteristics of straight ving
aircraft
CLAHGLBl-11013] B71-10501 09
Design and evaluation of convectively cooled nozzles
[LEBIS-10894] B71-10508 09
Evaluation of rotating, incompressibly lubricated,
pressurized thrust bearings
[LEWIS-11511] B71-10509 09
A study of high frequency nonlinear combustion
instability in baffled annular liquid propellant
rocket motors
[BPO-11800] B71-10532 09
Vibration characteristics of ring-stiffened
orthotropic shells of revolution
[LABGLEI-10989] B71-10535 09
COBPOTEB STORAGE DEVICES
High-impact dynamic-response analysis of nonlinear
structures
[BPO-11716] B71-10134 09
Computer-aided design of large-scale integrated
circuits - A concept
[B-FS-20600] B71-10238 09
HASTBAB computer system level 12.1
[GSFC-10991] B71-10285 09
Nonvolatile read/write memory element - A concept
[GSFC-10993] B71-10346 01
Diode matrix reduces computer memory power
requirements
[GSFC-10994] B71-10347 01
A study of nitride devices for computer memory
applications
[B-FS-20971] B71-10350 03
Study-simulation of space station dynamics
[H-FS-21227] B71-10382 09
Hybrid computer techniques for solving partial
differential equations
[H-FS-21386] B71-10424 09
COHPOTBB SISTEHS PBOGBAHS
High-impact dynamic-response analysis of nonlinear
structures.
[BPO-11716] B71-10134 09
Hanpover management information system /HIS/
[H-FS-21477] B71-10431 09
COHPOTBBI8ED DESIGB
PUZZLE - A program for computer-aided design of
printed circuit artvork
[LBL-10050] B71-10122 09
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Computer-aided design of large-scale integrated
circuits - & concept
[S-FS-20600] B71-10238 09
Computer program calculates transonic velocities in
tnrbomachines
[LESIS-10977] B71-10402 09
Frame nodal analysis
[BSC-17562] B71-10111 09
Hinimum weight meteoroid shielding determination
[BSC-17017] B71-10417 09
Computer design of extension springs
tB-FS-24073] B71-10173 09
COHPOTEHIZED SIHULATIOH
Fast Bars communication geometry program
[LANGLET-10658] B71-10002 09
Quick response targeting program
[B-FS-15157] B71-101U7 09
Hicrobial burden prediction model program
[HPO-11709] B71-10U01 09
Hybrid computer technigues for solving partial
differential equations
[B-FS-21386] B71-10121 09
COBPJTBRS
Performance evaluation system for inertial
navigation equipment
[BSC-13512] B71-10087 02
Hybrid redundancy system for improving reliability -
A concept
fBPO-11546] B71-10132 01
Pattern recognition technique
[NPO-11337] B71-10187 06
Ban-machine communication - A transparent
switchboard for computers
[BSC-137116] B71-10263 02
Fast carry accumulator design
[B-FS-20902] B71-10274 01
On-line analysis of random vibrations
[ABC-101 SI] B71-10280 09
Low cost, logarithmic mass flow computer
[LEHIS-11001] B71-10<t07 06
Eye point-of-regard system
[AEC-10360] B71-10176 05
Voter comparator switch provides fail safe data
communications system - A concept
[BSC-13932] B71-10504 02
COHCEHTBiTIOB (COHPOSITIOB)
Salt stabilizer for preventing chlorine depletion
and increasing shelf-life of potable water - A
concept
[BSC-17153] B71-10097 01
Computer-controlled mass spectrometer for on-line
gas analysis
[HPO-11127] B71-10191 03
COBCEITBIC CYLIHDBBS
Concentric tubes cold-bonded by drawing and internal
expansion
[AHG-90033] B71-10050 08
COBCBETES
Effect of size on cracking of materials
[NPO-11602] B71-10158 01
Bew materials for fireplace logs
[B-FS-21363] B71-10339 01
COHDESSEBS (LIQDIFIEBS)
Concentric tubes cold-bonded by drawing and internal
expansion
[AEG-90033] B71-10050 08
Literature review and experimental investigation of
heat pipes
[B-FS-21071] B71-10353 03
Improved molecular sorbent trap for high-vacuum
systems
[ABC-10056] B71-10178 03
COBDEBSIBG
Coatings f rom copolymers of tetraphenoxysilane and
p,p (l)-biphenol
[B-FS-11917] B71-10303 01
Insulation assembly uses cryopumping to reduce heat
transfer in cryogenic liquid line
CKSC-10518] B71-10361 03
COBDDCTIOB BABDS
A study of nitride devices for computer memory
applications
[H-FS-20971] B71-10350 03
COBDOCTIVE HEAT TBABSFBB
Bigid open-cell polyurethane foam for cryogenic
insulation
[LEBIS-11220] B71-10079 01
The heat pipe - A simple, versatile, efficient heat
transfer tool
(HPO-11598] B71-10109 06
Self-replaceable thermocouple for molten steel bath
- A concept
[BDC-10223] B71-10125 01
Opacified fibrous thermal insulation
[LEHIS-11235] B71-10106 03
Thermal scale modeling
[B-FS-21268] B71-10132 03
COBDUCTOBS
Parallel-gap welding for joints between copper
conductors and Kovar
[H-FS-21221] B71-10168 08
Inertia diaphragm pressure transducer
[IAC-2981] B71-10200 05
A continued fraction generator for smooth pulse
sequences
[BSC-13697] B71-10301 01
Fixture for multiple-FCC chemical stripping and
plating
[B-FS-20237] B71-10120 08
COHES
Insulation assembly uses cryopnmping to reduce heat
transfer in cryogenic liguid line
[KSC-10518] B71-10361 03
COHFIGDBATIOB BAHAGEBENT
BAPS - a computerized management analysis and
planning system
[LE»IS-113»9] B71-10321 09
COBICAL BODIES
Pneumatic amplifier controls high pressure fluid
supply
[BSC-12121] B71-10081 07
Improved reversible coulometer cell
[SAS-10051] B71-10176 02
ELAS8 - Computer program for linear structure
eguilibrium problems
[HPO-11555] B71-10185 09
Bay tracing program with options for diffraction
gratings
[GSFC-11305] B71-10291 09
COBICAL SCABBIBG
Optical inspection tool for interior surfaces of
fluid lines
[B-FS-15162] B71-10513 06
CODICIL SHELLS
Improved plasma accelerator
[ABC-10109] B71-10151 03
COBJDGATES
Beam sgnint correction for a diplex, retrodirective
phased array
[GSFC-11023] B71-10111 02
COHBECTOBS
Prevention of damage to delicate connectors during
mounting of heavy engines for testing
[NOC-10322] B71-10014 06
Hobel stripper for shielded and unshielded flat
conductor cable
[B-FS-20120] B71-10060 08
Subminiature transducer measures unsteady pressures
[ABC-10319] B71-10111 01
PDZZLE - A program for computer-aided design of
printed circuit artwork
[LBL-10050] B71-10122 09
Simple, shock-free, guick-release connector - A
concept
[LEBIS-11178] B71-10116 07
Hot tap thermowell installation
[BSC-12127] B71-10302 07
Flat conductor cable handbook
[B-FS-21009] B71-10379 01
Clocking connector replaces adapter cables
[B-FS-11778] B71-10128 01
Eye point-of-regard system
[ABC-10360] B71-10176 05
Tool expedites installation of BNC connectors
[AHC-10327] B71-10180 07
Air lock mechanism speeds specimen testing in
high-temperature vacuum furnaces
[LABGLEY-10811] B71-10193 07
COHSEBYATIOB
Systems management techniques and problems
[H-FS-21U01] B71-10361 01
COBSTASTAB
Copper/nickel entectic brazing of titanium
[ABC-10337] B71-10525 08
COHSTAHTS
Prediction of windage power loss in alternators
[LEWIS-10939] B71-10071 06
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COISTBAIHTS SOBJBCT IIDBI
Effect of size on cracking of naterials
CHPO-11602] B71-10158 0<l
Deternination of nonlinear resistance
voltage-current relationships by measuring
harnonics
CH-FS-20402] B71-10182 01
COBSTBAIHTS
Haltinode ergometer system
[H-FS-2104II] B71-10107 05
Tilt table for ergoneters and other bionedical
devices - - -
[H-FS-21010] B7~1-102<H 05
Spin vector control of a spinning space station
[H-FS-21333] B71-10296 09
High nobility vork station restraint support
[BSC-12419] B71-10301 07
COHSTBOCTIOH
Pipe installation technique avoids disturbing vork
areas
fHSC-15581] B71-10093 06
Computerized nethods for trafficability analysis
[B-FS-2KI23] B71-10<I8<I 03
Foldable patterns form construction blocks
[BSC-13860] B71-10523 08
COHSDBBBS
Teardown analysis for detecting shelf-life
degradation
tB-FS-2<4017] B71-10195 04
COHSUHPTIOB
TCB operation supply inventory system /TCBSYS/
[GSFC-11306] B71-10314 09
Metabolic balance analysis program
[H-FS-21237] 871-10381 09
COHTiCI RESISTANCE
Silicon contact for area redaction of integrated
circuits
[H-FS-20688] B71-10368 01
Durability tester for FCC connectors
[B-FS-20128] B71-10U18 08
COHTABIHiHTS
Vacuum-jacketed rotary joints for pipelines
[KSC-10519] B71-10018 07
COHTAHIH1TIOH
Binatnre grinder for solid specimens
[B-FS-20005] B71-10059 05
Sigh-temperature pump—motor assembly
[LE»IS-10256] B71-10100 07
Dropouts in magnetic tape recording and reproduction
[BPO-11519] B71-10160 03
Hydrostatic liguid-bearing for precision gyro
[B-FS-21138] B71-10207 07
Device prepares aluminum surfaces for welding
[B-FS-20750] B71-10214 07
Analysis of low resolution mass spectra
[GSFC-11279] B71-10267 09
Hodifications to a vacuum assisted filtering device
to minimize contamination
[BSC-13733] B71-10277 0»
Data sampling system for monitor and control station
[H-FS-209U8] B71-10299 02
Combined high vacuum/high frequency fatigue tester
CLEWIS-11210] B71-101I05 06
Exothermic brazing units
CB-FS-2ia35) B71-10U67 08
Improved vacuum probe collects surface-contamination
samples
[LANGLEY-10623] B71-10175 05
COBTIBTJITY
Apparatus tests flexural durability of FCC
[B-FS-20113] B71-10458 08
COHTOOBS
Solar cell power scanner
[LEWIS-11280] B71-10223 02
Ultrasonic scanning system for in-place inspection
of brazed-tube joints
[B-FS-21166] B71-10227 06
Beasnring internal dimensions of small transparent
objects
[LAHGLEY-10712] B71-10505 08
Hultifrequency laser beams for holographic
contouring
[ABC-103K1] B71-1053U 03
COHTBAST
Photosensitive plastic used to produce
three-dimensional casting patterns
[LAHGLEY-10712] B71-10127 08
CONTROL BOARDS
Bultimode ergometer system
[B-FS-210HU] B71-10107 05
Automatic transmission line monitor
[KSC-10385] B71-10288 02
COHTBOL DATA (COHPOTEBS)
FOBTBAB programming - A self-taught coarse
[LAHGLEY-10738] B71-10052 09
Teardovn analysis for detecting shelf-life
degradation
tH-FS-21017] B71-10195 0»
COHTBOL BQOTPBEHT
Improved wax mold technique forms complex passages
in solid structures
[TLA-07829] B71-10063 05
Hydraulic actuator motion limiter ensures operator
safety
CABC-10131] B71-10233 07
Thermal heliotrope - A passive sun-tracker
[GSFC-109US] B71-10260 03
Fast carry accumulator design
[B-FS-20902] B71-1027t 01
On-line analysis of random vibrations
[ABC-1015H] B71-1028« 09
Scale factor gage for fiber optics inspection device
[BSC-17361] B71-10«96 07
Bultichamber controllable heat pipe
[ABC-10199] B71-10526 03
Brushless dc motor with dual windings
[B-FS-21290] B71-10530 02
COITBOL STABILITY
Process for producing molybdenum foil and
collapsible tubing
[6SFC-10008] B71-10073 08
CORTBOL VALVES
Pneumatic amplifier controls high pressure fluid
supply
[HSC-12121] B71-10081 07
Triangular-wave generator with controlled sweep
polarity
[ABC-10332] B71-10166 03
Proportional pulsed pilot valve
[AEC-10228] B71-10U68 07
COHTBOLLED ATBOSPH8BES
Improved high-temperature metal-sheathed cables
[NOC-10413] B71-10102 01
Reusable anaerobic system for microbiological
studies - A concept
[HSC-13920] B71-10H95 05
COHTBOLLEBS
Variable sweep-rate shortens dynamic testing time
[LEWIS-11238] B71-10251 02
COHVECTIOH
Survey of heat transfer to near critical fluids
[LEBIS-11289] B71-10262 03
Seduction of valve leakage - A concept
[NPO-12003] B71-10315 07
COBVECTIVE BEAT TBAHSFEB
Bigid open-cell polyurethane foam for cryogenic
insulation
[LEWTS-11220] B71-10079 04
The heat pipe - A simple, versatile, efficient heat
transfer tool
[HPO-11598] B71-10109 06
Design and evaluation of convectively cooled nozzles
[LEWIS-10894] B71-10508 09
COHVEBTEBS
Saturation current spikes eliminated in saturable
core transformers
(EBC-10125] B71-10112 01
Digital parallel-to-series pulse-train converter
[BSC-12417] B71-10150 01
COHVOLDTIOH IHTEGBALS
Predicting vibrational failure of flexible ducting
[B-FS-16750] B71-10150 06
COOLAHTS
Fluid slip ring transfers coolant to rotating
equipment
[BSC-13451] B71-10083 07
Survey of heat transfer to near critical fluids
[LEWIS-11289] B71-10262 03
Solvation agent for disulfide precipitates from
inhibited glycol-water solutions
[BSC-13695] B71-10331 01
Steady temperature and density distributions in a
gas containing heat sources
[LEBIS-10905] B71-10398 09
Design and evaluation of convectively cooled nozzles
[LEHS-10894] B71-10508 09
COOLING
Inexpensive high-temperature furnace for
thermocouple calibration
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SOBJECT IRDBI COST BBDDCTIOH
[S0C-10372] B71-10046 03
Torch kit for welding in difficult areas
CBSC-15704] B71-10070 08
Befrigerated catting tools inprove machining of
snperalloys
[LASGLEY-10488] B71-10076 08
Httltiaode ergometer systen
[B-FS-21044] B71-10107 05
Oltra thin gage plastic file
tLBKS-11276] B71-10135 08
Thermal heliotrope - A passive son-tracker
[GSFC-10945] B71-10260 03
Dnrable cathodes for high-power inert-gas aces
[LEWIS-11162) B71-10264 03
Badial heat flax transforner
[HPO-10828] B71-10311 03
Redaction of valve leakage - A concept
[HPO-12003) B71-10315 07
Steady temperature and density distributions in a
gas containing heat sources
[IEBIS-10905] B71-10398 09
COOLIHG STSTEBS
High density electronic packaging nodale with
improved cooling assembly
[BSC-13639] B71-10088 01
High-temperature pump-motor assembly
[LESIS-10256] B71-10100 07
Cast sequent evaluation
[H-FS-21354] B71-10363 08
Fabrication techniques for thona-dispersed /TD/
nickel
[LEWIS-11240] B71-10369 08
Improved molecular sorbent trap for high-vacuum
systems
[ABC-10056] B71-10478 03
COOBDIHATBS
Computer program for calculating aerodynamic forces
on blade sections
[tE»IS-11382] B71-10153 09
Psychrometric chart for physiological research
[ABC-10394J B71-10470 03
COPLAHARITY
Thermal heliotrope - A passive sun-tracker
[GSFC-10945] B71-10260 03
Literature review and experimental investigation of
heat pipes
[B-FS-21074] B71-10353 03
COPOLTBERIB4TIOH
Synthesis of fluorinated orqanic compounds using
oxygen diflnoride
[HPO-12061] B71-10154 Oi»
COPPEB
Improved source of infrared radiation for
spectroscopy
[H-FS-20613] B71-10031 03
Bide-angle, circularly polarized,
omnidirectional-array antenna
[GSFC-10928] B71-10033 01
Inexpensive high-temperature furnace for
thermoconple calibration
[HOC-10372] B71-10046 03
Torch kit for welding in difficult areas
[HSC-1S704] B71-10070 08
Hicrovave cryogenic thermal-noise standards
[HPO-11424] B71-10139 03
Parallel-gap welding for joints between copper
conductors and Kovar
[B-FS-21224] B71-10168 08
Small size transformer provides high power
regulation with low ripple and maximum control
[B-FS-16709] B71-10193 01
Low-temperature bonding of temperature-resistant
electronic connections
[B-FS-20909] B71-10253 08
Plating by glass-bead peening
[GSFC-11163) B71-10256 08
Dnrable cathodes for high-power inert-gas arcs
[LEWIS-11162] B71-10264 03
Seduction of valve leakage - A concept
[HPO-12003] B71-10315 07
Electroplating on titanium alloy
[B-FS-21251] B71-10338 08
High temperature autoclave vacuum seals
fB-FS-21131] B71-10433 08
Hot-blade stripper for polyester insulation on FCC
[B-FS-20117] B71-10461 08
Copper/nickel eutectic brazing of titanium
[ABC-10337] B71-10525 08
COPPEB ALLOTS
Betal alloy resistivity measurements at very low
temperatures
[HOC-10557] B71-10104 04
COPPEB OXIDES
Improved fire-resistant coatings
[GSFC-10072] B71-10198 04
nondestructive testing of adhesive bonds by nuclear
gnadrnpole resonance method
[B-FS-21160] B71-10208 0*
COBES
Improved wax mold technique forms complex passages
in solid structures
[ILA-07829] B71-10063 05
COBBBCTIOH
Beam squint correction for a diplex, retrodirective
phased array
[GSFC-11023] B71-10444 02
COBBBLATIOH
Criteria for vibration testing
[GSFC-10737] B71-10266 06
screening method improves performance of
nickel-cadmium batteries
[GSFC-11260] B71-10111 04
COBBEL&TIOH COEFFICIEBTS
Analysis of multilayered fiber composites
[LEHIS-11347] B71-10372 09
COBBELATOBS
Optical probing of supersonic flows with statistical
correlation
[H-FS-20642] B71-10252 03
COBBOSIOB
Vacuum-jacketed rotary joints for pipelines
[KSC-10519] B71-10018 07
Betal-to-ceramic seals - A literature survey
[NPO-11430] B71-10116 08
A silver ion water sterilization system
[BSC-15731] B71-10278 01
Reduction of valve leakage - A concept
[HPO-12003] B71-10315 07
COBBOSIOB PBBVEBTIOH
nonflammable organic-base paint for oxygen-rich
atmospheres
[B-FS-20486] B71-10077 04
Parallel-gap welding for joints between copper
conductors and Kovar
[B-FS-21224] B71-10168 08
Investigation to identify paint coatings resistive
to microorganism growth
[B-FS-20458] B71-10310 04
Besin additive improves performance of
high-temperature hydrocarbon lubricants
[LEHIS-11364] B71-10394 04
COBBOSIOH BESISTAHCE
Preparation of perfluoropolyether prepolymers
[HPO-10765] B71-10004 04
Preparation of highly fluorinated polyurethanes
[HPO-10767] B71-10005 04
Ceramic backup ring prevents undesirable veld-metal
buildup
[HOC-10357] B71-10117 08
Rater electrolysis module
[ABC-10246] B71-10203 03
COSISB SEBIES
Bulti-dimensional real Fourier transform
[SPO-11648] B71-10133 09
COSBIC BATS
Scintillation detector for carbon-14
[ABC-10378] B71-10144 03
COST ABALISIS
Program audit, A management tool
[KSC-10557] B71-10380 01
COST EFFECTIVBHBSS
Computer program for discounted cash flow/rate of
return evaluations
[B-FS-19040] B71-10377 09
COST ESTIRATES
Information quality-control model
[HPO-11431] B71-10281 06
COST BEDOCTIOH
Welded polypropylene liners for large descaling
tanks
[B-FS-18711] B71-10012 07
Producing graphite with desired properties
[nnc-11001] B71-100U2 04
Accurate pointing of tungsten welding electrodes
[ABG-10449] B71-10048 08
Pipe installation technique avoids disturbing work
areas
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SUBJECT IHDEI
[BSC-15581] B71-10093 06
Technique for the integral casting of pressure
instrumentation in wind-tunnel models
CLAHGLEY-10812] B71-10247 08
Variable sweep-rate shortens dynanic testing time
C1EWIS-11238] B71-10251 02
Cast segment evaluation
[B-FS-21354J B71-10363 08
Flat conductor cable handbook
[B-FS-21009] B71-10379 01
COSTS
Generalized safety equation - A concept
[fi-FS-20522] B71-10183 C6
Small size transformer provides high power
regulation with low ripple and maximum control
[H-FS-16709] B71-10193 01
Predicting service life margins
[B-FS-24015] B71-10194 06
Closed-loop control of stochastic nonlinear sfsteias
(BSC-13858) B71-10306 09
Graphical method for analyzing digital computer
efficiency
[ARC-10210] B71-10453 09
CODLOHBTEBS
Improved reversible coulometer cell
[SAB-10051] B71-10176 02
CODHTEES
Multifunction audio digitizer for communications
systems
[HSC-13855] B71-10318 02
Tone-burst technigue measures high-intensity sound
absorption
CLANGLEY-10667] B71-10395 03
Durability tester for FCC connectors
[B-FS-20128] B71-10418 08
Digital aspect clock
[AEC-10088] B71-10440 02
Digital parallel-to-series pulse-train converter
[BSC-12417] B71-10450 01
Cable insulation cut-through tester
[H-FS-20114] B71-10459 08
Statistical measurements of the zero-crossing tine
of a noisy sinewave
[GSFC-11004] B71-10502 02
COOITIIG
High efficiency telemetry method
[HPO-10388] B71-10371 02
CODHTIHG CIBCDITS
A continued fraction generator foe smooth pulse
sequences
[BSC-13697] B71-10304 01
CODPLIHG
Bultichannel intercom with simultaneous send/receive
capability
[B-FS-18808] B71-10228 02
Vibrational transfer functions for base excited
systems
[B-FS-21432] B71-10441 09
COUPLINGS
Fluid slip ring transfers coolant to rotating
equipment
[BSC-13451] B71-10083 07
Remote coupling of air lines
[NDC-10225] B71-10101 07
Isolated-line commutator-amplifier
[H-FS-20731] B71-10148 02
Hot tap thermowell installation
[HSC-12<»27] B71-10302 07
Insulation assembly oses cryopumping to reduce heat
transfer in cryogenic liquid line
[KSC-10518] 871-10364 03
Instrument accurately measures stress loads in
threaded bolts
CB-FS-21121] B71-10486 01
Bethod for calculating the stresses in pressure
vessels
[HSC-13515] B71-10514 06
COVABI1HCE
Elements of orbit-determination theory - Textbook
[HPO-11466J B71-10425 03
COVERINGS
Application of calibration masks to TV vidicon tube
[KSC-10589] B71-10404 02
CBACK PEOPJGATI01
Hew understanding of fiber composite materials
[HPO-11605] B71-10161 04
CBACKIHG (PBACTDBI8G)
gelded polypropylene liners for large descaling
tanks
[B-FS-18711] B71-10012 07
Effect of size on cracking of materials
[HPO-11602] B71-10158 04
Improved fire-resistant coatings
[GSFC-10072] B71-10198 04
Environiaental effects on silicon solar cells
[HPO-11475] B71-10282 02
Shielding Bethod for polycrystalline and epitaxy
growths
[B-FS-20162] B71-10434 04
Glass tube splitting tool
[BSC-17183] B71-10516 07
CBACKS
Hethyl alcohol used as penetrant inspection median
for porous materials
[NUC-10419] B71-10103 06
Interpretation of aluminum-alloy weld radiography
[B-FS-20943] B71-10206 08
Optimized teciaiqaes and reqairesents for coapater
improvement of structural weld radiographs
[H-FS-21627] B71-10492 09
CBANES
Becommended safety guides for industrial
laboratories and shops
[SAH-10050] B71-10175 07
CRASHES
Aircraft-crash-locating transmitter features design
improvements
[H-FS-16609] B71-10213 02
CBEBP ANALYSIS
Computer program for predicting creep behavior of
bodies of revolution
[HDC-11104] B71-10037 09
CBEEP PBOPEBTIES
Combined high vacnnm/high frequency fatigue tester
[LEWIS-11210] B71-10405 06
CBEBP BDPTOHE STEEHGTH
Solid state welding of dispersion-strengthened
nickel alloys
[LEWIS-11388] B71-10520 08
CBITICAL POIHT
Survey of heat transfer to near critical fluids
(LEWIS-11289] B71-10262 03
CBITICAL PEESSDBE
Fracture mechanics evaluation of T1-6A1-4V pressure
vessels
[BSC-13995] B71-10413 09
CBITICAL TEHPEBATOBB
Fracture mechanics evaluation of T1-6A1-4V pressure
vessels
[HSC-13995] B71-10413 09
CBOSS COBBELATIOH
Atmospheric pollution neasnrement by optical cross
correlation methods ~ A concept
[B-FS-12078] B71-10224 02
Self-synchronizing, bi~orthogonal coded PCB
telenetry system
[GSFC-11237] B71-10324 02
CBOSSLIBKING
Statistical characterization of phenolic-novolak
structures
[AHC-10393] B71-10255 04
Polymerization of perfluorobutadiene at near-ambient
conditions
[HPO-10447] B71-10291 04
Coatings from copolyners of tetraphenoxysilane and
p,p (1) -biphenol
fH-FS-14947] B71-10303 04
Thermally stable polyiaides from solntions of
monomeric reactants
[LESIS-11325] B71-10442 04
CBOSSOVEBS
(Tall attachment, flneric crossover "AHD" gate
CXLA-07391] B71-10178 07
CBODE OIL
Predicting vibrational failure of flexible ducting
[B-FS-16750] B71-10150 06
CBYOGEHIC EQOIFHEBT
Low temperature fluid blender
CLEBIS-11206] B71-10058 04
Microwave biasing improves detector response in the
infrared region
[GSFC-11050] B71-10313 01
Opacified fibrous theraal insulation
[LESIS-11235] B71-10406 03
CBIOGEHIC FLDID STOBAGE
Computer program for thermal analysis of shadow
shields in a vacuum
CLBHIS-11236] B71-10115 09
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SUBJECT IHDEX CTLIiDBICAL BODIES
System accurately controls pressure in cryogenic
tanks
[LERIS-11329] B71-10118 03
Differential expansion fitting for cryogenic liquid
tanks
ClEBIS-11260] B71-10268 08
CHIOGEHIC FLUIDS
Updated, expanded, fluid properties handbook
[H-FS-21169] B71-10078 01
Submerged gas injector expels cryogenic liquids from
tanks
[LEHIS-11231] B71-10219 07
Insulation assembly uses cryopumping to reduce heat
transfer in cryogenic liquid line
[KSC-10518] B71-10361 03
CBIOGEHICS
Ratal alloy resistivity measurements at very low
temperatures
CHOC-10557] B71-10101 01
Microwave cryogenic thermal-noise standards
[HPO-11121] B71-10139 03
Improved method for calculating punp thermodvnamic
suppression head
tB-FS-20852] B71-10239 07
Modification of physical properties of freeze-dried
rice
CBSC-13510] B71-10259 01
Improved epoxy resin for constructing cryogenic
filament-wound pressure vessels
[LEBIS-11261] B71-10261 01
Synthesis of a new class of highly flnorinated
aliphatic diisocyabates
[B-FS-20883] B71-10300 01
CBTOPDBPIHG
Rigid open-cell polyurethane foam for cryogenic
insulation
CLEBIS-11220) B71-10079 01
Insulation assembly uses cryopumping to reduce heat
transfer in cryogenic liquid line
[KSC-10518] B71-10361 03
CBTSTiLS
iircraft-crash-locatxng transmitter features design
improvements
[B-FS-16609] B71-10213 02
Tone-activated, remote, alert communication system
[NPO-11132] B71-10307 02
CUFFS
A system for the automatic measurement and digital
display of systolic and diastolic blood pressures
[BSC-13227] B71-10329 05
Biniature battery-operated electromagnetic system
for blood flow measurements
[ABC-10362] B71-10177 05
CULTIVATION
Reusable anaerobic system for microbiological
studies - i concept
[HSC-13920] B71-10U95 05
CULTOBE TECBHIQOES
Analytical methods for bacterial kinetics studies
[LBL-10011] B71-10192 05
CDBISG
Honflammable organic-base paint for oxygen-rich
atmospheres
CB-FS-20186] B71-10077 01
loproved reflective coating for integrating spheres
[GSFC-10855] B71-10110 03
promising born/graphite/resin composites
CB-FS-21126] B71-10217 01
Statistical characterization of phenolic-novolak
structures
[ABC-10393] B71-10255 01
Coatings from copolyuers of tetraphenoxysilane and
p,p(1)-biphenol
[B-FS-11917] B71-10303 01
Instant acting adhesive system
[HSC-13732] B71-10317 0<t
Application of calibration masks to TV vidicon tube
[KSC-10589] B71-10101 02
High temperature autoclave vacuum seals
[B-FS-21131] B71-10133 08
CDBBSn DBHSITT
Improved sheath removal technique for very small
thermocouples
CLEBIS-11228] B71-10179 01
COBBBHT BEGOL1TOBS
Saturable-reactor motor starter reduces line voltage
fluctuations
[B-PS-18921] B71-10013 01
Submersed sensing electrode used in fuel-cell type
hydrogen detector
[B-FS-11655] B71-10071 01
Polarographic carbon dioxide transducer amplifier
[BSC-13728] B71-10090 02
Diode matrix reduces computer memory power
reguirements
[GSFC-10994] B71-10317 01
Voltage regulator dissipates minimal power and
functions as a voltage divider
B71-10367 01
COBVATOBE
Remote determination of sea conditions by
electromagnetic backscatter measurement
[B-FS-13777] B71-10027 01
Portable lightweight handsaw
[B-FS-16927] B71-10237 07
Improved charged-particle analyzer - A concept
[XAC-05506] 871-10283 03
Silicon contact for area reduction of integrated
circuits[H-FS-20688] B71-10368 01
COBVE FITTIHG
Determination of nonlinear resistance
voltage-current relationships by measuring
harmonics
[B-FS-20102] B71-10182 01
Bybrid computer techniques for solving partial
differential equations
[B-FS-21386] B71-10124 09
Elements of orbit-determination theory - Textbook
[SPO-11166] B71-10U25 03
CDBVES (GEOIETBT)
An investigation of tandem-row, high-head pump
inducers[H-FS-21139] B71-10152 07
Ultrasonic scanning system for in-place inspection
of brazed-tnbe joints
fB-FS-21166] B71-10227 06
CDSHIOHS
Prevention of damage to delicate connectors during
mounting of heavy engines for testing[BTJC-10322] B71-100U4 06
Viscoelastic cushion for patient support[BSC-12117] B71-10316 05
CUTTERS
Binatnre grinder for solid specimens[B-FS-20005] B71-10059 05
Bnltiedge slitter for FCC[B-FS-20112] B71-10157 08
Cable insulation cut-through tester
[B-PS-20111] B71-10159 08
Betal-shearing energy absorber
CHQ-10638] B71-10503 07
Glass tube splitting tool
tBSC-17183] B71-10516 07
CUWIBG
Device prepares aluminum surfaces for welding
CB-FS-20750] B71-1021H 07
Portable lightweight handsaw[B-FS-16927] B71-10237 07
Beld beveling of large-diameter pipes
[KSC-10550] B71-10280 ,08
Sprue cutoff tool for molded FCC plugs
[B-FS-20236] B71-10121 08
Cold-blade stripper for polyimide and TFE insulation
on FCC
[B-FS-20115] B71-10160 08
Bot-blade stripper for polyester insulation on FCC[H-FS-20117) B71-10061 08
Handling fixture for soldering round wires to FCC
fB-FS-20118] B71-10460 08
Botary stripper for shielded and unshielded FCC
CB-FS-20119] B71-10165 08
CICIES
Combined high vacuum/high frequency fatigue tester[LEBIS-11210] , ' B71-10105 06
CILIHDBICAL BODIES
Ron-symmetrical two dimensional, scattering program
[BPO-11576] B71-10007 09
Symmetrical two dimensional scattering program
[HPO-11578] B71-10008 09
Bydranlically operated tilt table
CB-FS-21017] B71-10021 05
Prediction of windage power loss in alternators
[LE8IS-10939] B71-10071 06
Improved transducer for squeeze-film bearings
[H-FS-20826] B71-101QO 07
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Improved reversible coolometer cell
[SAH-10051] B71-10176 02
Portable lightweight handsaw
[B-FS-16927] B71-10237 07
Strong, easy-to-mold, spiral buttress thread
[LAHGLEy-10755] B71-10336 08
Vibration testing and analysis using holography
[B-FS-21050] B71-10352 03
Axisymmetnc and cylindrical isostable structures -
A concept
[HPO-12019] B71-10116 06
Glass tube splitting tool
tBSC-17183] B71-10516 07
CTLIBDBICAL CHAHBEES
A 7.6m /25-ft/ extreme environments siaulator
[HPO-11353] B71-10036 03
CTLIBDBICAL SHELLS
Radial heat flux transformer
[HPO-10828] B71-10311 03
DACBOH (TBADEfliBF)
Ride-angle, circularly polarized,
omnidirectional-array antenna
[GSPC-10928] B71-10033 01
DAMAGE
Prevention of damage to delicate connectors during
monnting of heavy engines for testing
[HUC-10322] B71-10011 06
Electronic ripple indicator
[KSC-10162] B71-10170 01
Generalized safety eguation - A concept
[H-FS-20522] B71-10183 06
Peak structural response to nonstationary random
excitations
[HPO-11617] B71-10188 06
Technigue for in-place welding of aluminum backed up
by a combustible material
[LEHIS-11328] B71-10257 08
DAHPIHG
Digital simulation error curves for a
spring-mass-damper system
CH-FS-20770] B71-10003 09
High-impact dynamic-response analysis of nonlinear
structures
[HPO-11716] B71-10131 09
Effect of size on cracking of materials
[HPO-11602] B71-10158 01
Hydrostatic liquid-bearing for precision gyro
[B-FS-21138] B71-10207 07
Botordynamic response analysis program
fHQ-10579] B71-10211 09
Criteria for vibration testing
[GSFC-10737J B71-10266 06
On-line analysis of random vibrations
[ABC-10151] B71-10281 09
HASTBAN computer system level 12.1
[GSFC-10991] B71-10285 09
Spin vector control of a spinning space station
[B-FS-21333] B71-10296 09
Viscoelastic cushion for patient support
[BSC-12117] B71-10316 05
DATA ACQOISITIOH
Universal interface enables one recorder to serve
numerous measuring instruments
[B-FS-15131] B71-10011 01
Automatic reference level control for an antenna
pattern recording system
[B-FS-20257] B71-1001I4 01
Ultraviolet interferometer
[HQ-10546] B71-10026 03
Economical phased-array antenna for environmental
applications
[HQ-10131] B71-10057 02
Portable low-freguency vibration measuring and
recording system
[IANGLET.-10513] B71-10126 02
Computer-controlled mass spectrometer for on-line
gas analysis
[HPO-11127] B71-10191 03
Precision calibration and reference voltage source
for data acquisition systems
[S-FS-20950] B71-10298 02
DATA COHVEETEES
Digital decoder for phase-delay coded data
[GSFC-10891] B71-10315 01
Digital parallel-to-series pulse-train converter
CBSC-12117] B71-10150 01
DATA COEBELATIOI
Dynamics of short pressure probes
tIEWIS-11293) B71-10371 09
DATA LIHKS
Automatic transmission line monitor
[KSC-10385] B71-10288 02
DATA PBOCESSISG
Systems of coding and their implementation
[HPO-11169] B71-10006 09
Universal interface enables one recorder to serve
numerous measuring instruments
[B-FS-15131] B71-10011 01
Tracking antenna deformation program
[GSFC-11191] B71-10017 09
Bemote determination of sea conditions by
electromagnetic backscatter measurement
[B-PS-13777] B71-10027 01
AUTOTEB - Automated geometry meshing and heat
conduction calculation
[NUC-10211] B71-10039 09
Program for improved electrical harness
documentation and fabrication
[GSPC-10386] B71-10051 09
Digital telemetry system eliminates data redundancy
CHSC-12388] B71-10082 02
Hnlti-dimensional real Fourier transform
[NPO-11618] B71-10133 09
Quick response targeting program
[B-PS-15157] B71-10117 09
Pattern recognition technique
[HPO-11337] B71-10187 06
Variable sweep-rate shortens dynamic testing time
[LEWIS-11238] B71-10251 02
Past carry accumulator design
[B-PS-20902] B71-10271 01
Accelerated battery-life testing - A concept
[GSFC-11085] B71-10318 06
Systems management techniques and problems
[H-FS-21101] B71-10361 01
Television multiplexing system
[KSC-10651] B71-10391 02
Principles of error detection and error correction
codes
[HPO-11187] B71-10408 02
Theory and application of feedback shift registers
[HPO-11186] B71-10151 02
DATA PBOCESSISG EQUIPBEHT
Bnltispectral infrared imaging interferometer
[HSC-12101] B71-10325 02
DATA BECOBDEBS
Solar cell power scanner
[LESIS-11280] B71-10223 02
Digital decoder for phase-delay coded data
[GSFC-10891] B71-10315 01
DATA BECOBDISG
Automatic reference level control for an antenna
pattern recording system
[B-FS-20257] B71-10011 01
Portable low-fregnency vibration measuring and
recording system
[LAHGLEI-10513] B71-10126 02
Automated preventive maintenance program
[GSFC-11108] B71-10500 09
DATA EEDUCTIOH
Computer-controlled mass spectrometer for on-line
gas analysis
[NPO-11127] B71-r10191 03
Variable sweep-rate shortens dynamic testing time
[LEifIS-11238] B71-10251 02
Simplified procedure for emission spectrochemical
analysis
[LEWIS-10985] B71-10359 01
DATA STOBAGE
Design and development of a fast scan infrared
detection and measurement instrument
[H-FS-20719] B71-10022 03
ADTOTEH - Automated geometry meshing and heat
conduction calculation
[NDC-10211] B71-10039 09
Automatic transmission line monitor
[KSC-10385] B71-10288 02
Simple two-speed tape transport drive
[GSFC-10981] B71-10109 06
Banpower management information system /BIS/
[B-PS-21177] B71-10131 09
Automated preventive maintenance program
[GSFC-1.1108] B71-10500 09
DATA STSTEBS
Digital simulation error curves for a
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sprinq-mass-damper system
[B-FS-20770] B71-10003 09
Fiscal oatpat data produce versatile graphic-numeric
charts
CHOC-103941 B71-10108 09
Data sampling system for nonitor and control station
CH-FS-20940] B71-10299 02
Self-synchronizing, bi-orthogonal coded PCH
telemetry system
[GSFC-11237] B71-10324 02
Solid-state data interpretation systen - A concept
[B-FS-20587] B71-10366 02
Principles of error detection and error correction
codes
CHPO-11H871 B71-10I408 02
7oter comparator switch provides fail safe data
communications system - A concept
[HSC-13932] B71-10504 02
DATA TRAHSBISSIOI
An improved telemetry system
[ABC-10336] B71-10201 01
A pseado random-access synchronous meteorological
satellite system
[GSFC-10895J B71-10220 02
High efficiency telemetry method
[NPO-10388] B71-10371 02
Composite antenna feed system operates from VHP to
X-band
fGSFC-11046] B71-10410 02
DC 8 AIBCBAFT
Virtual-image display system for flight simulators
[ABC-101751 B71-10427 03
DBACTIVATIOB
Attitude controls for VTOl aircraft
[XAC-8972] B71-10202 05
DEBBIS
Dropouts in magnetic tape recording and reproduction
CSPO-115193 B71-10160 03
Improved vacuum probe collects surface-contamination
samples
[LASGLEY-10623] B71-10475 05
DECIHALS
Standardized Pearson type 3 density function area
tables
(B-FS-20541] B71-10205 02
DECISIOH THEOBT
Calibration-interval adjustment indicator - A
concept
[B-FS-18693] B71-10309 01
DECODEBS
Digital decoder for phase-delay coded data
[GSFC-10894] B71-10345 01
Principles of error detection and error correction
codes
[NPO-11487] B71-10408 02
DECODING
Systems of coding and their implementation
[SPO-11H69] B71-10006 09
High-speed digital plotter
[AKG-90001] B71-100I19 02 ,
A frequency division multiplex technigue for
transmitting commands
[KSC-10521] B71-10169 02
An improved telemetry system
[ARC-10336] B71-10201 01
Han-machine communication - A transparent
switchboard for computers
[BSC-13746] B71-10263 02
DECOBPOSITIOH
Improved method of using paraformaldehyde as a
disinfectant
[MSC-15887] B71-10096 05
Salt stabilizer for preventing chlorine depletion
and increasing shelf-life of potable water - A
concept
[BSC-17153] B71-10097 04
Statistical characterization of phenolic-novolak
structures
fARC-10393] B71-10255 04
DECOBTAHIHATIOB
Improved method of using paraformaldehyde as a
disinfectant
[BSC-15887J B71-10096 05
Bicrobial burden prediction model program
[HPO-11709] B71-10401 09
Exothermic brazing units
[H-FS-21435] B71-10467 08
Improved vacuum probe collects surface-contamination
samples
tLAHGLEY-10623] B71-10475 05
DEEP SPACE IBSTRDHEHIATIOJ FACILITI
DSIF station schedules
tHPO-11547] B71-10243 09
DEFECTS
Effect of size on cracking of materials
[HPO-11602] B71-10158 04
Analytical procedure for estimating reliability of
randomly excited structures
[HPO-11618] B71-10189 06
Interpretation of aluminum-alloy itjsld radiography
[B-FS-20943] B71-10206 08
Automatic cross-sectioning and monitoring system
locates defects in electronic devices
[GSFC-11221] B71-10221 01
Bultilayered printed circuit boards inspected by
X-ray laminography
tH-FS-20849] B71-10226 02
Ultrasonic scanning system for in-place inspection
of brazed-tube joints
[B-FS-21166] B71-10227 06
Hoise diffraction patterns eliminated in coherent
optical systems
[GSFC-11133] B71-10236 03
Bethod for determining failure potential of pressure
vessels
[H-FS-20564] B71-10270 06
Flat conductor cable handbook
[B-FS-21009] B71-10379 01
Fracture mechanics evaluation of Ti-6A1-4V pressure
vessels
[BSC-13995] B71-10413 09
DEFLAGBATIOH
An nnconfined, large-volume hydrogen/air explosion
[NOC-11000] B71-10041 03
Improved plasma accelerator
[ASC-10109] B71-10454 03
DEFLSCTIOB
ELAS8 - Computer program for linear structure
equilibrium problems
[NPO-11555] B71-10185 09
Botordynamic response analysis program
[HQ-10579] B71-10211 09
Laser vibration analyzer
[XAC-01670] B71-10249 03
Optical probing of supersonic flows with statistical
correlation
[H-FS-20642] B71-10252 03
Phase locking of field sequential color vheel for
small TV camera
[BSC-13857] B71-10326 02
Structural behavior of tapered inflated fabric
cylinders under various loading conditions
[HSC-15317] B71-10327 06
Laser net - A concept for monitoring mngtip
vortices on runways
[B-FS-20857] B71-10360 02
Solid-state data interpretation system - A concept
[B-FS-20587] B71-10366 02
DEFLBCTOBS
Antipollntion system to remove nitrogen dioxide gas
[LEHIS-11297] B71-10393 04
DEFOBBATIOH
High-impact dynamic-response analysis of nonlinear
structures
(HPO-11716] B71-10134 09
Droponts in magnetic tape recording and reproduction
[HPO-11519] B71-10160 03
Dnigue intermetallic compounds prepared by shock
wave synthesis
[B-FS-20861] B71-10216 04
Equipment and procedure for determining the elastic
modulus of carbon-epoxy composites
[LEWIS-11116] B71-10397 06
Hydraulic expansion process shapes large metal
sheets
[HSC-12432] B71-10511 07
DEFBOSTIHG
Bodification of physical properties of freeze-dried
rice
[BSC-13540] B71-10259 04
DEGRADATION
Improved high-temperature metal-sheathed cables
[HDC-10413] B71-10102 01
Improved thermal paint formulation
[B-FS-14706] B71-10180 03
Predicting service life margins
[R-?S-2H0151 B71-1019U 06
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Teardown analysis for detecting shelf-life
degradation
[B-FS-24017] B71-10195 04
Technigae for the integral casting of pressure
instrumentation in wind-tunnel models
[LAHGIEY-10812] B71-10247 08
Environmental effects on silicon solar cells
[HPO-11475] B71-10282 02
Use of cermet thin film resistors vith nitride
passivated metal insulator field effect transistor
[GSFC-10835] B71-10375 08
High-strength large-diameter carbon-base fibers
[LEWIS-11167] B71-10103 04
DBGBBBS OF FBEEDOB
Systems for dead-reckoning navigation and for
simulation of instrumental error - Concepts
[11-FS-2086C] B71-10072 07
ELAS8 - Computer program for linear structure
equilibrium problems
[HPO-11555] B71-10185 09
Small size transformer provides high pover
regulation with low ripple and maximum control
[B-FS-16709] B71-10193 01
Spin vector control of a spinning space station
[B-FS-21333] B71-10296 09
Frame modal analysis
[HSC-17562] B71-10414 09
Virtual-image display system for flight simulators
[ARC-10175J B71-10«27 03
DEBDHIDIFICATIOH
Electrolysis cell functions as water vapor
dehumidifler and oxygen generator
[AFC-10316] 871-10231 01
DEHIDBATED FOOD
Bodification of physical properties of freeze-dried
rice
[BSC-13540] B71-10259 04
Treatment of blueberries prior to freeze dehydration
[BSC-13573] B71-10387 05
Development of non-sweet, flavored food cubes
[HSC-14002] B71-10521 05
DEHIDBATIOH
Treatment of blueberries prior to freeze dehydration
[BSC-13573] B71-10387 05
flicroorganism sample device
[LAHGLEY-10258] B71-10487 05
DEIOBIZATIOR
Inexpensive anti-fog coating for windows
CBSC-13530] B71-10149 04
DELABIBATIHG
Environmental effects on silicon solar cells
[NPO-11475] B71-10282 02
DEIAT
Digital decorrelator saves time and expense in
acoustic testing of structures
[HPO-11542] B71-10157 03
DEIAT CIBCDITS
Triangular-wave generator with controlled sweep
polarity
[ABC-10332] B71-10166 03
DELAT LIHES
Inertia diaphragm pressure transducer
[XAC-2981] B71-10200 05
Improved circuit avoids premature power transistor
failure
fHPO-11365] B71-10370 02
DELIHE1TIOH
Ultrasonic metal etching for metallographic analysis
[LEWIS-11230J B71-10099 04
DEHODOLATIOB
Digital decoder for phase-delay coded data
[GSFC-108911] B71-10315 01
Hiniatnre carbon dioxide sensor
[BSC-13332] B71-10536 03
DBBODUIATOBS
Electronic device increases threshold sensitivity
and removes noise from Ffl communications receiver
[BSC-12165] B71-10091 02
An improved telemetry systen
[ABC-10336] , B71-10201 01
Bemote control radioactive-waste removal system uses
modulated laser transmitter
[LAHGLEY-10311] B71-10343 03
Miniature battery-operated electromagnetic system
for blood flow measurements
[ABC-10362J B71-10U77 05
DEBSIFICATIOB
Unique intermetallic compounds prepared by shock
wave synthesis
[H-FS-20861] B71-10216 01
DEBSITOHETEBS
Thin spray film thickness measuring technique
[B-FS-20842] B71-10062 08
DEBSITT (BASS/VOLOBB)
A concept for improving the dimensional stability of
filamentary composites in one direction
[LAHGLEY-10443] B71-10061 04
Thermal conductivity of gaseous and liquid hydrogen
(HDC-10558] B71-10105 04
CSB programs SB BCS propellant quantity gaging
systems program
[BSC-17308] B71-10130 09
Bethod for determining failure potential of pressure
vessels
[S-FS-20S64J B71-10270 06
Viscoelastic cushion for patient support
[BSC-12H47] B71-10316 05
DEBSITY DISTBIBOTIOS
Steady temperature and density distributions in a
gas containing heat sources
[LEWIS-10905] B71-10398 09
DEBSITY BEiSUBEBEHT
Bemote determination of sea conditions by
electromagnetic backscatter measurement
[H-FS-13777] B71-10027 04
Thin spray film thickness measuring technique
[B-FS-20842] B71-10062 08
Optimized techniques and requirements for computer
improvement of structural weld radiographs
[B-FS-21627] B71-10092 09
DEPEBDEBT VABIABLES
Variable order integrators for the numerical
solution of ordinary differential equations
[HPO-11643] B71-10248 09
DEPLETION
Salt stabilizer for preventing chlorine depletion
and increasing shelf-life of potable water - A
concept
[BSC-17153] B71-10097 04
Bnltiloop distributed BC active networks
tABC-10200] B71-10177 01
DEPLOTBEBT
High-reliability release mechanism
[IEBIS-11233] B7V10080 07
Stable, inflatable life raft for high seas rescue
operations
[BSC-12393] B71-10167 05
Aircraft-crash-locating transmitter features design
improvements
[B-FS-16609] B71-10213 02
DEPOSITIOH
Fabrication of large tungsten structures by chemical
vapor deposition
[LESIS-11239] B71-10212 08
Plating by glass-bead peening
[GSFC-11163] B71-10256 08
Improved brazing technique for pyrolytic graphite
[HPO-12026] B71-10293 08
Dse of cermet thin film resistors with nitride
passivated metal insulator field effect transistor
[GSFC-10835) B71-10375 08
High-strength large-diameter carbon-base fibers
[LEBIS-11167] B71-10403 04
Shielding method for polycrystalline and epitaxy
growths
[B-FS-20162] B71-10434 04
DEPBECIATIOH
Compater program for discounted cash flow/rate of
return evaluations
[B-FS-19040] B71-10377 09
DEPTH BEASOBBBEHT
Thin spray film thickness measuring technique
[B-FS-20842] B71-10062 08
Fracture mechanics evaluation of T1-6A1-47 pressure
vessels
[HSC-13995] B71-10413 09
DESCALIBG
Belded polypropylene liners for large descaling
tanks
[B-FS-18711] B71-10012 07
DESIGH
Betal-to-ceifamic seals - A literature survey
[HPO-11430] B71-10116 08
Flat conductor cable handbook
[B-FS-21009] B71-10379 01
DESTBOCTIVB TESTS
Accelerated battery-life testing - A concept
[GSFC-11085] B71-1031B 06
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DBTECTIOH
Submersed sensing electrode used in fuel-cell type
hydrogen detector
[B-FS-14655] B71-10071 01
Locating tube blockage that X-ray cannot detect
[NOC-10386] B71-10129 06
Sensitive gaseous hydrogen detection system
[H-FS-21161] B71-10209 01
Atmospheric pollution measurement by optical cross
correlation methods - A concept
[H-FS-12078] B71-10224 02
Device measures conductivity and velocity of ionized
gas streams
fIAC-056951 B71-10235 03
Fast carry accumulator design
[B-FS-20902] B71-10271 01
Microwave biasing improves detector response in the
infrared region
fGSFC-11050] B71-10313 01
Improved smoke generator for Ion-speed wind tunnels
[LANGLEY-10885] B71-10337 06
Planet geometric center tracker
[ARC-10081] B71-10445 02
Apparatus tests flexural durability of FCC
CB-FS-20113] B71-10158 08
Optimized technignes and requirements for computer
improvement of structural veld radiographs
CB-FS-21627] B71-10192 09
DBTECTOBS
Radiant energy absorption enhancement in optical
imaging systems
t A R C - 1 0 1 9 4 ] B71-10112 03
Hybrid redundancy system for improving reliability -
i concept
[HPO-11546] B71-10132 01
Improved relay chatter detector
rBPO-10355] B71-10292 01
Improved vacuum probe collects surface-contamination
samples
CLANGLEY-10623] 871-10475 05
DETERGENTS
Inexpensive anti-fog coatinq for windows
[HSC-13530] B71-10149 OH
DETERIORATION
Teardovn analysis for detecting shelf-life
degradation
[B-FS-21017] B71-10195 04
limited life item management
[B-F3-2U020] B71-10196 06
Technigne for xn-place welding of aluminum backed up
by a combustible material
flEWIS-11328] B71-10257 08
The deterioration of intermediate moisture foods
[HSC-13827] B71-10332 05
DETONATORS
Onigue intermetallic compounds prepared by shock
wave synthesis
fH-FS-20861] B71-10216 01
DEW
Psychrometnc chart for physiological research
[ARC-10394] B71-10II70 03
DBXTRANS
Development of non-sweet, flavored food cubes
[HSC-11002] B71-10521 05
DIAGNOSIS
Hultispectral infrared imaging interferometer
rBSC-12101] B71-10325 02
DIAGBABS
Systems of coding and their implementation
[NPO-11469] B71-10006 09
Digital-coded matrix system simplifies design and
construction of flow charts
[BSC-13539] B71-10086 09
Digital decoder for phase-delay coded data
[GSFC-1089II] B71-103U5 01
DIALS
Clocking connector replaces adapter cables
[B-FS-14778] B71-10428 01
Hydraulic expansion process shapes large metal
sheets
fHSC-12432] B71-10511 07
DIAHETBRS
Ceramic backup ring prevents undesirable weld-metal
buildup
CNOC-10357] B71-10117 08
Inexpensive, large-diameter, radar tracking and
calibration spheres
[ILA-1115II] B71-10190 01
DliHIHBS
Thermally stable polyimides from solutions of
monomeric reactants
[LEHIS-11325] 871-1011(2 01
DIAHORDS
Improved diamond coring bits developed for dry and
chip-flush drilling
[B-FS-21111] B71-10358 07
DIAPHRAGBS (BECBAHICS)
Inertia diaphragm pressure transducer
[XAC-2981] B71-10200 05
Catheter transducer and circuit
[AEC-10132] B71-1023I1 01
Bodified camera records lens settings on film
[BSC-12363] B71-10494 03
DIASTOLE
A system for the automatic measurement and digital
display of systolic and diastolic blood pressures
[BSC-13227] B71-10329 05
DIELECTRICS
Discrete-component S-band power amplifier
[GSFC-11248] B71-10365 01
Shielding method for polycrystalline and epitaxy
growths
[B-FS-20162] B71-10434 Oil
Laser device provides accurate reference to true
gravitational vertical
[ABC-10411] B71-10179 07
Improving laser beam coherence - A concept
\t&RC-10117] B71-10527 03
DIES
Low-cost guasi-parabolic antenna
[LEWIS-11291] B71-10121 01
Precision die-punch for triffiffiing the conductors of
flat conductor cable
[H-FS-20142] B71-10419 08
Hultiedge slitter for FCC
[H-FS-20112] B71-10457 08
Hydraulic expansion process shapes large metal
sheets
[BSC-12432] B71-10511 07
DIETS
Metabolic balance analysis program
[B-FS-21237] B71-10384 09
DIFFERENTIAL ABPLIFIEBS
Stabilization of interferometer fringe patterns
[ARC-10392] B71-10119 02
Design of hysteresis circuits using differential
amplifiers
[ARC-10070] B71-10162 01
DIFFEBBHTI&L EQDATIOHS
Exhaust cloud rise and diffusion in the atmosphere
[B-FS-21119] B71-10111 03
Numerical integration of second order differential
egnations
[B-FS-20536] B71-10186 09
Variable order integrators for the numerical
solution of ordinary differential egnations
[HPO-11643] B71-10248 09
Approximate properties of the response of nonlinear
dynamic systems to stochastic inputs
[B-FS-20717] B71-10273 03
Double precision trajectory program /DPTHAJ 2.2C/
[NPO-11798] B71-10390 09
Computer program /TOBBLE/ for calculating velocities
and streamlines in tnrbomachines
[LEWIS-10788] B71-10392 09
Error evaluation for difference approximations to
ordinary differential egnations
[B-FS-21610] B71-10423 09
DIFFERESTIAL PBESSDBE
Chatter-free check valve - A concept
[HSC-13262] B71-10067 07
Submersed sensing electrode used in fuel-cell type
hydrogen detector
[H-FS-11655] B71-10071 01
System accurately controls pressure in cryogenic
tanks
[LBSTS-11329] B71-10118 03
Low cost, logarithmic nass flow computer
[LEDIS-11001] 871-10407 06
Bultichamber controllable heat pipe
tABC-10199] B71-10526 03
DIFFERENTIAL THERHAL AHALTSIS
Computer program for thermal analysis of shadow
shields in a vacuum
CLEWIS-11236] B71-10115 09
DIFFRACTION
Noise diffraction patterns eliminated in coherent
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DIPPBACTIOH PiTTEBHS SOBJBCT IHDEI
optical systems
[GSFC-11133] B71-10236 03
Bay tracing program with options foe diffraction
gratings
[GSFC-11305] B71-10291 09
Superconductor transition temperatures study
[B-FS-21247] B71-10385 03
DIFFBACTIOH PiTIEBHS
Stabilization of interferometer fringe patterns
[ABC-10392] B71-10119 02
Vibration detection nsing lasers
[ABC-10389] B71-10145 03
Badiation diffraction calculation program /DIPF2/
[GSFC-11422] B71-10462 09
DIFFOSE BADIATIOH
Badiation view factor program
[B-FS-21075] B71-10106 09
Determination of radiation interchange factors
[8SC-13475] B71-10295 09
DIFPDSEBS
Hodified bubble level senses pitch and roll angles
over vide range
[BSC-13506] B71-10085 03
DIFFOSIOH
Technique for experimental determination of
radiation interchange factors in solar wavelengths
[BSC-13476] B71-10066 03
Silicon contact for area reduction of integrated
circuits
[B-FS-20688] B71-10368 01
Copper/nickel entectic brazing of titaninm
[ABC-10337] B71-10525 08
DIFFOSIOH E1ECTBODES
Submersed sensing electrode used in fuel-cell type
hydrogen detector
[B-FS-11655] B71-10071 01
DIFFOSIOH WELDING
Hetal-to-ceramic seals - A literature survey
[HPO-11430] B71-10116 08
Practical method of diffusion-welding steel plate in
air
[LEBIS-11387] B71-10455 08
Graphite-reinforced aluminum composite
[B-FS-21077] B71-10482 01
DIFFOSIVITT
Improved reflective coating for integrating spheres
[GSFC-10855] B71-10110 03
Computer program for thermal analysis of shadow
shields in a vacuum
[LEWIS-11236] B71-10115 09
DIFLDOBIDES
Synthesis of fluorinated organic compounds using
oxygen difluonde
[HPO-12061] B71-10154 04
DIGESTING
Betabolic balance analysis program
[B-FS-21237] B71-10384 09
DIGITAL COBPOTEBS
Diagnostic capability added to digital events
evalnator
[KSC-10526] B71-10001 02
A topological approach to computer-aided sensitivity
analysis
[ABC-10214] B71-10164 02
Computer-controlled mass spectrometer for on-line
gas analysis
[HPO-11427] B71-10191 03
Digital computer program for analyzing chugging
instabilities
[LEWIS-11294] B71-10215 09
Computer-aided design of large-scale integrated
circuits - A concept
[B-FS-20600] B71-10238 09
Automatic transmission line monitor
[KSC-10385] B71-10288 02
Determination of radiation interchange factors
[BSC-13475] B71-10295 09
Hovel shift register eliminates logic gates and
power switching circuits
[GSFC-10517] B71-10322 01
Solid-state data interpretation system - A concept
[B-FS-20587] B71-10366 02
High efficiency telemetry method
[HPO-10388] B71-10371 02
Graphical method for analyzing digital computer
efficiency
[ABC-10210] B71-10453 09
DIGITAL DATA
Fast carry accumulator design
[B-FS-20902] B71-10274 01
Automatic transmission line monitor
[KSC-10385] B71-10288 02
Precision calibration and reference voltage source
for data acquisition systems
[H-FS-20950] B71-10298 02
Data sampling system for monitor and control station
[B-FS-20948] B71-10299 02
Digital decoder for phase-delay coded data
[GSFC-10894] B71-10345 01
DIGITAL FILTERS
Error evaluation for difference approximations to
ordinary differential equations
[B-FS-21610] B71-10423 09
DIGITAL SIBDLATIOI
Digital simulation error curves for a
spring-mass-danper system
[B-FS-20770] B71-10003 09
Systems for dead-reckoning navigation and for
simulation of instrumental error - Concepts
[B-FS-20860] B71-10072 07
Spin vector control of a spinning space station
[B-FS-21333] B71-10296 09
Error evaluation for difference approximations to
ordinary differential equations
[B-FS-21610] B71-10423 09
DIGITAL STSTEBS
Automatic reference level control for an antenna
pattern recording system
[H-FS-20257] B71-10014 01
Digital telemetry system eliminates data redundancy
[BSC-12388] • B71-10082 02
Digital-coded matrix system simplifies design and
construction of flow charts
[BSC-13539] B71-10086 09
Digital decorrelator saves time and expense in
acoustic testing of structures
[HPO-11542] B71-10157 03
Efficient digital comparison technique for logic
circuits
[B-FS-21080] B71-10218 02
Precision calibration and reference voltage source
for data acquisition systems
[B-FS-20950] B71-10298 02
Digital aspect clock
[ABC-10088] B71-10440 02
Design and evaluation of convectively cooled nozzles
[LEWIS-10894] B71-10508 09
Programned multiplexing system simultaneously
monitors several voltages
[BSC-17139] B71-10517 02
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES
High-speed digital plotter
[ABG-90001] B71-100U9 02
An improved telemetry system
[ABC-10336] B71-10201 01
High efficiency telemetry method
[NPO-10388] B71-10371 02
Principles of error detection and error correction
codes
[HPO-11487] B71-10408 02
FORTRAN 4 digital program changer
[HSC-17567] B71-10448 09
Theory and application of feedback shift registers
[HPO-11486] B71-10451 02
DIGITAL TO AHALOG COH7EHTEBS
A system for the automatic measurement and digital
display of systolic and diastolic blood pressures
[BSC-13227] B71-10329 05
DIISOCYANATES
Preparation of highly fluorinated polyurethanes
[HPO-10767] B71-10005 04
Synthesis of a new class of highly fluorinated
aliphatic dusocyanates
[H-FS-20883] B71-10300 04
DILOTIOH
Bapid analytical determination of glutaraldehyde
concentrations
[ABG-10413] B71-10047 05
DIHEBSIOBAL BEASUHBBEBT
Cartesian-coordinate dimensioning for plumbing
systems
[B-FS-18867] B71-10435 08
DIBEHSIOHAL STABILITY
A concept for improving the dimensional stability of
filamentary composites in one direction
[LANGIEI-10443] B71-10061 04
DIODES
Active parallel redundancy for electronic
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SOBJECT IBDBX DISTILLATIOH
integrator-type control circuits
IHOC-1023.1] B71-100IIO 01
Polarographic carbon dioxide transducer amplifier
[BSC-13728] B71-10090 02
EKG isolator
[H-FS-21236] B71-10121 05
High carrent compensation network for dc logarithaic
anplifiers
[HDC-10118] B71-10128 01
Isolated-line commutator-amplifier
[B-FS-2073U] B71-10118 02
Miniature implantable instrument measures and
transmits heart function data
[ABC-10201] B71-10163 05
A 20 kHz pover oscillator
[LEWIS-11319] B71-10171 01
Catheter transducer and circuit
[ARC-10132] B71-10231 01
Isosceles detector provides maximum resolution in
expanded range
[GSFC-10932] B71-10279 01
HP-controlled implantable solid state switch
[ARC-10136] B71-10126 01
Radiographic inspection specifications for
electronic components
CB-PS-20723] 871-101(38 01
DIPLEXBBS
Dual-freguency feed-horn antenna
[GSFC-10820] B71-10056 02
Microwave dosineter - A concept
[HQ-10107] B71-10075 01
Beam squint correction for a diplex, retrodirective
phased array
[GSFC-11023] 871-101111 02
DIPOLE ABTEBBAS
Hicrowave dosimeter - A concept
[HQ-10107] B71-10075 01
Composite antenna feed system operates from VHP to
X-band
[GSFC-11016] B71-10110 02
DIBECT CDBBEHT
Hicrowave dosimeter - A concept
[HQ-10107] B71-10075 01
Polarographic carbon dioxide transducer amplifier
[BSC-13728] B71-10090 02
Bigh current compensation network for dc logarithmic
amplifiers
CHOC-10118] B71-10128 01
Saturation current spikes eliminated in satnrable
core transformers
[EBC-10125] B71-10112 01
Design of hysteresis circuits using differential
amplifiers
[ARC-10070] B71-10162 01
Electronic ripple indicator
[KSC-10162] B71-10170 01
Pressure transducer with four-decade dynamic range
[KSC-10381] B71-10323 01
Eye point-of-regard system
[ABC-10360] B71-10176 05
Brushless dc motor with dual windings
[B-PS-21290] B71-10530 02
DISCOLOBATIOH
Technigue for in-place welding of aluminum backed up
by 'a combustible material
[IEBIS-11328] B71-10257 08
DISCOHTIBOITT
Subroutines for evaluating single and multiple
integrals using modified Bomberg method
fNPO-11718] B71-10138 09
Interpretation of aluminum-alloy weld radiography
fa-FS-20913] B71-10206 08
Dltrasonic scanning system for in-place inspection
of brazed-tube joints
[H-FS-21166] B71-10227 06
Durability tester for FCC connectors
[B-PS-20128] B71-10118 08
Hethod for calculating the stresses in pressure
vessels
[HSC-13515] B71-10511 06
DISCBIHIHATOBS
Portable low-fregnency vibration measuring and
recording system
[LANGLEY-10513] B71-10126 02
Solid-state data interpretation system - A concept
[H-FS-20587] B71-10366 02
DISKS (SHAPES)
Peak wind speed anemometer /maxometer/
[H-FS-20916] B71-10023 07
Bigh density plasma gun generates plasmas at 190
kilometers per second
[H-FS-20589] B71-10383 03
Superconductor transition temperatures study
[H-PS-21247] B71-10385 03
DISPEBSIH6
Granular two-phase insulation systems
[HPO-12068] B71-10290 00
DISPLACEMENT
Stabilization of interferometer fringe patterns
[ABC-10392] B71-10119 02
Inertia diaphragm pressure transducer
[XAC-2981] B71-10200 05
Rotordynamic response analysis program
[HQ-10579] B71-10211 09
Thermal heliotrope - A passive sun-tracker
[GSFC-109H5] B71-10260 03
Servo-controlled decoupler eliminates oscillations
in fluid flow - A concept
[H-FS-18793] B71-10130 06
Anemometer calibrator
[B-FS-21121] B71-10519 03
DISPLAY DEVICES
Hultimode ergometer system
[B-FS-21011] B71-10107 05
Automatic cross-sectioning and monitoring system
locates defects in electronic devices
[GSFC-11221] B71-10221 01
Optical probing of supersonic flows with statistical
correlation
[B-FS-20612] B71-10252 03
Han-machine communication - A transparent
switchboard for computers
[HSC-13716] B71-10263 02
A real-time statistical time-series analyzer
[HSC-12128] B71-10276 02
Automatic transmission line monitor
[KSC-10385] B71-10288 02
Rnltispectral infrared imaging interferometer
[BSC-12U01] B71-10325 02
A system for the automatic measurement and digital
display of systolic and diastolic blood pressures
[HSC-13227] B71-10329 05
Pictorial display of materials and processes aids in
fabricating complex assemblies
[H-FS-21006] B71-10311 01
Laser net - A concept for monitoring wingtip
vortices on runways
[H-FS-20857] B71-10360 02
Solid-state data interpretation system - A concept
[B-FS-20587] B71-10366 02
Television multiplexing system
[KSC-10651] B71-10391 02
Virtual-image display system for flight simulators
[ARC-10175] B71-10127 03
Programmed multiplexing system simultaneously
monitors several voltages
[BSC-17139] B71-10517 02
DISSECTIOH
Teardown analysis for detecting shelf-life
degradation
[B-FS-21017] B71-10195 01
DISSIPATION
Ceramic wiring board increases packaging density of
electronic modules
[BSC-13197] B71-10081 01
Precision calibration and reference voltage source
for data acquisition systems
[B-FS-20950] B71-10298 02
Data sampling system for monitor and control station
[H-FS-20918] B71-10299 02
Retal-shearing energy absorber
[HQ-10638] B71-10503 07
DISSOCIATIOH
Alloy vapor deposition using ion plating and flash
evaporation
[LEBIS-11262] B71-10199 08
DISSOLVING
Simplified procedure for emission spectrochemical
analysis
[LESIS-10985] B71-10359 01
DISTAHCE BEASOBIBG EQOIPHEBT
Remote determination of sea conditions by
electromagnetic backscatter measurement
[H-FS-13777] B71-10027 01
DISTILLATIOB
Rapid analytical determination of qlutaraldehyde
concentrations
[ARG-10113] B71-10017 05
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DISTILLATIOH EQDIPBENT SUBJECT INDEX
Instrument detects bacterial life forms
[GSFC-10972] B71-10312 05
DISTILLiTIOH EQOTPBEHT
Synthesis of a new class of highly fluorinated
aliphatic dusocyanates
[B-FS-20883] B71-10300 OH
DISTOBTIOH
Digital decorrelator saves time and expense in
aconstic testing of structures
CHPO-115U2] B71-10157 03
Dynamic response of viscous compressible fluids in
rigid tabes
[B-FS-20512] B71-10269 03
DISTBIBUflOH
Statistical analysis tables for truncated or
censored samples
fB-fS-21021] B71-10351 03
DISTHIBOflOB FUHCTIOHS
Peak structural response to nonstationary random
excitations
(NPO-11617] B71-10188 06
Table for estimating parameters of Weibnll
distribution
[B-FS-18817] B71-10136 03
DISTBIBDTIOH HOHENTS
Approximate properties of the response of nonlinear
dynamic systems to stochastic inputs
[H-FS-20717] B71-10273 03
DISDLFIDBS
Solvation agent for disulfide precipitates from
inhibited glycol-water solutions
CHSC-13695] B71-10331 Oil
DOCUBEHT4TION
Thermal and structural modeling of superinsulation
[B-FS-20321] B71-10019 02
Program for improved electrical harness
documentation and fabrication
[GSFC-10386] B71-10051 09
Information guality-control model
[NPO-11U31] B71-10281 06
Pictorial display of materials and processes aids in
fabricating complex assemblies
[B-FS-21006] B71-10311 01
Analysis of multilayered fiber composites
fLEWIS-11317] B71-10372 09
FOHTBAN f digital program changer
[BSC-17567] B71-10I1<I8 09
DOCOBEHTS
Systems of coding and their implementation
[NPO-11169] B71-10006 09
Recomnended safety guides for industrial
laboratories and shops
[SAS-10050] B71-10175 07
Theory and application of feedback shift registers
[HPO-11186] B71-10151 02
DOPPLEB EFFECT
Laser Doppler instrument measures fluid velocity
without reference bean
[XAC-10770] B71-10120 03
Laser vibration analyzer
[XAC-01670] B71-10219 03
DOPPLEB BADAB
Economical phased-array antenna for environmental
applications
[HQ-10131] B71-10057 02
DOSIHETEBS
Hicrowave dosimeter - A concept
[HQ-10107] B71-10075 01
DBARIBG (DBASIHG)
PDZZLE - A program for computer-aided design of
printed circuit artwork
[LRL-10050] B71-10122 09
DBAG
Lift distribution in a rectangular jet
[ABC-10121] B71-10030 09
Computer program for calculating aerodynamic forces
on blade sections
[LEWIS-11382] B71-10153 09
DBAG DEVICES
Peak wind speed anemometer /maxometer/
[H-FS-20916] B71-10023 07
DBAG BEAStJBBBEHT
Prediction of stall characteristics of straight wing
aircraft
CLAHGLEY-11013] B71-10501 09
DRASIHGS
Photosensitive plastic used to produce
three-dimensional casting patterns
CLAHGLBY-10712] B71-10127 08
DBIFT (IHSTBOBEHTATIOH)
Automatic reference level control for an antenna
pattern recording system
[H-FS-20257] B71-1001II 01
High-speed digital plotter
[ARG-90001] B71-10019 02
DBIFT BATE
Systems for dead-reckoning navigation and for
simulation of instrumental error - Concepts
[M-FS-20860] B71-10072 07
Polarographic carbon dioxide transducer amplifier
[BSC-13728] B71-10090 02
Strain gage performance above 1033 R
[H-FS-18831] B71-10225 01
DBILL BITS
A lightweight, high output soil sampler
[NPO-10797] B71-10159 07
Hot tap thergtowell installation
[BSC-12127] B71-10302 07
Improved diamond coring bits developed for dry and
chip-flush drilling
[B-FS-21111] B71-10358 07
DBILLIHG
Remote coupling of air lines
CHtJC-10225] B71-10101 07
Technigue for the integral casting of pressure
instrumentation in wind-tunnel models
[LAHGLEI-10812] B71-10217 08
Rapid method for sampling metals for materials
identification
[HSC-17332] B71-10320 01
DBILLS
Reid beveling of large-diameter pipes
[KSC-10550] B71-10280 08
Hot tap thermowell installation
[BSC-12127] B71-10302 07
DBOPOOTS
Droponts in magnetic tape recording and reproduction
[HPO-11519] B71-10160 03
DBUGS
Teardown analysis for detecting shelf-life
degradation
[B-FS-21017] B71-10195 01
DRUBS
Anti-slipping system improves wire saw performance
[BSC-13508] B71-10522 07
DBOBS (COHTAIHEBS)
Bemote coupling of air lines
CNOC-10225] B71-10101 07
Ultrasonic scanning system for in-place inspection
of brazed-tube joints
[B-FS-21166] B71-10227 06
DBT CELLS
Teardown analysis for detecting shelf-life
degradation
[B-FS-21017] B71-10195 OH
DBT HEAT
Effects of the thermal sterilization procedure on
polymeric products
[NPO-11688] B71-10362 01
DUCTILITY
flethod of Coining metals of significantly different
expansion rates
[HPO-12076] B71-10028 08
Effect of size on cracking of materials
[HPO-11602] B71-10158 01
DDCTS
Predicting vibrational failure of flexible ducting
[B-FS-16750] B71-10150 06
Attitude controls for VTOL aircraft
[XAC-8972] B71-10202 05
Cartesian-coordinate dimensioning for plumbing
systems
[B-FS-18867] B71-10135 08
DOBABILITI
Helded polypropylene liners for large descaling
tanks
[B-FS-18711] B71-10012 07
Flat-conductor cable has- rotary and linear
flexibility
[B-FS-21096] B71-10212 01
Durable cathodes for high-power inert-gas arcs
[LESIS-11162] B71-10261 03
Apparatus tests flexnral durability of FCC
[B-FS-20113] B71-10158 08
DYES
Bethyl alcohol used as penetrant inspection medium
for porous materials
[HOC-10119] B71-10103 06
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SO EJECT INDEX ELASTIC PBOPBBTIBS
Application of calibration masks to TV vidicon tube
[KSC-10589] 871-101)011 02
DTNARIC CHABACTEBISTICS
Long-life electromechanical sine-cosine generator
[LABGLET-10503] B71-10029 01
Rotordynamic response analysis program
[HQ-10579] 871-10211 09
Pressure transducer with foor-decade dynamic range
[KSC-10381] 871-10323 01
Hermetically sealed motion transmitter
[BSC-17318] B71-10328 07
DIBASIC LOADS
Accumulative weights program
[H-FS-15066] 871-10181 09
DTHAHIC HODELS
Frame modal analysis
[HSC-17562] 871-10111 09
Vibrational transfer functions for base excited
systems
[H-FS-21132] 871-10111 09
DTHAHIC BODDLD3 OF ELASTICITY
Experimental determination of damping parameters of
viscoelastic materials
fM-FS-20531] 871-10297 OH
DTSAHIC PHESSDBE
Peak wind speed anemometer /maxometer/
[B-FS-20916] B71-10023 07
DTHAHIC RESPONSE
Dynamic response of viscous compressible fluids in
rigid tubes
[B-FS-20512] 871-10269 03
Approximate properties of the response of nonlinear
dynamic systems to stochastic inputs
CB-FS-20717] 871-10273 03
NASTBAN computer system level 12.1
fGSFC-10991] 871-10285 09
DTHAHIC STABILITT
Performance evaluation system for inertial
navigation equipment
[HSC-13512] 871-10087 02
DTRAHIC STBUCTOBAL ANALTSIS
Variable sweep-rate shortens dynamic testing time
[LEWIS-11238] B71-10251 02
Approximate properties of the response of nonlinear
dynamic systems to stochastic inputs
[B-FS-20717] B71-10273 03
Synthesis of dynamic systems
[H-FS-21190] B71-10191 09
Vibration characteristics of ring-stiffened
orthotropic shells of revolution
[LANGLET-109891 871-10535 09
DTRODES
Scintillation detector for carbon-11
[ABC-10378] 871-10111 03
Hide-range logarithmic radiometer for measuring high
temperatures
[ARC-10251] 871-10198 01
EABTH ATBOSPHEBE
Economical phased-array antenna for environmental
applications
[HQ-10131] 871-10057 02
Atmospheric pollution measurement by optical cross
correlation methods - A concept
[H-FS-12078] B71-10221 02
EABTH BESODBCES
Hultispectral infrared imaging interferometer
tHSC-12101] 871-10325 02
EABTH SOBFACE
A lightweight, high output soil sampler
[NPO-10797] B71-10159 07
ECOLO6T
Systems management techniques and problems
[H-FS-21101] 871-10361 01
ECOHOBICS
A topological approach to computer-aided sensitivity
analysis
CA8C-10211] 871-10161 02
Computer program for discounted cash flow/rate of
return evaluations
CH-FS-19010J 871-10377 09
BOOT COBBEBTS
Locating tube blockage that X-ray cannot detect
[SDC-10386] 871-10129 06
Qualifications and certification of nondestructive
testing personnel
[H-FS-208503 871-10271 06
Nondestructive testing of bond integrity in foam
insulation/aluminum composites
[H-FS-20786] 871-10507 06
EDITIHG
Information quality-control model
[BPO-11131] B71-10281 06
EDUCATION
FOETBAH programming - A self-taught course
fLANGLET-10738] B71-10052 09
Induction brazing manual
[B-FS-1192*] B71-10123 08
Systems management techniques and problems
[B-FS-21101] B71-10361 01
Metabolic balance analysis program
CB-FS-21237] 871-10381 09
Badiographic inspection specifications for
electronic components
CH-FS-20723] 871-10138 01
Theory and application of feedback shift registers
rNPO-11186] 871-10151 02
EFFECTIVENESS
New filter technique improves home television
reception
[BSC-13729] 871-10111 02
Generalized safety eguation - A concept
[H-FS-20522] 871-10183 06
Program audit, A management tool
[KSC-10557] 871-10380 01
EFFICIENCT
Badiant energy absorption enhancement in optical
imaging systems
[AHC-10191] 871-10112 03
An investigation of tandem-row, high-head pump
inducers
CB-FS-21139] 871-10152 07
Promising born/graphite/resin composites
[B-FS-21126] B71-10217 01
High mobility work station restraint support
[BSC-12119] 871-10301 07
Externally programmed variable timer
[B-FS-20776] B71-10137 01
Graphical method for analyzing digital computer
efficiency
[ARC-10210] B71-10153 09
Anti-slipping system improves wire saw performance
[BSC-13508] 871-10522 07
EGBESS
Unified hatch system
[HSC-15813] B71-10095 06
EIGENVALUES
High-impact dynamic-response analysis of nonlinear
structures
[NPO-11716] B71-10131 09
NASTEAN computer system level 12.1
[GSFC-10991] B71-10285 09
Error evaluation for difference approximations to
ordinary differential equations
[H-FS-21610] B71-10123 09
Synthesis of dynamic systems
[B-FS-21190] B71-10191 09
BIGEHVECTOBS
Energy levels and transition probability matrix
elements of ruby for maser applications
[NPO-11687] 871-10308 09
EJECTION
Aircraft-crash-locating transmitter features design
improvements
[H-FS-16609] 871-10213 02
ELASTIC BODIES
Inertia diaphragm pressure transducer
[IAC-2981] 871-10200 05
ELASTIC DAHPIHG
Experimental determination of damping parameters of
viscoelastic materials
CH-FS-2053U] B71-10297 01
ELASTIC PBOPEBTIES
Hethod of joining metals of significantly different
expansion rates
[NPO-12076] 871-10028 08
A concept for improving the dimensional stability of
filamentary composites in one direction
[LANGLET-10143] 871-10061 01
Determination of gas volume trapped in a closed
fluid system
[BSC-15685] 871-10091 06
High-temperature, long-life polyimide seals for
hydraulic actuator rods
[LEWIS-11212] 871-10098 07
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ELASTIC SHELLS SDBJECT IHDEI
Hew understanding of fiber composite aaterials
[HPO-11605] B71-10161 04
Seduction of valve leakage - 1 concept
[HPO-12003] B71-10315 07
Lignid-hydrogen/nnclear-radiation resistant seals
[B-FS-21364] B71-10340 03
High-strength large-diameter carbon-base fibers
ttEBIS-11167) B71-10403 01
Vibration characteristics of ring-stiffened
orthotropic shells of revolution
[LAHGLEY-10989] B71-10535 09
ELJSTIC SHELLS
flethod for calculating the stresses in pressure
vessels
tBSC-13515] B71-10514 06
BLiSTOHTDBODTHAHICS
Besin additive improves performance of
high-teiperatnre hydrocarbon lubricants
[LBiIS-11364] B71-10394 01
ELASTOBEBS
Preparation of highly flnorinated polynrethanes
[NPO-10767] B71-10005 OH
Conductive elastomenc extensometer
[H-FS-210491 B71-10032 01
High-temperature, long-life polyimide seals for
hydraulic actuator rods
[LEWIS-11212] B71-10098 07
Improved tberaal paint formulation
[B-PS-1U706] B71-10180 03
Polymer containing functional end groups is base for
new polymers
[HPO-10998] B71-10184 OH
Polymerization of perfluorobntadiene at near-anbient
conditions
CNPO-10447] B71-10291 04
Viscoelastic cushion for patient support
[BSC-12447] B71-10316 05
Effects of the thermal sterilization procedure on
polymeric products
[HPO-11688] B71-10362 OH
ELECTBIC IBCS
Inexpensive system protects megawatt
resistance-heating furnace against high-voltage
surges
[NOC-10239] B71-10043 01
Simplified procedure for emission spectrochemical
analysis
[LESIS-10985] B71-10359 04
ELECTBIC BATTEBIES
Microwave dosimeter - A concept
rHQ-10407] B71-10075 01
Limited life item management
fB-FS-24020] B71-10196 06
Electrolysis cell functions as water vapor
dehumidifier and oxygen generator
[ABC-10316] B71-10231 01
Battery simulation program
[HPO-11580] B71-10250 09
Tone-activated, remote, alert communication system
[HPO-11132] B71-10307 02
Communications system for zero-g simulation tests in
water
[B-FS-21357] B71-10344 02
Accelerated battery-life testing - A concept
fGSFC-11085] B71-103I»8 06
Exothermic brazing units
[B-FS-21435] B71-10467 08
B1ECTBIC BRIDGES
Conductive elastomeric extensooeter
[B-FS-210491 B71-10032 01
Dual-channel circuit conditions/amplifies
transducers' inputs and outputs
[BSC-15712] B71-10069 01
Catheter transducer and circuit
[ARC-10132;) B71-10234 01
BLECTBIC COHDDCTOBS
Hobel stripper for shielded and unshielded flat
conductor cable
[B-FS-20120] B71-10060 08
High voltage lightning grounding device
[LEBIS-11282] B71-10136 01
Flat conductor cable handbook
[B-FS-21009J B71-10379 01
BLBCTBIC COHHECTOBS
Prevention of damage to delicate connectors during
mounting of heavy engines for testing
[HOC-10322] B71-10044 06
Program for improved electrical harness
documentation and fabrication
[GSFC-10386] B71-10054 09
Flat-conductor cable has rotary and linear
flexibility
[B-FS-21096] 871-102*2 01
Lov-temperature bonding of temperature-resistant
electronic connections
[B-FS-20909] B71-10253 08
Pressure transducer with fonr-decade dynamic range
[KSC-10384] B71-10323 01
Improved smoke generator for low-speed wind tunnels
[LAHGLEY-10885] B71-10337 06
Seating tool for preparing molded-plng terminations
on FCC
[B-FS-20123] B71-10417 08
Durability tester for FCC connectors
[B-FS-20128] B71-10118 08
Precision die-punch for trimming the conductors of
flat conductor cable
CH-FS-20K12] B71-10419 08
Sprue cutoff tool for molded FCC plugs
[H-FS-20236] B71-10421 08
Folding tool for preparing FCC molded-plug
terminations
(H-FS-20116] B71-10U22 08
Bnltiedge slitter for FCC
[H-FS-20112] B71-10157 08
Botary stripper for shielded and unshielded FCC
[B-FS-20119] B71-10H65 08
ELECTRIC COHTACTS
Oniversal interface enables one recorder to serve
numerous measuring instruments
CB-FS-1513U] B71-10011 01
Resistivity and Hall measurements of thermoelectric
materials
fB-FS-20»70] B71-10015 03
EKG isolator
[B-FS-21236] B71-10124 05
Environmental effects on silicon solar cells
CHPO-11«7S] B71-10282 02
Improved relay chatter detector
fHPO-10355] B71-10292 01
Silicon contact for area reduction of integrated
circuits
tB-FS-20688] B71-10368 01
Fixture for multiple-FCC chemical stripping and
plating
[B-FS-20237] B71-10U20 08
Cable insulation cut-through tester
tB-FS-20114] B71-10459 08
ELECTBIC COHTBOL
System accurately controls pressure in cryogenic
tanks
tLEBIS-11329] B71-10118 03
Attitude controls for VTOL aircraft
tXAC-8972] B71-10202 05
Bnltichamber controllable heat pipe
tABC-10199] B71-10526 03
ELECTBIC CDBBBBT
Non-symmetrical two dimensional scattering program
[HPO-11576] B71-10007 09
Symmetrical two dimensional scattering program
[HPO-11578] B71-10008 09
Determination of nonlinear resistance
voltage-current relationships by measuring
harmonics
tB-FS-20t02] B71-10182 01
Small size transformer provides high power
regulation with low ripple and maximum control
[B-FS-16709] B71-10193 01
Portable circuit-interruption indicator
tKSC-105H6] B71-10216 02
Oscillating tank circuit eliminates ballast resistor
in lamp control circuit
fB-FS-20891] B71-10275 01
Hovel shift register eliminates logic gates and
power switching circuits
tGSFC-10517] B71-10322 01
Voltage regulator dissipates minimal power and
functions as a voltage divider
B71-10367 01
Improved circuit avoids premature power transistor
failure
[BPO-11365] B71-10370 02
RF-controlled implantable solid state switch
CABC-10136] B71-10H26 01
Hide-range logarithmic radiometer for measuring high
temperatures
[ABC-1025H] B71-10<»98 01
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Programmed multiplexing system simultaneously
monitors several voltages
[HSC-17139] B71-10517 02
ELECTBIC DIPdLES
Ride-angle, circularly polarized,
omnidirectional-array antenna
[GSFC-10928] B71-10033 01
BLECTEIC DISCHARGES
High density plasma gun generates plasmas at 190
kilometers per second
[H-FS-20589] B71-10383 03
Improved plasma accelerator
[ABC-10109] B71-1015q 03
BLECTBIC BQUIPHBBT IBSIS
Portable circuit-interruption indicator
[KSC-105Q6] B71-102B6 02
ELECTRIC FIELDS
Bemote deternination of sea conditions by
electromagnetic backscatter measurement
[H-FS-13777] B71-10027 04
Dual-frequency feed-horn antenna
[GSFC-10820] B71-10056 02
Improved charged-particle analyzer - A concept
[XAC-05506] B71-10283 03
ELECTRIC GEHEBATOBS
Satarable-reactor motor starter reduces line voltage
fluctuations
[H-FS-18921] B71-10013 01
Survey of heat transfer to near critical fluids
[LESIS-11289] B71-10262 03
Improved circuit avoids premature pover transistor
failure
[HPO-11365] B71-10370 02
ELECTBIC BOTOBS
Saturable-reactor motor starter redness line voltage
fluctuations
[H-FS-18921] B71-10013 01
Hinature grinder for solid specimens
[H-FS-20005] B71-10059 05
Durability tester for FCC connectors
[H-FS-20128] B71-10118 08
Brushless dc motor with dual windings
[H-FS-21290] B71-10530 02
ELECTBIC BETBOBKS
i real-time statistical time-series analyzer
[HSC-12M28] B71-10276 02
BLECTBIC OUTLETS
Hot tap thermowell installation
[HSC-12U27] B71-10302 07
ELECTBIC POTENTIAL
Universal interface enables one recorder to serve
numerous measuring instruments
[B-FS-1513«] B71-10011 01
High current compensation network for dc logarithmic
amplifiers
[HOC-10118] B71-10128 01
Isolated-line commutator-amplifier
[B-FS-20734] B71-101«8 02
Design of hysteresis circuits using differential
amplifiers
[ABC-10070] B71-10162 01
A topological approach to computer-aided sensitivity
analysis
[ABC-102114] B71-10161I 02
Trianqular-wave generator with controlled sweep
polarity
[ABC-10332] B71-10166 03
Voltage-controlled oscillator
[ABC-10078] B71-10171 01
A 20 kHz power oscillator
[LEKIS-11319] 871-10174 01
Determination of nonlinear resistance
voltage-current relationships by measuring
harmonics
[B-FS-20U02] B71-10182 01
Snail size transformer provides high power
regulation with low ripple and maximum control
[B-FS-16709] B71-10193 01
Alloy vapor deposition using ion plating and flash
evaporation
[LEHIS-11262] B71-10199 08
Coarse roll-rate gain-control circuit
[ABC-10061] B71-10204 01
Constant-amplitude, frequency-independent phase
shifter
[ABC-10269] B71-10230 02
Oscillating tank circuit eliminates ballast resistor
in lamp control circuit
[H-FS-20891] B71-10275 01
Improved charged-particle analyzer - A concept
[IAC-05506] B71-10283 03
Improved relay chatter detector
[HPO-10355] B71-10292 01
Precision calibration and reference voltage source
for data acguisition systems
[H-FS-20950] B71-10298 02
Accelerated battery-life testing - & concept
[GSFC-11085] B71-103B8 06
A study of nitride devices for computer memory
applications
[H-FS-20971] B71-10350 03
Voltage regulator dissipates minimal power and
functions as a voltage divider
B71-10367 01
HP-controlled implantable solid state switch
[ABC-10136] B71-10126 01
Pnlse width-pulse rate modulator
[ABC-10025] B71-10197 01
Hide-range logarithmic radiometer for measuring high
temperatures
[ABC-1025«] B71-10098 01
Programmed multiplexing system simultaneously
monitors several voltages
[HSC-17139] B71-10517 02
Brnshless dc motor with dual windings
[H-FS-21290] B71-10530 02
BLECTBIC POHEB TBABSHISSIOH
Dnal-fregnency feed-horn antenna
[GSFC-10820] B71-10056 02
Portable circuit-interruption indicator
[KSC-105U6] B71-102I16 02
ELECTBIC PDLSES
Hiniature implantable instrument measures and
transmits heart function data
[ABC-10201] B71-10163 05
Nonvolatile read/write memory element - A concept
[GSFC-10993] B71-103U6 01
High density plasma gun generates plasmas at 190
kilometers per second
[H-FS-20589] B71-10383 03
Digital aspect clock
[ABC-10088] B71-10140 02
ELECTBIC BEACTOBS
Improved circuit avoids premature power transistor
failure
[HPO-11365] B71-10370 02
ELECTBIC BELAYS
Universal interface enables one recorder to serve
numerous measuring instruments
[B-FS-1513U] B71-10011 01
Multiple shutters for a stereoscopic camera
[HSC-13507] B71-10065 03
Improved relay chatter detector
[HPO-10355] B71-10292 01
Tone-activated, remote, alert communication system
[HPO-11132] B71-10307 02
Badiographic inspection specifications for
electronic components
[H-FS-20723] B71-10438 01
BLECTBIC SIITCHES
Hiniature implantable instrnoent measures and
transmits heart function data
[ABC-10201] B71-10163 05
Device prepares aluminum surfaces for welding
[H-FS-20750] B71-10211 07
BLECTBIC TEBHIBALS
High voltage lightning grounding device
[LEHIS-11282] B71-10136 01
Coarse roll-rate gain-control circuit
[AHC-10061] B71-10201 01
Constant-amplitude, frequency-independent phase
shifter
rAEC-10269] B71-10230 02
ELECTBIC RISE
Program for improved electrical harness
documentation and fabrication
[GSFC-10386] B71-1005H 09
Hobel stripper for shielded and unshielded flat
conductor cable
[H-FS-20120] B71-10060 08
Flat conductor cable handbook
[H-FS-21009] B71-10379 01
ELECTBICAL FAULTS
Study of second breakdown in power transistors using
infrared technigues
[H-FS-207U8J B71-10021 01
ELECTBICAL GBOUHDIHG
High voltage lightning grounding device
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[LEWIS-11282] B71-10136 01
Botary stripper for shielded and unshielded FCC
[B-FS-20119] 871-10165 08
ELECTBICAL IHPEDAHCE
Wein bridge oscillator circuit
[HSC-13686] B71-10089 01
Polarographic carbon dioxide transducer amplifier
[BSC-13728] B71-10090 02
Electrical instrument measures position and velocity
of shock waves
[ABC-10356] B71-10143 03
ELECTRICAL IHSDLATIOH
Inexpensive high-temperature furnace for
thermocouple calibration
[NUC-10372] B71-10046 03
Improved high-temperature metal-sheathed cables
[NOC-10413] B71-10102 01
Inertia diaphragm pressure transducer
[XAC-2981] B71-10200 05
Rater electrolysis module
[ABC-10246] B71-10203 03
Flat-conductor cable has rotary and linear
flexibility
[B-FS-21096] B71-10242 01
Improved smoke generator for low-speed wind tunnels
[LANGLEY-10885] B71-10337 06
Seating tool for preparing molded-plug terminations
on FCC
[B-FS-20123] B71-10417 08
Precision die-punch for trimming the conductors of
flat conductor cable
[B-FS-20142] 871-101(19 08
Fixture for multiple-FCC chemical stripping and
plating
[B-FS-20237] B71-10420 08
Improved plasma accelerator
[ABC-10109] B71-10454 03
Cable insulation cut-through tester
[B-FS-20114] B71-10459 08
Cold-blade stripper for polyimide and TFE insulation
on FCC
[B-FS-20115] B71-10U60 08
Hot-blade stripper for polyester insulation on FCC
[H-FS-20117] B71-10461 08
Handling fixture for soldering round wires to FCC
[B-FS-20118] 871-10464 08
Rotary stripper for shielded and unshielded FCC
[B-FS-20119] 871-10465 08
ELECTBICAL BEASOBEBBNT
Electronic ripple indicator
[KSC-10162] B71-10170 01
Programmed multiplexing system simultaneously
monitors several voltages
[BSC-17139] B71-10517 02
ELECTBICAL PBOPEBTIES
Design and development of a fast scan infrared
detection and measurement instrument
[B-FS-20749] B71-10022 03
Environmental effects on silicon solar cells
[NPO-11475] B71-10282 02
ELECTBICAL BESISTAHCB
Improved methods of forming monolithic integrated
circuits having complementary bipolar transistors
[LANGLEY-10358] B71-10035 01
High current compensation network for dc logarithmic
amplifiers
[NUC-10148] B71-10128 01
Sensitive gaseous hydrogen detection system
tH-FS-21161] B71-10209 Oil
Fabrication of large tungsten structures by chemical
vapor deposition
[LERIS-11239] B71-10212 08
ELECTBICAL BESISTIVITT
Besistivity and Hall measurements of thermoelectric
materials
[H-FS-20470] B71-10015 03
Producing graphite with desired properties
CHDC-11001] 871-10042 OH
Betal alloy resistivity measurements at very low
temperatures
[HOC-10557] B71-10104 04
Device measures conductivity and velocity of ionized
gas streams
[XAC-05695] B71-10235 03
Low-temperature bonding of temperature-resistant
electronic connections
[B-FS-20909] B71-10253 08
Superconductor transition temperatures study
[B-FS-21247] B71-10385 03
ELECTBIFICATIOB
An unconfined, large-volume hydrogen/air explosion
[NUC-11000] B71-10041 03
High voltage lightning grounding device
[LERIS-11282] B71-10136 01
ELECTRO-OPTICAL PBOTOGBAPBT
Hnltiple shutters for a stereoscopic camera
[BSC-13507] B71-10065 03
Vibration detection using lasers
[ABC-10389] 871-10145 03
ELECTBO-OPTICS
Improved source of infrared radiation for
spectroscopy
[B-FS-20613] 871-10031 03
Kaleidoscopic light feedback for television systems
[BSC-12386] 871-10068 03
Atmospheric pollution measurement by optical cross
correlation methods - A concept
[B-FS-12078] B71-10224 02
Variable ratio beam splitter for laser applications
[ABC-10391] 871-10265 03
ELBCTBOCABDIOGBAPHT
Bnltimode ergometer system
[B-FS-21044] 871-10107 05
EKG isolator
[B-FS-21236] B71-10124 05
A system for the automatic measurement and digital
display of systolic and diastolic blood pressures
[BSC-132271 B71-10329 05
ELECTBOCATALTSTS
Submersed sensing electrode used in fuel-cell type
hydrogen detector
[B-FS-14655] B71-10071 01
ELBCTBOCHEBICAL CELLS
Accelerated battery-life testing - A concept
[GSFC-11085J B71-10348 06
ELECTBOCHEBICAL BACHIHIHG
Bapid method for sampling metals for materials
identification
[BSC-17332] B71-10320 OU
ELBCTBOCHBBISTBT
Biniature fuel cells relieve gas pressure in sealed
batteries
[XGS-11370] B71-1006H 02
ELECTBODE FILH BABBIEBS
Submersed sensing electrode used in fuel-cell type
hydrogen detector
(B-FS-1t655] 871-10071 01
ELECTRODBPOSITIOH
Electromagnetic simulation of microwave backscatter
from the ocean surface - A feasibility study
[B-FS-20476] 871-10016 01
ELECTBODES
Accurate pointing of tungsten welding electrodes
[ABG-10lli)9] 871-10048 08
Subminiature transducer measures unsteady pressures
[ABC-10349] B71-10114 01
EKG isolator
[B-FS-21236] B71-10124 05
Electrical instrument measures position and velocity
of shock waves
[ABC-10356] 871-10143 03
Improved reversible conlometer cell
[SAN-10051] 871-10176 02
Improved sheath removal technigue for very small
thermocouples
[LEWIS-11228] B71-10179 01
Ion implantation reduces radiation sensitivity of
metal oxide silicon /BOS/ devices
[LANGLET-10630] B71-10334 01
High density plasma gun generates plasmas at 190
kilometers per second
[B-FS-20589] B71-10383 03
Superconductor transition temperatures study
[B-FS-21247] 871-10385 03
Screening method improves performance of
nickel-cadmium batteries
[GSFC-11260] B71-10411 04
Precision, triple-parameter, nondestructive-test
system for in-process microwelding
[ABC-10402] B71-10452 01
ELECTBOFOBHIHG
Cast segment evaluation
[B-FS-21354] B71-10363 08
ELECTBOLTSIS
Rater electrolysis module
[ABC-10246] B71-10203 03
Electrolysis cell functions as water vapor
dehumidifier and oxygen generator
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[ABC-10316] B71-10231 01
BLBCTBOLYTIC CBIIS
Improved reversible couloaeter cell
[SAN-10051] B71-10176 02
Electrolysis cell functions as water vapor
dehumidifier and oxygen generator
[ARC-10316] B71-10231 01
ELECTROMAGNETIC iBSOBPTION
Radiant energy absorption enhancement in optical
imaging systems
[ABC-10194] B71-10112 03
Optical enhancement of photomultiplier sensitivity
[ARC-10213] B71-10113 03
ELECTROMAGNETIC IBTBRFEHENCE
Hide-angle, circularly polarized,
omnidirectional-array antenna
rGSFC-10928) B71-10033 01
Laser vibration analyzer
[XAC-01670] B71-102U9 03
ELBCTHOBAGHETIC HOISE
Electronic device increases threshold sensitivity
and removes noise from FH communications receiver
[BSC-12165] B71-10091 02
Hoise diffraction patterns eliminated in coherent
optical systems
[GSFC-11133] B71-10236 03
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
Non-symmetrical two dimensional scattering program
[NPO-11576J B71-10007 09
Symmetrical two dimensional scattering program
[NPO-11578] B71-10008 09
Radiation diffraction calculation program /DIPP2/
[GSFC-11422] B71-10462 09
ELECTBOBIGNETIC SCATTERING
Bemote determination of sea conditions by
electromagnetic backscatter measurement
[H-FS-13777] B71-10027 04
ELECTROMAGNETIC W4VE FILTERS
Phase locking of field sequential color wheel for
small TV camera
[BSC-13857] B71-10326 02
E1BCTBOHAG1ETIC B4YB TRANSMISSION
Enhancing efficiency of single, large-aperture
antennas
[HQ-10597] B71-10287 01
Beam sguint correction for a diplex, retrodirective
phased array
[GSFC-11023] B71-10444 02
ELECTROMAGNETS
Small size transformer provides high power
regulation with low ripple and maximum control
[H-FS-16709] B71-10193 01
ELECTROMECHANICAL DEVICES
Saturable-reactor motor starter reduces line voltage
fluctuations
[H-FS-18921] B71-10013 01
Long-life electromechanical sine-cosine generator
[LAHGLET-10503] B71-10029 01
Thermal heliotrope - A passive sun-tracker
[GSFC-10945] B71-10260 03
Distribution and metering system for soil samples
[ARC-10429] B71-10481 07
ELECTROMOTIVE FOBCES
Saturable-reactor motor starter reduces line voltage
fluctuations
fa-FS-18921] B71-10013 01
Rapid method for sampling metals for materials
identification
fflSC-17332) B71-10320 01
ELECTBOB BEAH HELDIHG
Technique for in-place welding of aluminum backed up
by a combustible material
[LEBIS-11328] B71-10257 08
ELECTROS BOMBARDMENT
Improved election emitter
[LEBIS-108111] B71-10388 03
ELECTBOH EBISSIOH
Improved electron emitter
[LEHTS-10811] B71-10388 03
ELECTBOB GDNS
Ion implantation reduces radiation sensitivity of
metal oxide silicon /BOS/ devices
[LANGLEY-10630] B71-10334 01
Solid-state data interpretation system - A concept
[B-FS-20587] B71-10366 02
ELECTRON HOBILITT
Optimum doping achieves high quantum yields in GaAs
photoentters
[H-FS-20962] B71-10357 03
ELECTROS RADIATION
Use of cernet thin film resistors with nitride
passivated metal insulator field effect transistor
[GSFC-10835] B71-10375 08
ELECTRON TRANSITIONS
Energy levels and transition probability matrix
elements of ruby for Baser applications
CHPO-11687] B71-10308 09
ELECTBOHIC CONTROL
Improved wax mold technigne forms complex passages
in solid structures
CILA-07829] B71-10063 05
Stabilization of interferometer fringe patterns
[ARC-10392] B71-10119 02
Servo-controlled decoupler eliminates oscillations
in fluid flow - A concept
CH-FS-18793] B71-10130 06
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
Active parallel redundancy for electronic
integrator-type control circuits
[NUC-10231] B71-1001IO 01
EKG isolator
[H-FS-21236] B71-10124 05
Electronic ripple indicator
[KSC-10162] B71-10170 01
Preparation of homogeneous vitreous materials for
electronic and optical devices
[BQ-10670] B71-10172 04
Radiographic inspection specifications for
electronic components
[H-FS-20723] B71-10438 01
Development of conformal coating materials
[B-FS-21393] B71-10483 04
ELECTBONIC EQUIPMENT TESTS
Automatic cross-sectioning and monitoring system
locates defects in electronic devices
[GSFC-11221] B71-10221 01
Voter comparator switch provides fail safe data
communications system - A concept
[BSC-13932] B71-10504 02
ELECTBOBIC FILTEBS
Electronic device increases threshold sensitivity
and removes noise from FH communications receiver
[BSC-12165] B71-10091 02
ELECTROBIC MODULES
Microwave dosimeter - A concept
[HQ-10407] B71-10075 01
Ceramic wiring board increases packaging density of
electronic modules
[HSC-13497] B71-1008* 01
High density electronic packaging module with
improved cooling assembly
(HSC-13639] B71-10088 01
ELECTRONIC RECORDING SYSTEMS
Automatic reference level control for an antenna
pattern recording system
[B-FS-20257] B71-10014 01
ELECTRONIC TRANSDUCERS
Radial rotating antenna-feed system
[GSFC-11013] B71-10025 01
Dual-channel circuit conditions/amplifies
transducers' inputs and outputs
[BSC-15712] B71-10069 01
ELECTRONICS
Hydraulic actuator motion limiter ensures operator
safety
[ARC-10131] B71-10233 07
ELECTROPBXSIOLOGT
Bultiaode ergometer system
[H-FS-21044] B71-10107 05
EKG isolator
[B-FS-21236] B71-10124 05
ELECTBOPLATIHG
Improved reversible conlometer cell
[SAN-10051] B71-10176 02
Bapid method for sampling metals for materials
identification
[HSC-17332] B71-10320 04
Electroplating on titanium alloy
[H-FS-21251] B71-10338 08
Cadmium plated steel caps seal anodized aluminum
fittings
[B-FS-20137] B71-10355 05
Fixture for aultiple-FCC chemical stripping and
plating
[H-FS-20237] B71-10420 08
Cold-blade stripper for polyimide and TFE insulation
on FCC
[H-FS-20115] B71-10U60 08
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Copper/nickel eutectic brazing of titanium
[4HC-10337] - B71-10525 08
BLBCTBOPOLISBIHG
Solid state welding of dispersion-strengthened
nickel alloys
[IEBIS-11388] B71-10520 08
BLECTEOSIiTIC CBABGE
Improved charged-particle analyzer - A concept
[XAC-05506] B71-10283 03
ELECTHOSI1TICS
Improved electron emitter
[IEWIS-10814] B71-10388 03
ELEVATION 1HGLE
Eye point-of-regard system
[JBC-10360] B71-10476 05
ELLIPTICAL O6BITS
New procedure for determining minimum tine orbit
transfers
[g-FS-14804;) B71-10376 09
ELOHGATIOH
Higb-tenperature, long-life polyinide seals for
hydraulic actuator rods
[LEBIS-11212] B71-10098 07
Improved epozy resin for constructing cryogenic
filament-woand pressure vessels
[LEWIS-11261] B71-10261 04
BBBBITTLEBENT
Electroplating on titanium alloy
[S-FS-21251] B71-10338 08
EBEEGESCIES
Aircraft-crash-locating transmitter features design
improvements
fB-FS-16609) B71-10213 02
EBEBGESCI LIFE SDSTAINIHG STSTERS
Stable, inflatable life raft for high seas rescue
operations
[BSC-12393] B71-10167 05
BBISSION
Active cavity radiometer* type III - An automatic,
absolute standard, highly accurate detector
[NPO-11504] B71-10131 03
EBISSIOH SPECTBA
Simplified procedure for emission spectrochemical
analysis
[LBBTS-10985] B71-103S9 04
BBISSIVITY
Nonflammable organic-base paint for oxygen-rich
atmospheres
fB-FS-20486] B71-10077 04
Computer program for thermal analysis of shadow
shields in a vacuum
[LE1IS-11236] B71-10115 09
Optimum doping achieves high quantum yields in GaAs
photoemitters
[B-FS-20962] B71-10357 03
EHITTAHCE
Improved thermal paint formulation
[B-FS-14706] B71-10180 03
Determination of radiation interchange factors
fBSC-13475] B71-10295 09
EHITTEBS
Snbminiature transducer measures unsteady pressures
[ABC-10349] B71-10114 01
Oscillating tank circuit eliminates ballast resistor
in lamp control circuit
[B-FS-20891] B71-10275 01
Discrete-component S-band power amplifier
fGSFC-11218] B71-10365 01
Improved electron emitter
[LEHIS-10814] B71-10388 03
EBOLSIONS
Nonflammable organic-base paint for oxygen-rich
atmospheres
[B-FS-20486] B71-10077 01
Inexpensive anti-fog coating for windows
rHSC-13530] B71-101<!9 04
ENCAPSULATING
Handling fixture for soldering round wires to FCC
[B-FS-20118] B71-10464 08
ENCLOSDBES
Foldable patterns form construction blocks
[BSC-13860] B71-10523 08
END PLATES
Hydrostatic liguid-bearing for precision gyro
[B-FS-21138] B71-10207 07
EHEBGI iBSOBPTION
Digital decorrelator saves time and expense in
acoustic testing of structures
[NPO-11542] B71-10157 03
Improved thermal paint formulation
[B-FS-14706] B71-10180 03
Hetal-shearing energy absorber
[HQ-10638] B71-10503 07
EHBB6Y DISSIPATION
Prediction of windage power loss in alternators
[LEHIS-10939] B71-10074 06
Effect of size on cracking of materials
[NPO-11602] B71-10158 04
Landing dynamics program for impact attenuating
vehicles /LANDIT/
[NPO-10840] B71-10472 09
EBEBGT DISTBIBOTION
Enhancing efficiency of single, large-aperture
antennas
[HQ-10597] B71-10287 01
flonte Carlo program for the transport of neutrons
and gamma rays
[LEHIS-11403] B71-10490 09
EHEBGT LEVELS
Energy levels and transition probability matrix
elements of ruby for maser applications
[NPO-11687] B71-10308 09
EHEEGI SOOBCES
Laser Doppler instrument measures fluid velocity
without reference beam
[XAC-10770] B71-10120 03
EHEBGT SPECTBA
New filter technigue improves home television
reception
[BSC-13729] B71-10141 02
ENGINE ANALTZEBS
Digital computer program for analyzing chugging
instabilities
[LEWIS-11294] B71-10215 09
ENGINE INLETS
Dynamics of short pressure probes
[LEIIS-11293] B71-10374 09
Tone-burst technigue measures high-intensity sound
absorption
[LANGLEY-106671 B71-10395 03
ENGINE NOISE
Tone-burst technigue measures high-intensity sound
absorption
 (
[LANGLEY-10667] B71-10395 03
ENGINE TESTS
Prevention of damage to delicate connectors during
mounting of heavy engines for testing
(NOC-10322] B71-10044 06
EHGIHEEBIHG
Pictorial display of materials and processes aids in
fabricating complex assemblies
[B-FS-24006] B71-10341 01
EHGIHEEBIHG DBARIHGS
Pictorial display of materials and processes aids in
fabricating complex assemblies
[B-FS-24006] B71-10341 01
Cartesian-coordinate dimensioning for plumbing
systems
[B-FS-18867] B71-10435 08
EHTHALPY
Antipollntion system to remove nitrogen dioxide gas
[LZiIS-11297] B71-10393 04
Psychrometnc chart for physiological research
[AEC-10394] B71-10470 03
ENVIBONHENT POLLUTION
Bicrobial burden prediction model program
[SPO-11709] B71-10401 09
ENTIBONIENT SIHDLATIOH
Criteria for vibration testing
[GSFC-10737] B71-10266 06
ENVIRONBBHTAL COHTBOL
A freguency division multiplex technigue for
transmitting commands
[KSC-10521] B71-10169 02
Apparatus tests flexural durability of FCC
[B-FS-20113] B71-10458 08
Copper/nickel eutectic brazing of titanium
[ABC-10337] B71-10525 08
Biniatnre carbon dioxide sensor
[BSC-13332] B71-10536 03
ENVIBONBENTAL TESTS
Technigue for experimental determination of
radiation interchange factors in solar wavelengths
[BSC-13476] B71-10066 03
Fluid slip ring transfers coolant to rotating
eguipment
[HSC-13451] B71-10083 07
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Environmental effects on silicon solar cells
CHPO-11475] B71-10282 02
EHVIBO1BEHTS.
Becommended safety guides for industrial
laboratories and shops
fSAH-10050] B71-10175 07
Teardown analysis for detecting shelf-life
degradation
[B-FS-24017] B71-10195 04
Promising born/graphite/resin conposites
[H-FS-21126] B71-10217 04
EHZTBE ACTIVIST
Instrument detects bacterial life forms
[GSFC-10972] B71-10312 05
The deterioration of intermediate noistnre foods
[BSC-13827] B71-10332 05
EHXTBES
Bacterial adenosine triphosphate as a measure of
urinary tract infection
[GSFC-11092] B71-10051 05
Insolnbilization process increases enzyne stability
[ABC-10314] B71-10443 04
EPBEBBBIDES
Double precision trajectory program /DPTRAJ 2.2C/
[HPO-11798] B71-10390 09
EPHEBBBIS TIBB
Double precision trajectory program /DP1BAJ 2.2C/
[HPO-11798J B71-10390 09
EPITAXY
Improved methods of forming monolithic integrated
circuits having complementary bipolar transistors
[LAHGLEY-10358] B71-10035 01
Silicon contact for area reduction of integrated
circuits
[B-FS-20688] B71-10368 01
Shielding method for polycrystalline and epitaxy
growths
[B-FS-20162] B71-10434 04
BPOXT COHPODBDS
Ride-angle, circularly polarized,
omnidirectional-array antenna
[GSFC-10928] B71-10033 01
Investigation to identify paint coatings resistive
to microorganism growth
[H-FS-20458] B71-10310 04
Analysis of multilayered fiber composites
[LEWIS-11347] B71-10372 09
Equipment and procedure for determining the elastic
modulus of carbon-epoxy conposites
[LEHIS-11116] B71-10397 06
EPOXY BESIHS
Subminiature transducer measures unsteady pressures
[ARC-10349] > , B71-10114 01
Inexpensive, large-diameter, radar tracking and
calibration spheres
[XLA-11154] B71-10190 01
Promising boro/graphite/resin composites
[B-FS-21126] B71-10217 04
Evaluation of omniweave reinforcement for composite
fabrication
[B-FS-20946] B71-10245 04
Improved epoxy resin for constructing cryogenic
filament-wound pressure vessels
[LEBIS-11261] B71-10261 04
Instant acting adhesive system
[H3C-1J732] B71-10317 04
New primers for adhesive bonding of aluminum alloys
[B-FS-21387] B71-10488 04
EQD4TIOHS
Simple, shock-free, quick-release connector - i
concept
[LEWIS-11178] B71-10146 07
Design of hysteresis circuits using differential
amplifiers
[ARC-10070] B71-10162 01
EQ04TIOHS OF BOTIO1
Bethod for constructing periodic orbits in nonlinear
dynamic systems
[B-FS-14654] B71-10151 09
Spin vector control of a spinning space station
[B-FS-21333] B71-10296 09
Double precision trajectory program /DPTBAJ 2.2C/
[HPO-11798] B71-10390 09
Landing dynamics program for impact attenuating
vehicles /LANDIT/
[SPO-10840] B71-10472 09
EQUATIONS OF STATE
Determination of gas volume trapped in a closed
fluid svstejn
[BSC-15685] B71-10094 06
EQOATOBS
Double precision trajectory program /DPTBAJ 2.2C/
[HPO-11798] B71-10390 09
BQOTLIBBIOfl
ELAS8 - Computer program for linear structure
equilibrium problems
[HPO-11555] B71-10185 09
Vibration testing and analysis using holography
[B-FS-21050] . B71-10352 03
BQDILIBBIOH EQOiTIOBS
Computer program for predicting creep behavior of
bodies of revolution
[HOC-11104] B71-10037 09
EQDIHOIES
Double precision trajectory progran /DPTBAJ 2.2C/
[HPO-11798] B71-10390 09
EQDIPBEHT SPECIFICATIOHS
Induction brazing manual
[B-FS-14924] B71-10123 08
Automated preventive maintenance program
[GSFC-11408] B71-10500 09
EBGOBETEBS
flultimode ergometer system
[B-FS-21044] B71-10107 05
Tilt table for ergometers and other bionedical
devices
[8-FS-21010] B71-10241 05
EBOSIOH
Spray momentum measuring system
[BSC-12305] B71-10137 05
Erosion of metals by multiple impacts with water
[HQ-10591] B71-10197 04
Investigation to identify paint coatings resistive
to microorganism growth
[B-FS-20458] B71-10310 04
Improved electron emitter
[LEiIS-10814] B71-10388 03
EBBOS 18ALTSIS
Low-cost quasi-parabolic antenna
[LEWIS-11291] B71-10121 01
Design of hysteresis circuits using differential
amplifiers
[ARC-10070] B71-10162 01
Laser interferometry method for absolute measurement
of the acceleration of gravity
[B-FS-21225] B71-10232 03
Thermal analysis system /TAS-1/ program
[HPO-11849] B71-10386 09
Error evaluation for difference approximations to
ordinary differential equations
[B-FS-21610] B71-10423 09
EBBOB COBBECTIHS DEVICES
Systems of coding and their implementation
[HPO-11469] B71-10006 09
Program for improved electrical harness
documentation and fabrication
[GSFC-10386J B71-10054 09
An improved telemetry system
[ABC-10336] B71-10201 01
EBBOB DETECTIOB CODES
An improved telemetry system
[ABC-10336] B71-10201 01
Efficient digital comparison technique for logic
circuits
[B-FS-21080] B71-10218 02
Self-synchronizing, bi-orthogonal coded PCH
telemetry system
[GSFC-11237] B71-10324 02
Digital decoder for phase-delay coded data
[GSFC-10894] B71-10345 01
Principles of error detection and error correction
codes
[NPO-11487] B71-10408 02
EBBOB SIGHALS
Composite antenna feed system operates from VHP to
X-band
CGSFC-11046] B71-10110 02
Pulse width-pulse rate modulator
[ABC-10025] B71-10497 01
Biniatnre carbon dioxide sensor
[BSC-13332] B71-10536 03
EBBOBS
Digital simulation error curves for a
spring-mass-damper system
[B-FS-20770] B71-10003 09
Active parallel redundancy for electronic
integrator-type control circuits
[SDC-10231] B71-10040 01
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Interpretation of aluminum-alloy weld radiography
rH-FS-20943] B71-10206 08
BHYTHBOCYTES
Bacterial adenosine triphosphate as a measure of
urinary tract infection
[GSFC-11092] B71-10051 05
ESCAPE SYSTEBS
Thermal heliotrope - 4 passive sun-tracker
rGSFC-109115] B71-10260 03
ESTEBS
Inexpensive anti-fog coating for windows
CHSC-13530] B71-10149 OH
Thermally stable polyimides from solutions of
monomenc reactants
FLEBIS-11325] B71-10442 Oil
ESTIBATBS
Table for estimating parameters of Weibull
distribution
rH-FS-18817] B71-10H36 03
ESTIMATING
Analytical procedure for estimating reliability of
randomly excited structures
FNPO-11618] B71-10189 06
Elements of orbit-determination theory - Textbook
[NPO-11466] B71-10425 03
ETCBIHG
Electromagnetic simulation of microwave backscatter
from the ocean surface - A feasibility study
fB-FS-20476] B71-10016 01
Ultrasonic metal etching for metallographic analysis
CLEHIS-11230] B71-10099 04
PDZZLE - A program for computer-aided design of
printed circuit artwork
CLBL-10050] B71-10122 09
Han-machine communication - A transparent
switchboard for computers
CBSC-13746] B71-10263 02
Rapid method for sampling metals for materials
identification
[HSC-17332] B71-10320 0"!
Nonvolatile read/write memory element - A concept
[GSFC-10993] B71-10346 01
ETHEBS
Synthesis of fluorinated organic compounds using
oxygen diflnoride
[NPO-12061] B71-1015a 04
Salvation agent for disulfide precipitates from
inhibited glycol-water solutions
[HSC-13695] B71-10331 OH
ETHYL ALCOHOL
Improved reflective coating for integrating spheres
[GSFC-10855] B71-10110 03
ETHYLEHE
Cold-blade stripper for polyimide and TFE insulation
on FCC
[B-FS-20115] B71-101160 08
EOLEB BDCiaiHG
Structural behavior of tapered inflated fabric
cylinders under various loading conditions
CHSC-15317] B71-10327 06
Axisymmetric and cylindrical isostable structures -
A concept
[FPO-12049] B71-10446 06
EUTECTIC ALLOTS
High-temperature pump-motor assembly
[LEHIS-10256] B71-10100 07
BOTECTICS
Copper/nickel entectic brazing of titanium
[ABC-10337] B71-10525 08
BVACDATIHG (VACUOB)
Bigid open-cell polyurethane foan for cryogenic
insulation
[LEBIS-11220] B71-10079 04
EVALUATION
Diagnostic capability added to digital events
evaluator
[KSC-10526] B71-10001 02
Performance evaluation system for inertial
navigation equipment
CHSC-13542] B71-10087 02
Parallel-gap welding for joints between copper
conductors and Kovar
[B-FS-21224] B71-10168 08
Hnmerical integration of second order differential
equations
[H-FS-20536] B71-10186 09
Standardized Pearson type 3 density function area
tables
[B-FS-20541] B71-10205 02
Interpretation of aluminum-alloy weld radiography
(H-FS-209U3] B71-10206 08
Cast segment evaluation
[B-FS-21354] B71-10363 08
Computer program for discounted cash flow/rate of
return evaluations
[B-FS-19040] B71-10377 09
Program audit, A management tool
[KSC-10557] B71-10380 01
Banpower management information system /BIS/
[B-FS-21II77] B71-10U31 09
Precision, triple-parameter, nondestructive-test
system for in-process microwelding
tABC-10102] B71-101452 01
Design and evaluation of convectively cooled nozzles
[LEBIS-10894] B71-10508 09
Evaluation of rotating, incompressibly lubricated,
pressurized thrust bearings
FlEHIS-11511] B71-10509 09
EVAPORATION
Improved method of using paraformaldehyde as a
disinfectant
[HSC-15887] B71-10096 05
Alloy vapor deposition using ion plating and flash
evaporation
[LEWIS-11262] B71-10199 08
Durable cathodes for high-power inert-gas arcs
[LEWIS-11162] B71-10264 03
Bultichataber controllable heat pipe
[AEC-10199] B71-10526 03
ETAPOBATOBS
Literature review and experimental investigation of
heat pipes
CH-FS-21071(] B71-10353 03
EXCITATIOH
Peak structural response to nonstationary random
excitations
[NPO-11617] B71-10188 06
Analytical procedure for estimating reliability of
randomly excited structures
[NPO-11618] B71-10189 06
nondestructive testing of adhesive bonds by nuclear
qnadrupole resonance method
[H-FS-21160] B71-10208 OU
On-line analysis of random vibrations
[ARC-10154] B71-10281 09
Vibration testing and analysis using holography
[B-FS-21050] B71-10352 03
Vibrational transfer functions for base excited
systems
CH-FS-211132] B71-10UU1 09
EXHALATION
Betabolic breath analyzer
[B-FS-211115] B71-10466 05
EXHAUST DIFFUSEBS
New materials for fireplace logs
[B-FS-21363] B71-10339 01
EXBAUST GASES
Fabrication of large tungsten structures by chemical
vapor deposition
[LEBIS-11239] B71-10212 08
Antipollution system to remove nitrogen dioxide gas
[LBBIS-11297] B71-10393 04
EXHAUST SYSTEHS
Exhaust cloud rise and diffusion in the atmosphere
[H-FS-21119] B71-10111 03
EXOTHEHBIC BEACTIOHS
Synthesis of a new class of highly fluorinated
aliphatic dusocyanates
CB-FS-20883] B71-10300 01
Exothermic brazing units
[B-FS-21435] B71-10167 08
EXPAHDABLE STBUCTUBES
Variable-area nozzle automatically controls fluid
flow
[LE»IS-11217] B71-10222 07
EXPAHSIOH
Concentric tubes cold-bonded by drawing and internal
expansion
[ABG-90033] B71-10050 08
Inexpensive, large-diameter, radar tracking and
calibration spheres
[XLA-11151] B71-10190 01
Isosceles detector provides maximum resolution in
expanded range
[GSFC-10932] B71-10279 01
Hydraulic expansion process shapes large metal
sheets[BSC-12432] B71-10511 07
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EXPLOSIONS
Improved method of using paraformaldehyde as a
disinfectant
rMSC-15887] B71-10096 05
Synthesis of fluorinated organic compounds osing
oxygen diflaoride
[NPO-12061] B71-10151 01
ElPLOSIVES
Dnigue intermetallic compounds prepared by shock
wave synthesis
[B-FS-20861] B71-10216 01
EIPONEHTIAL FDHCTIOHS
Hybrid redundancy system for improving reliability -
4 concept
[8PO-11S16] B71-10132 01
EXPOSOBB
Multiple shutters for a stereoscopic camera
[BSC-13507] B71-10065 03
Estimating carbon monoxide exposure
[BSC-17211] B71-10319 01
Effects of the thermal sterilization procedure on
polymeric products
[NPO-11688] B71-10362 01
Shutter design for stereoscopic camera
[BSC-13613] B71-10506 03
EXPDLSIOH
CSH programs SB RCS propellant guantity gaging
systems program
[BSC-17308] B71-10130 09
EXTENSIONS
Computer design of extension springs
[B-FS-21073] B71-10473 09
EITEHSOBBTEBS
Conductive elastomeric extensometer
[B-FS-21019] B71-10032 01
EITIHGDISHIIIG
Flame zone of a composite propellant expanded by a
laser source
CLANGLEY-10660] B71-10335 03
EXTBACTIOH
Instrument detects bacterial life forms
[GSFC-10972] B71-10312 05
EXTBAPOLATI08
High-impact dynamic-response analysis of nonlinear
structures
[NPO-11716] B71-10134 09
Analytical methods for bacterial kinetics studies
[LEI-10011] B71-10192 05
EXTBDDIRG
Producing graphite with desired properties
[NUC-11001] B71-10012 01
Ultra thin gage plastic film
CLEIIIS-11276] B71-10135 08
EYE HOVEBEHTS
Eye point-of-regard system
fAHC-10360] B71-10176 05
FiBBIClTIOH
Improved methods of forming monolithic integrated
circuits having complementary bipolar transistors
[LANGLEY-10358] B71-10035 01
Improved vax mold technique forms complex passages
in solid structures
[XLA-07829] B71-10063 05
Low-cost guasi-parabolic antenna
[LEHIS-11291] B71-10121 01
PUZZLE - A program for computer-aided design of
printed circuit artwork
fLBL-10050] B71-10122 09
lall attachment, flneric crossover ''AND" gate
[XLA-07391] B71-10178 07
Fabrication of large tungsten structures by chemical
vapor deposition
tlEdIS-112393 B71-10212 08
Unique intermetallic compounds prepared by shock
wave synthesis
[B-FS-20861] B71-10216 01
Promising born/graphite/resin composites
[B-FS-21126] B71-10217 01
Strain gage performance above 1033 K
[B-FS-18831] B71-10225 01
Computer-aided design of large-scale integrated
circuits - A concept
[B-FS-20600] B71-10238 09
The deterioration of intermediate moisture foods
[BSC-13827] B71-10332 05
Pictorial display of materials and processes aids in
fabricating complex assemblies
[H-FS-21006] B71-10311 01
HASA-tncot - A lightweight radar reflective,
knitted fabric
[LAHGLEY-10776] B71-10312 01
Nonvolatile read/write memory element - A concept
[GSFC-10993] B71-10316 01
Bodular construction provides large volume storage
facility in minimum space
[B-FS-13568] B71-10351 08
Cast segment evaluation
[H-FS-21351] B71-10363 08
Fabrication techniques for thoria-dispersed /ID/
nickel
[LEWIS-11210] B71-10369 08
Analysis of multilayered fiber composites
[LEWIS-11347] B71-10372 09
High-strength large-diameter carbon-base fibers
[LEBIS-11167] B71-10103 01
Application of calibration masks to TV vidicon tube
[KSC-10589] B71-10401 02
Waveshaping electronic circuit
fH-FS-11916] B71-10129 01
Cartesian-coordinate dimensioning for plumbing
systems
[B-FS-18867] B71-10135 08
Handling fixture for soldering round wires to FCC
[H-FS-20118] B71-10H6H 08
FABBICS
Pressurized suits can be fabricated with adjustable
dimensions
[BSC-12398] B71-10092 05
Locating tube blockage that X-ray cannot detect
[HOC-10386] B71-10129 06
Limited life item management
[B-FS-21020] B71-10196 06
Evaluation of omniweave reinforcement for composite
fabrication
[B-FS-20916] B71-10215 01
Improved insulating materials effective at extremely
high temperatures
[NPO-12067] B71-10289 01
Structural behavior of tapered inflated fabric
cylinders under various loading conditions
[BSC-15317] B71-10327 06
HASA-tncot - A lightweight radar reflective,
knitted fabric
tLAHGLEY-10776] B71-103H2 01
Reusable anaerobic system for microbiological
studies - A concept
[BSC-13920] B71-10U95 05
P1BBY-PEROT IHTEBFBBOBETEBS
Improving laser beam coherence - A concept
[ABC-10117] B71-10527 03
FAIL-SAFE SISTEHS
Series-hybrid bearing - An approach to extending
bearing fatigue life at high speeds
[LEHIS-11152] B71-10173 07
FAILURE
Study of second breakdown in power transistors using
infrared technignes
[B-FS-20718] B71-10021 01
Chatter-free check valve - A concept
[HSC-13262] B71-10067 07
Hybrid redundancy system for improving reliability -
A concept
[HPO-11516] B71-10132 01
Predicting vibrational failure of flexible ducting
[H-FS-16750] B71-10150 06
Predicting service life margins
[B-FS-21015] B71-10191 06
Limited life item management
[B-FS-24020] B71-10196 06
Erosion of metals by multiple impacts with water
[HQ-10S91] B71-10197 01
Interpretation of aluminum-alloy weld radiography
[H-FS-20913] B71-10206 08
Axisymmetric and cylindrical isostable structures -
A concept
[HPO-12019] B71-10116 06
FAILURE ANALYSIS
Diagnostic capability added to digital events
evaluator
CKSC-10526] B71-10001 02
Peak structural response to nonstationary random
excitations
CNPO-11617] B71-10188 06
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Predicting service life margins
[B-FS-24015] 871-10194 06
Teardown analysis for detecting shelf-life
degradation
CH-FS-2II017] B71-10195 04
Automatic cross-sectioning and monitoring system
locates defects in electronic devices
[GSFC-11221] B71-10221 01
Portable circuit-interruption indicator
[KSC-10546] B71-10246 02
Hethod for deterBining failure potential of pressure
vessels
[B-FS-20564] B71-10270 06
On-line analysis of randon vibrations
[ABC-10154] B71-10284 09
Table for estimating parameters of Reibull
distribution
[B-FS-18817] B71-10436 03
FillDEE BODES
High-reliability release mechanism
[LEWIS-11233] B71-10080 07
Hew understanding of fiber composite materials
[HPO-11605] B71-10161 04
Analytical procedure for estimating reliability of
randomly excited structures
[HPO-11618] B71-10189 06
Accelerated battery-life testing - A concept
[GSFC-11085] B71-10348 06
Improved circuit avoids premature pover transistor
failure
[HPO-11365] B71-10370 02
Voter comparator switch provides fail safe data
communications system - A concept
[BSC-13932] B71-10504 02
FALKHEE-SKJ.H BQOATIOH
Computing incompressible laminar and turbulent
boundary layer formation
CLEWIS-11190] B71-10155 09
FALLOUT
Hicrobial burden prediction model program
[HPO-11709] B71-10401 09
Improved vacuum probe collects surface-contamination
samples
[LANGLEY-10623] B71-10475 05
FABADAT EFFECT
Submersed sensing electrode used in fuel-cell type
hydrogen detector
[ H-FS-14655] B71-10071 01
FASTEHEBS
Simple^ shock-free, quick-release connector - A
concept
[LEWIS-11178] B71-10146 07
FATIGOE (BIOLOGY)
High mobility work station restraint support
[BSC-12419] B71-10301 07
FATIGOE (BATEBIALS)
Effect of size on cracking of materials
[NPO-11602] B71-10158 04
Peak structural response to nonstationary random
excitations
[HPO-11617] B71-10188 06
Analytical procedure for estimating reliability of
randomly excited structures
[NPO-11618] B71-10189 06
Flat-conductor cable has rotary and linear
flexibility
[H-FS-21096] B71-10242 01
FATIGUE LIFE
High-temperature, long-life polyimide seals for
hydraulic actuator rods
[LEWIS-11212] B71-10098 07
Predicting vibrational failure of flexible ducting
[B-FS-16750] B71-10150 06
Series-hybrid bearing - in approach to extending
bearing fatigue life at high speeds
[LEHIS-11152] B71-10173 07
Erosion of metals by multiple impacts with water
CHQ-10591] B71-10197 04
Plating by glass-bead peening
[GSFC-11163] B71-10256 08
Table for estimating parameters of Reibnll
distribution
[H-FS-18817] B71-10436 03
FATIGOE TESTH6 MACHINES
Combined high vacuum/high frequency fatigue tester
(LEWIS-1121CJ B71-10405 06
Durability tester for FCC connectors
[H-FS-20128] B71-10418 08
FATIGOE TESTS
Peak structural response to nonstationary random
excitations
CHPO-11617] B71-10188 06
FATS
Retabolic balance analysis program
[B-FS-21237] B71-10384 09
FEED SISTEBS
Digital computer program for analyzing chugging
instabilities
[LEHIS-11294] B71-10215 09
FEEDBACK
Digital simulation error curves for a
spring-mass-damper system
CB-FS-20770] B71-10003 09
Kaleidoscopic light feedback for television systems
[asC-12386] B71-10068 03
A 20 kHz power oscillator
[LEWIS-11319] B71-10174 01
Rnltichannel intercom with simultaneous send/receive
capability
[H-FS-18808] B71-10228 02
Principles of error detection and error correction
codes
[HPO-11487] B71-10408 02
Servo-controlled decoupler eliminates oscillations
in fluid flow - A concept
[B-FS-18793] B71-10430 06
Broshless dc motor with dual windings
[B-FS-21290] B71-10530 02
FEEDBACK ABPLIFIBBS
Pulse width-pulse rate modulator
[ABC-10025] B71-10497 01
FEEDBACK CIRCUITS
Polarographic carbon dioxide transducer amplifier
[BSC-13728] B71-10090 02
Variable sweep-rate shortens dynamic testing time
[LEBIS-11238] B71-10251 02
Pressure transducer with four-decade dynamic range
[KSC-10384] B71-10323 01
Haveshaping electronic circuit
[H-FS-14916] B71-10429 01
FEEDBACK COHTROL
Active parallel redundancy for electronic
integrator-type control circuits
[HDC-10231 ] B71-10040 01
Stabilization of interferometer fringe patterns
[AHC-10392] B71-10119 02
Automatic transmission line monitor
[KSC-10385] B71-10288 02
Closed-loop control of stochastic nonlinear systems
[HSC-13858] B71-10306 09
Improved molecular sorbent trap for high-vacuum
systems
[AHC-10056] B71-10478 03
Anemometer calibrator
[H-FS-21424] B71-10519 03
FEEDIHG (SOPPLYIBG)
CSH programs SB BCS propellant guantity gaging
systems program
[BSC-17308) B71-10130 09
FERTILIZERS
Teardown analysis for detecting shelf-life
degradation
[B-FS-24017] B71-10195 04
FIBEB OPTICS
Binatnre grinder for solid specimens
[H-FS-20005] B71-10059 05
Bodified bubble level senses pitch and roll angles
over wide range
[KSC-13506] B71-10085 03
Solid-state data interpretation system - i concept
[B-FS-20587] B71-10366 02
Scale factor gage for fiber optics inspection device
[BSC-17361] B71-10496 07
FIBEB STRENGTH
Hew understanding of fiber composite materials
[HPO-11605] B71-10161 04
FIBEBS
Promising born/graphite/resin composites
[B-FS-21126] B71-10217 04
Hew materials for fireplace logs
[B-FS-21363] B71-10339 04
inalysis of multilayered fiber composites
CLERIS-11347] B71-10372 09
Equipment and procedure for determining the elastic
modulus of carbon-epoxy composites
[LESIS-11116] B71-10397 06
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SOBJECT IBDBX FIXTURES
High-strength large-diameter carbon-base fibers
[LEBIS-11167] B71-10103 01
Thermally stable polyinides froo solutions of
•onomeric reactants
[LEBIS-11325] B71-10112 OH
Graphite-reinforced aluminum composite
[H-FS-21077] B71-10182 OK
FIELD EFFECT THiHSlSTOBS
Polarographic carbon dioxide transducer amplifier
[BSC-13728] B71-10090 02
Sabminiatare transducer measures unsteady pressures
[ABC-10319] B71-10111 01
Constant-amplitude, frequency-independent phase
shifter
[ABC-10269] B71-10230 02
Dse of cermet thin film resistors with nitride
passivated metal insulator field effect transistor
[GSFC-1083S] B71-10375 08
FIELD BHISSIOB
• & study of nitride devices for computer memory
applications
[B-FS-20971] B71-10350 03
FIELD STBEBGTB
Badiation diffraction calculation program /DIFF2/
[GSFC-11122] B71-10462 09
FIELD TBEOBT (ALGEBBA)
Principles of error detection and error correction
codes[NPO-111187] B71-10108 02
FIELD TBEOBY (PHYSICS)
New procedure for determining minimum time orbit
transfers
[B-FS-11801] B71-10376 09
FIGUBE OF HEBIT
Criteria for vibration testing
[GSFC-10737] B71-10266 06
FILiBEHT WIHDIHG
Differential expansion fitting for cryogenic liquid
tanks
[LEWIS-11260] B71-10268 08
FILAHBNTS
Improved epoxy resin for constructing cryogenic
filament-wound pressure vessels
[LEWIS-11261] B71-10261 01
Bigh-strength large-diameter carbon-base fibers
fLEWIS-11167] B71-10U03 01
FILES (TOOLS)
Improved sheath removal technique for very small
thermocouples
fLESIS-11228-J 6-71-10179 01
FILLERS
Improved fire-re£istant coatings
[GSFC-10072] B71-10198 01
Fabrication techmgnes for thoria-dispersed /TD/
nickel
CLEiIS-11210] B71-10369 08
FILLETS
Differential expansion fitting for cryogenic liquid
tanks[LEWIS-11260] B71-10268 08
FILLIHG
Improved reversible coulometer cell
[SAH-10051] B71-10176 02
Rapid method for sampling metals for materials
identification
[HSC-17332] B71-10320 01
FILHS
Electroplating od titanium alloy
[H-FS-21251] B71-10338 08
Effects of the thermal sterilization procedure on
polymeric products
[HPO-11688] B71-10362 04
FILTEBS
New filter technique improves home television
reception
[HSC-13729] B71-10111 02
FILTRATION
Salt stabilizer for preventing chlorine depletion
and increasing shelf-life of potable water - A
concept
[HSC-171531 B71-10097 W
Hodifications to a vacuum assisted filtering device
to minimize contamination
[BSC-13733] B71-10277 01
Solvation agent for disulfide precipitates from
inhibited qlycol-water solutions
[BSC-13695] B71-10331 01
Improved vacuum probe collects surface-contamination
samples
[LAHGLET-10623] B71-10175 05
FIBAHCIAL BABAGBBBBT
Computer program for discounted cash flow/rate of
return evaluations
[B-FS-19010] B71-10377 09
FIBITE DIFFBBEICE TBEOBT
AOTOTEB - Automated geometry meshing and heat
conduction calculation
[ROC-10241] B71-10039 09
Radiation view factor program
[B-FS-21075] B71-10106 09
Computer program /TDRBLE/ for calculating velocities
and streamlines in tnrbomachines
[LEWIS-10788] B71-10392 09
Computer program calculates transonic velocities in
turbomachines
[LEWIS-10977] B71-10102 09
Hybrid computer techniques for solving partial
differential equations
[B-FS-21386] B71-10124 09
FIHITE ElEBENT BETHOD
Computer program for predicting creep behavior of
bodies of revolution
[HDC-11101] B71-10037 09
FEATS - Finite element thermal stress analysis of
plane or axisymmetric solids
[BOC-10242] B71-10038 09
Computer program for thermal analysis of shadow
shields in a vacuum
[LEWIS-11236] B71-10115 09
NASTRAB computer system level 12.1
[GSFC-10991] B71-10285 09
Analysis of multilayered fiber composites
[LEWIS-11317] B71-10372 09
Error evaluation for difference approximations to
ordinary differential egnations
[B-FS-21610] B71-10123 09
Vibrational transfer functions for base excited
systems
[H-FS-21132] B71-10411 09
Vibration characteristics of ring-stiffened
orthotropic shells of revolution
[LAHGLEY-10989] B71-10535 09
FIBS
Reduction of valve leakage - A concept
[HPO-12003] B71-10315 07
FIRE PBEVEBTIOB
Inexpensive anti-fog coating for windows
[HSC-13530] B71-10149 01
Taproved fire-resistant coatings
[GSFC-10072] B71-10198 01
FIBBPROOFING
Bew materials for fireplace logs
[B-FS-21363] B71-10339 01
FIRES
Improved method of using paraformaldehyde as a
disinfectant
[BSC-15887] B71-10096 05
FIBIBG (IGBITIHG)
Improved sheath removal technique for very small
thermocouples
[LEWIS-11228] B71-10179 01
FITTIBG
Pressurized suits can be fabricated with adjustable
dimensions
[BSC-12398] B71-10092 05
Stable, inflatable life raft for high seas rescue
operations
[BSC-12393] B71-10167 05
FITTIBGS
High-reliability release mechanism
[LEHIS-11233] B71-10080 07
Improved transducer for squeeze-film bearings
[H-FS-20826] B71-10110 07
Differential expansion fitting for cryogenic liquid
tanks
[LEWIS-11260] B71-10268 08
Cadmium plated steel caps seal anodized aluminum
fittings
[B-FS-20137] B71-10355 05
Tool expedites installation of BBC connectors
[ARC-10327] B71-10180 07
FIXED WIBGS
Prediction of stall characteristics of straight wing
aircraft
fLAHGLEY-11013] B71-10501 09
FIXTURES
Durability tester for FCC connectors
[B-FS-20128] B71-10418 08
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FLABB PEOBES SOBJECT IHDEX
Fixture for multiple-FCC chemical stripping and
plating
fH-FS-20237] 871-101(20 08
FLA BE PEOBES
Flame zone of a composite propellant expanded by a
laser scarce
fLANGLEY-10660] B71-10335 03
FLANGES
Improved soarce of infrared radiation for
spectroscopy
[H-FS-20613] B71-10031 03
Li^uid-hydrogen/nuclear-radiation resistant seals
CB-FS-21361] B71-10310 03
Insulation assembly uses cryopumping to reduce heat
transfer in cryogenic liquid line
fKSC-10518] B71-10361 03
Air lock mechanism speeds specimen testing in
high-temperature vacuum furnaces
(LANGI.EY-108111 ] B71-10193 07
FLAPPIHG HIHGES
Pneumatic amplifier controls high pressure fluid
supply
(BSC-121211 B71-10081 07
FLASHING (VAPOEIZIBG)
Alloy vapor deposition using ion plating and flash
evaporation
fLEWIS-11262] B71-10199 08
FLASKS
Bonifications to a vacuum assisted filtering device
to minimize contamination
[BSC-13733] B71-10277 01
FLAT CONDUCTOBS
Flat conductor cable handbook
[B-FS-21009] B71-10379 01
Folding tools for flat conductor cable harnesses
(H-FS-20121] B71-10U15 08
Spool for releasing and retracting flat conductor
cable
[B-FS-20234] B71-10U16 08
Seating tool for preparing molded-plug terminations
on FCC
[B-FS-20123] B71-10117 08
Durability tester for FCC connectors
[H-FS-20128] B71-10118 08
Precision die-punch for trimming the conductors of
flat conductor cable
[B-FS-20112] B71-10419 08
FiJture for multiple-FCC chemical stripping and
plating
[B-FS-20237] B71-10120 08
Spfue cutoff tool for molded FCC plugs
[B-FS-20236] B71-10121 08
Folding tool for preparing FCC molded-plug
terminations
[B-FS-20116] 871-10422 08
Hultiedge slitter for FCC
[B-FS-20112] B71-10157 08
Apparatus tests flexural durability of FCC
[H-FS-20113] B71-10158 08
Cafcle insulation cut-through tester
[B-FS-20114] B71-10159 08
Cold-blade stripper for polyimide and TFE insulation
on FCC
[B-FS-20115] 871-101)60 08
Hot-blade stripper for polyester insulation on FCC
(B-FS-20117] B71-10461 08
Handling fixture for soldering round wires to FCC
[B-FS-20118] B71-10161 08
Kotary stripper for shielded and unshielded FCC
[B-FS-201191 B71-10465 08
FLAT tAYEBS
Ceramic wiring board increases packaging density of
electronic modules
[BSC-13497] B71-10084 01
FLAT PLATES
High density electronic packaging module with
improved cooling assembly
[HSC-13639] B71-10088 01
FLAT SURFACES
Improved sheath removal technique for very small
thermocouples
fLEWIS-11228J B71-10179 01
FLEIIBILITY
Preparation of perfluoropolyether prepolymers
[NPO-10765] 871-10004 04
Preparation of highly fluonnated polynrethanes
[HPO-10767] B71-10005 0<t
Torch kit for welding in difficult areas
[BSC-15704] B71-10070 08
Predicting vibrational failure of flexible ducting
rB-FS-16750] B71-10150 06
Flat-conductor cable has rotary and linear
flexibility
fB-FS-21096] 871-10242 01
Evaluation of omniweave reinforcement for conposite
fabrication
[B-FS-20946] B71-10245 01
Liquid-hydrogen/nuclear-radiation resistant seals
[B-FS-21364] B71-10340 03
Frame modal analysis
[BSC-17562] B71-10414 09
FLBXIHG
Apparatus tests flexural durability of FCC
[S-FS-20113] 871-10458 08
FLIGHT CLOTHIHG
Pressurized suits can be fabricated with adjustable
dimensions
[HSC-12398] B71-10092 05
FLIGHT HAZARDS
flinimum weight meteoroid shielding determination
[HSC-17017] B71-10U47 09
FLIGHT BOLES
Inexpensive, large-diameter, radar tracking and
calibration spheres
[SLA-11151] B71-10190 01
FLIGHT SAFETY
Laser net - A concept for monitoring wingtip
vortices on runways
[B-FS-20857] B71-10360 02
FLIGHT SIBULATOBS
Virtual-image display system for flight simulators
[AFC-10175] B71-101127 03
FLIP-FLOPS
Digital telemetry system eliminates data redundancy
[HSC-12388] 871-10082 02
On-line analysis of random vibrations
[ASC-10151] B71-10284 09
Novel shift register eliminates logic gates and
power switching circuits
[GSFC-10517] B71-10322 01
Externally programmed variable timer
[B-FS-20776] B71-10M37 OH
Digital parallel-to-series pulse-train converter
[BSC-12<I17] B71-10150 01
Theory and application of feedback shift registers
[HPO-1in86] B71-10U51 02
FLOATING
Series-hybrid bearing - An approach to extending
bearing fatigue life at high speeds
[LEHIS-11152] B71-10173 07
FLOATS
Stable, inflatable life raft for high seas rescue
operations
[HSC-123931 871-10167 05
FLOH CHABACTEBISTICS
Digital computer program for analyzing chugging
instabilities
[LEHIS-1129<1] 871-10215 09
FLOH CHABTS
FOBTRAN programming - A self-taught course
[LANGLET-10738] 871-10052 09
Digital-coded matrix system simplifies design and
construction of flow charts
[HSC-13539] 871-10086 09
FLOW COEFFICIENTS
An investigation of tandem-row, high-head pump
inducers
[H-FS-21139] B71-10152 07
FLOB DISTBIBOTIOH
Variable-area nozzle automatically controls fluid
flow
CLEBIS-11217] B71-10222 07
Device measures conductivity and velocity of ionized
gas streams
[XAC-05695] B71-10235 03
Optical probing of supersonic flows with statistical
correlation
XB-FS-206112] 871-10252 03
find tunnel investigations at transonic Bach numbers
[H-FS-20895] 871-10251 06
Improved smoke generator for low-speed wind tunnels
[LAHGLET-10885] B71-10337 06
A low-altitude satellite interaction study
[GSFC-11381] B71-10M99 09
FLOW EQUATIONS
Prediction of windage power loss in alternators
[LEBIS-10939] B71-10071 06
SUBJECT IBDEI FLYWHEELS
Computer program /TOHBLE/ for calculating velocities
and streamlines in tarbomachlnes
[LEWIS-10788] B71-10392 09
Low cost, logarithmic mass flow computer
[LEWIS-11001] B71-10U07 06
FLOW BBASUBEBEHT
Compressed gas handbook
[KSC-10662] B71-10272 03
Design and evaluation of convectively cooled nozzles
[LEWIS-10894] B71-10508 09
Anemometer calibrator
[ B-FS-21421)] B71-10519 03
FLOW STABILITY
Resin additive improves performance of
high-temperature hydrocarbon lubricants
[LEWIS-1136Q] B71-10391 01
FLOW VELOCITY
Study aids accuracy of turbopump axial thrust
analysis
Cli-FS-18771] B71-10020 07
An unconfined, large-volume hydrogen/air explosion
[JHJC-11000] B71-100U1 03
Pneumatic amplifier controls high pressure fluid
supply
[HSC-12121] B71-10081 07
Laser Doppler instrument measures fluid velocity
without reference beam
[XAC-10770] B71-10120 03
Predicting vibrational failure of flexible ducting
[B-FS-16750] B71-10150 06
Hydraulic actuator motion limiter ensures operator
safety
[ARC-10131] B71-10233 07
Antipollution systen to remove nitrogen dioxide gas
[LEWIS-11297] B71-10393 01
Computer program calculates transonic velocities in
turbomachines
fLEWIS-10977] B71-10102 09
Liquid-fuel valve with precise throttling control
[NPO-10808] B71-10149 07
Proportional pulsed pilot valve
[ARC-10228] B71-10468 07
Anemometer calibrator
[B-FS-21421] B71-10519 03
FLOW VISOALIZATIOH
Wind tunnel investigations at transonic Bach numbers
[B-FS-20895] B71-10254 06
FLOI
Digital computer program for analyzing chugging
instabilities
[LEWIS-11294] B71-10215 09
FLDEBICS
Wall attachment, flueric crossover ''ABD11 gate
[XLA-07391] B71-10178 07
FLDID ABPLIFIEBS
Pneumatic amplifier controls high pressure fluid
supply
[HSC-12121] B71-10081 07
FLDID DYSiBICS
Low temperature fluid blender
[LEWIS-11206] B71-10058 01
Updated, expanded, fluid properties handbook
[B-FS-21169] B71-10078 04
Hydrostatic liguid-bearing for precision gyro
[H-FS-21138] B71-10207 07
FLDID FILHS
Series-hybrid bearing - An approach to extending
bearing fatigue life at high speeds
[LEBIS-111S2] B71-10173 07
Evaluation of rotating, incompressibly lubricated,
pressurized thrust bearings
[LEXIS-HSU] B71-10509 09
FLOID FILTERS
Bonifications to a vacuum assisted filtering device
to minimize contamination
[HSC-13733] B71-10277 Ol»
Liguid-fuel valve with precise throttling control
[NPO-10808] B71-10449 07
FLOID FLOW
Chatter-free check valve - A concept
[BSC-13262] B71-10067 07
Determination of gas volume trapped in a closed
fluid system
[BSC-15685] B71-10094 06
Thermal conductivity of gaseous and liquid hydrogen
[HOC-10558] B71-10105 OH
Laser Doppler instronent measures fluid velocity
without reference bean
[XAC-10770] B71-10120 03
Spray momentum measuring system
[BSC-12305] B71-10137 05
An investigation of tandem-row, high-head pump
inducers
[B-FS-21139] B71-10152 07
Automatic ammo acid analyzer
[ARC-10215] B71-10165 04
Variable-area nozzle automatically controls fluid
flow
[LEWIS-11217] B71-10222 07
Viscoelastic cushion for patient support
[BSC-12H47] B71-10316 05
Servo-controlled decoupler eliminates oscillations
in fluid flow - A concept
[B-FS-18793] B71-10430 06
Optical inspection tool for interior surfaces of
fluid lines
[H-FS-15162] B71-10513 06
FLOID IHJECTIOH
Variable-area nozzle automatically controls fluid
flow
[LEWTS-11217] B71-10222 07
FLOID HECHARICS
Improved method for calculating pump thermodynamic
suppression head
[B-FS-20852] B71-10239 07
FLOID TBAHSBISSIOH LIHES
Fluid slip ring transfers coolant to rotating
equipment
[BSC-13U51] B71-10083 07
FLOIDICS
Low temperature fluid blender
[LEWIS-11206] B71-10058 04
Improved wax mold technigue forms complex passages
in solid structures
[XLA-07829] B71-10063 05
Wall attachment, flueric crossover "AHD" gate
[XLA-07391] B71-10178 07
FLDOBIHATIOH
Synthesis of a new class of highly flnorinated
aliphatic diisocyanates
[B-FS-20883] B71-10300 OH
FLOOBIHE OBGAHIC COBPOOHDS
Preparation of perfluoropolyether prepolymers
[HPO-10765] B71-10004 0*
Preparation of highly flnorinated polyurethanes
[NPO-10767] B71-10005 0<t
Synthesis of fluorinated organic compounds using
oxygen difluoride
[NPO-12061] B71-10154 04
FLOOBO COBPOOHDS
Polymerization of perfluorobutadiene at near-ambient
conditions
[HPO-101(117] B71-10291 Oil
FLOOBOCABBONS
Nonflammable organic-base paint for oxygen-rich
atmospheres
[B-FS-20486] B71-10077 flit
Electrolysis cell functions as water vapor
dehumidifier and oxygen generator
[A8C-10316] B71-10231 01
Synthesis of a new class of highly flnorinated
aliphatic diisocyanates
[M-FS-20883] B71-10300 OH
Liguid-hydrogen/nuclear-radiation resistant seals
[B-FS-21364J B71-10340 03
Liguid-fuel valve with precise throttling control
[HPO-10808] B71-10449 07
FLOSHISG
Improved diamond coring bits developed for dry and
chip-flush drilling
[H-FS-21111] B71-10358 07
FLOTTEB
Portable low-freguency vibration measuring and
recording system
[LASGLEY-105113] B71-10126 02
Simple two-speed tape transport drive
[GSFC-10981] B71-10409 06
FLOX (BATE)
Steady temperature and density distributions in a
gas containing heat sources
[LEWIS-10905] B71-10398 09
FLYIIG SPOT SCAHHBBS
Pattern recognition technique
[NPO-11337] B71-10187 06
FLYWHEELS
Baltimode ergoieter system
[B-FS-21044] B71-10107 05
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FOABS SUBJECT IHDEI
FOIHS
Hicrowave cryogenic theraal-noise standards
[HPO-11424] B71-10139 03
Viscoelastic cushion for patient sapport
[BSC-12U47] B71-10316 05
Insulation assembly uses cryopniping to reduce beat
transfer in cryogenic liquid line
[KSC-10518] B71-10364 03
FOCI
Enhancing efficiency of single, large-aperture
antennas
[HQ-10597] B71-10287 01
FOCDSIHG
Improved source of infrared radiation for
spectroscopy
[B-FS-20613] B71-10031 03
Radiant energy absorption enhancement in optical
imaging systems
CABC-10194] B71-10112 03
Application of calibration masks to TV vidicon tube
[KSC-10589] B71-10404 02
Inproved plasma accelerator
[ABC-10109] B71-10454 03
Bodified camera records lens settings on film
[BSC-12363] B71-10494 03
Scale factor gage for fiber optics inspection device
[BSC-17361] B71-10496 07
FOG
Inexpensive anti-fog coating for windows
[BSC-13530] B71-10149 OH
Atmospheric pollution measurement by optical cross
correlation methods - A concept
[B-FS-12078] B71-10224 02
FOILS (BATEBIALS)
Inexpensive high-tenperature furnace for
thermocouple calibration
rHDC-10372] B71-10046 03
Simple, shock-free, quick-release connector - A
concept
[LESIS-11178] B71-10146 07
An investigation of tandem-ro», high-head pump
inducers
fB-FS-21139] B71-101S2 07
Improved insulating materials effective at extremely
high temperatures
[HPO-12067] B71-10289 04
Granular tvo-phase insulation systems
[NPO-12068] B71-10290 OH
Insulation assembly uses cryopnmping to reduce heat
transfer in cryogenic liguid line
fKSC-10518] B71-10364 03
FOLOIHG
Flat-conductor cable has rotary and linear
flexibility
[H-FS-21096] B71-10242 01
Folding tools for flat conductor cable harnesses
[B-FS-20121] B71-10415 08
Seating tool for preparing molded-plug terminations
on FCC
fB-FS-20123] B71-10U17 08
Folding tool for preparing FCC molded-plng
terminations
[B-FS-20116] B71-10422 08
FOLDING STHDCTDHES
Foldable patterns form construction blocks
CBSC-13860] B71-10523 08
FOOD IHTiKE
Betabolic balance analysis program
fB-FS-21237] B71-1038U 09
FOBCE DISTBIBDTIOH
lift distribution in a rectangular :jet
[ABC-10424] B71-10030 09
FOBECASTIHG
Fiscal output data produce versatile graphic-numeric
charts
(HOC-10391] B71-10108 09
flanpower forecast program
[HPO-11551] B71-10244 09
Program audit, A management tool
CKSC-10557] B71-10380 01
FOHHALDBHTDE
Improved method of using paraformaldehyde as a
disinfectant
[BSC-15887] B71-10096 05
FOBBING TECHHIQOES
Electromagnetic simulation of microwave backscatter
from the ocean surface - i feasibility study
[B-FS-20476] B71-10016 01
FOBBDLAS
Preparation of perfluoropolyether prepolymers
CHPO-10765] B71-10004 04
FOBBDLAS (BATHEBATICS)
Determination of gas volume trapped in a closed
fluid system
CBSC-15685] B71-10094 06
Numerical integration of second order differential
egnations
[B-FS-20536] B71-10186 09
Method for determining failure potential of pressure
vessels
[B-FS-20564] B71-10270 06
FORBOLATIOHS
Exhaust cloud rise and diffusion in the atnosphere
[B-FS-21119] B71-10111 03
FOBTBAN
Fast Bars communication geometry program
[LAHGIET-10658] B71-10002 09
Hon-symmetrical two dimensional scattering program
[HPO-11576] B71-10007 09
Symmetrical two dimensional scattering program
[NPO-11578] B71-10008 09
Tracking antenna deformation program
[GSFC-11191] B71-10017 09
Lift distribution in a rectangular jet
[ABC-10424] B71-10030 09
Computer program for predicting creep behavior of
bodies of revolution
[NOC-11104] B71-10037 09
FEATS - Finite element thermal stress analysis of
plane or axisymmetric solids
[HOC-10242] B71-10038 09
ADTOTEB - Automated geometry meshing and heat
conduction calculation
[NDC-10241] B71-10039 09
FOETBAN programming - A self-taught course
[LANGLET-10738] B71-10052 09
Program for improved electrical harness
documentation and fabrication
[GSFC-10386] B71-10054 09
Badiation view factor program
[B-FS-21075] B71-10106 09
Fiscal output data produce versatile graphic-numeric
charts
[NOC-10394] B71-10108 09
Computer program for thermal analysis of shadow
shields in a vacuum
[LEWIS-11236] B71-10115 09
CSB programs SB BCS propellant gnantity gaging
systems program
[BSC-17308] B71-10130 09
Bulti-dimensional real Fourier transform
[NPO-11648] B71-10133 09
High-impact dynamic-response analysis of nonlinear
structures
[NPO-11716] B71-10134 09
Subroutines for evaluating single and multiple
integrals using modified Bomberg method
[NPO-11718] B71-10138 09
Bicrowave cryogenic thermal-noise standards
[NPO-11424] B71-10139 03
Quick response targeting program
[B-FS-15157] B71-10147 09
Bethod for constructing periodic orbits in nonlinear
dynamic systems
[B-FS-14654] B71-10151 09
Computer program for calculating aerodynamic forces
on blade sections
[LEWIS-11382] B71-10153 09
ELAS8 - computer program for linear structure
equilibrium problems
[NPO-11555] B71-10185 09
Botordynamic response analysis program
[HQ-10579] B71-10211 09
Digital computer program for analyzing chugging
instabilities
[LEwTS-11294] B71-10215 09
DSIP station schedules
[HPO-11547] B71-10243 09
Variable order integrators for the numerical
solution of ordinary differential equations
[NPO-11643] B71-10248 09
Battery simulation program
[NPO-11580] B71-10250 09
Analysis of low resolution mass spectra
[GSFC-11279] B71-10267 09
Dynamic response of viscous compressible fluids in
rigid tubes
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SUBJECT IHDEI FREQUENCIES
[H-FS-20542] B71-10269 03
Bay tracing program with options for diffraction
gratings
[GSFC-1J305] B71-10294 09
Determination of radiation interchange factors
[BSC-13475] B71-1029S 09
Spin vector control of a spinning space station
[H-FS-21333] B71-10296 09
Enerqv levels and transition probability matrix
elements of raby for maser applications
[NPO-11687] B71-10308 09
BAPS - a compaterized nanageient analysis and
planning system
fLElIIS-11349] B71-10321 09
Analysis of mnltilayered fiber composites
(LEHIS-11347] B71-10372 «9
Computation of group table alphanumeric display
[LESIS-11346] B71-10373 09
Dynamics of short pressure probes
[LEBIS-11293] B71-1037<t 09
Bew procedure for determining minimum time orbit
transfers
CB-FS-14804] B71-10376 09
Study-simulation of space station dynamics
[B-FS-21227] B71-10382 09
Hetabolic balance analysis program
[H-FS-21237] B71-10384 09
Thermal analysis system /TAS-1/ program
CNPO-118i)9] B71-10386 09
Tolerance analysis program
[HSC-17487] B71-10389 09
Double precision trajectory program /DPTRAJ 2 2C/
tNPO-11798) B71-10390 09
Computer program /TOHBLE/ for calculating velocities
and streamlines in turbomachines
[LEWIS-10788] B71-10392 09
Steady temperature and density distributions in a
gas containing heat sources
[LEBIS-10905] B71-10398 09
analysis and design of a flat central finned-tube
radiator
flEWIS-10893] B71-10399 09
Computer program optimizes design of nuclear
radiation shields
[LEHIS-10998] B71-10400 09
Bicrobial burden prediction model program
[NPO-11709) B71-10401 09
Computer program calculates transonic velocities in
turbomachines
[LEWIS-10977] B71-10402 09
Fracture mechanics evaluation of H-6A1-4V pressure
vessels
[BSC-13995J B71-10413 09
Frame modal analysis
rBSC-175621 B71-10414 09
Yibrational transfer functions for base excited
systems
CB-FS-21432] B71-10441 09
Hininum weight meteoroid shielding determination
[BSC-17017] B71-10447 09
FORTRAN 4 digital program changer
TBSC-17567] B71-10448 09
Optical design and analysis program
[GSFC-11393] B71-10456 09
Radiation diffraction calculation program /DIFF2/
[GSFC-11422] B71-10462 09
Cloud-free resolution element statistics program
rGSFC-11494] B71-10463 09
Landing dynamics program for impact attenuating
vehicles /I.ANDIT/
[NPO-10840) B71-10472 09
Computer design of extension springs
[H-FS-24073] B71-10473 09
Bonte Carlo program for the transport of neutrons
and gamma rays
[LEHIS-11403] B71-10490 09
Synthesis of dynamic systems
[H-FS-21490] B71-101I91 09
Optimized technigues and requirements for computer
improvement of structural weld radiographs
CH-FS-21627] B71-101I92 09
A low-altitude satellite interaction study
[GSFC-1138q] B71-10«99 09
Automated preventive maintenance program
rGSFC-11t08] B71-10500 09
Prediction of stall characteristics of straight wing
aircraft
[LAHGLEY-11013] B71-10501 09
Design and evaluation of convectively cooled nozzles
[LEWIS-1089«J B71-10508 09
Evaluation of rotating, incoipressibly lubricated,
pressurized thrust bearings
CLBSIS-11511] B71-10509 09
A study of high frequency nonlinear combustion
instability in baffled annnlar liquid propellant
rocket motors
[HPO-11800] B71-10532 09
Vibration characteristics of ring-stiffened
orthotropic shells of revolution
[LAHGLEI-10989] B71-10535 09
FOOBIEB SERIES
High efficiency telemetry method
[HPO-10388] B71-10371 02
FOOBIEB IBiHSFOBBiTIOH
Tracking antenna deforaation program
[GSFC-111913 B71-10017 09
Bnlti-dimensional real Fourier transform
[HPO-11648) B71-10133 09
Hnltispectral infrared imaging interferometer
[BSC-1210U] B71-10325 02
FBACTIOHATIOH
Synthesis of a new class of highly fluorinated
aliphatic dusocyanates
[B-FS-20883] B71-10300 OH
FBACTIOHS
A continued fraction generator for smooth pulse
sequences
[BSC-13697] B71-1030<l 01
FRACTDBE BECHAHICS
Dew understanding of fiber composite materials
CHPO-11605] B71-10161 04
Analytical procedure for estimating reliability of
randomly excited structures
[HPO-11618] B71-10189 06
Fracture mechanics evaluation of Ti-661-IT pressure
vessels
[BSC-13995] B71-10413 09
FBACTOBES (BiTERIALS)
Electroplating on titanium alloy
[H-FS-21251] B71-10338 08
Simplified procedure for emission spectrochemical
analysis
fLEBIS-10985] B71-10359 04
FBABES
Simple two-speed tape transport drive
[GSFC-10981] B71-10409 06
FBEE FLO!
Computing incompressible laminar and turbulent
boundary layer formation
[LEBTS-11190] B71-10155 09
FBEE BOLBCULAB FLOS
A low-altitude satellite interaction study
[GSFC-11384] B71-10499 09
FBEEZIHG
Bodification of physical properties of freeze-dried
rice
[BSC-13540] B71-10259 04
Treatment of blueberries prior to freeze dehydration
[BSC-13573] B71-10387 05
Development of non-sweet, flavored food cubes
[BSC-14002] B71-10521 05
FBEOB
Preparation of perfluoropolyether prepolymers
[NPO-10765] B71-10004 04
Refrigerated cutting tools improve machining of
superalloys
[LAHGLEY-10488] B71-10076 08
Hydrostatic liquid-bearing for precision gyro
[B-FS-21138] B71-10207 07
Improved method for calculating pump thermodynamic
suppression head
[B-FS-20852] B71-10239 07
Improved molecular sorbent trap for high-vacuum
systems
[ARC-10056] B71-10478 03
FREQDEHCIES
Dual-frequency feed-horn antenna
[GSFC-10820] B71-10056 02
Low-cost quasi-parabolic antenna
[LEIIS-11291] B71-10121 01
Improved transducer for squeeze-film bearings
fB-FS-20826] B71-10140 07
New filter technique improves home television
reception
[BSC-13729] B71-10141 02
A frequency division multiplex technique for
transmitting commands
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[KSC-10521] B71-10169 02
A 20 kHz power oscillator
[LEWIS-11319] B71-10174 01
Constant-amplitude, frequency-independent phase
shifter
rARC-10269] B71-10230 02
FBEQUEFCY ARALYZEBS
Laser Doppler instrument measures fluid velocity
without reference beam
[XAC-10770] B71-10120 03
Laser vibration analyzer
[XAC-01670] B71-10249 03
A real-time statistical time-series analyzer
[BSC-12128] B71-10276 02
FBEQDBHCY COHTHOL
Beam squint correction for a diplex, retrodirective
phased array
fGSFC-11023] B71-10141 02
Instrument accurately measures stress loads in
threaded bolts
[H-FS-21121] B71-10486 01
FREQUENCY COHVEBTEBS
A real-time statistical time-series analyzer
fBSC-12128] B71-10276 02
FBEQDEHCT DISTBIBDTIOB
Low-frequency triangular wave generator
fABC-10259] 871-10169 01
FBEQUEHCY DIVIDERS
Externally programmed variable timer
CB-FS-20776] 871-101(37 04
FBEQOEHCY BBASDBEBEHT
Variable sweep-rate shortens dynamic testing time
fLEWlS-11238] B71-10251 02
Frame modal analysis
[HSC-17562] B71-10U1H 09
Statistical measurements of the zero-crossing time
of a noisy sinewave
[GSFC-11001] B71-10S02 02
Bultifrequency laser beams for holographic
contouring
[ARC-10311] B71-10534 03
Vibration characteristics of rinq-stiffened
orthotropic shells of revolution
fLANGLEY-10989] B71-10S35 09
FBEQOEBCY HODOLATIOH
Electronic device increases threshold sensitivity
and removes noise from FH communications receiver
CBSC-12165] B71-10091 02
Tone-activated, remote, alert communication system
tHPO-11132] B71-10307 02
FBEQOEKCY BAHGES
Digital decorrelator saves time and expense in
acoustic testing of structures
[SPO-11512] B71-10157 03
Oscillator with wide dynamic tuning range
fGSFC-11086] B71-10286 01
FHEQOEHCY BESPONSE
Long-life electromechanical sine-cosine generator
[LANGLEY-10503] B71-10029 01
FREQUENCY SHIFT
Double phase-lock loop with rapid transient response
- A concept
tGSFC-10861) B71-10349 01
FBEQOEHCY STABILITY
Wein bridge oscillator circuit
rHSC-13686] B71-10089 01
Oscillator with wide dynamic tuning range
[GSFC-11086] B71-10286 01
FBICTIOH
High-temperature, long-life polyimide seals for
hydraulic actuator rods
[LEWIS-112123 B71-10098 07
Simple, shock-free, quick-release connector - A
concept[LEWIS-11178] B71-10116 07
Improved orthopedic arm joint[H-FS-21611] B71-10485 05
Anti-slipping system improves wire saw performance[HSC-13508] B71-10522 07
FBICTIOH BEDUCTIOH
Fluid slip ring transfers coolant to rotating
equipment
[HSC-131151] B71-10083 07
Besin additive improves performance of
high-temperature hydrocarbon lubricants
[LEWIS-nSSI] B71-10391 01
FHOZEi FOODS
The deterioration of intermediate moisture foods
[BSC-13827] B71-10332 05
FBDITS
Treatment of blueberries prior to freeze dehydration
[HSC-13573] B71-10387 05
FUEL CELLS
Miniature fuel cells relieve gas pressure in sealed
batteries
[XGS-11370] B71-10061 02
FDEL COHTBOL
Pulse width-pulse rate modulator
CABC-10025) B71-10t97 01
FDEL FLOW
A study of high freguency nonlinear combustion
instability in baffled annular liquid propellant
rocket motors
[NPO-1180C] 871-10532 09
FOEL POHPS
Study aids accuracy of turbopump axial thrust
analysis
[H-FS-18771O B71-10020 07
FDEL VALVES
Liquid-fuel valve with precise throttling control
[HPO-10808J 871-10119 07
FUELS
An investigation of tanden-row, high-head pump
inducers
[H-FS-21139] B71-10152 07
Survey of heat transfer to near critical fluids
[LEBIS-11289] B71-10262 03
FDICTIOH GEHERATOBS
Digital simulation error curves for a
spring-mass-damper system
[B-FS-20770] B71-10003 09
Long-life electromechanical sine-cosine generator
fLANGLEY-10503] B71-10029 01
FOBCTIOHA1 IHTEGB6TIOB
Study of nondestructive techniques for redundancy
verification
[KSC-10661] B71-10258 02
FOHCTIONS (HATBEHATICS)
Predicting vibrational failure of flexible ducting
[M-FS-16750] 871-10150 06
Variable order integrators for the numerical
solution of ordinary differential eguations
[HPO-11613] B71-10218 09
Hybrid computer techniques for solving partial
differential equations
[H-FS-21386] B71-10124 09
FOBGICIDES
Investigation to identify paint coatings resistive
to microorganism growth
[H-FS-20U58] B71-10310 01
FUBHACES
Inexpensive system protects megawatt
resistance-heating furnace against high-voltage
surges
CNDC-10239] B71-10013 01
Inexpensive high-temperature furnace for
thermocouple calibration
[HDC-10372] B71-10016 03
Self-replaceable thermocouple for molten steel bath
- A concept
[HDC-10223] B71-10125 01
Preparation of homogeneous vitreous materials for
electronic and optical devices
[HQ-10670] B71-10172 01
Improved fire-resistant coatings
[GSFC-10072] B71-10198 01
Practical method of diffusion-welding steel plate in
air
[LEWIS-11387] B71-10B55 08
PDSELAGES
Prediction of stall characteristics of straight wing
aircraft
[LANGLEY-11013] B71-10501 09
FUSIBILITY
Diode matrix reduces computer memory power
requirements
[GSFC-10991] B71-10317 01
FDSI08 (HELTIHG)
Interpretation of aluminum-alloy weld radiography
CH-FS-209U3] B71-10206 08
Unique internetallic compounds prepared by shock
wave synthesis
[H-FS-20861] B71-10216 01
Improved brazing technique for pyrolytic graphite
[HPO-12026] B71-10293 08
FDSIOH iELDIRG
Solid state welding of dispersion-strengthened
nickel alloys
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[•LEBIS-11388] B71-10520 08
GALLIDB ABSEHIDBS
Optimum doping achieves high quantum yields in GaAs
photoemitters
[B-FS-20962] B71-10357 03
GABBi FDBCTIOH
Standardized Pearson type 3 density function area
tables
[B-FS-20541] B71-10205 02
GiBBA RAYS
Scintillation detector for carbon-11
(180-103181 B71-10144 03
Computer program optimizes design of nuclear
radiation shields
fLEHIS-10998] B71-10400 09
& multiple-plate, multiple-pinhole camera for X-ray
gamma-ray imaging
[B-FS-20546] B71-10439 02
Honte Carlo program for the transport of neutrons
and gamma rays
[LEBIS-11403] B71-10490 09
G4BBEHTS
Conductive elastomeric extensometer
[H-FS-21049] B71-10032 01
GAS ANALYSIS
Fast peak selector for mass spectrometer
[LANGLEY-10268] B71-10009 01
Computer-controlled mass spectrometer for on-line
gas analysis
[HPO-11427] B71-10191 03
Analysis of lo» resolution mass spectra
[GSFC-11279] B71-10267 09
Betabolic breath analyzer
[B-FS-21415] 871-10466 05
Biniature carbon dioxide sensor
[BSC-13332] B71-10536 03
GAS BEABINGS
Improved transducer for squeeze-film bearings
[H-FS-20826] B71-101I40 07
GAS CHEOHATOGBAPBY
Gas chromatograph sample-transfer valve
[ABC-10427] B71-10474 01
GAS COBPOS1TI08
Anemometer calibrator
[M-FS-21424] B71-10519 03
GAS COOLIDG
Inexpensive system protects megavatt
resistance-heating furnace against high-voltage
surges
[HUC-10239] B71-10043 01
Submerged gas injector expels cryogenic liquids from
tanks
[LERIS-11231] B71-10219 07
GAS DEHSITY
Steady temperature and density distributions in a
gas containing heat sources
[LEWIS-10905] B71-10398 09
Laser device provides accurate reference to true
gravitational vertical
[ABC-10444] B71-10479 07
GAS DETECTOBS
Scintillation detector for carbon-14
fARC-10378] B71-10144 03
GAS DTNAHICS
A study of high frequency nonlinear combustion
instability in baffled annular liquid propellant
rocket motors
[HPO-11800] B71-10S32 09
6AS EVOLDTIOB
Biniature fuel cells relieve gas pressure in sealed
batteries
fIGS-11370] B71-10064 02
GAS EZPLOSIOBS
An unconfined, large-volume hydrogen/air explosion
rBDC-11000] B71-10041 03
GAS FLOB
Lou temperature fluid blender
CLEWIS-11206] B71-10058 04
Hiniature fuel cells relieve gas pressure in sealed
batteries
[XGS-11370] B71-10064 02
Submersed sensing electrode used in fuel-cell type
hydrogen detector
[g-FS-14655] B71-10071 01
Predicting vibrational failure of flexible ducting
[B-FS-16750] B71-10150 06
Inertia diaphragm pressure transducer
[XAC-2981] B71-10200 05
Steady temperature and density distributions in a
gas containing heat sources
[LEWIS-10905] B71-10398 09
Low cost, logarithmic mass flow computer
[LESIS-11001] B71-10407 06
Proportional pulsed pilot valve
[AEC-10228] B71-10468 07
GAS GBREBATOBS
Antipollution system to remove nitrogen dioxide gas
[LEBIS-11297] B71-10393 04
GAS HEATIHG
Estimating carbon monoxide exposure
[HSC-17211] 871-10319 04
GAS INJECTION
Submerged gas injector expels cryogenic liquids from
tanks
[LEBIS-11231 ] B71-10219 07
Optical inspection tool for interior surfaces of
fluid lines
[B-FS-15162] B71-10513 06
GAS LASEBS
Laser vibration analyzer
[XAC-01670] B71-10249 03
Laser device provides accurate reference to true
gravitational vertical
[AHC-10444] B71-10479 07
GAS LUBBICAHTS
Hydrostatic liquid-bearing for precision gyro
[M-FS-21138] B71-10207 07
GAS BIXTDEES
Fast peak selector for mass spectrometer
[LANGLEY-10268] B71-10009 04
Scintillation detector for carbon-14
[ABC-10378] B71-10144 03
GAS PRESSOSE
Miniature fuel cells relieve gas pressure in sealed
batteries
[XGS-11370] B71-10064 02
Improved transducer for squeeze-film bearings
[B-FS-20826] B71-10140 07
Computer-controlled mass spectrometer for on-line
gas analysis
[NPO-11427] B71-10191 03
Inertia diaphragm pressure transducer
[XAC-2981] B71-10200 05
Pressure transducer with four-decade dynamic range
[KSC-10384] B71-10323 01
Improved plasma accelerator
[AEC-10109] B71-10454 03
Anemometer calibrator
[B-FS-21424] B71-10519 03
GAS STBEABS
Electrical instrument measures position and velocity
of shock vaves
[AEC-10356] B71-10143 03
Device measures conductivity and velocity of ionized
gas streams
[XAC-05695] B71-10235 03
GAS IDHGSTEN ABC WELDING
Accurate pointing of tungsten velding electrodes
[AEG-10449] B71-10048 08
Torch kit for velding in difficult areas
[HSC-15704] B71-10070 08
Ceramic backup ring prevents undesirable weld-metal
buildup
[HOC-10357] B71-10117 08
Technique for in-place welding of aluminum backed up
by a combustible material
[LEIIS-11328] B71-10257 08
Fabrication technigues for thoria-dispersed /TD/
nickel
[LESIS-11240] B71-10369 08
GAS TDBBIBE EBGIBES
Series-hybrid bearing - An approach to extending
bearing fatigue life at high speeds
[LEBIS-11152] B71-10173 07
GAS VALVES
Oltrathin gate valve for high vacuum operation
[GSFC-11028] B71-10412 07
Proportional pulsed pilot valve
[ABC-10228] B71-10468 07
GASES
Spray momentum measuring system
[BSC-12305] B71-10137 05
GASKETS
Preparation of highly flnorxnated polyurethanes
[HPO-10767] B71-10005 04
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Limited life item management
[H-FS-24020] B71-10196 06
Liquid-hydrogen/nuclear-radiation resistant seals
[B-FS-21364] B71-10340 03
Gas chromatograph sample-transfer valve
[ABC-10427] B71-10474 01
GASOLIHE
Becommended safety guides for industrial
laboratories and shops
[SAH-10050] B71-10175 07
GATES (CIBCDITS)
Active parallel redundancy for electronic
integrator-type control circuits
[HOC-10231] B71-10040 01
Bultiple shatters for a stereoscopic camera
[BSC-13507] B71-10065 03
Digital telemetry system eliminates data redundancy
[BSC-12388] B71-10082 02
Triangular-wave generator with controlled sweep
polarity
fABC-10332] B71-10166 03
Voltage-controlled oscillator
[ARC-10078] B71-10171 01
Ball attachment, flueric crossover " ' A N D 1 1 gate
[XLA-07391] B71-10178 07
Efficient digital comparison technique for logic
circuits
[B-FS-21080] B71-10218 02
Constant-amplitude, frequency-independent phase
shifter
[ABC-10269] B71-10230 02
Fast carry accumulator design
[H-FS-20902] B71-10274 01
Oscillator with »ide dynamic tuning range
[GSFC-11086] B71-10286 01
Improved relay chatter detector
CNPO-10355] B71-10292 01
A continued fraction generator for smooth pulse
sequences
[HSC-13697] B71-10304 01
Hovel shift register eliminates logic gates and
power switching circuits
tGSFC-10517] B71-10322 01
Diode matrix reduces computer memory power
reg uirements
[GSFC-10994] B71-103U7 01
Tone-burst technique measures high-intensity sound
absorption
[LAHGLEY-10667] B71-10395 03
Digital aspect clock
[ABC-10088] B71-10440 02
Digital parallel-to-senes pulse-train converter
[BSC-12M17) 871-10450 01
Theory and application of feedback shift registers
[HPO-11486;) B71-10451 02
Programmed multiplexing system simultaneously
monitors several voltages
[BSC-17139] B71-10517 02
GATES (OPEHINGS)
Isolated-line commutator-amplifier
[B-FS-20734] B71-10148 02
Oltrathin gate valve for high vacuum operation
[GSFC-11028] B71-10412 07
Sprue cutoff tool for molded FCC plugs
[B-FS-20236] B71-10421 08
Gas chromatograph sample-transfer valve
[ABC-10427] B71-10474 01
GAUSS EQUATION
Subroutines for evaluating single and multiple
integrals using modified Eomberg method
[HPO-117181 B71-10138 09
GAOSS-BiRKOV THBOBEH
Table for estimating parameters of Weibnll
distribution
[B-FS-18817] B71-10436 03
GE 625 COBPOTEB
Synthesis of dynamic systems
[H-FS-21490] B71-10491 09
GE 635 COHPOTEB
Synthesis of dynamic systems
[B-FS-21490] B71-10491 09
GEABS
Hnltimode ergometer system
[H-FS-21044] B71-10107 05
Predicting service life margins
[B-FS-2401S] B71-10194 06
Improved orthopedic arm joint
[B-FS-21611] B71-10485 05
GELATIHS
Development of non-sweet, flavored food cubes
[SSC-14002] B71-10521 05
GELS
Bicroorganism sample device
[LABGLEI-10258] B71-10487 05
SEHEBAL ELECTBIC COHPOTEBS
Computer program for discounted cash flow/rate of
return evaluations
[B-FS-190UOJ B71-10377 09
GEHBBATOBS •->
Portable circuit-interruption indicator
[KSC-10546] B71-10246 02
GEOBETBI
High-impact dynamic-response analysis of nonlinear
structures
[BPO-11716] B71-10134 09
Accumulative weights program
[B-FS-15066] B71-10181 09
ELAS8 - Computer program for linear structure
equilibrium problems
[HPO-11555] B71-10185 09
Computer program /TOBBLE/ for calculating velocities
and streamlines in tnrbomachines
[1EIIS-10788] B71-10392 09
Computer program optimizes design of nuclear
radiation shields
[LEWIS-10998] B71-10400 09
Planet geometric center tracker
[ABC-10084] B71-10445 02
Instrument accurately measures stress loads in
threaded bolts
CH-FS-21121) B71-10486 01
A low-altitude satellite interaction study
[GSFC-11384] B71-10499 09
Vibration characteristics of ring-stiffened
orthotropic shells of revolution
[LANGLEY-10989] B71-10535 09
GEBBAHIOB
Bicrowave biasing improves detector response in the
infrared region
[GSFC-11050] B71-10313 01
Miniature carbon dioxide sensor
[BSC-13332] B71-10536 03
GLASS
Wide-angle, circularly polarized,
omnidirectional-array antenna
[GSFC-10928] B71-10033 01
Thin spray film thickness measuring technique
[B-FS-20842] B71-10062 08
Inexpensive anti-fog coating for windows
[BSC-13530] B71-10149 04
Effect of size on cracking of materials
[HPO-11602] B71-10158 04
Improved reversible coulometer cell
fSAN-10051] B71-10176 02
Plating by glass-bead peening
rGSFC-11163] B71-10256 08
Ban-machine communication - A transparent
switchboard for computers
[BSC-13746] B71-10263 02
Coatings from copolymers of tetraphenoxysilane and
P,P(1)-biphenol
[B-FS-14947] B71-10303 04
Instrument detects bacterial life forms
[GSFC-10972] B71-10312 05
Liquid-hydrogen/nuclear-radiation resistant seals
[B-FS-21364] B71-10340 03
Cadmium plated steel caps seal anodized aluminum
fittings
[B-FS-20137] B71-1035S 05
Simplified procedure for emission spectrochemical
analysis
[LEWIS-10985] B71-10359 04
Simple spectroscope used with solid state image
amplifier over wide spectral range
[B-FS-21345] B71-10378 03
Beasuring internal dimensions of small transparent
ob-jects
CLAHGLEV-10712] B71-10505 08
Glass tube splitting tool
[BSC-17183] B71-10516 07
GLASS FIBEBS
Low-cost quasi-parabolic antenna
CLEWIS-11291] B71-10121 01
Hew nnderstanding of fiber composite materials
[NPO-11605] B71-10161 04
nondestructive testing of adhesive bonds by nuclear
guadrupole resonance method
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[B-FS-21160] B71-10208 OS
Improved epoxy resin for constructing cryogenic
filament-wound pressure vessels
[LE»IS-11261] B71-10261 OH
Differential expansion fitting for cryogenic ligaid
tanks
[LEHS-11260] B71-10268 08
Opacified fibrous thermal insolation
[LESIS-11235] B71-10106 03
GLASSBABE
flodifications to a vacuum assisted filtering device
to ainiaize contamination
CHSC-13733] B71-10277 01
Glass tube splitting tool
fHSC-17183] B71-10516 07
GLAZES
Resin additive improves performance of
high-temperature hydrocarbon lubricants
[LEUIS-11361] B71-10391 01
GLIDING
Portable lightweight handsaw
tH-FS-16927] B71-10237 07
GLUES
NASA-tricot - A lightweight radar reflective,
knitted fabric
[LANGLEY-10776] B71-10312 01
GLICEBOLS
Inexpensive anti-fog coating for windows
[HSC-13530] B71-10119 01
The deterioration of intermediate moisture foods
[HSC-13827] B71-10332 05
GLTCOLS
Solvation agent for disnlfide precipitates from
inhibited glycol-water solutions
[BSC-13695] B71-10331 01
GOLD
Hethod of joining metals of significantly different
expansion rates
[NPO-12076] B71-10028 08
GOLD COATINGS
Parallel-gap welding for -joints between copper
conductors and Kovar
[B-FS-21221] B71-10168 08
Improved reversible coulometer cell
[SAN-10051] B71-10176 02
Low-temperature bonding of temperature-resistant
electronic connections
[H-FS-20909] B71-10253 08
Durable cathodes for high-power inert-gas arcs
[LEHIS-11162] B71-10261 03
GBADIERTS
Thermal scale modeling
[B-FS-21268] B71-10132 03
GEAFTIHG
Polymerization of perfluorobutadiene at near-ambient
conditions
[NPO-10117] B71-10291 01
GBilH BOOHDSBIES
Bigh-temperature strength of prealloyed-powder
products increased by heat/pressure treatment
CLERIS-11229] B71-10189 01
GRANULAR HATBBIALS
Granular two-phase insulation systems
fHPO-12068] B71-10290 01
GRAPHIC 1BTS
P03ZLE - A program for computer-aided design of
printed circuit artwork
riHL-10050] B71-10122 09
Psychronetric chart for physiological research
fiBC-10391] B71-10170 03
GBAPHITE
Producing graphite with desired properties
[H0C-11001] B71-10012 01
Inexpensive high-temperature furnace for
thermocouple calibration
[NUC-10372] B71-10016 03
Hethyl alcohol used as penetrant inspection medium
for porous materials
[NUC-10119] B71-10103 06
Self-replaceable thermocouple for molten steel bath
- A concept
[HOC-10223] B71-10125 01
New understanding of fiber composite materials
[NPO-11605] B71-10161 01
Fabrication of large tungsten structures by chemical
vapor deposition
[LEWIS-11239] B71-10212 08
Promising born/graphite/resin composites
[B-FS-21126] B71-10217 0<t
Protective coating for salt-bath brazing
[LEBIS-90255] B71-10381 08
Shielding method for polycrystalline and epitaxy
growths
[H-FS-20162] B71-10131 01
Graphite-reinforced aluminum composite
[B-FS-21077] B71-10182 01
Ride-range logarithmic radiometer for measuring high
temperatures
[4BC-10251] B71-10198 01
GB1PHS (CBABTS)
Bigh-speed digital plotter
CABG-90001] B71-10019 02
Thin spray film thickness measuring technigue
[H-FS-20812] B71-10062 08
Updated, expanded, fluid properties handbook
[B-FS-21169] B71-10078 01
Fiscal output data produce versatile graphic-numeric
charts
[NOC-10391] B71-10108 09
Hybrid redundancy system for improving reliability -
A concept
[HPO-11516] B71-10132 01
Dynamic response of viscous compressible fluids in
rigid tubes
[H-FS-20512] B71-10269 03
Improved insulating materials effective at extremely
high temperatures
[NPO-12067] B71-10289 01
Flat conductor cable handbook
[B-FS-21009] B71-10379 01
Eguipment and procedure for determining the elastic
modulus of carbon-epoxy composites
[LEBIS-11116] B71-10397 06
Graphical method for analyzing digital computer
efficiency
[ABC-10210] B71-10153 09
GBATIHGS (SPECTBA)
Ultraviolet interferometer
[HQ-10516] B71-10026 03
Ray tracing program with options for diffraction
gratings
[GSFC-11305] B71-10291 09
GBAVI8ETEBS
Laser interferometry method for absolute measurement
of the acceleration of gravity
[B-FS-21225] B71-10232 03
GBAVITATION
Laser interferometry method for absolute measurement
of the acceleration of gravity
tB-FS-21225] B71-10232 03
GRAVITATIONAL COHSTABT
Laser device provides accurate reference to true
gravitational vertical
[ABC-10111] B71-10179 07
GBAVITATIOBAL EFFECTS
Hetabolic breath analyzer
[B-FS-21115] B71-10166 05
GRAVITY GBADIEHT SATELLITES
Process for producing molybdenum foil and
collapsible tubing
[GSFC-10008] B71-10073 08
GBIFFITH CRACK
New understanding of fiber composite materials
[NPO-11605] B71-10161 01
GBIRDING
Ceramic backup ring prevents undesirable weld-metal
buildup
[NOC-10357] B71-10117 08
GBIBDING (COHBIHOTIOB)
A lightweight, high output soil sampler
[NPO-10797] B71-10159 07
GRINDING (HATEBIAL REMOVAL)
Accurate pointing of tungsten welding electrodes
[ABG-10119] B71-10018 08
GRIHDING BACHIHES
Binature grinder for solid specimens
[B-FS-20005] B71-10059 05
Hobel stripper for shielded and unshielded flat
conductor cable
[H-FS-20120] B71-10060 08
GBOOVES
Chatter-free check valve - A concept
[BSC-13262] B71-10067 07
Portable lightweight bandsaw
[B-FS-16927] B71-10237 07
Seating tool for preparing molded-plug terminations
on FCC
[B-FS-20123] B71-10117 08
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GBOOVING
Bobel stripper for shielded and unshielded flat
conductor cable
[B-FS-20120] B71-10060 08
GBOUBD EFFECT
Virtual-image display system for flight simulators
[ABC-10175] B71-1C127 03
GBODHD SDPPOET EQDIPBENT
Diagnostic capability added to digital events
evaluator
[KSC-10526] B71-10001 02
GBOUHD-AIB-GBOUHD COBBUBICATIOBS
Composite antenna feed system operates from VHP to
X-band
[GSFC-11046] B71-10410 02
GBOSfH
Analytical methods for bacterial kinetics studies
[LBL-10011] B71-10192 05
GOIDiBCE SEHSOBS
A 7.6m /25-ft/ extreme environments simulator
[HPO-11353] B71-10036 03
GUIDE TAKES
Computer program calculates transonic velocities in
tnrbomachines
CLEWIS-10977] B71-10102 09
GODS (SUBSTANCES)
Protective coating for salt-bath brazing
fLEBIS-90255] B71-10381 08
GUBB EFFECT
Microwave biasing improves detector response in the
infrared region
[GSFC-11050] B71-10313 01
GUST LOADS
Peak structural response to nonstationary random
excitations
[NPO-11617] B71-10188 06
GTPSOH
Effect of size on cracking of materials
[HPO-11602] B71-10158 01
GTBOSCOPES
Systems for dead-reckoning navigation and for
simulation of instrumental error - Concepts
[B-FS-20860] B71-10072 07
Improved transducer for squeeze-film bearings
[S-FS-20826] B71-10110 07
Attitude controls for VIOL aircraft
CXAC-8972] B71-10202 05
Hydrostatic lignid-bearing for precision gyro
CB-FS-21138] B71-10207 07
GTBOSTABILIZEBS
Performance evaluation system for inertial
navigation equipment
[BSC-13542] B71-10087 02
H
HAIL EFFECT
Besistivity and Hall measurements of thermoelectric
materials
[H-FS-20U70] B71-10015 03
HALL GEHEBATOBS
Brnshless dc motor vith dnal windings
[B-FS-21290] B71-10530 02
HABILTOHIAH FONCTIOHS
Bethod for constructing periodic orbits in nonlinear
dynamic systems
[H-FS-11651] B71-10151 09
HABBEBS
High-speed digital plotter
[ABG-90001] B71-10009 02
HAHDBOOKS
Updated, expanded, fluid properties handbook
tB-FS-21169] B71-10078 CM
Instruction manuals for radiographic nondestructive
testing
[B-FS-21350] B71-10156 06
Recommended safety guides for industrial
laboratories and shops
[SAN-10050] B71-10175 07
Qualifications and certification of nondestructive
testing personnel
[H-FS-20850] B71-10271 06
Compressed gas handbook
[KSC-10662] B71-10272 03
Flat conductor cable handbook
fH-FS-21009] B71-10379 01
HABDHESS
Computer program for predicting creep behavior of
bodies of revolution
[HOC-11101] B71-10037 09
High-temperature, long-life polyimide seals for
hydraulic actuator rods
[LEBIS-11212] B71-10098 07
Ion implantation reduces radiation sensitivity of
metal oxide silicon /BOS/ devices
[1AHGLEY-10630] B71-10331 01
HABDBABE
Digital-coded matrix system simplifies design and
construction of flow charts
[BSC-13539] B71-10086 09
Predicting service life margins
[H-FS-2U015] B71-10194 06
Flat conductor cable handbook
[B-FS-21009] B71-10379 01
Bicrobial burden prediction model program
[NPO-11709] B71-10U01 09
Theory and application of feedback shift registers
[NPO-11186] 871-10151 02
Graphical method for analyzing digital computer
efficiency
[ABC-10210] B71-10U53 09
Tool expedites installation of BNC connectors
[ABC-10327] B71-101I80 07
Joint preload properties of structural threaded
fasteners
[B-FS-21U53] B71-10531 08
RABBORIC ANALYSIS
Determination of nonlinear resistance
voltage-current relationships by measuring
harmonics
[B-FS-20102] B71-10182 01
HABBONICS
A freguency division multiplex technique for
transmitting commands
[KSC-10521] B71-10169 02
Determination of nonlinear resistance
voltage-current relationships by measuring
harmonics
[B-FS-20102] B71-10182 01
Aircraft-crash-locating transmitter features design
improvements
[B-FS-16609] B71-10213 02
A real-time statistical time-series analyzer
[MSC-12428] B71-10276 02
High efficiency telemetry method
[NPO-10388] B71-10371 02
Waveshaping electronic circuit
[H-FS-14916] B71-10W29 01
Planet geometric center tracker
[ABC-10084] B71-10UII5 02
HABNESSES
Zero-g simulation system for therapeutic application
[H-FS-11671] B71-10031 Ot
Program for improved electrical harness
documentation and fabrication
[GSFC-10386] B71-10051 09
Folding tools for flat conductor cable harnesses
[B-FS-20121] B71-10415 08
HASTELLOI (TBADEHABK)
Ultrasonics used for high-precision nondestructive
inspection of brazed joints
[HDC-10352] B71-10045 08
BATCHES
Unified hatch system
[HSC-15813] B71-10095 06
HAZABDS
Improved method of using paraformaldehyde as a
disinfectant
[HSC-15887] B71-10096 05
Inexpensive anti-fog coating for windows
[BSC-13530] B71-101U9 01
Synthesis of fluorinated organic compounds using
oxygen difluoride
[HPO-12061] B71-1015K OH
Becommended safety guides for industrial
laboratories and shops
CSAN-10050] B71-10175 07
Generalized safety equation - A concept
[B-FS-20522] B71-10183 06
Predicting service life margins
CH-FS-24015] B71-1019U 06
Limited life item management
[B-FS-2U020] B71-10196 06
Hydraulic actuator motion limiter ensures operator
safety
[ABC-10131] B71-10233 07
Hot tap thermowell installation
[SSC-12027] B71-10302 07
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Estimating carbon monoxide exposure
[HSC-17211] B71-10319 04
Laser net - A concept for monitoring wingtip
vortices on runways
[B-FS-20857] B71-10360 02
HEAD (FLUID BECHiHICS)
Improved method for calculating pump thermodynamic
suppression head
[H-FS-20852] B71-10239 07
Analysis and design of a flat central finned-tube
radiator
[LEWIS-10893] B71-10399 09
HBAD BOVEHEHT
Eye point-of-regard system
[ARC-10360] B71-101476 05
HEALTH
Estimating carbon monoxide exposure
[BSC-17211] B71-10319 01
HEABI
Hiniature implantable instrument measures and
transmits heart function data
[&RC-10201] B71-10163 05
HEART DISEASES
EKG isolator
[H-FS-21236] B71-10124 05
HEABT RATE
Bultimode ergometer system
[B-FS-2104U] B71-10107 05
HEAT BALANCE
A 7.6m /25-ft/ extreme environments simulator
[HPO-11353] B71-10036 03
HEAT EXCHANGEES
Hiqh-temperature pump-motor assembly
[LEWIS-10256] B71-10100 07
Locating tube blockage that x-ray cannot detect
[NDC-10386] B71-10129 06
HEAT FLOX
Oxidation-resistant silicide coating applied to
colnmbium alloy screen
[AHC-10186] B71-10229 Oil
Radial heat flux transformer
[HPO-10828] B71-10311 03
HEAT GEHEBATIOH
AUTOTEB - Automated geometry meshing and heat
conduction calculation
[NUC-10241] B71-10039 09
Exothermic brazing units
[M-FS-21435] B71-10467 08
HEAT HEASOBEREHT
Literature review and experimental investigation of
heat pipes
[B-FS-21074] 871-10353 03
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION
Submerged gas injector expels cryogenic liguids from
tanks
[LEWIS-112311 B71-10219 07
Hultichamber controllable heat pipe
[ARC-10199] B71-10526 03
HEAT PIPES
The heat pipe - A simple, versatile, efficient heat
transfer tool
[NPO-11598] B71-10109 06
Radial heat flux transformer
[HPO-10828] B71-10311 03
Literature review and experimental investigation of
heat pipes
[B-FS-21074] B71-10353 03
Rnltichamber controllable heat pipe
[ARC-10199] B71-10526 03
HEAT RADIATORS
Solvation agent for disulfide precipitates from
inhibited glycol-water solutions
[RSC-13695] B71-10331 04
Analysis and design of a flat central finned-tube
radiator
[LEWIS-10893] B71-10399 09
HEAT BESISTAHT ALLOTS
Fabrication techniques for thoria-dispersed /TD/
nickel
[LEWIS-11240] B71-10369 08
High-temperature strength of prealloyed-powder
products increased by heat/pressure treatment
[LEWIS-11229] B71-10489 04
Solid state welding of dispersion-strengthened
nickel alloys
CLEWIS-11388] B71-10520 08
BEAT SHIELDING
Producing graphite with desired properties
[HDC-11001] B71-100U2 04
HEAT SIHKS
High density electronic packaging module with
improved cooling assembly
[BSC-13639] B71-10088 01
Active cavity radiometer, type III - An automatic,
absolute standard, highly accurate detector
[NPO-1150U] B71-10131 03
Discrete-component S-band power amplifier
[GSFC-11248] B71-10365 01
HEAT SOORCES
The heat pipe - A simple, versatile, efficient heat
transfer tool
[HPO-11598] B71-10109 06
Computer program for thermal analysis of shadow
shields in a vacuum
[LEWIS-11236] B71-10115 09
Flame zone of a composite propellant expanded by a
laser source
[LANGLET-10660] B71-10335 03
Steady temperature and density distributions in a
gas containing heat sources
[LEWIS-10905] B71-10398 09
HEAT TRANSFER
Vacuum-jacketed rotary joints for pipelines
[KSC-10519] B71-10018 07
High density electronic packaging module with
improved cooling assembly
[BSC-13639] B71-10088 01
Improved method of using paraformaldehyde as a
disinfectant
[BSC-15887] B71-10096 05
High-temperature pump-motor assembly
[LEWIS-10256] B71-10100 07
Survey of heat transfer to near critical fluids
[LEWIS-11289] B71-10262 03
Reduction of valve leakage - A concept
[HPO-12003] B71-10315 07
Solvation agent for disulfide precipitates from
inhibited glycol-water solutions
[BSC-13695] B71-10331 04
Literature review and experimental investigation of
heat pipes
[B-FS-210711] B71-10353 03
Insulation assembly uses cryopumping to reduce heat
transfer in cryogenic liguid line
[KSC-10518] B71-10364 03
Steady temperature and density distributions in a
gas containing heat sources
[LEWIS-10905] B71-10398 09
HEAT TRAHS8ISSION
Hultichamber controllable heat pipe
[ARC-10199] B71-10526 03
HEAT TBEATBENT
Spool for releasing and retracting flat conductor
cable
[B-FS-20234] 871-101)16 08
High-temperature strength of prealloyed-powder
products increased by heat/pressure treatment
[LEWIS-11229] 871-10489 OH
BEATIHG
Alloy vapor deposition using ion plating and flash
evaporation
[LEWIS-11262] B71-10199 08
Strain gage performance above 1033 K
[B-FS-18831] B71-10225 01
Improved smoke generator for low-speed wind tunnels
[LANGLEY-10885] B71-10337 06
Glass tube splitting tool
[HSC-17183] B71-10516 07
HEATIBG EQOTPBEHT
Fabrication of large tungsten structures by chemical
vapor deposition
[LEWIS-11239] B71-10212 08
Portable circuit-interruption indicator
[KSC-10516] B71-10246 02
Improved electron emitter
[LEWIS-10814] B71-10388 03
HEIGHT
Remote determination of sea conditions by
electromagnetic backscatter measurement
[H-FS-13777] B71-10027 OH
HELIDH
Inexpensive high-temperature furnace for
thermocouple calibration
[NOC-10372] B71-10046 03
Updated, expanded, fluid properties handbook
[B-FS-21169] B71-10078 04
CSH programs SB RCS propellant quantity gaging
systems program
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[HSC-17308] B71-10130 09
Submerged gas injector expels cryogenic liquids from
tanks
[LEWIS-11231J B71-10219 07
Laser interferoaetry nethod for absolute measurement
of the acceleration of gravity
tH-FS-21225] B71-10232 03
Laser vibration analyzer
[XAC-01670] B71-10249 03
Survey of heat transfer to near critical fluids
[LEWIS-11289] B71-10262 03
Dynamic response of viscous compressible fluids in
rigid tubes
[B-FS-20542] B71-10269 03
Compressed gas handbook
tKSC-10662] B71-10272 03
HBHISPHEBICAL SHELLS
Inexpensive, large-diameter, radar tracking and
calibration spheres
[XLA-11154] B71-10190 01
Modular construction provides large volume storage
facility m minimum space
[B-FS-13568] B71-10354 08
HEBBETIC SEALS
Ceramic Hiring board increases packaging density of
electronic modules
[BSC-13497] B71-10084 01
Hermetically sealed motion transmitter
[BSC-17348] B71-10328 07
HETBBOCTCLIC COBPOOIDS
Liquid-hydrogen/nuclear-radiation resistant seals
[H-FS-21364] B71-10340 03
HIEBABCHIES
BAPS - a computerized management analysis and
planning system
tLEWIS-11349] B71-10321 09
HIGH ALTITUDE
Hultilayered printed circuit boards inspected by
X-ray laminography
[B-FS-20849] B71-10226 02
HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOOHS
Active cavity radiometer, type III - An automatic,
absolute standard, highly accurate detector
[NPO-11504] B71-10131 03
HIGH FHEQDEBCIES
A system for the automatic measurement and digital
display of systolic and diastolic blood pressures
[BSC-13227] B71-10329 05
Vibration analysis by time-average holography
[LAHGLEY-10614] B71-10333 03
Combined high vacuum/high frequency fatigue tester
[LEWIS-11210] B71-10405 06
HIGH GAIH
Side-angle, circularly polarized,
omnidirectional-array antenna
[GSFC-10928] B71-10033 01
Dual-channel circuit conditions/amplifies
transducers' inputs and outputs
[HSC-15712] B71-10069 01
HIGH POLIBEBS
Polymer containing functional end groups is base for
new polymers
[HPO-10998] B71-10184 04
HIGH PBESSOBB
Pneumatic amplifier controls high pressure fluid
supply
tBSC-12121] B71-10081 07
Compressed gas handbook
[KSC-10662] B71-10272 03
Coatings from copolymers of tetraphenoxysilane and
P,P(1)-biphenol
[B-FS-14947] B71-10303 OH
Improved plasma accelerator
[ABC-10109] B71-10454 03
High-temperature strength of prealloyed-powder
products increased by heat/pressure treatment
[LEWIS-11229] B71-10489 04
HIGH BESOLOTIOH
Dltraviolet interferometer
[HQ-10546] B71-10026 03
Improved source of infrared radiation for
spectroscopy
[B-FS-20613] B71-10031 03
Solar cell power scanner
fLEWIS-11280] B71-10223 02
Bultilayered printed circuit boards inspected by
X-ray laminography
[B-FS-20849] B71-10226 02
Improved charged-particle analyzer - A concept
[XAC-05506] B71-10283 03
A multiple-plate, mnltiple-pinhole camera for X-ray
gaama-ray imaging
CH-FS-20546] B71-10439 02
HIGH SPEED
Long-life electromechanical sine-cosine generator
fLAHGLET-10503] B71-10029 01
Multiple shutters for a stereoscopic camera
[HSC-13507] B71-10065 03
Besin additive improves performance of
high-temperature hydrocarbon lubricants
[LEWIS-11364] B71-10394 01
A low-altitude satellite interaction study
[GSFC-11384] B71-10499 09
HIGH STBBHGTB ALLOTS
Fabrication techniques for thona-dispersed /ID/
nickel
[LEWIS-11240] B71-10369 08
HIGH TEBPEBATDBE
High-temperature pump-motor assembly
[LEWIS-10256] B71-10100 07
Improved hiqh-temperature metal-sheathed cables
[HOC-10413] B71-10102 01
Improved fire-resistant coatings
[GSFC-10072] B71-10198 01
Low-temperature bonding of temperature-resistant
electronic connections
[B-FS-20909] B71-10253 08
Improved brazing technique for pyrolytic graphite
[HPO-12026] B71-10293 08
Coatings from copolymers of tetraphenoxysilane and
p,p(1) -biphenol
[B-FS-14947] B71-10303 04
Literature review and experimental investigation of
heat pipes
[B-FS-21074] B71-10353 03
High-strength large-diameter carbon-base fibers
tLEWIS-11167] B71-10403 04
Combined high vacuum/high frequency fatigue tester
[LEWIS-11210] B71-10405 06
High temperature autoclave vacuum seals
[B-FS-21131] B71-10433 08
Thermally stable polyimides from solutions of
monomeric reactants
[LEHIS-11325] B71-10442 04
High-temperature strength of prealloyed-powder
products increased by heat/pressure treatment
[LEWIS-11229] B71-10489 04
HIGH TEHPEBATOBE EBVIHOBHEHTS
Inexpensive high-temperature furnace for
thermocouple calibration
[BOC-10372] B71-10046 03
Strain gage performance above 1033 K
[B-FS-18831] B71-10225 04
Improved insulating materials effective at extremely
high temperatures
[HPO-12067] B71-10289 04
Granular two-phase insulation systems
[BPO-12068] B71-10290 04
Air lock mechanism speeds specimen testing in
high-temperature vacuum furnaces
[LAHGLEY-10841] B71-10493 07
HIGH TEHPBBATDBE FLUIDS
The heat pipe - A simple, versatile, efficient heat
transfer tool
[HPO-11598] B71-10109 06
HIGH TEHPEBATOBE LDBBICANTS
Besin additive improves performance of
high-temperature hydrocarbon lubricants
tLEWIS-11364] B71-10394 04
HIGH TEHPEBATOBE TESTS
Inexpensive system protects megawatt
resistance-heating furnace against high-voltage
surges
[HOC-10239] B71-10043 01
Opacified fibrous thermal insulation
[LEWIS-11235] B71-10406 03
Air lock mechanism speeds specimen testing in
high-temperature vacuum furnaces
fLAHGLET-10841] B71-10493 07
Wide-range logarithmic radiometer for measuring hiqh
temperatures
[ABC-10254] B71-10498 01
Solid state welding of dispersion-strengthened
nickel alloys
[LEWIS-11388] B71-10520 08
HIGH ViCODH
A 7.6m /25-ft/ extreme environments simulator
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[HPO-11353] B71-10036 03
Contained high vacuum/high frequency fatigue tester
[LEBIS-11210] B71-10405 06
Dltrathin'gate valve for high vacuum operation
[GSFC-11028] B71-10412 07
Improved molecular sorbent trap for high-vacuum
systems
[ABC-10056] B71-10478 03
HIGH VOLTAGES
Inexpensive system protects megawatt
resistance-heating farnace against high-voltage
surges
[H0010239] B71-10043 01
High voltage lightning grounding device
[LEWIS-11282] B71-10136 01
HIGHWAYS
Computerized net hois for trafficability analysis
[B-FS-21423] B71-10484 03
HISTOGBABS
Tolerance analysis program
[BSC-17487] B71-10389 09
BOLOGBAPHT
Thin spray film thickness measuring technique
[B-FS-20842] B71-10062 08
Stabilization of interferometer fringe patterns
[ABC-10392] B71-10119 02
Variable ratio beam splitter for laser applications
rtBC-103911 B71-10265 03
Vibration analysis by time-average holography
rL»N6LEY-1061«] B71-10333 03
Vibration testing and analysis using holography
[H-FS-21050] B71-10352 03
Improving laser beam coherence - A concept
[ABC-10117] B71-10527 03
Bultifteguency laser beams for holographic
contouring
fARC-10341] B71-10534 03
HOBOGENEITY
Preparation of homogeneous vitreous materials for
electronic and optical devices
[HQ-10670] B71-10172 04
Alloy vapor deposition using ion plating and flash
evaporation
fLEWXs-11262] B71-10199 08
HOBEYCOBB STH0CTOBBS
Nondestructive testing of adhesive bonds by nuclear
quadrupole resonance method
[B-FS-21160] B71-10208 OH
HOOKS
Computer design of extension springs
[B-FS-24073] B71-10473 09
HOPPEBS
Distribution and metering system for soil samples
[ABC-10429] B71-10481 07
HOBS AHTERHAS
Dual-frequency feed-horn antenna
[GSFC-10820] B71-100S6 02
Composite antenna feed system operates from VHP to
X-band
[GSFC-110«6] B71-10<t10 02
HOSES
Predicting vibrational failure of flexible ducting
[B-FS-16750] B71-10150 06
Limited life item management
fB-FS-24020] B71-10196 06
HOT-WIBE. PIOWBETEBS
Atmospheric pollution measurement by optical cross
correlation methods - A concept
[B-FS-12078] B71-10224 02
HODSIHGS
Fluid slip ring transfers coolant to rotating
equipment
[BSC-13451] B71-10083 07
Onified hatch system
[BSC-15813] B71-10095 06
Hultioode ergometer system
[B-PS-21044] B71-10107 05
Series-hybrid bearing - An approach to extending
bearing fatigue life at high speeds
[LEHIS-11152] B71-10173 07
Improved reversible coulometer cell
[SAN-10051] B71-10176 02
Inertia diaphragm pressure transducer
[XAC-2981] B71-10200 05
Portable lightweight bandsav
CB-FS-169271 B71-10237 07
Hot tap thermowell installation
fBSC-12427] B71-10302 07
Improved smoke generator for low-speed wind tunnels
[LAHGLEY-10885] B71-10337 06
Discrete-component S-band power amplifier
IGSFC-ims] B71-10365 01
Application of calibration masks to TV vidicon tube
fKSC-10589] B71-10U04 02
Clocking connector replaces adapter cables
[H-PS-11778] B71-10128 01
Eye point-of-regard system
[ABC-10360] B71-10t76 05
Foldable patterns fora construction blocks
[HSC-13860] B71-10523 08
HOVEBIH6
Lift distribution in a rectangular jet
[ABC-1012t] B71-10030 09
HBBIDITI
Psychrometric chart for physiological research
[ABC-1039H] B71-101I70 03
HTBBID COHPDTEES
Stored program concept for analog computers
[H-FS-2087U] B71-10210 09
Hybrid computer techniques for solving partial
differential equations
IH-FS-21386) B71-10K2H 09
BTOBACTLIC COHTBOL
Hydraulically operated tilt table
[B-FS-21017] B71-10024 05
System accurately controls pressure in cryogenic
tanks
[LEBTS-11329] B71-10118 03
Liquid-fuel valve with precise throttling control
[NPO-10808] B71-10119 07
Bultichamber controllable heat pipe
fARC-10199] B71-10526 03
HIDBADLIC EQOIPBEHT
Determination of gas volume trapped in a closed
fluid system
[BSC-15685] B71-10091 06
Hydraulic actuator motion limiter ensures operator
safety
[AHC-10131] B71-10233 07
Tilt table for ergometers and other biomedical
devices
[H-FS-21010] B71-102I»1 05
Hydraulic expansion process shapes large metal
sheets
[HSC-12H32] B71-10511 07
Anemometer calibrator
[H-FS-21U24] B71-10519 03
HTDB&OLIC FLUIDS
Hiqh-temperature, long-life polyimide seals for
hydraulic actuator rods
[LEWIS-11212] B71-10098 07
Besin additive improves performance of
high-temperature hydrocarbon lubricants
[LESIS-1136H] B71-1039H 01
Hydraulic expansion process shapes large metal
sheets
[HSC-12H321 B71-10511 07
HTDBAZIHES
Antipollution system to remove nitrogen dioxide gas
[LEWIS-11297] B71-10393 04
HTDBOCABBOHS
Improved thermal paint formulation
fH-FS-14706] B71-10180 03
A new metalation complex for organic synthesis and
polymerization reactions
[HPO-10313] B71-10210 04
High-strength large-diameter carbon-base fibers
fLEWIS-11167] B71-10403 04
HIDBOPLDOBIC ACID
Welded polypropylene liners for large descaling
tanks
[B-FS-18711] B71-10012 07
HTDBOGEB
An unconfined, large-volume hydrogen/air explosion
[NDC-11000] B71-10041 03
Biniature fuel cells relieve gas pressure in sealed
batteries
[IGS-11370] B71-10064 02
Updated, expanded, fluid properties handbook
[B-FS-21169] B71-10078 04
Sensitive gaseous hydrogen detection system
[B-FS-21161] B71-10209 04
Submerged gas injector expels cryogenic liguids from
tanks
[LEWIS-11231] B71-10219 07
Electrolysis cell functions as water vapor
dehumidifier and oxygen generator
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[ABC-10316] B71-10231 01
Improved method for calculating pump thermodynamic
suppression bead
[H-FS-20852] B71-10239 07
Survey of heat transfer to near critical fluids
[LEBIS-11289] B71-10262 03
Compressed gas handbook
[KSC-10662] B71-10272 03
Electroplating on titanium alloy
[B-FS-21251] B71-10338 08
HTDBOGEH OXYGEH FUEL CELLS
Submersed sensing electrode used in fuel-cell type
hydrogen detector[B-Fs-14655] B71-10071 01
Rater electrolysis module
[ABC-10246] B71-10203 03
HTDBOGERATIOH
Electrolysis cell functions as water vapor
dehumidifier and oxygen generator
[ARC-10316] B71-10231 01
HYDBOLYSIS
Bacterial adenosine triphosphate as a measure of
urinary tract infection
[GSFC-11092] B71-10051 05
HIDBOSTATICS
Hydrostatic liquid-bearing for precision gyro
fB-FS-21138] B71-10207 07
HYDBOXYL COHPODHDS
Inexpensive anti-fog coating for windows
[BSC-13530] B71-10149 04
Polyaer containing functional end groups is base for
new polymers
CNPO-10998] B71-10184 Ot
BTGIEHE
Simplified procedure for emission spectrochemical
analysis
[LEWIS-10985) B71-10359 04
HTGBOSCOPICITT
Electrolysis cell functions as water vapor
dehumidifier and oxygen generator
[ABC-10316] B71-10231 01
HTPEBSOHIC BODHDABY LAYER
Subminiature transducer measures unsteady pressures
[ ARC-103U93 B71-10114 01
HYPOTHESES
Generalized safety eguation - A concept
[B-FS-20522] B71-10183 06
HYSTEBESIS
Design of hysteresis circuits using differential
amplifiers
[AEC-10070] B71-10162 01
A study of nitride devices for computer memory
applications
[B-FS-20971] B71-10350 03
Simple two-speed tape transport drive
[GSFC-10981] B71-10409 06
Pulse width-pulse rate modulator
[ABC-10025] B71-10497 01
IBB COHPOTEBS
Computer program /TDBBLE/ for calculating velocities
and streamlines in tnrbomachines
[LEWIS-10788] B71-10392 09
IBB COBPOTEBS
Lift distribution in a rectangular jet
[ARC-10424] B71-10030 09
FEATS - Finite element thermal stress analysis of
plane or axisymmetnc solids
[HOC-10242] B71-10038 09
TCB operation supply inventory system /TCBSYS/
[GSFC-11306] B71-10314 09
IBB 360 COBPOTEB
Tracking antenna deformation program
[GSFC-11191J B71-10017 09
Fiscal output data produce versatile graphic-numeric
charts
[HOC-1039 <t] B71-10108 09
CSB programs SB BCS propellant guantity gaging
systems program
[BSC-17308] B71-10130 09
Quick response targeting program
[B-FS-15157] B71-10147 09
Bethod for constructing periodic orbits in nonlinear
dynamic systems
[H-FS-14654] B71-10151 09
Botordynamic response analysis program
[HQ-10579] B71-10211 09
Analysis of low resolution mass spectra
[GSFC-11279] B71-10267 09
HASTRAR computer system level 12.1
[GSFC-10991] B71-10285 09
Hew procedure for determining m i n i m u m time orbit
transfers
[B-FS-14804] B71-10376 09
Thermal analysis system /TAS-1/ program
[NPO-11849] B71-10386 09
Tolerance analysis program
[BSC-17487] B71-10389 09
Frame modal analysis
[BSC-17562] B71-10414 09
FOBTBAN 4 digital program changer
[BSC-17567] B71-10448 09
Radiation diffraction calculation program /DIFF2/
[GSFC-11U22] B71-10462 09
Cloud-free resolution element statistics program
[GSFC-11494] B71-10463 09
Computer design of extension springs
[B-FS-240733 B71-10473 09
Monte Carlo program for the transport of neutrons
and gamma rays
fLERIS-11403] B71-10490 09
Synthesis of dynamic systems
[H-FS-21490] B71-10491 09
A low-altitude satellite interaction study
[GSFC-11384] B71-10499 09
Automated preventive maintenance program
tGSFC-11408] B71-10500 09
IBB 7040 COBPOTEB
MAPS - a computerized management analysis and
planning system
[LERIS-11349] B71-10321 09
IBB 7044 COBPOTEB
ELAS8 - computer program for linear structure
equilibrium problems
[NPO-11555] B71-10185 09
Computer program calculates transonic velocities in
turbomachines
[LEWIS-10977] B71-10402 09
Synthesis of dynamic systems
[H-FS-21490] B71-10491 09
IBH 7094 COHPOTEB
Non-symmetrical two dimensional scattering program
[NPO-11576] B71-10007 09
Symmetrical two dimensional scattering program
[HPO-11578] B71-10008 09
Program for improved electrical harness
documentation and fabrication
[GSFC-10386] B71-10054 09
Computer program for thermal analysis of shadow
shields in a vacuum
[LEHIS-11236] B71-10115 09
Computer program for calculating aerodynamic forces
on blade sections
[LEWIS-11382] B71-10153 09
ELAS8 - computer program for linear structure
equilibrium problems
[HPO-11555] B71-10185 09
Digital computer program for analyzing chugging
instabilities
[LEHIS-11294] B71-10215 09
Hanpower forecast program
[NPO-11551] B71-10244 09
Variable order integrators for the numerical
solution of ordinary differential equations
[HPO-11643) B71-10248 09
Bay tracing program with options for diffraction
gratings
[GSFC-11305] B71-10294 09
Analysis of multilayered fiber composites
[LEWIS-11347] B71-10372 09
Computation of group table alphanumeric display
[LEWIS-11346] B71-10373 09
Dynamics of short pressure probes
fLEUIS-11293] B71-10374 09
Study-simulation of space station dynamics
[B-FS-21227] " B71-10382 09
Thermal analysis system /TAS-1/ program
[HPO-11849] B71-10386 09
Steady temperature and density distributions in a
gas containing heat sources
[LE»IS-10905] B71-10398 09
Analysis and design of a flat central finned-tube
radiator
[LEBIS-10893] B71-10399 09
Computer program optimizes design of nuclear
radiation shields
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fLEWIS-10998] B71-10100 09
Computer program calculates transonic velocities ID
tnrbomachines
[LESIS-10977] B71-10H02 09
Minimum weight meteoroid shielding determination
[HSC-17017] B71-10117 09
Landing dynamics program for impact attenuating
vehicles /LANDIT/
[NPO-1C810] B71-10172 09
Honte Carlo program for the transport of neutrons
and gamma rays
[LEHIS-11103] B71-10190 09
Synthesis of dynamic systems
fM-FS-21190] B71-10191 09
Design and evaluation of convectively cooled nozzles
fLE»IS-10891] B71-10508 09
Evaluation of rotating, incompressibly lubricated,
pressurized thrust bearings
CLEHIS-115111 B71-10509 09
IDEAL GAS
Determination of gas volume trapped in a closed
fluid system
rnSC-15685] B71-10091 06
Steady temperature and density distributions in a
gas containing heat sources
[LEHIS-10905] B71-10398 09
IDEHTIFTIHG
Sapid method for sampling metals for materials
identification
[HSC-17332] B71-10320 01
Pictorial display of materials and processes aids in
fabricating complex assemblies
[H-FS-21006] B71-10311 01
IDLEBS
Anti-slipping system improves wire saw performance
fMSC-13508] B71-10522 07
IGHITIOH
An unconfined, large-volume hydrogen/air explosion
CHOC-11000] B71-1001H 03
IGHITIOH TBHPEBATORB
Exothermic brazing units
fM-FS-21135] B71-10167 08
IHAGE DISSECTOR XDBES
Planet geometric center tracker
[ABC-10081] B71-10115 02
IHAGE IHTEHSIFIEBS
Simple spectroscope used with solid state image
amplifier over wide spectral range
[M-FS-21315] B71-10378 03
IBAGES
Radiant energy absorption enhancement in optical
imaging systems
[AHC-1019lt] B71-10112 03
Laser Doppler instrument measures fluid velocity
without reference beam
fIAC-10770] B71-10120 03
Noise diffraction patterns eliminated in coherent
optical systems
[GSFC-111331 871-10236 03
Solid-state data interpretation system - A concept
CH-FS-20587] B71-10366 02
Virtual-image display system for flight simulators
[ABC-10175] B71-10127 03
Planet geometric center tracker
[ARC-10081] B71-10115 02
Modified camera records lens settings on film
[MSC-12363] 871-10191 03
IHAGIHG TECB8IQDES
Kaleidoscopic light feedback for television systems
[MSC-12386] B71-10068 03
Badiant energy absorption enhancement in optical
imaging systems
[ABC-10191] B71-10112 03
A multiple-plate, multiple-pinhole camera for X-ray
gamma-ray imaging
ra-FS-20516] B71-10139 02
IBPACT
High-impact dynamic-response analysis of nonlinear
structures
[HPO-11716] B71-10131 09
Erosion of metals by multiple impacts vith water
[BQ-10591] B71-10197 01
Dynamics of short pressure probes
i; LEWIS-1129 3] B71-10371 09
IBPACT ACCELEEATION
Landing dynamics program for impact attenuating
vehicles /LAHDIT/
fNPO-10810] B71-10172 09
IHPACT LOADS
Peak structural response to nonstationary random
excitations
[HPO-11617] B71-10188 06
IBPACT PBEDICTIOH
Landing dynamics program for impact attenuating
vehicles /LAHDIT/
[HPO-10810] B71-10172 09
IBPEDAHCE
Saturable-reactor motor starter reduces line voltage
fluctuations
[H-FS-18921] B71-10013 01
Active cavity radiometer, type III - An automatic,
absolute standard, highly accurate detector
(HPO-11501] B71-10131 03
Isolated-line commutator-amplifier
[H-FS-207311 B71-10118 02
Design of hysteresis circuits using differential
amplifiers
[AHC-10070] B71-10162 01
A topological approach to computer-aided sensitivity
analysis
[ARC-10211] B71-10161 02
Small size transformer provides high power
regulation with low ripple and maximum control
CM-FS-16709] B71-10193 01
Digital computer program for analyzing chugging
instabilities
(LEiIS-1129H3 B71-10215 09
Catheter transducer and circuit
[ARC-10132] B71-10231 01
Discrete-component S-band power amplifier
fGSFC-11218] B71-10365 01
Flat conductor cable handbook
[M-FS-21009] B71-10379 01
HF-controlled implantable solid state switch
tARC-10136] B71-10126 01
Miniature battery-operated electromagnetic system
for blood flow measurements
[ABC-10362] B71-10177 05
IBPEDAHCE BATCHING
Oscillator with wide dynamic tuning range
[GSFC-11086] B71-10286 01
IBPIHGEBEHT
Radiant energy absorption enhancement in optical
imaging systems
[ARC-10191] B71-10112 03
Microorganism sample device
[LAHGLEY-10258] B71-10187 05
IBPLAHTATIOH
Biniature implantable instrument measures and
transmits heart function data
[ABC-10201] B71-10163 05
Ion implantation reduces radiation sensitivity of
metal oxide silicon /SOS/ devices
[LAHGLEY-10630] B71-10331 01
RF-controlled implantable solid state switch
[ABC-10136] B71-10U26 01
IBPDLSES
Tracking antenna deformation program
[GSFC-11191] B71-10017 09
Electronic device increases threshold sensitivity
and removes noise from FR communications receiver
[BSC-12165] B71-10091 02
EKG isolator
[B-FS-21236] B71-10121 05
Miniature implantable instrument measures and
transmits heart function data
(ARC-102013 B71-10163 05
Vibration testing and analysis using holography
[M-FS-21050] B71-10352 03
Hew procedure for determining minimum time orbit
transfers
[H-FS-11801] B71-10376 09
IBPUBITIES
Improved methods of forming monolithic integrated
circuits having complementary bipolar transistors
[LAHGLEI-10358] B71-10035 01
Metal alloy resistivity measurements at very low
temperatures
[NOC-10557] B71-10101 01
IHCABDESCEHCE
An unconfined, large-volnne hydrogen/air explosion
[NDC-11000] B71-10011 03
IHCIDEHCE
Ultraviolet interferometer
[HQ-10516] B71-10026 03
IHCIDEHT HADIATIOH
Hon-symmetrical two dimensional scattering program
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[HPo-11576] B71-10007 09
Symmetrical tvo dimensional scattering program
[HPO-11578] B71-10008 09
Badiant energy absorption enhancement in optical
imaging systems
[ABC-10194] B71-10112 03
Optical enhancement of photomnltiplier sensitivity
tABC-10213] B71-10113 03
Variable ratio bean splitter for laser applications
fABC-10391] B71-10265 03
IICIBEB4TOBS
Hew Baterials for fireplace logs
CH-FS-21363] B71-10339 01
IHCLDSIOBS
Interpretation of alaminnn-alloy weld radiography
[H-FS-20943] B71-10206 08
Device prepares alnninam surfaces for welding
fB-FS-20750] B71-10214 07
IHCOHPBBSSIBILITT
Computing incoepressible laminar and tnrbnlent
boundary layer formation
CLBBIS-11190] B71-10155 09
IHCOBPBESSIBLE FLOIDS
Compressed gas handbook
[KSC-10662] B71-10272 03
Evaluation of rotating, incompressibly lubricated,
pressurized thrust bearings
[LBBIS-11511] B71-10S09 09
IHCOHSL (TBADEHABK)
(lethod of joining metals of significantly different
expansion rates
CHPO-12076] B71-10028 08
Strain gage performance above 1033 K
ta-FS-18831] B71-10225 04
IHDBHTATIOH
Erosion of metals by multiple impacts with water
[HQ-10591] B71-10197 0<l
IHDEPENDEHT VABIABLBS
Thermal conductivity of gaseous and liquid hydrogen
[HOC-10558] B71-10105 01
Optical enhancement of photonultiplier sensitivity
[ABC-10213] B71-10113 03
Computer program for calculating aerodynamic forces
on blade sections
fIEHS-11382j B71-10153 09
Design of hysteresis circuits nsing differential
amplifiers
fABC-10070] B71-10162 01
Standardized Pearson type 3 density function area
tables
[B-FS-20541] B71-10205 02
Variable order integrators for the numerical
solution of ordinary differential egnations
[HPO-11643] B71-10248 09
Statistical characterization of phenolic-novolak
structures
[ABC-10393] B71-10255 04
Survey of heat transfer to near critical fluids
[LBBIS-11289] B71-10262 03
Analysis and design of a flat central finned-tube
radiator
[LEHIS-10893] B71-10399 09
Bicrobial burden prediction model program
[NPO-11709] 871-10401 09
Manpower management information system /HIS/
[H-FS-21477] B71-10431 09
Precision, triple-parameter, nondestructive-test
system for IB-process microvelding
[ABC-10402] B71-10<t52 01
Programmed multiplexing system simultaneously
monitors several voltages
[MSC-17139] B71-10517 02
IlDICATtHG IHSTBOBEHTS
Hinature grinder for solid specimens
[H-FS-20005] B71-10059 05
Electronic ripple indicator
[KSC-10162] B71-10170 01
Portable circuit-interruption indicator
[KSC-10546] B71-10246 02
Improved relay chatter detector
fNPO-10355] B71-10292 01
Calibration-interval adjustment indicator - A
concept
[H~FS-18693] B71-10309 01
IHDIOH
Low-temperature bonding of temperature-resistant
electronic connections
[H-FS-20909] ' B71-10253 08
IHDUCTAHCE
Inexpensive system protects megawatt
resistance-heating furnace against high-voltage
surges
[HUC-10239] B71-100U3 01
IHDOCTIOH
Induction brazing manual
[H-FS-1192U] B71-10123 08
IHDOCTOBS
Hiniatnre implantable instrument measures and
transmits heart function data
[ABC-10201] B71-10163 05
Improved molecular sorbent trap for high-vacuum
systems
[ABC-10056] B71-10178 03
IBDOSTBIAL SAFETY
Becommended safety guides for industrial
laboratories and shops
[SAS-10050] B71-10175 07
IHDDSTBIES
Estimating carbon monoxide exposure
[HSC-17211] B71-10319 04
Bapid method for sampling metals for materials
identification
CBSC-17332] B71-10320 0«
IHEBT ATHOSPHEBE
Practical method of diffusion-welding steel plate in
air
(LEWIS-11387] B71-10455 08
IHEBTIA
Inertia diaphragm pressure transducer
[XAC-2981] , B71-10200 05
Hydrostatic liguid-bearing for precision gyro
[H-FS-21138] B71-10207 07
IHBBTIAL GOIDABCE
Nnmerical integration of second order differential
egnations
[H-FS-20536] B71-10186 09
INEBTIAL HAVIGATIOH
Performance evaluation system for inertial
navigation eguipment
[HSC-13542] B71-10087 02
INFECTIOUS DISEASES
Bacterial adenosine triphosphate as a measure of
urinary tract infection
[GSFC-11092] B71-10051 05
IBFLATiBLE STRUCTOBES
Simple, shock-free, quick-release connector - A
concept
rLEBIS-11178] B71-10146 07
Stable, inflatable life raft for high seas rescue
operations
[BSC-12393] B71-10167 05
Structural behavior of tapered inflated fabric
cylinders under various loading conditions
CHSC-15317] B71-10327 06
IHFOBHATIOH
Information guality-control model
[NPO-11431] B71-10281 06
Automated preventive maintenance program
[GSFC-11408] B71-10500 09
IHFOBHATIOH BETBIEVAL
Pictorial display of materials and processes aids in
fabricating complex assemblies
tH-FS-21006] B71-10341 01
IHFOBHATIOH STSTEHS
Portable low-freguency vibration measuring and
recording system
CLAHGLEY-105U3] B71-10126 02
HAPS - a computerized management analysis and
planning system
CLEHIS-11349] B71-10321 09
Solid-state data interpretation system - A concept
[H-FS-20587] B71-10366 02
IHFBABED DETECTOBS
Design and development of a fast scan infrared
detection and measurement instrument
[H-FS-20749] B71-10022 03
Hicrowave biasing improves detector response in the
infrared region
[GSFC-11050] B71-10313 01
Bultispectral infrared imaging interferometer
[HSC-12101] B71-10325 02
Hiniature carbon dioxide sensor
[HSC-13332] B71-10536 03
IHFBABED IHAGEBT
Hultispectral infrared imaging interferometer
[HSC-12»04] B71-10325 02
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IHFBiBED BiDIATIOB
Study of second breakdown in power transistors using
infrared techniques
[B-FS-20748] B71-10021 01
Simple spectroscope used with solid state mage
amplifier over vide spectral range
[B-FS-21345] B71-10378 03
Thermal analysis system /TAS-1/ program
[HPO-11849] B71-10386 09
Precision, triple-parameter, nondestructive-test
system for in-process microvelding
[AHC-10402] B71-10152 01
Hide-range logarithmic radiometer for measuring high
temperatures
[ABC-10254] B71-10498 01
IHFBABED SPECTBOBETEBS
loproved source of infrared radiation for
spectroscopy
[H-FS-20613] B71-10031 03
IBFBiBBD SPECTBOSCOPY
Simple spectroscope used with solid state image
amplifier over wide spectral range
[B-FS-21345] B71-10378 03
IHGOTS
Process for producing molybdenum foil and
collapsible tubing
[GSFC-10008] B71-10073 08
IHBIBITOBS
Solvation agent for disnlfide precipitates from
inhibited glycol-water solutions
[HSC-13695] B71-10331 01
IHJECTIOH
Instrument detects bacterial life forms
[GSFC-10972] B71-10312 05
Antipollntion system to remove nitrogen dioxide gas
[LBWIS-11297] B71-10393 04
Sprue cutoff tool for molded FCC plugs
rn-FS-20236] B71-10421 08
IHJECTOBS
Spray momentum measuring system
CHSC-123C5] B71-10137 05
Automatic ammo acid analyzer
[ABC-10215] B71-10165 04
Digital computer program for analyzing chugging
instabilities
[LEBIS-11294] B71-10215 09
Cast segment evaluation
fH-FS-21354] B71-10363 08
Liguid-fuel valve with precise throttling control
[NPO-10808] B71-104U9 07
IHJDBIES
Generalized safety equation - A concept
[H-FS-20522] B71-10183 06
flydraulic actuator motion limiter ensures operator
safety
(AHC-10131] B71-10233 07
IHLET FLOW
Antipollution system to remove nitrogen dioxide gas
[LEWIS-11297] B71-10393 04
IHLBT PBESSOBE
Study aids accuracy of tnrbopnmp axial thrust
analysis
[B-FS-18774] B71-10020 07
IHPOT
Dual-channel circuit conditions/amplifies
transducers' inputs and outputs
tBSC-15712] B71-10069 01
Ceramic wiring board increases packaging density of
electronic modules
[HSC-13497] B71-10084 01
Isolated-line commutator-amplifier
[H-FS-207341 B71-10148 02
Computer program for calculating aerodynamic forces
on blade sections
[LEWIS-11382] B71-10153 09
Computing incompressible laminar and turbulent
boundary layer formation
[LEWIS-1119C] B71-10155 09
Design of hysteresis circuits using differential
amplifiers
[ABC-10070] B71-10162 01
A topological approach to computer-aided sensitivity
analysis
TAHC-10214] B71-10164 02
A frequency division multiplex technique for
transmitting commands
[KSC-10521] B71-10169 02
Electronic ripple indicator
[KSC-10162] B71-10170 01
Voltage-controlled oscillator
[ABC-10078] B71-10171 01
Vail attachment, flueric crossover ''AHO1' gate
[ILA-07391] B71-10178 07
Accumulative weights program
[H-FS-15066] B71-10181 09
Determination of nonlinear resistance
voltage-current relationships by measuring
harmonics
[B-FS-20402] B71-10182 01
Pattern recognition technigue
[HPO-11337] B71-10187 06
Small size transformer provides high power
regulation with low ripple and maximum control
CH-FS-16709] B71-10193 01
Coarse roll-rate gain-control circuit
[ABC-10064] B71-10204 01
Hnltichannel intercom with simultaneous send/receive
capability
[B-FS-18808] B71-10228 02
Constant-amplitude, frequency-independent phase
shifter
[ABC-10269] B71-10230 02
Computer-aided design of large-scale integrated
circuits - A concept
[B-FS-20600] B71-10238 09
Improved relay chatter detector
[HPO-10355] B71-10292 01
A continued fraction generator for smooth pulse
sequences
[BSC-13697] B71-10304 01
Hicrobial burden prediction model program
[HPO-11709] B71-10401 09
Digital parallel-to-series pulse-train converter
[HSC-12417] B71-10450 01
Pulse width-pulse rate modulator
[ABC-1002S] B71-10497 01
Automated preventive maintenance program
[GSFC-11408] B71-10500 09
Design and evaluation of convectively cooled nozzles
[LEWIS-10894] B71-10508 09
Programmed multiplexing system simultaneously
monitors several voltages
fBSC-17139] B71-10517 02
IBPDT/ODTPOT BOOTIHES
Fiscal output data produce versatile graphic-numeric
charts
[HOC-10394] B71-10108 09
Stored program concept for analog computers
[B-FS-20874] B71-10240 09
IHSEBTIOH
Rot tap thermowell installation
[BSC-12427] B71-10302 07
INSEBfS
Clocking connector replaces adapter cables
[B-FS-14778] B71-10428 01
IHSPECTIOH
flethyl alcohol used as penetrant inspection medium
for porous materials
[HOC-10419] B71-10103 06
Bultilayered printed circuit boards inspected by
I-ray laminography
[B-FS-20849] B71-10226 02
Ultrasonic scanning system for in-place inspection
of brazed-tube joints
[B-FS-21166] B71-10227 06
Flat conductor cable handbook
[B-FS-21009] B71-10379 01
Badiographic inspection specifications for
electronic components
[B-FS-20723] B71-10438 01
Scale factor gage for fiber optics inspection device
[HSC-17361] B71-10496 07
Optical inspection tool for interior surfaces of
fluid lines
[B-FS-15162] B71-10513 06
IHSTALLATIOH BAHDALS
Flat conductor cable handbook
[B-FS-21009] B71-10379 01
IHSIALLIHG
Pipe installation technigue avoids disturbing work
areas
[BSC-15581] B71-10093 06
Hot tap thermowell installation
[BSC-12427] B71-10302 07
Apparatus tests flexnral durability of FCC
[S-FS-20113] B71-10458 08
Tool expedites installation of BHC connectors
[ABC-10327] B71-10480 07
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Joint preload properties of structural threaded
fasteners
[H-FS-21U53] B71-10531 08
IHSTBDCTOBS
Instruction manuals for radioqraphic nondestructive
testing
[H-FS-21350] B71-10156 06
IBSTBUHEBT EBBOBS
High-speed digital plotter
[ABG-90001] B71-10019 02
Systems for dead-reckoning navigation and for
simulation of instrumental error - Concepts
[M-PS-20860] B71-10072 07
Thermal scale modeling
[H-FS-21268] B71-10132 03
IHSTBDHENI PACKAGES
Performance evaluation system for inertial
navigation eguipment
[HSC-13542] B71-10087 02
IBSOLATIOB
Thermal and structural modeling of superinsulation
fH-FS-20321] B71-10019 02
Hobel stripper for shielded and unshielded flat
conductor cable
[H-FS-20120] B71-10060 08
Torch kit for welding in difficult areas
[HSC-15704] B71-10070 08
Rigid open-cell polyurethane foam for cryogenic
insulation
[LERIS-11220] B71-10079 01
High-temperature pump-motor assembly
[LEWIS-10256] B71-10100 07
Improved sheath removal technique for very small
thermocouples
[LEWIS-11228] B71-10179 01
Portable lightweight handsaw
CH-FS-16927] B71-10237 07
New materials for fireplace logs
[H-FS-21363] B71-10339 04
Insulation assembly uses cryopumping to reduce heat
transfer in cryogenic liquid line
[KSC-10518] B71-1036U 03
Use of cermet thin film resistors with nitride
passivated metal insulator field effect transistor
[GSFC-10835] B71-10375 08
Nondestructive testing of bond integrity in foam
insulation/aluminum composites
[H-FS-20786] B71-10507 06
IHSOLATOBS
Folding tool for preparing FCC molded-pluq
terminations
[B-FS-20116] B71-10U22 08
Handling fixture for soldering round wires to FCC
[H-FS-20118] B71-1016U 08
INTAKE SISTERS
Hodular construction provides large volume storage
facility in minimum space
[B-FS-13568] B71-10354 08
IBTBGBAL BQOATIONS
Bon-symmetrical two dimensional scatterinq proqram
[BPO-11576] B71-10007 09
Symmetrical two dimensional scattering program
[NPO-11578] B71-10008 09
Radiation view factor program
fH-FS-21075] B71-10106 09
Subroutines for evaluatinq single and multiple
integrals using modified Romberg method
[NPO-11718] B71-10138 09
Numerical integration of second order differential
equations
[H-FS-20536] B71-10186 09
IBTEGBATED CIECOITS
Electromagnetic simulation of microwave backscatter
from the ocean surface - A feasibility study
[H-FS-20476] B71-10016 01
Design and development of a fast scan infrared
detection and measurement instrument
[B-FS-207119] B71-10022 03
Improved methods of forming monolithic integrated
circuits having complementary bipolar transistors
flABGLEI-10358] B71-10035 01
PUZZLE - A program for computer-aided design of
printed circuit artwork
[LRL-10050] B71-10122 09
Triangular-wave generator with controlled sweep
polarity
[ABC-10332] B71-10166 03
Voltaqe-controlled oscillator
[&BC-10078] B71-10171 01
Automatic cross-sectioning and monitoring system
locates defects in electronic devices
[GSFC-11221] B71-10221 01
Catheter transducer and circuit
[ABC-10132] 871-10231 01
Computer-aided design of large-scale integrated
circuits - A concept
fH-FS-20600] B71-10238 09
Precision calibration and reference voltage source
for data acquisition systems
[H-FS-20950] B71-10298 02
Data sampling system for monitor and control station
[H-FS-209U8] B71-10299 02
Novel shift register eliminates logic gates and
power switching circuits
[GSFC-10517] B71-10322 01
Double phase-lock loop with rapid transient response
- A concept
[GSFC-108611] B71-103U9 01
Silicon contact for area reduction of integrated
circuits
[H-PS-20688] B71-10368 01
Television multiplexing system
[KSC-10651] B71-10391 02
waveshapinq electronic circuit
[M-FS-11916] B71-10129 01
Radiographic inspection specifications for
electronic components
[H-FS-20723] B71-10U38 01
Low-freguency triangular wave generator
fABC-10259] 871^.10*69 01
Pulse width-pulse rate modulator
[ARC-10025] B71-10U97 01
IHTEGBATOBS
Active parallel redundancy for electronic
integrator-type control circuits
[NUC-10231] B71-10010 01
Microwave dosimeter - A concept
[HQ-10407] B71-10075 01
Stabilization of interferometer fringe patterns
[ARC-10392] B71-10119 02
Triangular-wave generator with controlled sweep
polarity
[ABC-10332] B71-10166 03
Voltage-controlled oscillator
[ARC-10078] B71-10171 01
A 20 kHz power oscillator _
[LEHIS-11319] B71-1017I1 01
Variable order integrators for the numerical
solution of ordinary differential equations
[NPO-11613] B71-10218 09
A real-time statistical time-series analyzer
[HSC-12128] B71-10276 02
INTEGRITY
Improved insulating materials effective at extremely
high temperatures
[NPO-12067] B71-10289 01
INTENSITY
Photosensitive plastic used to produce
three-dimensional casting patterns
[LANGLEY-10712] B71-10127 08
Analytical procedure for estimating reliability of
randomly excited structures
[BPO-11618] B71-10189 06
INTEBPACES
Universal interface enables one recorder to serve
numerous measuring instruments
[H-FS-15131] B71-10011 01
Vacuum-jacketed rotary joints for pipelines
[KSC-10519] B71-10018 07
Concentric tubes cold-bonded by drawing and internal
expansion
CARG-90033] B71-10050 08
Automatic transmission line monitor
[KSC-10385] B71-10288 02
Reduction of valve leakage - A concept
[BPO-12003] B71-10315 07
Ion implantation reduces radiation sensitivity of
metal oxide silicon /HOS/ devices
[LANGLEY-10630] B71-10331 01
A study of nitride devices for computer memory
applications
[H-FS-20971] B71-103SO 03
IHTEBPACIAL TENSION
Effect of size on crackinq of materials
[NPO-11602] B71-10158 OU
Solid state welding of dispersion-strengthened
nickel alloys
[LEWIS-11388] B71-10520 08
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SOBJBCT IHDEI ISOTEHSOID STBOCTOBES
INTEBFEBOBETEBS
Ultraviolet interferometer
CHQ-IOSUe] B71-10026 03
Thin spray film thickness measuring technique
[B-FS-208H2] B71-10062 08
Stabilization of interferometer fringe patterns
[ABC-10392] B71-10119 02
Instrument accurately measures stress loads in
threaded bolts
rn-FS-21121) B71-10U86 01
Statistical measurements of the zero-crossing time
of a noisy sinewave
CGSFC-IIOOa] B71-10502 02
IBTBBPEBOHETBI
Variable ratio beam splitter for laser applications
[ABC-10391] B71-10265 03
Hultispectral infrared imaging interferometer
FHSC-12401] B71-10325 02
Vibration analysis by tine-average holography
flAlIGLET-106111] B71-10333 03
IHTEBHETilLICS
Onique intermetallic compounds prepared by shock
vave synthesis
[H-FS-20861] B71-10216 OH
Superconductor transition temperatures study
r»-FS-212t7] B71-10385 03
IHTEBBODDLATIOH
Determination of nonlinear resistance
voltage-current relationships by measuring
harmonics
[B-FS-20402] B71-10182 01
IHTBBPLAHETABI COHHDNICATION
Enhancing efficiency of single, large-aperture
antennas
[HQ-10597] B71-10287 01
INTERPOLATION
Analytical methods for bacterial kinetics studies
f L R L - 1 0 0 1 1 ] B71-10192 05
Hybrid computer techniques for solving partial
differential equations
[B-FS-21386] B71-10424 09
IBTEBBDPTIOH
Portable circuit-interruption indicator
CKSC-105161 B71-102116 02
IHTBBSTICES
Badial heat flux transformer
[NPO-10828] B71-10311 03
INTERVALS
Standardized Pearson type 3 density function area
tables
[B-FS-205U1] B71-10205 02
Calibration-interval adjustment indicator - A
concept
[H-FS-18693] B71-10309 01
Doable phase-lock loop with rapid transient response
- A concept
[GSFC-10861] B71-10319 01
INVABIANCE
Table for estimating parameters of Weibull
distribution
[B-FS-18817] B71-10436 03
IHVEHTOBY CONTBOLS
limited life item management
[H-FS-2U020] B71-10196 06
TCB operation supply inventory system /TCBSYS/
fGSFC-11306] B71-10314 09
Systems management techniques and problems
[B-FS-21101] B71-10361 01
IIVEBTEBS
Saturation current spikes eliminated in satnrable
core transformers
[ERC-10125] B71-10142 01
Oscillator «.th wide dynamic tuning range
fGSFC-11086] B71-10286 01
Improved relay chatter detector
[HPO-10355] B71-10292 01
Improved circuit avoids premature power transistor
failure
fHPO-11365J B71-10370 02
IIVESTBEIT CASTIHG
Improved wax mold technique forms complex passages
in solid structures
[XlA-07829] B71-10063 05
IODIBETBI
Rapid analytical determination of qlntaraldehyde
concentrations
[ABG-10113J 871-10047 05
IODISE
Oxidation-resistant silicide coating applied to
colnmbiuD alloy screen
[ABC-10186] B71-10229 OH
IODINE ISOTOPES
Bapid analytical determination of glutaraldehyde
concentrations
t ARG-10413] B71-10017 05
IOH EXCHANGE BEBBBAHE ELECTBO1YTBS
Submersed sensing electrode used in fuel-cell type
hydrogen detector
[B-FS-14655] B71-10071 01
IOB EXCHANGE BESIBS
A silver ion water sterilization system
[SSC-15734] B71-10278 01
IOSIZATIOB
Improved plasma accelerator
[ARC-10109] B71-10151 03
IONIZATIOH CBABBEBS
Ion implantation reduces radiation sensitivity of
metal oxide silicon /BOS/ devices
[LANGIET-10630] B71-10331 01
Improved electron emitter
(•LEWIS-10814] B71-10388 03
IOHIZED GASES
Device measures conductivity and velocity of ionized
gas streams
[XAC-05695] B71-10235 03
High density plasma gun generates plasmas at 190
kilometers per second
tB-FS-20589] B71-10383 03
IODIZING RADIATION
Ion implantation reduces radiation sensitivity of
metal oxide silicon /BOS/ devices
[LANGLEY-10630] B71-10331 01
IONS
Alloy vapor deposition usinq ion plating and flash
evaporation
[LEKIS-11262] B71-10199 08
Improved electron emitter
[LESIS-108113 B71-10388 03
IBISES (MECHANICAL APEBTOBES)
Vibration detection usinq lasers
[ABC-10389] B71-101»5 03
IBON
Parallel-gap welding for joints between copper
conductors and Kovar
[B-FS-21221] B71-10168 08
Small size transformer provides high pover
regulation with low ripple and maximum control
[B-FS-16709] B71-10193 01
Copper/nickel eutectic brazing of titanium
[ARC-10337] B71-10525 08
IBON ALLOTS
fietal alloy resistivity measurements at very low
temperatures
[NDC-10557] B71-10101 OH
IBOH OXIDES
Improved fire-resistant coatings
[GSFC-10072] B71-10198 01
IBBADIATION
Ion implantation reduces radiation sensitivity of
metal oxide silicon /BOS/ devices
[LANGLET-10630] B71-10331 01
Liguid-hydrogen/nuclear-radiation resistant seals
CH-FS-213614] B71-10310 03
ISERTBOPIC PBOCESSES
Compressed gas handbook
[KSC-10662] B71-10272 03
ISOLATION
Hermetically sealed motion transmitter
[BSC-173U8] B71-10328 07
Shielding method for polycrystalline and epitaxy
growths
[H-FS-20162] B71-10t31 OU
Miniature battery-operated electromagnetic system
for blood flow measurements
[ABC-10362] 871-101(77 05
ISOLATOBS
EKG isolator
[H-FS-21236] B71-1012U 05
Diode matrix reduces computer memory power
requirements
[GSFC-1099t] B71-103U7 01
ISOBOBPHISB
Computation of group table alphanumeric display
[LEBIS-113lt6] B71-10373 09
ISOTEHSOID STRDCTDBES
Axisynmetric and cylindrical isostable structures -
A concept
(HPO-120U9] B71-101H6 06
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ISOTHEBBAL FLOW
Compressed gas handbook
[KSC-10662] B71-10272 03
ISOTHBBHS
AUTOTEB - Automated geometry meshing and heat
conduction calculation
[NUC-10241] B71-10039 09
ISOTBOPT
Producing graphite with desired properties
[BUC-11001] B71-100U2 04
ITEBATIOH
Digital simulation error carves for a
spnng-mass-damper system
[B-FS-20770] B71-10003 09
Computer program for thermal analysis of shadow
shields in a vacuum
[LEWIS-11236] B71-10115 09
Bethod for constructing periodic orbits in nonlinear
dynamc systems
[B-FS-1465H] B71-10151 09
Botordjnamic response analysis program
[HQ-10579] B71-10211 09
Fast carry accumulator design
[B-FS-20902] B71-10274 01
Computer program /TDBBLE/ for calculating velocities
and streamlines in turbomachines
[LEWIS-10788] B71-10392 09
ITEBATIVE SOLDTIOH
Tracking antenna deformation program
[GSFC-11191] B71-10017 09
JACKETS
Vacuum-jacketed rotary joints for pipelines
[KSC-10519] B71-10018 07
Technique for in-place welding of aluminum backed up
by a combustible material
[LEWIS-11328] B71-10257 08
Insulation assembly uses cryopunping to reduce heat
transfer in cryogenic liquid line
[KSC-10518] B71-1036U 03
JACOBI BATBIX BETBOD
Frame nodal analysis
[BSC-17562] B71-10U11 09
JET AIBCBAFT
Lift distribution in a rectangular jet
[ABC-1042U] B71-10030 09
JET EHGIBSS
Attitude controls for VIOL aircraft
[XAC-8972] B71-10202 05
Dynamics of short pressure probes
CLEWIS-11293] B71-1037U 09
Tone-burst technique measures high-intensity sound
absorption
[LABGLBY.-10667 ] B71-10395 03
JET FLOW
Spin vector control of a spinning space station
[B-FS-213333 B71-10296 09
JET HOZZLES
Attitude controls for VTOL aircraft
[XAC-8972] B71-10202 05
JIGS
Low-cost quasi-parabolic antenna
[LEWIS-11291] B71-10121 01
Weld beveling of large-diameter pipes
[KSC-10550] B71-10280 08
JOINING
Improved brazing technique for pyrolytic graphite
[NPO-12026] B71-10293 08
Protective coating for salt-bath brazing
[LEWIS-90255] B71-10381 08
JOINTS (AIATOBT)
Improved orthopedic arm joint
[B-FS-21611] B71-10U85 05
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
Welded polypropylene liners for large descaling
tanks
[M-FS-18711] B71-10012 07
Vacuum-jacketed rotary joints for pipelines
[KSC-10519] B71-10018 07
Ultrasonics used for high-precision nondestructive
inspection of brazed joints
FNOC-10352] B71-100U5 08
Torch kit for welding in difficult areas
[BSC-15704] B71-10070 08
Bemote coupling of air lines
[FDC-10225] B71-10101 07
Small size transformer provides high power
regulation with low ripple and maximum control
[B-FS-16709] B71-10193 01
Ultrasonic scanning system for in-place inspection
of brazed-tube joints
[B-FS-21166] B71-10227 06
Low-temperature bonding of temperature-resistant
electronic connections
[B-FS-20909] B71-10253 08
Spin vector control of a spinning space station
[B-FS-21333] B71-10296 09
Strong, easy-to-mold, spiral buttress thread
[LABGLET-10755] B71-10336 08
Insulation assembly uses cryopumping to reduce heat
transfer in cryogenic liquid line
[KSC-10518] B71-10361 03
Frame modal analysis
[BSC-17562] B71-10414 09
Handling fixture for soldering round wires to FCC
CB-FS-20118] B71-10464 08
Joint preload properties of structural threaded
fasteners
[B-FS-21453] B71-10531 08
JOURNAL BEABINGS
Series-hybrid bearing - An approach to extending
bearing fatigue life at high speeds
[LEWIS-11152] B71-10173 07
Botordynamic response analysis program
[HQ-10579] B71-10211 09
Evaluation of rotating, incompressibly lubricated,
pressurized thrust bearings
[LEWIS-11511] B71-10509 09
JUBCTION DIODES '
Diode matrix reduces computer memory power
requirements
[GSFC-10991] B71-10317 01
JUNCTION TBANSISTOBS
Improved methods of forming monolithic integrated
circuits having complementary bipolar transistors
[LANGLET-10358] B71-10035 01
Externally programmed variable timer
[B-FS-20776] B71-10437 04
JUBCTIONS
lall attachment, flueric crossover "ABD" gate
[XLA-07391] B71-10178 07
KAOLINITE
Improved fire-resistant coatings
[GSFC-10072] B71-10198 0"!
Protective coating for salt-bath brazing
tLEWIS-90255] B71-10381 08
KEBOSEHE
Improved smoke generator for low-speed wind tunnels
[LANGLEY-10885] B71-10337 06
KEBB CELLS
Improving laser beam coherence - A concept
[ABC-10417] B71-10527 03
KINETIC TBEOBT
Flame zone of a composite propellant expanded by a
laser source
[LAFGLEY-10660] B71-10335 03
KINETICS
Analytical methods for bacterial kinetics studies
[LBL-10011] B71-10192 05
Statistical characterization of phenolic-novolak
structures
[AHC-10393] B71-10255 OH
KNOBS
Unified hatch system
[BSC-15813] B71-10095 06
High mobility work station restraint support
[HSC-12419] B71-10301 07
KOVAB (TBADEBABK)
Parallel-gap welding for joints between copper
conductors and Kovar
[B-FS-21221] B71-10168 08
Low-temperature bonding of temperature-resistant
electronic connections
[B-FS-20909] B71-10253 08
LABOBATOBIES
Instruction manuals for radiographic nondestructive
testing
[B-FS-21350] B71-10156 06
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SUBJECT IHDBI LEAKAGE
Becommended safety guides for industrial
laboratories and shops
[SAH-10050] B71-10175 07
LABOBAIOBY EQDIPHEHT
Hydraulically operated tilt table
CH-FS-21017] B71-10021 05
LIGBiHGE COORDIHATES
& study of high frequency nonlinear combustion
instability in baffled annalar liguid propellant
rocket motors
tNPO-11800] B71-10532 09
liBIBAB BODSDABI LiYBB
Computer program for calculating aerodynamic forces
on blade sections
[LEWIS-11382] B71-10153 09
LABIIAB FLOi
Prediction of windage power loss in alternators
[LEWIS-10939] B71-10071 06
Computing incompressible laminar and turbulent
boundary layer formation
C1EWIS-11190] B71-10155 09
Computer program /TOBBLE/ for calculating velocities
and streamlines in tnrbomachines
[LEHIS-10788] B71-10392 09
L1BTHATES
Improved wax mold technigue forms complex passages
in solid structures
[X1A-07829] B71-10063 05
Nondestructive testing of adhesive bonds by nuclear
guadrnpole resonance method
[B-FS-21160] B71-10208 01
Promising born/graphite/resin composites
[H-FS-21126] B71-10217 01
Haltilayered printed circuit boards inspected by
X-ray laminography
[H-FS-20819] B71-10226 02
Liquid-hydrogen/nuclear-radiation resistant seals
[H-FS-21361] B71-10310 03
148DIH6
High-impact dynamic-response analysis of nonlinear
structures
CHPO-11716] B71-10131 09
LABDIHG AIDS
Laser net - A concept for monitoring vingtip
vortices on runways
[H-FS-20857] B71-10360 02
LAHDIHG GEAR
Peak structural response to nonstationary random
excitations
rHPO-11617] B71-10188 06
LAHDIBG HODOLES
Bicrobial burden prediction model program
[NPO-11709] B71-10101 09
LiHGOAGE PBOGBABHIRG
Computer program for discounted cash flow/rate of
return evaluations
[H-FS-19010] B71-10377 09
LABGDAGES
NASTBAN computer system level 12.1
fGSFC-10991] B71-10285 09
LIP JOISTS
Solid state welding of dispersion-strengthened
nickel alloys
[LEWIS-11388] B71-10520 08
LAPLACE TBAHSFOBBATIOH
Digital simulation error curves for a
epnng-mass-damper system
rn-FS-20770] B71-10003 09
LABGE SCALE IBTEGBATIOB
Computer-aided design of large-scale integrated
circuits - A concept
[B-FS-20600] B71-10238 09
Data sampling system for monitor and control station
fH-FS-209U8] B71-10299 02
LASEB OUTPUTS
Laser device provides accurate reference to true
gravitational vertical
CABC-10411] B71-10179 07
LASERS
Electromagnetic simulation of microwave backscatter
from the ocean surface - A feasibility study
fH-FS-20176] B71-10016 01
Thin spray film thickness measuring technigne
fH-FS-20812] B71-10062 08
Stabilization of interferometer fringe patterns
fABC-10392] B71-10119 02
Laser Doppler instrument measures fluid velocity
without reference beam
fXAC-10770) B71-10120 03
Vibration detection using lasers
[ABC-10389] B71-10115 03
Laser interferometry method for absolute measurement
of the acceleration of gravity
[H-FS-21225] B71-10232 03
Optical probing of supersonic flows with statistical
correlation
tB-FS-20612] B71-10252 03
Variable ratio beam splitter for laser applications
[ABC-10391] B71-10265 03
Vibration analysis by time-average holography
[LJNGLEY-10611] B71-10333 03
Bemote control radioactive-waste removal system uses
modulated laser transmitter
[LANGLEI-10311] B71-10313 03
Vibration testing and analysis using holography
[H-FS-21050] B71-10352 03
Laser net - A concept for monitoring wingtip
vortices on runways
[B-FS-20857] B71-10360 02
Solid-state data interpretation system - A concept
[B-FS-20587] B71-10366 02
Improving laser beam coherence - A concept
tABC-10117] B71-10527 03
LATCHES
Unified hatch system
CBSC-15813] B71-10095 06
Efficient digital comparison technigne for logic
circuits
[B-FS-21080] B71-10218 02
LATERAL COBTBOL
Prevention of damage to delicate connectors during
mounting of heavy engines for testing
[NUC-10322] B71-100B1 06
LATEI
Nonflammable organic-base paint for oxygen-rich
atmospheres
[B-FS-20186] B71-10077 01
LAUBCH VEHICLES
Diagnostic capability added to digital events
evaluator
CKSC-10526] B71-10001 02
Quick response targeting program
[B-FS-15157] B71-10117 09
LATODTS
Cartesian-coordinate dimensioning for plumbing
systems
[B-FS-18867] 871-10*35 08
LEACHIHG
Improved fire-resistant coatings
[GSFC-10072] B71-10198 01
LEAD (HETAL)
Parallel-gap welding for joints between copper
conductors and Kovar
[B-FS-21221] B71-10168 08
Environmental effects on silicon solar cells
[NPO-11175] B71-10282 02
Fixture for multiple-FCC chemical stripping and
plating
[B-FS-20237] B71-10U20 08
LEAD TITANATES
Subminiature transducer measures unsteady pressures
[ABC-10319] B71-10111 01
LEAKAGE
Helded polypropylene liners for large descaling
tanks
[B-FS-18711] B71-10012 07
Vacuum-jacketed rotary joints for pipelines
[KSC-10519] B71-10018 07
Submersed sensing electrode used in fuel-cell type
hydrogen detector
[B-FS-11655] B71-10071 01
Determination of gas volume trapped in a closed
fluid system
[BSC-15685] B71-10091 06
High-temperature, long-life polyimide seals for
hydraulic actuator rods
[LEHIS-11212] B71-10098 07
High-temperature pump-motor assembly
[LESIS-10256] B71-10100 07
System accurately controls pressure in cryogenic
tanks
[LEWIS-11329] B71-10118 03
Scintillation detector for carbon-11
[ABC-10378] B71-10111 03
Sensitive gaseous hydrogen detection system
[H-FS-21161] B71-10209 01
Beduction of valve leakage - A concept
[NPO-12003] B71-10315 07
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Diode matrix reduces computer memory pover
requirements
[GSFC-1099H] 871-103*7 01
Cadmium plated steel caps seal anodized aluminum
fittings
rs-FS-20137) B71-10355 05
Voltage regulator dissipates minimal pover and
functions as a voltage divider
B71-10367 01
Silicon contact for area reduction of integrated
circuits
[B-FS-20688] B71-10368 01
LEABHIHG
FOBTBAN programming - A self-taught course
[LiHGLET-10738] B71-10052 09
Qualifications and certification of nondestructive
testing personnel
[B-FS-20850] B71-10271 06
LEAST SQDABES H3TBOD
ELAS8 - Computer program for linear structure
equilibrium problems
[NPO-11555] B71-10185 09
Analysis of low resolution mass spectra
[GSFC-11279] B71-10267 09
Statistical analysis tables for truncated or
censored samples
[B-FS-2102U] B71-10351 03
Elements of orbit-determination theory - Textbook
[NPO-11466] B71-10U25 03
LERS AHTEHHAS
Badial rotating antenna-feed system
[GSFC-11013] B71-10025 01
LEHSBS
Kaleidoscopic light feedback for television systems
[BSC-12386] B71-10068 03
Radiant energy absorption enhancement in optical
imaging systems
[ABC-10191] B71-10112 03
Laser Doppler instrument measures fluid velocity
without reference beam
[XAC-10770] B71-10120 03
Vibration detection using lasers
[AHC-10389] B71-101U5 03
Solar cell pover scanner
[LEWIS-11280J B71-10223 02
Noise diffraction patterns eliminated in coherent
optical systems
[GSFC-11133] B71-10236 03
Bultispectral infrared imaging interferometer
[BSC-1240"] B71-10325 02
Virtual-image display system for flight simulators
[AEC-10175] B71-10U27 03
A multiple-plate, multiple-pinhole camera for I-ray
qamma-ray imaging
[B-FS-205H6] 671-10439 02
Modified camera records lens settings on film
[BSC-12363] B71-10<t9i| 03
Scale factor gage for fiber optics inspection device
[BSC-17361] B71-10U96 07
Beasuring internal dimensions of small transparent
objects
[LANGLEY-10712] B71-10505 08
Shutter design for stereoscopic camera
[BSC-13613] B71-10506 03
Bultifreguency laser beams for holographic
contouring
fABC-103«H] B71-10531 03
LEVEL (HOBIZOBTAL)
Bodified bubble level senses pitch and roll angles
over vide range
[BSC-13506] B71-10085 03
LBVBBS
Onified hatch system
[BSC-15813] B71-10095 06
LIBBABIES
Subroutines for evaluating single and multiple
integrals using modified Eomberg method
[HPO-11718] B71-10138 09
Analysis of lov resolution mass spectra
[GSFC-11279] B71-10267 09
LIFE (DOBABILITY)
long-life electromechanical sine-cosine generator
[LAHGLEY-10503] B71-10029 01
Teardovn analysis for detecting shelf-life
degradation
[B-FS-2U017] B71-10195 00
Limited life item management
[B-FS-21020] B71-10196 06
Cast segment evaluation
[B-FS-2135it] B71-10363 08
Durability tester for FCC connectors
[B-FS-20128] B71-10118 08
Development of non-sveet, flavored food cubes
[BSC-14002] B71-10521 05
LIFE DETECTOBS
Scintillation detector for carbon-14
[ABC-10378] B71-101U1 03
Instrument detects bacterial life forms
[GSFC-10972] B71-10312 05
LIFE BAFTS
Stable, inflatable life raft for high seas rescue
operations
[BSC-12393] B71-10167 05
LIFE SDPPOBT SISTEBS
Biniature fuel cells relieve gas pressure in sealed
batteries
[XGS-11370] B71-10064 02
Communications system for zero-g simulation tests in
vater
[B-FS-21357] B71-10311 02
Metabolic balance analysis program
[B-FS-21237] B71-10384 09
LIFT
Lift distribution in a rectangular jet
[ARC-10«2<t] B71-10030 09
Computer program for calculating aerodynamic forces
on blade sections
[LEHIS-11382] B71-10153 09
LIFT DBAG BATIO
Prediction of stall characteristics of straight ving
aircraft
[LABGLEY-11013] B71-10501 09
LIFT FASS
Split stator vane rov for fans and compressors
[ABC-10288] B71-10528 06
LIGHT (VISIBLE BADIATIOB)
Kaleidoscopic light feedback for television systems
[BSC-12386] B71-10068 03
Optical enhancement of photomultiplier sensitivity
fABC-10213] B71-10113 03
Photosensitive plastic used to produce
three-dimensional casting patterns
[LANGLEY-10712] B71-10127 08
Optical design and analysis program
[GSFC-11393] B71-10H56 09
LIGHT BEAHS
EKG isolator
[B-FS-21236] B71-1012* 05
Vibration detection using lasers
[AEC-10389] B71-10115 03
Atmospheric pollution measurement by optical cross
correlation methods - A concept
[H-FS-12078] B71-1022U 02
Improving laser beam coherence - A concept
[ARC-10U17] B71-10527 03
Bnltifreguency laser beams for holographic
contouring
[ABC-10341] B71-1053M 03
LIGHT SCATTEBIBG
Bultifreguency laser beams for holographic
contouring
[ABC-103H1] B71-1053« 03
LIGHT SODBCES
Technique for experimental determination of
radiation interchange factors in solar vavelengths
[BSC-13176] B71-10066 03
Bodified bubble level senses pitch and roll angles
over vide range
[BSC-13506] B71-10085 03
Durable cathodes for high-pover inert-gas arcs
[LEWIS-11162] B71-1026U 03
LIGHT TEAHSBISSIOH
flodified bubble level senses pitch and roll angles
over vide range
[HSC-13506] B71-10085 03
Radiant energy absorption enhancement in optical
imaging systems
(ABC-1019«] B71-10112 03
Optical enhancement of photomultiplier sensitivity
[ABC-102T3] B71-10113 03
Laser device provides accurate reference to true
gravitational vertical
[ABC-IOIII] B71-10479 07
LI6BTHIHG
Bigh voltage lightning grounding device
[LEWIS-11282] B71-10136 01
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LIHITS (BATHEB&TICS)
Tracking antenna deformation program
[GSFC-11191] B71-10017 09
Tolerance analysis program
[BSC-17487] B71-10389 09
LIBEAB EQ01TIOHS
EL&S8 - Conpater program for linear structure
equilibrium problems
[NPO-11555] B71-10185 09
LINEAR PBEDICTIOH
Wide-range logarithmic radiometer for measuring high
temperatures
[ARC-10254] B71-10U98 01
LIHEAB PBOGBARBIHG
N A S T R A N computer system level 12.1
[GSFC-10991] B71-10285 09
LIHEAB SYSTEflS
On-line analysis of random vibrations
[ARC-10154] B71-10284 09
IIHEiBITT
Small size transformer provides high power
regulation with Ion ripple and maximum control
[B-FS-16709] B71-10193 01
Application of calibration masks to TV vidicon tube
[KSC-10589] 871-101101 02
Table for estimating parameters of Reibnll
distribution
[H-FS-18817] B71-10436 03
Graphical method for analyzing digital computer
efficiency
[AHC-10210] 871-10453 09
LIHIHGS
Welded polypropylene liners for large descaling
tanks
[B-FS-18711] B71-10012 07
Pressurized suits can be fabricated with adjustable
dimensions
rBSC-12398] B71-10092 05
Hethyl alcohol used as penetrant inspection medium
for porous materials
[HOC-10119] B71-10103 06
Differential expansion fitting for cryogenic lignid
tanks
[LEWIS-11260] B71-10268 08
Cast segment evaluation
[B-FS-21354] B71-10363 08
LIHKAGES
Onified hatch system
[BSC-15813] B71-10095 06
Alloy vapor deposition using ion plating and flash
evaporation
fLEWIS-11262] B71-10199 08
Hydraulic actuator motion limiter ensures operator
safety
[ARC-10131] B71-10233 07
Diode matrix reduces computer memory power
reguirements
[GSFC-10994] B71-10347 01
Eye point-of-regard system
fAHC-10360] B71-10476 05
LIPIDS
The deterioration of intermediate moisture foods
[BSC-13827] B71-10332 05
LIQDEF1ED GASES
Vacuum-jacketed rotary joints for pipelines
[KSC-10519] B71-10018 07
LIQUID COOLIH6
Vacuum-jacketed rotary joints for pipelines
[KSC-10519] B71-10018 07
LIQUID CBTSTALS
Locating tube blockage that X-ray cannot detect
[HOC-10386] B71-10129 06
LIQDID FLOW
Predicting vibrational failure of flexible ducting
[B-FS-16750] B71-10150 06
Bultichamber controllable heat pipe
[ARC-10199] B71-10526 03
LIQUID BELIOH
Bicrowave biasing improves detector response in the
infrared region
fGSFC-11050] B71-10313 01
LIQDID HYDBOGEH
Lov temperature fluid blender
[LEWIS-11206J B71-10058 0*
Bigid open-cell polvnrethane foam for cryogenic
insulation
[LEWIS-11220] B71-10079 04
Thermal conductivity of gaseous and liquid hydrogen
[BBC-10558] B71-10105 04
Liqnid-hydrogen/noclear-radiation resistant seals
[B-FS-21364] B71-10340 03
Insulation assembly uses cryopnmping to reduce heat
transfer in cryogenic liquid line
[KSC-10518] B71-1Q364 03
LIQUID HITBOGEH
Study aids accuracy of turbopump axial thrust
analysis
[B-FS-18774] B71-10020 07
flicrowave cryogenic thermal-noise standards
[HPO-11424] B71-10139 03
Improved molecular sorbent trap for high-vacuum
systems
[ARC-10056] B71-10478 03
LIQUID OIIGEH
Study aids accuracy of tnrbopump axial thrust
analysis
[B-FS-18774] B71-10020 07
Synthesis of a new class of highly flaorinated
aliphatic dusocyanates
[B-FS-20883] B71-10300 01
LIQUID PHASES
Opdated, expanded, fluid properties handbook
[B-FS-21169] B71-10078 04
LIQOID POTASSIUB
Bigh-temperatnre pump-motor assembly
[LEWIS-10256] B71-10100 07
LIQUID PBOPELLAHT BOCEET EIGIHES
Spray momentum measuring system
[HSC-12305] B71-10137 05
A study of high frequency nonlinear combustion
instability in baffled annular liquid propellant
rocket motors
[HPO-11800] B71-10532 09
LIQUID SOCKET PBOPELLaHTS
Digital computer program for analyzing chugging
instabilities
[LEWIS-11294] B71-10215 09
LIQDID SODIDB
High-temperature pump-motor assembly
[LEWIS-10256] B71-10100 07
LIQOID-GAS BIXTORES
Low temperature fluid blender
[LEIIS-11206] B71-10058 04
Determination of gas volume trapped in a closed
fluid system
[HSC-15685] B71-10094 06
LIQUID-VAPOB EQUILIBBIUH
Improved method for calculating pump theraodynamic
suppression head
[H-FS-20852] B71-10239 07
LIQUID-VAPOB IHTERFACES
Determination of gas volume trapped in a closed
fluid system
[BSC-15685] B71-10094 06
The heat pipe - A simple, versatile, efficient heat
transfer tool
[NPO-11598] B71-10109 06
Bultichamber controllable heat pipe
[ARC-10199] B71-10526 03
LIQUIDS
Spray momentum measuring system
[BSC-12305] B71-10137 05
Heasnring internal dimensions of small transparent
objects
[LAHGLEY-10712] B71-10505 08
LISTS
BAPS - a computerized management analysis and
planning system
[LEWIS-11349] B71-10321 09
Pictorial display of materials and processes aids in
fabricating complex assemblies
[B-FS-24006] B71-10341 01
LITBB1TOBE
Hetal-to-ceramic seals - A literature survey
[BPO-11430] B71-10116 08
LITBIOB
Bigh density plasma gun generates plasmas at 190
kilometers per second
[B-FS-20589] B71-10383 03
LITHIOB ALUHIHUB HIDBIDES
Preparation of perflnoropolyether prepolymers
[HPO-10765] B71-10004 04
LITHIOB CBLOBIDES
Polymer containing functional end groups is base for
new polymers
[HPO-10998] B71-10184 04
LITHIOB BTDBIDES
Computer program optimizes design of nuclear
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radiation shields
[LEWIS-10998] B71-10400 09
LOAD TESTIHG BACHINES
Combined high vacuum/high frequency fatigue tester
[LEWIS-11210] B71-10405 06
Cable insolation cot-through tester
fH-FS-20114] B71-10459 08
LOADING
Combined high vacuun/high frequency fatigue tester
tLEWIS-11210] B71-10405 06
tOADIHG HOHESTS
A concept for improving the dimensional stability of
filamentary composites in one direction
[LAHGLEY.-10443;| B71-10061 04
Structural behavior of tapered inflated fabric
cylinders under various loading conditions
[HSC-15317] B71-10327 06
lOtDS (FOBCES)
Saturation current spikes eliminated in satorable
core transformers
[ERC-10125] B71-10142 01
Simple, shock-free, guick-release connector - A
concept
[LEHIS-11178] B71-10146 07
Isolated-line commutator-amplifier
[B-FS-20734] B71-10148 02
Wind tunnel investigations at transonic Bach numbers
[S-FS-20895] B71-10254 06
Rethod for determining failure potential of pressure
vessels
[H-FS-20564] B71-10270 06
HASTHAH computer system level 12. 1
[GSFC-10991] B71-1028S 09
Instrument accurately measures stress loads in
threaded bolts
[H-FS-21121] B71-10486 01
I.OCKISG
Clocking connector replaces adapter cables
[H-FS-14778] B71-10428 01
Foldable patterns form construction blocks
[BSC-13860] B71-10523 08
LOGARITHBIC RECEIVERS
High current compensation network for dc logarithmic
amplifiers
[BOC-10148] B71-10128 01
LOGARITHBS
A topological approach to computer-aided sensitivity
analysis
[AHC-10214] B71-10164 02
Low cost, logarithmic mass flow computer
[LEWIS-11001] B71-10407 06
Table for estimating parameters of Weibull
distribution
fB-FS-18817] B71-10436 03
Wide-range logarithmic radiometer for measuring high
temperatures
(AHC-1025U] B71-10498 01
LOGIC CIBCOITS
Active parallel redundancy for electronic
integrator-type control circuits
[NDC-10231] B71-10040 01
High-speed digital plotter
[ARG-90001] B71-10019 02
Triangular-wave generator with controlled sweep
polarity
[ARC-10332] B71-10166 03
Efficient digital comparison technique for logic
circuits
fS-FS-21080] B71-10218 02
Han-machine communication - A transparent
switchboard for computers
[BSC-13746] B71-10263 02
Tone-activated, remote, alert communication system
[NPO-11132] B71-10307 02
Calibration-interval adjustment indicator - A
concept
[H-FS-18693] B71-10309 01
Television multiplexing system
[KSC-10654] B71-10391 02
Waveshaping electronic circuit
[H-FS-14916] B71-10429 01
Digital aspect clock
[ARC-10088] B71-10440 02
Digital parallel-to-series pulse-train converter
[HSC-12417J B71-10450 01
Theory and application of feedback shift registers
[NPO-11486] B71-10451 02
Precision, tnple-paraaeter, nondestructive-test
system for in-process microwelding
[ARC-10402] B71-10452 01
Hetabolic breath analyzer
[B-FS-21415] B71-10466 05
Voter comparator switch provides fail safe data
communications system - A concept
[BSC-13932] B71-10504 02
lOSICil ElESEBTS
Digital decoder for phase-delay coded data
[GSFC-1089U] B71-10345 01
Computation of group table alphanumeric display
[LEWIS-11346] B71-10373 09
LOGISTICS
Limited life item management
[H-FS-24020] B71-10196 06
LOHGITDDISAL STABILITT
Servo-controlled decoupler eliminates oscillations
in fluid flow - A concept
[B-FS-18793] B71-10130 06
LOOP AHTEiHAS
Tone-activated, remote, alert communication system
[HPO-11132] B71-10307 02
LOOPS
Active parallel redundancy for electronic
integrator-type control circuits
[BOC-10231] B71-100MO 01
Polarographic carbon dioxide transducer amplifier
[HSC-13728] B71-10090 02
Stabilization of interferometer fringe patterns
[AHC-10392] B71-10119 02
Bultiloop distributed RC active networks
[ABC-10200] B71-10177 01
Pressure transducer with four-decade dynamic range
[KSC-1038U] B71-10323 01
Double phase-lock loop with rapid transient response
- A concept
[GSFC-10861] B71-10319 01
A study of nitride devices for computer memory
applications
[B-FS-209711 B71-103SO 03
Servo-controlled decoupler eliminates oscillations
in fluid flow - A concept
[B-FS-18793) B71-10130 06
Graphical method for analyzing digital computer
efficiency
[ARC-10210] B71-10453 09
LOBEHTZ FORCE
Betal alloy resistivity measurements at very low
tenperatures
[HOC-10557] B71-1010U 04
LOSSES
Prediction of windage power loss in alternators
[LEBIS-10939] B71-10074 06
Experimental determination of damping parameters of
viscoelastic materials
[B-FS-20534] B71-10297 04
LOUDSPEAKERS
Wein bridge oscillator circuit
[HSC-13686] B71-10089 01
Tone-burst technigue measures high-intensity sound
absorption
[LANGLEY-10667] B71-10395 03
Nondestructive testing of bond integrity in foam
insulation/aluminam composites
[H-FS-20786] B71-10507 06
LOB ALTITUDE
A low-altitude satellite interaction study
[GSFC-11384] B71-10499 09
LOB DEHSITT HATBBIiLS
Locating tube blockage that X-ray cannot detect
[BDC-10386] B71-10129 06
LOW FBEQOEHCIES
Remote determination of sea conditions by
electromagnetic backscatter measurement
CH-FS-13777] B71-10027 04
Economical phased-array antenna for environmental
applications
[HQ-10434] B71-10057 02
Portable low-freguency vibration measuring and
recording system
[LANGLEY-10543] B71-10126 02
Determination of nonlinear resistance
voltage-current relationships by measuring
harmonics
[B-FS-204023 B71-10182 01
LOB PASS FILTERS
Electronic device increases threshold sensitivity
and removes noise from FH communications receiver
[SSC-12165] B71-10091 02
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Tone-activated* remote, alert communication systea
CHPO-11132] B71-10307 02
LOW SPEED WIHD TDBBELS
Improved-smoke generator for low-speed wind tannels
[LAHGLEY-10885] B71-10337 06
LOW TEBPEEATOBE
Vacaan-jacketed rotary joints for pipelines
fKSC-10519) B71-10018 07
Low temperature fluid blender
[LEIIS-11206] B71-10058 OH
Thermal conductivity of gaseous and liquid hydrogen
CBUC-10558] 871-10105 0«
Low-temperature bonding of temperature-resistant
electronic connections
fH-FS-20909] B71-10253 08
LOB TBBPEEATOEE EHYIEOHHEHTS
A 7.6m /25-ft/ extreme environments simulator
[BPO-11353] B71-10036 03
LOB TEHPBBATOBE TESTS
Improved epoxy resin for constructing cryogenic
filament-vonnd pressure vessels
[LEWIS-11261] B71-10261 01
LDBBICABTS
High-temperature pump-motor assenbly
[LEWIS-10256] B71-10100 07
Series-hybrid bearing - An approach to extending
bearing fatigue life at high speeds
[LEWIS-11152] B71-10173 07
Limited life item management
[H-FS-2II020] B71-10196 06
Effects of the thermal sterilization procedure on
polymeric products
tNPO-11688] B71-10362 OH
Evaluation of rotating, incompressibly lubricated,
pressurized thrust bearings
tLEBIS-11511] B71-10509 09
LDBEICATIHG OILS
Improved molecular sorbent trap for high-vacuum
systems
[ABC-10056] B71-10«78 03
LOBEICATIOH
Liquid-hydrogen/nuclear-radiation resistant seals
[H-FS-21361] B71-103140 03
Joint preload properties of structural threaded
fasteners
fH-FS-211453] B71-10531 08
LOHIBOOS IHTEHSITT
Stabilization of interferometer fringe patterns
[ABC-10392] B71-10119 02
Wide-range logarithmic radiometer for measuring high
temperatures
fABC-102541 B71-10<!98 01
LDHAB BASES
Systems for dead-reckoning navigation and for
simulation of instrumental error - Concepts
[B-FS-20860] B71-10072 07
LDNAE LAHDIHG
Quick response targeting program
[B-FS-15157] B71-10107 09
LOHAB HAPS
Computerized methods for trafficability analysis
[H-FS-211423] B71-1018U 03
LONAB TRAJECTORIES
Systems for dead-reckoning navigation and for
simulation of instrumental error - Concepts
[H-FS-20860] B71-10072 07
LTBPBOCTTES
Bacterial adenosine triphosphate as a measure of
urinary tract infection
[GSFC-11092] B71-10051 05
M
BACH BDBBER
Wind tunnel investigations at transonic Hach numbers
[B-FS-20895] B71-10254 06
HACHIBE TOOLS
Refrigerated cutting tools improve machining of
superalloys
(LAHGLEY-10488] B71-10076 08
Portable lightweight bandsaw
[M-FS-16927] B71-10237 07
Precision die-punch for trimming the conductors of
flat conductor cable
fB-FS-20142] B71-10U19 08
BACHIRIBG
Electromagnetic simulation of microwave backscatter
from the ocean surface - A feasibility study
[H-FS-20II76] B71-10016 01
Technique for the integral casting of pressure
instrnoentation in wind-tunnel aodels
[LABGLEI-10812] B71-102U7 08
flodnlar construction provides large volume storage
facility in minnuB space
CB-FS-13568] B71-10354 08
Fixture for multiple-FCC chenical stripping and
plating
[B-FS-20237] B71-10U20 08
Sprue cutoff tool for molded FCC plugs
[B-FS-20236] - B71-10421 08
Folding tool for preparing FCC lolded-plng
terminations
[B-FS-20116] B71-10122 08
Retal-shearing energy absorber
[HQ-10638] B71-10503 07
Glass tube splitting tool
[BSC-17183] B71-10516 07
HAGBESIUB
Active cavity radiometer, type III - An automatic,
absolute standard, highly accurate detector
[BPO-1150<I] B71-10131 03
Improved sheath removal technigue for very small
thermocouples
[LEBIS-11228] B71-10179 01
Plating by glass-bead peening
[GSFC-11163] B71-10256 08
HAGBESIDH OZIDES
Improved high-temperature metal-sheathed cables
[NDC-10413] B71-10102 01
Improved reflective coating for integrating spheres
[GSFC-10855] B71-10110 03
Self-replaceable thermocouple for molten steel bath
- A concept
[HOC-10223] B71-10125 01
BAGBETIC COILS
Device measures conductivity and velocity of ionized
gas streams
[XAC-05695] B71-10235 03
BAGBETIC CORES
Saturable-reactor motor starter reduces line voltage
fluctuations
FB-FS-18921] B71-10013 01
Saturation current spikes eliminated in saturable
core transformers
[EEC-10125] B71-10142 01
Small size transformer provides high power
regulation with low ripple and maximum control
[B-FS-16709] B71-10193 01
Improved circuit avoids premature power transistor
failure
[NPO-11365] B71-10370 02
BAGBETIC FIELDS
Device measures conductivity and velocity of ionized
gas streams
[XAC-05695) B71-10235 03
Improved charged-particle analyzer - A concept
tXAC-05506] B71-10283 03
Energy levels and transition probability matrix
elements of ruby for maser applications
(BPO-11687] B71-10308 09
Brushless dc motor with dual windings
[B-FS-21290] B71-10530 02
BAGBETIC FLDX
Improved circuit avoids premature power transistor
failure
[HPO-11365] B71-10370 02
HAGBBTIC BATERIALS
Qualifications and certification of nondestructive
testing personnel
[B-FS-20850] B71-10271 06
BAGBETIC PROPERTIES
Onigue intermetallic compounds prepared by shock
wave synthesis
[B-FS-20861] B71-10216 0«
HAGNETIC RECORDIBG
Dropouts in magnetic tape recording and reproduction
fHPO-11519] B71-10160 03
HAGBETIC RESOBARCE
Energy levels and transition probability matrix
elements of ruby for maser applications
[HPO-11687] B71-10308 09
BAGBETIC SOSPEBSIOB
Performance evaluation system for inertial
navigation equipment
[BSC-13542] B71-10087 02
Hydrostatic liguid-beannq for precision gyro
[H-FS-21138] B71-10207 07
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HiGHETIC TAPES
Fiscal output data produce versatile graphic-numeric
charts
[HOC-10391] B71-10108 09
Droponts in nagnetic tape recording and reproduction
fNPO-11519] B71-10160 03
Computer-controlled mass spectrometer for on-line
gas analysis
[HPO-11427] B71-10191 03
Han-machine communication - A transparent
switchboard for computers
[HSC-13746] B71-10263 02
Digital decoder for phase-delay coded data
fGSFC-10894] B71-103U5 01
Solid-state data interpretation system - A concept
[B-FS-20587] B71-10366 02
Simple two-speed tape transport drive
[GSFC-10981] B71-10409 06
Frame modal analysis
[HSC-17562] B71-10411 09
Automated preventive maintenance program
[GSFC-11408] B71-10500 09
HAGHETOHYDBODYHAHIC FLOW
Device measures conductivity and velocity of ionized
gas streams
fXAC-05695] B71-10235 03
HAGHETOHYDBODYNAHICS
Improved plasma accelerator
fARC-10109] B71-10451 03
HAG8ETOHETEBS
Coarse roll-rate gain-control circuit
[ABC-10064] B71-1020U 01
HAGHETOSTBICTION
Ultrasonic metal etching for metallographic analysis
fLEWIS-11230] B71-10099 01
BA6BIFICATIOH
Kaleidoscopic light feedback for television systems
[HSC-12386] B71-10068 03
Pattern recognition technique
[HPO-11337] B71-10187 06
Hultilayered printed circuit boards inspected by
X-ray laminography
[H-FS-20849] B71-10226 02
Scale factor gage for fiber optics inspection device
CHSC-17361] B71-10496 07
Shatter design for stereoscopic camera
CBSC-13613] B71-10506 03
BAIITEBAHCE
Dropouts in magnetic tape recording and reproduction
[NPO-11519] B71-10160 03
Limited life item management
fH-FS-24020] B71-10196 06
Stored program concept for analog computers
[H-FS-20874] B71-10240 09
Automatic transmission line monitor
[KSC-10385] B71-10288 02
Calibration-interval ad}ustment indicator - A
concept
[H-FS-18693] B71-10309 01
Automated preventive maintenance program
[GSFC-11408] B71-10500 09
BiLFUHCTIOHS
Diagnostic capability added to digital events
evaluator
[KSC-10526] B71-10001 02
Predicting service life margins
[H-FS-24015] B71-10194 06
BAB BACHIBE STSTEBS
Man-machine commanication - A transparent
switchboard for computers
[HSC-13746] B71-10263 02
HASAGEHENT
Limited life itea management
[B-FS-24020] B71-10196 06
DSIF station schedules
[NPO-11547] B71-10243 09
Automated preventive maintenance program
[GSFC-11108] B71-10500 09
BASAGEHEHT IIFOBBAHOH STSTEBS
Systems management techniques and problems
[B-FS-211(01] B71-10361 01
Banpover management information system /HIS/
[B-FS-21477] B71-10431 09
BASAGEHEBT PLAHHIHG
Hanpower forecast program
[HPO-11551] B71-10244 09
BAPS - a computerized management analysis and
planning system
[LEWIS-11349] B71-10321 09
Computer program for discounted cash flow/rate of
return evaluations
[H-FS-19040] B71-10377 09
Program audit, A management tool
[KSC-10557] B71-10380 01
BANDBELS
Fabrication of large tungsten structures by chemical
vapor deposition
[LEWIS-11239] B71-10212 08
HASEtHrEBABILirY
Stable, inflatable life raft for high seas rescue
operations
CBSC-12393] B71-10167 05
Computerized methods for trafficability analysis
[H-FS-21423] B71-10484 03
BABIFOLDS
Automatic ammo acid analyzer
[ABC-10215] B71-10165 01
Device prepares alnminum surfaces for welding
[B-FS-20750] B71-10214 07
Digital computer program for analyzing chugging
instabilities
[LEWIS-11294] B71-10215 09
Cast segment evaluation
[H-FS-21354] B71-10363 08
Antipollution system to remove nitrogen dioxide gas
[LEWIS-11297] B71-10393 01
Liguid-fuel valve with precise throttling control
[NPO-10808] B71-10449 07
HASHED LUNAB SDBFACE VEHICLES
Systems for dead-reckoning navigation and for
simulation of instrumental error - Concepts
CH-FS-20860] B71-10072 07
BABOBETEBS
Catheter transducer and circuit
[ABC-10132] B71-10234 01
HANPOWEB
Hanpower forecast program
[FPO-11551] B71-10244 09
MAPS - a computerized management analysis and
planning system
[LEBIS-11349] B71-10321 09
Hanpower management information system /MIS/
[H-FS-21477] B71-10431 09
HABOAL COHTBOL
Fast peak selector for mass spectrometer
[LANGLEY-10268] B71-10009 01
Unified hatch system
[HSC-15813] B71-10095 06
Hnltimode ergometer system
tM-FS-21044] B71-10107 05
Seating tool for preparing molded-plug terminations
on FCC
[H-FS-20123] B71-10417 08
Folding tool for preparing FCC molded-plug
terminations
[H-FS-20116] B71-10422 08
BABOALS
FORTBAH programming - A self-taught course
[LAHGLEY-10738] B71-10052 09
Induction brazing manual
[B-FS-11924] B71-10123 08
Instruction manuals for radiographic nondestructive
testing
[B-FS-21350] B71-10156 06
Doable precision trajectory program /DPTBAJ 2.2C/
[HPO-11798] B71-10390 09
BANOFACTDBIBG
Process for producing molybdenum foil and
collapsible tabing
[GSFC-10008] B71-10073 08
Digital-coded matrix system simplifies design and
construction of flow charts
[BSC-13539] B71-10086 09
Pressurized suits can be fabricated with adjustable
dimensions
[HSC-12398] . B71-10092 05
Phase locking of field segnential color wheel for
snail TV camera
[BSC-13857] B71-10326 02
Pictorial display of materials and processes aids in
fabricating complex assemblies
[B-FS-24006] B71-10341 01
Flat conductor cable handbook
[H-FS-21009] B71-10379 01
Graphite-reinforced aluminum composite
[B-FS-21077] B71-10482 01
HAP (PBOGBAHHTH6 LAHGUAGE)
Landing dynamics program for impact attenuating
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vehicles /11HDIT/
rNPO-10840] B71-10472 09
B&PPIHG
PDZZLE - A program for computer-aided design of
printed circuit artwork
[LB1-10050] B71-10122 09
Elements of orbit-determination theory - Textbook
[NPO-11466] 871-10425 03
Computerized methods for trafficability analysis
[H-PS-21U23] 871-101811 03
Hultifreqoency laser beams for holographic
contouring
rARC-10341] B71-10534 03
HAPS
Solar cell power scanner
CLE»IS-112801 B71-10223 02
HABAGIRG STEELS
Practical method of diffusion-welding steel plate in
air
CLEHIS-11387J 871-10455 08
BABGIRS
Predicting service life margins
[B-FS-240151 B71-1019a 06
HABIRE BIOLOGY
Instrument detects bacterial life forms
[GSFC-109721 B71-10312 05
HABS L1NDIM6
landing dynamics program for impact attenuating
vehicles /LANDIT/
[NPO-1C8401 B71-10472 09
BASEBS
Hicrowave cryogenic thermal-noise standards
[UFO-11121] B71-10139 03
Energy levels and transition probability natrix
elements of ruby for maser applications
[NPO-11687] B71-10308 09
BASKS
Computer-aided design of large-scale integrated
circuits - A concept
[H-FS-20600] B71-10238 09
BASORBY
Improved diamond coring bits developed for dry and
chlp-flnsh drilling
[B-FS-21111 ] B71-10358 07
BASS
Inertia diaphragm pressure transducer
fZAC-2981] B71-10200 OS
Frame modal analysis
[HSC-17562] B71-10414 09
BASS FLOR
Low cost, logarithmic mass flow computer
[LEWIS-11001 ) B71-10<»07 06
BASS SPECTRA
Analysis of low resolution mass spectra
[GSFC-11279J B71-10267 09
BASS SPBCTBOBBTEBS
Fast peak selector for mass spectrometer
fLANGLEY-10268] B71-10009 01
Computer-controlled mass spectrometer for on-line
qas analysis
[NPO-114271 B71-10191 03
Hetabolic breath analyzer
[•H-FS-21415] B71-10166 05
HATEBIAL ABSOBPTIOR
Tone-burst technique measures high-intensity sound
absorption
CLA8GLEY-106671 B71-10395 03
BATEBIALS HABDLIHG
High-temperature pump-motor assembly
[LEdIS-10256] B71-10100 07
Systems management techniques and problems
(B-FS-21401J B71-10361 01
Improved vacuum probe collects surface-contamination
sanples
[1ASG1EY-10623] B71-10175 05
HATBBIALS SCIEICE
New understanding of fiber composite materials
CHPO-11605] B71-10161 04
BATHEBATICAL BODELS
long-life electromechanical sine-cosine generator
[LAHG1EY-10503] B71-10029 01
Exhaust cloud rise and diffusion in the atmosphere
[H-FS-21119] B71-10111 03
Generalized safety equation - A concept
[B-FS-20522} B71-10183 06
Nicrobial burden prediction model program
[HPO-11709] B71-10101 09
Graphical method for analyzing digital computer
efficiency
[ABC-10210] B71-10153 09
A study of high frequency nonlinear combustion
instability in baffled annular liquid propellant
rocket motors
[NPO-11800] B71-10532 09
BATHEBATICAL TABLES
Computation of qroup table alphanumeric display
[LEms-11346] B71-10373 09
BATBICES (CIBCDITS)
Diode matrix reduces computer memory power
requirements
fGSFC-109941 B71-10317 01
Raveshaping electronic circuit
[B-FS-11916] B71-10129 01
Theory and application of feedback shift registers
[HPO-114861 B71-101S1 02
voter comparator switch provides fail safe data
communications system - A concept
[HSC-13932] B71-1Q501 02
BATBICES (BATHEBATICS)
Digital-coded matrix system simplifies design and
construction of flow charts
[HSC-13539] B71-10086 09
ELAS8 - computer program for linear structure
equilibrium problems
[SPO-11555] B71-10185 09
Stored program concept for analog computers
[H-FS-20871] B71-10210 09
DSIF station schedules
[HPO-11517] B71-102U3 09
Information quality-control model
[HPO-11131] B71-10281 06
Determination of radiation interchange factors
CHSC-13175] B71-10295 09
Closed-loop control of stochastic nonlinear systems
[HSC-13858] B71-10306 09
Energy levels and transition probability matrix
elements of ruby for maser applications
[SPO-11687] B71-10308 09
Study-simulation of space station dynamics
[B-FS-21227] B71-10382 09
Elements of orbit-determination theory - Textbook
[HPO-11466] B71-10125 03
HATBII HETHODS
Frame modal analysis
CBSC-17562] 871-10411 09
Vibrational transfer functions for base excited
systems
[B-FS-21432] 871-101)41 09
Graphite-reinforced aluminum composite
[B-FS-21077] B71-10482 04
Synthesis of dynamic systens
[B-FS-21190J 871-10491 09
BAXIBOB LIKELIHOOD BSTIHATES
Statistical analysis tables for truncated or
censored samples
[B-FS-21021] B71-10351 03
BAIHBLL BODIES
Axisymmetric and cylindrical isostable structures -
A concept
[HPO-12019] B71-10146 06
BEAR
Statistical analysis tables for truncated or
censored samples
[H-FS-21024] B71-103S1 03
Statistical measurements of the zero-crossing time
of a noisy sinewave
CGSFC-11004] B71-10502 02
BEASDBE AHD IRTBGBATIOR
Subroutines for evaluating single and multiple
integrals using modified Romberg method
[NPO-11718] B71-10138 09
Analytical methods for bacterial kinetics studies
fLBL-10011] B71-10192 05
Atmospheric pollution measurement by optical cross
correlation methods - A concept
[B-FS-12078] B71-10221 02
Variable order integrators for the numerical
solution of ordinary differential equations
[HPO-11643] B71-10248 09
HiSTBAH computer system level 12.1
[GSFC-10991] B71-10285 09
High efficiency telemetry method
[HPO-10388] B71-10371 02
BEASOBISG IHSTBDHEHTS
Universal interface enables one recorder to serve
numerous measuring instruments
[B-FS-15134] B71-10011 01
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System accurately controls pressure in cryogenic
tanks
CLEHIS-11329] B71-10118 03
Electrical instrument aeasares position and velocity
of shock waves
[ABC-10356] B71-10143 03
Fast carry accumulator design
[H-FS-20902] B71-10274 01
Egnipment and procedure for determining the elastic
modnlns of carbon-epoxy composites
(LEBIS-11116] B71-10397 06
Planet geometric center tracker
[ABC-10084J B71-10445 02
fliniatnre battery-operated electromagnetic system
for blood flow measurements
[1BC-10362] B71-10477 05
Distribution and metering system for soil samples
(ABC-10429] B71-10481 07
Scale factor gage for fiber optics inspection device
[BSC-17361] B71-10496 07
KECBAHICAL DEVICES
Hydranlically operated tilt table
[B-FS-21047] B71-10024 05
Producing graphite with desired properties
[HDC-11001] B71-10042 OH
Accelerated Dattery-life testing - A concept
CGSFC-11085] B71-10348 06
Oltrathin gate valve for high vacuua operation
[GSFC-11020] B71-10412 07
8ECBABICAL DBIVUS
Remote coupling of air lines
CHOC-10225J B71-10101 07
Device prepares aluminum surfaces for welding
[B-FS-20750] B71-10214 07
Simple two-speed tape transport drive
CGSFC-10981] B71-10I109 06
HECHAIICAL PBOP2BTIBS
Design and development of a fast scan infrared
detection and measurement instrument
[B-FS-20749] B71-10022 03
Hide-angle, circularly polarized,
omnidirectional-array antenna
[GSFC-1092S] B71-10033 01
Flat-conductor cable has rotary and linear
flexibility
[B-FS-21096] B71-10242 01
Improved epoiy resin for constructing cryogenic
filament-wound pressure vessels
rLEBIS-11261] B71-10261 04
Environmental effects on silicon solar cells
[HPO-11475J B71-10282 02
Synthesis of a new class of highly flnorinated
aliphatic dusocyanates
CH-FS-20883] B71-10300 04
Strong, easyto-mold, spiral buttress thread
[LANGLEY-10755] B71-10336 08
BBCHAHICAL SHOCK
Subminiature transducer measures unsteady pressures
[ARC-10349J B71-10114 01
Parallel-gap welding for joints between copper
conductors and Kovar
[H-FS-21224] B71-10168 08
Servo-controlled decoupler eliminates oscillations
in fluid flow - A concept
[B-FS-18793] B71-10430 06
BECBAHIZATIOH
Program for improved electrical harness
documentation and fabrication
[GSFC-10386] B71-10054 09
HEDICAL BQOIPBEBT
Hydraulically operated tilt table
fB-FS-21047] B71-10024 05
ERG isolator
[B-FS-21236] B71-10124 05
Tilt table for ergometers and other biomedical
devices
CB-FS-21010] B71-10241 05
A system for the automatic measurement and digital
display of systolic and diastolic blood pressures
[BSC-13227J B71-10329 05
Miniature battery-operated electromagnetic system
for blood flow measurements
fAEC-10362] B71-10477 05
Scale factor gage for fiber optics inspection device
[BSC-17361J B71-10496 07
BBDICAL SCIEBCE
Instrument detects bacterial life forms
[GSFC-10972] B71-10312 05
HEDICAL SERVICES
Systems management techniques and problems
[B-FS-21401] B71-10361 01
BELTIHG
Bodification of physical properties of freeze-dried
rice
[BSC-13540] B71-10259 04
Coatings from copolymers of tetraphenoxysilane and
p,p(1)-biphenol
[B-FS-14947] B71-10303 04
BELTIH6 POIHTS
Parallel-gap welding for joints between copper
conductors and Kovar
[B-FS-21224] B71-10168 08
Preparation of homogeneous vitreous materials for
electronic and optical devices
[BQ-10670] B71-10172 04
Low-temperature bonding of temperature-resistant
electronic connections
fB-FS-20909] B71-10253 08
High-temperature strength of prealloyed-powder
products increased by heat/pressure treatment
[LEHS-11229] B71-10489 04
HEBBBABE STEOCTDBES
Axisymmetric and cylindrical isostable structures -
A concept
[HPO-12049] B71-10446 06
flethod for calculating the stresses in pressure
vessels
[BSC-13515] B71-10514 06
BBBOBY
Efficient digital comparison technigue for logic
circuits
[B-FS-21080] B71-10218 02
HEBCOBT (BETAL)
Bicrowave biasing improves detector response in the
infrared region
[GSFC-11050] B71-10313 01
Laser device provides accurate reference to trne
gravitational vertical
[ABC-104441 B71-10479 07
HEHCOBI ABCS
Oscillating tank circuit eliminates ballast resistor
in lamp control circuit
[S-FS-20891] B71-10275 01
HEBCOBV VAPOB
Improved electron emitter
CLEIIS-10814] B71-10388 03
BEBIDIOHAL FLOB
Computer program for calculating aerodynamic forces
on blade sections
[LEBIS-11382] B71-10153 09
HESH
ELAS8 - Computer program for linear structure
eguilibnum problems
[BPO-11555] B71-10185 09
Fabrication of large tungsten structures by chemical
vapor deposition
[LEWIS-112393 B71-10212 08
BASA-tricot - A lightweight radar reflective,
knitted fabric
[LAHGLEY-10776] B71-10342 04
BESSAGES
Optical design and analysis program
[GSFC-11393] B71-10456 09
BETABOLIC HASTES
Insolnbilization process increases enzyme stability
[ABC-10314] B71-10443 04
HETiBOLISB
Analytical methods for bacterial kinetics studies
[LBL-100111 B71-10192 05
Betabolic balance analysis program
[B-FS-21237] B71-10384 09
BETAL BOHDIHG
Practical method of diffusion-welding steel plate in
air
[LEHIS-11387] B71-10455 08
8ETIL COWIHGS
Improved high-temperature oetal-sheathed cables
[HDC-10413] B71-10102 01
Electroplating on titanium alloy
[B-FS-21251] B71-10338 08
BETAL COBPODHDS
Simple spectroscope used with solid state image
amplifier over wide spectral range
[B-FS-213»5] B71-10378 03
BETAL COTTIHG
Betal-shearing energy absorber
[HQ-106381 B71-10503 07
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HBTAL DBAWIHG
Concentric tabes cold-bonded by drawing and internal
expansion
[ABG-90033] B71-10050 08
BETAL FI1BS
nonvolatile read/write memory elenent - A concept
[GSFC-10993] B71-10316 01
BETAL POI1.S
Process for producing molybdenum foil and
collapsible tubing
[GSFC-10008] B71-10073 08
High density plasma gun generates plasnas at 190
kilometers per second
[B-FS-20589] B71-10383 03
High temperature autoclave vacuum seals
[B-FS-21131] B71-10133 08
BET1L JOINTS
Bethod of joining metals of significantly different
expansion rates
[NPO-12076] B71-10028 08
BETiL BAT8II COBPOSITBS
Explosive bonded TZB-wire-reinforced C129Y Columbian
composites
[B-FS-20925] B71-10356 01
Fabrication techniques for thona-dispersed /TD/
nickel
[LBWls-11210] B71-10369 08
BETiL OXIDE SEBICOHDUCTOBS
Polarographic carbon dioxide transducer amplifier
fBSC-13728] B71-10090 02
Silicon contact for area reduction of integrated
circuits
[B-FS-20688] B71-10368 01
Use of cermet thin film resistors with nitride
passivated metal insulator field effect transistor
[GSFC-10835] B71-10375 08
BETAL OXIDES
Isolated-line commutator-amplifier
[B-FS-20731] B71-10118 02
Data sampling system for monitor and control station
m-FS-20918] B71-10299 02
Ion implantation reduces radiation sensitivity of
metal oxide silicon /BOS/ devices
[LASGLBT-10630] B71-10331 01
Exothermic brazing units
[H-FS-21135] B71-10167 08
HET&L PLATES
Simple, shock-free, guick-release connector - A
concept
[LEWIS-11178] B71-10116 07
Weld beveling of large-diameter pipes
[KSC-10550] B71-10280 08
Improved charged-particle analyzer - A concept
fXAC-05506] B71-10283 03
Superconductor transition temperatures study
[B-FS-21217] B71-10385 03
Folding tools for flat conductor cable harnesses
[B-FS-20121] B71-10115 08
Betal-shearing energy absorber
[HQ-10638] B71-10503 07
BETAL POWDEB
Dnigue intermetallic compounds prepared by shock
wave synthesis
[H-FS-20861 ) B71-10216 01
Plating by glass-bead peening
[GSFC-11163] B71-10256 08
Granular two-phase insulation systems
[NPO-12068] B71-10290 01
HETAL SHEETS
Low-cost quasi-parabolic antenna
rLBWIS-11291] B71-10121 01
Explosive bonded TZB-wire-reinforced C129T columbium
composites
[B-FS-209251 B71-10356 01
High temperature autoclave vacuum seals
[H-FS-21131] 871-10433 08
Hydraulic expansion process shapes large metal
sheets
[BSC-12132] B71-10511 07
BETAL SPIHHIHG
Low-cost quasi-parabolic antenna
[LEWIS-11291 ] B71-10121 01
Fabrication techniques for thoria-dispersed /TD/
nickel
fLEWIS-112UO] B71-10369 08
BETAL STBIPS
Betal-shearing energy absorber
fHQ-10638] B71-10503 07
BBTAL SDBF1CES
Chatter-free check valve - A concept
[BSC-13262] B71-10067 07
Ronflammable organic-base paint for oxygen-rich
atmospheres
[B-FS-20186] B71-10077 01
HETAL IOBKIHG
Improved wax mold technique forms complex passages
in solid structures
[XLA-07829] B71-10063 05
RETAL-HETAL BOHDIBG
Concentric tubes cold-bonded by drawing and internal
expansion
[ABG-90033] B71-10050 08
Low-temperature bonding of temperature-resistant
electronic connections
[B-FS-20909] B71-10253 08
HETALLOGBAPBT
Ultrasonic metal etching for metallographic analysis
[LEHIS-11230] B71-10099 01
Practical method of diffusion-welding steel plate in
air
[LEBIS-11387] B71-10155 08
BETALLDBGT
Bethod of joining metals of significantly different
expansion rates
[SPO-12076] B71-10028 08
Producing graphite with desired properties
[HOC-11001] B71-10002 01
Accurate pointing of tungsten welding electrodes
[ABG-10119] B71-10018 08
Process for producing molybdenum foil and
collapsible tubing
[GSFC-10008] B71-10073 08
Bapid method for sampling metals for materials
identification
[BSC-17332] B71-10320 01
BETALS
Updated, expanded, fluid properties handbook
[B-FS-21169] B71-10078 01
Ultrasonic metal etching for metallographic analysis
[LEWIS-11230] B71-10099 01
Inexpensive, large-diameter, radar tracking and
calibration spheres
[XLA-11151] B71-10190 01
Erosion of metals by multiple impacts with water
[HQ-10591] B71-10197 01
Coatings from copolymers of tetraphenoxysilane and
Pf P (1) -biphenol
[B-FS-11917] B71-10303 01
Bapid method for sampling metals for materials
identification
[BSC-17332] B71-10320 01
HETASTABLE STATE
Superconductor transition temperatures study
[B-FS-21217] B71-1038S 03
BETEOBOID PBOTECTIOH
Binimum weight meteoroid shielding determination
[BSC-17017] B71-10117 09
BETEOBOIDS
Analysis and design of a flat central finned-tube
radiator
[LEBIS-10893] B71-10399 09
HBTEOBOLOGICAL FLIGHT
Ride-angle, circularly polarized,
omnidirectional-array antenna
[GSFC-10928] B71-10033 01
RETEOBOLOGT
Active cavity radiometer, type III - An automatic,
absolute standard, highly accurate detector
[FPO-11501] B71-10131 03
BETHAHE
Low temperature fluid blender
[LEWIS-11206] B71-10058 01
Digital computer program for analyzing chugging
instabilities
[LEWIS-11291] B71-10215 09
Survey of heat transfer to near critical fluids
[LEWIS-11289) B71-10262 03
BETHODOLOGI
Induction brazing manual
[B-FS-11921] B71-10123 08
BETHTL ALCOHOLS
Bethyl alcohol used as penetrant inspection medium
for porous materials
[HUC-10119] B71-10103 06
HETHTLEHE
Statistical characterization of phenolic-novolak
structures
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[ABC-10393] B71-10255 Oil
HETHYLBYDBAZIHE
Updated, expanded, fluid properties handbook
[M-FS-21169] B71-10078 01
BICA
Nonflammable organic-base paint for oxygen-rich
atmospheres
[H-FS-20486] B71-10077 01
BICBELSOB IHTEBFEBOHBTEBS
laser interferometry method for absolute measurement
of the acceleration of gravity
[B-FS-21225] B71-10232 03
Hultispectral infrared imaging interferometer
[HSC-12404] B71-10325 02
Vibration testing and analysis using holography
[M-FS-21050] B71-10352 03
BICBOANALYSIS
Ultrasonic metal etching for metallographic analysis
[LEWIS-11230] B71-10099 01
HICBOBIOI.06T
Hinature grinder for solid specimens
fH-FS-20005] B71-10059 OS
Improved vacuum probe collects surface-contamination
samples
fLANGLEY-10623] B71-10475 05
Fensable anaerobic system for microbiological
studies - A concept
[MSC-13920] B71-10195 05
HICBOELECTBOHICS
Badiographic inspection specifications for
electronic components
fM-FS-20723] B71-10138 01
precision, triple-parameter, nondestructive-test
system for in-process microvelding
rABC-10102] B71-10152 01
BICBOFILBS
Fiscal output data produce versatile graphic-numeric
charts
CNOC-10391] B71-10108 09
Solid-state data interpretation system - A concept
[B-FS-20587] B71-10366 02
HICBOBETEBS
Thin spray film thickness measuring technigue
[M-FS-20812] B71-10062 08
Miniature implantable instrument measures and
transmits heart function data
[ARC-10201] B71-10163 05
BICBOMIHIATDBIZATIOH
Dltra thin gage plastic film
[LEHIS-11276] B71-10135 08
HICBOOBGAHISBS
Hinature grinder for solid specimens
rH-FS-20005] B71-10059 05
Scintillation detector for carbon-11
[ARC-10378] B71-10111 03
Investigation to identify paint coatings resistive
to microorganism growth
[B-FS-20158] B71-10310 01
The deterioration of intermediate moisture foods
(BSC-13827] B71-10332 05
Microbial burden prediction model program
fHPO-117091 B71-10401 09
Microorganism sample device
[LAHGLEY-10258] B71-10487 05
BICBOPBOHES
Digital decorrelator saves time and expense in
acoustic testing of structures
[NPO-11542] B71-10157 03
Hultichannel intercom vith simultaneous send/receive
capability
fB-FS-18808] B71-10228 02
A system for the automatic measurement and digital
display of systolic and diastolic blood pressures
CHSC-13227] B71-10329 05
Tone-burst technigue measures high-intensity sound
absorption
[LANGLEY-10667] B71-10395 03
nondestructive testing of bond integrity in foan
insulation/aluminum composites
[H-FS-20786] B71-10507 06
HICBOPOBOSITI
Bydrostatic liguid-bearing for precision gyro
fB-FS-21138] B71-10207 07
Electrolysis cell functions as water vapor
dehnoidifier and oxygen generator
[ABC-10316] B71-10231 01
•ICBOSCOPES
Automatic cross-sectioning and nonitoring system
locates defects in electronic devices
[GSFC-11221] B71-10221 01
IICHOSCOPY
Design and development of a fast scan infrared
detection and measurement instrument
fH-FS-20719] B71-10022 03
Producing graphite with desired properties
[HUC-11001 ] B71-10012 01
Heasnring internal dimensions of small transparent
objects
CLANGLEY-10712] B71-10505 08
HICBOSTBOCTOBE
Ultrasonic metal etching for metallographic analysis
[LEBIS-11230] B71-10099 04
BICBOBAVE CIBCOITS
Hicrowave biasing improves detector response in the
infrared region
[GSFC-11050] B71-10313 01
BICBOIAVE EQUIPBEHT
Remote determination of sea conditions by
electromagnetic backscatter measurement
[B-FS-13777] B71-10027 04
Microwave dosimeter - A concept
[HQ-10407] B71-10075 01
BICB08ATE BADIOBETEBS
Bicrowave cryogenic thermal-noise standards
rHPO-11124] B71-10139 03
HICBOiAVE SCATTEBIBG
Electromagnetic simulation of microwave backscatter
from the ocean surface - A feasibility study
fB-FS-20476] B71-10016 01
BILITABY TECHNOLOGY
Flat conductor cable handbook
[H-FS-21009] B71-10379 01
Computerized methods for trafficability analysis
[B-FS-21423] B71-10484 03
BILIIHETEB IAVES
Enhancing efficiency of single, large-aperture
antennas
[BQ-10597] B71-10287 01
BILLIHG (HACBISIBG)
Hobel stripper for shielded and unshielded flat
conductor cable
[H-FS-20120] B71-10060 08
Refrigerated cutting tools improve machining of
superalloys
[1ANGLEY-10188] B71-10076 08
NASA-tricot - A lightweight radar reflective,
knitted fabric
[LANGLEY-10776] B71-10312 04
BIBEBAL DEPOSITS
Improved diamond coring bits developed for dry and
chip-flush drilling
fB-FS-21111] B71-10358 07
HINEBAL OILS
Resin additive improves performance of
high-temperature hydrocarbon lubricants
fLEBIS-11361] B71-10391 01
HIHEBALS
Metabolic balance analysis program
[B-FS-21237] B71-10381 09
BIDES (EZCATATIOBS)
Sensitive gaseous hydrogen detection system
tB-FS-21161] B71-10209 01
BIHIATOBE ELECTRONIC EQOIPBEHT
Hinatnre grinder for solid specimens
[B-FS-20005] B71-10059 05
Biniature battery-operated electromagnetic system
for blood flow measurements
[AHC-10362] B71-10177 05
BIBIATOBIZATIOH
Ultrasonic scanning system for in-place inspection
of brazed-tnbe joints
[B-FS-21166] B71-10227 06
HIBROHS
Ultraviolet interferometer
fHQ-10546] B71-10026 03
A 7.6m /25-ft/ extreme environments simulator
[NPO-11353] B71-10036 03
Modified bubble level senses pitch and roll angles
over wide range
CHSC-13506] B71-10085 03
Badiant energy absorption enhancement in optical
imaging systems
tARC-10194] B71-10112 03
Stabilization of interferometer fringe patterns
CAHC-10392] B71-10119 02
Laser interferometry method for absolute measurement
of the acceleration of gravity
[B-FS-21225] B71-10232 03
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Laser vibration analyzer
[XAC-01670] B71-10219 03
Optical probing of supersonic flows with statistical
correlation
[B-FS-20612] B71-10252 03
Variable ratio beam splitter for laser applications
fABC-10391] B71-10265 03
Laser device provides accurate reference to true
gravitational vertical
[ARC-101ia] B71-10179 07
Optical inspection tool for interior surfaces of
fluid lines
fH-FS-15162] B71-10513 06
Hultifreguency laser beams for holographic
contouring
[ARC-103II1 ] B71-1053U 03
BISALIGNHENT
Systems for dead-reckoning navigation and for
simulation of instrumental error - Concepts
[H-FS-20860] B71-10072 07
Silicon contact for area reduction of integrated
circuits
CH-FS-20688] B71-10368 01
HODAL RESPONSE
Tracking antenna deformation program
[GSFC-11191] B71-10017 09
Frame modal analysis
[BSC-17562] B71-10114 09
Vibrational transfer functions for base excited
systems
fB-FS-21132] B71-10111 09
Vibration characteristics of ring-stiffened
orthotropic shells of revolution
[LANGLEY-10989] B71-10S35 09
MODELS
Thermal and structural modeling of snperinsulation
FB-FS-2032U] B71-10019 02
Technique for experimental determination of
radiation interchange factors in solar wavelengths
[HSC-13176] B71-10066 03
Hybrid redundancy system for improving reliability -
A concept
[NPO-11546] B71-10132 01
Information quality-control model
(NPO-11131] B71-10281 06
Determination of radiation interchange factors
CHSC-13175] B71-10295 09
Accelerated battery-life testing - A concept
[GSFC-11C85] B71-10318 06
BODES
Improved transducer for squeeze-film bearings
[B-FS-20826] B71-10110 07
Coarse roll-rate gain-control circuit
[ARC-10061] B71-10204 01
BODES (STAIDIHG RAVES)
Vibration detection using lasers
fARC-10389] B71-10145 03
Vibration testing and analysis using holography
[H-FS-21050] B71-10352 03
RODOLATIOI
New filter technigue improves home television
reception
[SSC-13729] 871-10141 02
Laser vibration analyzer
[XAC-01670] B71-10249 03
Haveshaping electronic circuit
fB-FS-14916] B71-10429 01
Planet geometric center tracker
[ABC-10081] B71-10U45 02
BODOLATOBS
Remote control radioactive-waste removal system uses
modulated laser transmitter
[LAFGLEY-10311] B71-10313 03
Pulse width-pulse rate modulator
[AHC-10025] B71-10497 01
Statistical measurements of the zero-crossing time
of a noisy sinewave
[GSFC-11001] B71-10502 02
BOODLES
Bultimode ergometer system
[B-FS-21011] B71-10107 05
Water electrolysis nodule
[ARC-10216] B71-10203 03
Stored program concept for analog computers
CB-FS-20871] B71-10210 09
Data sampling system for monitor and control station
[B-FS-20918] B71-10299 02
Instrument detects bacterial life forms
TGSFC-10972] B71-10312 05
Bodular construction provides large volume storage
facility in minimum space
[B-FS-13568] B71-10351 08
BODOLDS OF ELASTICITY
Promising born/graphite/resin composites
[B-FS-21126] B71-10217 0<t
Equipment and procedure for determining the elastic
modulus of carbon-epoxy composites
CLEBIS-11116] B71-10397 06
BOISTOEE
Improved high-temperature metal-sheathed cables
[HUC-10413] B71-10102 01
Psychrometric chart for physiological research
[ARC-1039U] B71-10170 03
BOISTDRE CONTEST
The deterioration of intermediate moisture foods
fBSC-13827] B71-10332 05
HOLDING BATERIALS
Improved wax mold technigue forms complex passages
in solid structures
[XLA-07829] B71-10063 05
BOLDS
Low-cost quasi-parabolic antenna
[LEWIS-11291] B71-10121 01
Inexpensive, large-diameter, radar tracking and
calibration spheres
[XLA-11154] B71-10190 01
Strong, easy-to-mold, spiral buttress thread
[LANGLEY-10755] B71-10336 08
New materials for fireplace logs
[B-FS-21363] B71-10339 0")
Sprue cutoff tool for molded FCC plugs
[B-FS-20236] B71-10121 08
Folding tool for preparing FCC molded-plug
terminations
[B-FS-20116] B71-10U22 08
BOLECOLAE ABSORPTION
Improved molecular sorbent trap for high-vacuum
systems
[ARC-10056] B71-10478 03
HOLECOLAE INTERACTIONS
A low-altitude satellite interaction study
[GSFC-1138i(] B71-10499 09
ROLECULAR WEIGHT
Rapid analytical determination of glutaraldehyde
concentrations
[ARG-10413] B71-10017 05
Polymer containing functional end groups is base for
new polymers
fNPO-10998] B71-10184 01
Statistical characterization of phenolic-novolak
structures
[AEC-10393] B71-10255 01
Polymerization of perfluorobutadiene at near-ambient
conditions
[NPO-10««7] B71-10291 OH
Coatings from copolymers of tetraphenoxysilane and
P,P(1)-biphenol
[B-FS-119117] B71-10303 Oq
Thermally stable polyimides from solutions of
monomeric reactants
tLEWIS-11325] 871-10*12 01
BOLECDLES
Polymer containing functional end groups is base for
new polymers
[NPO-10998] B71-10181 01
BOLTBDEHOH
Improved source of infrared radiation for
spectroscopy
[B-FS-20613] B71-10031 03
Inexpensive high-temperature furnace for
thermocouple calibration
[NOC-10372] B71-10016 03
Process for producing molybdenum foil and
collapsible tubing
[GSFC-10008] B71-10073 08
High-temperature, long-life polyimide seals for
hydraulic actuator rods
[LEHIS-11212] B71-10098 07
Improved insulating materials effective at extremely
high temperatures
[SPO-12067] B71-10289 01
HOLTBDENOH ALLOTS
Erosion of metals by multiple impacts with water
[HQ-10591] B71-10197 01
BOLIBDEHDB DISOLFIDBS
Resistivity and Hall measurements of thermoelectric
materials
[B-FS-20U70] B71-10015 03
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BOHEHTS
Computer program for calculating aerodynamic forces
on blade sections
[LEBIS-11382] B71-10153 09
Standardized Pearson type 3 density function area
tables
[H-FS-20541] B71-10205 02
A real-time statistical tine-series analyzer
[HSC-12428] B71-10276 02
HOHEHTS O? IHEBTIi
Accumulative weights program
[H-FS-15066] B71-10181 09
Hotordynamic response analysis progran
[HQ-10579] B71-10211 09
BOHEHTOH
Spray momentun measuring system
[BSC-1230S] B71-10137 05
HOHEBTOH TBAHSFBB
Hermetically sealed motion transmitter
[BSC-17348] B71-10328 07
BOHEL (TBADBHABK)
Copper/nickel eutectic brazing of titanium
[ABC-10337] B71-10525 08
BOHITOES
Diagnostic capability added to digital events
evalnator
[KSC-10526] B71-10001 02
Conductive elastomeric extensometer
[H-FS-21019] B71-10032 01
Kaleidoscopic light feedback for television systems
[HSC-12386] B71-10068 03
Self-replaceable thermocouple for molten steel bath
- A concept
[HOC-10223] B71-10125 01
High current compensation network for dc logarithmic
amplifiers
[NIJC-10148] B71-10128 01
Automatic cross-sectioning and monitoring system
locates defects in electronic devices
[GSFC-11221] B71-10221 01
Automatic transmission line monitor
[KSC-10385] B71-10288 02
Data sampling system for monitor and control station
[B-FS-20948] B71-10299 02
A system for the automatic measurement and digital
display of systolic and diastolic blood pressures
[BSC-13227] B71-10329 05
Bemote control radioactive-waste removal system uses
modulated laser transmitter
[LAHGLEY-10311] B71-10343 03
Study-simulation of space station dynamics
fH-FS-21227] B71-10382 09
Television multiplexing system
[KSC-10654] B71-10391 02
Virtual-image display system for flight simulators
[ARC-10175] B71-10427 03
Precision, triple-parameter, nondestructive-test
system for in-process aicrowelding
[AHC-10402] B71-10452 01
Programmed multiplexing system simultaneously
monitors several voltages
[BSC-17139] B71-10517 02
HOBOCHBOHATIC BADIATIOB
Laser interferometry method for absolute measurement
of the acceleration of gravity
[B-FS-21225] B71-10232 03
Variable ratio beam splitter for laser applications
[ARC-10391] B71-10265 03
HOBOHEBS
Synthesis of fluorinated organic compounds using
oxygen difluoride
[HPO-12061] B71-10154 01
Polymer containing functional end groups is base for
nev polymers
[HPO-10998] B71-10184 01
Statistical characterization of phenolic-novolak
structures
tASC-10393] B71-10255 04
Polymerization of perfluorobntadiene at near-ambient
conditions
[HPO-10447] B71-10291 04
Thermally stable polyimides from solutions of
monomeric reactants
fLEBIS-11325] B71-10442 OH
HOHOPULSE BADAB
Composite antenna feed system operates from VHP to
X-band
[GSFC-110U6] B71-10410 02
BOBTE CABLO BBTBOD
Peak structural response to nonstationary random
excitations
[HPO-11617] B71-10188 06
Honte Carlo program for the transport of neutrons
and gamma rays
[LEBIS-11403] B71-10490 09
BOOBIHG
Stable, inflatable life raft for high seas rescue
operations
[BSC-12393] B71-10167 05
BOTIOH PICTDEES
Vibration testing and analysis using holography
fB-FS-21050] B71-10352 03
iOTIOH STABILITY
Hydraulic actuator motion limiter ensures operator
safety
[ABC-10131] B71-10233 07
HOTOBS
High-tenperatnre pump-motor assembly
[LEBIS-10256] B71-10100 07
Device prepares aluminum surfaces for welding
[B-FS-20750] B71-10214 07
Automatic cross-sectioning and monitoring system
locates defects in electronic devices
[GSFC-11221] B71-10221 01
Improved orthopedic arm joint
[H-FS-21611] B71-10485 05
BODHTIHG
Prevention of damage to delicate connectors during
mounting of heavy engines for testing
[NDC-10322] B71-10044 06
Low-cost quasi-parabolic antenna
[LEWIS-11291] B71-10121 01
BOCODS
Bacterial adenosine triphosphate as a measure of
urinary tract infection
[GSFC-11092] B71-10051 05
HDLTICHABBBL COHHOHICATIOH
Multichannel intercom with simultaneous send/receive
capability
[H-FS-18808] B71-10228 02
BDLTIL1IEB IISOLATIOH
Improved insulating materials effective at extremely
high temperatures
[SPO-12067] B71-10289 04
Granular two-phase insulation systems
[HPO-12068] B71-10290 04
Thermal scale modeling
[B-PS-21268] B71-10432 03
BOLTIPLEIING
Digital telemetry system eliminates data redundancy
[BSC-12388] B71-10082 02
Portable low-freguency vibration measuring and
recording system
[LANGLBY-10543] B71-10126 02
A fregnency division multiplex technique for
transmitting commands
[KSC-10521] B71-10169 02
A pseudo random-access synchronous meteorological
satellite system
[GSFC-10895] B71-10220 02
Data sampling system for monitor and control station
[B-FS-20948] B71-10299 02
Television multiplexing system
[KSC-10654] B71-10391 02
Programmed multiplexing system simultaneously
monitors several voltages
[BSC-17139] B71-10517 02
BOLTIPLIEES
Coarse roll-rate gain-control circuit
[1RC-10064] B71-10204 01
High efficiency telemetry method
[HPO-10388] B71-10371 02
HDLTISPECTBAL PHOTOGBAPBY
Bultispectral infrared imaging interferometer
[HSC-12404] B71-1032S 02
RDLTITIBBATOBS
Triangular-wave generator with controlled sweep
polarity
[ARC-10332] B71-10166 03
Improved relay chatter detector
[KPO-10355] B71-10292 01
BF-controlled implantable solid state switch
[AHC-10136] B71-10426 01
Biniatnre battery-operated electromagnetic system
for blood flow measurements
[ABC-10362] B71-10477 05
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B71-10536 03
Hiniature carbon dioxide sensor
[HSC-13332]
HOSCLES
Zero-g simulation system for therapeutic application
(B-FS-11671] B71-10031 OH
BTIAB (TBADEBABK)
Side-angle, circularly polarized,
omnidirectional-array antenna
[6SFC-10928] B71-10033 01
Bigid open-cell polynrethane foan for cryogenic
insolation
[LEWIS-11220] B71-10079 OH
SASA-tricot - i lightweight radar reflective,
knitted fabric
[LANGLEY-10776] B71-10312 04
N
B-P-B JDHCTIOBS
Improved methods of forming nonolithic integrated
circuits having complementary bipolar transistors
CLABGLEY-10358] B71-10035 01
S-TTPE SEHICOBDDCTOBS
Improved methods of forming monolithic integrated
circuits having complementary bipolar transistors
CLAHGLEY-10358] B71-10035 01
Silicon contact for area reduction of integrated
circuits
[H-FS-20688] B71-10368 01
HAPHTHBIES
Besin additive improves performance of
high-temperature hydrocarbon lubricants
[LEWIS-11361] B71-10394 01
HAVIGATIOS
Closed-loop control of stochastic nonlinear systems
fHSC-13858] B71-10306 09
HAVIGATIOH AIDS
Systems for dead-reckoning navigation and for
simulation of instrumental error - Concepts
[B-FS-20860] B71-10072 07
Performance evaluation system for inertial
navigation equipment
fHSC-135112] B71-10087 02
BEGATIVE COBDDCTABCE
Oscillating tank circuit eliminates ballast resistor
in lamp control circuit
[B-FS-20891] B71-10275 01
BEQATIVE FEEDBACK
Wein bridge oscillator circuit
[HSC-13686] B71-10089 01
Stabilization of interferometer fringe patterns
[ARC-10392] B71-10119 02
Hultiloop distributed RC active networks
fARC-10200] B71-10177 01
NEODTBIDB
Hultifreguency laser beams for holographic
contouring
fARC-10311] B71-10531 03
BEOH
Laser interferometry method for absolute measurement
of the acceleration of gravity
[S-FS-21225] B71-10232 03
Laser vibration analyzer
[XAC-01670] B71-10219 03
HETS
Laser net - * concept for monitoring wingtip
vortices on runways
[B-FS-20857] B71-1036C 02
BBTWOBK ANALYSIS
A topological approach to computer-aided sensitivity
analysis
[ARC-10211] B71-10161 02
BBUTRALIZERS
Fabrication of large tungsten structures by chemical
vapor deposition
CLEWIS-11239] B71-10212 08
HEOTBOB PLOT DEBSITY
Honte Carlo program for the transport of nentrons
and gamma rays
[LEWIS-11 U03) B71-10190 09
BEOTBOBS
Steady temperature and density distributions in a
gas containing heat sources
[LEWIS-10905J B71-10398 09
Honte Carlo program for the transport of neutrons
and gamma rays
[LEWIS-11103] B71-10190 09
HESTOB SECOSD LAW
Inertia diaphragm pressure transducer
[XAC-2981] B71-10200 05
BEBTOB-BAPHSOB BETHOD
flethod for constructing periodic orbits in nonlinear
dynamic systems
[B-FS-11651] B71-10151 09
BICKEL
Parallel-gap welding for joints between copper
conductors and Kovar
[B-FS-21221] B71-10168 08
Erosion of metals by multiple impacts with water
[BQ-10S91] B71-10197 01
Rater electrolysis module
[AHC-10216] B71-10203 03
Plating by glass-bead peening
[GSFC-11163] B71-10256 08
Cast segment evaluation
[H-FS-21351] B71-10363 08
Copper/nickel entectic brazing of titanium
[ABC-10337] B71-10525 08
BICKEL ALLOTS
Betal alloy resistivity measurements at very low
temperatures
[NOC-10557] B71-10101 OH
Fabrication techniques for thoria-dispersed /TD/
nickel
[LEWIS-112<40] B71-10369 08
Practical method of diffusion-welding steel plate in
air
[LEWIS-11387] B71-10155 08
Solid state welding of dispersion-strengthened
nickel alloys
tLEWIS-11388] B71-10520 08
BICKEL CADHIOH BATTERIES
Hiniatnre fuel cells relieve gas pressure in sealed
batteries
[XGS-11370] B71-10061 02
Screening method improves performance of
nickel-cadmium batteries
[GSFC-11260] B71-10011 OH
Hiniature battery-operated electromagnetic system
for blood flow measurements
[ARC-10362] B71-10177 05
BICKEL COATIBGS
Cadmium plated steel caps seal anodized aluminum
fittings
[B-FS-20137] B71-10355 05
Graphite-reinforced aluminum composite
[H-FS-21077] B71-10182 01
BICKEL PLATE
Electroplating on titaniam alloy
[B-FS-21251] B71-10338 08
Discrete-component S-band power amplifier
[GSFC-11218] B71-10365 01
BIBBDS SATELLITES
Program for improved electrical harness
documentation and fabrication
[GSFC-10386] B71-1005U 09
BIOBIOH
Explosive bonded TZB-wire-reinforced C129Y colnmbium
composites
(B-FS-20925] B71-10356 01
BIOBIDB ALLOTS
Oxidation-resistant silicide coating applied to
columbium alloy screen
[ARC-10186] B71-10229 01
HIOBIOB COBPOOBDS
Dnigue intermetallic compounds prepared by shock
wave synthesis
[H-FS-20861] B71-10216 01
BITBIC ACID
Welded polypropylene liners for large descaling
tanks
[B-FS-18711] B71-10012 07
BITBIDES
A study of nitride devices for computer memory
applications
[B-FS-20971] B71-10350 03
BITRITES
Accurate pointing of tungsten welding electrodes
[ARG-10119] B71-10018 08
BITBOGEB
Updated, expanded, fluid properties handbook
[B-FS-21169] B71-10078 01
Improved method for calculating pamp thermodynamic
suppression head
[B-FS-20852] B71-10239 07
Technique for in-place welding of aluminum backed up
by a combustible material
[LEWIS-11328] B71-10257 08
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Compressed gas handbook
[KSC-10662] B71-10272 03
Synthesis of a new class of highly fluorinated
aliphatic dusocyanates
[B-FS-20883] B71-10300 01
Heir method speeds body inert gas saturation and
utilizes surface decompression
fBSC-13513] B71-10330 05
Effects of the thermal sterilization procedure on
polymeric products
CHPO-11688] B71-10362 01
Antipollqtion system to remove nitrogen dioxide gas
[LEBIS-11297] B71-10393 01
BITBOGEB DIOXIDE
Antipollqtion system to remove nitrogen dioxide gas
CLE1IIS-.11297J B71-10393 04
BITBOGEB JOBS
Ion implantation reduces radiation sensitivity of
metal oxide silicon /MOS/ devices
rLABGLBY-10630] B71-10331 01
BITBOGEB TETBOXIDE
Updated, expanded, fluid properties handbook
ra-PS-21169] B71-10078 01
HITBOGUABIDIBE
Explosive bonded TZB-wire-reinforced C129T columbium
composites
[B-FS-20925] B71-10356 OH
BITBOSO COBPOOHDS
Development of conformal coating materials
[H-FS-21393] B71-10183 01
BOBLE BETALS
Granular two-phase insulation systems
[BPO-12068] B71-10290 01
NODES (STABDIBG HAVES)
Constant-amplitude, frequency-independent phase
shifter
fABC-10269] B71-10230 02
Vibration analysis by time-averaqe holography
[LANGLEV-10611] B71-10333 03
Frame moflal analysis
CHSC-17562] B71-10111 09
BODDLES
Dropouts in magnetic tape recording and reproduction
[NPO-11519] B71-10160 03
BOISE (SOOHD)
Systems of coding and their implementation
rsPO-11169] B71-10006 09
Hew filter technique improves home television
reception
CBSC-13729] B71-10111 02
Isolated-line commutator-amplifier
[B-FS-20731] B71-10118 02
A frequency division multiplex technique for
transmitting commands
[KSC-10521] B71-10169 02
Self-synchronizing, bi-orthogonal coded PCM
telemetry system
fGSFC-11237] B71-10321 02
Vibration analysis by time-average holography
[LANGLEI-10611] B71-10333 03
Split stator vane row for fans and compressors
[ABC-10288] B71-10528 06
BOISE BEDDCTIOH
Electronic device increases threshold sensitivity
and removes noise from FH communications receiver
[BSC-12165] B71-10091 02
Split stator vane row for fans and compressors
[ARC-10288] B71-10528 06
HOBEHCLATDBES
Pictorial display of materials and processes aids in
fabricating complex assemblies
[B-FS-21006] B71-10311 01
BOBDESTBDCTIVE TESTS
Study of second breakdown in power transistors using
infrared techniques
[B-FS-20718] B71-10021 01
Design and development of a fast scan infrared
detection and measurement instrument
[B-FS-20719] B71-10022 03
Ultrasonics used for high-precision nondestructive
inspection of brazed joints
[HOC-10352] B71-10015 08
Bethyl alcohol used as penetrant inspection medium
for porous materials
[BOC-10119] B71-10103 06
Locating tube blockage that X-ray cannot detect
[HUC-10386] B71-10129 06
Instruction manuals for radiographic nondestructive
testing
fB-FS-21350] B71-10156 06
Digital decorrelator saves time and expense in
acoustic testing of structures
CBPO-11512] B71-10157 03
Bondestructive testing of adhesive bonds by nuclear
guadrupole resonance method
[B-FS-21160] B71-10208 01
Bultilayered printed circuit boards inspected by
X-ray laminography
[B-FS-20819] B71-10226 02
Ultrasonic scanning system for in-place inspection
of brazed-tube points
[B-FS-21166] B71-10227 06
Technigue for the integral casting of pressure
instrumentation in wind-tunnel models
[LAHGLEY-10812] B71-10217 08
Study of nondestructive techniques for redundancy
verification
[KSC-10661] B71-10258 02
Bethod for determining failure potential of pressure
vessels
[8-FS-20561] B71-10270 06
Qualifications and certification of nondestructive
testing personnel
[B-FS-20850] B71-10271 06
Rapid method for sampling metals for materials
identification
[BSC-17332] B71-10320 01
Bultispectral infrared imaging interferometer
fBSC-12101] B71-10325 02
Accelerated battery-life testing - A concept
[GSFC-11085] B71-10318 06
Badiographic inspection specifications for
electronic components
[B-FS-20723] B71-10138 01
Precision, triple-parameter, nondestructive-test
system for in-process microwelding
[ABC-10102] B71-10152 01
Apparatus tests flexural durability of FCC
C1-FS-20113] B71-10158 08
Air lock mechanism speeds specimen testing in
high-temperature vacuum furnaces
[LAHGLET-10811] B71-10193 07
Nondestructive testing of bond integrity in foam
insulation/aluminum composites
[B-FS-20786] B71-10507 06
BOBEQUILIBBIUB COHDITIOHS
Determination of gas volume trapped in a closed
fluid system
[BSC-15685] B71-10091 06
BOBFLABBABLE BATEBIALS
Preparation of perfluoropolyether prepolymers
[HPO-10765] B71-10001 01
Preparation of highly fluorinated polyurethanes
[HPO-10767] B71-10005 01
Nonflammable organic-base paint for oxygen-rich
atmospheres
CB-FS-201861 B71-10077 01
Becommended safety guides for industrial
laboratories and shops
[SAH-10050] B71-10175 07
Bew materials for fireplace logs
[B-FS-21363] B71-10339 01
Development of conformal coating materials
[B-FS-21393] B71-10183 01
BOHLIHEAB FEEDBACK
Theory and application of feedback shift registers
[BPO-11186] B71-10151 02
BOBLIBEAB PBOGBABBIBG
BASTBAB computer system level 12.1
[GSFC-10991] B71-10285 09
HOHLIHEAB STSTEBS
flethod for constructing periodic orbits in nonlinear
dynamic systems
[B-FS-1165U] B71-10151 09
Determination of nonlinear resistance
voltage-current relationships by measuring
harmonics
[S-FS-20102] B71-10182 01
On-line analysis of random vibrations
[ABC-10151] B71-10281 09
Closed-loop control of stochastic nonlinear systems
[BSC-13858] B71-10306 09
A study of high frequency nonlinear combustion
instability in baffled annular liquid propellent
rocket motors
[BPO-11800] B71-10532 09
BOBLIHEABITI
High-impact dynamic-response analysis of nonlinear
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structures
CHPO-11716] B71-10134 09
Approximate properties of the response of nonlinear
dynamic systems to stochastic inputs
CB-FS-207171 B71-10273 03
Precision calibration and reference voltage source
fot data acquisition systems
tB-FS-20950] B71-10298 02
Pressure transducer with four-decade dynamic range
CKSC-10384J B71-10323 01
Structural behavior of tapered inflated fabric
cylinders under various loading conditions
[BSC-15317] B71-10327 06
Analysis of multilayered fiber composites
fLEwIS-11347] B71-10372 09
HOBHAL DENSITY FOHCTIOHS
Statistical analysis tables for truncated or
censored samples
rB-FS-21024] B71-10351 03
NOBBALIZING (HEAT TBEATHENT)
Badiation view factor program
tB-FS-21075] B71-10106 09
NOTCH SENSITIVITY
New understanding of fiber composite materials
[NPO-1160S] B71-10161 Oil
NOZZLE DESIGN
Design and evaluation of convectively cooled nozzles
[LEWIS-108911] B71-10508 09
NOZZLE EFFICIEHCY
Spray momentum measuring system
[BSC-12305] B71-10137 05
HOZZLE FLOB
Low cost, logarithmic mass flow computer
[LEWIS-11001] B71-10407 06
NOZZLES
Variable-area nozzle automatically controls fluid
flow
[LEWIS-11217] B71-10222 07
NUCLEAR POSIOH
Improved plasma accelerator
[ABC-101091 B71-10454 03
NUCLEAR PBTSICS
Quick response targeting program
[H-FS-15157] B71-10147 09
NUCLEAR FBOPOLSIOI
Producing graphite with desired properties
[HDC-110011 B71-10042 OH
HDCLEiB QOADHOPOLE BESONANCE
Nondestructive testing of adhesive bonds by nuclear
quadrnpole resonance method
[B-FS-21160] B71-10208 OH
NDCLEAB BADIATION
Liquid-hydrogen/nnclear-radiation resistant seals
tB-FS-21364] B71-10340 03
NUCLBAB BEACTOBS
Steady temperature and density distributions in a
gas containing heat sources
riEWIS-10905] B71-10398 09
NUCLEAR RESEABCH
Numerical integration of second order differential
equations
[B-FS-20536] B71-10186 09
NOCLEiR ROCKET ENSUES
Thermal conductivity of gaseous and liquid hydrogen
[ROC-10558] B71-10105 04
Survey of heat transfer to near critical fluids
[LEWIS-11289] B71-10262 03
NOLL ZONES
Instrument accurately measures stress loads in
threaded bolts
CH-FS-21121] B71-10486 01
Pulse width-pulse rate modulator
[ARC-10025] B71-10U97 01
NOHEBICAL ANALYSIS
Standardized Pearson type 3 density function area
tables
[8-FS-20541 ] 871-10205 02
Enhancing efficiency of single, large-aperture
antennas
CBQ-105973 B71-10287 01
Computation of group table alphanumeric display
riEKIS-11316] B71-10373 09
Thermal scale modeling
[S-FS-21268] B71-10432 03
Graphical method for analyzing digital computer
efficiency
[ARC-10210] B71-10453 09
A study of high frequency nonlinear combustion
instability in baffled annular liquid propellant
B71-10532 09
B71-10448 09
rocket motors
[HPO-11800]
NUBEBICAL CONTROL
FOHTBAN 4 digital program changer
[BSC-17567]
NUBERICAL INTEGRATION
Fast Bars communication geometry program
[LANGLEY-10658] B71-10002 09
Double precision trajectory program /DPTRAJ 2.2C/
[NPO-11798] B71-10390 09
NOTATION
Spin vector control of a spinning space station
[g-FS-21333] B71-10296 09
NUTRITION
Investigation to identify paint coatings resistive
to microorganism growth
[S-FS-20458] B71-10310 04
BDTBITIONAL RBQDIREHENTS
Betabolic balance analysis program
[B-FS-21237] B71-10384 09
NUTS (FASTENERS)
Tool expedites installation of BNC connectors
[ARC-10327] B71-10480 07
Joint preload properties of structural threaded
fasteners
[B-FS-21453] B71-10531 08
NYLON (TBADEHABK)
Active cavity radiometer, type III - An automatic,
absolute standard, highly accurate detector
[NPO-11504] B71-10131 03
A lightweight, high output soil sampler[BPO-10797] B71-10159 07
NASA-tricot - A lightweight radar reflective,
knitted fabric[LAKGLEY-10776] B71-10342 04
o
O RING SEALS
Fluid slip ring transfers coolant to rotating
equipment
[BSC-13451] B71-10083 07
Ultrathin gate valve for high vacuum operation
[GSFC-11028] B71-10412 07
High temperature autoclave vacuum seals
[B-FS-21131] B71-10U33 08
Hydraulic expansion process shapes large metal
sheets
[BSC-12432] B71-10511 07
OAO
Screening method improves performance of
nickel-cadmium batteries
[GSFC-11260] B71-10411 04
OCCULTATION
Battery simulation program
[NPO-11580] B71-10250 09
OCEAN BOTTOM
A lightweight, high output soil sampler
[NPO-10797] B71-10159 07
OCEAN SURFACE
Electromagnetic simulation of microwave backscatter
from the ocean surface - A feasibility study
[B-FS-20476] B71-10016 01
Remote determination of sea conditions by
electromagnetic backscatter measurement
[B-FS-13777] B71-10027 04
OCEANOGRAPHY
Systems for dead-reckoning navigation and for
simulation of instrumental error - Concepts
[B-FS-20860] B71-10072 07
Unified hatch system
[BSC-15813] B71-10095 06
Improved high-temperature metal-sheathed cables
[NUC-10413] B71-10102 01
OCTAVES
Digital decorrelator saves time and expense in
acoustic testing of structures
[NPO-11542] B71-10157 03
OHHIC DISSIPATION
High current compensation network for dc loganthsic
amplifiers
[UBC-10148] B71-10128 01
Silicon contact for area reduction of integrated
circuits[B-FS-20688] B71-10368 01
OILS
Improved high-temperature metal-sheathed cables
[SUC-10413] B71-10102 01
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Simple, shock-free, quick-release connector - 1
concept
[LEBIS-11178] B71-10146 07
Bind tunnel investigations at transonic Bach nunbers
[B-FS-20895] B71-10254 06
Evaluation of rotating, incoapressibly lubricated,
pressurized thrust bearings
[LESIS-11511] B71-10509 09
OHHIDIBECTIOBAL AITEBBAS
Bide-angle, circularly polarized,
omnidirectional-array antenna
[GSFC-10928] B71-10033 01
Bicro»ave dosimeter - A concept
[HQ-10407] B71-10075 01
Aircraft-crash-locating transmitter features design
improvements
[B-FS-16609] B71-10213 02
A pseudo random-access synchronous meteorological
satellite system
[GSFC-10895] B71-10220 02
OPACIFIKBS
Opacified fibrous thermal insulation
[LBBIS-11235] B71-10406 03
OPiCITI
nondestructive testing of adhesive bonds by nuclear
quadrupole resonance method
[B-FS-21160] B71-10208 Oil
OPEBATOB PEBPOBHAHCE
High mobility work station restraint support
[BSC-12419] B71-10301 07
OPEBiTOBS (PEBSOBBEL)
Hydraulic actuator motion limiter ensures operator
safety
[ABC-10131] B71-10233 07
Eye point-of-regard system
[ABC-10360] B71-10476 05
OPTICAL COUPLIHG
Optical enhancement of photomultiplier sensitivity
[ABC-10213] B71-10113 03
OPTICAL EQDIPHEST
Ultraviolet interferometer
[HQ-10546] B71-10026 03
Preparation of homogeneous vitreous materials for
electronic and optical devices
CHQ-10670] B71-10172 04
Pattern recognition technique
[NPO-11337] B71-10187 06
Laser vibration analyzer
[XAC-01670] B71-10249 03
Vibration analysis by time-average holography
[L1BGLEY-10614] B71-10333 03
Eye point-of-regard system
[ABC-10360] B71-10476 05
Miniature carbon dioxide sensor
[BSC-13332] B71-10536 03
OPTICAL FILTEBS
Bultispectral infrared imaging interferometer
[BSC-12404] B71-10325 02
OPTICAL HETEBODYHIHG
Laser vibration analyzer
[XAC-01670] B71-10249 03
OPTICAL BEASOBEBBHT
Thin spray film thickness measuring technique
[B-FS-20842] B71-10062 08
Improved reflective coating for integrating spheres
[GSFC-10855] B71-10110 03
Vibration detection using lasers
CABC-10389] B71-10145 03
Vibration analysis by time-average holography
[LABGLEY-10614] B71-10333 03
Combined high vacuum/high frequency fatigue tester
[LEBIS-11210] B71-10405 06
Optical design and analysis program
[GSFC-11393] B71-10H56 09
OPTICAL BBASUBIBG IHSTBDBENTS
Laser device provides accurate reference to true
gravitational vertical
[ARC-10444] B71-10U79 07
Optical inspection tool for interior surfaces of
fluid lines
[B-FS-15162] B71-10513 06
Hultifreguency laser beams for holographic
contouring
[ABC-10341] B71-10534 03
OPTICAL POLABIZATIOR
Variable ratio beam splitter for laser applications
[ABC-10391] B71-10265 03
OPTICAL PTHOBETEBS
Inexpensive high-temperature furnace for
thermocouple calibration
[HDC-10372] B71-10046 03
Self-replaceable thermocouple for molten steel bath
- A concept
[BOC-10223] B71-10125 01
OPTICAL BEFLECTIOH
Optical enhancement of photomnltiplier sensitivity
[ABC-10213] B71-10113 03
OPTICAL SCABBBBS
Kaleidoscopic light feedback for television systems
[BSC-12386] B71-10068 03
Solid-state data interpretation system - A concept
[B-FS-20587] B71-10366 02
OPTICAL THICKBBSS
Improving laser beam coherence - A concept
[ABC-10417] B71-10527 03
OPTICS
Badiant energy absorption enhancement in optical
imaging systems
[ABC-10194] B71-10112 03
OPTIHAL COHTBOL
Closed-loop control of stochastic nonlinear systems
[BSC-13858] B71-10306 09
Elements of orbit-determination theory - Textbook
[HPO-11466] B71-10425 03
OPTIBIZATIOB
Bultiloop distributed EC active networks
[ABC-10200] B71-10177 01
Criteria for vibration testing
[GSFC-10737] B71-10266 06
Optimum doping achieves high guantum yields in GaAs
photoemitters
[B-FS-20962] B71-10357 03
Dynamics of short pressure probes
[LEBIS-11293] B71-10374 09
New procedure for determining minimum time orbit
transfers
[B-FS-14804] B71-10376 09
Computer program optimizes design of nuclear
radiation shields
[LEBIS-10998] B71-10400 09
Planet geometric center tracker
[ABC-10084] B71-10445 02
Graphical method for analyzing digital computer
efficiency
[ABC-10210] B71-10453 09
OBBIT CALCOLATIOB
Elements of orbit-determination theory - Textbook
[NPO-11466] B71-10425 03
OBBITAL BECBABICS
Fast Bars communication geometry program
[LABGLEY-10658] B71-10002 09
DEBITS
Bethod for constructing periodic orbits in nonlinear
dynamic systems
[B-FS-14654] B71-10151 09
OBGABIC COBPODBDS
A new metalation complex for organic synthesis and
polymerization reactions
[HPO-10313] B71-10210 04
Effects of the thermal sterilization procedure on
polymeric products
[NPO-11688] B71-10362 04
OBGAHIC LITHIDB COBPOOHDS
A new metalation complex for organic synthesis and
polymerization reactions
[BPO-10313] B71-10210 04
OBIFICB FLOB
Pneumatic amplifier controls high pressure fluid
supply
(BSC-12121] B71-10081 07
OBIFICES
Spray momentum measuring system
[BSC-123051 B71-10137 05
Series-hybrid bearing - An approach to extending
bearing fatigue life at high speeds
[LEBIS-11152] B71-10173 07
Variable-area nozzle automatically controls fluid
flow
[LEWIS-11217] B71-10222 07
Technique for the integral casting of pressure
instrumentation in wind-tunnel models
rLAHGLEI-10812] B71-10247 08
Low cost, logarithmic mass flow computer
[LEWIS-11001] B71-10407 06
Liquid-fuel valve with precise throttling control
[BPO-10808] B71-10449 07
Proportional pulsed pilot valve
[ABC-10228] B71-10468 07
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Heasuring internal dimensions of snail transparent
objects
[LAHGLEY-10712] B71-10505 08
Evaluation of rotating, incompressibly lubricated,
pressurized thrust bearings
(LEWIS-11511] B71-10509 09
Anemometer calibrator
[H-FS-21Q24] B71-10519 03
OHTHOGOHAL FDHCTIOBS
Dual-frequency feed-horn antenna
[6SFC-10820] B71-10056 02
OBTHOGOHALITT
High-impact dynaaic-response analysis of nonlinear
structures
CHPO-11716] B71-101311 09
OBTHOHORBAL FOBCTIOHS
Energy levels and transition probability matrix
elements of ruby for Baser applications
[HPO-11687] B71-10308 09
OBTBOPEDICS
Improved orthopedic arm joint
[B-FS-21611] B71-10185 05
OBTBOTBOPIC SHELLS
Vibration characteristics of ring-stiffened
orthotropic shells of revolution
riAHGLEY-10989] B71-10535 09
OSCIL1ATIOHS
Predicting vibrational failure of flexible ducting
CH-FS-16750] B71-10150 06
Sail attachment, flueric crossover "AND11 gate
CXLA-07391] B71-10178 07
Coarse roll-rate gain-control circuit
[ARC-10061] B71-1020U 01
Hnltichannel intercom with simultaneous send/receive
capability
CH-FS-18808] B71-10228 02
Survey of heat transfer to near critical fluids
[LEWIS-11289] B71-10262 03
OSCILLAT06S
Sein bridge oscillator circuit
[HSC-13686] B71-10089 01
Portable lov-freguency vibration measuring and
recording system
[LANGLEY-105U3] B71-10126 02
A frequency division multiplex technique for
transmitting commands
fKSC-10521] B71-10169 02
Voltage-controlled oscillator
[ABC-10078] B71-10171 01
A 20 kHz power oscillator
fLEHIS-11319] B71-10174 01
Determination of nonlinear resistance
voltage-current relationships by measuring
harmonics
CH-FS-20U02] B71-10182 01
Aircraft-crash-locating transmitter features design
improvements '
tH-FS-16609] B71-10213 02
Catheter transducer and circuit
fARC-10132] B71-1023t 01
Device measures conductivity and velocity of ionized
gas streams
[XAC-05695] B71-10235 03
Laser vibration analyzer
[XAC-01670] B71-10219 03
Variable sweep-rate shortens dynamic testing time
'ClEHIS-11238] B71-10251 02
Oscillating tank circuit eliminates ballast resistor
in lamp control circuit
[H-FS-20891 ] B71-10275 01
Oscillator with vide dynamic tuning range
[GSFC-11086] B71-10286 01
Hicrowave biasing improves detector response in the
infrared region
[GSFC-11050] B71-10313 01
Remote control radioactive-waste removal system uses
modulated laser transmitter
fLAHGLEY-10311] B71-103U3 03
Double phase-lock loop with rapid transient response
- A concept
rGSFC-10861] B71-10319 01
Tone-burst technique measures high-intensity sound
absorption
fLAHGLEY-10667] B71-10395 03
Externally programmed variable timer
r«-FS-20776] B71-10U37 OH
nondestructive testing of bond integrity in foam
insulation/aluminum composites
(H-FS-20786] B71-10507 06
OSCILLOSCOPES
Automatic cross-sectioning and monitoring system
locates defects in electronic devices
[GSFC-11221] B71-10221 01
Solar cell power scanner
[LEBIS-11280] B71-10223 02
Optical probing of supersonic flows with statistical
correlation
tB-FS-206<!2] B71-10252 03
A real-time statistical time-series analyzer
[BSC-12428] B71-10276 02
Tone-burst technique measures high-intensity sound
absorption
[LAHGLEY-10667] B71-10395 03
Instrument accurately measures stress loads in
threaded bolts
[H-FS-21121] B71-10I186 01
ODTGASSIHG
Improved high-temperature metal-sheathed cables
[HDC-10113] B71-10102 01
Improved insulating materials effective at extremely
high temperatures
[HPO-12067] B71-10289 Oil
ODTPOT
Improved methods of forming monolithic integrated
circuits having complementary bipolar transistors
[LABGLEY-10358] B71-10035 01
Riniature fuel cells relieve gas pressure in sealed
batteries
tXGS-11370] B71-10061 02
Dual-channel circuit conditions/amplifies
transducers' inputs and outputs
(HSC-15712] B71-10069 01
Pneumatic amplifier controls high pressure fluid
supply
[MSC-12121] B71-10081 07
Ceramic wiring board increases packaging density of
electronic modules
CHSC-13497] B71-1008U 01
Hybrid redundancy system for improving reliability -
A concept
[NPO-115H6] B71-10132 01
Isolated-line commutator-amplifier
CH-FS-2073U] B71-101I18 02
A lightweight, high output soil sampler
[HPO-10797] B71-10159 07
Design of hysteresis circuits using differential
amplifiers
(ABC-10070] B71-10162 01
Hiniature implantable instrument measures and
transmits heart function data
[AHC-10201] B71-10163 05
A topological approach to computer-aided sensitivity
analysis
CARC-1021U] B71-10164 02
Voltage-controlled oscillator
[ARC-10078] B71-10171 01
A 20 kHz power oscillator
[LEHIS-11319] B71-10174 01
Hall attachment, flueric crossover ''AND11 gate
[XLA-07391] B71-10178 07
Accumulative weights program
[H-FS-15066] B71-10181 09
Pattern recognition technique
tNPO-11337] B71-10187 06
Coarse roll-rate gain-control circuit
[ARC-1006U] B71-1020fl 01
Efficient digital comparison technique for logic
circuits
tB-FS-21080] B71-10218 02
Constant-amplitude, freguency-independent phase
shifter
[ARC-10269] B71-10230 02
Computer-aided design of large-scale integrated
circuits - A concept
(B-FS-20600] B71-10238 09
A continued fraction generator for smooth pulse
sequences
[HSC-13697] B71-103014 01
Voltage regulator dissipates minimal power and
functions as a voltage divider
B71-10367 01
Externally programmed variable timer
[H-FS-20776] B71-10137 01
Planet geometric center tracker
[ARC-1008U] B71-104I15 02
Digital parallel-to-series pulse-train converter
[BSC-12417] B71-10I450 01
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Low-frequency triangular nave generator
[ABC-10259] B71-10169 01
Pulse width-pulse rate modulator
[A8C-10025] B71-10197 01
Automated preventive maintenance proqram
[GSFC-11108] B71-10500 09
Programmed multiplexing system simultaneously
monitors several voltages
[HSC-17139] B71-10517 02
OVERPRESSORE
An unconfined, large-volume hydrogen/air explosion
[NOC-11000] B71-10011 03
OXIDATION
The deterioration of intermediate moisture foods
rHSC-13827] B71-10332 05
Combined high vacuum/high freguency fatigue tester
[LEBIS-11210] B71-10105 06
OIIDATION EESISTAHCE
Oxidation-resistant silicide coating applied to
columbium alloy screen
[ABC-10186] B71-10229 01
Synthesis of a new class of highly fluorinated
aliphatic dlisocyanates
[M-FS-20883] B71-10300 0<t
OXIDES
Improved reflective coating for integrating spheres
fGSFC-10855] B71-10110 03
Interpretation of aluminum-alloy weld radiography
fH-FS-20943] B71-10206 08
Electroplating on titanium alloy
[M-FS-21251] B71-10338 08
Diode matrix reduces computer memory pover
requirements
[GSFC-10991] B71-10317 01
A study of nitride devices for computer memory
applications
[M-FS-20971] B71-10350 03
Simplified procedure for emission specttochemical
analysis
[LEWIS-10985] B71-10359 Oil
Practical method of diffusion-welding steel plate in
air
[LEHIS-11387] B71-10155 08
OXIGEH
Hiniature fuel cells relieve gas pressure in sealed
batteries
[XGS-11370] B71-10061 02
Nonflammable organic-base paint for oxygen-rich
atmospheres
[M-FS-20186] B71-10077 01
Updated, expanded, fluid properties handbook
[H-FS-21169] B71-10078 OH
Electrolysis cell functions as water vapor
dehumidifier and oxygen generator
[ARC-10316] B71-10231 01
Improved method for calculating pump thermodynamic
suppression head
[M-FS-20852] B71-10239 07
Technique for in-place welding of aluminum backed up
by a combustible material
fIEHIS-11328] B71-10257 08
Compressed gas handbook
[KSC-10662] B71-10272 03
New method speeds body inert gas saturation and
utilizes surface decompression
fHSC-13513] B71-10330 05
Hetabolic balance analysis program
[H-FS-21237] B71-10381 09
Anemometer calibrator
f M-FS-21U21] B71-10519 03
OII6EN BBEATHIRG
Metabolic breath analyzer
[M-FS-21115] 871-101(66 05
OITGEH COHPODBDS
Polymer containing functional end groups is base for
new polymers
[NPO-10998] B71-10181 01
OZONE
Atmospheric pollution measurement by optical cross
correlation methods - A concept
[M-FS-12078] B71-1022* 02
P-B JDHCTIONS
Improved methods of forming monolithic integrated
circuits having complementary bipolar transistors
[LAHGIEY-10358] B71-10035 01
Environmental effects on silicon solar cells
rHPO-11175] B71-10282 02
P-H-P JOHCTIOBS
Improved methods of forming monolithic integrated
circuits having complementary bipolar transistors
tLANGLET-10358] B71-10035 01
P-TIPE SEMICONDUCTORS
Improved methods of forming monolithic integrated
circuits having complementary bipolar transistors
CLiNGLEY-10358] B71-10035 01
Optimum doping achieves high quantum yields in GaAs
photoemitters
[H-FS-20962] B71-10357 03
Silicon contact for area reduction of integrated
circuits
[H-FS-20688] B71-10368 01
PACKAGES
Subroutines for evaluating single and multiple
integrals using modified Romberg method
CNPO-11718] B71-10138 09
Multifunction audio digitizer for communications
systems
[MSC-13855] B71-10318 02
PACKAGING
Ceramic wiring board increases packaging density of
electronic modules
[HSC-13U97] B71-10081 01
High density electronic packaging module with
improved cooling assembly
[MSC-13639] B71-10088 01
Foldable patterns form construction blocks
[MSC-13860] B71-10523 08
PACKIHG DENSITY.
Digital decoder for phase-delay coded data
[GSFC-10891] B71-10315 01
PACKINGS (SEALS)
Hot tap thermowell installation
[MSC-12127] B71-10302 07
nltrathin gate valve for high vacuum operation
[GSFC-11028] B71-10112 07
PAINTS
Nonflammable organic-base paint for oxygen-rich
atmospheres
[fl-FS-20186] B71-10077 Of
Improved thermal paint formulation
[H-FS-11706] B71-10180 03
Teardown analysis for detecting shelf-life
degradation
[M-FS-21017] B71-10195 04
Investigation to identify paint coatings resistive
to microorganism growth
[H-FS-20158] B71-10310 Oil
Estimating carbon monoxide exposure
[HSC-17211 ] B71-10319 01
PALLADIUM
Method of joining metals of significantly different
expansion rates
[HPO-12076] B71-10028 08
Submersed sensing electrode used in fuel-cell type
hydrogen detector
[H-FS-1U655] B71-10071 01
PANELS
Rigid open-cell polynrethane foam for cryogenic
insulation
[LEWIS-11220] B71-10079 01
Nondestructive testing of adhesive bonds by nuclear
quadrupole resonance method
[M-FS-21160] B71-10208 0»
Vibration testing and analysis using holography
fM-FS-21050] B71-10352 03
Simple spectroscope used with solid state image
amplifier over wide spectral range
[H-FS-21315] B71-10378 03
Spool for releasing and retracting flat conductor
cable
[H-FS-20234] B71-10116 08
PAPERS
Systems management techniques and problems[ft-FS-21101] B71-10361 01
PARA HYDROGEN
Thermal conductivity of gaseous and liquid hydroqen
[HOC-10558] B71-10105 01
PARABOLIC ANTENNAS
Microwave cryogenic thermal-noise standards[HPO-11121] B71-10139 03
Enhancing efficiency of single, large-aperture
antennas[HQ-10597] B71-10287 01
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Bultifrequency laser beams for holographic
contouring
[ARC-103*!] B71-1053* 03
PARABOLIC REFLECTORS
Badial rotating antenna-feed system
fGSFC-11013] B71-10025 01
Composite antenna feed system operates from VBF to
X-band
[GSFC-110*6] B71-10*10 02
PARAFFINS
Resin additive improves performance of
high-temperature hydrocarbon lubricants
[LEHIS-11361] 871-1039* 0*
PABALtil
Technique for the integral casting of pressure
instrumentation in wind-tunnel models
rLANGLEY-10812] 871-102*7 08
PARALLEL PLATES
Prediction of windage power loss in alternators
[LEWIS-10939] B71-1007* 06
PARABAGBETISB
Energy levels and transition probability matrix
elements of ruby for maser applications
[NPO-11687] B71-10308 09
PASAHETBIC AHPLIFIEBS
Discrete-component s-band power amplifier
rGSFC-11218] B71-10365 01
PAHITI
A frequency division multiplex technique for
transmitting commands
[KSC-10521] B71-10169 02
An improved telemetry system
[ARC-103361 B71-10201 01
PARTIAL DIFFEBBBTIAL EQDATIOIlS
Hybrid computer techniques for solving partial
differential equations
[B-FS-21386] 871-10*2* 09
PARTIAL PRESSURE
Submersed sensing electrode used in fuel-cell type
hydrogen detector
rB-FS-1*655] B71-10071 01
Submerged gas injector expels cryogenic liquids from
tanks
[LEWIS-11231] B71-10219 07
PARTICLE DE8SITT (CONCENTRATION)
Cloud-free resolution element statistics program
fGSFC-11*9*] 671-10*63 09
PARTICLE EHEBGT
Monte Carlo program for the transport of neutrons
and gamma rays
[LEWIS-11*03] 871-10*90 09
PARTICLE SIZE DISTBIBDTIOH
Producing graphite with desired properties
(NUC-11001] 871-100*2 0*
PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES
Improved charged-particle analyzer - A concept
[XAC-05506] 871-10283 03
PASCHEB SERIES
Improved plasma accelerator
[ARC-10109] 871-10*5* 03
PASSITITT
Bultiloop distributed RC active networks
[ARC-10200] B71-10177 01
Variable-area nozzle automatically controls fluid
flow
[LEHIS-11217] 871-10222 07
PATIERTS
EKG isolator
[B-FS-21236] B71-1012* 05
PATTERS BECOGHITIOB
Pattern recognition technique
[NPO-11337] 871-10187 06
PATLOADS
Vibrational transfer functions for base excited
systems
[H-FS-21*32] B71-10**1 09
PEAKS
Planet geometric center tracker
[ABC-1008*] B71-10**5 02
PBAESOI DISTBIBUTIOBS
Standardized Pearson type 3 density function area
tables
[H-FS-205*1] 871-10205 02
PEEBIBG
Plating by glass-bead peening
[GSPC-11163] B71-10256 08
PEHDOLOBS
Spin vector control of a spinning space station
[B-FS-21333] 871-10296 09
PEBETBABTS
Hethyl alcohol used as penetrant inspection medium
for porous materials
[NOC-10*19] B71-10103 06
Locating tube blockage that X-ray cannot detect
[NOC-10386] 871-10129 06
Qualifications and certification of nondestructive
testing personnel
[B-FS-20850] 871-10271 06
PEBETRATIOB
Ceramic backup ring prevents undesirable weld-metal
buildup
[NDC-10357] 871-10117 08
PEPTIDES
Hew primers for adhesive bonding of aluminum alloys
[B-FS-21387] 871-10*88 0*
PERCHLORATES
Electroplating on titanium alloy
[B-FS-21251] 871-10338 08
PERCHLORIC ACID
Recommended safety guides for industrial
laboratories and shops
[SAH-10050] 871-10175 07
PERFLDOBO COHPOUBDS
Preparation of perfluoropolyether prepolymers
[NPO-10765] 871-1000* 0*
Preparation of highly fluorinated polyurethanes
CHPO-10767] B71-10005 0*
Polymerization of perfluorobntadiene at near-ambient
conditions
[NPO-10**7] B71-10291 0*
PEBFOBBABCE PBEDICTIOH
Design and development of a fast scan infrared
detection and measurement instrument
[B-FS-207*9] B71-10022 03
Lift distribution in a rectangular jet
[ARC-10*2*] B71-10030 09
Computer program for predicting creep behavior of
bodies of revolution
[NUC-1110*] B71-10037 09
Prediction of windage power loss in alternators
[LEHIS-10939] B71-1007* 06
Numerical integration of second order differential
egnations
[B-FS-20536] B71-10186 09
Calibration-interval adjustment indicator - A
concept
[B-FS-18693] 871-10309 01
Accelerated battery-life testing - A concept
[GSFC-11085] 871-103*8 06
Dynamics of short pressure probes
[LEWIS-11293] B71-1037* 09
Vibrational transfer functions for base excited
systems
[H-FS-21*32] B71-10**1 09
PEBFORBAHCE TESTS
A 7.6m /25-ft/ extreme environments simulator
[NPO-11353] 871-10036 03
PEBBEABILITT
Submersed sensing electrode used in fuel-cell type
hydrogen detector
[B-FS-1*655] 871-10071 01
Rigid open-cell polyurethane foam for cryogenic
insulation
tLEWIS-11220] B71-10079 0*
High temperature autoclave vacuum seals
[B-FS-21131] 871-10*33 08
PEBHBATIBG
Hew method speeds body inert gas saturation and
utilizes surface decompression
[HSC-135*3J 871-10330 05
PEROXIDES
Polymerization of perfluorobutadiene at near-ambient
conditions
[NPO-10**7] B71-10291 0*
PERSOBBEL
Generalized safety equation - ft concept
[B-FS-20522] 871-10183 06
Pictorial display of materials and processes aids in
fabricating complex assemblies
[B-FS-2*006] 871-103*1 01
Communications system for zero-g simulation tests in
water
[B-FS-21357] 871-103** 02
Bicrobial burden prediction model program
[NPO-11709] 871-10*01 09
Radioqraphic inspection specifications for
electronic conponents
[B-FS-20723] 871-10*38 01
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PEESOHBEL BAHAGBBEBT
Program auditf A management tool
[KSC-10557] B71-10380 01
PBBSOHHBL SELECTIOH
nanpower forecast program
[BPO-11551] B71-10211 09
Qualifications and certification of nondestructive
testing personnel
CH-FS-20850] B71-10271 06
PBHTUBBiTIOH
Closed-loop control of stochastic nonlinear systems
[BSC-13858] B71-10306 09
PH
Bicrowave dosimeter - A concept
rao.-10107J B71-10075 01
PH FiCTOB
Salt stabilizer for preventing chlorine depletion
and increasing shelf-life of potable vater - A
concept
[BSC-17153] B71-10097 OU
Insolnbilization process increases enzyme stability
[ABC-10311] 871-10113 01
PHASE DETECTOBS
Constant-amplitude, freguency-independent phase
shifter
[ABC-10269] B71-10230 02
Planet geometric center tracker
fABC-10081] B71-10115 02
PHASE DIAGRAMS
Superconductor transition temperatures study
fB-FS-21217] B71-10385 03
PHASE LOCK DEBODOLATOBS
He» filter tecbnigue improves home television
reception
[BSC-13729] B71-10111 02
PHASE LOCKED SISTBHS
Phase locking of field sequential color wheel for
small TV camera
[BSC-13857] B71-10326 02
Double phase-lock loop with rapid transient response
- A concept
CGSFC-10861] B71-10319 01
PBASE 80DDLATIOH
Digital decoder for phase-delay coded data
fGSFC-10891] B71-10315 01
PHASE SHIFT
Bultiloop distributed BC active networks
[ABC-10200] B71-10177 01
Oscillator with wide dynamic tuning range
[GSFC-11086] B71-10286 01
Experimental determination of damping parameters of
viscoelastic materials
[H-FS-20531] B71-10297 01
Phase locking of field sequential color wheel for
small TV camera
[RSC-13857] B71-10326 02
Vibration testing and analysis using holography
[B-FS-21050] B71-10352 03
PHASE SHIFT CIBCOJTS
Constant-amplitude, frequency-independent phase
shifter
[ABC-10269] B71-10230 02
PHASED ABBAY.S
Economical phasea-array antenna for environmental
applications
[BQ-10131] , B71-100S7 02
Beam sguint correction for a diplex, retrodirective
phased array
fGSFC-11023] B71-10111 02
PHBHOLIC BESIHS
Evaluation of omniweave reinforcement for composite
fabrication
[R-FS-20916] B71-10215 01
Improved epozy resin for constructing cryogenic
filament-wound pressure vessels
[LEWIS-11261] B71-10261 01
Granular two-phase insulation systems
[NPO-12068] B71-10290 01
Coatings from copolymers of tetraphenoxysilane and
p,p (l)-biphenol
[8-FS-11917] B71-10303 01
PHBSOLS
Statistical characterization of phenolic-novolak
structures
fiBC-10393] B71-10255 01
Investigation to identify paint coatings resistive
to microorganism growth
[a-FS-20158] B71-10310 01
PHOSPHORIC ACID
Electrolysis cell functions as water vapor
dehumdif ler and oxygen generator
[ABC-10316] B71-10231 01
PHOSPHOBS
Simple spectroscope used with solid state image
amplifier over wide spectral range
[H-FS-21315] B71-10378 03
PHOSPHOBUS COBPOOSDS
Inexpensive anti-fog coating for windows
[HSC-13530] B71-10119 01
PBOTOCATBODES
Optical enhancement of photomultiplier sensitivity
[ABC-10213] B71-10113 03
PHOTOCHEHICAL BEACTIOHS
Preparation of perfluoropolyether prepolymers
[HPO-10765] B71-10001 01
Electromagnetic simulation of microwave backscatter
from the ocean surface - A feasibility study
[B-FS-20176] B71-10016 01
PHOTOCOHDOCTOBS
Bicrowave biasing improves detector response in the
infrared region
[GSFC-11050] B71-10313 01
Application of calibration masks to TV vidicon tube
[KSC-10589] B71-10101 02
PHOTODIODES
Stabilization of interferometer fringe patterns
[ABC-10392] B71-10119 02
High density plasma gun generates plasmas at 190
kilometers per second
[B-FS-20589] B71-10383 03
PHOTOELECTBIC MATERIALS
Optimum doping achieves high gnantum yields in GaAs
photoemitters
[B-FS-20962] B71-10357 03
PHOTOGBAPHIC DEVELOPERS
Thin spray film thickness measuring technigue
[B-FS-20812] B71-10062 08
PHOTOGBAPHIC EQ0TPBEBT
Bodified bubble level senses pitch and roll angles
over wide range
[BSC-13506] B71-10085 03
Application of calibration masks to TV vidicon tube
[KSC-10S89] B71-10101 02
PHOTOGBAPHIC FILH
Hultiple shutters for a stereoscopic camera
CHSC-13507] B71-10065 03
Bodified camera records lens settings on film
[BSC-12363] B71-10191 03
Bultifreguency laser beams for holographic
contouring
[ARC-10311] B71-10531 03
PHOTOGBAPHIC HEASOBEHEBT
fleasuring internal dimensions of small transparent
objects
[LANGLEY-10712] B71-10505 08
PHOTOGBAPHIC BECOBDIBG
Bethyl alcohol used as penetrant inspection medium
for poroos materials
[NOC-10119] B71-10103 06
Vibration analysis by time-average holography
[LANGLEY-10611] B71-10333 03
Bodified camera records lens settings on film
[BSC-12363] B71-10191 03
PHOTOGRAPHS
Interpretation of aluminum-alloy weld radiography
[B-FS-20913] B71-10206 08
Solar cell power scanner
[LEWIS-112801 B71-10223 02
Beasnring internal dimensions of small transparent
objects
[LAHGLBT-10712] B71-10505 08
PHOTOGBAPHT
Thin spray film thickness measuring technigue
[B-FS-20812] B71-10062 08
Photosensitive plastic used to produce
three-dimensional casting patterns
[LAHGLEY-10712] B71-10127 08
Computer-aided design of large-scale integrated
circuits - A concept
[H-FS-20600] B71-10238 09
Vibration analysis by time-average holography
[LANGLET-10611] B71-10333 03
Simple spectroscope used with solid state image
amplifier over wide spectral range
[H-FS-21315] B71-10378 03
High density plasma gun generates plasmas at 190
kilometers per second
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SUBJECT IHDEI PIPES (TUBES)
CH-PS-20589] B71-10383 03
Optimized techniques and requirements for computer
improvement of structural veld radiographs
[B-FS-21627] B71-10192 09
Bodifie'd camera records lens settings on film
[BSC-12363] B71-10491 03
PBOTOBBIBBS
Bacterial adenosine triphosphate as a measure of
urinary tract infection
[GSFC-11092] B71-10051 05
Technique for experimental determination of
radiation interchange factors in solar wavelengths
[BSC-13176] B71-10066 03
Stabilization of interferometer fringe patterns
[ARC-10392] B71-10119 02
Laser Doppler instrument measures fluid velocity
without reference beam
[XAC-10770] B71-10120 03
Laser interferonetry method for absolute measurement
of the acceleration of gravity
[H-FS-21225] B71-10232 03
laser vibration analyzer
CXAC-01670] B71-10249 03
Optical probing of supersonic flows with statistical
correlation
[B-FS-20642] B71-10252 03
Laser net - A concept for monitoring wingtip
vortices on runways
[H-FS-20857] B71-10360 02
Wide-range logarithmic radiometer for measuring high
temperatures
[ARC-10254] B71-10498 01
PBOfOBICBOGRSPHS
Practical method of diffusion-welding steel plate in
air
[LESIS-11387] B71-10U55 08
PHOTOHICBOGBAPHY
Measuring internal dimensions of small transparent
objects
[LAHGLEY-10712] B71-10505 08
PHOtOBOLTIPLIEB TUBES
Optical enhancement of photomultiplier sensitivity
[ARC-10213] B71-10113 03
Scintillation detector for carbon-11
[A8C-10378] B71-10144 03
Pattern recognition technique
fNPO-11337] B71-10187 06
Wide-range logarithmic radiometer for measuring high
temperatures
[AHC-10251] B71-10U98 01
PHOTOHS
flonte Carlo program for the transport of neutrons
and gamma rays
[LEWIS-11403] B71-10190 09
PBOTOSEBSITIVITY
Photosensitive plastic used to produce
three-dimensional casting patterns
[LANGLEY-10712] B71-10127 08
Application of calibration masks to TV vidicon tube
[KSC-10589] B71-10101 02
PHOTOTBAHSISTOBS
EKG isolator
tB-FS-21236] B71-10124 05
PHOTOVOLTAIC CEILS
Solar cell power scanner
[LEWIS-11280 ] B71-10223 02
Precision, triple-parameter, nondestructive-test
system for in-process microwelding
[ARC-10102] B71-10452 01
PBTSICAL PBOPEBTIES
Exhaust cloud rise and diffusion in the atmosphere
[H-FS-21119] B71-10111 03
Teardown analysis for detecting shelf-life
degradation
[B-PS-21017] B71-10195 0*
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Betabolic breath analyzer
[B-FS-21115] B71-10166 05
PHYSIOLOGICAL BESPO8SES
conductive elastomeric extensometer
[H-FS-21049] B71-10032 01
High mobility work station restraint support
[BSC-12419] B71-10301 07
PHYSIOLOGY
psychrometric chart for physiological research
[ARC-10394] B71-10170 03
PIEZOELECTBIC CBYSTALS
subminiature transducer measures unsteady pressures
[ARC-10349] B71-10114 01
Stabilization of interferometer fringe patterns
[ARC-10392] B71-10119 02
Riniatnre implantable instrument measures and
transmits heart function data
[ARC-10201] B71-10163 05
PIEZOELECTRIC TBAHSDOCBRS
Improved transducer for squeeze-film bearings
[H-PS-20826] B71-10iaO 07
Instrument accurately measures stress loads in
threaded bolts
[B-FS-21121] B71-10186 01
PIGBEBTS
Nonflammable organic-base paint for oxygen-rich
atmospheres
[B-FS-20486] B71-10077 01
Improved thermal paint formulation
[B-FS-14706] B71-10180 03
PILOT TBAIBIHG
Virtual-image display system for flight simulators
CARC-10175] B71-10127 03
PILOTS (PEBSOSBEL)
Attitude controls for VTOL aircraft
[IAC-8972] B71-10202 05
PIBCH EFFECT
Improved plasma accelerator
[ARC-10109] B71-10151 03
PIBBOLES
A multiple-plate, mnltiple-pinhole camera for X-ray
gamma-ray imaging
[B-FS-20546] B71-10139 02
PIHS
Chatter-free check valve - A concept
[BSC-13262] B71-10067 07
High-reliability release mechanism
[LEWIS-11233] B71-10080 07
Ceramic wiring board increases packaging density of
electronic modules
[BSC-13197] B71-10081 01
High density electronic packaging module with
improved cooling assembly
CKSC-13639] B71-10088 01
Oltrathin gate valve for high vacuum operation
[GSFC-11028] B71-10112 07
Clocking connector replaces adapter cables
[B-FS-11778] B71-10128 01
Tool expedites installation of BKC connectors
[ARC-10327] B71-10480 07
PIOBEEB 6 SPACE PBOBE
Digital aspect clock
[ARC-10088] 871-10140 02
PIOHEEB 7 SPACE PBOBE
Digital aspect clock
[ARC-10088] B71-10110 02
PIOHBER 8 SPACE PBOBE
Digital aspect clock
[ARC-10088] 871-10110 02
PIOBEEB 9 SPACE PBOBE
An improved telemetry system
[ABC-10336] B71-10201 01
PIPE PLOW
Bultichamber controllable heat pipe
[AEC-10199] B71-10526 03
PIPE HOZZLBS
Submerged gas injector expels cryogenic liquids from
tanks
[LEWIS-11231] B71-10219 07
Design and evaluation of convectively cooled nozzles
[LEWIS-10894] B71-10508 09
PIPELINES
Vacuum-jacketed rotary joints for pipelines
[KSC-10519] B71-10018 07
Optical inspection tool for interior surfaces of
fluid lines
[B-FS-15162] B71-10513 06
PIPES (TDBES)
Wide-angle, circularly polarized,
omnidirectional-array antenna
[GSFC-10928] B71-10033 01
Concentric tubes cold-bonded by drawing and internal
expansion
[AHG-90033] B71-10050 08
Torch kit for welding in difficult areas
[HSC-15701] 871-10070 08
Process for producing molybdenum foil and
collapsible tubing
[GSFC-10008] B71-10073 08
Fluid slip ring transfers coolant to rotating
equipment
[BSC-13151] B71-10083 07
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PISTOHS SUBJECT IHDEI
Pipe installation technique avoids disturbing work
areas
fasC-15581] B71-10093 06
Locating tube blockage that I-ray cannot detect
CHOC-10386] B71-10129 06
Device prepares aluminum surfaces for welding
[H-FS-20750] B71-10211 07
Oltrasonic scanning system for in-place inspection
of brazed-tube joints
CH-FS-21166] B71-10227 06
Technique for the integral casting of pressure
instrumentation in wind-tunnel models
[LAHGLEY-10812] B71-10217 08
Dynamic response of viscous compressible fluids in
rigid tubes
[H-FS-20512] B71-10269 03
Compressed gas handbook
[KSC-10662] B71-10272 03
Held beveling of large-diameter pipes
[KSC-10550] B71-10280 08
Hot tap thermowell installation
FBSC-12127] B71-10302 07
Improved smoke generator for low-speed Kind tunnels
fLAHGLEY-10885] B71-10337 06
Analysis and design of a flat central finned-tnbe
radiator
[LEWIS-10893] B71-10399 09
Cartesian-coordinate dimensioning for plumbing
systems
CH-FS-18867] 871-10135 08
Exothermic brazing units
[B-FS-21135] B71-10167 08
Air lock mechanism speeds specimen testing in
hiqh-temperature vacuum furnaces
[LAHGLEY-10811) B71-10193 07
Hydraulic expansion process shapes large metal
sheets
[8SC-12132] B71-10S11 07
Glass tube splitting tool
fHSC-17183) B71-10516 07
PISTOBS
Peak wind speed anemometer /maxometer/
[H-FS-20916] B71-10023 07
Pneumatic amplifier controls high pressure fluid
supply
[BSC-12121] B71-10081 07
Hydraulic actuator motion limiter ensures operator
safety
[ARC-10131] B71-10233 07
Tilt table for ergometers and other bionedical
devices
[B-FS-21010] B71-10211 05
Instrument detects bacterial life forms
[GSFC-10972] B71-10312 05
Servo-controlled decoupler eliminates oscillations
in fluid flow - A concept
[B-FS-18793] B71-10130 06
Proportional pulsed pilot valve
[ABC-10228] B71-10168 07
Gas chromatograph sample-transfer valve
[ABC-10127] B71-10171 01
Anemometer calibrator
CH-FS-21121] B71-10519 03
PITCH (IHCLIHATIOH)
Hodified bubble level senses pitch and roll angles
over wide range
[HSC-13506] B71-10085 03
Strong, easy-to-mold, spiral buttress thread
[LANGLEY-10755] B71-10336 08
PITCHIBG HOHE8TS
Prediction of stall characteristics of straight wing
aircraft
[LANGLEY-11013] B71-10501 09
PITOT TOBBS
Device measures conductivity and velocity of ionized
gas streams
[XAC-05695] B71-10235 03
PIITIHG
Ultrasonic metal etching for metallographic analysis
CLEHIS-11230] B71-10099 01
PliHAB STBDCTDBES
Computing incompressible laminar and turbulent
boundary layer formation
[LEBIS-11190] B71-10155 09
Badial heat flux transformer
[HPO-10828] B71-10311 03
PLABE S1VES
Hon-symmetrical two dimensional scattering program
[NPO-11576] B71-10007 09
Symmetrical two dimensional scattering program
[HPO-11578] B71-10008 09
PLAHETABT EH7IBOHHEHTS
Economical phased-array antenna for environmental
applications
[HQ-10131] B71-10057 02
PLAHETS
Planet geometric center tracker
[1RC-10081J B71-10115 02
PLAHHIHG
Diqital-coded matrix system simplifies design and
construction of flow charts
[HSC-13539] B71-10086 09
PL1SBA GDHS
High density plasma qnn generates plasmas at 190
kilometers per second
fH-FS-20589] B71-10383 03
Improved plasma accelerator
tABC-10109] B71-10151 03
PLASM PHYSICS
Improved electron emitter
[LEWIS-10811] B71-10388 03
PLASBAS (PHYSICS)
Device measures conductivity and velocity of ionized
gas streams
[XAC-05695] B71-10235 03
Ion implantation reduces radiation sensitivity of
metal oxide silicon /SOS/ devices
[LAHGLEY-10630] B71-10331 01
High density plasma gun generates plasmas at 190
kilometers per second
[B-FS-20589] B71-10383 03
PLASTIC COATIHGS
Ultra thin gage plastic film
[LEHIS-11276] B71-10135 08
Development of conformal coating materials
[B-FS-21393] B71-10183 01
PLASTIC DEFOBBATIOH
Instrument accurately measures stress loads in
threaded bolts
[B-FS-21121] B71-10186 01
nethod for calculating the stresses in pressure
vessels
[BSC-13515] B71-10511 06
PLASTIC PBOPEBTIES
Effect of size on cracking of materials
[HPO-11602] B71-10158 01
Hew understanding of fiber composite materials
[NPO-11605] B71-10161 01
PLASTIC TAPES
Bicroorganism sample device
[LAMGLEY-10258] B71-10187 05
PLASTICS
Improved wax mold technigue forms complex passages
in solid structures
[XLA-07829] B71-10063 05
High-temperature, long-life polyimide seals for
hydraulic actuator rods
[LEHIS-11212] B71-10098 07
Low-cost guasi-parabolic antenna
[LEUIS-11291] B71-10121 01
Photosensitive plastic used to produce
three-dimensional casting patterns
tLAHGLEY-10712] B71-10127 08
Locating tube blockage that X-ray cannot detect
[HUC-10386] B71-10129 06
Inexpensive anti-fog coating for windows
[HSC-13530] B71-10119 01
Inexpensive, large-diameter, radar tracking and
calibration spheres
[ILA-11151] B71-10190 01
Inertia diaphragm pressure transducer
[XAC-2981] B71-10200 05
Nondestructive testing of adhesive bonds by nuclear
gnadrnpole resonance method
[B-FS-21160] _ B71-10208 01
Differential expansion fitting for cryogenic liquid
tanks
[LEWIS-11260] B71-10268 08
Strong, easy-to-mold, spiral buttress thread
[LANGLEY-10755] B71-10336 08
Liquid-hydrogen/nuclear-radiation resistant seals
(B-FS-21361] B71-10310 03
PLATEHS
High-speed digital plotter
[AEG-90001] B71-10019 02
High temperature autoclave vacuum seals
[B-FS-21131] B71-10133 08
SUBJECT IBDBX POLYESTER BESINS
Hydraulic expansion process shapes large metal
sheets
[SSC-12432] 871-10511 07
PLATES (STBDCTOB&L HEHBEBS)
Tilt table for ergometers and other biomedical
devices
[B-FS-21010] 871-102*1 05
Viscoelastic cushion for patient support
[BSC-12447] 871-10316 05
Cold-blade stripper for polyimide and TFE insulation
on FCC
[B-FS-20115] B71-10H60 08
PLiTFOBHS
Fluid slip ring transfers coolant to rotating
equipment
[HSC-13U51] B71-10083 07
PLATIHG
Alloy vapor deposition using ion plating and flash
evaporation
CLEiIS-11262] 871-10199 08
Lo»-teinperature bonding of temperature-resistant
electronic connections
[H-FS-20909J 871-10253 08
Plating by glass-bead peenmg
[GSFC-11163] B71-10256 08
Folding tool for preparing FCC molded-plug
terminations
[B-FS-20116] 871-10422 08
P1ATIHDH
Submersed sensing electrode used in fuel-cell type
hydrogen detector
[B-FS-14655] 871-10071 01
Active cavity radiometer, type III - An automatic,
absolute standard, highly accurate detector
[NPO-11504] 871-10131 03
Improved reversible coulometer cell
[SAN-10051] 871-10176 02
Inertia diaphragm pressure transducer
[XAC-2981] 871-10200 05
Sensitive gaseous hydrogen detection system
[B-FS-21161] 871-10209 OK
Simplified procedure for emission spectrochemical
analysis
ILESIS-10985] 871-10359 OH
PLATINUB BLACK
Electrolysis cell functions as water vapor
dehumidifler and oxygen generator
fARC-10316] B71-10231 01
PLAYBACKS
Portable low-freguency vibration measuring and
recording system
[LANGLEY-10543] B71-10126 02
PLBTHISHOGBAPHY
Conductive elastomeric extensometer
[H-FS-210119] B71-10032 01
PLOTTEBS
U A S T B A H computer system level 12.1
[GSFC-10991] B71-10285 09
PLOTTIHG
AUTOTEB - Automated geometry meshing and heat
conduction calculation
[NUC-10241] B71-10039 09
High-speed digital plotter
[ARG-90001] 871-10049 02
Fiscal output data produce versatile graphic-numeric
charts
[HOC-10394] 871-10108 09
Energy levels and transition probability matrix
elements of ruby for maser applications
[KPO-11687] 871-10308 09
PLUGS
Liguid-fuel valve with precise throttling control
[HPO-10808] B71-10449 07
PLOBES
Exhaust cloud rise and diffusion in the atmosphere
[B-FS-21119] 871-10111 03
PLOBGEBS
Unified hatch system
[BSC-15813] B71-10095 06
Automatic aaino acid analyzer
[ABC-10215] 871-10165 04
Reduction of valve leakage - A concept
[HPO-12003] 871-10315 07
Proportional pulsed pilot valve
fARC-10228] 871-10468 07
PLUTOHIOB 238
Scintillation detector for carbon-14
[ABC-10378] 871-10144 03
PHBUHATIC COHTBOL
Pneumatic amplifier controls high pressure fluid
supply
[BSC-12121] 871-10081 07
Remote coupling of air lines
[HOC-10225] 871-10101 07
Automatic ammo acid analyzer
[ABC-10215] 871-10165 04
Dynamic response of viscous compressible fluids in
rigid tubes
[H-FS-20542] 871-10269 03
Bultichamber controllable heat pipe
[ABC-10199] 871-10526 03
PSEOBATIC EQOIPBEHT
Pneumatic amplifier controls high pressure fluid
supply
[BSC-12121] 871-10081 07
Gas chronatograph sample-transfer valve
[ABC-10427] 871-10474 04
Pulse width-pulse rate modulator
[ARC-10025] 871-10497 01
POUTS
Bultilayered printed circuit boards inspected by
X-ray laminography
[B-FS-20849] 871-10226 02
POLARITY
Universal interface enables one recorder to serve
numerous measuring instruments
[B-FS-15134] 871-10011 01
Saturation current spikes eliminated in saturable
core transformers
[EBC-10125] 871-10142 01
POLABIZATION (CHARGE SEPABATIOH)
Dual-freguency feed-horn antenna
[GSFC-10820] B71-10056 02
POLABIZATIOH (RATES)
Bemote determination of sea conditions by
electromagnetic backscatter measurement
[B-FS-13777] 871-10027 04
Improving laser beam coherence - A concept
[ABC-10417] 871-10527 03
POLABIZEBS
Laser interferometry method for absolute measurement
of the acceleration of gravity
[B-FS-21225] B71-10232 03
Variable ratio beam splitter for laser applications
[ABC-10391] 871-10265 03
Improving laser beam coherence - A concept
[ABC-10417] 871-10527 03
POLAR06BAPHT
Polarographic carbon dioxide transducer amplifier
[HSC-13728] B71-10090 02
POLICE
Tone-activated, remote, alert communication system
[HPO-11132] 871-10307 02
POLICIES
Program audit, A manageaent tool
[KSC-10557] 871-10380 01
POLLUTION
Rigid open-cell polyurethane foam for cryogenic
insulation
[LEWIS-11220] B71-10079 04
Data sampling system for monitor and control station
[B-FS-20948] 871-10299 02
POLYABTDE BESINS
Improved epoxy resin for constructing cryogenic
filament-wound pressure vessels
[LEHIS-11261] 871-10261 04
POLTBEHZIBIDAZOLE
Liguid-hydrogen/nuclear-radxation resistant seals
[H-FS-21364] 871-10340 03
POLIBOTADIEHE
Synthesis of fluonnated organic compounds using
oxygen diflnoride
[HPO-12061] 871-10154 04
Polymer containing functional end groups is base for
new polymers
[HPO-10998] 871-10184 04
POLICBTSTALS
Preparation of homogeneous vitreous materials for
electronic and optical devices
[HQ-10670] B71-10172 04
Shielding method for polycrystalline and epitaxy
growths
[B-FS-20162] B71-10434 04
POLTESTEB BBSIHS
Technique for the integral casting of pressure
instrumentation in vind-tnnnel models
[LAHGLEY-10812] 871-10247 08
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PO1TESTEHS SUBJECT IBDBI
POLTESTBBS
Bigid open-cell polyarethane foan for cryogenic
insulation
[LEWIS-11220] B71-10079 OH
Dropouts in magnetic tape recording and reproduction
[HPO-11519] 871-10160 03
Fixture for multiple-FCC chemical stripping and
plating
[B-FS-20237] B71-10420 08
Hot-blade stripper for polyester insulation on FCC
[H-FS-20117] B71-10461 08
POLTBTHTLEHES
Ultra thin gage plastic film
CLEWIS-11276] B71-10135 08
POLTIHIDES
High-temperature, long-life polymide seals for
hydraulic actuator rods
CLEWIS-11212] B71-10098 07
Investigation to identify paint coatings resistive
to microorganism growth
[H-FS-20458] B71-10310 01
Liguid-hydrogen/nnclear-radiation resistant seals
[B-FS-21364] B71-10340 03
Thermally stable polyimides from solutions of
monomeric reactants
[LEWIS-11325] B71-10II12 01
Cold-blade stripper for polymide and TFE insulation
on FCC
[B-FS-20115] B71-10460 08
POLTBEBIC FILBS
Oltra thin gage plastic film
[LEWIS-11276] B71-10135 08
High temperature autoclave vacuum seals
[B-FS-21131] B71-10433 08
Insolubilization process increases enzyme stability
[ARC-10314] 871-10143 01
Development of conformal coating materials
[B-FS-21393] B71-10483 OH
POLYBEBIZATIOH
Improved high-temperature metal-sheathed cables
[NOC-10413] B71-10102 01
Polymer containing functional end groups is base for
new polymers
[HPO-10398] B71-10184 OH
A new oetalation complex for organic synthesis and
polymerization reactions
[NPO-10313] B71-10210 04
Statistical characterization of phenolic-novolak
structures *> '
CASC-10393] B71-10255 04
Polymerization of perfluorobutadiene at near-ambient
conditions
[NPO-10447] B71-10291 OH
Coatings from copolymers of tetraphenoxysilane and
P»P M) -biphenol
[B-FS-14947] B71-10303 04
Thermally stable polyimides from solutions of
monomeric reactants
[LEWIS-11325] B71-10442 04
Insolubilization process increases enzyme stability
[AHC-10314] B71-10443 04
New primers for adhesive bonding of aluainum alloys
[B-FS-21387] B71-10488 04
POLIHEES
Preparation of perflooropolyether prepolymers
[NPO-10765] B71-10004 04
Preparation of highly fluonnated polyurethanes
[NPO-10767] B71-10005 04
Improved method of using paraformaldehyde as a
disinfectant
[HSC-15887] B71-10096 05
Effects of the thermal sterilization procedure on
polymeric products
[HPO-11688] B71-10362 04
POLTBOHI4LS
A topoloqical approach to computer-aided sensitivity
analysis
[ARC-10214] B71-10164 02
Hybrid computer techniques for solving partial
differential equations
[B-FS-21386] B71-10424 09
POLYPBOPYLBHE
Welded polypropylene liners for large descaling
tanks
fH-FS-18711] B71-10012 07
Water electrolysis module
fABC-10246] B71-10203 03
POLYSTTBEHE
Microwave cryogenic thermal-noise standards
CHPO-11424] B71-10139 03
Inexpensive, large-diameter, radar tracking and
calibration spheres
[ILi-11154] B71-10190 01
Improved vacuum probe collects surface-contamination
samples
[LAHGLET-10623] B71-10U75 05
POLTTBTBAFI.OOBOBTHtI.BSB
' Preparation of perfluoropolyether prepolymers
CHPO-10765] B71-10004 04
Preparation of highly fluonnated polynrethanes
CHPO-10767] B71-10005 04
Synthesis of flnorinated organic compounds using
oxygen diflnoride
[HPO-12061] B71-10154 04
Plating by "glass-bead peening
[GSFC-11163] B71-10256 08
Cold-blade stripper for polymide and TFE insulation
on FCC
CH-FS-20115] B71-10460 08
POLYOBETHiHE F04B
Bigid open-cell polyurethane foam for cryogenic
insulation
[LEWIS-11220] B71-10079 04
Portable lightweight bandsaw
CB-FS-16927] B71-10237 07
Nondestructive testing of bond integrity in foam
insulation/aluminum composites
[B-FS-20786] B71-10507 06
POLTOBBTHASE BESIHS
Preparation of perfluoropolyether prepolymers
[HPO-10765] ' B71-10004 04
Preparation of highly fluonnated polyurethanes
[HPO-10767] 871-10005 04
Device prepares aluminum surfaces for welding
[H-FS-20750] B71-10214 07
Synthesis of a new class of highly flaorinated
aliphatic dusocyanates
[B-FS-20883] B71-10300 04
Investigation to identify paint coatings resistive
to microorganism growth
[B-FS-204S8] B71-10310 04
POLTVIHTL CHLOBIDE
Welded polypropylene liners for large descaling
tanks
[H-FS-18711] B71-10012 07
POROSITY
Rigid open-cell polyurethane foam for cryogenic
insulation
[LEWIS-11220] B71-10079 04
Interpretation of aluminum-alloy weld radiography
[B-FS-20943] B71-10206 08
Device prepares aluminum surfaces for welding
[H-FS-20750] B71-10214 07
Evaluation of omniweave reinforcement for composite
fabrication
[H-FS-20946] B71-10245 04
Modification of physical properties of freeze-dned
rice
[BSC-13540] B71-10259 04
Bodifications to a vacuum assisted filtering device
to minimize contamination
[BSC-13733] B71-10277 04
POBOOS HATEBIALS
Bethyl alcohol used as penetrant inspection medium
for porous materials
[HDC-10419] B71-10103 06
POBODS PLATES
Submerged gas injector expels cryogenic liquids from
tanks
[LEWIS-11231] B71-10219 07
PORTABLE EQDIPHEBT
Hobel stripper for shielded and unshielded flat
conductor cable
[H-FS-20120] B71-10060 08
Thin spray film thickness measuring technique
[B-FS-20842] B71-10062 08
Portable lightweight bandsaw
[H-FS-16927] B71-10237 07
Portable circuit-interruption indicator
[KSC-10546] B71-10246 02
Cable insulation cut-through tester
[H-FS-20114] B71-10459 08
Cold-blade stripper for polyimide and TFE insulation
on FCC
[H-FS-20115] B71-10460 08
POSTS (OPEHISSS)
Wall attachment, flueric crossover ' ' A N D 1 1 gate
[XLA-07391] B71-10178 07
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SUBJECT IBDEI PBEDICTIOH ANALYSIS TBCHHIQOES
Ultrathin gate valve for high vacuum operation
[GSFC-11028] B71-10412 07
Liquid-fuel valve vith precise throttling control
[NPO-10808] B71-10449 07
Gas chronatograph sample-transfer valve
[ABC-104271 B71-10474 04
Distribution and metering systen for soil samples
[ABC-10429] B71-10181 07
POSITIOH (LOCATION)
Electrical instrument measures position and velocity
of shock vaves
[ABC-10356] B71-10143 03
Eye point-of-regard system
[ABC-10360] B71-10476 05
POSITIOH IHDIC1TOBS
Bodified babble level senses pitch and roll angles
over wide range
[BSC-13506] B71-10085 03
POSITIOBING
Seating tool for preparing molded-pluq terminations
on FCC
CB-FS-20123] B71-10417 08
Hnltiedge slitter for FCC
[H-FS-20112] B71-10457 08
Handling fixture for soldering round vires to FCC
tB-FS-20118] B71-10464 08
Hodified camera records lens settings on film
fHSC-12363] B71-10494 03
POSITIVE FEEDBACK
Wein bridge oscillator circuit
[HSC-13686] B71-10089 01
Hultiloop distributed BC active networks
C&8C-10200] B71-10177 01
Oscillator with vide dynamic tuning range
[GSFC-11086] B71-10286 01
Precision calibration and reference voltage source
for data acquisition systems
[H-FS-20950) B71-10298 02
POTABLE BATES
Salt stabilizer for preventing chlorine depletion
and increasing shelf-life of potable vater - A
concept
fHSC-17153] B71-10097 01
A silver ion vater sterilization system
fuse-15731*:) B71-10278 01
POTASSIUH BBOHIDES
Improved source of infrared radiation for
spectroscopy
[H-FS-20613] B71-10031 03
POTASSIOB COHPODHDS
Electroplating on titanium alloy
[B-FS-212S1 ] B71-10338 08
POTASSIOH BTDBOXIDES
Water electrolysis module
CABC-10246] , B71-10203 03
POTASSIOH SILICATES
Nonflammable organic-base paint for oxygen-rich
atmospheres
[H-FS-20H86] B71-10077 04
Improved thermal paint formulation
ra-FS-14706] B71-10180 03
Improved fire-resistant coatings
[GSFC-10072] B71-10198 04
POTENTIAL FLOB
Fracture mechanics evaluation of T1-6A1-4V pressure
vessels
fBSC-13995] B71-10413 09
POTEBTIOBETEBS (IHSTBDHERTS)
Automatic reference level control for an antenna
pattern recording system
[H-FS-20257] B71-10014 01
Long-life electromechanical sine-cosine generator
fLASGLET-10503] B71-10029 01
Calibration-interval adjustment indicator - A
concept
fH-FS-18693) B71-10309 01
Voltage regulator dissipates minimal pover and
functions as a voltage divider
B71-10367 01
Eye point-of-regard system
fABC-10360] B71-10476 05
Improved orthopedic arm joint
[H-FS-21611] B71-10485 05
POTEHTIOBETEBS (BESISTOBS)
Triangular-vave generator vith controlled sveep
polarity
fABC-10332] B71-10166 03
Constant-amplitude, frequency-independent phase
shifter
[ABC-10269] B71-10230 02
Stored program concept for analog computers
[H-FS-20874] B71-10240 09
Lov-freguency triangular vave generator
[ABC-10259] B71-10469 01
POTTING COBPODNDS
Handling fixture for soldering round vires to FCC
[B-FS-20118] B71-10464 08
POWDEB (PABTICLES)
Improved method of using paraforma].dehyde as a
disinfectant
[HSC-158871 B71-10096 05
POBDEB BETALLOBST
Hethyl alcohol used as penetrant inspection medium
for porous materials
[NOC-10419] B71-10103 06
High-temperature strength of prealloyed-povder
products increased by heat/pressure treatment
[LESIS-11229] B71-10489 04
POBDEBED ALOBTHUH
Opacified fibrous thermal insulation
[LEWIS-11235] B71-10406 03
POBEB AHPLIFIEBS
Electronic ripple indicator
[KSC-10162] B71-10170 01
Discrete-component S-band pover amplifier
[GSFC-11248] B71-10365 01
fliniature battery-operated electromagnetic system
for blood flov measurements
[ABC-10362] B71-10477 05
POBEB CONDITIONIHG
Dual-channel circuit conditions/amplifies
transducers' inputs and outputs
[HSC-15712] B71-10069 01
POBEB LIBITEBS
Diode matrix reduces computer memory pover
reguirements
[GSFC-10994] B71-10347 01
Voltage regulator dissipates minimal pover and
functions as a voltage divider
B71-10367 01
POBEB PLANTS
Estimating carbon monoxide exposure
[HSC-17211] B71-10319 04
POBEB BEACTOBS
Saturable-reactor motor starter reduces line voltage
fluctuations
[S-FS-18921] B71-10013 01
Computer program optimizes design of nuclear
radiation shields
[LEBIS-10998] B71-10400 09
PBAHDTL NDBBEB
Computer program for predicting creep behavior of
bodies of revolution
[NOC-11104] B71-10037 09
PBEABPLIFIEBS
Performance evaluation system for inertial
navigation equipment
[8SC-13S42] B71-10087 02
Bultichannel intercom vith simultaneous send/receive
capability
[B-FS-18808] B71-10228 02
A system for the antomatic measurement and digital
display of systolic and diastolic blood pressures
[BSC-13227] B71-10329 05
Biniature battery-operated electromagnetic system
for blood flov measurements
[ABC-10362) B71-10477 OS
Instrument accurately measures stress loads in
threaded bolts
[H-FS-21121] B71-10486 01
PBECIPITATIOR (CHEBISTBT)
Solvation agent for disnlfide precipitates from
inhibited glycol-vater solutions
[BSC-13695] B71-10331 04
PBECIPITATION HABDEBTBG
Betal alloy resistivity measurements at very lov
temperatures
[NUC-10557] B71-10104 04
PBECISIOB
Precision calibration and reference voltage source
for data acquisition systems
[B-FS-20950] B71-10298 02
Calibration-interval adjustment indicator - A
concept
[H-FS-18693] B71-10309 01
PBEDICTIOH ANALYSIS TECHBTQOBS
Bicrobial burden prediction model program
[NPO-11709] B71-10401 09
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PBEDICTIOHS
Predicting service life marqins
[B-FS-2401S] B71-10194 06
Teardown analysis for detecting shelf-life
degradation
[B-FS-24017] B71-10195 01
Prediction of stall characteristics of straight King
aircraft
[LANGLEY-11013] B71-10501 09
PBEPOLTHEBS
Preparation of perfluoropolyether prepolyoers
[HPO-10765] B71-10004 04
Preparation of highly fluorinated polyurethanes
[HPO-10767] B71-10005 04
Statistical characterization of phenolic-novolak
structures
[ABC-10393] B71-10255 04
Liguid-hydrogen/nuclear-radiation resistant seals
FB-FS-21364] B71-10340 03
Thermally stable polyuaides from solutions of
monomeric reactants
CLEWIS-11325] B71-10442 04
PBESBBVHG
The deterioration of intermediate moisture foods
CHSC-13827] B71-10332 05
Treatment of blueberries prior to freeze dehydration
[HSC-13573] B71-10387 05
Development of non-sweet, flavored food cubes
[HSC-14002] B71-10521 05
PBBSSDBB
Thermal conductivity of gaseous and liquid hydrogen
[HOC-10558] 871-10105 04
Snbminiature transducer measures unsteady pressures
[ARC-10349] B71-10114 01
Simple, shock-free, quick-release connector - A
concept
[LEWIS-11178] B71-10146 07
Computer program for calculating aerodynamic forces
on blade sections
[LEWIS-11382] 871-10153 09
Hot tap thermowell installation
[BSC-12427] 871-10302 07
Reduction of valve leakage - 1 concept
[NPO-12003] 871-10315 07
Evaluation of rotating, incompressibly lubricated,
pressurized thrust bearings
[LEWIS-11511] B71-10509 09
PBESSDBE CHiHBBBS
Proportional pulsed pilot valve
[ABC-10228] B71-10468 07
Gas chronatograph sample-transfer valve
[ARC-10427] B71-10474 04
PBBSSOBB DISTBIBDTIOB
Variable-area nozzle automatically controls fluid
flow
[LEWIS-11217] B71-10222 07
Hermetically sealed motion transmitter
[BSC-17348] B71-10328 07
Low cost, logarithmic mass flow computer
CLEWIS-11001] B71-10407 06
A study of high frequency nonlinear combustion
instability in baffled annular liquid propellant
rocket motors
[HPO-11800] B71-10532 09
PBBSSDBE EFFECTS
Fast peak selector for mass spectrometer
[LAUGLEY-10268] B71-10009 04
PBESSDBE GiGES
Binature grinder for solid specimens
[H-FS-20005] B71-10059 05
PBESSDBE GBADIESTS
Study aids accuracy of tnrbopump axial thrnst
analysis
[B-FS-18774] B71-10020 07
Variable-area nozzle automatically controls fluid
flow
[LEBIS-11217] B71-10222 07
Accelerated battery-life testing - A concept
CGSFC-11085] B71-10348 06
PBBSSDBB BEADS
Analysis and design of a flat central finned-tube
radiator
[LEWIS-10893] B71-10399 09
PBESSDBE BEASOBEBEBTS
Determination of gas volume trapped in a closed
fluid system
[BSC-15685] B71-10094 06
Technique for the integral casting of pressure
instrumentation in wind-tunnel models
[LAHGLEY-10812] B71-10247 08
Rind tunnel investigations at transonic Bach numbers
[B-FS-20895] B71-10254 06
Dynamics of short pressure probes
[LEWIS-11293] B71-10374 09
PBESSDBE OSCILLATIOHS
Study aids accuracy of turbopump axial thrust
analysis
[B-FS-18774] B71-10020 07
Servo-controlled decoupler eliminates oscillations
in fluid flow - A concept
[H-FS-18793] B71-10430 06
PBESSDBE POISES
Inertia diaphragm pressure transducer
[XAC-2981] B71-102CO 05
PBESSDBE BEDDCTIOH
New method speeds body inert gas saturation and
utilizes surface decompression
[HSC-13543] B71-10330 05
Flame zone of a composite propellant expanded by a
laser source
[LAHGLEY-10660] B71-10335 03
PBESSDBE BEGDLATOBS
System accurately controls pressure in cryogenic
tanks
[LEWIS-11329] B71-10118 03
PBESSDBE SEHSOBS
Prevention of damage to delicate connectors during
mounting of heavy enqines for testing
[NDC-10322] B71-10044 06
Technique for the integral casting of pressure
instrumentation in wind-tunnel models
[LASGLEY-10812] B71-10247 08
Dynamic response of viscous compressible fluids in
rigid tubes
[H-FS-20542] B71-10269 03
Pressure transducer with four-decade dynamic range
fKSC-10384] B71-10323 01
A system for the automatic measurement and digital
display of systolic and diastolic blood pressures
fBSC-13227] B71-10329 05
Dynamics of short pressure probes
[LEWIS-11293) B71-10374 09
Low cost, logarithmic mass flow computer
[LEWIS-11001) B71-10407 06
Hetabolic breath analyzer
[B-FS-21415] B71-10466 05
Bnltichamber controllable heat pipe
[ARC-10199] B71-10526 03
Miniature carbon dioxide sensor
[BSC-13332] B71-10536 03
PBESSDBE SDITS
Pressurized suits can be fabricated with adjustable
dimensions
[BSC-12398] B71-10092 05
Communications system for zero-g simulation tests in
water
[H-FS-21357] B71-10344 02
PBESSOBE VESSEL DESIGN
Computer proqram for predicting creep behavior of
bodies of revolution
[NDC-11104] B71-10037 09
flethod for calculating the stresses in pressure
vessels
[BSC-13515] B71-10514 06
PBESSDBE VESSELS
System accurately controls pressure in cryogenic
tanks
[LEWIS-11329] B71-10118 03
Recommended safety guides for industrial
laboratories and shops
[SAH-10050] B71-10175 07
Improved epoxy resin for constructing cryogenic
filament-wound pressure vessels
[LEBIS-11261] B71-10261 04
Differential expansion fitting for cryogenic lignid
tanks
[LEWIS-11260] B71-10268 08
Hethod for determining failure potential of pressure
vessels
[B-FS-20564] B71-10270 06
Compressed gas handbook
[KSC-10662] B71-10272 03
Hermetically sealed motion transmitter
[BSC-17348] B71-10328 07
Bodnlar construction provides large volume storage
facility in minimum space
[B-FS-13568] B71-10354 08
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Fracture mechanics evaluation of T1-6A1-1V pressure
vessels
[HSC-13995] B71-10113 09
High temperature autoclave vacuum seals
[B-FS-21131 ] B71-10133 08
PRESSURIZING
Submerged qas injector expels cryogenic liguids from
tanks
[LBWIS-11231] B71-10219 07
Hethod for determining failure potential of pressure
vessels
CB-FS-20564] B71-10270 06
Structural behavior of tapered inflated fabric
cylinders under various loading conditions
[HSC-15317] B71-10327 06
Hodular construction provides large volume storage
facility in minimum space
rH-FS-13568] B71-10351 C8
Fracture mechanics evaluation of T1-6A1-1V pressure
vessels
[HSC-13995] B71-10113 09
PBEVEBTIOB
Automated preventive maintenance program
fGSFC-11108] B71-105CO 09
PBIHEBS (COATIHGS)
New primers for adhesive bonding of aluminum alloys
fll-FS-21387] B71-10188 OH
PHIHTED CISCDITS
PUZZLE - A program for computer-aided design of
printed circuit artwork
[LBL-10050] B71-10122 09
Bultilayered printed circuit boards inspected by
X-ray laminography
CH-FS-20819] B71-10226 02
Low-temperature bonding of temperature-resistant
electronic connections
rH-FS-20909] B71-10253 08
PHIHTEBS
Fiscal output data produce versatile graphic-numeric
charts
fNUC-10391] B71-10108 09
PRINTING
Photosensitive plastic used to produce
three-dimensional casting patterns
CLANGLEY-10712] B71-10127 08
PBIHTOUTS
Program for improved electrical harness
documentation and fabrication
CGSFC-10386] B71-10051 09
DSIF station schedules
[BPO-11517] B71-10213 09
Determination of radiation interchange factors
[HSC-13175] B71-10295 09
HAPS - a computerized management analysis and
planning system
[LEHIS-11319] B71-10321 09
PSISHS
Optical enhancement of photomultiplier sensitivity
fARC-10213] B71-10113 03
Variable ratio beam splitter for laser applications
[ARC-10391] B71-10265 03
Simple spectroscope used with solid state image
amplifier over vide spectral range
[H-FS-21315] B71-10378 03
PBOBABILITI DEBSITY FUHCTIOHS
Pattern recognition technique
[NPO-11337] B71-10187 06
Approximate properties of the response of nonlinear
dynamic systems to stochastic inputs
fH-FS-20717] B71-10273 03
Tolerance analysis program
[HSC-17187] B71-10389 09
Bicrobial burden prediction model program
CBPO-11709] B71-10101 09
PBOBABILITI DISTBIBUTIOH FUHCIIOHS
Bemote determination of sea conditions by
electromagnetic backscatter measurement
[B-FS-13777] B71-10027 0<t
Table for estimating parameters of Reibull
distribution
[H-FS-18817] B71-10136 03
PBOBABILITI THEOBT
Generalized safety eguation - A concept
[H-FS-20522] B71-10183 06
Energy levels and transition probability matrix
elements of ruby for maser applications
[NPO-11687] B71-10308 09
Accelerated battery-life testing - A concept
[GSFC-11085] B71-10318 06
Elements of orbit-determination theory - Textbook
fNPO-11166] B71-10125 03
Thermal scale modeling
CH-FS-21268] B71-10132 03
Binimnm weight meteoroid shielding determination
[HSC-17017] B71-10117 09
Graphical method for analyzing digital computer
efficiency
[ABC-10210] B71-10153 09
PBOBES
Spray momentum measuring system
[BSC-12305] B71-10137 05
PBOBLEH SOLVIHG
Numerical integration of second order differential
eguations
[B-FS-20536] B71-10186 09
Compressed gas handbook
[KSC-10662] B71-10272 03
Approximate properties of the response of nonlinear
dynamic systems to stochastic inputs
[H-FS-20717] B71-10273 03
Cast segment evaluation
[B-FS-21351] B71-10363 08
Psychrometric chart for physiological research
[ABC-10391J B71-10170 03
Synthesis of dynamic systems
[B-FS-21190] B71-10191 09
PBOCOBEHEBT
Digital-coded matrix system simplifies design and
construction of flow charts
[BSC-13539] B71-10086 09
PBOCUBEBEBT BABAGEBEBT
Computer program for discounted cash flow/rate of
return evaluations
[H-FS-19010] B71-10377 09
PBODDCTIOH EBGIBEEBIBG
Digital-coded matrix system simplifies design and
construction of flow charts
[HSC-13539] B71-10086 09
Information guality-control model
[NPO-11131] B71-10281 06
PROFILES
Study of second breakdown in power transistors using
infrared technigues
[H-FS-20718] B71-10021 01
PBOGBAHHEBS
Hnltimode ergometer system
[H-FS-21011] B71-10107 05
Automatic ammo acid analyzer
[ARC-10215] B71-10165 01
Automatic transmission line monitor
[KSC-10385] B71-10288 02
Programmed multiplexing system simultaneously
monitors several voltages
[BSC-17139] B71-10517 02
PBOGRAHHIHG (SCBEDULIBG)
Externally programmed variable timer
[B-FS-20776] B71-10137 01
PBOJECT BABAGEBEBT
Digital-coded matrix system simplifies design and
construction of flow charts
[BSC-13539] B71-10086 09
HAPS - a computerized management analysis and
planning system
fLEBIS-11319] B71-10321 09
Systems management technigues and problems
[H-FS-21101] B71-10361 01
Program audit, A management tool
[KSC-10557] B71-10380 01
PBOJECTOBS
Biniatnre implantable instrument measures and
transmits heart function data
[ABC-10201] B71-10163 05
PBOPAGiTIOH VELOCITY
Instrument accurately measures stress loads in
threaded bolts
[H-FS-21121] B71-10186 01
PBOPELLAHT BIBDEBS
Flame zone of a composite propellant expanded by a
laser source
[LABGLEI-10660] B71-10335 03
PBOPELLAHTS
CSH programs SH RCS propellant quantity gaging
systems program
[HSC-17308] B71-10130 09
Accumulative weights program
[H-FS-15066] B71-10181 09
Rew procedure for determining minimum time orbit
transfers
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[H-FS-1«80<1] B71-10376 09
PBOPBLLEB SLIPSTBEABS
Lift distribution in a rectangular jet
[ABC-10424] B71-10030 09
FBOPOBTIOHAL LIHIT
Cartesian-coordinate dimensioning for plumbing
systems
fH-FS-18867] B71-10435 08
PBOPTLEHE
Improved reflective coating for integrating spheres
[GSFC-10855] B71-10110 03
Cold-blade stripper for polyioide and TPE insulation
on FCC
CH-FS-20115] B71-10460 08
PBOSTHETIC DEVICES
Improved orthopedic arm joint
[B-FS-21611] B71-10485 05
PBOTECTIOH
High voltage lightning grounding device
[LEHIS-11282] B71-10136 01
PROTECTIVE CLOTHIHG
Recommended safety guides for industrial
laboratories and shops
CSAN-10050] B71-10175 07
PROTECTIVE COiTIHGS
Preparation of highly flnorinated polynrethanes
[NPO-10767] B71-10005 OH
Improved high-temperature metal-sheathed cables
CNDC-10H13] B71-10102 01
Polymer containing functional end groups is base for
new polymers
[HPO-10998] B71-10181 01
Environmental effects on silicon solar cells
[NPO-11475] B71-10282 02
Coatings from copolymers of tetraphenoxysilane and
P»P(1)-biphenol
rB-FS-14947] B71-10303 04
Investigation to identify paint coatings resistive
to microorganism growth
fH-FS-20458] B71-10310 OH
High-strength large-diameter carbon-base fibers
[LEWIS-11167] B71-10lt03 04
Opacified fibrous thermal insulation
[LEWIS-11235] B71-10406 03
Development of conformal coating materials
[B-FS-21393] B71-10483 01
Foldable patterns form construction blocks
[HSC-13860] B71-10523 08
PBOTECTOBS
Prevention of damage to delicate connectors during
mounting of heavy engines for testing
[NOC-10322] B71-10044 06
PBOTEIH BBTABOLISB
The deterioration of intermediate moisture foods
[HSC-138271 B71-10332 05
PBOTEIHS
Hetabolic balance analysis program
[B-FS-21237] B71-10384 09
Development of non-sweet, flavored food cubes
[BSC-14002] B71-10521 05
PBOTOTIPES
Technigne for experimental determination of
radiation interchange factors in solar wavelengths
(HSC-13H761 B71-10066 03
Hydrostatic liguid-bearing for precision gyro
fH-FS-21138] B71-10207 07
PBOTDBBBAHCES
wind tunnel investigations at transonic Bach numbers
[H-FS-20895] B71-10254 06
PBO7IHG
Teardown analysis for detecting shelf-life
degradation
rs-FS-21017] B71-10195 0<t
Study of nondestructive techniques for redundancy
verification
CKSC-10661] B71-10258 02
PBOVISIOHIHG
Development of non-sweet, flavored food cubes
[BSC-14002] B71-10521 05
PSICBOHETBICS
Psychrometric chart for physiological research
CABC-10394] B71-10470 03
PUBLIC ADDBESS SYSTEBS
Communications system for zero-g simulation tests in
water
[B-FS-21357] B71-10344 02
PDLLEVS
Hnltioode ergometer system
[B-FS-21044] B71-10107 05
Portable lightweight bandsav
[H-FS-16927] B71-10237 07
Simple tvo-speed tape transport drive
[GSFC-10981] B71-10409 06
Anti-slipping system improves wire saw performance
[BSC-13508] B71-10522 07
POLBOHABI FOHCTIOBS
Estimating carbon monoxide exposure
[BSC-17211] B71-10319 04
PDLSE ABPLITODE
Tone-burst technique measures high-intensity sound
absorption
[LAHGLEY-10667] B71-10395 03
PDLSE CODE HODOLATIOH
An improved telemetry system
[ABC-10336] B71-10201 01
Bultifunction audio digitizer for communications
systems
[HSC-13855] B71-10318 02
Self-synchronizing, bi-orthogonal coded PCS
telemetry system
fGSFC-11237] B71-10324 02
POLSE COBBOHICATIOH
Principles of error detection and error correction
codes
[HPO-11487] B71-10408 02
PULSE DUBATIOH
Design of hysteresis circuits using differential
amplifiers
[ABC-10070] B71-10162 01
PDLSE DOBATIOH BODDLATION
Pulse width-pulse rate modulator
[ABC-10025] B71-10497 01
Brushless dc motor with dual windings
[M-FS-21290] B71-10530 02
PDLSE FEBQOEBCY BODDLATIOH
Design of hysteresis circuits using differential
amplifiers
[ABC-10070] B71-10162 01
Nondestructive testing of bond integrity in foam
insulation/aluminum composites
tH-FS-20786] B71-10507 06
PULSE GEHEBATOBS
Electrical instrument measures position and velocity
of shock waves
[ABC-10356] B71-10143 03
A continued fraction generator for smooth pulse
seguences
[BSC-13697] B71-10304 01
Externally programmed variable timer
fH-FS-20776] B71-10437 04
PDLSE HEATIHG
Low-temperature bonding of temperature-resistant
electronic connections
[B-FS-20909] B71-10253 08
POLSE BODDLATIOH
Raveshaping electronic circuit
(B-FS-14916] B71-10429 01
POLSE BATE
A continued fraction generator for smooth pulse
segnences
[HSC-13697] B71-1030U 01
POLSED LASEBS
Bultifreguency laser beams for holographic
contouring
[ABC-10341] B71-10534 03
POLSES
High-speed digital plotter
[AHG-9C001] B71-10049 02
Laser interferometry method for absolute measurement
of the acceleration of gravity
[B-FS-21225] B71-10232 03
Improved relay chatter detector
[HPO-10355] B71-10292 01
Novel shift register eliminates logic gates and
power switching circuits
[GSFC-10517] B71-10322 01
Phase locking of field seguential color wheel for
small TT camera
[BSC-13857] B71-10326 02
Television multiplexing system
CKSC-10654] B71-10391 02
BF-controlled implantable solid state switch
[ABC-10136] B71-10426 01
Waveshaping electronic circuit
tB-FS-14916] B71-10429 01
Digital parallel-to-series pulse-train converter
tHSC-12417] B71-10450 01
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Brashless dc motor with dual windings
[H-FS-21290] B71-10530 02
PDBICE
Hot-blade stripper for polyester insolation on FCC
[H-FS-20117] B71-10161 08
POBP IHPE11EBS
An investigation of tandem-row, high-head pump
indacers
[B-FS-21139] B71-10152 07
POBPS
Hiqh-temperatare pump-motor assembly
[LEBIS-10256] B71-10100 07
Predicting service life margins
[B-FS-21015] B71-1019Q 06
Hydrostatic liquid-bearing for precision gyro
(B-FS-21138] B71-10207 O7
Digital computer program for analyzing chugging
instabilities
[LEBIS-1129U] B71-10215 09
Yariable-area nozzle automatically controls fluid
flow
[LEHIS-11217] B71-10222 07
Hydraulic actuator motion limiter ensures operator
safety
tARC-10131] B71-10233 07
Improved method for calculating pump thermodynamic
suppression head
[B-FS-20852] B71-10239 07
Tilt table for ergometers and other biomedical
devices
[B-FS-21010] B71-102141 05
PDHCHED C&BDS
ADTOTEH - Automated geometry meshing and heat
conduction calculation
[NUC-102U1] B71-10039 09
Fiscal output data produce versatile graphic-numeric
charts
fNUC-10394] B71-10108 09
Ban-machine communication - A transparent
switchboard for computers
[BSC-13716] B71-10263 02
Frame modal analysis
[BSC-17562] B71-10IH1 09
FORTRAN H digital program changer
[BSC-17567] B71-101H8 09
POHCHES
Precision die-punch for trimming the conductors of
flat conductor cable
(B-FS-201112] B71-10419 08
PDBGING
Binatnre grinder for solid specimens
[H-FS-20005] B71-10059 05
PUBITY
Dnigue intermetallic compounds prepared by shock
vave synthesis
ra-FS-20861] B71-10216 OH
Modifications to a vacuum assisted filtering device
to minimize contamination
[HSC-13733] B71-10277 0«
7iscoelastic cushion for patient support
[BSC-12M7) B71-10316 05
PY.ROLISIS
Statistical characterization of phenolic-novolak
structures
fARC-10393] B71-10255 01
Granular two-phase insulation systems
CHPO-12068) B71-10290 OH
PTBOLTTIC GBAPBITE
Improved brazing technique for pyrolytic graphite
(HPO-12026] B71-10293 C8
PIBOLTTIC BiTERIALS
High-strength large-diameter carbon-base fibers
fLEBIS-11167] B71-10Q03 01
PYBOBETALLURGY
Unique intermetallic compounds prepared by shock
wave synthesis
[M-FS-20861] B71-10216 01
PIBOHETEES
Minature grinder for solid specimens
[B-FS-20005] B71-10059 05
Side-range logarithmic radiometer for measuring high
temperatures
fARC-10251] B71-10198 01
Q FACTORS
Bultiloop distributed RC active networks
fAHC-10200] B71-10177 01
QUADBATOBBS
Performance evaluation system for inertial
navigation equipment
CBSC-13512] B71-10087 02
Subroutines for evaluating single and multiple
integrals using modified Booberg method
[HPO-11718] B71-10138 09
Variable order integrators for the numerical
solution of ordinary differential equations
[HPO-11613] B71-10218 09
QUADROPOLES
Compnter-controlled mass spectrometer for on-line
qas analysis
CNPO-11127] B71-10191 03
QUALIFICATIONS
Qualifications and certification of nondestructive
testing personnel
[B-FS-20850] B71-10271 06
QUALITATIVE ABALISIS
Hethyl alcohol used as penetrant inspection medium
for porous materials
[NUC-10119] B71-10103 06
QUALITY
Locating tube blockage that X-ray cannot detect
CNUC-10386] B71-10129 06
Predicting service life margins
[H-FS-21015] B71-10194 06
Development of non-sweet, flavored food cubes
[HSC-14002] B71-10521 05
QUALITY CONTROL
Digital-coded matrix system simplifies design and
construction of flow charts
CHSC-13539] B71-10086 09
Induction brazing manual
tB-FS-1t92<!] B71-10123 08
Instruction manuals for radiographic nondestructive
testing
fB-FS-21350] B71-10156 06
Predicting service life margins
[B-FS-21015] B71-1019U 06
Limited life item management
[B-FS-2U020] B71-10196 06
Automatic cross-sectioning and monitoring system
locates defects in electronic devices
[GSFC-11221] B71-10221 01
Information quality-control model
[RPO-11U31] B71-10281 06
Calibration-interval adjustment indicator - A
concept
[H-FS-18693] B71-10309 01
Rapid method for sampling metals for materials
identification
[ BSC-17332J B71-10320 OH
Flat conductor cable handbook
[B-FS-21009] B71-10379 01
Radiographic inspection specifications for
electronic components
[B-FS-20723] B71-10438 01
QUANTITATIVE AHALYSIS
Hethyl alcohol used as penetrant inspection medium
for porous materials
fNUC-10<419] B71-10103 06
Simplified procedure for emission spectrochemical
analysis
[LEKIS-10985] B71-10359 00
Psychrometric chart for physiological research
[ARC-1039U] 871-101(70 03
QDAHTUH THEOBY
Optimum doping achieves high quantum yields in GaAs
photoemitters
fH-FS-20962) B71-10357 03
QUARTZ
Preparation of homogeneous vitreous materials for
electronic and optical devices
fHQ-10670] B71-10172 01
Alloy vapor deposition using ion plating and flash
evaporation
[LEBIS-11262] B71-10199 08
Device measures conductivity and velocity of ionized
gas streams
[XAC-05695] B71-10235 03
Superconductor transition temperatures study
fB-FS-212117] B71-10385 03
flultifrequency laser beams for holographic
contouring
fARC-103111] B71-10531 03
QUENCHING (COOLING)
Air lock mechanism speeds specimen testing in
hiqh-temperature vacuum furnaces
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[LANGLEY-10811] B71-10Q93 07
BiDiB AHTEHHAS
Radial rotating antenna-feed system
[GSFC-11013] B71-10025 01
Economical phased-array antenna for environmental
applications
[HQ-1013H] B71-10057 02
Vibration analysis by time-average holography
fLAHGLBY-10611] B71-10333 03
BADAB BEABS
Wide-angle, circularly polarized,
omnidirectional-array antenna
[GSFC-10928] B71-10033 01
Composite antenna feed system operates from VHP to
X-band
[GSFC-11016] 871-101(10 02
BADAB BECEIVBBS
Badial rotating antenna-feed system
[GSFC-11013] B71-10025 01
BADAB BEFLECTOBS
Investigation to identify paint coatings resistive
to microorganism growth
[B-FS-20U58] B71-10310 0<4
HASA-tricot - A lightweight radar reflective,
knitted fabric
[LAHGLEY-10776] B71-103U2 01
BADAB TBACKISG
Inexpensive, large-diameter, radar tracking and
calibration spheres
[XLA-1115t] B71-1019C 01
BADIAL FLOS
Badial heat flux transformer
[NPO-10828] B71-10311 03
Steady temperature and density distributions in a
gas containing heat sources
[LEWIS-10905] B71-10398 09
BADIAHT FLDX DENSITY
Improved source of infrared radiation for
spectroscopy
fB-FS-20613] B71-10031 03
Microwave dosimeter - A concept
[HQ-101107] B71-10075 01
BADIATIOH ABSOBPTIOH
Producing graphite with desired properties
[HOC-11001] B71-10042 0«
Computer program optimizes design of nuclear
radiation shields
[LEWIS-10998] B71-10HOO 09
B4DIATIOB BELTS
Atmospheric pollution measurement by optical cross
correlation methods - A concept
[H-FS-120781 B71-1022I4 02
BADIATIOB COOHTEBS
Improved charged-particle analyzer - A concept
[XAC-05506] B71-10283 03
BADIATIOH DABAGE
Betal-to-ceramic seals - A literature survey
[NPO-11430] B71-10116 08
BADIATIOH DETECTOBS
Technigue for experimental determination of
radiation interchange factors in solar wavelengths
[BSC-13U76] B71-10066 03
Bicrowave dosimeter - A concept
[HQ-10U07] B71-10075 01
High current compensation network for dc logarithmic
amplifiers
[HOC-101U8] B71-10128 01
Miniature carbon dioxide sensor
[BSC-13332] B71-10536 03
BADIATIOH DOSAGE
Bicrowave dosimeter - A concept
[HQ-10U07] B71-10075 01
Computer program optimizes design of nuclear
radiation shields
[LEWIS-10998] B71-101100 09
BADIATIOH EFFECTS
Ion implantation reduces radiation sensitivity of
metal oxide silicon /BOS/ devices
[LAHGLEY-10630] B71-1033<! 01
BADIATIOH HAZARDS
Instruction manuals for radiographic nondestructive
testing
[H-FS-21350] B71-10156 06
BADIATIOH BEASOBEBEHT
Bicrowave dosimeter - A concept
tHQ-10407] B71-10075 01
Qualifications and certification of nondestructive
testing personnel
[H-FS-20850] B71-10271 06
BADIATIOH BEDICIHE
A multiple-plate, multiple-pinhole camera for X-ray
gamaa-ray imaging
[H-FS-2C546] B71-10U39 02
BADIATIOS PBOTECTIOH
Instruction manuals for radiographic nondestructive
testing
[B-FS-21350] B71-10156 06
Investigation to identify paint coatings resistive
to microorganism growth
[H-FS-20158] B71-10310 01
BADIATIOH SHIELDING
Improved electron emitter
riEfHS-10811] B71-10388 03
Computer program optimizes design of nuclear
radiation shields
[LEWIS-10998] B71-10100 09
Bonte Carlo program for the transport of neutrons
and gamma rays
[LEWIS-11103] B71-10490 09
BADIATIOH SOUBCES
Improved source of infrared radiation for
spectroscopy
[B-FS-20613] B71-10031 03
RADIATION TOLEBAHCE
Ion implantation reduces radiation sensitivity of
metal oxide silicon /HOS/ devices -^
[LAHGLEY-10630] B71-10334 01
Liguid-hydrogen/nuclear-radiation resistant seals
[B-FS-21361] B71-10340 03
RADIATIVE HEAT TBAHSFEB
The heat pipe - A simple, versatile, efficient heat
transfer tool
[HPO-11598] B71-10109 06
Computer program for thermal analysis of shadow
shields in a vacuum
[LEWIS-11236] B71-10115 09
Granular two-phase insulation systems
[HPO-12068] B71-10290 OH
Analysis and design of a flat central finned-tube
radiator
[LEWIS-10893] B71-10399 09
Opacified fibrous thermal insulation
[LEWIS-11235] B71-10U06 03
Thermal scale modeling
[B-FS-21268] B71-10U32 03
RADIO AHTEHHAS
Enhancing efficiency of single, large-aperture
antennas
[HQ-10597] B71-10287 01
BADIO BEACOHS
Aircraft-crash-locating transmitter features design
improvements
[H-FS-16609] B71-10213 02
BADIO COBBOHICJTIOH
Composite antenna feed system operates from VHF to
X-band
[GSFC-11016] B71-10<!10 02
BADIO FBBQOEBCIES
Nondestructive testing of adhesive bonds by nuclear
gnadrnpole resonance method
[H-FS-21160] B71-10208 0«
Aircraft-crash-locating transmitter features design
improvements
[B-FS-16609] B71-10213 02
Isosceles detector provides maximum resolution in
expanded range
[GSFC-10932] B71-10279 01
Bemote control radioactive-waste removal system uses
modulated laser transmitter
[LAHGLEY-10311] B71-10313 03
BADIO FBEQOEHCI IHTEBFEBEHCE
Statistical measurements of the zero-crossing time
of a noisy sinevave
[GSFC-11001] B71-10502 02
BADIO RECEPTIOH
Enhancing efficiency of single, large-aperture
antennas
[HQ-10597] B71-10287 01
BADIO TELESCOPES
Economical phased-array antenna for environmental
applications
[HQ-1013U] B71-10057 02
BADIO TBAHSBISSIOH
Systems of coding and their implementation
[HPO-11469] B71-10006 09
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SOWBCT INDEX BECEIVBBS
Active cavity radiometer, type III - in automatic.
absolute standard, highly accurate detector
rHPO-11504] B71-10131 C3
B&MO&C5I7E fl&SIKS
Demote control radioactive-waste removal system uses
modulated laser transmitter
fLANGLEY-10311] B71-10313 03
BADIOGBAPHT
Locating tube blockage that X-ray cannot detect
fNOC-10386] B71-10129 06
Instruction manuals for radiographic nondestructive
testing
[H-FS-21350] B71-10156 06
Interpretation of aluminum-alloy weld radiography
CB-FS-20943] B71-10206 08
Multilayered printed circuit boards inspected by
X-ray laminography
fB-FS-20849] B71-10226 02
Radiographic inspection specifications for
electronic components
[B-FS-20723] B71-10438 01
Optimized technigues and requirements for computer
improvement of structural weld radiographs
FH-FS-21627] B71-101I92 09
Nondestructive testing of bond integrity in foam
insulation/aluminum composites
fS-FS-20786] B71-10507 06
•BADIOHETEBS
Economical phased'array antenna for environmental
applications
[HQ-10434] B71-10057 02
active cavity radj-ometer, type III - An automatic,
absolute standard, highly accurate detector
[NPO-11504] B71-10131 03
Hide-range logarithmic radiometer for measuring high
temperatures
fARC-10254] B71-10198 01
RAIL TRANSPOBTATION
Remote coupling of air lines
CNUC-10225] B71-10101 07
RANDOH ACCESS REBOBT
Data sampling system for monitor and control station
[H-FS-20948] B71-10299 02
BANDOH EBBORS
Thermal scale modeling
[B-FS-21268] B71-10432 03
BANDOH NOISE
Self-synchronizing, bi-orthogonal coded PCH
telemetry system
[GSFC-11237] B71-10324 02
BANDOH NUHBERS
Pattern recognition technique
[NPO-11337] B71-10187 06
BANDOH SAHPLING
Honte Carlo program for the transport of neutrons
and gamma rays
riEHIS-11103] B71-10490 09
BAHDOH SIGNALS
On-line analysis c>f random vibrations
[ARC-10154] B71-10284 09
BANDOH VARIABLES
Hicrobial burden prediction model program
[NPO-11709] B71-10401 09
BAHDOH VIBRATION
Vibrational transfer functions for base excited
systems
FB-FS-21432] 671-1011(1 09
BANGE (EXTBEHES)
Isosceles detectoi: provides maximum resolution in
expanded range
fGSFC-10932] B71-10279 01
Pressure transducer with four-decade dynamic range
[KSC-1C384] B71-10323 01
Optimum doping achieves high qnantno yields in GaAs
photoemitters
fH-FS-20962] B71-10357 03
RANGE AND RANGE BATE TRACKING
Fast Bars communication geometry program
fLANGLEy-10658 ] B71-10002 09
BABKINE CYCLE
Analysis and design of a Hat central fmneA-t.u,be
radiator
fLEHIS-10893] B71-10399 09
BABE GASES
New method speeds body inert gas saturation and
utilizes surface decompression
[BSC-13543] B71-10330 05
Air lock mechanism speeds specimen testing in
high-temperature vacuum furnaces
[LANGLEY-10841] B71-10I193 07
BABEFACTION
Electrical instrument measures position and velocity
of shock »aves
[ARC-10356] 871-10143 03
BATIONS
Development of non-sweet, flavored food cubes
[HSC-140021 B71-10521 05
RATIOS
Miniature fuel cells relieve gas pressure in sealed
batteries
fXGS-11370] B71-100611 02
Improved method for calculating pump thermodynamic
suppression head
CH-FS-20852] B71-10239 07
Variable ratio beam splitter for laser applications
[ASC-10391] B71-10265 03
Dynamic response of viscous compressible fluids in
rigid tubes
[B-FS-20542] B71-10269 03
Improved charged-particle analyzer - A concept
[XAC-05506] B71-10283 03
Ion implantation reduces radiation sensitivity of
metal oxide silicon /BOS/ devices
[LANGLEY-10630] B71-10334 01
Simple two-speed tape transport drive
[GSFC-10981] B71-10H09 06
Thermal scale modeling
[S-FS-21268] B71-10432 03
Psychrometric chart for physiological research
[ARC-10394] B71-1047C 03
Split stator vane row for fans and compressors
[ARC-10288] B71-10528 06
BAT TBACING
Bay tracing program with options for diffraction
gratings
[GSFC-11305] B71-10294 09
Optical design and analysis program
[GSFC-11393] B71-10456 09
BC CIBCDITS
Bultiloop distributed EC active networks
[ARC-10200] B71-10177 01
BEACTIOH TIHE
High mobility work station restraint support
[HSC-12419] B71-10301 07
Synthesis of dynamic systems
[H-FS-21490] B71-10491 09
BEACTIVITI
Synthesis of fluorinated organic compounds using
oxyqen difluoride
[NPO-12061] B71-10154 OM
BEACTOB HATERIiLS
Producing graphite with desired properties
CNOC-11001] B71-10042 04
BEACTOB TECHHOLOGT
Saturable-reactor motor starter reduces line voltage
fluctuations
[B-FS-18921] B71-10013 01
BEADEBS
nonvolatile read/write memory element - A concept
[GSFC-10993] B71-10346 01
Solid-state data interpretation system - A concept
[B-FS-20587] B71-10366 02
READOUT
Solar cell power scanner
[LEWIS-11 280] B71-10223 02
SEAL TIHE OPERATION
Performance evaluation system for inertial
navigation equipment
[HSC-135112] B71-10087 02
A pseudo random-access synchronous meteorological
satellite system
[GSFC-10895] B71-10220 02
A real-time statistical time-series analyzer
[HSC-12428] B71-10276 02
On-line analysis of random vibrations
[AHC-10154] B71-10284 09
Vibration testing and analysis using holography
CH-FS-21050] B71-10352 03
BECEIVEBS
Electronic device increases threshold sensitivity
and removes noise from FH communications receiver
[HSC-12165] B71-10091 02
A freguency division multiplex technique for
transmitting commands
[KSC-10521] B71-10169 02
An improved telemetry system
[ABC-10336] B71-10201 01
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Isosceles detector provides maximuB resolution in
expanded range
[GSPC-10932] B71-10279 01
Self-synchronizing, bi-orthogonal coded PCS
telemetry system
[GS?C-11237] B71-10321 02
Statistical Beasnrements of the zero-crossing tiae
of a noisy sinevave
[GSPC-11001] B71-10502 02
BBCOBDIHG
Fast peak selector for Bass spectrometer
[LAHGLET-10268] B71-10009 01
Coaputer-controlled mass spectrometer for on-line
gas analysis
[HPO-111427] B71-10191 03
A system for the automatic measurement and digital
display of systolic and diastolic blood pressures
[BSC-13227] B71-10329 05
BBCOBDIB6 IHSTHOHEHTS
Universal interface enables one recorder to serve
numerous aeasaring instruments
[H-PS-15131] B71-10011 01
Autoaatic reference level control for an antenna
pattern recording system
[B-PS-20257] B71-10011 01
Electromagnetic simulation of nicrovave backscatter
fron the ocean surface - A feasibility stndy
[B-PS-20176] B71-10016 01
Peak vind speed anemometer /maxometer/
[B-PS-20916] B71-10023 07
Portable low-freguency vibration measuring and
recording system
[LAHGLBT-10513] B71-10126 02
High current compensation network for dc logarithmic
aaplifiers
[NUC-10118] B71-10128 01
Automatic ammo acid analyzer
[ABC-10215] B71-10165 01
Ultrasonic scanning system for in-place inspection
of brazed-tube -joints
[B-PS-21166] B71-10227 06
Rapid method for sampling metals for materials
identification
[MSC-17332] B71-10320 01
Television multiplexing system
[KSC-10651] B71-10391 02
BECOBDS
Automated preventive maintenance program
fGSPC-11408] B71-10500 09
BBCBEATIOH
Systems management technigues and problems
[B-Ps-21101] B71-10361 01
BBCBTSTALLIZATIOH
Solid state welding of dispersion-strengthened
nickel alloys
[LBSIS-11388] B71-10520 08
BECTIFICiTIOH
BF-controlled implantable solid state switch
CABC-10136] B71-10126 01
BBCTIFIEfiS
Inexpensive system protects megawatt
resistance-heating furnace against high-voltage
surges
[HUC-10239] B71-10013 01
Hicrovave dosimeter - A concept
[HQ-10107] B71-10075 01
Improved relay chatter detector
[HPO-10355] B71-10292 01
BEDOBDARCT
High-reliability release mechanism
[LEWIS-11233] B71-10080 07
Digital telemetry system eliminates data redundancy
[HSC-12388] B71-10082 C2
Hybrid redundancy system for improving reliability -
A concept
[HPO-115U6] B71-10132 01
Study of nondestructive techniques for redundancy
verification
[KSC-10661] B71-10258 02
Voter comparator switch provides fail safe data
communications system - A concept
[BSC-13932] B71-10501 02
BEDOHDiBX COBPOHEHTS
Active parallel redundancy for electronic
integrator-type control circuits
[HDC-10231] B71-10010 01
Efficient digital comparison technique for logic
circuits
[B-PS-21080J B71-10218 02
BinimuB weight aeteoroid shielding determination
[BSC-17017] B71-10417 09
HEELS
Self-replaceable thermocouple for molten steel bath
- A concept
[HUC-10223] B71-10125 01
Bicroorganism sample device
[LABGLET-10258] B71-10487 05
BBFEBEHCE 1TBOSPHEBES
Hew method speeds body inert gas saturation and
utilizes surface decompression
[BSC-13513] B71-10330 05
BEFIHIHG
Sensitive gaseous hydrogen detection system
[B-FS-21161] B71-10209 0*
BEFLECTiHCE
Ultraviolet interferometer
[HQ-10546J B71-10026 03
Nonflammable organic-base paint for oxygen-rich
atmospheres
[B-FS-20<186) B71-10077 04
Improved reflective coating for integrating spheres
[GSFC-10855] B71-10110 03
Inexpensive, large-diameter, radar tracking and
calibration spheres
[ILA-11151] B71-10190 01
Granular two-phase insulation systems
[HPO-12068] B71-10290 01
Determination of radiation interchange factors
[BSC-13175] B71-10295 09
Improving laser beam coherence - A concept
[ABC-10117] B71-10527 03
BEFLECTIOH
Technique for experimental determination of
radiation interchange factors in solar wavelengths
[HSC-13176] B71-10066 03
Bay tracing program with options for diffraction
gratings
[GSFC-11305] B71-10291 09
BBFLECTOBS
Vibration detection using lasers
[ABC-10389] B71-10115 03
Enhancing efficiency of single, large-aperture
antennas
[HQ-10597] B71-10287 01
Laser device provides accurate reference to true
gravitational vertical
[ABC-10144] B71-10479 07
Optical inspection tool for interior surfaces of
fluid lines
[B-FS-15162] B71-10513 06
Improving laser beam coherence - i concept
[ABC-10117] B71-10527 03
Bnltifregnency laser beams for holographic
contouring
[ABC-10311] B71-10531 03
BEFBiCTIOB
Bultifreguency laser beams for holographic
contouring
[ABC-10311] B71-10531 03
BBFBACTIVITY
Improved reflective coating for integrating spheres
[GSFC-10855] B71-10110 03
Optical enhancement of photomultiplier sensitivity
[ABC-10213] B71-10113 03
Bay tracing program with options for diffraction
gratings
[GSFC-11305] B71-10291 09
tleasunnq internal dimensions of small transparent
objects
[LAHGLET-10712] B71-10505 08
BEFBACTOBT BATEBIALS
Peak wind speed anemometer /maxometer/
[B-FS-20916] B71-10023 07
Improved brazing technique for pyrolytic graphite
[HPO-12026] B71-10293 08
Hew materials for fireplace logs
[B-FS-21363] B71-10339 01
Practical method of diffusion-welding steel plate in
air
[LEWIS-11387] B71-1015S 08
Graphite-reinforced aluminum coaposite
[H-FS-21077] B71-10182 01
BEFHACIOPI HETAL ALLOTS
Explosive bonded TZB-wire-reinforced C129T colnmbium
composites
[B-FS-20925] B71-10356 01
Simplified procedure for emission spectrochemical
analysis
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[LEBTS-10985] B71-10359 04
Combined high vacuum/high frequency fatigue tester
[LEWIS-11210] B71-10405 06
BEFBiCTOEI BETALS
Bethod o£ joining metals of significantly different
expansion rates
[NPO-12076] B71-10028 08
Fabrication of large tungsten structures by chemical
vapor deposition
[LEWIS-11239] B71-10212 08
Unique interaetallic compounds prepared by shock
wave synthesis
[B-FS-20861] B71-10216 01
Granular two-phase insulation systems
[NPO-12068] B71-10290 OH
Copper/nickel eutectic brazing of titanium
fABC-10337] B71-10525 08
RBFRIGEBAHTS
Refrigerated cutting tools improve machining of
snperalloys
fLANGLEY-10488] B71-10076 08
Improved nolecnlar sorbent trap for high-vacuum
systems
[ARC-10056] B71-10478 03
BEPBIGEB1TIHG
The deterioration of intermediate moisture foods
fHSC-13827) B71-10332 05
BEPBIGEB4TOBS
Torch kit for welding in difficult areas
[HSC-15704] B71-10070 08
BEGEHBHATIVE COOLING
Fabrication techniques for thoria-dispersed /TD/
nickel
[LEBIS-11240] B71-10369 08
REGULATORS
Portable lightweight handsaw
[B-FS-16927] B71-10237 07
REINFORCED PLASTICS
Effects of the thermal sterilization procedure on
polymeric products
fNPO-11688] B71-10362 04
BEIHFOBCED SHELLS
Vibration characteristics of ring-stiffened
orthotropic shells of revolution
[LANGLEY-10989] B71-10535 09
BEIHFOBCEBEHT (STRUCTURES)
A concept for improving the dimensional stability of
filamentary composites in one direction
[LANGLEY-10443] B71-10061 01
Rigid open-cell polyurethane foam for cryogenic
insulation
[LEHIS-11220] B71-10079 01
Nondestructive testing of adhesive bonds by nuclear
guadrupole resonance method
[B-FS-21160] B71-10208 04
Promising born/graphite/resin composites
fB-FS-21126] B71-10217 04
Explosive bonded TZH-wire-reinforced C129T columbium
composites
[B-FS-20925] B71-10356 OH
Graphite-reinforced aluminum composite
[H-FS-21077} B71-10482 OK
BELAXATIOH OSCILLATORS
Miniature implantable instrument measures and
transmits heart function data
[ABC-10201] B71-10163 05
BELEASIRG
High-reliability release mechanism
[LEHIS-11233] B71-10080 07
Simple, shock-free, quick-release connector - A
concept
fLEHIS-11178] B71-10146 07
BELIABILITY
Bigh-reliability release mechanism
CLEBIS-11233] B71-10080 07
Digital-coded matrix system simplifies design and
construction of flow charts
[BSC-13539] 871-10086 09
Unified hatch system
[BSC-15813] B71-10095 06
Locating tube blockage that X-ray cannot detect
[NOC-10386] B71-10129 06
Bybrid redundancy system for improving reliability -
A concept
[HPO-11546] B71-10132 01
Generalized safety equation - A concept
[H-FS-20522] B71-10183 06
Analytical procedure for estimating reliability of
randomly excited structures
[HPO-11618] B71-10189 06
Aircraft-crash-locating transmitter features design
improvements
[B-FS-16609] B71-10213 02
Study of nondestructive techniques for redundancy
verification
[KSC-10661] 871-10258 02
Automatic transmission line monitor
[KSC-10385] B71-10288 02
Precision calibration and reference voltage source
for data acquisition systems
CH-FS-20950] B71-10298 02
Novel shift register eliminates logic gates and
power switching circuits
[GSFC-10517] B71-10322 01
Use of cermet thin film resistors with nitride
passivated metal insulator field effect transistor
[GSFC-10835] B71-10375 08
Flat conductor cable handbook
[B-FS-21009] B71-10379 01
Screening method improves performance of
nickel-cadmium batteries
[GSFC-11260] B71-10411 04
Table for estimating parameters of Beibull
distribution
[B-FS-18817] B71-10436 03
Precision, triple-parameter, nondestructive-test
system for in-process microwelding
[ARC-10402] B71-10452 01
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
Predicting service life margins
[B-FS-24015] B71-10194 06
Statistical analysis tables for truncated or
censored samples
[B-FS-2102U] B71-10351 03
BELIEF VALVES
Air lock mechanism speeds specimen testing in
high-temperature vacuum furnaces
[LANGLEY-108U1] B71-10193 .07
REBOTE COHTBOL
Inexpensive high-temperature furnace for
thermocouple calibration
[NUC-10372] B71-100U6 03
Bemote coupling of air lines
CNUC-10225] B71-10101 07
Bemote control radioactive-waste removal system uses
modulated laser transmitter
[LANGLEY-10311] B71-10343 03
Distribution and metering system for soil samples
[ABC-10429] B71-10481 07
Scale factor gage for fiber optics inspection device
[BSC-17361] B71-10496 07
REBOTE BAHDLIHG
Prevention of damage to delicate connectors during
mounting of heavy engines for testing
[NUC-10322] B71-10014 06
Bemote control radioactive-waste removal system uses
modulated laser transmitter
[LANGLEY-10311] B71-10343 03
BEBOTE SEISORS
Bemote determination of sea conditions by
electromagnetic backscatter measurement
[B-FS-13777] B71-10027 04
Technique for experimental determination of
radiation interchange factors in solar wavelengths
[BSC-13476] 871-10066 03
Atmospheric pollution measurement by optical cross
correlation methods - A concept
[B-FS-12078] 871-10224 02
Optical probing of supersonic flows with statistical
correlation
[B-FS-20642] B71-10252 03
REDE 41
Bethod of joining metals of significantly different
expansion rates
[NPO-12076] B71-10028 08
Befrigerated cutting tools improve machining of
superalloys
[LANGLEY-10488] B71-10076 08
Copper/nickel eutectic brazing of titanium
[ARC-10337] B71-10525 08
REPEATERS
A pseudo random-access synchronous meteorological
satellite system
[GSFC-10895] B71-10220 02
REPLACING
Limited life item management
[B-FS-24020] B71-10196 06
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BEPOBT GEiEBATOBS
TCB operation supply inventory system /TCBSTS/
[GSPC-11306] B71-10314 09
Manpower management information system /HIS/
[H-FS-21477] B71-10431 09
BEPOBTS
Standardized Pearson type 3 density function area
tables
[H-FS-20S41] B71-10205 02
Flat-conductor cable has rotary and linear
flexibility
[H-FS-21096] B71-102142 01
Dynamic response of viscous compressible fluids in
rigid tubes
[H-FS-20542] B71-10269 03
Approximate properties of the response of nonlinear
dynamic systems to stochastic inputs
fH-FS-20717] B71-10273 03
Systems management technigues and problems
[H-FS-21401] B71-10361 01
Principles of error detection and error correction
codes
[NPO-11487] B71-10408 02
Error evaluation for difference approximations to
ordinary differential equations
[B-FS-21610] B71-10423 09
Theory and application of feedback shift registers
[HPO-11486] B71-10451 02
Automated preventive maintenance program
fGSFC-11408] B71-10500 09
BEPBODOCTIOH (COPIIHG)
Droponts in magnetic tape recording and reproduction
[HPO-11519] B71-10160 03
BESCDE OPEBATIONS
Remote coupling of air lines
[NUC-10225] B71-10101 07
Stable, inflatable life raft for high seas rescue
operations
[HSC-12393] B71-10167 05
BESEABCB AND DEVELOPHEHT
Recommended safety guides for industrial
laboratories and shops
fSAN-10050] B71-10175 07
MAPS - a computerized management analysis and
planning system
[LEWIS-11349] B71-10321 09
BESIDDAL GAS
Analysis of low resolution mass spectra
[GSFC-11279] B71-10267 09
BESIDUAt STBESS
Concentric tubes cold-bonded by drawing and internal
expansion
CARG-90033] B71-10050 08
Analysis of multilayered fiber composites
[LEWIS-11347] B71-10372 09
BESIBS
nonflammable organic-base paint for oxygen-rich
atmospheres
[B-FS-20486] B71-10077 01
Dltra thin gage plastic film
[LEWIS-11276] B71-10135 08
Improved thermal paint formulation
[H-FS-14706] B71-10180 03
Hesin additive improves performance of
high-temperature hydrocarbon lubricants
[LEWIS-11364] B71-10394 04
High temperature autoclave vacuum seals
[H-FS-21131] B71-10433 08
Thermally stable polyimides from solutions of
monomeric reactants
[LEWIS-11325] 871-10442 04
Handling fixture for soldering round wires to FCC
[H-FS-20118] B71-10464 08
BESISTARCE
Cable insulation cut-through tester
[H-FS-20114] B71-10459 08
BESISTAHCE HEATIBG
Inexpensive system protects megawatt
resistance-heating furnace against high-voltage
surges
[HOC-10239] B71-10043 01
Improved electron emitter
[LEWIS-10814] B71-10388 03
BESISTOBS
High current compensation network for dc logarithmic
amplifiers
[NOC-10148] B71-10128 01
Hicrowave cryogenic thermal-noise standards
[HPO-11424] B71-10139 03
Isolated-line comoutator-amplifler
[H-FS-20734] B71-10148 02
Design of hysteresis circuits using differential
amplifiers
tAHC-10070] B71-10162 01
A topological approach to computer-aided sensitivity
analysis
[ABC-10214] B71-10164 02
Electronic ripple indicator
[KSC-10162] B71-10170 01
Voltage-controlled oscillator
[ABC-1C078] B71-10171 01
Determination of nonlinear resistance
voltage-current relationships by measuring
harmonics
[H-FS-20402] B71-10182 01
Coarse roll-rate gain-control circuit
[ABC-10064] B71-10204 01
Sensitive gaseous hydrogen detection system
CH-FS-21161] B71-10209 04
Catheter transducer and circuit
[ARC-10132] B71-10234 01
Oscillating tank circuit eliminates ballast resistor
in lamp control circuit
[H-FS-20891] B71-10275 01
Pressure transducer with four-decade dynamic range
[KSC-10384] B71-10323 01
Diode matrix reduces computer memory power
requirements
[GSFC-10994] B71-10347 01
Double phase-lock loop with rapid transient response
- A concept
[GSFC-10864] B71-10349 01
Improved circuit avoids premature power transistor
failure
[NPO-11365] B71-10370 02
Dse of cermet thin film resistors with nitride
passivated metal insulator field effect transistor
[GSFC-10835] B71-10375 08
Radiographic inspection specifications for
electronic components
[H-FS-20723] B71-10438 01
Wide-range logarithmic radiometer for measuring high
temperatures
[ARC-10254] B71-10498 01
BESOLUTIOH
Electromagnetic simulation of microwave backscatter
from the ocean surface - A feasibility study
[H-FS-20476] B71-10016 01
Ultrasonic scanning system for in-place inspection
of brazed-tube joints
[H-FS-21166] B71-10227 06
Simple spectroscope used with solid state image
amplifier over wide spectral range
[M-FS-21345] B71-10378 03
Virtual-image display system for flight simulators
[ARC-10175] B71-10427 03
Cloud-free resolution element statistics program
[GSFC-11U94] B71-10463 09
BESOLVEBS
Brushless dc motor with dual windings
[B-FS-21290] B71-10530 02
RESOHAHCE
Digital simulation error curves for a
spring-mass-damper system
[B-FS-20770] B71-10003 09
Hicrowave cryogenic thermal-noise standards
[HPO-11424] B71-10139 03
Improved transducer for squeeze-film bearings
[H-FS-20826] B71-10140 07
Predicting vibrational failure of flexible ducting
[H-FS-16750] B71-10150 06
Criteria for vibration testing
[GSFC-10737] B71-10266 06
BESOHAHCE TESTIHG
Variable sweep-rate shortens dynamic testing time
[LEWIS-11238] B71-10251 02
BESOBiHT FBEQDEHCIES
Experimental determination of damping parameters of
viscoelastic materials
[H-FS-20534] B71-10297 04
Error evalu-ation for difference approximations to
ordinary differential equations
[H-FS-21610] B71-10423 09
Improving laser beam coherence - A concept
[ARC-10417] B71-10527 03
BESPIBATOBT BATE
Hetabolic breath analyzer
[H-FS-21415] B71-10466 05
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SUBJECT IHDEI ROCKET HOZZLES
RBSPIBOHBTEBS
Metabolic breath analyzer
[H-FS-21415] B71-10066 05
BESPOBSE TIHE (COHPDTEBS)
Quick response targeting program
[B-FS-15157] B71-1C147 09
BBSPOSSES
Study of second breakdown in power transistors using
infrared techniques
[B-FS-20748] B71-10021 01
Bultiloop distributed EC active networks
[ARC-10200] B71-10177 01
Peak structural response to nonstationary random
excitations
[NPO-11617] B71-10188 06
Botordynamic response analysis program
[HQ-10579] B71-10211 09
Criteria for vibration testing
[GSFC-10737] B71-10266 06
Data sampling systera for monitor and control station
[M-FS-209»8] B71-10299 02
Microwave biasing improves detector response in the
infrared region
[GSFC-11050] B71-10313 01
Viscoelastic cushion for patient support
fuse-12117] B71-10316 05
BESTOBATIOH
Automatic transmission line monitor
CKSC-10385] B71-10288 02
BSTAIBIHG
Hydraulic expansion process shapes large metal
sheets
[HSC-12432] B71-10511 07
BBTABDABTS
The deterioration of intermediate moisture foods
[BSC-13827] B71-10332 05
RETEHTIOH
Unified hatch system
[HSC-15813] B71-10095 06
BETIHA
Pattern recognition technique
[NPO-11337] B71-10187 06
BETBACTABLE BQ0IPBEHT
High-reliability release mechanism
[LEWIS-11233] B71-10080 07
HBTBOBBFLECTIOS
Badiant energy absorption enhancement in optical
imaging systems
[ARC-10194] B71-10112 03
BEDSE
Reusable anaerobic system for microbiological
studies - A concept
[MSC-13920] B71-10195 05
BBVEBBBHATIOH
Digital decorrelator saves time and expense in
acoustic -testing of structures
[NPO-115112] B71-10157 03
BEVEBSIH6
Improved reversible coulometer cell
[SAH-10051] B71-10176 02
EEVISIOHS
FORTRAN 4 digital program changer
[BSC-17567] B71-10448 09
REVOLVING
Erosion of metals by multiple impacts with water
fHQ-10591] B71-10197 04
Computer program /TURBLE/ for calculating velocities
and streamlines in tnrbomachines
fLEWIS-10788] B71-10392 09
Vibration characteristics of ring-stiffened
orthotropic shells of revolution
[LABGLEV-10989] B71-10535 09
BEYHOLDS BDBBBB
Computing incompressible laminar and turbulent
boundary layer formation
[LEWIS-11190] B71-10155 09
Bind tunnel investigations at transonic Bach numbers
[H-FS-20895] B71-102S4 06
BHEHIOH ALLOTS
Self-replaceable thermocouple for molten steel bath
- A concept
[NOC-10223] B71-10125 01
RIBBOIS
Parallel-gap welding for joints between copper
conductors and Kovar
[H-FS-21224] B71-10168 08
Hot-blade stripper for polyester insulation on FCC
[B-FS-20117] B71-10161 08
BICE
Modification of physical properties of freeze-dned
rice
[HSC-13540] B71-10259 Oil
BID6ES
Clocking connector replaces adapter cables
[H-FS-1H778] B71-10428 01
RIGID STHOCTDRES
Low-cost quasi-parabolic antenna
[LEWIS-11291] B71-10121 01
Spin vector control of a spinning space station
[B-FS-21333] B71-10296 09
Structural behavior of tapered inflated fabric
cylinders under various loading conditions
[HSC-15317] B71-10327 06
Frame modal analysis
[SSC-17562] B71-10414 09
BIBS
Low-cost quasi-parabolic antenna
[LEWIS-11291] B71-10121 01
BIHG STEDCTORES
Fluid slip ring transfers coolant to rotating
equipment
[BSC-13451] B71-10083 07
Equipment and procedure for determining the elastic
modulus of carbon-epoxy composites
[LEWIS-11116] B71-10397 06
Shielding method for polycrystalline and epitaxy
growths
[B-FS-20162] B71-10434 Ot
Beam squint correction for a diplex, retrodirective
phased array
[GSFC-11023] B71-10444 02
Hydraulic expansion process shapes large metal
sheets
[HSC-12432] B71-10511 07
Split stator vane row for fans and compressors
[ARC-10288] B71-10528 06
EIHGS
Ceramic backup ring prevents undesirable weld-metal
buildup
[HOC-10357] B71-10117 08
RINGS (BSTH8SJTICS)
Principles of error detection and error correction
codes
[BPO-11487] B71-10408 02
BIPPLES
Small size transformer provides high power
regulation with low ripple and maximum control
[H-FS-16709] B71-10193 01
BISK
Generalized safety equation - A concept
[M-FS-20522] B71-10183 06
RIVETIHG
Ceramic backup ring prevents undesirable weld-metal
buildup
[SOC-10357] B71-10117 08
BOADS
Computerized methods for trafficability analysis
[B-FS-21123] B71-1008U 03
SOCKET EHGIBE CASES
Fabrication techniques for thoria-dispersed /TD/
nickel
[LEWIS-11240] B71-10369 08
ROCKET EHGINE CORTBOL
Poise width-pulse rate modulator
[ABC-10025] B71-10497 01
SOCKET EHGIBES
Exhaust cloud rise and diffusion in the atmosphere
[B-FS-21119J B71-10J11 03
CSH programs SB BCS propellant quantity gaqinq
systems program
[HSC-17308] B71-10130 09
An investigation of tandem-row, high-head pump
inducers
[H-FS-21139] B71-10152 07
Digital computer program for analyzing chugging
instabilities
[LEWIS-11294] B71-10215 09
Cast segment evaluation
[H-FS-21354] B71-10363 08
BOCKET LIBIBGS
Fabrication of large tungsten structures by chemical
vapor deposition
[LEWIS-11239] B71-10212 08
BOCKET HOZZLES
Ultrasonics used for high-precision nondestructive
inspection of brazed joints
[HOC-10352] B71-10045 08
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SOCKET TEST FACILITIES SUBJECT IIDEI
Methyl alcohol used as penetrant inspection medium
for poroas materials
[NUC-10419] B71-10103 06
Fabrication techniques for thona-dispersed /TD/
nickel
[LEWIS-11240] B71-10369 08
A study of high frequency nonlinear combustion
instability in baffled annular liquid propellant
rocket motors
[HPO-11800] B71-10532 09
BOCKET TEST FACILITIES
Prevention of damage to delicate connectors daring
mounting of heavy engines for testing
[HOC-10322] B71-10044 06
BOCKET VEHICLES
Coarse roll-rate gain-control circnit
[ABC-10064] B71-10204 01
BOOS
Process for producing molybdenum foil and
collapsible tnbing
[GSFC-10008] B71-10073 08
Bigh-reliability release mechanism
[LEBIS-11233] B71-10080 07
Unified hatch system
fHSC-15813] B71-10095 06
High-temperatare, long-life polyimide seals for
hydraulic actuator rods
[LEIIS-11212] B71-10098 07
Inexpensive, large-diameter, radar tracking and
calibration spheres
[XLA-11154] B71-10190 01
Air lock mechanism speeds specimen testing in
high-temperature vacuum furnaces
[LANGLEY-10841] B71-10493 07
Improving laser beam coherence - A concept
[ARC-10417] B71-10527 03
BOLL
Modified bubble level senses pitch and roll angles
over Hide range
tHSC-13506] B71-10085 03
Coarse roll-rate gain-control circuit
[ARC-10064] B71-10204 01
BOLLEB BEABIHGS
Vacuum-jacketed rotary points for pipelines
[KSC-10519] B71-10018 07
BOLLEBS
Device prepares aluminum surfaces for welding
[M-PS-20750] B71-10214 07
Held beveling of large-diameter pipes
[KSC-10550] B71-10280 08
BOOH TEMPERATURE
Strain gage performance above 1033 K
[H-FS-1883.1 ] B71-10225 04
Improved epoxy resin for constructing cryogenic
filament-wound pressure vessels
[LEHIS-11261] B71-10261 04
BF-controlled implantable solid state switch
[ABC-10136] B71-10426 01
BOOTS OF EQDATIOHS
Statistical measurements of the zero-crossing time
of a noisy sinevave
[GSFC-11004] B71-10502 02
BOTATIHG BODIES
Computer program for predicting creep behavior of
bodies of revolution
[NOC-11104] B71-10037 09
Accurate pointing of tungsten welding electrodes
[ARG-104491 B71-10048 08
Flaid slip ring transfers coolant to rotating
equipment
[HSC-13451] B71-10083 07
Hultilayered printed circuit boards inspected by
I-ray laminoqraphy
[H-FS-20849] B71-10226 02
BOTATIHG CYLINDERS
Lonq-life electromechanical sine-cosine generator
[LANGLEY-10503] B71-10029 01
BOTATIBG DISKS
Shutter design for stereoscopic camera
[MSC-13613] B71-10506 03
BOTATIHG ELECTRICAL HACBIHES
Prediction of vindaqe power loss in alternators
[LEBIS-10939] B71-10074 06
BOTATIRG LIQUIDS
Evaluation of rotating, incompressibly lubricated,
pressurized thrust bearings
[LEWIS-11511] B71-10509 09
BOTATIHG HIBBOBS
Ultrasonics used for high-precision nondestructive
inspection of brazed joints
[HUC-10352] B71-10045 08
BOTATIHG SHAFTS
Series-hybrid bearing - An approach to extending
bearing fatigue life at high speeds
CLEWIS-11152] B71-10173 07
Anti-slipping system improves wire saw performance
[HSC-13508] B71-10S22 07
BOTATIOB
Vacuum-jacketed rotary joints for pipelines
[KSC-10519] B71-10018 07
Pattern recognition technique
[HPO-11337] B71-10187 06
Hoise diffraction patterns eliminated in coherent
optical systems
[GSFC-11133] B71-10236 03
Flat-conductor cable has rotary and linear
flexibility
[H-FS-21096] B71-10242 01
Shutter design for stereoscopic camera
[BSC-13613] B71-10506 03
BOTOB AEBODTHAHICS
Botordynamic response analysis program
[BQ-10579] B71-10211 09
BOTOB BLADES (TUBBOHACBIHBBT)
An investigation of tandem-row, high-head pump
inducers
[H-FS-21139] B71-10152 07
Computer program /TURBLE/ for calculating velocities
and streamlines in turbonachines
[LEBIS-10788] B71-10392 09
BOTOB SPEED
Series-hybrid bearing - An approach to extending
bearing fatigue life at high speeds
[LEBIS-11152] B71-10173 07
Computer program calculates transonic velocities in
turbomachines
[LEWIS-10977] B71-10402 09
BOTOBS
Prediction of windage power loss in alternators
[LEHIS-10939] B71-10071 06
Fluid slip ring transfers coolant to rotating
equipment
[MSC-13451] B71-10083 07
Botordynamic response analysis program
[HQ-10579] B71-10211 09
Spin vector control of a spinning space station
[B-FS-21333] B71-10296 09
Improved diamond coring bits developed for dry and
chip-flush drilling
[H-FS-21111] B71-10358 07
Brnshless dc motor with dual windings
[B-FS-21290] B71-10530 02
RUBBEB
Locating tube blockage that X-ray cannot detect
[NUC-10386] B71-10129 06
Ultrasonic scanning system for in-place inspection
of brazed-tube joints
[M-FS-21166] B71-10227 06
Electrolysis cell functions as water vapor
dehumidifler and oxygen generator
[ABC-10316] B71-10231 01
Seating tool for preparing molded-plug terminations
on FCC
[M-FS-20123] B71-10417 08
RUBBER COATIHGS
A lightweight, high output soil sampler
[NPO-10797] B71-101S9 07
ROBI
Energy levels and transition probability matrix
elements of ruby for maser applications
[NPO-11687] B71-10308 09
BOB! LASEBS
Bultifrequency laser beams for holographic
contourinq
[ABC-10341] B71-10534 03
HUH TIDE (COMPUTERS)
Bigh-impact dynamic-response analysis of nonlinear
structures
[NPO-11716] B71-10134 09
BUHGE-KUTTA METHOD
Fast Mars communication geometry program
[LANGLEY-10658] B71-10002 09
Bigh-impact dynamic-response analysis of nonlinear
structures
[HPO-11716] B71-10134 09
Numerical integration of second order differential
eguations
[M-FS-20536] B71-10186 09
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SOBJECT IHDEX
BDHlilS
laser net - A concept for monitoring wingtip
vortices on ranvays
fH-FS-20857] B71-10360 02
S GLASS
Evaluation of omniweave reinforcement for composite
fabrication
rn-FS-20946J B71-10215 04
SAFETY
Generalized safety equation - A concept
[H-FS-20522] B71-10183 06
Analytical procedure for estimating reliability of
randomly excited structures
[HPO-11618] B71-10189 06
Limited life iten management
CB-PS-2UC20] B71-10196 06
Estimating carbon monoxide exposure
[SSC-172111 B71-10319 04
Hew method speeds body inert gas saturation and
utilizes surface decompression
fuse-13513] B71-10330 05
Optimized technigues and requirements for computer
improvement of structural weld radiographs
[H-FS-21627] B71-10492 09
SAFETY DEVICES
Prevention of damage to delicate connectors during
mounting of heavy engines for testing
[NDC-10322] B71-10044 06
Pressurized suits can be fabricated with adjustable
dimensions
[BSC-12398] B71-10092 05
Unified hatch system
Cnsc-15813] B71-10095 06
Recommended safety guides for industrial
laboratories and shops
[SAN-10050] B71-10175 07
Aircraft-crash-locating transmitter features design
improvements
[B-FS-16609] B71-10213 02
SAFETY FACTORS
Bnltimode ergometer system
CH-FS-210411] B71-10107 05
Bethod for determining failure potential of pressure
vessels
[H-FS-20564] B71-10270 06
SALIVA
Bacterial adenosine triphosphate as a measure of
urinary tract infection
tGSFC-11092] B71-100S1 05
SALT BATHS
Protective coating for salt-bath brazing
ILEWIS-90255] B71-10381 08
SAHPLE8S
A lightweight, high output soil sampler
[HPO-10797] B71-10159 07
Digital parallel-to-series pulse-train converter
(BSC-12417] 871-10450 01
Precision, triple-parameter, nondestructive-test
system for in-process microwelding
fARC-10102] B71-10U52 01
Gas chromatograph sample-transfer valve
fABC-101127] B71-10474 01
Improved vacuum probe collects surface-contamination
samples
rLANGLEY-10623] B71-10475 05
Distribution and meterinq system for soil samples
[ARC-10429] B71-10481 07
Microorganism sample device
[LAHGLEY-10258] 871-10487 05
SABPLES
Automatic ammo acid analyzer
fARC-10215] B71-10165 0«
Statistical analysis tables for truncated or
censored samples
fH-FS-210211] B71-103S1 03
SAHPLIHG
An improved telemetry system
[ARC-10336] B71-10201 01
Automatic transmission line monitor
[KSC-10385] B71-10288 02
Data sampling system for monitor and control station
[B-FS-20948] B71-10299 02
Rapid method for sampling metals for materials
identification
rasc-17332] B71-10320 OH
Simplified procedure for emission spectrochemical
analysis
[LEBIS-10985] . B71-10359 04
High efficiency telemetry method
[HPO-10388] . B71-10371 02
Television multiplexing system
[KSC-10654] B71-10391 02
Error evaluation for difference approximations to
ordinary differential equations
[H-FS-21610J B71-10423 09
SAPPHIBE
Optical enhancement of photonultiplier sensitivity
[ABC-10213] B71-10113 03
Haltifreqnency laser beams for holographic
contouring
[ARC-10341] B71-10534 03
SATELLITE COHFIGOBATIOHS
Radiation diffraction calculation program /DIFF2/
CGSFC-11422] B71-10462 09
SATELLITE IHSTRUHBHTS
Digital aspect clock
(ABC-10088] B71-10440 02
SATELLITE OBSEBVATIOH
Digital aspect clock
[ABC-10088] B71-10440 02
SATELLITE TBiBSHISSIOB
A pseudo random-access synchronous meteorological
satellite system
[GSFC-10895] B71-10220 02
SATELLITES
Active cavity radiometer, type III - An automatic,
absolute standard, highly accurate detector
[HPO-11504] B71-10131 03
SATORABLB BEACTOBS
Satnrable-ceactor motor starter reduces line voltage
fluctuations
[B-FS-18921] B71-10013 01
SATDRATIOH
Saturation current spikes eliminated in satnrable
core transformers
[EBC-10125] B71-10142 01
SATOBH PROJECT
New materials for fireplace logs
[H-FS-21363] B71-10339 04
SATDBB 5 LAURCH VEHICLES
Accumulative weights program
[B-FS-15066] B71-10181 09
SABS
Portable lightweight bandsaw
[S-FS-16927] B71-10237 07
Anti-slipping system improves wire saw performance
[BSC-13508] B71-10522 07
SCALE (BATIO)
Information quality-control model
[HPO-11431] B71-10281 06
Low cost, logarithmic mass flow computer
CLEHIS-11001] B71-10407 06
Scale factor gage for fiber optics inspection device
[HSC-17361 ] B71-10496 07
SCALE MODELS
Technique for the integral casting of pressure
instrumentation in wind-tunnel models
[LAHGLEY-10812] B71-10247 08
Thermal scale modeling
m-FS-21268] B71-10432 03
SCABHEBS
Design and development of a fast scan infrared
detection and measurement instrument
[H-FS-20749] B71-10022 03
Economical phased-array antenna for environmental
applications
[BQ-10434] B71-10057 02
Hetal alloy resistivity measurements at very low
temperatures
[NDC-10557] B71-10104 04
Digital decorrelator saves time and expense in
acoustic testing of structures
[HPO-11512] B71-10157 03
Solar cell power scanner
[LEWIS-11280] B71-10223 02
Oltrasonic scanning system for in-place inspection
of brazed-tube joints
[H-FS-21166] B71-10227 06
Phase locking of field segnential color wheel for
small TV camera
[BSC-13857] B71-10326 02
Planet geometric center tracker
[ABC-10084] B71-10445 02
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SCAHHIHG SDBJECT IHDEX
Eye point-o£-regard system
[ARC-10360] B71-10176 05
SCAHNIHG
Sew filter technique improves hone television
reception
[BSC-137291 B71-10111 02
Automatic transmission line monitor
[KSC-10385] B71-10288 02
Optimized techniques and requirements for computer
improvement, of structural weld radiographs
[H-FS-21627] B71-10192 09
SCiEFIHG
Improved brazing technique for pyrolytic qraphite
[FPO-12026] B71-10293 08
SCATTEBIHG
Laser Doppler instrument measures fluid velocity
without reference beam
[XAC-10770] B71-10120 03
Vibration detection nsinq lasers
rASC-10389] B71-10115 03
Variable ratio beam splitter for laser applications
fARC-10391] B71-10265 03
Computer program optimizes design of nuclear
radiation shields
fLEHIS-10998] B71-10100 09
SCHEDULES
BAPS - a computerized management analysis and
planning system
[LEHIS-11319] B71-10321 09
SCHEDOLIHG
DSIF station schedules
[SPO-11517] B71-10213 09
Program audit, A management tool
tKSC-10557] B71-10380 01
Automated preventive maintenance program
fGSFC-11108] B71-10500 09
SCHLIEEBH PHOTOGBAPHI
Atmospheric pollution measurement by optical cross
correlation methods - A concept
[B-FS-12078] B71-10221 02
SCHHIDT CAHEBAS
Virtual-image display system for flight simulators
[ARC-10175] B71-10II27 03
SCHOOLS
Instruction manuals for radiographic nondestructive
testing
[H-FS-21350] B71-10156 06
SCINTILLATION COOHTEBS
Scintillation detector for carbon-11
[ABC-10378] B71-10111 03
SCBEEHS
Alloy vapor deposition using ion plating and flash
evaporation
[LEWIS-11262] B71-10199 08
SCBBBS
Spool for releasing and retracting flat conductor
cable
[B-FS-20231] B71-10116 08
Tool expedites installation of BHC connectors
[ABC-10327] B71-10180 07
SCBDBBEBS
Antipollution system to remove nitrogen dioxide gas
[LEBIS-11297] B71-10393 0*
SEA BODGHNESS
Bemote determination of sea conditions by
electromagnetic backscatter measurement
[M-FS-13777] B71-10027 01
SEALERS
Preparation of highly flnorinated polyurethanes
[HPO-10767] B71-10005 OH
Vacuum-jacketed rotary joints for pipelines
[KSC-10519] B71-10018 07
High temperature autoclave vacuum seals
[H-FS-21131] B71-10133 08
SEiLIIG
Nonflammable orqanic-base paint for oxygen-rich
atmospheres
[H-FS-20186] B71-10077 01
Fluid slip ring transfers coolant to rotating
equipment
[BSC-13151] B71-10083 07
Unified hatch system
[BSC-15813] B71-10095 06
High-temperature, long-life polyimide seals for
hydraulic actuator rods
[LESIS-11212] B71-10098 07
Improved high-temperature metal-sheathed cables
[NOC-10113] B71-10102 01
Dltra thin gage plastic film
[LEWIS-11276] B71-10135 08
Seduction of valve leakage - A concept
[BPO-12003] B71-10315 07
Liqnid-hydrogen/nuclear-radiation resistant seals
CH-FS-21361] B71-10310 03
Insolation assembly uses cryopumping to reduce heat
transfer in cryogenic liquid line
[KSC-10518] B71-10361 03
Practical method of diffusion-welding steel plate in
air
[LEWIS-11387] B71-10155 08
Glass tube splitting tool
[HSC-17183] B71-10516 07
SEALS (STOPPERS)
Bemote coupling of air lines
[NOC-10225] B71-10101 07
*!etal-to-ceramic seals - A literature survey
[NPO-11130] B71-10116 08
Simple, shock-free, guick-release connector - A
concept
[LEWIS-11178] B71-10116 07
Polymerization of perfluorobutadiene at near-ambient
conditions
[NPO-10117] B71-10291 01
Cadmium plated steel caps seal anodized aluminum
fittings
[B-FS-20137] B71-10355 05
Combined high vacuum/high freguency fatigue tester
[LESIS-11210] B71-10105 06
Folding tool for preparing FCC molded-plug
terminations
[M-FS-20116] B71-10122 08
Reusable anaerobic system for microbiological
studies - A concept
[HSC-13920] B71-10195 05
SEAHS (JOINTS)
Hethod for calculating the stresses in pressure
vessels
[HSC-13515] B71-10511 06
SEAT BELTS
Betal-shearing energy absorber
[HQ-10638] B71-10503 07
SEATS
High mobility work station restraint support
[BSC-12U19] B71-10301 07
Seating tool for preparing molded-plug terminations
on FCC
[B-FS-20123] B71-10117 08
SBDI1EHTS
A lightweight, high output soil sampler
[NPO-10797] B71-10159 07
SEGHBHTS
Cast segment evaluation
[B-FS-21351] B71-10363 08
SEISBIC RAVES
Vibration analysis by time-average holography
[LANGLET-10611] B71-10333 03
SBISBOLOGT
Improved high-temperature metal-sheathed cables
[SDC-10113] B71-10102 01
SELECTIOH
Screening method improves performance of
nickel-cadmium batteries
[GSFC-11260] B71-10111 01
SELEHIDBS
Preparation of homogeneous vitreous materials for
electronic and optical devices
[HQ-10670] B71-10172 01
SELF OBGANIZIHG STSTEHS
FORTRAN programming - A self-taught course
[LAHGLEI-10738] B71-10052 09
SEBICOHDDCTOE DEVICES
Electromagnetic simulation of microwave backscatter
from the ocean surface - A feasibility study
[B-FS-20176] B71-10016 01
Design and development of- a fast scan infrared
detection and measurement instrument
[B-FS-207U9] B71-10022 03
High current compensation network for dc logarithmic
amplifiers
[NDC-10118] B71-10128 01
Isolated-line commutator-amplifier
[B-FS-20731] B71-10118 02
Low-temperature bonding of temperature-resistant
electronic connections
[B-FS-20909] B71-10253 08
Environmental effects on silicon solar cells
[NPO-11175] B71-10282 02
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SDBJECT INDEX SHELLS (STBUCTOBAL FOBBS)
SBHICQHDnCTOH JOBCTIOHS
Silicon contact foe area reduction of integrated
circuits
CH-FS-20688] B71-10368 01
SEBICOHDOCTOBS (HATEBIALS)
Resistivity and Hall measurements of thermoelectric
materials
[H-FS-20470] B71-1001S 03
Preparation of homogeneous vitreous materials for
electronic and optical devices
CHQ-106701 B71-10172 04
Unique intermetallic compounds prepared by shock
vave synthesis
fH-FS-20861] B71-10216 OH
Solar cell power scanner
flEflS-11280] B71-10223 02
SBHSITIVITT
Electronic device increases threshold sensitivity
and removes noise from FH communications receiver
tMSC-12165] B71-10091 02
Electrical instrument measures position and velocity
of shock waves
tABC-10356] B71-101H3 03
A topological approach to computer-aided sensitivity
analysis
tABC-10214] B71-10164 02
nuitiloop distributed EC active networks
fiSC-10200] B71-10177 01
Catheter transducer and circuit
tABC-10132] B71-1023I1 01
Microwave biasing improves detector response in the
infrared region
fGSFC-11050] B71-10313 01
SBHSIIIZIHG
Sensitive gaseous hydrogen detection system
tM-FS-21161] B71-10209 OH
SEHSOBS
Digital telemetry system eliminates data redundancy
[HSC-12388] B71-10082 02
Hiniature implantable instrument measures and
transmits heart function data
rARC-10201] B71-10163 05
SEPABATOBS
Improved charged-particle analyzer - A concept
CXAC-05506] B71-10283 03
SEQUENCING
Digital-coded matrix system simplifies design and
construction of flow charts
[HSC-13539] B71-10086 09
Method for constructing periodic orbits in nonlinear
dynamic systems
[H-FS-1«65U] B71-10151 09
Calibration-interval adjustment indicator - A
concept
[H-FS-18693] B71-10309 01
Novel shift register eliminates logic gates and
power switching circuits
fGSFC-10517) B71-10322 01
Study-simulation of space station dynamics
CH-FS-21227] B71-10382 09
SEBVICE LIFE
Welded polypropylene liners for large descaling
tanks
[H-FS-18711] B71-10012 07
Bigh-temperature pump-motor assembly
[LEHIS-10256] B71-10100 07
Improved high-temperature metal-sheathed cables
[NOC-10413] B71-10102 01
Predicting service life margins
rM-FS-24015] B71-10191 06
Precision calibration and reference voltage source
for data acguisition systens
[H-FS-20950] B71-10298 02
Accelerated battery-life testing - i concept
[GSFC-11C85] B71-10348 06
Table for estimating parameters of Beibull
distribution
fB-FS-18817] B71-10H36 03
SEBVOCOSTBOI
Stabilization of interferometer fringe patterns
[ABC-10392] B71-10119 02
Digital decorrelator saves time and expense in
acoustic testing of structures
THPO-115112] B71-10157 03
Servo-controlled decoupler eliminates oscillations
in fluid flow - A concept
[H-FS-18793] B71-10430 06
SEBYOHECBASISaS
Pneumatic amplifier controls high pressure fluid
supply
tHSC-12121] B71-10081 07
On-line analysis of random vibrations
[ABC-10154] B71-1028Q 09
SEBVOBOTOBS
Attitude controls for VIOL aircraft
[XAC-8972] B71-10202 05
Hydraulic actuator motion limiter ensures operator
safety
tABC-10131] B71-10233 07
SHADES
Thermal heliotrope - A passive sun-tracker
[GSFC-10945] B71-10260 03
SHAFTS (BACHIHE ELE8ENTS)
High-reliability release mechanism
CLEHS-11233] B71-10080 07
Bemote coupling of air lines
CN0C-10225] B71-10101 07
An investigation of tandem-row, high-head pump
inducers
(H-FS-21139) B71-10152 07
Preparation of homogeneous vitreous materials for
electronic and optical devices
[HQ-10670] B71-10172 01
Hot tap theriowell installation
[HSC-12427] B71-10302 07
Hermetically sealed motion transmitter
[BSC-17348] B71-10328 07
Simple two-speed tape transport drive
CGSFC-10981] B71-10409 06
Shutter design for stereoscopic camera
[HSC-13613] B71-10506 03
SHAPEBS
Hobel stripper for shielded and unshielded flat
conductor cable
CB-FS-20120] B71-10060 08
SHEAB FLOW
Hind tunnel investigations at transonic Hach numbers
[H-FS-20895] B71-10254 06
SHEAB LAYEBS
Atmospheric pollution measurement by optical cross
correlation methods - A concept
[B-FS-120781 B71-1022U 02
SHEAB PEOPEBTIES
Botordynamic response analysis program
[HQ-10579] B71-10211 09
Evaluation of omniweave reinforcement for composite
fabrication
[B-FS-20946] B71-102U5 01
SHEAB STBEHGTB
A concept for improving the dimensional stability of
filamentary composites in one direction
[LANGJ.EY-101113] B71-10061 0<t
Synthesis of fluorinated organic COB pounds using
oxygen difluoride
[KPO-12061] B71-1015» Oil
Instant acting adhesive system
[HSC-13732] B71-10317 OH
Besin additive improves performance of
high-temperature hydrocarbon lubricants
[LE»IS-1136I1] B71-10394 Oil
New primers for adhesive bonding of aluminum alloys
, C«-FS-21387] B71-10188 OI»
SHEAB STBESS
A concept for improving the dimensional stability of
filamentary composites in one direction
[LANGLEY-10413] B71-10061 Oil
SHEABIH6
Hetal-shearing energy absorber
[HQ-10638] B71-10503 07
SHEATHS
Improved high-temperature metal-sheathed cables
[NDC-10II13] B71-10102 01
Improved sheath removal technique for very small
thermocouples
fLEIIS-11228] B71-10179 01
Protective coating for salt-bath brazing
[LEWIS-90255] B71-10381 08
SHELL STABILITY
Vibration characteristics of ring-stiffened
orthotropic shells of revolution
[LANGLBY-10989] B71-10535 09
SHELLS (STBOCTOB1I. FOB US)
High-iHpact dynamic-response analysis of nonlinear
structures
[NPO-11716] B71-1013U 09
Fabrication of large tungsten structures by chemical
vapor deposition
[LEWIS-11239J B71-10212 08
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SHIELDING SUBJECT IHDEI
Differential expansion fitting for cryogenic liquid
tanks
[LEWIS-11260] B71-10268 08
SHIELDING
Bobel stripper for shielded and unshielded flat
conductor cable
[B-FS-201201 ' 871-10060 08
Conputer proqran for thermal analysis of shadow
shields in a vacuum
[LEBIS-11236] B71-10115 09
Flat conductor cable handbook
[H-FS-210097 B71-10379 01
Shielding method for polycrystalline and epitaxy
growths
CH-FS-20162] B71-10U3U 01
Rotary stripper for shielded and unshielded FCC
[H-FS-20119] ' B71-10t65 08
SHIFT REGISTERS
Bigh-speed digital plotter
[AHG-90001] B71-10049 02
Digital telemetry system elinnates data redundancy
[HSC-12388] B71-10082 02
Digital decorrclator saves time and expense in
acoustic testing of structures
rHPO-115»2] B71-10157 03
An improved telemetry system
[AHC-10336] B71-10201 01
Efficient digital comparison technique for logic
circuits
[B-FS-21080] B71-10218 02
Novel shift register eliminates logic gates and
power switching circuits
CGSFC-10517] B71-10322 01
High efficiency telemetry method
CNPO-10388] B71-10371 02
Principles of error detection and error correction
codes
[NPO-11487] B71-10108 02
Digital aspect clock
[AHC-10088] 871-101(10 02
Theory and application of feedback shift registers
[NPO-11U86] B71-10«51 02
Voter comparator switch provides fail safe data
communications system - A concept
[HSC-13932] B71-1050U 02
SHIPS
Accumulative weights program
[H-FS-15066] B71-10181 09
SHOCK 1BSOBBEBS
Metal-shearing energy absorber
[HQ-10638J B71-10503 07
SHOCK BBSISTARCE
Simple, shock-free, quick-release connector - A
concept
[LEHIS-11178] B71-10116 07
New materials for fireplace logs
[B-FS-21363] B71-10339 OU
Landing dynamics program for impact attenuating
vehicles /LANDIT/
fNPO-10840] B71-10472 09
SBOCR TESTS
Criteria for vibration testing
[GSFC-10737J B71-10266 06
SHOCK TUBES
Electrical instrument measures position and velocity
of shock waves
[ABC-10356] B71-10113 03
SHOCK HAVES
An nnconfined, large-volume hydrogen/air explosion
[NDC-11000] B71-100«41 03
Electrical instrument measures position and velocity
of shock waves
fAKC-10356] B71-101M3 03
Unique intermetallic compounds prepared by shock
wave synthesis
[B-FS-20861] B71-10216 0«
Compressed gas handbook
fKSC-10662] B71-10272 03
Improved vacuum probe collects surface-contamination
samples
r iANGLEY-10623] B71-10175 05
SHOPS
Instruction manuals for radiographic nondestructive
testing
rn-FS-21350] B71-10156 06
Recommended safety guides for industrial
laboratories and shops
[SAN-10050] B71-10175 07
SHOHT CIBCDITS
Determination of nonlinear resistance
voltage-current relationships by measuring
harmonics
[B-FS-20102] B71-10182 01
Automatic cross-sectioning and monitoring system
locates defects in electronic devices
[GSFC-11221] B71-10221 01
Silicon contact for area reduction of integrated
circuits
[B-FS-20688] B71-10368 01
SBOOLDERS
Improved orthopedic arm joint
[H-FS-21611] B71-10485 05
SHBOODS
Prediction of windage power loss in alternators
[LEHIS-10939] B71-10071 06
Split stator vane row for fans and compressors
[ARC-10288J B71-10528 06
SHUTTERS
Thermal and structural modeling of superinsnlation
[B-FS-2032U] B71-10019 02
SIDEBANDS
Baveshaping electronic circuit
[S-FS-1«916] B71-10429 01
SIDELOBE EBDDCTIOB
Enhancing efficiency of single, large-aperture
antennas
[HQ-10597] B71-10287 01
SIEVES
A lightweight, high output soil sampler
[NPO-10797] B71-10159 07
SIGNAL ANALTZEHS'
Bigh-speed digital plotter
[ARG-90001J B71-10049 02
Dual-frequency feed-horn antenna
[GSFC-10820] B71-10056 02
SIGNAL DETECTION
Aircraft-crash-locating transmitter features design
improvements
[H-FS-16609] B71-10213 02
Isosceles detector provides maximum resolution in
expanded range
[GSFC-10932] B71-10279 01
Biniature carbon dioxide sensor
[BSC-13332] B71-10536 03
SIGNAL DETECTORS
Electronic device increases threshold sensitivity
and removes noise from FH communications receiver
[BSC-12165] B71-10091 02
A real-time statistical time-series analyzer
[BSC-12U28] B71-10276 02
Statistical measurements of the zero-crossing time
of a noisy sinewave
[GSFC-1100U] B71-10502 02
SIGNAL ENCODING
Kaleidoscopic light feedback for television systems
[BSC-12386] B71-10068 03
Study of nondestructive techniques for redundancy
verification
[KSC-10661] B71-10258 02
Bigh efficiency telemetry method
[NPO-10388] B71-10371 02
Principles of error detection and error correction
codes
fBPO-11487] B71-10408 02
SIGNAL PLOi GBAPHS
A topological approach to computer-aided sensitivity
analysis
[ARC-10214] B71-10161 02
Graphical method for analyzing digital computer
efficiency
[iRC-10210] B71-10«53 09
SIGNAL GENERATORS
Performance evaluation system for inertial
navigation equipment
[BSC-135U2] B71-10087 02
Vein bridge oscillator circuit
CBSC-13686] B71-10089 01
A 20 kBz power oscillator
fLEHIS-11319] B71-10174 01
Instrument accurately measures stress loads in
threaded bolts
[S-FS-21121] B71-10186 01
SIGNAL BEASOBEBENT
Portable low-freguency vibration measuring and
recording system
[LANG1ET-105U3] B71-10126 02
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SIGNAL PBOCBSSIH6
Doal-channel circuit conditions/amplifies
transducers' inputs and oatpats
[BSC-15712] B71-10069 01
Systems' for dead-reckoning navigation and for
simulation of instrumental error - Concepts
[B-FS-20860] B71-10072 07
SIGHiL BECEPTIOH
Coarse roll-rate gain-control circuit
[ABC-10064] B71-10204 01
SIGBAL REFLECTION
Badiation diffraction calculation program /DIPF2/
[GSFC-11422] B71-10462 09
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS
Dual-channel circuit conditions/amplifies
transducers' inputs and outputs
[HSC-15712] B71-10069 01
Electronic device increases threshold sensitivity
and removes noise fron FH communications receiver
[HSC-12165] B71-10091 02
New filter technigue improves home television
reception
[BSC-13729] B71-10141 02
An improved telemetry system
[ABC-10336] B71-10201 01
Nondestructive testing of adhesive bonds by nuclear
guadrupole resonance method
[S-FS-21160] B71-10208 OH
Self-synchronizing, bi-orthogonal coded PCH
telemetry system
fGSFC-11237) B71-10324 02
Bemote control radioactive-waste removal system uses
modulated laser transmitter
[LANGLEY-10311] B71-10343 03
Double phase-lock loop with rapid transient response
- A concept
[GSFC-10864] B71-10349 01
Principles of error detection and error correction
codes
[NPO-11487] B71-10408 02
Statistical measurements of the zero-crossing time
of a noisy sinewave
[GSFC-110011 B71-10502 02
SIGBAL TBABSHISSIOH
Beam squint correction for a diplex, retrodirective
phased array
tGSFC-110231 B71-10444 02
SIGNATOBES
On-line analysis of random vibrations
fiBC-10154] B71-10284 09
SILAHES
Coatings from copolymers of tetraphenoxysilane and
p,p(1) -biphenol
[B-FS-14947] B71-10303 04
SILICATES
Investigation to identify paint coatings resistive
to microorganism growth
[B-FS-20458] B71-10310 04
SUICIDES
Oxidation-resistant silicide coating applied to
Columbian alloy screen
[iBC-10186] B71-10229 04
SILICOS
Environmental effects on silicon solar cells
[HPO-11475] B71-10282 02
Improved brazing technigue for pyrolytic graphite
[JiPO-12026] B71-10293 08
A study of nitride devices for computer memory
applications
[B-FS-20971] B71-10350 03
Silicon contact for area reduction of integrated
circuits
[S-FS-20688] B71-10368 01
Shielding method for polycrystalline and epitaxy
growths
[B-FS-20162] B71-10434 04
SILICOII CABBIDES
New understanding of fiber composite materials
[HPO-11605] B71-10161 04
SILICOS COHPOOBDS
Polymer containing functional end groups is base for
new polymers
[NPO-10998] B71-10184 04
SILICOB CONTBOLLED BECTIFIEBS
Voltage-controlled oscillator
[ABC-10078] B71-10171 01
SILICOH DIOXIDE
Improved insulating materials effective at extremely
high temperatures
(NPO-12067] B71-10289 04
Nonvolatile read/write menory element - A concept
[GSFC-10993] B71-10346 01
Use of cermet thin film resistors with nitride
passivated metal insulator field effect transistor
[GSFC-10835] B71-10375 08
SILICON NITBIDES
Use of cermet thin film resistors with nitride
passivated metal insulator field effect transistor
CGSFC-10835] B71-10375 08
SILICON OIIDBS
Variable ratio beam splitter for laser applications
[ABC-10391] B71-10265 03
Ion implantation reduces radiation sensitivity of
metal oxide silicon /BOS/ devices
[LANGLEY-10630] B71-10334 01
SILICON POLTBEBS
Polymer containing functional end groups is base for
new polymers
CNPO-10998] B71-10184 04
SILICONS BESINS
Opacified fibrous thermal insnlation
[LEBIS-11235] B71-10406 03
SILICONS BOBBEB
Submersed sensing electrode used in fuel-cell type
hydrogen detector
[H-FS-14655] B71-10071 01
SILICONES
Torch kit for welding in difficult areas
[HSC-15704] B71-10070 08
Modified bubble level senses pitch and roll angles
over wide range
[BSC-13506] B71-10085 03
High-temperature, long-life polyimide seals for
hydraulic actuator rods
[LEBIS-11212] B71-10098 07
Improved high-temperature metal-sheathed cables
[NDC-10413] B71-10102 01
Snbminiatnre transducer measures unsteady pressures
[ABC-10349] B71-10114 01
A lightweight, high output soil sampler
[NPO-10797] B71-10159 07
Improved thermal paint formulation
[H-FS-14706] B71-10180 03
Investigation to identify paint coatings resistive
to microorganism growth
CM-FS-20458] B71-10310 04
SILVEB
Besistivity and Hall measurements of thermoelectric
materials
[H-FS-204701 B71-10015 03
Submersed sensing electrode used in fuel-cell type
hydrogen detector
[H-FS-14655] B71-10071 01
High-temperature, long-life polyimide seals for
hydraulic actuator rods
[LBHIS-11212] B71-10098 07
Subniniature transducer measures unsteady pressures
[ABC-10349] B71-10114 01
Inexpensive, large-diameter, radar tracking and
calibration spheres
[XLA-11154] B71-10190 01
A silver ion water sterilization system
[BSC-15734] B71-10278 04
Environmental effects on silicon solar cells
[NPO-11475] B71-10282 02
Improved smoke generator for low-speed wind tunnels
[LAHGLEy-10885] B71-10337 06
SILVEB COHPOONDS
Improved reversible coulometer cell
[SAN-10051] B71-10176 02
SILVEB ZINC BATTEBIES
Hiniature fuel cells relieve gas pressure in sealed
batteries
[XGS-11370] B71-10064 02
SIHOLATIOH
Electromagnetic simulation of microwave backscatter
from the ocean surface - A feasibility study
[fl-FS-20476] B71-10016 01
Exhaust clond rise and diffusion in the atmosphere
[B-FS-21119] B71-10111 03
Peak structural response to nonstationary random
excitations
[NPO-11617] B71-10188 06
Battery simulation program
[NPO-11580] B71-10250 09
SIBDLATOBS
Hydraulic actuator motion limiter ensures operator
safety
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[ABC-10131] B71-10233 07
SIHE SERIES
Bulti-dimensional real Fourier transform
fNPO-11648] B71-10133 09
SIHE RAVES
A 20 kHz power oscillator
[LEHIS-11319] B71-10174 01
Determination of nonlinear resistance
voltage-current relationships by measuring
harmonics
[B-FS-20402] B71-10182 01
Constant-amplitude, frequency-independent phase
shifter
[ARC-10269] B71-10230 02
Criteria for vibration testing
[GSFC-10737] B71-10266 06
Improved charged-particle analyzer - A concept
[XAC-05506] B71-10283 03
Baveshaping electronic circuit
[B-FS-14916] B71-10429 01
Statistical measurements of the zero-crossing time
of a noisy sinewave
[GSFC-11004] B71-10502 02
SIHGOLARITT (HATHEBATICS)
Subroutines for evaluating single and multiple
integrals using modified Romberg method
fNPO-11718] B71-10138 09
SIHKS
Submersed sensing electrode used in fuel-cell type
hydrogeo detector
[B-FS-1U655] B71-10071 01
SIHTEHING
Process for producing molybdenum foil and
collapsible tubing
[GSFC-100081 B71-10073 08
Improved insulating materials effective at extremely
high temperatures
fNPO-12067] B71-10289 04
Screening method improves performance of
nickel-cadmium batteries
[GSFC-11260] B71-10411 01
SITTING POSITION
High mobility work station restraint support
[BSC-12419] B71-10301 07
SKBBNESS
Optical assign and analysis program
[GSFC-11393] B71-10156 09
SKIN (STBOCTUBAL HEHBEB)
Evaluation of omniveave reinforcement for composite
fabrication
[B-FS-20946] B71-10245 04
SKIBTS
Methyl alcohol used as penetrant inspection medium
for porous materials
[NDC-10»19] B71-10103 06
SLAGS
New materials for fireplace logs
[B-FS-21363] B71-10339 OH
SLEEVES
Hydrostatic liquid-bearing for precision gyro
fB-FS-21138) B71-10207 07
SLICING
NASA-tricot - A lightweight radar reflective,
knitted fabric
CLANGLE?-10776] B71-103U2 0<t
SLIDING
Simple, shock-free, quick-release connector - A
concept
[LEBIS-11178] B71-10146 07
Series-hybrid bearing - An approach to extending
bearing fatigue life at high speeds
fLESIS-11152] B71-10173 07
Anti-slipping system improves wire saw performance
[HSC-13508] B71-10522 07
SLIDING CONTACT
Differential expansion fitting for cryogenic liquid
tanks
[LEBIS-11260] B71-10268 08
SLITS
Bnltiedqe slitter for FCC
[B-FS-20112] B71-10457 08
SLOPES
Remote determination of sea conditions by
electromagnetic backscatter measurement
[H-FS-13777] B71-10027 04
SLOTS
Variable-area nozzle automatically controls fluid
flow
[LEBIS-11217] B71-10222 07
Clocking connector replaces adapter cables
[B-FS-14778] 871-10428 01
Hetal-shearing energy absorber
[HQ-10638] B71-10503 07
SLURRIES
Improved method of using paraformaldehyde as a
disinfectant
[MSC-15887] B71-10096 05
Improved thermal paint formulation
CH-FS-111706] B71-10180 03
SHEAB
Bultilayered printed circuit boards inspected by
X-ray laminography
[B-FS-20849] B71-10226 02
SBOKE
Improved smoke generator for low-speed wind tunnels
[LANGLEY-10885] B71-10337 06
SNIP 8
High-temperature pump-motor assembly
[LEBIS-10256] B71-10100 07
SODIDB CHLORIDES
Salt stabilizer for preventing chlorine depletion
and increasing shelf-life of potable water - A
concept
[BSC-17153] B71-10097 04
Improved reflective coating for integrating spheres
[GSFC-10855] B71-10110 03
SODIDB COHPOORDS
Rapid analytical determination of glntaraldehyde
concentrations
[ARG-10413] B71-10047 05
Accurate pointing of tungsten welding electrodes
[ARG-10449] B71-10048 08
SODIOS HTDBOIIDES
Photosensitive plastic used to produce
three-dimensional casting patterns
[LANGLET-10742] B71-10127 08
Treatment of blueberries prior to freeze dehydration
[BSC-13573] B71-10387 05
SODIOH SDLFITBS
Solvation agent for disulfide precipitates from
inhibited glycol-water solutions
[HSC-13695] B71-10331 04
SOFT LANDING SPACECRAFT
Landing dynamics program for impact attenuating
vehicles /LANDIT/
[NPO-10840] B71-10472 09
SOILS
A lightweight, high output soil sampler
CKPO-10797] B71-10159 07
Distribution and metering system for soil samples
[ARC-10429] B71-10481 07
SOLAB CELLS
Solar cell power scanner
[LEWIS-11280] B71-10223 02
Environmental effects on silicon solar cells
[NPO-11475] B71-10282 02
SOLAB CONSTANT
Technique for experimental determination of
radiation interchange factors in solar wavelengths
[BSC-13476] B71-10066 03
SOLAB ENERGY
Improved thermal paint formulation
[B-FS-14706] B71-10180 03
SOLAB FLOI
Active cavity radiometer, type III - An automatic,
absolute standard, hiqhly accurate detector
[NPO-11504] B71-10131 03
SOLAB HEATING
Technique for experimental determination of
radiation interchange factors in solar wavelenqths
[JSC-13176] B71-10066 03
Thermal analysis system /TAS-1/ program
[NPO-11849] B71-10386 09
SOLAB INSTEDBEHTS
Economical phased-array antenna for environmental
applications
[HQ-10434] B71-10057 02
SOLAB BADIATION
A 7.6m /25-ft/ extreme environments simulator
[NPO-11353] B71-10036 03
Technique for experimental determination of
radiation interchange factors in solar wavelengths
[HSC-13476] B71-10066 03
Determination of radiation interchange factors
[BSC-13475] B71-10295 09
SOLAB SENSOBS
Digital aspect clock
[ABC-10088] B71-10440 02
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SOLAS SIHULATOBS
Technique for experimental determination of
radiation interchange factors in solar wavelengths
[BSC-13476] B71-10066 03
Durable cathodes for high-power inert-gas arcs
CLEWIS-11162] B71-10264 03
SOLAS SYSTEH
Double precision trajectory program /DPTRAJ 2.2C/
[NPO-11798] B71-10390 09
SOLiB TEHPEBATDBB
Thermal analysis system /TAS-V program
[NPO-11849] B71-10386 09
SOLDEBIN6
Parallel-gap welding for joints between copper
conductors and Kovar
[B-FS-21224] B71-10168 08
Hermetically sealed motion transmitter
[BSC-17348] B71-10328 07
Improved smoke generator for low-speed wind tunnels
[LANGLEy-10885] B71-10337 06
Handling fixture for soldering round wires to FCC
[H-FS-20118] B71-10464 08
S01DEBS
Environmental effects on silicon solar cells
[HPO-11475] B71-10282 02
SOLEHOID VALVES
Device prepares aluminum surfaces for welding
[B-FS-20750] B71-10214 07
Improved plasma accelerator
[AFC-10109] B71-10454 03
Proportional pulsed pilot valve
[AHC-10228] B71-10468 07
Gas chromatograph sample-transfer valve
[ARC-10427] B71-10474 04
Pulse width-pulse rate modulator
[ARC-10025] B71-10497 01
SOLENOIDS
Hultiple shutters for a stereoscopic camera
[BSC-13507] B71-10065 03
Automatic ammo acid analyzer
[ARC-10215] B71-10165 04
Air lock mechanism speeds specimen testing in
high-temperature vacuum furnaces
[LANGLEy-10841] B71-10493 07
SOLID LDBBICAHTS
Plating by glass-bead peening
fGSFC-11163] B71-10256 08
SOLID PHASES
Dpdated, expanded, fluid properties handbook
[B-FS-21169] B71-10078 01
SOLID SOCKET PEOPELLANTS
Improved epoxy resin for constructing cryogenic
filament-wound pressure vessels
[LEWIS-11261] B71-10261 04
Flame zone of a composite propellant expanded by a
laser source
[LAHGLBY-10660) B71-10335 03
SOLID SOLDTIOHS
Superconductor transition temperatures study
[H-FS-21247] B71-1038S 03
SOLID STATE
Solid state welding of dispersion-strengthened
nickel alloys
fLEWIS-11388] B71-10520 08
SOLID STATE DEVICES
Active cavity radiometer, type III - An automatic,
absolute standard, highly accurate detector
[NPO-11504] B71-10131 03
High voltage lightning grounding device
[LEWIS-11282] B71-10136 01
Isolated^line commutator-amplifier
[H-FS-20734] 871-10148 02
Triangular-wave generator with controlled sveep
polarity
[ABC-1Q332] B71-10166 03
Aircraft~crash-locating transmitter features design
improvements
[B-FS-16609] B71-10213 02
Pressure transducer with four-decade dynamic range
[KSC-1Q384] B71-10323 01
Solid-state data interpretation system - A concept
[H-FS-20587] B71-10366 02
Simple spectroscope used with solid state image
amplifier over wide spectral range
[B-FS-21345] B71-10378 03
BF-controlled implantable solid state switch
[ABC-10136] B71-10426 01
Miniature battery-operated electromagnetic system
for blood flow measurements
[ABC-10362] B71-10477 05
SOLIDIFICATIOH
Preparation of homogeneous vitreous materials for
electronic and optical devices
[HQ-10670] B71-10172 01
SOLIDS
FEATS - Finite element thermal stress analysis of
plane or axisymmetric solids
[NOC-10242] B71-10038 09
Hinature grinder for solid specimens
[B-FS-20005] B71-10059 05
SOLIDUS
High-temperature strength of prealloyed-powder
products increased by heat/pressure treatment
[LEHIS-11229] B71-10489 04
SOLDBILITT
Bacterial adenosine triphosphate as a measure of
urinary tract infection
[GSFC-11092] B71-10051 05
Improved wax mold technique forms complex passages
in solid structures
[XLA-07829] B71-10063 05
Determination of gas volume trapped in a closed
fluid system
[BSC-15685] B71-10094 06
Thermally stable polyioides from solutions of
monomeric reactants
[LEWIS-11325] B71-10442 04
Insolubilization process increases enzyme stability
[ABC-10314] B71-10443 04
SOLOTES
Solvation aqent for disulfide precipitates from
inhibited glycol-water solutions
[BSC-13695] B71-10331 04
SOLDTIONS
Salt stabilizer for preventing chlorine depletion
and increasing shelf-life of potable water - A
concept
[HSC-17153] B71-10097 04
SOLVENTS
A new metalation complex for organic synthesis and
polymerization reactions
[NPO-10313] B71-10210 04
Bodifications to a vacuum assisted filtering device
to minimize contamination
[BSC-13733] B71-10277 04
Synthesis of a new class of highly fluonnated
aliphatic dusocyanates
[B-FS-20883] B71-10300 04
Solvation agent for disnlfide precipitates from
inhibited glycol-water solutions
[HSC-13695] B71-10331 04
Thermally stable polyinides from solutions of
monomeric reactants
[LEWIS-11325] B71-10442 04
Development of conformal coating materials
[B-FS-21393] B71-10483 04
SOBBERTS
Improved molecular sorbent trap for high-vacuum
systems
[ABC-10056] B71-10478 03
SODND FIELDS
Digital decorrelator saves time and expense in
acoustic testing of structures
[KPO-11542] B71-10157 03
SOOHD GEHEBATOBS
Tone-burst technique measures high-intensity sound
absorption
[LAHGLEy-10667] B71-10395 03
SOOHD PBESSUBB
Digital decorrelator saves time and expense in
acoustic testing of structures
[NPO-11542] B71-10157 03
SOOHD TBASSBISSIOB
Tone-burst technique measures high-intensity sound
absorption
[LAHGLEI-10667] B71-10395 03
SPACE CHABGE
Ion implantation reduces radiation sensitivity of
metal oxide silicon /SOS/ devices
[LAHGLEy-10630] B71-10334 01
SPACE EBVIBOMBHT SIBDLATIOH
A 7.6m /25-ft/ extreme environments simulator
[HPO-11353] B71-10036 03
Analysis of low resolution mass spectra
[GSFC-11279] B71-10267 09
Study-simulation of space station dynamics
[B-FS-21227] B71-10382 09
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SPACE FLIGHT FEEDIBG
fletabolic balance analysis program
[B-FS-21237] B71-10381 09
SPACE HISSIOHS
Bnltilayered printed circuit boards inspected by
X-ray laminography
[H-PS-208119] B71-10226 02
SPACE PBOBES
Doable precision trajectory program /DPTHAJ 2.2C/
[NPO-11798] B71-10390 09
SPACE SIHOLATOBS
Analysis of low resolution Bass spectra
[GSFC-112791 B71-10267 09
SPACE STATIONS
Spin vector control of a spinning space station
[H-FS-21333] B71-10296 09
Study-simulation of space station dynamics
CH-FS-21227J B71-10382 09
SPACECBAFT CiBIB ATBOSPHEBES
Estimating carbon monoxide exposure
(8SC-17211] B71-10319 OH
SPACECRAFT CABIBS
High mobility work station restraint support
[BSC-12119] B71-10301 07
SPACBCBAFT COHTABIHATIOB
Bicrobial burden prediction model program
[NPO-11709] B71-10101 09
SPACECBAFT COHTBOL
Closed~loop control of stochastic nonlinear systems
[BSC-13858] B71-10306 09
SPACECBAFT OOCKIBG
Spin vector control of a spinning space station
[B-PS-21333] B71-10296 09
SPACBCBAFT EBVIBOBHEBTS
Thermal analysis system /TAS-1/ program
[HPO-11819] B71-10386 09
A low-altitude satellite interaction study
fGSFC-11381] 871-10199 09
SPACECBAFT GOIDABCE
Closed-loop control of stochastic nonlinear systems
CBSC-13858] B71-10306 09
SPACECBAFT BODBLS
Criteria for vibration testing
[GSFC-10737] B71-10266 06
SPACECBAFT POIBB SUPPLIES
Battery simulation program
[NPO-11580] B71-10250 09
SPACECBAFT SHIELDIBG
Binimua weight meteoroid shielding determination
[BSC-17017] 871-10117 09
SPACEBS
Bigid open-cell polyurethane foam for cryogenic
insulation
[LEIIS-11220] B71-10079 01
Seating tool for preparing molded-plug terminations
on FCC
[B-FS-20123] B71-10117 08
Precision die-punch for trimming the conductors of
flat conductor cable
[B-FS-20112] B71-10119 08
Folding tool for preparing FCC molded-plug
terminations
[S-FS-20116] B71-10122 08
Handling fixture for soldering round vires to FCC
fB-FS-20118] B71-10161 08
Hydraulic expansion process shapes large metal
sheets
[BSC-12432] B71-10511 07
SPACING
PDZZLE - i program for computer-aided design of
printed circuit artwork
[LBL-10050J B71-10122 09
Bultilayered printed circuit boards inspected by
X-ray laminography
[B-FS-20819] B71-10226 02
SPALLIHG
Besin additive improves performance of
high~temperature hydrocarbon lubricants
[LEBtS-11361] B71-10391 01
SPABE PASTS
Hybrid redundancy system for improving reliability -
A concept
[HPO-11516] B71-10132 01
Limited life item management
[B-FS-21020] B71-10196 06
SPABK GAPS
High density plasma gun generates plasmas at 190
kilometers per second
[B-FS-20589] B71-10383 03
SPABK BACBIHIHG
Fabrication techniques for thoria-dispersed /ID/
nickel
[LEiIS-11210] B71-10369 08
SPECIBEHS
A lightweight, high output soil sampler
[HPO-10797] B71-10159 07
Air lock mechanism speeds specimen testing in
high-temperature vacuum furnaces
[LAHGLEI-10811] B71-10193 07
SPBCfBA
Inexpensive, large-diameter, radar tracking and
calibration spheres
[XLA-11151] B71-10190 01
SPECTBOGBABS
Baltispectral infrared imaging interferometer
[BSC-12401] 871-10325 02
SPECTBOBETEBS
Digital decorrelator saves time and expense in
acoustic testing of structures
[NPO-11512] 871-10157 03
nondestructive testing of adhesive bonds by nuclear
gnadrupole resonance method
[B-FS-21160] 871-10208 01
Bapid method for sampling metals for materials
identification
fBSC-17332] B71-10320 01
Simple spectroscope used with solid state image
amplifier over wide spectral range
[H-FS-21315] 871-10378 03
SPBCTBOPHOTOBETBBS
Automatic aminq acid analyzer
[ABC-10215] 871-10165 01
SPBCTBOSCOPY
Improved source of infrared radiation for
spectroscopy
[B-FS-20613] 871-10031 03
Atmospheric pollution measurement by optical cross
correlation methods - A concept
[B-FS-12078] 871-10221 02
Simplified procedure for emission spectrochemical
analysis
[LEWIS-10985] B71-10359 01
Insolnbilization process increases enzyme stability
[ABC-10314] B71-10113 01
Gas chromatograph sample-transfer valve
[ABC-10127] B71-10171 01
SPECTBOB AHALTSIS
Ultraviolet interferometer
[HQ-10516] B71-10026 03
Criteria for vibration testing
CGSFC-10737] B71-10266 06
Analysis of low resolution mass spectra
[GSFC-11279] B71-10267 09
On-line analysis of random vibrations
fARC-10151] B71-10281 09
Simplified procedure for emission spectrochemical
analysis
[LESIS-10985] B71-10359 01
Simple spectroscope used with solid state image
amplifier over wide spectral range
[B-FS-21315] B71-10378 03
nondestructive testing of bond integrity in foam
insulation/aluminum composites
tB-FS-20786] B71-10507 06
SPEECH
A real-time statistical time-series analyzer
[BSC-12128] B71-10276 02
SPEED INDICATORS
Device measures conductivity and velocity of ionized
qas streams
[XAC-05695] B71-10235 03
SPBEBES
Bodified bubble level senses pitch and roll angles
over vide range
[BSC-13506] B71-10085 03
Improved reflective coating for integrating spheres
[GSFC-10855] B71-10110 03
Inexpensive, large-diameter, radar tracking and
calibration spheres
[XLA-11151] B71-10190 01
Bay tracing program with options for diffraction
gratings
[GSFC-11305] B71-10291 09
SPIKE POTENTIALS
Improved circuit avoids premature power transistor
failure
[HPO-1136S] B71-10370 02
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SPIKES
Saturation current spikes eliminated in satnrable
core transformers
[EBC-10125] B71-10142 01
Isolated-line coanntator-amplifler
fB-FS-20734] B71-10148 02
SPII
Coarse roll-rate gain-control circuit
[ARC-10064] B71-10201I 01
Rotordynamic response analysis prograi
CBQ-10579] B71-10211 09
SPII STABILIZATIOH
Spin vector control of a spinning space station
CB-FS-21333] B71-10296 09
SPIHDLBS
Spool for releasing and retracting flat conductor
cable
[B-FS-20234] B71-10416 08
SPIB1L WRAPPUG
Strong, easy-to-mold, spiral buttress thread
[LAHGLEY-10755] B71-10336 08
SPIROSBTEBS
Hetabolic breath analyzer
[B-FS-21415] B71-10466 05
SPLIIES
Computer program for calculating aerodynamic forces
on blade sections
fLEIIS-11382] B71-10153 09
SPLITTIHG
Glass tube splitting tool
CHSC-17183] B71-10516 07
SPOHGES (HATEBIALS)
Viscoelastic cushion for patient support
[BSC-12447] B71-10316 05
SPOHTAHBOOS COBBOSTIOH
Dnigne intermetallic compounds prepared by shock
nave synthesis
[H-FS-20861] B71-10216 04
SPOOLS
Process for producing molybdenum foil and
collapsible tubing
[GSFC-10008] B71-10073 08
Spool for releasing and retracting flat conductor
cable
[H-FS-20234] B71-10416 08
Fixture for multiple-FCC chemical stripping and
plating
[H-FS-20237] B71-10420 08
Anti-slipping system improves wire sav performance
rHSC-13508] B71-10522 07
SPOT IELDS
Improved sheath removal technigue for very small
thermocouples
[LEHIS-11228] B71-10179 01
Strain gage performance above 1033 K
[H-FS-18831] B71-10225 01
SPBAT HOZZLES
Antipollution system to remove nitrogen dioxide gas
[LEHIS-11297] B71-10393 04
SPBATED COATIBGS
Thin spray film thickness measuring technigue
[H-FS-20842] B71-10062 08
Nonflammable organic-base paint for oxygen-rich
atmospheres
fH-FS-20486] B71-10077 04
Improved reflective coating for integrating spheres
[GSFC-10855] B71-10110 03
SPBATEBS
Spray momentum measuring system
tHSC-12305] B71-10137 05
SPBIHGS (ELASTIC)
Digital simulation error curves for a
spring-mass-damper system
CH-FS-20770] B71-10003 09
Peak wind speed anemometer /maxometer/
[H-FS-20916] B71-10023 07
• Chatter-free check valve - A concept
/ [BSC-13262] B71-10067 07
Automatic ammo acid analyzer
fARC-10215] B71-10165 04
Predicting service life margins
[H-FS-24015] B71-10194 06
Clocking connector replaces adapter cables
[H-FS-14778] B71-10428 01
Computer design of extension springs
[H-FS-24073] B71-10473 09
Shutter design for stereoscopic camera
[HSC-13613] B71-10506 03
Optical inspection tool for interior surfaces of
fluid lines
[B-FS-15162] B71-10513 06
SPOTTBBIHG
Superconductor transition temperatures study
[B-FS-21247] B71-10385 03
Improved electron emitter
[LEHIS-10814] B71-10388 03
SQUABE RAVES
An improved telemetry system
[ARC-10336] B71-10201 01
Improved relay chatter detector
[HPO-1035S] B71-10292 01
Improved circuit avoids premature power transistor
failure
[HPO-11365] B71-10370 02
Lov-fregnency triangular wave generator
[ARC-10259] B71-10469 01
Biniatare battery-operated electromagnetic system
for blood flow measurements
[ARC-10362] B71-10477 05
Brnshless dc motor with dual windings
[B-FS-21290] B71-10530 02
SQUIBS
High-reliability release mechanism
[LEIIS-11233] B71-10080 07
STABILITY
Polarographic carbon dioxide transducer amplifier
[BSC-13728] B71-10090 02
Improved reflective coating for integrating spheres
fGSFC-10855] B71-10110 03
Bethod for constructing periodic orbits in nonlinear
dynamic systems
[B-FS-14654] B71-10151 09
Effect of size on cracking of materials
[HPO-11602] B71-10158 04
flnltiloop distributed BC active networks
[ABC-10200] B71-10177 01
A pseudo random-access synchronous meteorological
satellite system
[GSFC-10895] B71-10220 02
Instant acting adhesive system
[BSC-13732] B71-10317 04
STABILITY TESTS
Performance evaluation system for inertial
navigation eguipment
[BSC-13542] B71-10087 02
STABILIZiTIOH
Stabilization of interferometer fringe patterns
[ARC-10392] B71-10119 02
STABILIZED PLATFOBBS
Stable, inflatable life raft for high seas rescue
operations
[HSC-12393] B71-10167 05
STABILIZEBS (AGEHTS)
Salt stabilizer for preventing chlorine depletion
and increasing shelf-life of potable water - A
concept
fHSC-17153] B71-10097 04
STABILIZEBS (FLUID DYHABICS)
Stable, inflatable life raft for high seas rescue
operations
[BSC-12393] B71-10167 05
STACKS
Exhaust cloud rise and diffusion in the atmosphere
[H-FS-21119] B71-10111 03
STAGHATIOH FLOS
Computing incompressible laninar and turbulent
boundary layer formation
(LEWIS-11190] B71-10155 09
STAIRLESS STEELS
A 7.6m /25-ft/ extreme environments simulator
[HPO-11353] B71-10036 03
Torch kit for welding in difficult areas
[BSC-15704] B71-10070 08
Process for producing molybdenum foil and
collapsible tubing
[GSFC-10008] B71-10073 08
Microwave cryogenic thermal-noise standards
fHPO-11424] B71-10139 03
A lightweight, high output soil sampler
[NPO-10797] B71-10159 07
Improved sheath removal technique for very small
thermocouples
[LEHIS-11228] B71-10179 01
Erosion of metals by multiple impacts with water
[BQ-10591] B71-10197 04
Reduction of valve leakage - A concept
CNPO-12003] B71-10315 07
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Improved smoke generator for log-speed wind tunnels
[LAHGLEY-10885] B71-10337 06
Cadmium plated steel caps seal anodized aluminum
fittings
[B-FS-20137] B71-10355 05
Insolation assembly uses cryopumping to reduce heat
transfer in cryogenic liquid line
[KSC-10518] B71-10364 03
High temperature autoclave vacuum seals
[B-FS-21131] B71-10U33 08
Practical method of diffusion-welding steel plate in
air
[LEWIS-11387] B71-10455 08
Exothermic brazing units
[B-FS-21435] B71-10467 08
Improved molecular sorbent trap for high-vacuum
systems
[ARC-10056] B71-10478 03
Air lock mechanism speeds specimen testing in
high-temperature vacuum furnaces
fLANGLEY-10841] B71-10493 07
STiHPIHG
Low-cost guasi-parabolic antenna
CLEWIS-11291] B71-10121 01
STAHDABD DEVIATIOH
Statistical measurements of the zero-crossing time
of a noisy sinewave
[GSFC-11004] B71-10502 02
STANDARDIZATION
Standardized Pearson type 3 density function area
tables
[B-FS-20541] B71-10205 02
Interpretation of aluminum-alloy »eld radiography
[B-FS-20943] B71-10206 08
Data sampling system for monitor and control station
[H-FS-20948] B71-10299 02
STANDARDS
Induction brazing manual
[H-FS-14924] B71-10123 08
Subroutines for evaluating single and multiple
integrals using modified Romberg method
[NPO-11718] B71-10138 09
STAETEBS
Saturable-reactor motor starter reduces line voltage
fluctuations
[H-FS-18921] B71-10013 01
STATIC PRESSURE
Predicting vibrational failure of flexible ducting
[H-FS-167503 B71-10150 06
Hind tunnel investigations at transonic Bach numbers
[H-FS-20895] B71-1025U 06
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Remote determination of sea conditions by
electromagnetic backscatter measurement
[B-FS-13777] B71-10027 04
Effect of size on cracking of materials
[NPO-11602] B71-10158 04
New understanding of fiber composite materials
[NPO-11605] B71-10161 04
Analytical procedure for estimating reliability of
randomly excited structures
tHPO-11618] B71-10189 06
Atmospheric pollution measurement by optical cross
correlation methods - A concept
fH-FS-12078] B71-10224 02
Statistical characterization of phenolic-novolak
structures
[ARC-10393] B71-10255 04
A real-time statistical time-series analyzer
[BSC-12428] B71-10276 02
Accelerated battery-life testing - A concept
[GSFC-11085] B71-10308 06
Screening method improves performance of
nickel-cadmium batteries
[GSFC-11260] B71-10411 04
Thermal scale modeling
[B-FS-21268] B71-10432 03
Cloud-free resolution element statistics program
[GSFC-11494] B71-10463 09
Honte Carlo program for the transport of neutrons
and gamma rays
tLEWIS-11403] B71-10490 09
STATISTICAL COHRELATIOI
Optical probing of supersonic flows with statistical
correlation
[H-FS-20642] B71-10252 03
STATISTICAL BECHAHICS
Elements of orbit-determination theory - Textbook
rNPO-11466] B71-10425 03
STATOBS
Spin vector control of a spinning space station
[B-FS-21333] B71-10296 09
Split stator vane row for fans and compressors
[ABC-10288] B71-10528 06
Brushless dc motor with dual windings
[B-FS-21290] B71-10530 02
STEADY STATE
FEATS - Finite element thermal stress analysis of
plane or axisymoetric solids
[NUC-10242] B71-10038 09
Inertia diaphragm pressure transducer
[XAC-2981] B71-10200 05
Approximate properties of the response of nonlinear
dynamic systems to stochastic inputs
[B-FS-20717] B71-10273 03
Steady temperature and density distributions in a
gas containing heat sources
[LEWIS-10905] B71-10398 09
Design and evaluation of convectively cooled nozzles
[LEWIS-10894] B71-10508 09
STEADY. STATE CBEEP
Computer program for predicting creep behavior of
bodies of revolution
[NDC-11104] B71-10037 09
STEAB
Hot tap thermowell installation
[BSC-12427] B71-10302 07
STEAB TOBBIHES
Computer program calculates transonic velocities in
turbomachines
[LEWIS-10977] B71-10402 09
STEELS
Concentric tubes cold-bonded by drawing and internal
expansion
[ARG-90033] B71-10050 08
High-temperature, long-life polyimide seals for
hydraulic actuator rods
[LEWIS-11212] B71-10098 07
Ceramic backup ring prevents undesirable weld-metal
buildup
[HDC-10357] B71-10117 08
Self-replaceable thermocouple for molten steel bath
- A concept
[HDC-10223] B71-10125 01
Effect of size on cracking of materials
[NPO-11602] B71-10158 04
Plating by glass-bead peening
[GSFC-11163] B71-10256 08
Weld beveling of large-diameter pipes
[KSC-10550] B71-10280 08
Equipment and procedure for determining the elastic
modulus of carbon-epoxy composites
[LEWIS-11116] B71-10397 06
Hetal-shearing energy absorber
[HQ-10638] B71-10503 07
Joint preload properties of structural threaded
fasteners
[B-FS-21453] B71-10531 08
STELLITE (TBADBHABK)
Erosion of metals by multiple impacts with water
[HQ-10591] B71-10197 04
STEP FONCTIOHS
Fast peak selector for mass spectrometer
[LAHGLEI-10268] B71-10009 04
STEBEOPBOTOGBAPBY
Bultiple shutters for a stereoscopic camera
[BSC-13507] B71-10065 03
Shutter design for stereoscopic camera
[BSC-13613] B71-10506 03
STEBILIZATIOH
Analytical methods for bacterial kinetics studies
[LRL-10011] B71-10192 05
A silver ion water sterilization system
[BSC-15734] B71-10278 04
Effects of the thermal sterilization procedure on
polymeric products
[NPO-11688] B71-10362 04
SUFFERING
Split stator vane row for fans and compressors
[ABC-10288] B71-10528 06
STIFFHBSS
A concept f.or improving the dimensional stability of
filamentary composites in one direction
[LANGLEY-10443] B71-10061 04
Process for producing molybdenum foil and
collapsible tubing
[GSFC-10008] B71-10073 08
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High-impact dynamic-response analysis of nonlinear
structures
[BPo-11716] B71-10131 09
Improved transducer for squeeze-film bearings
rn-FS-20826] B71-10110 07
ELAS8 - Computer program for linear structure
equilibrium problems
[NPO-11555] B71-10185 09
Promising born/graphite/resin composites
[B-FS-21126] B71-10217 01
Bethod for determining failure potential of pressure
vessels
fH-FS-20561] B71-10270 06
Frame nodal analysis
[HSC-17562] B71-10111 09
STOCBASTIC PBOCESSES
Remote determination of sea conditions by
electromagnetic backscatter measurement
[H-FS-13777] B71-10027 OU
Approximate properties of the response of nonlinear
dynamic systems to stochastic inputs
fH-FS-20717] B71-10273 03
Closed-loop control of stochastic nonlinear systems
fBSc-13858] B71-10306 09
STOKES LM (F1DID HBCHABICS)
Dynamic response of viscous compressible fluids in
riqid tubes
[B-FS-20512] B71-10269 03
B&SA~tncot - 4 lightweight radar reflective,
knitted fabric
[LABGLEY-10776] B71-10312 04
STOPPING
Seating tool for preparing molded-plug terminations
on FCC
[B-FS-20123] B71-10117 08
Precision die-punch for trimming the conductors of
flat conductor cable
[H-FS-20112] B71-10119 08
Hultiedge slitter for FCC
[H-FS-20112] B71-10157 08
STOB4GE
Polymer containing functional end groups is base for
new polymers
CNPO-10998] B71-10181 OU
STOB4GB STABILITI
Improved reversible coulometer cell
[SAB-10051] B71-10176 02
STOB4GE T1BKS
Submerged gas injector expels cryogenic liquids from
tanks
[LEHIS-11231] B71-10219 07
Differential expansion fitting for cryogenic liquid
tanks
[LESIS-11260] B71-10268 08
Hodular construction provides large volume storage
facility in minimum space
[B-FS-13568] B71-10351 08
STE4IH BHEBGT HETHODS
Effect of size on cracking of materials
CHPO-11602] B71-10158 01
STB4IB GAGES
Study aids accuracy of tnrbopnmp axial thrust
analysis
fB-FS-18774] B71-10020 07
Spray momentum measuring system
[HSC-12305] B71-10137 05
Strain qaqe performance above 1033 K
[B-FS-18831] B71-10225 OH
Precision, triple-parameter, nondestructive-test
system for in-process microvelding
[A8C-10102] B71-10152 01
STB4PDOUH IHEBTIAL GOTDAHCE
Performance evaluation system for inertial
navigation equipment
(BSC-13512] B71-10087 02
STB4PS
High mobility work station restraint support
[HSC-12119] B71-10301 07
STBiTIFICATIOH
literature review and experimental investigation of
heat pipes
(B-FS-21071J B71-10353 03
STBBAHLIIIHG
Computer program for calculating aerodynamic forces
on blade sections
[LZSIS-11382] B71-10153 09
Computer program /TDBBLE/ for calculating velocities
and streamlines in turbomachines
tLEWIS-10788] B71-10392 09
STBESS 4B4LYSIS
Computer program for predicting creep behavior of
bodies of revolution
[HOC-1110U] B71-10037 09
FE4TS - Finite element thermal stress analysis of
plane or axisynnetnc solids
[BUC-10242] B71-10038 09
Analysis of mnltilayered fiber composites
[LEWIS-11317] B71-10372 09
Hethod for calculating the stresses in pressure
vessels
[HSC-13515] B71-10511 06
Joint preload properties of structural threaded
fasteners
[H-FS-21153] B71-10531 08
STBESS COBCBBTBATIOB
Bev understandinq of fiber composite materials
tHPO-11605] B71-10161 01
Interpretation of aluminum-alloy veld radiography
[H-FS-20913] B71-10206 08
STBESS HE4SOBEHEBT
Fracture mechanics evaluation of T1-6A1-1V pressure
vessels
[BSC-13995] B71-10113 09
STBESS BATIO
Accumulative Heights program
[B-FS-15066] B71-10181 09
STBESS HEIIEVTUG
Process for producing molybdenum foil and
collapsible tubing
[GSFC-10008] B71-10073 08
STBESS-STBAIB-TIBE RELATIONS
Accelerated battery-life testing - A concept
[GSFC-11085] B71-10318 06
STRESSES
High density electronic packaging module with
improved cooling assembly
[HSC-13639] B71-10088 01
Series-hybrid bearing - An approach to extending
bearing fatigue life at high speeds
[LEWIS-11152] B71-10173 07
Differential expansion fitting for cryogenic liquid
tanks
[LESIS-11260] B71-10268 08
Bethod for determining failure potential of pressure
vessels
[B-FS-20564] B71-10270 06
Structural behavior of tapered inflated fabric
cylinders under various loading conditions
[BSC-15317] B71-10327 06
Combined high vacuum/high frequency fatigue tester
[LEIIS-11210] B71-10105 06
Design and evaluation of convectively cooled nozzles
riEHIS-10894] B71-10508 09
STBIPPIBG
Hobel stripper for shielded and unshielded flat
conductor cable
[B-FS-20120] B71-10060 08
STRIPPIBG (DISTILLATIOB)
Fixture for multiple-FCC chemical stripping and
plating
[B-FS-20237] B71-10120 08
STBOBOSCOPES
Kaleidoscopic light feedback for television systems
[BSC-12386] B71-10068 03
STBOCTOBAL AHALISIS
Tracking antenna deformation program
[GSFC-11191] B71-10017 09
Thermal and structural modeling of snperinsnlation
[B-FS-20321] B71-10019 02
Vibration detection using lasers
[ABC-10389] B71-10115 03
Accumulative weights program
CH-FS-15066] B71-10181 09
Sumerical integration of second order differential
egnations
tB-FS-20536] B71-10186 09
Peak structural response to nonstationary random
excitations
[HPO-11617] B71-10188 06
Analytical procedure for estimating reliability of
randomly excited structures
[HPO-11618] B71-10189 06
Evaluation of omniweave reinforcement for composite
fabrication
[B-FS-20916] B71-10215 01
HASTBAB computer system level 12.1
[GSFC-10991] B71-10285 09
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STBDCTDB1L DESIGH SUBJECT IHDEI
Stractnral behavior of tapered inflated fabric
cylinders under various loading conditions
[HSC-15317] B71-10327 06
Analysis of mnltilayered fiber composites
[LEWIS-11317] B71-10372 09
Optimized techniques and requirements for computer
improvement of structural veld radiographs
[B-FS-21627] 871-10*92 09
Rethod for calculating the stresses in pressure
vessels
CHSC-13515] B71-1051« 06
STBUCTOHU. DESIGH
Hethod for determining failure potential of pressure
vessels
CH-PS-20561] B71-10270 06
Literature review and experimental investigation of
heat pipes
[H-FS-2107H] B71-10353 03
Analysis and design of a flat central finned-tnbe
radiator
[LEBIS-10893] B71-10399 09
Axisymnetric and cylindrical isostable structures -
A concept
[NPO-120U9] B71-10<KI6 06
STRUCTURAL EJGIBEERING
Vibrational transfer functions for base excited
systems
[B-FS-21«32] B71-10HU1 09
STHaCTDHAL PAILDBE
Rinimum weight neteoroid shielding determination
[HSC-17017] B71-10lt17 09
STRUCTURAL HEBBEBS
Analysis of mnltilayered fiber composites
[1BHIS-113U7] B71-10372 09
Axisymmetric and cylindrical isostable structures -
A concept
[NPO-12019] B71-10116 06
STROCTDBAL STABILITY
Axisymmetric and cylindrical isostable structures -
A concept
[HPO-12019] B71-10H46 06
STBDCTOBAL STBAIB
Analytical procedure for estimating reliability of
randomly excited structures
[UPO-11618] B71-10189 06
STBOCTOBAL VIBBATIOB
Vibration analysis by time-average holography
[LAHGLET-1061U] B71-10333 03
Servo-controlled decoupler eliminates oscillations
in fluid flow - A concept
'[B-FS-18793] B71-10U30 06
STUDS (STRUCTURAL HEBBEBS)
Vibration analysis by time-average holography
[LANGLET-10611] B71-10333 03
SOBASSEBBLIES
Pictorial display of materials and processes aids in
fabricating complex assemblies
[B-PS-24006] B71-10311 01
SDBADDIBLE FREQUENCIES
Low-freguency triangular wave generator
fARC-10259] B71-10169 01
SUBGBOUPS
Computation of group table alphanumeric display
[LEWIS-113U6] B71-10373 09
SOBLIBATIOH
Bodification of physical properties of freeze-dried
rice
fBSC-13510] B71-102S9 OU
SDBHIHIATDHIZATION
Subminiature transducer measures unsteady pressures
[ABC-10319] B71-10114 01
SUBROUTINES
Bulti-dimensional real Fourier transform
CHPO-116«8] B71-10133 09
Subroutines for evaluating single and multiple
integrals using modified Romberg method
[NPO-11718] B71-10138 09
Variable order integrators for the numerical
solution of ordinary differential equations
[NPO-11643] B71-10218 09
Double precision trajectory program /DPTRAJ 2.2C/
[HPO-11798] B71-10390 09
SOBSOHIC FLOW
Computer program calculates transonic velocities in
turbomachines
rLEHIS-10977] B71-10U02 09
A study of high frequency nonlinear combustion
instability in baffled annular liquid propellant
rocket motors
[HPO-11800] B71-10532 09
SUBSTRATES
Improved reflective coating for integrating spheres
[GSFC-10855] B71-10110 03
Alloy vapor deposition using ion plating and flash
evaporation
[LEBIS-11262] B71-10199 08
Fabrication of large tungsten structures by chemical
vapor deposition
CLEBIS-11239] B71-10212 08
Low-temperature bonding of temperature-resistant
electronic connections
[B-FS-20909] B71-10253 08
Plating by glass-bead peening
[GSFC-11163] B71-10256 08
Improved brazing technique for pyrolytic graphite
[HPO-12026] B71-10293 08
Precision calibration and reference voltage source
for data acquisition systems
[B-PS-20950] B71-10298 02
Coatings from copolymers of tetraphenoxysilane and
p,p(1) -biphenol
[B-FS-1H9II7] B71-10303 04
A study of nitride devices for computer jnemory
applications
CB-FS-20971] B71-10350 03
Simplified procedure for emission spectrochemical
analysis
[LEWIS-10985] B71-10359 OU
Silicon contact for area reduction of integrated
circuits
[B-FS-2068B] B71-10368 01
Ose of cermet thin film resistors with nitride
passivated metal insulator field effect transistor
(GSFC-10835] B71-10375 08
Simple spectroscope used with solid state image
amplifier over wide spectral range
fB-FS-2131t5] B71-10378 03
Superconductor transition temperatures study
[B-FS-21217] B71-10385 03
Bigh-strength large-diameter carbon-base fibers
[LESIS-11167] B71-10I403 04
Screening method improves performance of
nickel-cadmium batteries
[GSFC-11260] 871-101(11 01
SOBSTRDCTOBES
Qualifications and certification of nondestructive
testing personnel
[B-FS-20850] B71-10271 06
Viscoelastic cushion for patient support
[BSC-12417] B71-10316 05
Frame modal analysis
[BSC-17562] B71-1011U 09
SDCTIOH
An investigation of tandem-row, high-head pump
inducers
[B-FS-21139] B71-10152 07
Computing incompressible laminar and turbulent
boundary layer formation
[LEHIS-11190] B71-10155 09
Improved method for calculating pump thermodynamic
suppression head
CB-FS-20852] B71-10239 07
SULPATES
Analytical methods for bacterial kinetics studies
[LBL-10011] B71-10192 05
SOLPITES
Rapid analytical determination of glutaraldehyde
concentrations
[ABG-10413] B71-10017 05
SOLFOHES
Water electrolysis module
[ABC-10216] B71-10203 03
SOLFOHIC ACID
Improved reversible coulometer cell
[SAN-10051] B71-10176 02
SOBPS
Antipollutiou system to remove nitrogen dioxide gas
[LEWIS-11297] B71-10393 01
SOBS
Bigh efficiency telemetry method
[SPO-10388] B71-10371 02
Low cost, logarithmic mass flow computer
[LEWIS-11001] B71-10107 06
SDPERCBARGEBS
Computer program calculates transonic velocities in
turbomachines
[LEHIS-10977] B71-10102 09
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SOPBBCOHDUCTMG HAGHETS
Survey of heat transfer to near critical fluids
[LEHIS-11289] B71-10262 03
SOPEBCOHDUCTITITT
Unigne intermetallic coaponnds prepared by shock
wave synthesis
[H-FS-20861 ] B71-10216 Oil
SOPBBCOBDOCTOBS
Superconductor transition tenperatares study
[B-FS-21217] B71-10385 03
SOPBBHIGH PEKQDEHCIKS
Hicrowave biasing improves detector response in the
infrared region
[GSFC-110501 B71-10313 01
Composite antenna feed system operates from VHP to
X-band
[GSFC-11016] B71-10IMO 02
SDPEBSOHIC ilBCEiPI
Survey of heat transfer to near critical fluids
[LEWIS-11289] B71-10262 03
SDPEBSOHIC BOOSDiBT UTZBS
Optical probing of supersonic flows with statistical
correlation
[B-FS-20612] B71-10252 03
SOFEBSOHIC FI.OW
Computer program calculates transonic velocities in
turbomachines
[LEHIS-10977] B71-10102 09
A study of high freguency nonlinear combustion
instability in baffled annular liquid propellant
rocket motors
[HPO-11800] B71-10532 09
SUPBBSOHIC JET FLO!
Optical probing of supersonic flows with statistical
correlation
[B-FS-20612] B71-10252 03
SDPIHE POSIHOH
Hiqh mobility work station restraint support
[BSC-121H9] B71-10301 07
SDPPOBTS
Hide-angle, circularly polarized,
omnidirectional-array antenna
[GSFC-10928] B71-10033 01
Zero-g simulation system for therapeutic application
[ H-FS-111671 ] B71-10031 01
Pipe installation technigue avoids disturbing work
areas
CHSC-15581] B71-10093 06
Bultimode ergometer system
[H-FS-210M1] B71-10107 05
Low-cost quasi-parabolic antenna
[LEBIS-11291] B71-10121 01
Bultilayered printed circuit boards inspected by
X-ray laminography
[H-FS-20819] B71-10226 02
Technigue for the integral casting of pressure
instrumentation in wind-tunnel models
[LANGLEY-10812] B71-1C217 08
High mobility work station restraint support
r«SC-12<l19] B71-10301 07
Viscoelastic cushion for patient support
[BSC-12117] B71-10316 05
SDPPBESSOBS
Improved method for calculating pump thermodynamic
suppression head
fB-FS-20852] B71-10239 07
SDBFACE CBACKS
Improved (ire-resistant coatings
rGSFC-10072] B71-10198 01
Method for determining failure potential of pressure
vessels
[B-FS-20561] B71-10270 06
StJBFiCE FIHISBIBG
Device prepares aluminum surfaces for welding
[H-FS-20750] B71-10211 07
Practical method of diffusion-welding steel plate in
air
[LEHIS-11387] B71-10155 08
S0BFACE PHOPBBIIES
Computer program for thermal analysis of shadow
shields in a vacuum
CLEHIS-11236] B71-10115 09
Computerized methods for trafficability analysis
[B-FS-21123] B71-10181 03
SDBFACTABTS
Development of conformal coating materials
[B-FS-21393] B71-10183 01
SOBGEBT
A system for the automatic measurement and digital
display of systolic and diastolic blood pressures
[HSC-13227] _ B71-10329 05
SOBGBS
Inexpensive system protects megawatt
resistance-heating furnace against high-voltage
surges
[HDC-10239] B71-10013 01
Polarographic carbon dioxide transducer amplifier
[BSC-13728] B71-10090 02
High voltage lightning grounding device
(LBHIS-11282] - B71-10136 01
Electronic ripple indicator
[KSC-10162] B71-10170 01
Hultichannel intercom with simultaneous send/receive
capability
CH-FS-18808] B71-10228 02
SOB7EIS
Survey of heat transfer to near critical fluids
[LEHIS-11289] B71-10262 03
SUSPBHDIBG (HABGIHG)
Zero-g simulation system for therapeutic application
[S-FS-11671] 871-10031 OP
SDSPEBDIHG (HIXIHG) - -
Granular two-phase insulation systems '
[NPO-12068] B71-10290 01
SWEAT COOLIHG
Oxidation-resistant silicide coating applied to
colnmbinm alloy screen
[ABC-10186] B71-10229 0«
SWEEP CIBCBTfS
Triangnlar-wave generator with controlled sweep
polarity
[ABC-10332] B71-10166 03
SWEEP FBEQOEBCT
Variable sweep-rate shortens dynamic testing time
[LEHIS-11238] B71-10251 02
SWIBHISG
Hew method speeds body inert gas saturation and
utilizes surface decompression
[HSC-13513] B71-10330 05
SWITCHES
High-speed digital plotter
[ABG-90001] B71-10019 02
Binature grinder for solid specimens
[H-FS-20005] B71-10059 05
Hybrid redundancy system for improving reliability -
A concept
[HPO-11516] B71-10132 01
Isolated-line commutator-amplifier
[B-FS-20731] B71-10118 02
Triangular-wave generator with controlled sweep
polarity
[ABC-10332] B71-10166 03
Predicting service life margins
[B-FS-21015] B71-10191 06
Stored program concept for analog computers
[B-FS-208711] B71-10210 09
Ban-machine communication - A transparent
switchboard for computers
[MSC-13716] B71-10263 02
On-line analysis of random vibrations
[ABC-1015U] B71-10284 09
Improved relay chatter detector
fNPO-10355] B71-10292 01
Calibration-interval adjustment indicator - A
concept
[B-FS-18693] B71-10309 01
Double phase-lock loop with rapid transient response
- A concept
[GSFC-10861] B71-10349 01
High density plasma gun generates plasmas at 190
kilometers per second
[B-FS-20589] B71-10383 03
Pulse width-pulse rate modulator
[ABC-10025] B71-10197 01
Brushless dc motor with dual windings
[B-FS-21290] B71-10530 02
SHITCHIHG
Design of hysteresis circuits using differential
amplifiers
[ABC-10070] B71-10162 01
Automatic ammo acid analyzer
[ARC-10215] B71-10165 01
Voltage-controlled oscillator
[ABC-10078] B71-10171 01
Hall attachment, flueric crossover '"AND" gate
[XLA-07391] B71-10178 07
Haveshaping electronic circuit
[B-FS-11916] B71-10129 01
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SWITCHING CIBCDITS SOBJECT INDEX
SWITCHING CIRCUITS
Novel shift register eliminates logic gates and
power switching circuits
[GSFC-10517] B71-10322 01
Bemote control radioactive-waste removal system nses
modulated laser transmitter
[LANGLEY-10311] B71-10343 03
Solid-state data interpretation system - ft concept
ra-FS-20587] B71-10366 02
Television multiplexing system
[KSC-10654] B71-10391 02
KF-controlled implantable solid state switch
fABC-10136] B71-10426 01
Voter comparator switch provides fail safe data
communications system - A concept
fBSC-13932] B71-10504 02
Miniature carbon dioxide sensor
fMSC-13332] B71-10S36 03
SWIVELS
Bigh mobility work station restraint support
[MSC-12419] B71-10301 07
SYMBOLIC PROGRAMMING
FOBTBAH 1 digital program changer
[HSC-17567] B71-10448 09
SYBBETRY
Laser Doppler instrument measures fluid velocity
without reference bean
[XAC-10770] B71-10120 03
Wall attachment, flueric crossover ''AND" gate
[XLA-07391] B71-10178 07
Computation of group table alphanumeric display
[LEWIS-11346] B71-10373 09
SYNCHBONISB
Systems of coding and their implementation
fNPO-11469] B71-10006 09
Multiple shutters for a stereoscopic camera
TMSC-13507] B71-10065 03
An improved telemetry system
[ABC-10336] B71-10201 01
Rotordynamic response analysis program
[HQ-10579] B71-10211 09
Efficient digital comparison technique for logic
circuits
[B-FS-21080] B71-10218 02
Solar cell power scanner
[LEWIS-11280] B71-10223 02
Self-synchronizing, bi-orthogonal coded PCM
telemetry system
rGSFC-11237] B71-10324 02
Doable phase-lock loop with rapid transient response
- A concept
fGSFC-10864] B71-10349 01
Television multiplexing system
fKSC-10654] B71-10391 02
Voter comparator switch provides fail safe data
communications system - A concept
[BSC-13932] B71-10504 02
SYHCBHOHOOS BETEOBOLOGICAL SATELLITE
A pseudo random-access synchronous meteorological
satellite system
tGSFC-10895] B71-10220 02
SYHCHBOHODS MOTORS
Phase locking of field sequential color wheel for
small TV camera
[MSC-13857] B71-10326 02
Simple two-speed tape transport drive
[GSFC-10981] B71-10409 06
SYNTHESIS
Producing graphite with desired properties
[NDC-11001] B71-10042 01
Synthesis of fluorinated organic compounds using
oxygen difluoride
[HPO-12061] B71-10154 04
Thermally stable polyimides from solutions of
monomeric reactants
fLEWIS-11325] B71-10442 04
SY1THETIC FIBERS
Viscoelastic cushion for patient support
[BSC-12407] B71-10316 05
SYBIHGES
Automatic amino acid analyzer
[ARC-10215] B71-10165 OH
SYSTEM FAILOBES
Voter comparator switch provides fail safe data
communications system - A concept
[MSC-13932] B71-10504 02
SYSTEMS ASALYSIS
Numerical integration of second order differential
equations
fM-FS-20536] B71-10186 09
SYSTEMS ENGINEEBIHG
Diagnostic capability added to digital events
evaluator
[KSC-10526] B71-10001 02
Automatic reference level control for an antenna
pattern recording system
[S-FS-20257] B71-10014 01
Generalized safety eguation - A concept
[B-FS-20522] B71-10183 06
Study of nondestructive technigues for redundancy
verification
[KSC-10661] B71-10258 02
Systems management technigues and problems
[B-FS-21401] B71-10361 01
Analysis of multilayered fiber composites
[LEWIS-11347] B71-10372 09
SYSTOLIC PEESSOHE
A system for the automatic measurement and digital
display of systolic and diastolic blood pressures
[BSC-13227] B71-10329 05
TABLES (DATA)
PDZZLE - A program for computer-aided design of
printed circuit artwork
[LBL-10050] B71-10122 09
Induction brazing manual
CH-FS-14924] B71-10123 08
Standardized Pearson type 3 density function area
tables
[B-FS-20541] B71-10205 02
Calibration-interval adjustment indicator - A
concept
[H-FS-18693] B71-10309 01
Statistical analysis tables for truncated or
censored samples
[M-FS-21024] B71-10351 03
Effects of the thermal sterilization procedure on
polymeric products
[NPO-11688] B71-10362 04
Computer program for discounted cash flow/rate of
return evaluations
CM-FS-19040] B71-10377 09
Flat conductor cable handbook
[H-FS-21009] B71-10379 01
Table for estimating parameters of Weibull
distribution
[B-FS-18817] B71-10436 03
A low-altitude satellite interaction study
[GSFC-11384] B71-10499 09
TACBOHETEBS
Systems for dead-reckoning navigation and for
simulation of instrumental error - Concepts
[M-FS-20860] B71-10072 07
TAKEOFF
Laser net - A concept for monitoring wingtip
vortices on runways
[B-FS-20857] B71-10360 02
TALC
Improved fire-resistant coatings
[GSFC-10072] B71-10198 04
TANGENTS
Experimental determination of damping parameters of
Viscoelastic materials
[H-FS-20534] B71-10297 04
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
Welded polypropylene liners for large descaling
tanks
[M-FS-18711] B71-10012 07
Low temperature fluid blender
CLEWIS-11206] B71-10058 04
System accurately controls pressure in cryogenic
tanks
(LEWIS-11329] B71-10118 03
Communications system forszero-g simulation tests in
water
[B-FS-21357] B71-10344 02
Fracture mechanics evaluation of T1-6A1-4V pressure
vessels
tBSC-13995] B71-10413 09
TANTALUS
Inexpensive high-temperature furnace for
thermocouple calibration
[NDC-10372] B71-10046 03
Improved insulating materials effective at extremely
high temperatures
[NPO-12067] B71-10289 04
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SUBJECT INDEX TBBPEBATOBB COBTEOL
Improved brazing technique for pyrolytic graphite
[NPO-12026] B71-10293 08
Improved electron enitter
[LEWIS-108 It] B71-10388 03
Air lock mechanism speeds specimen testing in
high-temperature vacuum furnaces
[LANGLEY-10811] B71-10193 07
TAPE BECOBDEBS
Portable Ion-frequency vibration measuring and
recording system
[LAHGLEY-10543] B71-10126 02
Simple two-speed tape transport drive
[GSFC-10981] B71-10409 06
TAPES
Fixture for multiple-FCC chemical stripping and
plating
[B-FS-20237] B71-10420 08
TAPS
Hot tap thermovell installation
[BSC-12427] B71-10302 07
TABGET BECOGSITIOS
Quick response targeting program
m-FS-15157] B71-10117 09
TABGETS
Technique for experimental determination of
radiation interchange factors in solar wavelengths
[BSC-13476] B71-10066 03
Quick response targeting program
[B-FS-15157] B71-10147 09
Inexpensive, large-diameter, radar tracking and
calibration spheres
[XLA-11154] B71-10190 01
TASKS
Automated preventive maintenance program
rGSPC-11U08] B71-10500 09
TASTE
Treatment of blueberries prior to freeze dehydration
[HSC-13573] B71-10387 05
Development of non-sweet, flavored food cubes
[BSC-14002] B71-10521 05
TDB SATELLITES
Radiation diffraction calculation program /DIFF2/
(GSFC-111122] B71-10462 09
TECHHETIDH ISOTOPES
A multiple-plate, multiple-pinhole camera for X-ray
gamma-ray imaging
[B-FS-20546] B71-10a39 02
TECHNOLOGY TBANSPEB
High mobility work station restraint support
[BSC-12419J B71-10301 07
Estimating carbon monoxide exposure
[BSC-17211] B71-10319 OH
New materials for fireplace logs
[B-FS-21363] B71-10339 04
High efficiency telemetry method
[NPO-10388] B71-10371 02
TECHHOLOGI DTILIZATIOH
Zero-g simulation system for therapeutic application
[H-FS-14671] B71-10034 01
TEFLON (TBADEBABK)
Improved vacuum probe collects surface-contamination
samples
[LANGLEY-10623] B71-10<475 05
Reusable anaerobic system for microbiological
studies - A concept
fHSC-13920] B71-1049S 05
TELECOBHOBICATION
Systems of coding and their implementation
[NPO-11469] B71-10006 09
Electronic device increases threshold sensitivity
and removes noise from FH communications receiver
fHSC-12165] B71-10091 02
Multifunction audio digitizer for communications
systems
[BSC-13855] B71-10318 02
Communications system for zero-g simulation tests in
water
[H-FS-21357] B71-10344 02
Double phase-lock loop with rapid transient response
- A concept
fGSFC-10864] B71-103<(9 01
TELEBBTBT
Digital telemetry system eliminates data redundancy
fBSC-12388] B71-10082 02
fliniatnre implantable instrument measures and
transmits heart function data
fABC-10201] B71-10163 05
An improved telemetry system
[ABC-10336] B71-10201 01
Self-synchronizing, bi-orthogonal coded PCB
telemetry system
[GSFC-11237] B71-10324 02
High efficiency telemetry method
CNPO-10388] B71-10371 02
Principles of error detection and error correction
codes
[NPO-11487] B71-10408 02
Digital aspect clock
[ABC-10088] B71-10440 02
TELEPHONES
A frequency division multiplex technique for
transmitting commands
[KSC-105211 B71-10169 02
TELEPBINTEBS
FORTBAN 4 digital program changer
[BSC-17567] 871-10448 09
TELESCOPES
Thermal and structural modeling of superinsulation
[B-FS-20324] B71-10019 02
Optical design and analysis program
[GSFC-11393] B71-10456 09
Optical inspection tool for interior surfaces of
fluid lines
[B-FS-15162] B71-10513 06
TELEVISION CAREBAS
Phase locking of field sequential color wheel for
small TV camera
[BSC-13857] B71-10326 02
Application of calibration masks to TV vidicon tube
[KSC-10589] B71-10404 02
TELEVISION EQOIPBENT
Kaleidoscopic light feedback for television systems
[BSC-12386] B71-10068 03
Multilayered printed circuit boards inspected by
X-ray laminography
[B-FS-20849] B71-10226 02
Virtual-image display system for flight simulators
[ARC-10175] B71-10427 03
TELEVISION BECEPTION
Hew filter technigue improves home television
reception
[BSC-13729] B71-10141 02
TELEVISION STSTEBS
Kaleidoscopic light feedback for television systems
[HSC-12386] B71-10068 03
Solar cell power scanner
[LEWIS-11280] B71-10223 02
TELEVISION TBANSRISSION
Television multiplexing system
[KSC-10654] B71-10391 02
Virtual-image display system for flight simulators
[ABC-10175] B71-10427 03
TEBPEBATOBE
CSH programs SB BCS propellant guantity gaging
systems program
[BSC-17308] B71-10130 09
Computer-controlled mass spectrometer for on-line
gas analysis
[NPO-11427] B71-10191 03
Accelerated battery-life testing - A concept
[GSFC-11085] B71-10348 06
Anemometer calibrator
ra-FS-21«24] B71-10519 03
TEBPEBATOBB COBPSNSATION
Polarographic carbon dioxide transducer amplifier
[HSC-13728] B71-10090 02
TEBPEBATUBE COHTBOL
Thermal and structural modeling of snperinsnlation
[B-FS-20324] B71-10019 02
Technique for experimental determination of
radiation interchange factors in solar wavelengths
[BSC-13476] B71-10066 03
Performance evaluation system for inertial
navigation equipment
[BSC-13542] B71-10087 02
Radiation view factor program
[B-FS-21075] B71-10106 09
Literature review and experimental investigation of
heat pipes
[B-FS-21074] B71-10353 03
Thermal analysis system /TAS-1/ program
[NPO-11849] B71-10386 09
Externally programmed variable timer
[B-FS-20776] B71-10437 04
Apparatus tests flexural durability of FCC
[B-FS-20113] B71-10458 08
Exothermic brazing units
[B-FS-21435] B71-10467 08
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Copper/nickel eotectic brazing of titanium
[ABC-10337] B71-10525 08
Hnltichamber controllable heat pipe
[ABC-10199] B71-10526 03
TEHPEBATUBB DISTBIBOTTOH -.^
A 7.6u /25-ft/ extrene environments simulator
[NPO-11353] B71-10036 03
FEATS - Finite element thermal stress analysis of
plane or axisymmetric solids
[NDC-10242] B71-10038 09
ADTOTEH - Automated geometry meshing and heat
conduction calculation
[BOC-10241] B71-10039 09
TEBPEBATDBE EFFECTS
Effects of the thermal sterilization procedure on
polymeric products
[HPO-11688] B71-10362 04
TEHPEBATDBE GBADIEHTS
Concentric tubes cold-bonded by drawing and internal
expansion
[ABG-90033] B71-10050 08
Seduction of valve leakage - A concept
[NPO-12003] B71-10315 07
Flame zone of a composite propellant expanded by a
laser source
[LANGLEY-10660] B71-10335 03
Psychrometric chart for physiological research
[ABC-10394] B71-10470 03
TEBPEBATOBE HEASDBBBBNT
Inexpensive high-temperature furnace for
thermocouple calibration
[NDC-10372] B71-10046 03
TEHPEBATDBE BBASOBIHG INSTBDBENTS
Hide-range logarithmic radiometer for measuring high
temperatures
[ABC-10254] B71-10498 01
TEBPEBATDBE PBOBES
Self-replaceable thermocouple for molten steel bath
- A concept
[HOC-10223] B71-10125 01
TEBPEBATDBE PBOFILES
' Computer program for thermal analysis of shadow
shields in a vacuum
[LEWIS-11236] B71-10115 09
Design and evaluation of convectively cooled nozzles
[LEHIS-10894] B71-10508 09
TEHPEBATDBE SCALES
Lov cost, logarithmic mass flow computer
[LEWIS-11001] B71-10407 06
Psychrometric chart for physiological research
[ARC-10394] B71-10470 03
TEBPEBATOBE SENSOBS
Metabolic breath analyzer
[B-FS-21115] B71-10U66 05
Bultichamber controllable heat pipe
[ARC-10199] B71-10526 03
TEBPLATBS
Technique for the integral casting of pressure
instrumentation in wind-tunnel models
[LANGLET-10812] B71-10247 08
TENSILE PBOPEBTIES
Promising boro/graphite/resin composites
[B-FS-21126] B71-10217 01
Evaluation of omniweave reinforcement for composite
fabrication
[H-FS-20946] B71-10245 01
Computer design of extension springs —* -
[M-FS-24073] B71-10473 09
Joint preload properties of structural threaded
fasteners
[H-FS-21U53] B71-10531 08
TEBSILE STBEBGTB
Oltra thin gage plastic film
[LEKIS-11276] B71-10135 08
Synthesis of fluorinated organic compounds using
oxygen diflnoride
[HPO-12061] B71-10154 04
Hew understanding of fiber composite materials
[NPO-11605] B71-10161 04
Hethod for determining failure potential of pressure
vessels
[M-FS-20564] B71-10270 06
Explosive bonded TZH-wire-reinforced C129Y colnmbinm
composites
fH-PS-20925] B71-10356 04
Equipment and procedure for determining the elastic
modulus of carbon-epoxy composites
[LESIS-11116] B71-10397 06
Bigh-strength large-diameter carbon-base fibers
[LEHIS-11167] B71-10403 01
Axisymmetric and cylindrical isostable structures -
A concept
[NPO-12049] B71-10446 06
Cable insulation cut-through tester
[B-FS-20114] 871-10*59 08
IEHSILE STBESS
Concentric tabes cold-bonded by drawing and internal
expansion
[ABG-90033] B71-10050 08
Simple, shock-free, guick-release connector - A
concept
[LEBIS-11178] B71-101I46 07
Instrument accurately measures stress loads in
threaded bolts
[H-FS-21121] B71-10486 01
Hetal-shearing energy absorber
[BQ-10638] B71-10503 07
Anti-slipping system improves wire saw performance
[BSC-13508] B71-10522 07
TENSILE TESTS
Alloy vapor deposition using ion plating and flash
evaporation
[LEHIS-11262] B71-10199 08
Practical method of diffusion-welding steel plate in
air
[LEWIS-11387] B71-10455 08
TEHSOBS
5LAS8 - Computer program for linear structure
equilibrium problems
[NPO-115S5] B71-10185 09
TEBMIHALS
Folding tool for preparing FCC molded-plug
terminations
[B-FS-20116] B71-10422 08
TEBBAIB ANALYSIS
Computerized methods for trafficability analysis
[H-FS-21423] B71-10484 03
TEST CHAHBEBS
Cable insulation cut-through tester
[N-FS-20114] B71-10459 08
Distribution and metering system for soil samples
[ABC-10429] B71-10481 07
Beusable anaerobic system for microbiological
studies - A concept
[HSC-13920] B71-10495 05
Miniature carbon dioxide sensor
[MSC-13332] B71-10536 03
TEST EQDIPHEBT
Gas chromatograph sample-transfer valve
[ABC-10427] B71-10U7H 01
TEST FACILITIES
Instruction manuals for radiographic nondestructive
testing
[B-FS-21350] B71-10156 06
TEST FIBIHG
Cast segment evaluation
[M-FS-21354] B71-10363 08
TEST STANDS
Prevention of damage to delicate connectors during
mounting of heavy engines for testing
[NDC-10322] B71-10044 06
New materials for fireplace logs
[H-FS-21363] B71-10339 04
TESTING TIME
Air lock mechanism speeds specimen testing in
high-temperature vacuum furnaces
[LANGLEY-10841] B71-10493 07
TESTS
Digital-coded matrix system simplifies design and
construction of flow charts
[HSC-13539] B71-10086 09
Bigh-temperatare, long-life polyimide seals for
hydraulic actuator rods
[LEHIS-11212] B71-10098 07
Strain gage performance above 1033 K
[M-FS-18831] B71-10225 04
TETBAHEDBONS
ELAS8 - Computer program for linear structure
equilibrium problems
[NPO-11555] B71-10185 09
TETBAPHENILS
Coatings from copolymers of tetraphenoxysilane and
P*P (1) -biphenol
[M-FS-14947] B71-10303 04
TBTBIL
Explosive bonded TZM-wire-reinforced C129Y columbium
composites
SOBJECT IHDEI THBHHAL SHOCK
[H-FS-20925] B71-10356 04
TEXTBOOKS
FORT8AH programming - A self-taaght coarse
[LAHGLET-10738] B71-10052 09
Elements of orbit-determination theory - Textbook
[NPo-11466] B71-10I125 03
TBBOBBH PBOYISG
Computation of group table alphanonenc display
[LEiIS-11346] B71-10373 09
IHEOBIES
Exhaust cloud rise and diffusion in the atmosphere
[H-FS-21119] B71-10111 03
THEBAPT
Zero-g simulation system for therapeutic application
[H-FS-14671] B71-10034 04
IBEBHAL COBDOCTI?ITY
FEATS - Finite element thermal stress analysis of
plane or axisymmetric solids
[HOC-10242] B71-10038 09
Process for producing molybdenum foil and
collapsible tubing
[GSFC-10008] B71-10073 08
Beta! alloy resistivity measurements at very low
temperatures
[HOC-10557] B71-10104 04
Thermal conductivity of gaseous and lignid hydrogen
[HOC-10558] B71-10105 01
Parallel-gap welding for joints between copper
conductors and Kovar
[H-FS-21224] B71-10168 08
Water electrolysis module
[ABC-10246] B71-10203 03
Durable cathodes for high-power inert-gas arcs
[LE1IS-11162] B71-10264 03
Improved insulating materials effective at extremely
high temperatures
[NPO-12067] B71-10289 04
Granular two-phase insulation systems
[NPO-12068] B71-10290 04
Eeduction of valve leakage - A concept
[NPO-12003] B71-10315 07
literature review and experimental investigation of
heat pipes
[H-FS-21074] B71-10353 03
Cast segment evaluation
[H-FS-21354] B71-10363 08
Fabrication technigues for thona-dispersed /ID/
nickel
[LESIS-11240] B71-10369 08
Steady temperature and density distributions in a
gas containing heat sources
[LEWIS-10905] B71-10398 09
Exothermic brazing units
[K-FS-21435] B71-10467 08
THEBHAL COHTBOL COATINGS
Thermal and structural modeling of superinsnlation
[S-FS-20324] B71-10019 02
Improved thermal paint formulation
fH-FS-14706] B71-10180 03
Thermal scale modeling
[H-FS-212681 B71-10432 03
TBEBHAL CYCLIHG TESTS
Oxidation-resistant silicide coating applied to
colurabium alloy screen
rABC-10186] B71-10229 04
Environmental effects on silicon solar cells
fllPO-11475] B71-10282 02
TBEBHAL EHEBGT
The heat pipe - A simple, versatile, efficient heat
transfer tool
[HPO-11598] B71-10109 06
Literature review and experimental investigation of
heat pipes
[H-FS-21074] B71-10353 03
TBEBHAL ENVIBOBBEHTS
Effects of the thermal sterilization procedure on
polymeric products
[NPO-11688] B71-10362 04
THEBHAL EZPAHSIOH
Hethod of joining metals of significantly different
expansion rates —
FNPO-12076] B71-10028 08
Producing graphite with desired properties
[NDC-11CC1] B71-10042 04
A concept for improving the dimensional stability of
filamentary composites in one direction
[LABGLEY-10443] B71-10061 04
Process for producing molybdenum foil and
collapsible tubing
[GSFC-10008] B71-10073 08
Fluid slip ring transfers coolant to rotating
equipment
CHSC-13451] B71-10083 07
Determination of gas volume trapped in a closed
fluid system
[HSC-15685] B71-10094 06
Bigh-temperature pump-motor assembly
[LESIS-10256] B71-10100 07
Parallel-gap welding for joints between copper
conductors and Kovar
^-— [H-FS-21224] B71-10168 08
Preparation of homogeneous vitreous materials for
electronic and optical devices
[HQ-10670] B71-10172 04
Differential expansion fitting for cryogenic liquid
tanks[LEWIS-11260) B71-10268 08
Improved brazing technique for pyrolytic graphite
[HPO-12026] B71-10293 08
Beduction of valve leakage - A concept
[HPO-12003] B71-10315 07
TBEBHAL IHSDLATIOB
Vacuum-jacketed rotary joints for pipelines
[KSC-10519] B71-10018 07
Inexpensive high-temperature furnace for
thermocouple calibration
[NDC-10372] B71-10046 03
System accurately controls pressure in cryogenic
tanks
[LEWIS-11329] B71-10118 03
Self-replaceable thermocouple for molten steel bath
- A concept
[HOC-102231 B71-10125 01
Improved insulating materials effective at extremely
high temperatures
[NPO-12067] B71-10289 04
Granular two-phase insulation systems
[NPO-12068] B71-10290 04
Improved smoke generator for low-speed wind tunnels
[LANGLEY-10885] B71-10337 06
Opacified fibrous thermal insulation
[LESIS-11235] B71-10406 03
Hicroorganism sample device
[LANGLEI-10258] B71-10487 05
TBEBHAL ROISE
Hicrowave cryogenic thermal-noise standards
[NPO-11424] B71-10139 03
A psendo random-access synchronous meteorological
satellite system
[GSFC-10895] B71-10220 02
THEBHAL PBOTECTIOB
Self-replaceable thermocouple for molten steel bath
- A concept
[NDC-10223] B71-10125 01
Investigation to identify paint coatings resistive
to microorganism growth
[H-FS-20458] B71-10310 04
THEBHAL BADIATION
Radiation view factor program
CH-FS-21075] B71-10106 09
Determination of radiation interchange factors
[HSC-13475] B71-10295 09
TBEBHAL BESISTARCE
Thermal and structural modeling of snperinsulation
[H-FS-20324] B71-10019 02
Bigid open-cell polyurethane foam for cryogenic
insulation
[LEWIS-11220] B71-10079 04
Ceramic backup ring prevents undesirable weld-metal
buildup
[RtJC-10357] B71-10117 08
Low-temperatnre bonding of temperature-resistant
electronic connections
fH-FS-20909] B71-10253 08
Durable cathodes for high-power inert-gas arcs
[LEBIS-11162] B71-10264 03
Coatings from copolymers of tetraphenoxysilane and
p,p(1)-biphenol
fH-FS-14947] B71-10303 04
Effects of the thermal sterilization procedure on
polymeric products
[NPO-11688] B71-10362 04
Analysis and design of a flat central finned-tube
radiator '[LEBIS-10893] B71-10399 09
TBEBHAL SHOCK
Environmental effects on silicon solar cells
[NPO-11475] B71-10282 02
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TBEBHAL SIBOLATIOH
Theroal scale modeling
[H-FS-21268] B71-10432 03
TBEBHAL STABILITY
Discrete-component S-band pover amplifier
[GSFC-11248] B71-10365 01
Thermally stable polyimides fron solutions of
monomenc reactants
[LEWIS-11325] B71-10442 0<1
High-temperature strength of prealloyed-powder
products increased by heat/pressure treatment
CLEWIS-11229] B71-10489 01
TBEBHAL STBESSES
FEATS - Finite element thermal stress analysis of
plane or axisymnetric solids
[NOC-10242] B71-10038 09
TBEBHALIZATIOH (EHEBGI ABSORPTION)
Stady of second breakdown in pover transistors nsing
infrared techniques
[B-FS-20748] B71-10021 01
TBEBHIOHIC COHVEBTEBS
Metal-to-ceramic seals - A literature survey
[NPO-11430] B71-10116 08
THEBHIOHIC DIODES
Hetal-to-ceramic seals - A literature survey
[NPO-11430] B71-10116 08
THBBHIOHICS
Metal-to-ceramic seals - A literature survey
[HPO-11430] B71-10116 08
THEBBISTOBS
Polarographic carbon dioxide transducer amplifier
[BSC-13728] B71-10090 02
THEBHOCODPLES
Inexpensive high-temperature furnace for
thermocouple calibration
[NOC-10372] B71-10046 03
Improved high-temperature metal-sheathed cables
[NOC-10413] B71-10102 01
Self-replaceable thermocouple for molten steel bath
- A concept
[NOC-10223] B71-10125 01
Microwave cryogenic thermal-noise standards
[NPO-11424] B71-10139 03
Series-hybrid bearing - An approach to extending
bearing fatigue life at high speeds
[LEWIS-11152] B71-10173 07
Improved sheath removal technique for very small
thermocouples
[LEWIS-11228] B71-10179 01
Strain gage performance above 1033 K
[M-FS-18831] B71-10225 01
TBEBHODIHAMIC CYCLES
Determination of gas volume trapped in a closed
fluid system
[HSC-15685] B71-10094 06
THEBBODYHABIC PBOPEBTIES
AOTOTEM - Automated geometry meshing and heat
conduction calculation
[NDC-10241] B71-10039 09
Updated, expanded, fluid properties handbook
[B-FS-21169] B71-10078 04
THERHODYHAHICS
The heat pipe - A simple, versatile, efficient heat
transfer tool
[HPO-11598] B71-10109 06
Improved method for calculating pump thermodynamic
suppression head
fH-FS-20852] B71-10239 07
Compressed gas handbook
tKSC-10662] B71-10272 03
Analysis and design of a flat central finned-tube
radiator
[LEWIS-10893] B71-10399 09
TBERHOELASTICITY
Analysis of mnltilayered fiber composites
[LEWIS-11347] B71-10372 09
TBEBHOELECTBIC GEBEBATOBS
Scintillation detector for carbon-1 it
[ABC-10378] B71-10144 03
TBEBHOELECTBIC MATEBIALS
Resistivity and Hall measurements of thermoelectric
materials
[B-FS-20470] B71-10015 03
TBEBHOELECTBICITI
Metal alloy resistivity measurements at very low
temperatures
CNOC-10557] B71-10104 04
Reduction of valve leakage - A concept
[HPO-12003] B71-10315 07
THERHOPLASTICITI
Eye point-of-regard system
fABC-10360] B71-10476 05
THICKHESS
Computer program optimizes design of nuclear
radiation shields
[LEWIS-10998] B71-10400 09
THIS FILHS
Electromagnetic simulation of microwave backscatter
from the ocean surface - A feasibility study
[B-FS-20476] B71-10016 01
Oltra thin gage plastic film
[LEWIS-11276] B71-10135 08
Sensitive gaseous hydrogen detection system
[H-FS-21161] B71-10209 OH
Solar cell power scanner
[LEUIS-11280] B71-10223 02
Plating by glass-bead peening
[GSFC-11163] B71-10256 08
Nonvolatile read/write memory element - A concept
[GSFC-10993] B71-10346 01
A study of nitride devices for computer memory
applications
[H-FS-20971] B71-10350 03
Ose of cermet thin film resistors with nitride
passivated metal insulator field effect transistor
[GSFC-10835] B71-10375 08
Resin additive improves performance of
high-temperature hydrocarbon lubricants
rLEHIS-11364] B71-10394 01
Copper/nickel eutectic brazing of titanium
[ARC-10337] B71-10525 08
TBIR PLATES
Vibration testing and analysis using holography
[H-FS-21050] B71-10352 03
Explosive bonded TZH-wire-reinforced C129Y colnmbium
composites
[M-FS-20925] B71-10356 04
A multiple-plate, multiple-pinhole camera for X-ray
gamma-ray imaging
[M-FS-20546] B71-10439 02
THIH WALLS
Cast segment evaluation
[H-FS-21354] B71-10363 08
TBIOLS
Solvation agent for disulfide precipitates from
inhibited glycol-water solutions
[BSC-13695] B71-10331 04
THOHIOH OIIDES
Fabrication technigues for thoria-dispersed /TD/
nickel
[LEWIS-112401 B71-10369 08
THREADS
Strong, easy-to-mold, spiral buttress thread
[LAHGLET-10755] B71-10336 08
Instrument accurately measures stress loads in
threaded bolts
[H-FS-21121] B71-10486 01
Joint preload properties of structural threaded
fasteners
[B-FS-21453] B71-10531 08
THREE DIHEHSIOHAL COMPOSITES
A concept for improving the dimensional stability of
filamentary composites in one direction
[LANGLEI-10443] B71-10061 04
TBBEE DIHEBSIOHAL FLOW
An investigation of tandem-row, high-head pump
indncers
[H-FS-21139] B71-10152 07
Wind tunnel investigations at transonic Bach numbers
CB-FS-20895] B71-10254 06
THRESHOLD GATES
Pulse width-pulse rate modulator
[AFC-10025] B71-10497 01
THBESBOLDS (PEBCBPTIOH)
Hew filter technique improves home television
reception
[HSC-13729] B71-10141 02
THB04TS
Portable lightweight bandsaw
[H-FS-16927] B71-10237 07
THBOTTLIHG
Digital computer program for analyzing chugging
instabilities
[LEWIS-11294] B71-10215 09
Liquid-fuel valve with precise throttling control
[NPO-10808] B71-10449 07
THBOST
Study aids accuracy of tnrbopnmp axial thrust
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analysis
fH-FS-18774] B71-10020 07
An investigation of tandem-row, high-head pamp
indacers
[H-FS-21139] B71-10152 07
THBOST BEABIBGS
Series-hybrid bearing - An approach to extending
bearing fatigue life at hiqh speeds
rLEHIS-11152] B71-10173 07
Evaluation of rotatinc, incompressibly lubricated,
pressurized thrust bearings
[LEIIS-11511 ] B71-10509 09
THBDST CHAHBEBS
Fabrication of large tungsten structures by chemical
vapor deposition
[LEBIS-11239] B71-10212 08
Cast segment evaluation
fH-FS-21354] B71-10363 08
Fabrication techniques for thoria-dispersed /TD/
nickel
fLESIS-11240] B71-10369 08
Improved electron emitter
[LEWIS-10814] B71-10388 03
THBDST CONTROL
Proportional pulsed pilot valve
[ASC-10228] B71-10468 07
TIHE COHSTAHT
A 20 kHz power oscillator
CLEBIS-11319] B71-1017U 01
Hultiloop distributed RC active networks
[ARC-10200] B71-10177 01
Closed-loop control of stochastic nonlinear systems
[SSC-13858] B71-10306 09
Externally programmed variable timer
[H-FS-20776] B71-10437 01
TIHE DIVISIOH BOLTIPLEXIIG
Double phase-lock loop with rapid transient response
- A concept
fGSFC-10861] B71-10349 01
TIHE FONCTIOHS
Hew procedure for determining minimum time orbit
transfers
[•H-FS-14804] B71-10376 09
TIHE HEASOBEHEHT
Doable precision trajectory program /DPTRAJ 2.2C/
[NPO-11798] B71-10390 09
Digital aspect clock
[AEC-10088] 871-1011*0 02
TIHE SERIES SHAIISIS
A real-time statistical time-series analyzer
FHSC-12428] B71-10276 02
TIHIHG DEVICES
Automatic ammo acid analyzer
[ABC-10215] B71-10165 04
Improved reversible couloneter cell
tSAN-10051] B71-10176 02
Externally programmed variable timer
[H-FS-20776] 871-10437 04
TIH
Low-temperature bonding of temperature-resistant
electronic connections
[B-FS-20909] B71-10253 08
Environmental effects on silicon solar cells
[NPO-11475] B71-10282 02
Til OZIDES
Han-machine communication - A transparent
switchboard for computers
[HSC-137116] B71-10263 02
TISSUES (BIOLOGY)
Few method speeds body inert gas saturation and
utilizes surface decompression
[HSC-13543] B71-10330 05
Miniature battery-operated electromagnetic system
for blood flow measurements
[ABC-10362] B71-10477 05
TITABIUH
Subniniature transducer measures unsteady pressures
[ABC-10349] B71-10114 01
Environmental effects on silicon solar cells
[NPO-11475] 871-10282 02
Improved brazing technique for pyrolytic graphite
[HPO-12026] 871-10293 08
Hydraulic expansion process shapes large metal
sheets
[HSC-12432] B71-10511 07
Copper/nickel eutectic brazing of titanium
[ABC-10337] B71-10525 08
TITiHIOB ALLOTS
Bethod of joining metals of significantly different
expansion rates
[HPO-12C76] B71-10028 08
A concept for improving the dimensional stability of
filamentary composites in one direction
[LAHGLET-10113] B71-10061 04
Hetal alloy resistivity measurements at very low
temperatures
[NOC-10557] B71-10104 04
Erosion of metals by multiple impacts with water
[HQ-10591] B71-10197 04
Electroplating on titanium alloy
[H-FS-21251] B71-10338 08
Fracture mechanics evaluation of T1-6A1-4V pressure
vessels
[HSC-13995] B71-10413 09
Joint preload properties of structural threaded
fasteners
[H-FS-21453] B71-10531 08
TITAHIUH OXIDES
Improved fire-resistant coatings
[GSFC-1C072] B71-10198 04
TITBATIOI
Bapid analytical determination of glutaraldehyde
concentrations
[ABG-10413] B71-10047 05
TOLEBABCES (HECHAHICS)
Digital telemetry system eliminates data redundancy
[HSC-123881 871-10082 02
Fluid slip ring transfers coolant to rotating
eguipment
[HSC-13451] 871-10083 07
Low-cost quasi-parabolic antenna
[LEWIS-11291] B71-10121 01
Induction brazing manual
[H-FS-14924] B71-10123 08
Preparation of homogeneous vitreous materials for
electronic and optical devices
[HQ-10670] B71-10172 04
Promising born/qraphite/resin composites
[H-FS-21126] B71-10217 04
Efficient digital comparison technique for logic
circuits
[H-FS-21080] B71-10218 02
Calibration-interval adjustment indicator - A
concept
[H-FS-18693] B71-10309 01
Tolerance analysis program
(HSC-174871 B71-10389 09
Screening method improves performance of
nickel-cadmium batteries
fGSFC-11260] B71-10411 04
Cartesian-coordinate dimensioning for plumbing
systems[B-FS-18867] B71-10435 08
TOLDEBE
Synthesis of a new class of highly fluorinated
aliphatic dusocyanates
[H-FS-20883] B71-10300 04
TOOLIHG
Low-cost quasi-parabolic antenna
fLEHIS-11291] B71-10121 01
TOOLS
Induction brazing manual
[H-FS-14924] B71-10123 08
A lightweight, high output soil sampler
[HPO-10797] B71-10159 07
Beld beveling of large-diameter pipes
[KSC-10550] B71-10280 08
Hew materials for fireplace logs
[H-FS-21363] B71-10339 04
Hicrobial burden prediction model program
[HPO-11709] B71-10401 09
Folding tools for flat conductor cable harnesses
[B-FS-20121] B71-10415 08
Seating tool for preparing oolded-plug terminations
on FCC
[H-FS-20123] B71-10417 08
Durability tester for FCC connectors
[H-FS-20128] 871-10418 08
Sprue cutoff tool for aolded FCC pings
[H-FS-20236] B71-10421 08
Folding tool for preparing FCC molded-plug
terminations
[H-FS-20116] B71-10422 08
Hultiedge slitter for FCC
[H-FS-20112] 871-10457 08
Botary stripper for shielded and unshielded FCC
[H-FS-20119] B71-10465 08
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B71-10370 02
Tool expedites installation of BNC connectors
[ABC-10327] B71-10180 07
Instrument accurately measures stress loads in
threaded bolts
[B-FS-21121] B71-10186 01
Optical inspection tool for interior surfaces of
fluid lines
tB-FS-15162] B71-10513 06
TOPOGRAPHY
Computerized methods for trafficability analysis
[B-FS-21123] B71-10181 03
TOPOLOGY
PUZZLE - A program for computer-aided design of
printed circuit artwork
fLBL-IOOSO] 'B71-10122 09
A topological approach to computer-aided sensitivity
analysis \'
[ABC-10211] 87,1-10164 02
Graphical method for analyzing digital computer
efficiency '"'
[ARC-10210] B71-10153 09
TOBCBES .-
Inexpensive high-temperature furnace for
thermocouple calibration
[HUC-10372] B71-10016 03
TOBOIDS
Improved circuit avoids premature-power transistor
failure ",' " m* ^;-^f
[NPO-11365] I rjj/JL'% 
TOBQOE f . ~ , ,'_ "*
Vacuum-jacketed rotary joints for pipelines
[KSC-10519] B71-10018 07
Fluid slip ring transfers coolant to rotating
eguipment
[BSC-13151] B71-10083 07
Performance evaluation system for inertial
navigation eguipment
[BSC-13512] B71-10087 02
A lightweight, high output soil sampler
[NPO-10797] B71-10159 07
Series-hybrid bearing - An approach to extending
bearing fatigue life at high speeds
[LEHIS-11152] B71-10173 07
Thermal heliotrope - A passive sun-tracker -*"~
[GSFC-10915] B71-10260 03
Cadmium plated steel caps seal anodized aluminum
fittings
[H-FS-20137] B71-10355 05
Evaluation of rotating, incompressibly lubricated,
pressurized thrust bearings
[LESIS-11511] B71-10509 09
Brushless dc motor with dual windings
[H-FS-21290] • B71-10530 02
Joint preload properties of structural threaded
fasteners
[H-FS-21453] B71-10531 08
TOBQOE HOTOBS
Bnltimode ergometer system
fB-FS-21041) B71-10107 05
Spin vector control of a spinning space station
[B-FS-21333] B71-10296 09
TOBQUEHETEBS
Instrument accurately measures stress loads in
threaded bolts
[B-FS-21121] B71-10486 01
TOBSION
Structural behavior of tapered inflated fabric
cylinders under various loading conditions
[BSC-15317] B71-10327 06
TOBSIOSAL STBESS
Precision, triple-parameter, nondestructive-test
system for in-process microwelding
[ARC-10102] B71-10152 01
TOBSIONAL VIBRATION
Botordynamic response analysis program
[HQ-10579] B71-10211 09
TOBEBS
Accumulative weights program
[B-FS-15066] B71-10181 09
TOIICITY
A silver ion water sterilization system
[HSC-15731] B71-10278 01
TOXICITY AND SAFETY BAZABD
Estimating carbon monoxide exposure
[HSC-17211] B71-10319 01
TB&CEBS
Nondestructive testing of adhesive bonds by nuclear
gnadrupole resonance method
[B-FS-21160] B71-10208 01
TBACKIHS (POSITION)
Badial rotating antenna-feed system
[GSFC-11013] B71-10025 01
Hew filter technigne improves home television
reception
[BSC-13729] B71-10141 02
Thermal heliotrope - A passive sun-tracker
[GSFC-109U5] B71-10260 03
Planet geometric center tracker
[ABC-1008U] B71-104U5 02
TBACEIBG EADAB
Economical phased-array antenna for environmental
applications
[BQ-10131] B71-10057 02
TBAFFIC COHTBOL
Computerized methods for trafficability analysis
[B-FS-21123] B71-10181 03
TBAGACABTB
Protective coating for salt-bath brazing
[LEBIS-90255] B71-10381 08
TBAILIHG EDGES
Digital parallel-to-series pulse-train converter
[BSC-12117] B71-10150 01
TBAIHIHG DEVICES
FORTRAN programming - A self-taught course
[LANGLBY-10738] B71-10052 09
TBAJECTOBIBS
Closed-loop control of stochastic nonlinear systems
[BSC-13858] B71-10306 09
New procedure for determining minimum time orbit
transfers
[B-FS-11801] B71-10376 09
TBAJECTOBT ANALYSIS
Fast Bars communication geometry program
[LANGLET-10658] B71-10002 09
Quick response targeting program
[B-FS-15157] B71-10117 09
Double precision trajectory program /DPTRAJ 2.2C/
[NPO-11798] B71-10390 09
Elements of orbit-determination theory - Textbook
[NPO-11U66] B71-10125 03
TBAJECTOBT CONTROL
Systems for dead-reckoning navigation and for
simulation of instrumental error - Concepts
[B-FS-20860] B71-10072 07
TBANSDDCEBS
Study aids accuracy of tnrbopnmp axial thrust
analysis
[B-FS-18771] B71-10020 07
Ultrasonics used for high-precision nondestructive
inspection of brazed 3Oints
[SUC-10352] B71-10015 08
Polarographic carbon dioxide transducer amplifier
[BSC-13728] B71-10090 02
Ultrasonic metal etching for metallographic analysis
[LEHIS-11230] B71-10099 01
Subminiatnre transducer measures unsteady pressures
[ABC-10319] B71-10111 01
System accurately controls pressure in cryogenic
tanks
[LEWIS-11329] B71-10118 03
Portable low-freguency vibration measuring and
recording system
[LANGLET-10513] B71-10126 02
Inertia diaphragm pressure transducer
[IAC-2981] B71-10200 05
Strain gage performance above 1033 K
[B-FS-18831] B71-10225 01
Ultrasonic scanning system for in-place inspection
of brazed-tube joints
[B-FS-21166] B71-10227 06
Bultichannel intercom with simultaneous send/receive
capability
[B-FS-18808] B71-10228 02
Catheter transducer and circuit
[ABC-10132] B71-10231 01
On-line analysis of random vibrations
[ABC-10151] B71-10281 09
Precision, triple-parameter, nondestructive-test
system for in-process microwelding
[ARC-10102] B71-10152 01
Biniature battery-operated electromagnetic system
for blood flow measurements
[ARC-10362] B71-10177 05
TBANSFEB FUNCTIONS
A topological approach to computer-aided sensitivity
analysis
[ARC-10211] B71-10161 02
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Vibrational transfer functions for base excited
systems
[H-PS-21432] B71-10141 09
Optimized techniques and requirements for computer
improvement of structural weld radiographs
[B-PS-21627] B71-10<(92 09
TBABSFEB ORBITS
Hew procedure for determining minimum tine orbit
transfers
ra-pS-mSOK] B71-10376 09
TBAHSFOBHEBS
Inexpensive system protects megawatt
resistance-heating furnace against high-voltage
surges
[HOC-10239] B71-100«3 01
Saturation current spikes eliminated in saturable
core transformers
fEBC-10125] 871-101*2 01
A 20 kHz power oscillator
[LESIS-11319] B71-1017U 01
Small size transforner provides high power
regulation with low ripple and maximum control
TH-PS-16709J B71-10193 01
flultichannel intercom with simultaneous send/receive
capability
[H-PS-18808] B71-10228 02
Oscillating tank circuit eliminates ballast resistor
in lamp control circuit
[B-FS-20891] B71-10275 01
Radial heat flux transformer
rKPO-108281 B71-10311 03
Improved circuit avoids premature power transistor
failure
CNPO-11365] B71-10370 02
Radioqraphic inspection specifications for
electronic components
[H-PS-20723] B71-10«38 01
THAHSIBNT RESPONSE
Vibration analysis by time-average holography
[LiHGLEY-10611] B71-10333 03
Double phase-lock loop with rapid transient response
- A concept
tGSPC-10864] B71-103U9 01
Vibration testing and analysis using holography
fB-FS-21050] B71-10352 03
Dynamics of short pressure probes
[LEWTS-11293] B71-10374 09
Thermal scale modeling
fB-FS-21268] B71-10«32 03
THAHSISTOB AflPLIFIERS
Discrete-component S-band power amplifier
[GSFC-112U81 B71-10365 01
TRANSISTORS
Study of second breakdown in power transistors using
infrared tecbnigues
[B-PS-207118J B71-10021 01
Design and development of a fast scan infrared
detection and measurement instrument
[B-PS-207K9] B71-10022 03
Saturation current spikes eliminated in satnrable
core transformers
[EBC-10125] B71-101I12 01
Biniature implantable instrument measures and
transmits heart function data
[ARC-102011 B71-10163 05
Coarse roll-rate gain-control circuit
fABC-1006lt] B71-10204 01
Voltage regulator dissipates minimal power and
functions as a voltage divider
B71-10367 01
Silicon contact for area reduction of integrated
circuits
CB-FS-20688] B71-10368 01
Improved circuit avoids premature power transistor
failure
fHPO-11365] B71-10370 02
0FF-controlled implantable solid state switch
[AEC-10136] B71-10I126 01
Radioqraphic inspection specifications for
electronic components
fB-FS-20723] B71-10438 01
TBBHSIT TIHB
Digital decoder for phase-delay coded data
fGSPC-10891] B71-10315 Ot
TRAHSITIOH TEHPERATDRE
Preparation of highly fluorinated polynrethanes
fNPO-10767] B71-10005 01
TRANSLATIHG
Hiqh-irapact dynamic-response analysis of nonlinear
structures
[HPO-11716] B71-10130 09
TBARSLOHAR IHJECTIOH
Quick response targeting program
[B-FS-15157] B71-10147 09
TBiHSBISSIOH
Isolated-line commutator-amplifier
[B-PS-2073*] B71-10118 02
Experimental determination of damping parameters of
viscoelastic materials
[B-FS-20534] B71-10297 01
TBAHSBISSIOS EFFICIBHCI
Beam sgnint correction for a diplex, retrodirective
phased array
[GSFC-11023] B71-10441 02
TRAHSHISSIOH LIHES
Remote coupling of air lines
[HOC-10225] B71-10101 07
A frequency division multiplex technigue for
transmitting commands
[ICSC-10521] B71-10169 02
Automatic transmission line monitor
[KSC-10385] B71-10288 02
Folding tools for flat conductor cable harnesses
[B-FS-20121] 871-101(15 08
Precision die-punch for trimming the conductors of
flat conductor cable
[B-FS-20112] 871-101(19 08
Sprue cutoff tool for molded FCC plugs
[B-FS-20236] 871-101(21 08
Folding tool for preparing FCC molded-plug
terminations
[B-FS-20116] B71-10422 08
Bultiedge slitter for FCC
fH-FS-20112] B71-10157 08
Cable insulation cut-through tester
[«-FS-2011<O 871-101(59 08
TRAHSBITTANCE
A topological approach to computer-aided sensitivity
analysis
CAHC-10211] B71-1016U 02
Automatic amino acid analyzer
[ABC-10215] 871-10165 04
TRSHSHITTEB RECEIVERS
Badial rotating antenna-feed system
fGSFC-11013] B71-10025 01
Dual-freguency feed-horn antenna
[GSFC-10820] 871-10056 02
Tone-activated, remote, alert communication system
tHPO-11132] B71-10307 02
TBAHSBITTEBS
Biniature implantable instrument measures and
transmits heart function data
[ABC-10201] 871-10163 05
.A freguency division multiplex technigue for
transmitting commands
[KSC-10521] B71-10169 02
An improved telemetry system
fARC-10336] 871-10201 01
Aircraft-crash-locating transmitter features design
improvements
[B-FS-16609] 871-10213 02
Hermetically sealed motion transmitter
[BSC-173i(8J B71-10328 07
Remote control radioactive-waste removal system uses
modulated laser transmitter
CLANGLEY-10311] B71-103U3 03
TBANSOHIC FLOH
Wind tunnel investigations at transonic Bach numbers
[B-FS-20895] B71-1025I( 06
A study of high freguency nonlinear combustion
i^ —• instability in baffled annular liquid propellant
rocket motors
[HPO-11800] B71-10532 09
TRAHSOHIC SPEED
Computer program calculates transonic velocities in
tnrbomachines
[LEHIS-10977] 871-101(02 09
TR&HSPAREHCE
Improved reflective coating for integrating spheres
[GSFC-10855] B71-10110 03
Nondestructive testing of adhesive bonds by nuclear
gnadrupole resonance method
fH-FS-21169] B71-10208 01
flan-machine communication - A transparent
switchboard for computers
rBSC-137U6] B71-10263 02
Beasnring internal dimensions of small transparent
objects
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f L A N G L E Y - 1 0 7 1 2 ] B71-10505 08
TBAHSPOIDEBS
Radial rotating antenna-feed system
[GSFC-11013] B71-10025 01
Composite antenna feed system operates from VHP to
Z-band
[GSFC-11016] B71-10410 02
TBAHSPOBT PBOPEBTIES
Survey of heat transfer to near critical fluids
[LEKIS-11289] B71-10262 03
Flame zone of a composite propellant expanded by a
laser source
[LARGLEY-10660] B71-10335 03
TBAHSPOBT THEOBY
flonte carlo program for the transport of neutrons
and gamma rays
[LEWIS-11403] B71-10190 09
TRAHSPOBTATIOR
Torch kit for welding in difficult areas
[MSC-15701] B71-10070 08
Computerized methods for trafficability analysis
fM-FS-21123] B71-10181 03
TBABSPOBTEB
Simple two-speed tape transport drive
[GSFC-10981] B71-101C9 06
TBAPS
Improved molecular sorbent trap for high-vacuum
systems
fABC-10056] B71-10478 03
TBIARGLBS
ELAS8 - Computer program for linear structure
equilibrium problems
[HPO-11555] B71-10185 09
TBIGGEE CIRCUITS
Isosceles detector provides maximum resolution in
expanded range
[GSFC-10932] B71-10279 01
TBIGOHOHETBIC FDHCTIORS
Coarse roll-rate gain-control circuit
[ARC-10061] B71-10201 01
TBIODES
Multichannel intercom with simultaneous send/receive
capability
[H-FS-188CB] B71-10228 02
TDBE HEAT EXCHAHGEBS
Concentric tubes cold-bonded by drawing and internal
expansion
[ABG-90033] B71-10050 08
TDBES
Simple, shock-free, quick-release connector - A
concept
[LEWIS-11178] B71-10116 07
A lightweight, high output soil sampler
[RPO-10797] B71-10159 07
Analysis and design of a flat central finned-tube
radiator
[LEWIS-10893} B71-10399 09
TDNERS
Microwave cryogenic thermal-noise standards
[RPO-11121] B71-10139 03
TDHGSTEN
Inexpensive high-temperature furnace for
thermocouple calibration
[HOC-10372] B71-10046 03
Accurate pointing of tungsten welding electrodes
[ABG-10119] B71-10048 08
Fabrication of large tungsten structures by chemical
vapor deposition
[LEWIS-11239] B71-10212 08
Durable cathodes for high-power inert-gas arcs
[LEBIS-11162] B71-1026II 03
Improved brazing technique for pyrolytic graphite
[HPO-12026] B71-10293 08
Superconductor transition temperatures study
[H-FS-21217] B71-10385 03
Computer program optimizes design of nuclear
radiation shields
[LEHIS-10998] B71-10100 09
Exothermic brazing units
[H-FS-21135] B71-10167 08
TOHGSTBH ALLOTS
Self-replaceable thermocouple for molten steel bath
- A concept
[NOC-10223] B71-10125 01
TOBGSTEB FLOOBIDBS
Fabrication of large tungsten structures by chemical
vapor deposition
[LEWIS-11239] B71-10212 08
TDHGSTEH OXIDES
Sensitive gaseous hydrogen detection system
[H-FS-21161] B71-10209 04
TDHIHG
Oscillator with wide dynamic tuning range
[GSFC-11086] B71-10286 01
T0HHEL DIODES
Automatic cross-sectioning and monitoring system
locates defects in electronic devices
[GSFC-11221] B71-10221 01
Microwave biasing improves detector response in the
infrared region
[GSFC-11050] B71-10313 01
TOBBIHE POHPS
Study aids accuracy of turbopump axial thrust
analysis
[M-FS-18771] B71-10020 07
TUBBIRES
Spray momentum measuring system
[BSC-12305] B71-10137 05
Computing incompressible laminar and turbulent
boundary layer formation
[LEWIS-11190] B71-10155 09
Erosion of netals by multiple impacts with water
[HQ-10591] B71-10197 04
Strain gage performance above 1033 K
[H-FS-18831] B71-10225 01
Split stator vane row for fans and compressors
[ARC-10288] B71-10528 06
TUBBOFARS
Split stator vane row for fans and compressors
[ARC-10288] B71-10528 06
TOBBOGEREBATOBS
High-temperature pump-motor assembly
[LEIIS-10256] B71-10100 07
TDBBOMACBIBE BLADES
Computer program for calculating aerodynamic forces
on blade sections
[LEHIS-11382] B71-10153 09
Computer program calculates transonic velocities in
turbomachines
[LEfIS-10977] B71-10402 09
Split stator vane row for fans and compressors
[ARC-10288] B71-10528 06
TORBOBACBTHBBT
Computer program /TDRBLE/ for calculating velocities
and streamlines in tnrbomachines
[LEWIS-10788] B71-10392 09
TOBBDLERCE
Optical probing of supersonic flows with statistical
correlation
[M-FS-20642] B71-10252 03
TDBBOLEHCE HETEBS
Atmospheric pollution measurement by optical cross
correlation methods - A concept
[M-FS-12078] B71-10221I 02
T0BBOLEHT FLOW
Prediction of windage power loss in alternators
[LEBIS-10939] B71-10074 06
Computing incompressible laminar and turbulent
boundary layer formation
[LEWIS-11190] B71-10155 09
Computer program /TDHBLE/ for calculating velocities
and streamlines in turbomachines
[LEWIS-10788] B71-10392 09
TOBHSTILE ABTEHBAS
Composite antenna feed system operates from VHF to
X-band
[GSFC-110I46] B71-10410 02
HO DIHEBSIOBAL FLOW
An investigation of tandem-row, high-head pump
influcers
[S-FS-21139] B71-10152 07
TWO PHASE FLOW
Improved method for calculating pump thermodynamic
suppression head
[H-FS-20852] B71-10239 07
TTPEWSITEBS <
High-speed digital plotter
[ABG-90001] B71-10049 02
u
ODIBET ALLOTS
Erosion of metals by multiple impacts with water
[HQ-10591] B71-10197 01
ULLAGE
Submerged gas injector expels cryogenic liquids from
tanks
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[LEWIS-11231 ] B71-10219 07
DLTEAHIGB FBEQDEHCIES
Side-angle, circularly polarized,
omnidirectional-array antenna
[GSPc-10928] B71-10033 01
A pseudo randon-access synchronous meteorological
satellite system
fGSpc-10895] B71-10220 02
Discrete-component s-band power amplifier
fGSFC-112lt8] B71-10365 01
Composite antenna feed system operates from VHF to
X-band
tGSFC-11016] B71-10110 02
OLTBAHIGH VACUUH
Optimum doping achieves high quantum yields in GaAs
photoemitters
fB-PS-209621 B71-10357 03
Combined high vacuum/high fregaency fatigue tester
[LESIS-11210] B71-10105 06
BLTBASOHIC 8ADIATIOH
Dltrasonic scanning system for in-place inspection
of brazed-tube points
[B-FS-21166] B71-10227 06
OLTBASOHIC TESTS
Ultrasonics used for high-precision nondestructive
inspection of brazed joints
[NDC-10352] B71-10015 08
Ultrasonic metal etching for metallographic analysis
f LEilIS-11230] B71-10099 01
Dltrasonic scanning system for in-place inspection
of brazed-tube points
TH-PS-21166] B71-10227 06
Nondestructive testing of bond integrity in foam
insulation/aluminum composites
fH-FS-20786] B71-10507 06
DITBISONIC BATE TRANSDUCERS
Instrument accurately measures stress loads in
threaded bolts
fS-FS-21121] B71-10186 01
OLTRASOHICS
Locating tube blockage that X-ray cannot detect
rNOC-10386] B71-10129 06
Miniature implantable instrument measures and
transmits heart function data
[ABC-10201] B71-10163 05
Qualifications and certification of nondestructive
testing personnel
rn-FS-20850] B71-10271 06
DLTBAVIOLET BADIATIOH
Preparation of perfluoropolyether prepolymers
fNPO-10765] B71-10001 01
Improved thermal paint formulation
rn-FS-11706] B71-10180 03
Polymerization of perfluorobutadiene at near-ambient
conditions
[NPO-10117] B71-10291 01
OLTBAVIOLET SPECTBA
Simple spectroscope used vith solid state image
amplifier over wide spectral range
rB-FS-21315] B71-10378 03
ULTBAVIOLET SPECTBOSCOPY.
Oltraviolet interferometer
CHQ-10Sa6] B71-10026 03
DNDERBATER TESTS
Rev method speeds body inert gas saturation and
utilizes surface decompression
CBSC-13513] B71-10330 05
DNIOHS (COBHECTOBS)
Dltrasonics used for high-precision nondestructive
inspection of brazed joints
rBOC-10352] B71-10015 08
OBITS OP BEiSaBEHEHT
Psychrometric chart for physiological research
CAKC-10391] B71-10170 03
UNIVAC COBPOTEBS
NAST8AN computer system level 12.1
rGSPC-10991] B71-10285 09
0HITAC 1108 COHPUTER
Non-symmetrical tvo dimensional scattering program
flIPO-11576] B71-10007 09
Symmetrical two dimensional scattering program
r»PO-11578] B71-10008 09
Radiation view factor program
fB-FS-21075] B71-10106 09
Hulti.-dimensional real Fourier transform
fNPO-11618] B71-10133 09
High-impact dynamic-response analysis of nonlinear
structures
[HPO-11716J B71-10131 09
Subroutines for evaluating single and multiple
integrals using modified Romberg method
[NPO-11718] B71-10138 09
ELAS8 - Computer program for linear structure
equilibrium problems
[HPO-1155S1 B71-10185 09
DSIP station schedules
[NPO-11517] B71-10213 09
Variable order integrators for the numerical
solution of ordinary differential eguations
[NPO-11613] B71-10218 09
Battery simulation program
[NPO-11580] B71-10250 09
Determination of radiation interchange factors
[BSC-13175] B71-10295 09
Energy levels and transition probability matrix
elements of ruby for maser applications
[HPO-11687] B71-10308 09
Thermal analysis system /TAS-1/ program
(NPO-118U9J B71-10386 09
Double precision trajectory program /DPTBAJ 2.2C/
[NPO-11798] B71-10390 09
Bicrobial burden prediction model program
CFPO-11709] B71-10101 09
Fracture mechanics evaluation of T1-6A1-1V pressure
vessels
[BSC-13995] B71-10113 09
Banpower management information system /HIS/
[H-FS-21U77] B71-10131 09
Bonte Carlo program for the transport of neutrons
and gamma rays
[LEKIS-11U03] B71-10190 09
Synthesis of dynamic systems
[B-FS-21190] B71-10H91 09
A study of high frequency nonlinear combustion
instability in baffled annular liquid propellant
rocket motors
fNPO-11800] B71-10532 09
OHIVEBSAL TIHE
Externally programmed variable timer
[B-FS-20776] B71-10137 01
ONSTEADT PLOf
Dynamic response of viscous compressible fluids in
rigid tubes
[B-FS-20512] B71-10269 03
URINE
Bacterial adenosine triphosphate as a measure of
urinary tract infection
[GSFC-11092] B71-10051 05
UTILITIES
Hot tap thermowell installation
[MSC-12127] B71-10302 07
V GBOOVES
Improved source of infrared radiation for
spectroscopy
[B-FS-20613] B71-10031 03
V/STOL AIBCBAFT
Lift distribution in a rectangular jet
[ABC-10121] B71-10030 09
VACODH
Computer program for thermal analysis of shadow
shields in a vacuum
[LEHIS-11236] B71-10115 09
Active cavity radiometer, type III - An automatic,
absolute standard, highly accurate detector
[NPO-11501] B71-10131 03
Boise diffraction patterns eliminated in coherent
optical systems
[GSPC-11133] B71-10236 03
Technique for in-place welding of aluminum backed up
by a combustible material
[LEWIS-11328] B71-10257 08
Hodification of physical properties of freeze-dried
rice
[HSC-13510] B71-10259 01
Modifications to a vacuum assisted filtering device
to minimize contamination
[BSC-13733] B71-10277 01
High temperature autoclave vacuum seals
[B-FS-21131] B71-10133 08
Practical method of diffusion-welding steel plate in
air
[LEHIS-11387] B71-10155 08
VACODB APPABATOS
Yacuum-jacketed rotary joints for pipelines
[KSC-10519] B71-10018 07
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Solid state welding of dispersion-strengthened
nickel alloys
CLEWIS-11388] B71-10520 08
VACUOB CHAHBEBS
Alloy vapor deposition using ion plating and flash
evaporation
CLEBIS-11262] B71-10199 08
High density plasna gan generates plasmas at 190
kiloaeters per second
FB-FS-20589] B71-10383 03
Conbined high vacuum/high frequency fatigue tester
[LEWIS-11210} B71-10405 06
VACDDB POBSACES
Air lock mechanism speeds specimen testing in
high-temperature vacuun furnaces
[LAHGLEY-10841] B71-10493 07
VACDOB SISTERS
Recommended safety guides for industrial
laboratories and shops
[SAN-10050J B71-10175 07
Device prepares aluminum surfaces for welding
[B-FS-20750] B71-10214 07
Oltrathin gate valve for high vacuum operation
[GSFC-11028] B71-10412 07
liquid-fuel valve with precise throttling control
[HPO-10808] B71-10449 07
Improved vacuum probe collects surface-contamnation
samples
[LANGLEY-10623] B71-10475 05
VACDUB TDBES
Determination of nonlinear resistance
voltage-current relationships by measuring
harmonics
[B-FS-20402] B71-10182 01
VALVES
Binature grinder for solid specimens
[B-FS-20005] B71-10059 05
Chatter-free check valve - A concept
[BSC-13262] B71-10067 07
Automatic ammo acid analyzer
[ARC-10215] B71-10165 04
Predicting service life margins
fa-FS-24015] B71-1019U 06
Digital computer program for analyzing chugging
instabilities
[LEWIS-11294] B71-10215 09
Hydraulic actuator motion limiter ensures operator
safety
[ARC-10131] B71-10233 07
Tilt table for ergometers and other biomedical
devices
[B-FS-21010] B71-10241 05
Hot tap thermowell installation
[BSC-12427] B71-10302 07
Reduction of valve leakage - A concept
[NPO-12003] B71-10315 07
Improved smoke generator for low-speed wind tunnels
[LANGLEY-10885] B71-10337 06
Distribution and metering system for soil samples
[ABC-10429] B71-10481 07
Reusable anaerobic system for microbiological
studies - A concept
[8SC-13920] B71-10495 05
VAH DE GBAAFF ACCELERATORS
Ion implantation reduces radiation sensitivity of
metal oxide silicon /BOS/ devices
[LAHGLEY-10630] B71-10334 01
VAHADIOH ALLOYS
Electroplating on titanium alloy
[B-FS-21251] B71-10338 08
Fracture mechanics evaluation of T1-6A1-4V pressure
vessels
[SSC-13995] B71-10413 09
VABES
Split stator vane row for fans and compressors
[ABC-10288] B71-10528 06
VAPOB DEPOSITION
Submersed sensing electrode used in fuel-cell type
hydrogen detector
[B-FS-14655] B71-10071 01
Alloy vapor deposition using ion plating and flash
evaporation
[LEWIS-11262] B71-10199 08
Simplified procedure for emission spectrochemical
analysis
[LEWIS-10985] B71-10359 04
VAPOB PHASES
Updated, expanded, fluid properties handbook
[H-FS-21169] B71-10078 OH
Antipollntion system to remove nitrogen dioxide gas
[LEWIS-11297] B71-10393 01
Bigh-strength large-diameter carbon-base fibers
[LEWIS-11167] B71-10403 04
VAPOB PRESSURE
The heat pipe - A simple, versatile, efficient heat
transfer tool
[HPO-11598] B71-10109 06
CSB programs SB BCS propellant gnantity gaging
systems program
[BSC-17308] B71-10130 09
Cadmium plated steel caps seal anodized aluminum
fittings
[B-FS-20137] B71-10355 05
VAPOBIZEBS
Improved smoke generator for low-speed wind tunnels
[LAHGLEY-10885] B71-10337 06
VAPOBIZIHG
Improved sheath removal technique for very small
thermocouples
[LEWIS-11228] B71-10179 01
Submerged gas injector expels cryogenic liquids from
tanks
[LEWIS-11231] B71-10219 07
Flame zone of a composite propellant expanded by a
laser source
[LAHGLEY-10660] B71-10335 03
Literature review and experimental investigation of
heat pipes
[H-FS-21074] B71-10353 03
VAPORS
Fabrication of large tungsten structures by chemical
vapor deposition
[LEWIS-11239] B71-10212 08
Radial heat flax transformer
[NPO-10828] B71-10311 03
VABACTOB DIODES
Oscillator vith wide dynamic tuning range
[GSFC-11086] B71-10286 01
V&BIAHCE (STATISTICS)
Statistical analysis tables for truncated or
censored samples
[B-FS-21024] B71-10351 03
Elements of orbit-determination theory - Textbook
[NPO-11<I66] B71-10425 03
VARIATIONS
Electronic ripple indicator
[KSC-10162] B71-10170 01
Analytical procedure for estimating reliability of
randomly excited structures
[NPO-11618] B71-10189 06
Variable-area nozzle automatically controls fluid
flow
[LEWIS-11217] B71-10222 07
Strain gage performance above 1033 K
[B-FS-18831] B71-10225 04
Wind tunnel investigations at transonic Bach numbers
[B-FS-20895] B71-10254 06
Precision calibration and reference voltage scarce
for data acquisition systems
[B-FS-20950] B71-10298 02
TARNISHES
Investigation to identify paint coatings resistive
to microorganism growth
[H-FS-20458] B71-10310 04
VECTOB SPACES
Principles of error detection and error correction
codes
[NPO-11487] B71-10408 02
VECTOBS (BATBERATICS)
Ray tracing program with options for diffraction
gratings
[GSFC-11305] B71-10294 09
Study-simulation of space station dynamics
[B-FS-21227] B71-10382 09
VELOCITY
High-impact dynamic-response analysis of nonlinear
structures
[HPO-11716] B71-10134 09
Spray momentum measuring system
[BSC-12305] B71-10137 05
Erosion of aetals by multiple impacts with water
[HQ-10591] B71-10197 04
New procedure for determining minimum time orbit
transfers
[B-FS-14804] B71-10376 09
Computer program /TORBLE/ for calculating velocities
and streamlines in turbooachines
[LEWIS-10788] B71-10392 09
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SUBJECT IIDEI VISDAL AIDS
Simple two-speed tape transport drive
[GSFC-109811 B71-10409 06
TELOCITI DISTRIBOTIOH
Computer program for calculating aerodynamic forces
on blade* sections
[LEWIS-11382J B71-10153 09
Computing incompressible laminar and turbulent
boundary layer formation
[LBSIS-11190] B71-10155 09
Landinq dynamics program for impact attenuating
vehicles /LAHDIT/
[HPO-108HO] B71-10U72 09
A low-altitude satellite interaction study
[GSFC-11384] B71-10499 09
A study of high frequency nonlinear combustion
instability in baffled annular liquid propellant
rocket motors
[HPO-11800] B71-10532 09
TELOCITY BEASUBEHEIT
Electrical instrument measures position and velocity
of shock waves
[ABC-10356] B71-10143 03
Device measures conductivity and velocity of ionized
gas streams
[XAC-05695] B71-10235 03
Improved charged-particle analyzer - A concept
[XAC-05506] B71-10283 03
Computer program calculates transonic velocities in
turbomachines
[LEWIS-10977:) B71-10102 09
Anemometer calibrator
[H-FS-21121] B71-10519 03
VEITILATOBS
Portable circuit-interruption indicator
[KSC-10516] 871-102*6 02
VESTS
Hall attachment, flneric crossover "iHD" gate
[XLA-07391] B71-10178 07
Hydraulic expansion process shapes large metal
sheets
[BSC-12132] B71-10511 07
VEHTOBI TUBES
Submerged gas injector expels cryogenic liguids from
tanks
C1EWIS-11231] B71-10219 07
Low cost, logarithmic mass flow computer
[LEWIS-11001] B71-10407 06
VERSATILITY
Betal alloy resistivity measurements at very low
temperatures
[HUC-10557] B71-10104 01
VEBTICAl PERCEPTION
Eye point-of-regard system
[AFC-10360] B71-10476 05
TEETICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
Attitude controls for TTOL aircraft
[XAC-8972] B71-10202 05
VEHI HIGH FBEQOEHCY EADIO EQDIPBBHT
Composite antenna feed system operates from VHF to
X-band
[GSFC-11016] B71-10110 02
VIBBATIOS
Snbminiatnre transducer measures unsteady pressures
[AFC-10349] B71-10114 01
Predicting vibrational failure of flexible ducting
rn-FS-16750] B71-10150 06
Effect of -size on cracking of materials
[NPO-11602] B71-10158 01
Parallel-gap welding for joints between copper
conductors and Kovar
[B-FS-21224] B71-10168 08
Analytical procedure for estimating reliability of
randomly excited structures
[NPO-11618] B71-10189 06
Hultilayered printed circuit boards inspected by
X-ray laminography
i;i!-FS-208<t91 B71-10226 02
On-line analysis of random vibrations
[AHC-10154] B71-10281 09
Experimental determination of damping parameters of
viscoelastic materials
[B-FS-20531] B71-10297 01
Servo-controlled decoupler eliminates oscillations
in fluid flow - A concept
[B-FS-18793] 871-10130 06
VIBRATION DAHPIBG
Chatter-free check valve - A concept
fHSC-13262] B71-10067 07
Vibration analysis by time-average holography
[LANGLET-10614] B71-10333 03
VIBBATIOI ISOLATORS
Digital simulation error curves for a
spring-mass-damper system
tH-FS-20770] B71-10003 09
TIBBATIOH BEASDBEHEJT
Portable low-frequency vibration measuring and
recording system
[LAUGLEY-10513] B71-10126 02
Laser vibration analyzer
[IAC-016701 B71-10219 03
Vibration testing and analysis using holography
[H-FS-21050] B71-10352 03
Analysis of mnltilayered fiber composites
[LE»IS-113«7] B71-10372 09
VIBBATIOI BODE
Vibration detection using lasers
[ABC-10389] B71-10115 03
Vibration analysis by time-average holography
CLAHGLET-10611] B71-10333 03
Nondestructive testing of bond integrity in foam
insulation/aluminum composites
[B-FS-20786] B71-10507 06
Vibration characteristics of ring-stiffened
orthotropic shells of revolution
[LAHGLET-10989] B71-10535 09
VIBBATIOI TESTS
Variable sweep-rate shortens dynamic testing time
[LESIS-11238] B71-10251 02
Criteria for vibration testing
[GSFC-10737] B71-10266 06
Improved relay chatter detector
[NPO-10355] B71-10292 01
Vibration testing and analysis using holography
[H-FS-21050] B71-10352 03
TIBB1TIOIAL SPECTRA
Improved transducer for squeeze-film bearings
CH-FS-20826] B71-10140 07
Criteria for vibration testing
[GSFC-10737] B71-10266 06
VIDEO EQDIPBEIT
Television multiplexing system
[KSC-10651] B71-10391 02
Application of calibration masks to TV vidicon tube
[KSC-10589] B71-10404 02
TIDICOIS
Application of calibration masks to TV vidicon tube
[KSC-10589] B71-10101 02
VIEW EFFECTS
Radiation view factor program
[B-FS-21075] B71-10106 09
VISCOELASTICITI
Experimental determination of damping parameters of
viscoelastic materials
[B-FS-20531] B71-10297 01
Viscoelastic cushion for patient support
[BSC-12117] B71-10316 05
VISCOSITY
Modificat ions to a vacuum assisted filtering device
to Minimize contamination
[BSC-13733] B71-10277 01
Viscoelastic cushion for patient support
[HSC-121171 B71-10316 05
Thermally stable polyimides from solutions of
monomeric reactants
[LEBIS-11325] B71-1C112 01
VISCOUS FLUIDS
Improved transducer for squeeze-film bearings
[B-FS-20826] B71-10110 07
Dynamic response of viscous compressible fluids in
rigid tubes
[B-FS-20512] B71-10269 03
Besin additive improves performance of
high-temperature hydrocarbon lubricants
[LEBIS-11361] B71-10394 01
VISOBS
Inexpensive anti-fog coating for windows
[BSC-13530] B71-10119 01
VISUAL AIDS
Pictorial display of materials and processes aids in
fabricating complex assemblies
[B-FS-21006] B71-10311 01
Laser net - A concept for monitoring wingtip
vortices on runways
[B-FS-20857] B71-10360 02
Virtual-image display system for flight simulators
[ASC-10175] B71-10127 03
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TISDAL PEBCEPTIOM SUBJECT IIDEI
VISDiL PEBCEPTIOH
Eye point-of-reqard system
[ARC-1C360] B71-10476 05
TITABIIS
Metabolic balance analysis program
[B-FS-21237] B71-10384 09
VITBEOUS BATEBIALS
Ceramic backup rinq prevents undesirable weld-metal
buildup
[HOC-10357] B71-10117 08
Preparation of homogeneous vitreous Materials for
electronic and optical devices
rHQ-1C670] B71-10172 04
TOIDS
Ultrasonics used for hiqh-precision nondestructive
inspection of brazed -joints
[HUC-10352] 671-10045 08
VOLATILITY
Alloy vapor deposition using ion plating and flash
evaporation
[LEWIS-11262] B71-10199 08
VOLT-ABPEHE CHAHACTEBISTICS
High current compensation network for dc logarithmic
amplifiers
[KOC-101M8] B71-10128 01
VOLTAGE AHPLIFIEBS
Multiloop distributed EC active networks
[ARC-10200] B71-10177 01
Wide-ranqe logarithmic radiometer for measuring high
temperatures
[ARC-10254] B71-10498 01
VOLTAGE BEGDLATOBS
Saturable-reactor motor starter reduces line voltage
fluctuations
[B-FS-18921] B71-10013 01
Dual-channel circuit conditions/amplifies
transducers1 inputs and outputs
[BSC-15712] B71-10C69 01
High voltage lightning grounding device
[LEWIS-11282] B71-10136 01
Small size transformer provides high power
regulation with low ripple and maximum control
[B-FS-16709] B71-10193 01
Multichannel intercom with simultaneous send/receive
capability
[B-FS-18808] B71-10228 02
Double phase-lock loop with rapid transient response
- A concept
[GSFC-10864] B71-10349 01
Voltage regulator dissipates minimal power and
functions as a voltage divider
B71-10367 01
Externally programmed variable timer
[H-FS-20776] B71-10437 04
VOLTMETERS
Betal alloy resistivity measurements at very low
tern peratures
[HUC-10557] B71-10104 04
Electronic ripple indicator
CKSC-10162] B71-10170 01
Determination of nonlinear resistance
voltage-current relationships by measuring
harmonics
[B-FS-20402] B71-10182 01
Programmed multiplexing system simultaneously
monitors several voltages
[BSC-17139] B71-10517 02
VOLDBE
CSB programs SH HCS propellant quantity gaging
systems program
[BSC-17308] B71-10130 09
fOBTICES
Rind tunnel investigations at transonic Bach numbers
[B-FS-20895] B71-10254 06
Laser net - A concept for monitoring wingtip
vortices on runways
[B-FS-20857] B71-10360 02
VOLC1IIZBD ELASTOBERS
Polymerization of perfluorobutadiene at near-ambient
conditions
[HPO-10447] B71-10291 04
VDLCAIIZIIG
Effects of the thermal sterilization procedure on
polymeric products
[HPO-11688] B71-10362 04
w
IAFERS
Radial heat flux transformer
[NPO-10828] B71-10311 03
Shielding method for polycrystalline and epitaxy
growths
[B-FS-20162] B71-10434 04
IALKIHG
Zero-g simulation system for therapeutic application
[B-FS-14671] B71-10034 04
(ALL TEBPEBATUBE
Design and evaluation of convectively cooled nozzles
[LEWIS-10894] B71-10508 09
HALLS
•all attachment, flueric crossover '"AND11 gate
[ILA-07391] B71-10178 07
Strong, easy-to-mold, spiral buttress thread
[LANGLEI-10755] B71-10336 08
Analysis and design of a flat central finned-tube
radiator
fLEWIS-10893] B71-10399 09
Foldable patterns form construction blocks
[BSC-13860] B71-10523 08
RABHIIG STSTEBS
Rein bridge oscillator circuit
[BSC-13686] B71-10089 01
Sensitive gaseous hydrogen detection system
[B-FS-21161] B71-10209 04
Portable circuit-interruption indicator
[KSC-10546] B71-10246 02
Communications system for zero-g simulation tests in
water
[B-FS-21357] B71-10344 02
Laser net - A concept for monitoring wingtip
vortices on runways
[B-FS-20857] B71-10360 02
IABPAGE
Technigue for the integral casting of pressure
instrumentation in wind-tunnel models
[LAHGLET-10812] B71-10247 08
RASHEBS (SPACEBS)
Joint preload properties of structural threaded
fasteners
[B-FS-21453] B71-10531 08
RASTE DISPOSAL
Device prepares aluminum surfaces for welding
[B-FS-20750] B71-10214 07
Demote control radioactive-waste removal system uses
modulated laser transmitter
[LAHGLET-10311] B71-10343 03
Betabolic balance analysis program
[B-FS-21237] B71-10384 09
RASTE UTILIZATION
Insolubilization process increases enzyme stability
[ARC-10314] B71-10443 04
RATEK
Rapid analytical determination of glutaraldehyde
concentrations
[ARG-10413] B71-10047 05
Biniature fuel cells relieve gas pressure in sealed
batteries
[XGS-11370] B71-10064 02
U p d a t e d , expanded, fluid properties handbook
[B-FS-21169] B71-10078 04
Improved method of using paraformaldehyde as a
disinfectant
[BSC-15887] B71-10096 05
Ultrasonic metal etching for metallographic analysis
[LERIS-11230] B71-10099 04
Inexpensive anti-fog coating for .windows
[BSC-13530] B71-10149 04
Erosion of metals by multiple impacts with water
[HQ-10591] B71-10197 04
Rater electrolysis module
[A8C-10246] . B71-10203 03
Improved method for calculating pump thermodynamic
suppression head
[H-FS-20852] B71-10239 07
Bodification of physical properties of freeze-dried
rice
[BSC-13540] B71-10259 04
Survey of heat transfer to near critical fluids
[LERIS-11289] B71-10262 03
Durable cathodes for high-power inert-gas arcs
[LERIS-11162] B71-10264 03
Hot tap thermowell installation
[BSC-12427] B71-10302 07
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SDEJECT IBDEI WELDED JOIITS
New lethod speeds body inert qas saturation and
utilizes surface decompression
[BSC-135t3] B71-10330 05
SolTation aqent for disulfide precipitates froi
inhibited qlycol-water solutions
[BSC-13695] B71-10331 0»
Conunications system for zero-q simulation tests in
water
CH-FS-21357] B71-103U4 02
Metabolic balance analysis proqrai
[H-FS-21237] B71-1C384 09
BATER BALANCE
The deterioration of intermediate moisture foods
fBSC-13827] B71-10332 05
BATER HABBEB
Erosion of metals by multiple impacts with water
[HQ-10591] . B71-10197 0<4
HATER BANAGEBEIT
Systems manaqement techniques and problems
fB-FS-21it01] B71-10361 01
BATER POLLDTION
Analytical methods for bacterial kinetics studies
(LRL-10011] 871-10192 05
BATEB PRESSDBE
New method speeds body inert qas saturation and
utilizes surface decompression
fBSC-135131 B71-10330 05
WATER TBEATBENT
Analytical methods for bacterial kinetics studies
CLRL-100111 B71-10192 05
A silver ion water sterilization system
fHSC-157311 B71-10278 01
RATER VAPOR
Atmospheric pollution measurement by optical cross
correlation methods - A concept
[H-FS-12078] B71-10221 02
Electrolysis cell functions as water vapor
dehumidifier and ozyqen qenerator
[ARC-10316] B71-10231 01
Metabolic breath analyzer
CH-FS-21IH5] B71-10Q66 05
BATERPROOFIHG
Foldable patterns form construction blocks
rHSC-13860] B71-10523 08
•ATE DIFFRACTION
Vibration detection using lasers
[ABC-10389] B71-10115 03
IATE DISPERSION
Bay tracing program with options for diffraction
gratings
[GSFC-11305] B71-10294 09
IATE GENERATION
Triangular-wave qenerator with controlled sweep
polarity
tARC-10332] B71-10166 03
Low-frequency trianqular wave generator
[ARC-10259] B71-10U69 01
(ATE PROPAGATION
Low-frequency triangular wave qenerator
TARC-10259] B71-10469 01
I1TE SCATTERING
Non-symmetrical two dimensional scattering program
[NPO-11576] B71-10007 09
Symmetrical two dimensional scattering program
[NPO-11578] B71-10008 09
BATEFORHS
Electronic device increases threshold sensitivity
and removes noise from FB communications receiver
fHSC-12165] B71-10091 02
Saturation current spikes eliminated in satnrable
core transformers
fERC-10125] B71-101«2 01
A frequency division multiplex technique for
transmitting commands
CKSC-10521] B71-10169 02
Voltage-controlled oscillator
[ABC-10078] B71-10171 01
Catheter transducer and circuit
[ARC-10132] B71-10234 01
A real-time statistical time-series analyzer
[HSC-12K28] B71-10276 02
Isosceles detector provides maximum resolution in
expanded range
fGSFC-10932] B71-10279 01
Phase locking of field sequential color wheel for
small TT camera
fBSC-13857] B71-10326 02
High efficiency telemetry method
[KPO-10388] B71-10371 02
Baveshaping electronic circuit
CB-FS-114916] B71-10H29 01
Low-freguency triangular wave generator
[ARC-10259] B71-1C«69 01
Statistical measurements of the zero-crossing time
of a noisy sinewave
[GSFC-1100U] B71-10502 02
Brushless dc motor with dual windings
[H-FS-21290] B71-10530 02
WAVEGUIDES
Bicrowave cryogenic thermal-noise standards
[SPO-11124] B71-10139 03
BAVELENGTHS
Technique for experimental determination of
radiation interchange factors in solar wavelengths
[RSC-13176] B71-10066 03
Beam squint correction for a diplex, retrodirective
phased array
[GSFC-11023] B71-1011* 02
Improving laser beam coherence - A concept
[ARC-10U17] B71-10527 03
• AIES
Improved wax mold technigue forms complex passages
in solid structures
[ILA-07829] B71-10063 05
BEAPON STSTEB 1A8AGEBENT
Systems management techniques and problems
[B-FS-21101] B71-10361 01
WEAR
Chatter-free check valve - A concept
fRSC-13262] B71-10067 07
Predicting service life margins
[B-FS-21015] B71-1019« 06
BEATHER STATIONS
A psendo random-access synchronous meteorological
satellite system
[GSFC-10895] B71-10220 02
BEATHERING
Nonflammable organic-base paint for oxygen-rich
atmospheres
[B-FS-20«86] B71-10077 0<l
BEAVING
Evaluation of omniweave reinforcement for composite
fabrication
[H-FS-20916] B71-10215 01
NASA-tricot - A lightweight radar reflective,
knitted fabric
CLAHGLEV-10776] B7i-i03«2 0»
•EDGE PLOI
Computing incompressible laminar and turbnlent
boundary layer formation
[LEBIS-11190] B71-10155 09
MEIBOLL DENSITY FOHCTIONS
Peak structural response to nonstationary random
excitations
[•PO-11617] B71-10188 06
Table for estimating parameters of Beibull
distribution
rH-FS-18817] B71-10136 03
•EIGHT (HISS)
CSH programs SB PCS propellant quantity gaqing
systems program
rBSC-17308] B71-10130 09
Accumulative weights program
[H-FS-15066] B71-10181 09
BEIGBTLESSNESS
Bultimode ergometer system
[B-FS-^IO"!*] B71-10107 05
High mobility work station restraint support
CBSC-12U19] B71-10301 07
BEIGHTLESSNESS SIBDLATION
Zero-g simulation system for therapeutic application
[B-FS-11671] B71-1003U OH
Communications system for zero-g simulation tests in
water
[B-FS-21357] B71-103IHI 02
•ELD S T R E N G T H
Bethod for calculating the stresses in pressure
vessels
CBSC-13515] B71-1051U 06
Solid state welding of dispersion-strengthened
nickel alloys
[LEBIS-11388] B71-10520 08
•ELD TESTS
Practical method of diffusion-welding steel plate in
air
[LEHS-11387] B71-10U55 08
•ELDED JOIITS
Ceramic backup ring prevents undesirable weld-metal
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•BIDED STBOCTOBES SUBJECT IIDEX
baildnp
CIOC-10357] B71-10117 08
Parallel-qap welding foe joints between copper
conductors and Fovar
fH-FS-21221] 871-10168 08
nodular construction provides large volume storage
facility in minimum space
CH-FS-13568] B71-10354 08
Precision, triple-parameter, nondestructife-test
system for in-process microwelding
[ARC-10102] B71-10U52 01
Solid state welding of dispersion-strengthened
nickel alloys
fLEBIS-11388] B71-10520 08
•ELDED STROCTOBES
Pipe installation technique avoids disturbing work
areas
CHSC-15581] B71-10093 06
IBLDIIG
•elded polypropylene liners for large descaling
tanks
[H-FS-18711] B71-10012 07
Parallel-gap welding for joints between copper
conductors and Kovar
[H-FS-2122U] B71-10168 08
Interpretation of aluminum-alloy weld radiography
tB-FS-20913] B71-10206 08
Device prepares a luminum surfaces for welding
CH-FS-20750] B71-10214 07
Differential expansion fitting for cryogenic liguid
tanks
[LESIS-11260 ] B71-10268 08
•eld beveling of large-diameter pipes
[KSC-10550] B71-10280 08
Hot tap the rmowe l l installation
CBSC-12427] B71-10302 07
Resin additive improves performance of
high-temperature hydrocarbon lubricants
[LESIS-113611] B71-1039« 0*
Precision, triple-parameter, nondestructive-test
systei for in-process microwelding
fARC-10102] B71-10452 01
Improved molecular sorbent trap for h i g h - v a c u u m
systems
FARC-10056] B71-10U78 03
Optimized technigues and requirements for computer
improvement of structural weld radiographs
[H-FS-21627] B71-10192 09
IELDIIG B1CBIIES
Improved sheath removal technique for very small
thermocouples
fLEKIS-11228] B71-10179 01
•BEELS
Phase locking of field sequential color wheel for
small TT camera
[HSC-13857] B71-10326 02
• BISKBBS (SIIGLE C R Y S T A L S )
Hew understanding of fiber composite materials
CIPO-11605] B71-10161 04
•BITE BLOOD CELLS
Bacterial adenosine triphosphate as a measure of
urinary tract infection
fGSFC-11092] B71-10051 05
•BITE IOISE
Approximate properties of the response of nonlinear
dynamic systems to stochastic inputs
[H-FS-20717] B71-10273 03
IICKS
The heat pipe - A simple, versatile, efficient heat
transfer tool
[HPO-11598] B71-10109 06
Literature review and experimental investigation of
heat pipes
tB-FS-21074] B71-10353 03
Bnltichamber controllable heat pipe
fABC-10199] B71-10526 03
•IDEB1ID COBHDIICATIO*
Television multiplexing system
[KSC-10651] B71-10391 02
HID EFFECTS
Remote determination of sea conditions by
electromagnetic backscatter measurement
[B-FS-13777] B71-10027 01
•IID TOBIEL A P P A R A T U S
Long-life electromechanical sine-cosine generator
fLAIGLBY-10503] B71-10029 01
•IID TDIIEL BODBLS
Technigue for the integral casting of pressure
instrumentation in wind-tunnel models
[LAIGLEI-10812] B71-102«7 08
HID TOIIBL STABILITI TESTS
Lift distribution in a rectangular jet
[ABC-10121] B71-10030 09
Technique for the integral casting of pressure
instrumentation in wind-tunnel models
TLAIIGLEI-10812] B71-10217 08
HID TDIIELS
Laser Doppler instrument measures fluid velocity
without reference beam
[IAC-10770] B71-10120 03
Inertia diaphragm pressure transducer
[IAC-2981] B71-10200 05
Device measures conductivity and velocity of ionized
gas streams
[IAC-05695] B71-10235 03
Optical probing of supersonic flows with statistical
correlation
[B-FS-20612] B71-10252 03
Hind tunnel investigations at transonic Bach numbers
[B-FS-20895] B71-1025U 06
•IID TELOCITY HB1SOBEBEIT
Peak wind speed anemometer /maiometer/
[B-FS-20916] B71-10023 07
IIIDIIG
Active cavity radiometer, type III - An automatic,
absolute standard, highly accurate detector
[•PO-11504] B71-10131 03
Saturation current spikes eliminated in saturable
core transformers
[ERC-10125] B71-10142 01
Oscillating tank circuit eliminates ballast resistor
in lamp control circuit
[B-FS-20891] B71-10275 01
Improved circuit avoids premature power transistor
failure
[HPO-11365] B71-10370 02
Spool for releasing and retracting flat conductor
cable
[n-FS-2023<!] B71-10416 08
Brushless dc motor with dual windings
[H-FS-21290] B71-10530 02
•IIDOIS (APERTURES)
Inexpensive anti-fog coating for windows
[BSC-13530] B71-10119 01
nonvolatile read/write memory element - A concept
fGSFC-10993] B71-10346 01
Silicon contact for area reduction of integrated
circuits
[H-FS-20688] B71-10368 01
Combined high vacuum/high frequency fatigue tester
[IEWIS-11210] B71-10105 06
Seating tool for preparing molded-plng terminations
on FCC
[B-FS-20123] B71-10117 08
Precision die-punch for trimming the conductors of
flat conductor cable
[B-FS-20112] B71-10419 08
Folding tool for preparing FCC molded-plng
terminations
rn-FS-20116] B71-10U22 08
Clocking connector replaces adapter cables
[H-FS-11778] B71-10128 01
Handling fixture for soldering round wires to FCC
CB-FS-20118] B71-10»6» 08
Reusable anaerobic system for microbiological
studies - A concept
[BSC-13920] B71-10495 05
•IIG FLAPS
Prediction of stall characteristics of straight wing
aircraft
[LAHGLBI-11013] B71-10501 09
•IIG FLO! BBTBOD TESTS
Lift distribution in a rectangular jet
[AHC-10U21] B71-10030 09
•IIG SPA!
Prediction of stall characteristics of straight wing
aircraft
[LAHGLEY-11013] B71-10501 09
•IIG TIPS
Laser net - A concept for monitoring wingtip
vortices on runways
[H-FS-20857] B71-10360 02
•IKE
Subminiature transducer measures unsteady pressures
[ARC-10319] B71-10111 01
Self-replaceable thermocouple for molten steel bath
- A concept
[HOC-10223] B71-10125 01
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SUBJECT IWDEX ZIBCOIIOB OXIDES
Improved sheath removal technique for very small
thermocouples
[LEWIS-11228] B71-10179 01
Small size transformer provides high power
regulation with low ripple and maximum control
[H-FS-16709] B71-10193 01
Explosive bonded TZH-wire-reinforced C129T columbium
composites
[B-FS-20925] B71-10356 04
High temperature autoclave vacuum seals
[B-FS-21131] B71-10433 08
Cable insolation cat-through tester
[B-FS-20114] B71-10459 08
Handling fixture for soldering round wires to FCC
[B-FS-20118] B71-10464 08
Computer design of extension springs
[H-FS-24073] B71-10473 09
Scale factor gage for fiber optics inspection device
[BSC-17361] B71-10496 07
Glass tube splitting tool
[BSC-17183] B71-10516 07
Anti-slippinq system improves wire saw performance
[BSC-13508] B71-10522 07
flIBE BRIDGE CIRCUITS
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(H-FS-20749] B71-10022 03
DOB, I. F.
A concept for improving the dimensional stability of
filamentary composites in one direction
[LAHGLET-10443] B71-10061 04
DUDLEY, G. H.
Refrigerated cutting tools improve machining of
superalloys
[LAHGLET-10488] B71-10076 08
DDRBAB, J. E.
Chatter-free check valve - A concept
[HSC-13262] B71-10067 07
DOIBATABT, B. B.
Coatings from copolymers of tetraphenoxysilane and
p,p(1) -biphenol
[B-FS-14947] B71-10303 04
DDBABD, J. L.
Toltage-controlled oscillator
[ABC-10078] B71-10171 01
DUBEH, P. C.
Interpretation of aluminum-alloy weld radiography
[B-FS-20943] B71-10206 08
Nondestructive testing of bond integrity in foam
insulation/aluminum composites
[B-FS-20786] B71-10507 36
PERSONAL 1DTBOB IHDEI FUCBS, C. E.
DDBLISG, B. J.
Vibration characteristics of ring-stiffened
orthotropic shells of revolution
fLAHGLEY-10989] B71-10535 09
DOSCHA, B. ».
Design and evaluation of convectively cooled nozzles
TLEilS-108911 B71-10508 09
EiGLBJ, B. L.
Liiited life item management
CB-FS-21020] B71-10196 06
BCKEBT, B. L.
Hermetically sealed motion transmitter
CBSC-173H8] B71-10328 07
ECKSTEII, 1. S.
Teardown analysis for detecting shelf-life
degradation
rii-FS-2a017] B71-10195 0»
EDEL, P. O.
New lethod speeds body inert gas saturation and
utilizes surface decompression
CHSC-13513] B71-10330 05
EDGBBLET, B. B.
Salt stabilizer for preventing chlorine depletion
and increasing shelf-life of potable water - ft
concept
[HSC-17153] B71-10097 01
Estimating carbon monoxide exposure
[HSC-17211] B71-10319 OK
EDIGHOFFEH, B.
Evaluation of omniveave reinforcement for composite
fabrication
[H-FS-209U6] B71-10215 OU
EDWARDS, T. E.
Analytical methods for bacterial kinetics studies
[LKL-100111 B71-10192 05
EGAN, G. F.
Predicting service life margins
(H-FS-2U015] B71-1019& 06
EGENDORF, F. L.
Determination of radiation interchange factors
CHSC-13175] B71-10295 09
EBBKT, B. I.
Pictorial display of materials and processes aids in
fabricating complex assemblies
[H-FS-2«006] B71-10311 01
EIGLOID, D. B.
Dynamics of short pressure probes
fLESIS-11293] B71-1037H 09
EEHST, C.
Tibrational transfer functions for base excited
systems
CH-FS-21M32] B71-104U1 09
ESPY, P. I.
Bigh density plasma gun generates plasmas at 190
kilometers per second
fH-FS-20589] B71-10383 03
ETTEB, B. J.
An investigation of tandem-row, high-head pump
inducers
CH-FS-21139] B71-10152 07
EVAHS. D. D.
Computation of group table alphanumeric display
[LEiIS-11346] B71-10373 09
EVAHS, J. C., JB.
Solar cell power scanner
[LEBIS-11280] B71-10223 02
ETBI. S.
A continued fraction generator for smooth pulse
seguences
FBSC-13697] B71-1030H 01
ETEISBI, D. 1.
Vibration analysis by time-average holography
CLA1IGLET-106KI] B71-10333 03
ETEISBI, B. A.
Promising born/graphite/resin composites
[H-FS-21126] B71-10217 04
FADDOOL, J. B.
Rigid open-cell polyurethane foam for cryogenic
insulation
[LE1IS-11220] B71-10079 0«
FABIEB, T.
Hodnlar construction provides large volume storage
facility in min imum space
[H-FS-13568] B71-10351 08
F1BISIOBTB, D. L.
Isolated-line commutator-amplifier
[H-FS-2073»] B71-10148 02
F1DLKIEH, G. B.
Device prepares a l u m i n u m surfaces for welding
[B-FS-20750] B71-1021II 07
FIBRES, G. J.
Pictorial display of materials and processes aids in
fabricating complex assemblies
[H-FS-2S006] B71-10311 01
FIT, B. J.
Hetal-shearing energy absorber
fBQ-10638] B71-10503 07
FELDH1I. A.
Egnipment and procedure for determining the elastic
modulus of carbon-epoxy composites
[LEiIS-11116] B71-10397 06
FE8TON, B.
Evaluation of omniweave reinforcement for composite
fabrication
[H-FS-20916] B71-102H5 0»
FEIIICK, J. B.
Servo-controlled decoupler eliminates oscillations
in fluid flow - A concept
[H-FS-18793] B71-10130 06
FISBEB, B. J.
Atmospheric pollution measurement by optical cross
correlation methods - A concept
[H-FS-12078] B71-1022H 02
FLAGGB, B.
Long-life electromechanical sine-cosine generator
[LAHGLET-10503] B71-10029 01
FLABITT, L. D.
DSIF station schedules
[HPO-11547] B71-10213 09
F L E E B O R , E. G.
Planet geometric center tracker
[AFC-1008U] B71-10UH5 02
FLEBIIG, D. P.
Series-hybrid bearing - An approach to extending
bearing fatigue life at high speeds
rLEKIS-11152] B71-10173 07
Evaluation of rotating, incompressibly lubricated,
pressurized thrust bearings
fLEBIS-11511] B71-10509 09
FOSTBB, J. T.
Laser vibration analyzer
[IAC-016701 B71-102U9 03
FOX, C. H.
Prediction of stall characteristics of straight wing
aircraft
CLAHGLET-11013] B71-10501 C9
FOX, B. A., JB.
Improved high-temperature metal-sheathed cables
[Hnc-101113] B71-10102 01
FB1ICISCO, 1. C.
Protective coating for salt-bath brazing
[LEWIS-90255] B71-10381 08
FBAIK, B. A.
M i n i a t u r e fuel cells relieve gas pressure in sealed
batteries
CXGS-11370] B71-1006* 02
F R A S K E T I , 1. S.
Diagnostic capability added to digital events
evaluator
[KSC-10526] B71-10001 02
FBECBE, J. C.
Bigh-temperature strength of prealloyed-powder
products increased by heat/pressure treatment
[LEWIS-11229] B71-10<!89 Oa
FBIEDB1I, B.
Flame zone of a composite propellant expanded by a
laser source
[LA»GLET-10660] B71-10335 03
F R I G E R I O , I. A.
Rapid analytical determination of glutaraldehyde
concentrations
t»BG-10il13] B71-100«7 05
FBTEB, T. B.
RF-controlled implantable solid state switch
[»RC-10V6] B71-10K26 01
Min ia tu re battery-operated electromagnetic system
for blood flow measurements
[ARC-10362] B71-10II77 05
FDCHS, C. E.
Remote coupling of air lines
[HOC-10225] B71-10101 07
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FOIK. 6. B. PEBSOH1L AOTBOB IHDEI
FOIK, B. B.
Optical probing of supersonic flows with statistical
correlation
[B-FS-20642] B71-10252 03
Laser net - A concept for moni to r ing wingtip
vortices on runways
[H-FS-20857] B71-10360 02
FOBOIICE, S. C.
Minimi weight meteoroid shielding determination
[BSC-17017] 871-10117 09
G1BT, J. D.. JB.
Low cost, logarithmic Bass flow computer
[LEWIS-110-01] B71-10407 06
GAITEIS, B. J.
Study-sinulation of space station dynamics
[B-FS-21227] B71-10382 09
GALEF, 1. E.
Tracking antenna deformation program
[GSFC-11191] B71-10017 09
GALLO, E. A.
Anti-slipping system improves wire saw performance
[BSC-13508] B71-10522 07
GABBER, B. B.
Fast Bars communication geometry program
[LAHGLEY-10658] B71-10002 09
GATES, D. I.
Improved thermal paint formulation
[B-FS-14706] B71-10180 03
GATOS, B. C.
Preparation of homogeneous vitreous materials for
electronic and optical devices
[HQ-10670] B71-10172 04
GAODIAHO, S.
Bodifications to a vacuum assisted filtering device
to minimize contamination
[BSC-13733] B71-10277 01
GiDSE, F. L.
Conductive elastomeric eztensometer
[B-FS-21049] B71-10032 01
GADSE, B. L.
Hydraulically operated tilt table
[B-FS-21017] B71-10021 05
Hultimode ergometer system
[B-FS-21014] B71-10107 05
Tilt table for ergometers and other biomedical
devices
[B-FS-21010] B71-10211 05
GATEBT, B. B.
Process for producing molybdenum foil and
collapsible tubing
[GSFC-10008] B71-10073 08
GERSHBAH, B.
Updated, expanded, fluid properties handbook
[B-FS-21169] B71-10078 0«
GETTLERAI, C. C.
Durable cathodes for high-power inert-gas arcs
[LEWIS-11162] B71-10261 03
GITTLEBAH. J. T.
Superconductor transition temperatures study
[B-FS-21247] B71-10385 03
GLEH, C. G.
Conductive elastomeric eztensometer
[B-FS-21019] B71-10032 01
GLICKHAR. S. A.
Development of conformal coating materials
[B-FS-21393] B71-10183 04
GLOCELICK, J.
Effect of size on cracking of materials
[HPO-11602] B71-10158 04
SOLD B A I. G. C.
Durable cathodes for high-power inert-gas arcs
[LEWIS-11162] B71-10264 03
GOLDSCBBIED, F. R.
Dynamic response of viscous compressible fluids in
rigid tubes
[B-FS-20542] B71-10269 03
GOBDOI, I. 1.
Simplified procedure for emission spectrochemical
analysis
[LEWIS-10985] B71-10359 04
GEACEI, C. R.
Inexpensive high-temperature furnace for
thermocouple calibration
[HOC-10372] B71-10046 03
GBAIT, G. B.
Optical enhancement of photomnltiplier sensitivity
[AFC-10213] B71-10113 03
GBAVETTE, H. C.
Hanpower management information system /BIS/
[B-FS-21177] B71-10431 09
GBAY, J., JB.
High-speed digital plotter
rAEG-90001] B71-10049 02
GBEBOISKI. G. B.
Noise diffraction patterns eliminated in coherent
optical systems
[GSFC-11133] B71-10236 03
GBEEI, W. L.
Systems for dead-reckoning navigation and for
simulation of instrumental error - Concepts
[B-FS-20860] B71-10072 07
GBEEIBADB, G.
Computer program for predicting creep behavior of
bodies of revolution
[NOC-11104] B71-10037 09
GBEGG, P. C.
Bultilayered printed circuit boards inspected by
I-ray laminography
[B-FS-20849] B71-10226 02
GBIEGEB, T. B.
Automated preventive maintenance program
[GSFC-11408] B71-10500 09
GBIBES, D. E.
Enhancing efficiency of single, large-aperture
antennas
[HQ-10597] B71-10287 01
GBOSCHKE, G. F.
Process for producing molybdenum foil and
collapsible tubing
[GSFC-10008] B71-10073 08
GOLBIS, F. B.
Externally programmed variable timer
[B-FS-20776] B71-10437 01
CDNTEE, W. D., JB.
Eadiant energy absorption enhancement in optical
imaging systems
CABC-10194] B71-10112 03
Optical enhancement of photomultiplier sensitivity
[AFC-10213] B71-10113 03
GDPTA, K. K.
fligh-impact dynamic-response analysis of nonlinear
structures
[HPO-11716] B71-10134 09
GDTAI, B. J.
Frame modal analysis
[BSC-17562] B71-10411 09
GIOBGAK, C. A.
Protective coating for salt-bath brazing
[LEWIS-90255] B71-10381 08
H
HAEHHEB, C. L.
Plating by glass-bead peening
[GSFC-11163] B71-10256 08
BAFREB, F. B.
Computer-controlled mass spectrometer for on-line
gas analysis
[NPO-11127] B71-10191 03
HAGEDOBN, H..H.
Bultilayered printed circuit boards inspected by
I-ray laiinography
[B-FS-20849] B71-10226 02
HAGEHAtJ, K.
Solid-state data interpretation system - A concept
[B-FS-20587] B71-10366 02
BAI1ES, B. C.
Instant acting adhesive system
[BSC-13732] B71-10317 0«
BALL, J. B.
Durable cathodes for high-power inert-gas arcs
[LEWIS-11162] B71-10264 03
BALLEB, B. C.
Analysis and design of a flat central finned-tnbe
radiator
[LEWIS-10893] B71-10399 09
HALPEBT, G.
Screening method improves performance of
nickel-cadmium batteries
[GSFC-11260] B71-10411 04
HABITEB, L.
Design and development of a fast scan infrared
detection and measurement instrument
[B-FS-20749] B71-10022 03
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FBISOI1L 10THOB INDBI HIRSBPIELD, S. B.
BABLET, L. D.
Ceramic wiring board increases packaging density of
electronic modules
[BSC-13497] B71-10084 01
B1BBOID, J. L.. JR.
Error evaluation for difference approximations to
ordinary differential equations
[B-FS-21610] B71-10U23 09
Hybrid computer techniques for solving partial
differential equations
[B-FS-21386] B71-10«2» 09
BAHPE. 1. I.
Improved diamond coring bits developed for dry and
chip-flash drilling
[B-FS-21111] B71-10358 07
BABPTON, I. B.
Improved diamond coring bits developed for dry and
chip-flash drilling
[B-FS-21111] B71-10358 07
H»I»FT, L. B.
Method for constructing periodic orbits in nonlinear
dynamic systems
[B-FS-1465U] 871-10151 09
HANAK, J. J.
Superconductor transition temperatures study
[S-FS-21247] B71-10385 03
HANKIKS. J. D.
Flat conductor cable handbook
[B-FS-21009] B71-10379 01
BAIIADEH, 6., Ill
Stored program concept for analog computers
[B-FS-208711] B71-102UO 09
BAUD, G.
Generalized safety eguation - A concept
[B-FS-20522] B71-10183 06
BASSO", G. E.
Diagnostic capability added to digital events
evaluator
[KSC-10526] B71-10001 02
HAISOI, R. J.
DSIF station schedules
[NPO-115»7] B71-102H3 09
BARALSOI, B. S.
Dltrasonic scanning system for in-place inspection
of brazed-tube joints
[B-FS-21166] B71-10227 06
HAEO, P. J.
Tool expedites installation of BNC connectors
[ARC-10327] B71-10180 07
BARPER, T. P.
•aveshapinq electronic circuit
[B-FS-1U916] B71-101I29 01
BARBAP, T.
Ose of cermet thin film resistors »ith nitride
passivated metal insnlator field effect transistor
[GSFC-10835] B71-10375 08
HARiELL, D. 1. I.
PUZZLE - A program for computer-aided design of
printed circuit artwork
[LRL-10050] B71-10122 09
HABRELL, J. ».
A 7.6m /25-ft/ extreme environments simulator
[NPO-11353] B71-10036 03
BARRISOI, D. I.
Catheter transducer and circuit
fARC-10132] B71-1023H 01
BARRISOH, F.
Stable, inflatable life raft for high seas rescue
operations
[HSC-12393] B71-10167 05
Bin, 1. J.
Dnified hatch system
fHSC-158131 B71-10095 06
HARWELL, B. J.
Nonflammable organic-base paint for oxygen-rich
atmospheres
[H-FS-20U86] B71-10077 C«
HARiOOD, O. P.
nodular construction provides large volume storage
facility in minimum space
[B-FS-13568] B71-10354 08
BITFIELD, J.
Ron-symmetrical two dimensional scattering program
[NPO-11576] B71-10007 09
Symmetrical two dimensional scattering program
[BPO-115781 B71-10008 09
B1TIES, J. L.
Ultrasonic scanning system for in-place inspection
of brazed-tube joints
[B-FS-21166] B71-10227 06
BECKEILAIBLE, 8. I.
Frame modal analysis
[BSC-17562] B71-10114 09
BEDEIE. P. S.
Calibration-interval adjustment indicator - 1
concept
[B-FS-18693] B71-10309 01
HEDGEPETB, J. B.
Axisymmetric and cylindrical isostable structures -
A concept
[IPO-120»9] B71-10U16 06
BIBB, B.
Analytical procedure for estimating reliability of
randomly excited structures
CHPO-11618] B71-10189 06
BEFLINGER, L. O.
Improving laser beam coherence - A concept
[ARC-10'17] B71-10527 03
Bultifrequency laser beams for holographic
contouring
[IRC-10311] B71-10534 03
BEIEB, I. C.
Strong, easy-to-mold, spiral buttress thread
[LANGLEy-10755] B71-10336 08
BELLBAUB, R. P.
Improved wax mold technigue forms complex passages
in solid structures
[ILA-07829] B71-10063 05
Rail attachment, flneric crossover ''AND11 gate
[ILA-07391] B71-10178 07
BELH, F. B.
Standardized Pearson type 3 density function area
tables
[H-FS-205H1] B71-10205 02
BEIDBICKS, B. C.
Survey of heat transfer to near critical fluids
rLEHIS-11289] B71-1.0262 03
BEBDBICKS. T.
Spin vector control of a spinning space station
[H-FS-21333] B71-10296 09
BEIDBICKSOB, R. J.
Prevention of damage to delicate connectors during
mounting of heavy engines for testing
(HUC-10322] B71-1004U 06
BBIDBOB, J. A.
Hethyl alcohol used as penetrant inspection medium
for porous materials
[HOC-10419;) B71-10103 06
Locating tube blockage that x-ray cannot detect
[BUC-103861 B71-10129 06
HEIBT, B. R.
Predicting vibrational failure of flexible ducting
[B-FS-16750] B71-10150 06
BEBH1II, B. L.
Noise diffraction patterns eliminated in coherent
optical systems
[GSFC-11133] B71-10236 03
BERRIBG, B. J.
Computing incompressible laminar and turbulent
boundary layer formation
[LE»IS-11190] B71-10155 09
BEBTZBEBG, B.
Flame zone of a composite propellant expanded by a
laser scarce
[LiNGLEy-10660] B71-10335 03
BEBTZEBDOBF, B. B.
Brashless dc motor with dual windings
[B-FS-21290] B71-10530 02
BESTEB, B. B.
Voltage regulator dissipates minimal power and
functions as a voltage divider
B71-10367 01
BEHITT, B. B.
Nondestructive testing of adhesive bonds by nuclear
quadrupole resonance method
[H-FS-21160] B71-10208 Oil
BIGGINS, L. E.
Sapid method for sampling metals for materials
identification
[HSC-17332] B71-10320 0«
BIGGINS, 1. T.
Economical phased-array antenna for environmental
applications
[HQ-10<I3»] B71-10057 02
BIBSHFIELD, S. B.
Polymer containing functional end groups is base for
new polymers
[NPO-10998] B71-10181 01
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aorr, E. G. PERSONAL 1DTHOR IIDEX
1 new metalation complex for organic synthesis and
polymerization reactions
[RPO-10313] B71-10210 04
HOFF. B. 6.
Inexpen'siTe high-temperature furnace for
thermocouple calibration
FNUC-10372] B71-10016 03
BOFFRAR, J. B.
High temperature autoclave vacuum seals
[H-PS-21131] B71-10433 08
HOFFBAN, B. G.
High voltage lightning grounding device
fLERIS-11282] B71-10136 01
HOLDREN, B. B.
Inexpensive, larqe-diameter, radar tracking and
calibration spheres
[ILA-1115II] B71-10190 01
HOLKO, K. H.
Practical method of diffusion-welding steel plate in
air
[LESIS-11387] B71-10455 C8
Solid state welding of dispersion-strengthened
nickel alloys
[LERIS-11388] B71-10520 08
HOLHAH, J. R. L.
A low-altitude satellite interaction study
[GSFC-1138U] B71-10U99 09
BOBEICDTT. C. B.
Combined high vacuum/high freguency fatigue tester
[LEWIS-11210] B71-10K05 06
HOHG, J. P.
Pattern recognition technique
THPO-11337] B71-10187 06
BOOGEIBLOOH, L.
Improved transducer for sgueeze-fil» bearings
[H-FS-20826] B71-101UO 07
HOOVER, B. B.
A multiple-plate, multiple-pinhole camera for X-ray
gamma-ray imaging
rH-FS-205U6] B71-10139 02
BOBTOI, R.
FORTRAN programming - A self-taught course
[LANGLEy-10738] B71-10052 09
BODCK, R. B.
Electronic ripple indicator
fKSC-10162] B71-10170 01
HOUGH, B. L.
High-strength large-diameter carbon-base fibers
[LEUIS-11167] B71-10103 04
HODSEHAN, J.
Computer-controlled mass spectrometer for on-line
gas analysis
fNPO-111127] B71-10191 03
HODSEB, C. P.
Hinature grinder for solid specimens
[H-FS-20005] B71-10059 05
HOBABD. E. 1.
A lightweight, high output soil sampler
fNPO-10797] B71-10159 07
HORA8D, B. T.
Experimental determination of damping parameters of
viscoelastic materials
[H-FS-20531t] B71-10297 00
HOIELL, B. J.
Ray tracing program with options for diffraction
gratings
[GSFC^11305] B71-1029U 09
BUAIG, B. T.
Hew filter technique improves home television
reception
fllSC-137291 B71-101U1 02
HDBBARD, 8. P.
Tone-activated, remote, alert communication system
[NPO-11132] B71-10307 02
HDBEB, C. S.
Modification of physical properties of freeze-dried
rice
[HSC-135UO] B71-10259 01
HOBEB, R. C.
Foldable patterns form construction blocks
[BSC-13860] B71-10523 08
BODSOR, O. K.
Laser interferometry method for absolute measurement
of the acceleration of gravity
tH-FS-21225] B71-10232 03
HDLTBERG, J. A.
Thermal analysis system /TAS-1/ program
rNPO-11819] B71-10386 09
HOBPBBT, O. E.
Electrical instrument measures position and velocity
of shock waves
[AFC-10356] B71-10113 03
BORTER, R. F.
Determination of gas volume trapped in a closed
fluid system
[HSC-15685] B71-1009K 06
BOSSET, J.
Digital parallel-to-series pulse-train converter
[HSC-12417] B71-10<l50 01
HUTT, J. B.
Improved fire-resistant coatings
[GSFC-10072] B71-10198 01
HIRES, B. L.
Digital telemetry system eliminates data redundancy
[HSC-12388] B71-10082 02
HTHES, L. C.
Concentric tubes cold-bonded by drawing and internal
expansion
[ABG-90033] B71-10050 08
IBPRESCIi, B. J.
Producing graphite with desired properties
[HDC-11001] B71-10012 0*
inns, B. E.
A lightweight, high output soil sampler
[HPO-10797] B71-10159 07
JACKSOI, C. R., JR.
Technique for the integral casting of pressure
instrumentation in wind-tunnel models
[LARGIEy-10812] B71-102»7 08
JACOBS, G.
Automatic cross-sectioning and monitoring system
locates defects in electronic devices
[GSFC-11221] B71-10221 01
JA1CSTT.S, V.
Composite antenna feed system operates from VHP to
I-band
[GSFC-110U6] B71-10U10 02
JAHBSOR, A.
Lift distribution in a rectangular -jet
[ABC-10t2i(] B71-10030 09
JERETT, B. B., JB.
Simple, shock-free, guick-release connector - A
concept
[LERIS-11178] B71-10146 07
JEI, B. B.
Eye point-of-regard system
[ARC-10360] B71-10476 05
JOBBSOI, B. L.
Pneumatic amplifier controls high pressure fluid
supply
[MSC-12121] B71-10081 07
JOBNSOR, B. L.
High-temperature, long-life polyimide seals for
hydraulic actuator rods
[LERIS-11212] B71-10098 07
Resin additive improves performance of
high-temperature hydrocarbon lubricants
[LEWIS-11361] B71-10391 OH
JOHNSON, R. B.
Submerged gas injector expels cryogenic lignids from
tanks
[LERIS-11231] B71-10219 07
JOHNSTON, K. D.
Laser net - A concept for monitoring wingtip
vortices on runways
[R-FS-208571 B71-1036C 02
JOLLET, J. E.
Determination of gas volume trapped in a closed
fluid system
[HSC-15685] B71-10091 06
JOSES, G.
Thin spray film thickness measuring technique
[H-FS-20812] B71-10062 08
JORES, P. J.
Tibrational transfer functions for base excited
systems
[H-FS-21432] B71-101H1 09
JONKEB, R. J.
Application of calibration masks to TV vidicon tube
[KSC-10589] B71-10U01 02
I-1JO
FEBSOIAL 1UTROB IHDEI LARSON, R. B.
JORDON. T. B.
Honte Carlo program for the transport of neutrons
and gamma rays
[LEBIS-11403] B71-10490 09
JOSEPH, A. E.
Double precision trajectory program /DPTRAJ 2.2C/
fNPO-11798] B71-10390 09
KAGETABA, T.
Improved method for calcalatinq pump thermodyuamic
suppression head
[B-FS-20852] B71-1C239 07
KAHLE, T. E.
Fabrication of large tungsten structures by chemical
vapor deposition
[LEWIS-11239] B71-10212 08
KALFATAH, S. B.
Effects of the thermal sterilization procedure on
polymeric products
[NPO-11688] B71-10362 0«
KASPARAS, B.
Multilayered printed circuit boards inspected by
X-ray laminography
[B-FS-20849] B71-10226 02
KATSANIS, T.
Computer proqram /TURBLE/ for calculating Telocities
and streamlines in turbomachines
[LEBIS-10788] B71-10392 09
Computer program calculates transonic velocities in
turbomachines
[LEHIS-10977] B71-10102 09
KAOFBAH, J. W.
Peak wind speed anemometer /maxometer/
fB-FS-20916] B71-10023 07
KELBADGH, B. N.
Automatic bio-sample bacteria detection system
[GSFC-11169] B71-10055 04
KELLEB, G. C.
Radial rotating antenna-feed system
[GSFC-11013] B71-10025 01
KEHP, H. T.
Investigation to identify paint coatings resistive
to microorganism growth
[H-FS-20458] B71-10310 04
KBRVII, S. J.
Hultiloop distributed RC active networks
[ARC-10200] B71-10177 01
Catheter transducer and circuit
fAHC-10132] B71-10234 01
KEY, C. P.
Nonflammable organic-base paint for oxygen-rich
atmospheres
[H-FS-20486] 871-10077 04
KHATIB, A. B.
Double precision trajectory program /DPTHAJ 2.2C/
[HPO-11798] B71-10390 09
KIESELBACK, D. J.
Hew materials for fireplace logs
fH-FS-21363] B71-10339 01
KIIG, W. L.
Manpower management information system /BIS/
rH-FS-21177] B71-10131 09
KIBCHHEIEB, W. E., JB.
System accurately controls pressure in cryoqenic
tanks
[LEBIS-11329] B71-10118 03
KIRK, H. It.
Qualifications and certification of nondestructive
testing personnel
CH-FS-20850] B71-10271 06
KISIELOISKI, t.
Prediction of stall characteristics of straight wing
aircraft
[1AHGLET-11013] B71-10501 09
KLEII, J. A.
Glass tube splitting tool
rHSC-17183] B71-10516 07
KHECBTEL, E. D.
Improved molecular sorbent trap for high-vacuum
systems
fABC-10056] B71-10478 03
KNIGHT. H. T.
An unconfined, large-volume hydrogen/air explosion
[HOC-HOOD] B71-10011 03
KHOELL. A. C.
Landing dynamics program for impact attenuating
vehicles /1AHDIT/
fNPO-10810] B71-10172 09
KNOLL, G. F.
Scintillation detector for carbon-14
[ABC-10378] B71-10144 03
KNOLL, B. H.
Computer program for thermal analysis of shadow
shields in a vacuum
[IEBIS-11236] B71-10115 09
KIOX, L. A.
Digital simulation error curves for a
spring-mass-damper system
[H-FS-2C770] B71-10003 09
KOCZELA, L. J.
Voter comparator switch provides fail safe data
communications system - A concept
[BSC-13932] B71-10504 02
KOLLAR, F. J.
Tone-activated, remote, alert communication system
[NPO-11132] B71-10307 02
KOPIA, L. P.
Remote control radioactive-waste removal system uses
modulated laser transmitter
[LANGLET-10311] B71-10313 03
KOBABORSKI, J. 3.
Pressurized suits can be fabricated with adjustable
dimensions
[BSC-12398] B71-10092 05
KOVALEVSKT, L.
Structural behavior of tapered inflated fabric
cylinders under various loading conditions
[HSC-15317] B71-10327 06
KRAUSE, F. B.
Atmospheric pollution measurement by optical cross
correlation methods - A concept
FH-FS-12078] B71-10224 02
KREBS, B. P.
Analysis and design of a flat central finned-tube
radiator
[1EHIS-10893] B71-10399 09
KROGH, F. T.
Multi-dimensional real Fourier transform
[NPO-11648] B71-10133 09
Variable order integrators for the numerical
solution of ordinary differential egnations
[NPO-11613] B71-10248 09
KRDPNICK, A. C.
Nonflammable organic-base paint for oxygen-rich
atmospheres
CH-FS-20486] B71-10077 0»
KONKLE, J. S.
Compressed gas handbook
fltSC-10662] B71-10272 03
KDRTZ, 6. H.
Thin spray film thickness measuring technique
[H-FS-20812] B71-10062 08
KDSHIDA, B. 0.
A study of high frequency nonlinear combustion
instability in baffled annular liquid propellant
rocket motors
[NPO-11800] B71-10532 09
KOTCBERA, B. E.
Copper/nickel eutectic brazing of titanium
[A8C-10337] B71-10525 08
LA SALLE, F.
Method of joining metals of significantly different
expansion rates
[NPO-12076] B71-10028 08
LABBUZA. T. P.
The deterioration of intermediate moisture foods
[HSC-13827] B71-10332 05
LAHTI, G. P.
Computer program optimizes design of nuclear
radiation shields
[LEBIS-10998] B71-10400 09
LALACOIA, F. P.
Graphite-reinforced aluminum composite
[H-FS-21077] B71-10482 04
LAIDES, B. E.
Differential expansion fitting for cryogenic liquid
tanks
[LESIS-11260] B71-10268 08
LABSON, B. B.
Treatment of blueberries prior to freeze dehydration
[HSC-13573] B71-10387 05
Development of non-sweet, flavored food cubes
[HSC-14002] B71-10521 05
I-1J7
LEE, 1. I. PEBSOI1L 10THOB IIDEI
LEE, 1. T.
AUTOTEH - Automated geometry leshinq and beat
conduction calculation
[•OC-10241] B71-10039 09
LEE, J.
High-temperature, long-life polyimide seals for
hydraulic actuator rods
flERIS-11212] B71-10098 07
LEE, e. D.
Miniature implantable instrument Measures and
transmits heart function data
[AFC-10201] B71-10163 05
LEONARD, E. T.
Laser device provides accurate reference to true
gravitational vertical
fARC-104l(4] B71-10479 07
LEOIABD, G. E.
Ceramic backup ring prevents undesirable veld-metal
buildup
fllOC-10357] B71-10117 08
LERAIDORSKI, G. H.
Computerized methods for trafficability analysis
CB-FS-21M23] B71-10484 03
LERI1. J.
Digital decoder for phase-delay coded data
[GSFC-10894] B71-10345 01
LESIS, R. J.
Fabrication of large tungsten structures by chemical
vapor deposition
CLEWIS-11239] B71-10212 08
LIEBE1STEII, R.
Reid beveling of large-diameter pipes
[KSC-10550] B71-10280 08
LIGETSET. G. B.
Thermally stable polyimides from solutions of
monomeric reactants
[LEWIS-11325] B71-10442 04
LILET, B.
Cloud-free resolution element statistics program
rGSFC-11494] B71-10163 09
LIB, L. T.
High efficiency telemetry method
[MPO-10388] B71-10371 02
LIB, B. C.
Silicon contact for area reduction of integrated
circuits
[B-FS-20688] B71-10368 01
LINCOLU, S. J.
I continued fraction generator for smooth poise
seguences
fHSC-13697] B71-10304 01
LIIDQOIST. C. B.
Bigid open-cell polyurethane foam for cryogenic
insulation
CLERIS-11220] B71-10079 01
LIVE. L. 6.
Discrete-component S-band pover amplifier
fGSFC-11248] B71-10365 01
LIPII, B., JB.
Automatic reference level control for an antenna
pattern recording system
[B-FS-20257] B71-10014 01
LIPOBA, P. C.
Rein bridge oscillator circuit
[BSC-13686] B71-10089 01
LISTEE, L. E.
Oscillating tank circuit eliminates ballast resistor
in lamp control circuit
[B-FS-20891] B71-10275 01
LISTOI, E. B.
Side-range logarithmic radiometer for measuring high
temperatures
fABC-10254] B71-10498 01
LITTLEP1GE, B. S.
Enhancing efficiency of single, large-aperture
antennas
[BQ-10597] B71-10287 01
LOCH, T. J.
Electronic device increases threshold sensitivity
and removes noise from FH communications receiver
rBSC-12165] B71-10091 02
LOGGIHS, B.
Folding tools for flat conductor cable harnesses
fB-FS-20121) B71-10415 08
Handling fixture for soldering round wires to FCC
t H-FS-201181 B71-10464 08
LOOHIS, I. B.
Bigh-temperature, long-life polyimide seals for
hydraulic actuator rods
[LERIS-11212] B71-10098 07
Resin additive improves performance of
high-temperature hydrocarbon lubricants
[LEWIS-11364] B71-10394 OH
LOKEHZO, C. F.
Variable sveep-rate shortens dynamic testing time
[LEWIS-11238] B71-10251 C2
LOTH, J. It.
Badiation vie* factor program
CB-FS-21075] B71-10106 09
LORE, D.
Evaluation of omniveave reinforcement for composite
fabrication
[H-FS-209K6] B71-10215 OH
LOREBI, J. B.
Electroplating on titanium alloy
[H-FS-21251] B71-10338 08
LDBKORITZ, 1. R.
Radiation vie* factor program
CH-FS-21075] B71-10106 09
LOHB, D. R.
An improved telemetry system
[iEC-10336] B71-10201 01
LTI, J.
Insolubilization process increases enzyme stability
[»SC-1031«] B71-104II3 04
LTTLE, R. J.
Nonvolatile read/»rite memory element - A concept
[GSFC-10993] B71-10346 01
M
B71-10432 03
I1C GBEGOB, B. K.
Thermal scale modeling
[H-FS-21268]
RICE, E. ».
Experimental determination of damping parameters of
viscoelastic materials
[H-FS-20534] 871-10297 04
HACINTIRE, J. B.
Sensitive gaseous hydrogen detection system
[B-FS-21161] B71-10209 04
BADDBI, B. F.
FOBTBAH 1 digital program changer
[BSC-17567] B71-10448 09
BAIHS, D. K.
Fluid slip ring transfers coolant to rotating
eguipment
[BSC-13451] B71-10083 07
BALTZ, F. H.
Demote determination of sea conditions by
electromagnetic backscatter measurement
[B-FS-13777] B71-10027 04
BALTSZ, B. P.
Pipe installation technique avoids disturbing work
areas
[BSC-15581] B71-10093 06
Ball, 1. B.
Table for estimating parameters of Reibnll
distribution
[B-FS-18817] B71-10436 03
BANOLI, B.
Small size transformer provides high power
regulation with lov ripple and maximum control
[B-FS-16709] B71-10193 01
Aircraft-crash-locating transmitter features design
improvements
[H-FS-16609] B71-10213 02
BAITEDFFEL, E. R.
Brushless dc motor with dual windings
[B-FS-21290] B71-10530 02
BARAK, B.
Stable, inflatable life raft for high seas rescue
operations
[BSC-12393] B71-10167 05
BARREL, B. A.
Coatings from copolymers of tetraphenoxysilane and
p,p (1) -biphenol
[B-FS-14947] B71-10303 04
BABBOIII, B. t. , JB.
Pressurized suits can be fabricated with adjustable
dimensions
CBSC-12398] B71-10092 05
BABSHALL, K. I.
Thermal and structural modeling of superinsulation
[B-FS-20324] B71-10019 02
11BTEL, B. J.
A pseudo random-access synchronous meteorological
satellite system
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[GSFC-10895] B71-10220 02
BABTII. C. D.
Cloud-free resolution element statistics proqrai
[GSFC-11U9H] B71-10U63 09
HABTII, J. B.
Ceramic wiring board increases packaging density of
electronic modules
[HSC-13«97] B71-10084 01
High density electronic packaging module with
improved cooling assembly
[HSC-13639] B71-10088 01
BABTIH, T. F.
Combined high vacuum/high frequency fatigue tester
[LEWIS-11210] B71-10«05 06
H1BTIIECK, B. G.
Durability tester for FCC connectors
[H-FS-20128] B71-10t18 08
Handling fixture for soldering round wires to FCC
[8-FS-20118] B71-10U6A 08
BABIEE, L. H.
Multiple shutters for a stereoscopic camera
[HSC-13507] B71-10065 03
BiSSEI, G. i.
Vibration detection using lasers
[ABC-10389] B71-101H5 03
HASTII, B. C.
Fast carry accumulator design
[H-FS-20902] B71-1027U 01
BATHERS, F.
HASi-tricot - A lightweight radar reflective,
knitted fabric
[LAHGLET-10776] B71-10312 0«
RATHOB, F. P.
Hybrid redundancy system for improving reliability -
A concept
[HPO-115U6] B71-10132 01
BATTSOH, E. J.
Modified bubble level senses pitch and roll angles
over wide range
CHSC-13506] B71-10085 03
HAIVELL, B. S.
Radial rotating antenna-feed system
[GSFC-11013] B71-10025 01
BC ADAMS, H. T.
Computerized methods for trafficability analysis
[H-FS-21123] B71-10t8« 03
BC CAIG, J. C.
Exothermic brazing units
[H-FS-21435] B71-10H67 08
BC C A L L O H , J.
Accelerated battery-life testing - A concept
[GSFC-11085] B71-10348 06
BC C A R T H T , C. E.
Efficient digital comparison technique for logic
circuits
[H-FS-21080] B71-10218 02
BC C O R H O C K , B. D.
Manpower forecast program
[•PO-11551] B71-102H4 09
BC DAIIEL, G. E.
Parallel-gap welding for joints between copper
conductors and Kovar
[H-FS-2122H] B71-10168 08
BC DOOGAL, A. B.
Liguid-fuel valve with precise throttling control
[HPO-10808] B71-10UU9 07
BC GIATH, B. 3.
Determination of radiation interchange factors
[HSC-13475] B71-10295 09
BC GBER. J. 1.
Opacified fibrous thermal insulation
[LEHIS-11235] B71-10<I06 03
BC HALE, E.
Flame zone of a composite propellant expanded by a
laser source
rLAHGLEI-10660] B71-10335 03
BC HEIBT, T. F.
Hiniature carbon dioxide sensor
[MSC-13332] B71-10536 03
BC HUGH, A. 8.
Minimum weight meteoroid shielding determination
[HSC-17017] B71-10i(»7 09
HC KEBI, B. A.
Performance evaluation system for inertial
navigation eguipment
fMSC-135<l2 ] B71-10087 02
HC KIILET, B. B.
A low-altitude satellite interaction study
[GSFC-1138U] B71-10199 09
HC LTHAI, ». T.
Improved circuit avoids premature power transistor
failure
[HPO-113651 B71-10370 02
BC BAHOI, W.
Scale factor gage for fiber optics inspection device
fHSC-17361] B71-10196 07
HC SALLI, P. F.
Modified bubble level senses pitch and roll angles
over wide range
[MSC-13506] B71-10085 03
BC HALLI, B. D.
Computer program for calculating aerodynamic forces
on blade sections
[LESIS-11382] B71-10153 09
Computer program /TOBBLE/ for calculating velocities
and streamlines in tnrbomachines
[1E8IS-10788] B71-10392 09
BC TEIGH, H. A.
Prediction of stall characteristics of straight wing
aircraft
[1AHGLET-11013] B71-10501 09
HELLOB, G. L.
Computing incompressible laminar and turbulent
boundary layer formation
[LEBIS-11190] B71-10155 09
HEBEDITH, C. F.
Optical design and analysis program
CGSFC-11393] B71-10156 09
HETCALFE, A. G.
Improved brazing technigue for pyrolytic graphite
[HPO-12026] B71-10293 08
BETZLEB, A. J.
Antipollution system to remove nitrogen dioxide gas
[LEHIS-11297] B71-10393 04
BEOSEB, B. F.
Hicrobial burden prediction model program
[NPO-11709] B71-10U01 09
BILLEB, T. J.
Program audit, A management tool
[KSC-10557] B71-10380 01
BILLEB, (.
Self-synchronizing, bi-orthogonal coded PCM
telemetry system
[GSFC-11237] B71-1032H 02
BILLS, S. H.
Measuring internal dimensions of small transparent
objects
[LAHGLET-10712] B71-10505 08
MILKER, J. F.
Improved method of using paraformaldehyde as a
disinfectant
[HSC-158871 B71-10096 05
MINER, B. B.
Manpower forecast program
[HPO-11551] B71-10244 09
MITCHELL, D. K.
Optical inspection tool for interior surfaces of
fluid lines
[M-FS-15162] B71-10513 06
HOLEB. B. B.
Multilayered printed circuit boards inspected by
I-ray laminography
[H-FS-20819] B71-10226 02
BOLHO, B.
Improved epoxy resin for constructing cryogenic
filament-wound pressure vessels
CLEBIS-11261] B71-10261 OH
HORFOBD, L. G. , JB.
Multifunction audio digitizer for communications
systems
[HSC-13855] B71-10318 02
HOOBE, D. B.
Computer design of extension springs
rH-FS-2i»073] B71-10173 09
BOOBE, T. J.
Practical method of diffusion-welding steel plate in
air
[LEWIS-11387] B71-10455 08
Solid state welding of dispersion-strengthened
nickel alloys
[LEWIS-11388] B71-10520 08
BOBBIS, E. E.
Differential expansion fitting for cryogenic liguid
tanks
[LEWIS-11260] B71-10268 08
BOBBISOI, H. D.
Inexpensive anti-fog coating for windows
[MSC-13530] B71-101H9 0«
I-13S
BOSS, R. PERSOIAL 1UTHOS IIDEI
•OSS, E.
Environmental effects on silicon solar cells
tKPO-114751 B71-10282 02
BOELLEI, R.•
Improved sheath removal technique for very small
thermocouples
tLEBIS-11228] B71-10179 01
HOLLER, R.
Self-synchronizing, bi-orthogonal coded PCH
telemetry system
tGSFC-11237] B71-1032« 02
HOIOZ, R. H.
i topoloqical approach to coipnter-aided sensitivity
analysis
[ARC-10214] B71-1016U 02
Graphical Method for analyzing digital computer
efficiency
rAHC-10210] B71-10453 09
BOBABCZTK, C.
Beusable anaerobic system for licrobiological
studies - A concept
CBSC-139201 B71-10495 05
BOBPHT, K. B.
Dual-channel circuit conditions/amplifies
transducers1 inputs and outputs
fHSC-15712] B71-10069 01
HDRR1T, C. D.
Glass tube splitting tool
[HSC-17183] B71-10516 07
BOER1T, D. O.
Thermal and structural modeling of superinsulation
fB-FS-2C324] B71-10019 02
BORSINNA, R. C.
Vacuuii--jacketed rotary -joints for pipelines
ritSC-105191 B71-10018 07
Insulation assembly uses cryopumping to reduce heat
transfer in cryogenic liguid line
fKSC-10518] B71-10364 03
N
B71-10388 03
BAKASISHI, S.
Improved electron emitter
. fLEBIS-10814]
IAKICH, R. B.
Digital decorrelator saves time and expense in
acoustic testing of structures
(NPO-11542] B71-10157 03
NELSON, B. A.
Hicrobial burden prediction model program
rNPO-11709] B71-10401 09
HEPPEL, H. C.
Sensitive gaseous hydrogen detection system
[H-FS-21161 ] B71-1C209 01
NICHOLS, D. I.
Strain gage performance above 1033 K
tH-FS-188311 B71-10225 04
NIEDEACH, L. B.
Submersed sensing electrode used in fuel-cell type
hydrogen detector
rB-FS-1U655] B71-10071 01
FIELSON, C. E.
Study aids accuracy of turbopump axial thrust
analysis
[H-FS-1877U] B71-10020 07
HIEBTER, L. L.
Phase locking of field sequential color wheel for
small TV camera
fBSC-13857] B71-10326 02
•XHD01F, L. B.
Rigid open-cell polyurethane foam for cryogenic
insulation
fLEHIS-11220] B71-10079 01
HIES, G. E.
Eigid open-cell polyurethane foam for cryogenic
insulation
rLEBIS-112201 B71-10079 04
NOG*, D. F.
Low cost, logarithmic mass flow computer
CLEWIS-HOCI ] B71-10407 06
HOLTE, L. J.
Technique for experimental determination of
radiation interchange factors in solar wavelengths
FBSC-134761 B71-10066 03
BOBROD, V.
FOBTEAN programming - A self-taught course
[LAHGLEy-10738] B71-10052 09
NOETON, H. E.
Fixture for multiple-FCC chemical stripping and
plating
[B-FS-20237] B71-10420 08
Apparatus tests flexural durability of FCC
[H-PS-20113] B71-10458 08
Cable insulation cut-through tester
[B-FS-20114] B71-10459 08
KOBAKOBSKI, B.
Design and development of a fast scan infrared
detection and measurement instrument
[B-FS-20749) B71-10022 03
IILilD, T. I.
Dynamics of short pressure probes
fLEBIS-11293] B71-1037U 09
OBBIEI, P. F.
Thermal analysis system /TAS-1/ program
fNPO-11849] B71-10386 09
ODOID, B. B.
Hybrid computer techniques for solving partial
differential equations
[B-FS-21386J B71-10121 09
OSUGI. J. T.
Updated, expanded, fluid properties handbook
[B-FS-21169] B71-10078 04
OTOOLE, E.
Digital-coded matrix system simplifies design and
construction of flow charts
[BSC-13539] B71-10086 09
OTTO, G.
Unique intermetallic compounds prepared by shock
wave synthesis
[B-FS-20861] B71-10216 04
OTWAT, B. J.
An unconfined, large-volume hydrogen/air explosion
[HOC-11000] B71-10041 03
OIABA, T. I.
Automatic amino acid analyzer
[AEC-10215] B71-10165 04
PACKE, D. R.
BAPS - a computerized management analysis and
planning system
[LEBIS-11349 ] B71-10321 09
PADDED, J.
Cadmium plated steel caps seal anodized aluminum
fittings
[B-FS-20137] B71-10355 05
PAGE, A. D.
Improved wax mold technique forms complex passages
in solid structures
[XLA-07829] B71-10063 05
FALSER, E.
EKG isolator
[H-FS-21236] B71-10124 05
PALBOBE, J. I.
Bethod for constructing periodic orbits in nonlinear
dynamic systems
[B-FS-14654] B71-10151 09
PAPE, R. C.
Hultilayered printed circuit boards inspected by
X-ray laminoqraphy
[B-FS-20849] B71-10226 02
PARADISE, J. 3.
High-reliability release mechanism
[LEBIS-11233] B71-10080 07
PARKER, J. A.
Statistical characterization of phenolic-novolak
structures
fABC-10393] B71-10255 04
PABKER, R. J.
Series-hybrid bearing - An approach to extendinq
bearinq fatique life at high speeds
[LEBIS-11152] B71-10173 07
PARRT, E. P.
A silver ion water sterilization system
[BSC-15734] B71-10278 04
PARSONS, I. E.
Automatic transmission line monitor
CKSC-10385] B71-10288 02
PASKO, R. H.
Fast peak selector for mass spectrometer
CLANGLEY-10268] B71-10009 04
PATE, I. B.
Accumulative weights program
CB-FS-15066] B71-10181 09
PERSOIAL AOTBOR IHDEI R E P A S , G. 1.
PATHOBE, J. B.
Stored p rog ram concept for analog computers
[H-FS-20874] B71-10240 09
PATTOI, B. H.
L a n d i n g dynamics p rogram for iipact at tenuat ing
Tehicles /LAHDIT/
[HPO-10810] B71-10472 09
P A U L I , F. ».
A t t i t u d e controls for 7TOL aircraft
[XAC-8972] B71-10202 05
PA0LL, B. B.
Soise diffraction patterns e l iminated in coherent
optical sys tems
[GSPC-11133] B71-10236 03
P E L L I C A M E . J. P.
Superconductor transition temperatures study
rn-FS-21247] B71-10385 03
PELDSO, R. P.
Lou-temperature bonding of temperature-resistant
electronic connections
fH-FS-20909] B71-10253 08
PEIIIIG, P. 1.
Equipment and procedure for determining the elastic
modulus of carbon-epoiy composites
fLEWIS-11116] B71-10397 06
PERKHS, D. B.
Multiple shutters for a stereoscopic camera
[(ISC-13 507] B71-10065 03
PERKIIS, P. J.
Bigid open-cell polyurethane foam for cryogenic
insulation
[LEWIS-11220] B71-10079 01
P E K L M A i , H.
Principles of error detection and error correction
codes
[HPO-11487] B71-10408 02
Theory and application of feedback shift registers
[HPO-11486] B71-10451 02
PEBBT, C. L.
Metabolic breath analyzer
[H-FS-21415] B71-10466 05
PESCB. W. 1.
Hinatnre grinder for solid specimens
fB-FS-20005] B71-10059 05
P E T E R S O N , B. 1.
Active parallel redundancy for electronic
integrator-type control circuits
[HOC-10231] B71-10040 01
PETERSON, B. I.
Ultrasonics used for high-precision nondestructive
inspection of brazed -joints
[NOC-10352] B71-10045 08
PETERSON, V. S.
High voltage lightning grounding device
tLEWIS-11282] B71-10136 01
PHILLIPS, 1. B.
Improved vax mold technique forms complex passages
in solid structures
riL»-07829] B71-10063 05
PHILLIPS, I. I.
Ketal-to-ceramic seals - A literature survey
[NPO-11430] B71-10116 08
PICCIOLO, G. L.
Bacterial adenosine triphosphate as a measure of
urinary tract infection
[GSFC-11092] B71-10051 05
Automatic bio-sample bacteria detection system
[GSFC-11169] B71-10055 04
P I N C H A . P. J.
Accumulative weights program
[H-FS-15066] B71-10181 09
PIISOI, G. T.
Solid-state data interpretation system - A concept
[H-FS-20587] B71-10366 02
PITTS, I. C.
Improved molecular sorbent trap for high-vacuum
systems
fABC-10056] B71-10478 03
P L A K A S , C.
Instrument detects bacterial life forms
CGSFC-10972] B71-10312 05
P L A T A K I S , I. S.
Preparation of homogeneous vitreous materials for
electronic and optical devices
[HQ-10670] B71-10172 04
P O L L A C K , J. L.
Durable cathodes for high-power inert-gas arcs
[LEWIS-11162] B71-10264 03
POBT, B. S.
New primers for adhesive bonding of aluminum alloys
[B-FS-21387] B71-10488 04
POBTEB, B. I.
Lignid-fuel valve nith precise throttling control
[HPO-10808] B71-101M9 07
POSCB, B. E.
Device measures conductivity and velocity of ionized
gas streams
fIAC-05695] B71-10235 03
POSTAL, B. B.
Tone-activated, remote, alert communication system
[HPO-11132] B71-10307 02
POTTER, A. E., JB.
Hultispectral infrared imaging interferometer
[HSC-12U01] B71-10325 02
POWELL, J. G.
Tone-burst technique measures high-intensity sound
absorption
[LAHGLET-10667] B71-10395 03
POWELL, B. W.
Fiscal output data produce versatile graphic-numeric
charts
fMDC-103911] B71-10108 09
PREISWEBK, P.
Axisymmetric and cylindrical isostable structures -
A concept
[NPO-120149] B71-1011I6 06
PRICE, P.
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B71-10095 06
B71-10096 05
B71-10097 04
B71-10099 04
B71-10100 07
B71-10101 07
B7 1-10102 01
B71-10103 06
B71-10105 04
B71-10106 09
B71-10107 05
B71-10108 09 ............
871-10109 06
B71-10110 03
B71-10111 03
B71-10112 03
B71-10113 03
B71- 10 1 11 01 ...
B71-10115 09
B71-10117 08
B71-10118 03
871-10119 02
B7 1-101 2C 03
B71-1C122 09
B71-10123 08
B71-10121 05
B71-10125 01
B71-10126 C2
B71-10129 06
B71-10130 09
,. B-FS-20120
IGS-11370
BSC- 13507
BSC- 13176
BSC-13262
BSC- 157 12
BSC-15701
B-FS-11655
B-FS-20860
GSFC-10009
GSFC-10010
HQ-10407
LAHGLET-10610
B-FS-21169
LEBIS-11233
BSC-12388
BSC-13451
BSC-13506
................ BSC-13539
BSC-13542
BSC-12165
BSC- 15581
BSC-1S685
BSC-15813
BSC-15887
. . LEHIS-10256
HUC-10225
. H0C-10558
B-FS-21075
B-FS-21045
M-FS-2 1016
HOC-10394
HPO-11598
;... B-FS-21119
............... AHC-10213
ARC-10349
800-11357
ARC-10392
LBl-10050
B-FS-21236
HDC-10386
BSC-17308
i-151
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B71-10131 03 ,....
B71-10132 01
B7 1-10133 09
B71-10135 08
B71-10136 01
B71-10137 05
B7 1-10138 09
B7 1-101 39 03
B7 1-10141 02
B71-10142 01
B71-10144 03
B71-10145 03
B71-10147 09
B71-10148 02
B71-10149 oa
B71-10150 06
B71-10151 09
B71-10152 07
B71-10154 04
B71-10155 09
B71-10156 06
B71-10157 03
B71-10158 0*1
B71-10159 07
B7 1-10160 03
B7 1-10161 04
B71-10163 05
B71-10164 02
B71-10165 OH
B71-10166 03
B71-10167 05
B71-10168 08
B7 1-101 69 02
B71-10170 01
B7 1-10171 01
B71-10173 07
B71-10174 01
B71-10178 07
B71-10179 01
B71-10180 03
B7 1-10181 09
B71-10182 01
B71-10183 06 »..-
B71 10185 09
B71-10186 09
B71-10188 06
B7 1-10189 06
B71-1Q191 03
B71-10192 05
B71-10193 01
B71-10194 06
B7 1-10195 04
B71-10196 06
B71-10197 04
B7 1-10198 04
B71-10199 08
B7 1-10200 05
B7 1-10201 01 .,
B7 1-1 020 2 05
B71-102r3 03
B71-10204 01
B71-10205 02
B71-10206 08
B71-10207 07
B71-10208 04
B71-102C9 04 .,
B7 1-10210 04
B71-10211 09 . ,
B71-10212 08
B71-10213 02
B71-10214 07
B71-10215 09
RPO-11649
HPO-11651
HPO-11652
IRC- 10378
HSC-13530
HPO-11542
H-PS- 14706
NPO-10999
NP0 11555
H-FS-20536
NPO-11617
HPO-11427
H FS-24015
H-PS-24017
H FS-20943
H-FS-21138
H FS-16609
H-FS-20750
LEWIS-11294
B71-10218 02
B71-10219 07
B71-10222 07
B71-10224 02
B7 1-10226 02
B71-10227 06 ....
B71 10230 02
B71- 10231 01
B71-10232 03
B71-10234 01
57 1-10235 03
B71-10236 03
B71-10237 07
B71-10238 09
B71 10239 07
B7 1-10241 05
B7 1-10243 09
B71- 10244 09
B71-10245 04
B71-10247 08 * . .
B7 1-10248 09
B71-10249 03
B7 1-10 250 09
B7 1-10251 02
B71-10253 08 ,
B7 1-10254 06
B71-10255 04
B71 10256 08 .
B7 1-102 57 08
B71-10258 02
B71-10259 04
B7 1-10261 04
B71-10262 03
B71-10263 02
B71-10264 03 ..
B71-10265 03
B7 1-10266 06
B71-10267 09
B71-10268 08
B71-10 269 03 * .
B71-10270 06 . . .
B7 1-10 271 06
B71-10273 03
B71-10274 01
B71-10275 01
B71-10276 02
B71-10277 04
B71-10278 04
B71-10279 01 .
B7 1-1 0280 08
B7 1-10282 02
B71-10283 C3
B71-10284 09
B7 1-10285 09
B71-10286 0 1
B7 1-10287 01
37 1-10 28 8 02
B71-10289 04
B71-10290 0-"
B71-10291 04
B71 10292 01
B71-10294 09 ...
B71-10295 09
B71-10296 09
B71-10297 04 . . .
B71-10298 02
B7 1-10299 02
B71-10300 04
B71-103C1 07
B71-10302 07
B71-10303 04
LEWIS- 11 231
g FS-12078
,.i.. H-FS-20849
ARC- 10 31 6
ARC- 10 132
XAC-05695
H-FS-20852
. . ... SPO 1 1547
NPO 11551
, H-FS-20909
, . H-FS-20895-
UPC 1C393
LEIIS-11328
, KSC 10661
LEWIS 11261
... H FS-20542
M-FS-20717
, . HSC 15734
HQ-10597
H-FS-20952
M-FS-149U7
J.-15,;
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B71-103C6
B71-10307
671-103^8
B71-10309
B71-10310
B71-10311
B71-10312
B71-10313
B7 1-10314
B71-10315
B71-10316
B71-10317
B71-10318
B71-10319
B71-10320
B71-10321
B7 1- 10322
B71-10323
B71-10324
B71-10325
B71-10326
B71-10327
B71-10328
B71-10329
B71-10330
B71-10331
B71-10332
B71-10333
B71-10334
B71-10335
B71-10336
B71-10337
B71-10338
B71-10339
B71-10340
B71-10341
B71-10342
B71-10343
B71-10344
B71-10345
B71-10346
B71-10347
B71-10348
B71-10349
B71-10350
B71-10351
B71-10352
B71-10353
B71-10351
B71-10355
B71-10356
B71-10357
B71-10358
B71-10359
B71-10360
B71-10361
B71-10362
B71-10363
B71-10361
B71-10365
B71-10366
B71-10367
B71-10368
B71-10369
B71-10370
B71-10371
B71-10372
B71-10373
B71-10374
B71-10375
B71-10376
B71-10377
B71- 10378
B71-10379
B71-10380
B71-10381
B71- 10382
B71- 10383
B71- 10381
871-1038 5
B71-10386
B71-10387
B71-10388
B71-10389
B71-10390
B71- 1039 1
B71-10392
09
02
09
01
04
03
05
01
09
07
02
04
04
C9
01
02
02
06
07
05
05
04
05
03
01
03
08
06
08
04
03
01
04
03
02
01
01
01
06
01
03
03
03
03
08
05
01
03
07
04
02
01
08
03
01
02
01
01
08
02
09
09
08
09
09 ,....
03
01
01
09
09
03
09 , . . .
05
09
09
02
09
BSC- 13858
HPO-11132
B-FS-18693
B-FS-20458
HPO-10828
GSFC-11050
GSFC-11306
BSC-13855
BSC-17211
BSC-17332
KSC-10384
BSC-15317
BSC-17348
BSC-13227
BSC-13544
BSC-13827
B-FS-21251
B-FS-21363
B-FS-21364
B-FS-21357
GSFC-11C85
B-FS-21024
B-FS-21050
B-PS-21074
B-FS-13568
B-FS-20925
B-FS-20962
LEBIS-10985
KSC-10518
B-FS-20587
BPO-11365
NPO-11849
HSC 13573
BPO-11798
B71-10394
B71-10395
B71-10397
B71-10398
B71-10399
B71-10400
B71-10401
B71-1C102
B71-10403
B71-10101
B71-10405
B71-104C6
B71-1C107
B71-10408
B71-10409
B71-104 10
B71-1041 1
B71- 10412
071-10113
071-10414
B71- 10415
B71-10416
071-10417
071-10418
071-10419
B71-10420
071-10421
B71-10422
B71-10423
B71- 10424
B71-10425
071-10126
071-10427
B71-10428
B71-10129
071-10430
07 1- 1043 1
B71-10132
871- 10133
B71-10434
B7 1-10435
071-10436
871-10437
B71-10138
B71-10139
071-10440
B71-10441
B71-10442
B71-10443
B71- 10141
87 1-10 445
B71-10446
871-10117
071-10448
871-10449
B71-10450
B71-10451
071- 10452
071 10453
871- 10454
871-10455
B71-10456
B71-10457
B71-10458
071- 10459
B71-10460
B71-10461
B71-10462
B71-10463
871-10464
B71-10165
B71-10466
B71-10467
671-10468
B71-10469
B71-10170
B71-10171
871-10472
871-10473
871-10474
B71-10475
B71-10476
871-10477
B71-10478
871-10479
B71-10480
871-10181
B71-10482
P!|
01
06
n<)
oq
TQ
01
01
oil
02
C6
03
06
S3
0^
02
OU
n
09
C 9
08
OR
08
no
08
08
08
OS
nq
09
01
01
03
01
01
06
01
03
08
Oil
OR
03
Oil
01
92
0">
01
mi
Oil
Oj
02
Of,
ni
09
07
01
02
0 1
09
03
08
01
08
OR
OR
OR
OR
01
oq
01
OR
OF
OR
07
01
01
01
01
09
Oil
OS
OS
OS
01
07
07
07
04
. LEBIS-
LESIS-
LANGLET-
LEglS-
IESIS-
LE»IS-
LEWIS-
HPO-
. IEWIS-
LEHIS-
... KSC-
1EHIS-
LEBIS-
NPO-
GSFC-
GSFC-
GSFC-
GSFC-
. BSC-
. BSC-
B-FS-
B-FS-
B-FS-
B-FS-
B-PS-
B-FS-
B-FS-
B-FS-
B-FS-
B-FS-
. HPO-
. ARC-
. ARC-
S-FS-
B-FS-
B-FS-
B-FS-
B-PS-
B-FS-
B-FS-
B-PS-
B-FS-
B-PS-
B-PS-
B-FS-
ARC-
H-PS-
LEilS-
ARC-
GSFC-
. ARC-
. NPO-
. BSC-
. BSC-
1TPO-
. BSC-
HPO-
. ARC-
ARC-
. ARC-
LEKIS-
GSFC-
B-FS-
H-PS-
B-FS-
B-FS-
H-PS-
GSFC-
6SFC-
H-PS-
B-FS-
B-FS-
B-FS-
. »RC-
. ARC-
ARC-
11297
11364
10667
11116
10905
10893
10998
11709
10977
11167
10589
11210
11235
11001
11487
10981
11016
11260
11028
13995
17562
20121
2C234
20123
20128
20112
20237
20236
20116
21610
21386
11166
10136
10175
11778
14916
18793
21477
21268
21131
20162
18867
18817
20776
2C723
20546
10088
21432
11325
10314
11023
10084
12049
17017
17567
1C808
12417
11486
10402
10210
10109
11387
11393
20112
20113
20114
20115
20117
11422
11494
20118
20119
21415
21435
10228
10259
10394
... NPO-10840
.. B-PS-24073
... ARC-10427
LAHGLET-10623
ABC-10360
... iRC-10362
ABC-10056
... ABC-10444
... ABC-10327
... ABC-10429
.. B-FS-21077
1-153
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B71-10483
B71-10»8«
B71-10185
B71-10486
B71-10U87
B71-10U88
B71-10U89
B71-10U90
B71-10U91
B71-10492
B71-10U93
B71-10U9H
B71-10U95
B71-10196
B71-10497
B71-10»98
871-101(99
B71-10500
B71-10501
B71-10502
B71-10503
B71-1050K
B71-10505
B71-10506
B71-10507
B71-10508
B71-10509
B71- 10511
B71-10513
B71-1051K
B71-10516
B71-10517
B71-10519
B71-10520
B71-10521
B71-10522
B71-10523
B71-10525
B71-10526
B71-10527
B71-10528
B71-10530
B71-10531
B71-10532
B71-1053»
B71-10535
B71-10536
Oil
03
05
01
05
OH
OK
09
09
09
07
03
05
07
01
01
09
09
09
02 ,
07 ,
02 ,
08 ,
03 ,
06 ,
09
09
07
06 ,
06
07
02
03 ,
08
05 ,
07
08 ,
08
03 ,
06 ,
02 ,
08
09
03
09 ,
03
H-FS-21393
B-FS-21123
H-PS-21611
B-FS-21121
LJIGLET-10258
LEDIS-11229
B-FS-21U90
H-PS-21627
HSC-12363
HSC- 13920
HSC-17361
iRC-10025
iHC-1025«
LiHGIET-11013
MSC-13932
BSC-13613
i-FS-20786
LESIS-11511
HSC-12U32
H-FS-15162
BSC-13516
HSC-13517
BSC-17183
B-FS-21U2U
LEBIS-11388
BSC-13508
BSC-13860
»RC-10U17
ARC-10288
B-FS-21290
, HPO-11800
, iRC-103*1
I-15K
PUBLIC COLLECTIONS OF NASA DOCUMENTS
DOMESTIC
NASA deposits its technical documents and bibliographic tools in eleven special regional libraries
located in the organizations listed below Each library is prepared to furnish the public such services as
reference assistance, interlibrary loans, photocopy service, and assistance in obtaining copies of NASA
documents for retention.
CALIFORNIA MISSOURI
University of California. Berkeley Linda Hall Library. Kansas City
COLORADO NEW YORK
University of Colorado, Boulder Columbia University, New York
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PENNSYLVANIA
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